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FOREWORD

Standing between the Indian subcontinent, Asia and the Middle East
of the Eastern Mediterranean, Iran’s political, socio-economic and
cultural dynamic has historically interacted with those of these other
areas, in the process mediating and transforming traditions and insti-
tutions received from and transmitted to each. The Safavid period
(907–1135/1501–1722) is of especial import as the Safavid dynamic
provided the link between the medieval and modern periods of both
the history of Iran and that of the region as a whole. It is often
identified as the period when, for example, 1) Iran adopted Shi'ism
as its formal, state religion, and the material and theological/doctrinal
foundations of the modern religious infrastructure were laid; 2) Persian
was increasingly identified as Iran’s pre-eminent language; 3) the bor-
ders of what is today the modern Iranian state were first established;
and, 4) Iran’s political, social, economic and cultural spheres began
to interact with those of the West on a previously unparalleled scale
especially as the Spanish-Portuguese dominance of world trade gave
way to the dominance of the British-Dutch trading systems.

In 1974 the US-based Society for Iranian Studies sponsored a col-
loquium on the city of Isfahan, established as the Safavid capital in
the seventeenth century, at the Fogg Museum of Art, Harvard
University, papers from which were later published as a special issue
of the Society’s journal Iranian Studies. A general history of Iran in
the Safavid period was produced by Roger Savory in 1980, and
published by Cambridge. 

Since that time, however, the number of scholars engaged in the
study of various aspects of Safavid society has witnessed phenome-
nal growth. In the last decade alone there have been three inter-
national colloquia, all held in Europe, which addressed issues in
Safavid society and culture. In March 1989 Jean Calmard of the
CNRS organised the First International Round Table on Safavid
Persia. Under the auspices of French Research Institute in Iran and
the CNRS some eighteen scholars from Iran, Europe and the US
gathered in Paris to discuss aspects of Safavid social, economic and
cultural history. The resulting volume of papers, Etudes Safavides, sous
la direction de Jean Calmard (Paris-Teheran: Institut Français de
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Recherche en Iran, 1993) contained eighteen papers on sources,
socio-cultural and socio-economic history. 1993 also witnessed the
gathering of over twenty scholars, from Iran, Europe, the US and
Japan, for the Second Round Table, organised by Charles Melville,
in Cambridge. On this occasion Safavid art and architecture were
also included as part of the Round Table’s remit. The resulting vol-
ume, Safavid Persia, The History and Politics of an Islamic Society, Charles
Melville, ed. (London: I.B. Tauris, 1996) contains fifteen papers on
such topics as history and historiography and society and commerce. 

Early in 1998 Sheila Canby organised a British Museum conference
on ‘Safavid Art and Architecture’, attended by some 24 scholars from
Iran, Russia, Europe and the US. An edited volume of these papers
has now been published (Safavid Art and Architecture, edited by Sheila
R. Canby, London: British Museum, 2002). In May of the same year, in
Salt Lake City, Utah, USA, some fourteen scholars based in the US
gathered for a conference entitled ‘Safavid Iran and Her Neighbours’.

In 1998 the Third Round Table on Safavid Persia was convened
at the University of Edinburgh, as part of the run-up to the com-
memoration of the 250th anniversary of the establishment of courses
in Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies at the University. So large
had the field become that there was but a modicum of overlap
between the speakers, the topics of their papers and the attendees
at all of these 1998 gatherings. 

In keeping with the increasingly broad and interdisciplinary remit
of the Round Tables the 1998 Round Table included some forty
specialists drawn from such diverse fields as political and military
history, art and architecture, language and literature, religion and
philosophy, geography, anthropology and sociology, and the history
of science and medicine presented papers over three days. (A full
list of presenters and paper titles is found below.) Such a gathering
facilitated an exchange of ideas, information, and methodologies
across a broad range of disciplines between scholars from diverse
research backgrounds with a common interest in the history and cul-
ture of this important period of Iran’s history. 

The Round Tables have sought also to identify newer scholars in
the field world-wide particularly, for example, those without perma-
nent academic posts, and bring them together with those who are
better established. 

Finally, bringing together the most productive and creative schol-
ars from the many different sub-disciplines of Safavid studies, as in
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the past two Round Tables, also encouraged the identification and
promotion of items for future research and analysis. 

Of the papers delivered at the 1998 Round Table the twenty arti-
cles in the present volume reflect the successful manner in which
the Round Table itself achieved its stated goals. The contributions to
the present volume are the work of scholars from Iran, Russia, the
Continent, the UK and the US. These articles underscore the con-
tributions of relatively newer scholars in the field from all these geo-
graphical regions: the articles of Bashir, Blake, Quinn, Matthee,
Newman, Rührdanz, Sifatgol, and Ja'fariyàn, half of the papers
included, both add significantly to the field’s knowledge and challenge
some of its underlying assumptions. The contributions of Sifatgol and
Ja'fariyàn from Iran, both especially prominent among the younger
Iranian scholars of the Safavid period, attest to the appearance of a
new, post-war generation of scholars in Iran ready and able to succeed
such of the ‘founding fathers’ of the field in Iran as Afshàr and
Ishràqì, both of whose papers are also included in the present volume. 

Also in keeping with the ‘mission statement’ of these Round Tables,
these articles reflect the effort to foster an exchange of ideas and
information between scholars engaged in research across many fields
and scholarly disciplines. Roughly one-third of the papers presented
at the Round Table addressed aspects of Safavid ‘culture’, broadly
construed. In the present volume eight articles, one-third of the total,
address such issues as painting, carpet production, Qur"àn illumina-
tion, and literature.

Finally, especially inasmuch as it was in the Safavid period that
Twelver Shì'ism was first established in Iran and that, consequently,
the key religious concepts and material infrastructure that underpin
the present-day relationship between religion and the state in Iran
were given such important impetus, the Third Round Table included
some seven papers on such topics. The present volume includes five
articles on religio-spiritual aspects of Safavid society.

Themes and Organisation

The twenty articles in the present volume are divided into six sections,
entitled ‘History and Historiography’, ‘Sources on Safavid Society
and Culture’, ‘Culture and Patronage in the Safavid Period’, ‘Art
and Identities’, ‘Culture, Economy and Politics in Peripheries and
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Centres’ and ‘The Spiritual Realm: Medicine, Manuscripts, Money
and Movements’. 

In the first section, ‘History and Historiography’, Michele Bernardini
examines two works of poetry completed by Hàtifì (d. 929/1522)
and Qàsimì Gunàbàdì (d. 982/1574), a pupil of the former, both
of Khurasan and known to have been Shì'ites. Hàtifì completed a
Tìmurnàma between 898/1492 and 904/1498 and a mathnavì dedicated
to Ismà'ìl. His pupil authored Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl in the year 940/1533.
Both authors attempted to endow their subjects with superhuman
qualities and, especially, identify Ismà'ìl with Timur himself. In terms
of territory this identity was shaped in parallel with the Il-khanid
concept of Iran as it was created under Mongol rule. This territory
was mentally tightly linked up to the political capacity of the Safavid
dynasty to whom the reassembling of the whole territory was ascribed.
Sholeh Quinn suggests that in the Safavid period Timurid historio-
graphy continued to supply imitative models—highly conventional
and imitative prefaces, rulers’ genealogies and dreams narratives—
containing general themes which later historians, engaging in what
she calls an ‘inter-dynastic dialogue’, could adapt to their own times
to promote their own dynasties’ ideology and legitimacy. Karin
Rührdanz argues that comparing illustrated copies of Zakariya b.
Mohammed b. Mahmud al-Qazwini’s 'Ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt wa gharà"ib
al-mawjùdàt, in Arabic as well as in Persian and Turkish translations,
reveals the extent to which such work was undertaken with a dis-
tinctively contemporary agenda in mind. The illustrations and the
contents of the interpolation, in particular, send messages about the
interests of the intended audience and challenge conventional notions
as to the stagnation and decline of culture in late medieval and early
modern Islam. 

In the section on ‘Sources on Safavid Society and Culture’, Iraj
Afshàr notes the preoccupation with political, military and diplomatic
events over urban, social and cultural affairs which address aspects
of daily life. In particular he calls for further attention to such gov-
ernment documents as firmans, judicial decrees, petitions, land grants,
royal mandates, wills, and a host of other miscellaneous writings. Of
these some are available in India—some of which are now located
abroad—but there are some also in Iran, and the latter run to some
fifty or sixty volumes and are located, in the main, in Kitàb-Khàna-
i-Markazì (Central Library) of Tehran University, Malik National
Library and Majlis Library in Tehran, and Mar'ashì Library in Qum.
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Afshàr highlights some of the most important of these documents.
Charles Melville evaluates the importance of the third volume of
Faûlì Khuzànì’s court chronicle Afûal al-tavàrìkh which he discovered
at Cambridge miscatalogued as a manuscript of Iskander Beg Munshi’s
well-known Tàrìkh-i 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì and which, in fact, covers the
reign of 'Abbàs I. Melville highlights the importance of this source
for the light it sheds on affairs in the Caucasus, provincial adminis-
tration, and patronage networks within the administration. Anthony
Welch brings to light the journals of the nineteen year-old Venetian
nobleman Ambrosio Bembo who, in 1085/1674, visited Shiraz,
Qumisheh and Isfahan. There he stayed with the Carmelites and
met Raphaël du Mans, who had already completed his Estat de la
Perse en 1660 at the request of Louis XIV’s minister Colbert, and
Jean Chardin. Bembo reports at length on food, customs, and cloth-
ing, and the doctrinal differences amongst both the Muslim and
Christian populations of Isfahan, as well as contemporary Zoroastrians.
He visited Persepolis and Kirmanshah as well. Of special, additional
interest are the drawings which accompany the work by his com-
panion the French artist G.J. Grélot, whom Bembo met in Isfahan.

In ‘Culture and Patronage in the Safavid Period’ Sheila Blair
explores the provenance and, as importantly, attempts to reconstruct
the religio-political background to Shah ˇahmàsp’s commissioning,
ca. 946/1539–40, of the matched pair known as the Ardabìl car-
pets, the largest and most famous of the Safavid period—one each
of which is now at the Victoria and Albert and Los Angeles County
Museums—as well as that of the Ardabìl shrine more generally.
Reconstructing the carpets’ history shows how the matched pair,
originally ordered to fit a specific building, were adapted to meet
the changing needs of the shrine at Ardabìl. The period of 'Abbàs’
renovations to the Ardabìl shrine in the early seventeenth century
is most likely when the two carpets were shortened, as this was the
first time since ˇahmàsp’s work at the shrine that substantial monies
were spent there. The shah’s attention to the shrine bespoke a desire
to heighten his family connections; thus, also, his grandfather’s bones
were also moved back to Ardabìl. Stephen Blake argues that 'Abbàs I’s
transfer of the Safavid capital from Qazvin to Isfahan occurred in
999/1590—not in 1006/1597–8, as is usually thought. Initially the
shah undertook to redevelop the older part of the city, centred on
the Harun Vilayat bazaar, an effort which lasted until 1004/1595.
Ca. 1011/1602, however, he decided to shift the political, economic
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and religious nucleus of the city to ‘an undeveloped garden retreat
district in the southwest’, what would become Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn.
Blake explains this two-stage process of the city’s transformation from
provincial centre into an imperial capital in light of political and
economic reforms undertaken by the shah over this period. Robert
Hillenbrand investigates a rare masterpiece of Islamic woodwork—
the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl in his tiny mausoleum attached to
the shrine complex of Shaykh Íafì al-Dìn at Ardabìl. With its intri-
cate intarsia work in ivory and sandlewood, it falls naturally into the
late Timurid tradition of luxury woodwork as used for doors, fences,
screens and the like. The paper attempts to place this royal sar-
cophagus within the tradition of court luxury arts in late Timurid
and early Safavid times.

The three papers in ‘Art and Identities’ address generally-accepted
notions of identity and artistic accomplishment. Based on detailed
analysis of ‘their’ works A.T. Adamova argues that the artist
Mu˙ammed Qàsim l’Ancient who worked in the late sixteenth cen-
tury and the Mu˙ammed Qàsim who worked in the latter half of
the seventeenth century were, in fact, the same individual, who died
in 1070/1659. She then groups his work by stylistic periods noting,
for example, the introduction of rich landscape settings into indi-
vidual drawings and paintings in works completed between 1014/1605
and 1037/1627 and such innovations as rendering the foreground
with tiny strokes or points, and leaving ‘reserved’ flowering bushes,
including irises which would become standard in the later works of
both this artist and others. Barbara Brend considers works that bear
the names of two artists, Mìrzà 'Alì and 'Abd al-Íamad, the latter
a key figure in Kabul’s Mughal school in the sixteenth century, to
suggest that they are the oeuvre of one and the same individual. The
paper, again, also reveals something of the nature of the production
of culture in the process. Jonathan Bloom discusses the ‘discovery’
in early Safavid times of a magnificent copy of the Shàhnàmeh illus-
trated nearly two centuries earlier and the lessons Safavid artists and
patrons drew from the earlier model.

In ‘Culture, Economy and Politics in Peripheries and Centres’ E.
Bahari attributes the establishment of the Bukhara school of paint-
ing to 'Ubaydallàh Khàn’s capture of Hirat in 935/1528, when the
Uzbeg ruler sent the renowned ‘Shaykhzadeh’ Ma˙mùd Muzahhib,
the able pupil of the master Bihzàd, Mulla Yùsuf and the famous
calligrapher Mìr 'Alì Hiravì to Bukhara. Soon thereafter the art of
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the book in Bukhara, with which the school is especially identified,
suddenly blossomed, some superbly illustrated manuscripts being pro-
duced up to around 1570. The article both highlights the interest
of the courts of this period in culture and the importance of patron-
age to the continued health of ‘high’ culture in particular. Rudi
Matthee uses numismatics as a source of historical information to
shed light on the relationship between the centre and the periphery
in Safavid times. His discussion of the coinage of Óuvayzeh in south-
western Iran shows ‘unity within diversity’. Óuvayzeh coins conformed
to Safavid patterns in royal inscriptions, yet appear as a regional
coinage in style, layout and calligraphy. This situation mirrors the
position of the Musha'sha' rulers of Óuvayzeh, vis-à-vis the central
state. Though tributary to the shah, they enjoyed considerable admin-
istrative and financial autonomy.

In ‘The Spiritual Realm: Medicine, Manuscripts, Money and Move-
ments’, considering the fifteenth as a century marked by messianic
movements, Shahzad Bashir addresses the development of the
Nùrbakhshiyya Mahdist movement which matured slightly ahead of
the Safavids in the fifteenth century, whose leadership, unlike the
Safavid order, did not advocate recourse to arms to vindicate its
claims and which, following the death of its Mahdi, disappeared as
a distinctive religio-spiritual movement in Iran. Jean Calmard explores
the efforts of Shì'ì clerics to curtail certain forms of popular literary
expression and ritual, particularly story telling. Calmard addresses Shah
Ismà'ìl’s divàn, the Abù Muslim-nàmeh—in which the partisans of the
Ahl-i bayt and Abù Muslim continued to be called ‘Sunnites’—, the
Mukhtàr-nàmeh, the several epics of Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya, 'Alì
b. Abì ˇàlib and Amìr Hamza, the maqtal nàmehs and various non-
Islamic forms of popular literature such as fables and sagas of non-
Muslim heroes, all of which were singled for condemnation by
prominent, orthodox clerics in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
I˙sàn Ishràqì contributes important new information to our under-
standing of the Nuq†avì movement in the Safavid period suggesting,
for example, the extent to which the movement both represented a
continuation of earlier Sufi-style movements even as, in this period
in particular, it became a locus for urban-based opposition to an
oppressive state structure and, there, the official religion of that state.
Rasùl Ja'fariyàn notes that, although there has much discussion of
the migration of Arab Twelver Shì'ì scholars to Safavid Iran, the
prior existence in Iran of manuscripts of key works on Twelver
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doctrine and practice has not been addressed. Indeed, Ja'fariyàn 
suggests that Rumlù’s statement in his A˙san al-Tavàrìkh that in
907/1501, when Ismà'ìl captured Tabrìz and proclaimed the estab-
lishment of the faith, the court had access to few, if any, major
works of Twelver fiqh, applied only to Azerbayjàn. Manuscripts of
Shì'ì works on fiqh were made in such key Shì'ì centres in Iran as
Kashan, Sabzavar, Astaràbàd, Ray and Tus. A number of old man-
uscripts brought by immigrant scholars from such Arab centres of
the faith as Iraq, Ba˙rayn and Jabal 'Àmil in the Lebanon during
the early years of Safavid rule were kept at Ardabìl. Our own paper
argues for a re-examination of the legacy of the well-known late
Safavid-period Shì'ì faqìh Mu˙ammad Bàqir al-Majlisì, suggesting
that with regard to the materia medica in his famous Twelver akhbàr
compilation Bi˙àr al-Anvàr there is little hint of the ferocious anti-
philosophical and anti-Greek tendencies for which he is usually
identified in the secondary sources. Nor is there evidence in this
material for the supposed fatalism with which Shì'ì prophetic med-
icine is generally associated. Finally, Manßùr Íifatgol notes that at 
a time when no governmental budget existed for the maintenance
of schools, mosques and other popular institutions, the huge income
from avqàf was fundamental to the cultural, economic and social life
of Iran. Focusing on the seventeenth century Sifatgol suggests that
during 'Abbàs I’s reign the avqàf institution became institutionalised
and centralised. Avqàf increased markedly following his death and
'Abbàs II sought to assume direct control over an avqàf system which
had become quite complex. If Shah Sulaymàn himself did not cre-
ate large amounts of avqàf, family and many courtiers did and dur-
ing the reign of Shah Sul†àn Óusayn endowments from family
members, courtiers and statesmen, increased considerably, as did the
influence of members of the religious institution who managed them. 

* * *

The Third Round Table enjoyed extra-ordinary support from such
diverse organisations as The Iran Heritage Foundation; The Foreign
and Commonwealth Office; The University of Edinburgh’s Arts,
Divinity, and Music Faculty Group Research Fund; The Barakat
Trust; The British Institute of Persian Studies; The National Museums
of Scotland; The Binks Trust; Out of the Nomad’s Tent, Edinburgh;
The British Academy; and The University of Edinburgh’s Development
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Trust. Thanks are also are due to the University of Edinburgh
Library, and especially Frances Abercromby, for mounting ‘An
Exhibition of Persian Manuscripts from the Collections of Edinburgh
University Library’ during the Round Table. All of the participants,
and myself especially, are very grateful to all of them. All of the
participants, and the organiser, were very appreciative for the sup-
port and encouragement of all these organisations. The present vol-
ume is dedicated to Chris Rundle who recently retired from the
Foreign Office. During his tenure Chris was a constant and consis-
tent source of assistance to Iranian studies in the UK and all of us
in the field are immensely grateful for all his help. 

All of those at the 1998 Round Table were grateful to those who
presented papers. The contributions of the Round Table’s session
chairs, Rob Gleave, Edmund Herzig and Paul Luft, were also much
appreciated. Special personal thanks are also due to Charles Melville
and Jean Calmard for their encouragement and advice throughout
the organising process. Yasir Suleiman of the Department of Islamic
and Middle Eastern Studies and Chair of the Edinburgh Institute
for the Advanced Study of Islam and the Middle East, under whose
immediate auspices the Round Table was held, as well as Carole
Hillenbrand and Robert Hillenbrand whose support was also much
appreciated. The Faculty of Arts, University of Edinburgh also gave
me leave time in Spring, 2000, to complete work on this volume.
My thanks also to my wife Margaret and our daughter Mary Katherine
for their patience and encouragement from Autumn 1996, when I
first began organising for the Round Table, until Autumn 2002 as
the editing process winds down. 

With regard to that editing, I have exercised a very light touch.
I have attempted to standardise transliteration and bibliographic
entries based on those utilised by the International Journal of Middle
Eastern Studies, but I have left untouched some names and words
for which there are conventional English spellings available. Thanks
are due to Ms Nafisa Abd el-Sadek for her able assistance in this
process. The volume has benefitted in particular as well from the much-
stretched patience of Ms Trudy Kamperveen and of Irene van Rossum
of Brill with whom it has been of the utmost pleasure to work!

The appearance of this volume of selected articles from the 1998
Third Round Table is especially timely as the field continues to
expand, both in the number of scholars engaged in research in related
specialisms and in the number of symposia and conferences. In
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September 2002, the London-based Iran Heritage Foundation recently
organised the extremely successful ‘Iran and the World in the Safavid
Age’ in London and the Fourth Round Table has already been spo-
ken for. It is to be hoped that the same friendly atmosphere which
has prevailed at the three Round Tables and other Safavid-period
gatherings to date will continue to mark all these future gatherings
and scholarly exchanges. 

Andrew J. Newman
Department of Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies
The University of Edinburgh
September 2002

* * *

List of Papers Delivered at the 
Third International Round Table on Safavid Persia,

Edinburgh, August, 1998
(full details of presenters and paper abstracts are 

to be found on the web at:
http://www.arts.ed.ac.uk/eiasime/events/RoundTable.html)

‘Afzal al-Tavarikh and the Battle of Jam (935/1529): A Reassessment’, Mrs Simin
Abrahams

‘Muhammad Qasim and the Esfahan School of Painting’, Dr Adel T. Adamova
‘Majmu’ehs and Maktubs as Essential Sources for Safavid Research’, Mr Iraj Afshar
‘The Houses of Isfahan: Architecture, Patronage, and Social History’, Dr Sussan Babaie
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HÀTIFÌ’S TÌMÙRNÀMEH AND QÀSIMÌ’S 
SHÀHNÀMEH-YI ISMÀ'ÌL: CONSIDERATIONS 

FOR A DOUBLE CRITICAL EDITION

Michele Bernardini

The present article deals with the works written by two Persian poets
living in Khuràsàn during the 9th–10th/15th–16th centuries, when the
Timurid rule was giving way for the Safavid power.1 The first of
them, Hàtifì, died in the year 929/1522 and had been living at the
village of Khargird-i Jàm (nowadays Langar).2 The second poet is
Qàsimì Gunàbàdì who died in the year 982/1574, after a life spent
at Gunàbàd ( Junàbàd), according to his nisba, too.3 Qàsimì was one
of Hàtifì’s pupils and shared his master’s literary style and his Shì'ì
religious beliefs.4 The respective works of these two authors show an
undeniable connection. 

Hàtifì wrote a Tìmùrnàmeh (¸afarnàmeh-yi ) Tìmùrì between 898/1492
and 904/1498.5 He also commenced a maßnavì to Shàh Ismà'ìl, the
Futù˙àt-i Shàhì (also Ismà'ìlnàmeh), and it is unfinished.6 As to Qàsimì,

1 This essay is based on a preliminary collation of manuscripts. See also Michele
Bernardini, ‘Il Tìmùrnàme di Hàtefi e lo Shàhnàme-ye Esmà'il di Qàsemi (il Ms. Frazer
87 della Bodleian Library di Oxford)’, in La civiltà timuride come fenomeno internazionale,
(Oriente Moderno, XV [LXXVI], 2, 1996), I, 97–118. 

2 Concerning this author cf. intr. to 'Abdallàh Hàtifì, Shìrìn i Khusraw, Saadullo
Asadulloev, ed. (Moskva: Nauka, 1977), 3–46; Abdullo Hotifì, Laylì va Majnun, ed.
Saadullo Asadulloev (Dushanbe: Universiteti Davlatii Tojikiston, V.I. Lenin, 1962),
I–IV; 'Abdallàh Hàtefì, I sette scenari, M. Bernardini, ed. (Napoli: Istituto Universitario
Orientale, Series Minor, 1995), 9–34. See also the intr. to 'Abdallàh Hàtifì, ¸afarnàmeh-
yi Hàtifì, ed. A.S. 'Usha", (Madras: University Islamic Series XIX, 1957).

3 Compared with Hàtifì the approach of the scholars to Qàsimì’s work was cer-
tainly less significant. A recent article represents a new step in the research: Simin
Abrahams, ‘The Career of Mirzâ Qâsem Jonâbâdi in the light of Afûal al-Tavârix’,
Annali dell’Istituts Universitario Orientale di Napoli, LIX/1–4 (1999), 1–15.

4 Mu˙ammad MuΩaffar Husain Íabà, Rùz-i Raushan, M.R. Àdamiyat, ed. (Tehràn:
Ràzì, 1343/1964), 151.

5 For the date of the Tìmùrnàmeh, see my intr. to 'Abdallâh Hâtefï, I sette scenari, 18.
6 This last work merits study. Frequently mentioned as an unfinished work, the

Futu˙àt-i Shàhì, is preserved only in a few examples some of which confuse it with the
Ismà'ìlnàmeh of Qàsimì. This confusion is attested also in some old notes concerning
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we will concentrate on his Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl (also known as Shàhnàmeh-
yi Màûì ), that was finished in the year 940/1533.7 Neither the author
or his works have attracted the attention of biographers and critical
editors. 

Hàtifì’s Tìmùrnàmeh and Qàsimì’s Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl are inserted
into a khamseh and for this reason they are normally considered to
be reprising Alexander’s epic. However, in their poems both authors
refer to Firdawsì’s Shàhnàmeh, though showing conventional references
to Iskandar/Dhu’l-Qarnayn of the Muslim tradition.8 These late-
Timurid and proto-Safavid epics should be viewed as chapters (about
4.000 couplets each) relating to the life of a single king, to be added
to the ancient masterpiece. Hàtifì, for instance, objected virulently
to those who considered him to be a hopeless imitator of the models
set by NiΩàmì and Amìr Khusraw.9 Of course its style and language
cannot be compared to those of Firdawsì, even if Mu˙ammad Ja'far
Ma˙jùb considers Hàtifì’s work as a late evidence of the survival of
a still-living sabk-i khuràsànì (Khurasani style).10 The position held by
the Iranian scholar is highly significant and, moreover, consistent
with the narration of all the pertinent tazkirehs as a peculiar feature
of Hàtifì’s poetical career. Still very young, he was called to the
Timurid court in Hirat, in the presence of Jàmì and 'Alì Shìr Navà"ì,
in order to give a javàb to the verses which Firdawsì, in his turn,

Hàtifì’s manuscripts: see for ex. O. Codrington, ‘Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian,
Hindustani and Turkish Mss. in the Library of the Royal Asiatic Society’, Journal
of Royal Asiatic Society (1982), 541. On this confusion between Hàtifì and Qàsimì,
see our ‘Un manoscritto persiano proveniente dalla prima biblioteca lincea’, Bollettino
d’Arte, 74/53 (1989), 1–10, esp. note 14. On Hàtifì’s Khamseh, see note 2.

7 This is utilizing a lithographic edition, published in India (Lucknaw, 1870). 
8 Bernardini, ‘Il Timurnàme di Hàtefi e lo Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà"il di Qàsemi’, 104–110.
9 Ibid., 105.

10 Mu˙ammad Ja'far Ma˙jùb, Sabk-i Khuràsànì dar Shi'r-i fàrsì, (Tehran: Intishàràt-i
Firdaus [1966]), 124–125. Recent studies have underlined the importance of the
imitation of classical literary models in the Timurid period. See, for example,
Riccardo Zipoli, The Technique of the ]awàb: Replies by Navà"ì to ÓàfiΩ and ]àmì,
(Venice: Cafoscarina, 1993 [Eurasiatica 35]); Paul E. Losensky, Welcoming Fighànì.
Imitation and Poetic Individuality in the Safavid-Mughal Ghazal, (Costa Mesa: Mazda
Publishers, 1998). Aside from these important works, there is still need for exten-
sive study of the Shàhnàmeh imitations. This kind of phenomenon could be also a
consequence of the exceptional editing work carried out by Baysungùr, the most
‘credited’, by the way, to Jalàl Khaliqì Mu†laq’s new edition, although we cannot
measure its impact on Hàtifì and Qàsimì. This research covers both some basic
aspects of literary technique and different ideological aspects, as Bert G. Fragner had
clearly demonstrated in his recent Die ‘Persophonie’: Regionalität, Identität und Sprachkontakt
in der Geschichte Asiens, (Berlin: Das Arabische Buch [Anor 5], 1999), 59–61.
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had composed as a javàb to some couplets by Abù Shakùr Balkhì.
Of course, he passed this examination, and was admitted into the
panoply of Timurid poets.11

Undoubtedly Hàtifì and Qàsimì may be connected to their famous
mentor as well by daily circumstances, that is their strong links to
a proto-bourgeoisie living in small towns and villages in the Khurasani
rural world. It is for this reason that Hàtifì kept aloof from the
sophisticated court of Hirat and preferred to spend his life in his
own chahàrbàgh at Khargird-i Jàm.12 It is just the same behaviour
held by Ibn-i Óusàm who, half a century before, wrote a Khàvarnàmeh,
a sort of Shàhnàmeh, in which 'Alì takes the place of Rustam. He
‘wrote his own verses on the handle of his spade’ and, just like
Firdawsì, ‘had no interest for the luxury of royal banquets’.13 As to
Hàtifì, he was the keeper of the Qàsim-i Anvàr’s shrine in his native
Khargird-i Jàm and showed clearly his attachment to rural society,
in strict coherence with the tradition connected with the dihqàn
Firdawsì. Qàsimì, too, for a period, was the kalàntar of Gunàbàd.14

Now to a closer examination of the two masnavìs. My interest was
spurred by the first analysis I made of a manuscript presently kept
at the Bodleian Library of Oxford. Though very late, Ms. Frazer
87 reveals very clearly the links between the works of Hàtifì and
Qàsimì. This miscellaneous manuscript is dated 1105/1693–4 and
is signed by Mu˙ammad Qàsim of Shìràz.15 In the centre of the
page appears a Tìmùrnàmeh disposed on two columns; in the upper
and external margins a Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl has been copied as well.
This last epic is much shorter than the main one and it ends before
Hàtifì’s text. In the margins of the following pages the Tu˙fat al-
a˙ràr of Jàmì has been copied. The simultaneous appearance of these
works is not accidental. It is intended to permit an easy compari-
son of the different epics when similar episodes are involved. As to

11 Hâtefi, I sette scenari, 18–19.
12 Mullà 'Abd al-Nabì Fakhr al-Zamànì Qazvìnì, Tazkireh-yi Maykhàneh, ed. A˙mad

Gulchìn Ma'ànì (Tehran: Iqbàl, 1340/1961), 115.
13 Giovanna Calasso, ‘Il Xàvar-nàme di Ebn Óosàm: note introduttive’, Rivista

degli Studi Orientali, 68 (1973–1974): 153–173; Ead., Un’«epopea musulmana» di epoca
timuride: il Xàvar-nàmè di Ibn Óosàm, (Roma: Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1979).

14 Amìn A˙mad Ràzì, Haft iqlìm, ed. Jawàd Fà∂il, (Tehran: 'Ilmì, 1340/1961–2),
2: 311–314.

15 E. Sachau, H. Ethé, Catalogue of the Persian, Turkish, Hindùstànì and Pashtu Manuscripts
in the Bodleian Library (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1889), I: 458, nr. 514; Bernardini,
‘Il Timurnàme di Hàtefi e lo Shàhnàme-ye Esmà"il di Qàsemi’.
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the main texts, it is possible to notice frequent interpolations and
variations if compared with more ancient manuscripts. The ‘syn-
chronous’ edition of such ‘historical’ masnavìs is, moreover, far from
unique. Two other interesting examples are the ‘binary’ editions of
Hàtifì’s Tìmùrnàmeh and Qàsimì’s Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl, now kept at
the Royal Asiatic Society (Ms. 305),16 and in Istanbul (Aya Sofya
3284).17 Unfortunately these two manuscript editions appear to be
unfinished (the RAS one), undated, and unsigned. Tauer dated the
Aya Sofya manuscript to the 10th century.18 But a closely compar-
ative reading of Ms Frazer 87, Ms. RAS 305 and Aya Sofya 3284,
shows that the copyists themselves adapted the texts according to
the thematic similarities they intended to highlight. In other words,
the imperial events relating to the Central-Asiatic king are connected
to similar episodes of Shah Ismà'ìl’s history. Therefore, the latter
appears as Timur’s emulator.

More recently there is the consideration of other more ancient
manuscripts. As to the Tìmùrnàmeh, we must note that the sumptu-
ous specimen (Ms. Persan 357, Bibliothèque Nationale de France,
Paris, of Sul†àn 'Alì Qà"inì), executed during the lifetime of the poet
(between 898/1492 and 902/1496), demonstrates evidence of manu-
script production at court.19 The same may be said about another
high quality codex, a miscellaneous Safavid manuscript kept in the
Vatican Library, the Barberini Or. 104, dated 968/1560 and signed
by Mu˙sin b. Lu†fullàh Ma'àd Óusaynì Sabzavàrì.20

Qàsimì’s works are mainly attested by cheaper form of manuscript
production. These include Ms. 1974 of the Palatina Library in Parma,
copied by Mu˙ammad b. Abù Bakr b. 'Izz al-Dìn Ma˙mùd b.

16 Codrington, ‘Catalogue of the Arabic, Persian, Hindustani and Turkish Mss.’, 541,
no. 208. Charles A. Storey, Persian Literature. A Bio-Bibliographical Survey, 1, (London:
Luzac, 1970), 1/1, 303, no. 373. Storey confused Ms. 305 of the Royal Asiatic
Society, Qàsimì’s Ismà'ìlnàmeh, with Hàtifì’s Futù˙àt-i Shàhì. See also here note 6.

17 Felix Tauer, Les manuscrits persans historiques des bibliothèques de Stamboul
III’, Archiv Orientální, 3 (1931), 480, no. 427.

18 Ibid.
19 See Bernardini, I sette scenari: 39–42; Francis Richard, Catalogue des manuscrits

persans. I, Ancien Fonds (Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1989), 360, no. 357; Francis
Richard, Splendeur persanes. Manuscrits du XII e au XVII e siècle (Paris: Bibliothèque
Nationale, 1997), 103, no. 59.

20 Ettore Rossi, Elenco dei manoscritti persiani della Biblioteca Vaticana, (Città del
Vaticano: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1948), 159–160; Bernardini, ‘Un mano-
scritto persiano’, 1–10; Hâtefi, I sette scenari, 59–61.
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Mu˙ammad and dated 954/1547.21 Another copy of similar quality
is Ms. Ouseley 218, dated 957/1550, also at the Bodleian Library
of Oxford.22 Both the Parma and Oxford copies were written dur-
ing the lifetime of Qàsimì, but in the last there is a large number
of interpolations.

The large manuscript production both of Hàtifì’s Tìmùrnàmeh and
Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl, (see Appendix I and II) confirms the widespread
attention given these works. It was in the Ottoman world that the
Tìmùrnàmeh, first of all, represented a model to be followed by the
writers of similar celebratory texts. A preliminary study of them has
been made by Christine Woodhead23 and István Nyitrai,24 but in a
more general way, this style as a whole has been studied in some
masterly seminal works by Z. Íafà on the ˙amàseh-saràyì literature.25

Íafà traced the history of the origins of this imitative literary form
to reveal the presence of prior works. Probably the first imitation
Shàhnàmeh of this kind was written by a certain Mu˙ammad Pàyizì,
who celebrated the Khvàrizmshàh Qu†buddìn Mu˙ammad (490–521/
1097–1128).26 Íafà also considered the Tìmùrnàmeh of Hàtifì and the
Shàhnàmeh of Qàsimì. More recently Murtaûavì tried to insert the
Tìmùrnàmeh into the complicated frame of the Ilkhanid-Timurid his-
toriography.27 This is one of the more difficult aspects of our research.
Jean Aubin, although he emphasized the need for an exhaustive
analysis of them, accorded to both Hàtifì’s and Qàsimì’s works lim-
ited historical value.28 Certainly they are not ‘true’ historical sources
in which we may find information about specific events. Indeed, they

21 Angelo Michele Piemontese, Catalogo dei manoscritti persiani conservati nelle biblioteche
d’Italia (Roma: Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, 1989), 215, no. 242.

22 Sachau, Ethé, Catalogue, 457–458, no. 513.
23 Christine Woodhead, ‘An experiment in Official Historiography. The Post of

}ehnameci in the Ottoman Empire c. 1555–1605’, Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des
Morgenlandes, 75 (1983), 157–182.

24 István Nyitrai, ‘Rendering History Topical: One aspect of a 16th Century
Historical Epic in the Ottoman Empire’, Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae,
48/1–2 (1995), 108–116.

25 Z. Íafà, Óamàsasaràyì dar Ìràn. Az qadìmtarìn 'ahd-i tàrìkhì tà qarn-i chahàrdahum-i
hijrì, (Tehran: 13332/1954), 360–362, 364–366; idem, ‘Hamàsahà-yì tàrìkhì wa dìnì
dar 'ahd-i Íafavì’, Iran-name, I/1 (1982), 5–21, esp. 6–8.

26 Mu˙ammad 'Awfì, Lubabú’l-Albáb, ed. Edward G. Browne, (Leiden: Brill, 1903),
2: 346–346, no. 124. 

27 Manùchihr Murtaûavì, Masà"ìl-i 'aßr-i Ilkhànàn, (Tehran: Intishàràt-i Àgàh, 1991),
562–589.

28 Jean Aubin, ‘Chroniques persanes et relations italiennes. Notes sur les sources
narratives du regne de Shâh Esmâ'il Ier’, Studia Iranica, 24/2 (1995), 247–259, esp. 251.
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bear the traces of the political use of history put into practice by
the Timurid and Safavid sovereigns during the 9th–11th/15th–17th
centuries. 

In a general way we can suggest derivation from consolidated his-
toriographical models. The Tìmùrnàmeh may be linked with the
¸afarnàmeh of Yazdì and the Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl, in a general way,
reminding us of the various works completed during the 10th/16th
century. But such a derivation, as already suggested by Murtaûavì,
cannot be considered automatic and rather implies conscious choice
from a wide range of possible sources. The two literary works, indeed,
must be viewed as a literary effort to confer an aura of super-
humanity over trivial historical facts. 

Moreover Qàsimì, when reprising Hàtifì’s Tìmùrnàmeh, certainly
intended to retain the structure of his own model, even when the
comparison between Timur and Ismà'ìl involved some anachronisms.
The salient moments of both conquerors’ lives are connected into a
common historiographical frame which, in fact, twists the historical
sequence of events. To keep the pace, Qàsimì resorts to different
literary devices, including the insertion of long Sàqìnàmehs. These are
intended also to make up for the ‘gap in glory’ which separate the
Safavid ruler from the central Asian king. For instance, it is inter-
esting to notice the parallel disposition of the respective enemies in
an expressive thematic equivalence: the deeds of Tìmur against
Toqtamïsh Khàn have their equivalent in Shàh Ismà'ìl’s campaign
against the Uzbeg Mu˙ammad Shaybànì. The same happens with
the replacement of Bàyazìd I with Salìm I, the new antagonist in
the Western part of the Safavid realm. Also in the historical pref-
aces, where the differences ought to appear more evident, the kings
are compared. Hàtifì celebrates the Timurid house of his time with
a reference to Timur’s forerunner, Qarachar Barlas. Qàsimì, after
a long dissertation about the major representatives of Shì'ism and a
celebration of the house of Ardabìl, exalts Ismà'ìl’s successor ˇahmàsb,
who is the real ‘recipient’ of the epic. However, we cannot find any
explicit comparison of Ismà'ìl to Timur, even in Qàsimì’s panegyric
dedicated to his master Hàtifì, which gives the motivation of his
replay-remake (tatabbu', as he defined it).

Nevertheless one of the most relevant aspects of these literary
works is their use at the courts in which they were written. Hàtifì
wrote his Tìmùrnàmeh for the court of Badì' al-Zamàn Mìrzà. The
same received directly from Shàh Ismà'ìl the order for the compi-
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lation of his Futù˙àt-i Shàhì, and possibly that ruler knew of the pre-
vious work dedicated to Timur.29 Contrary to Hàtifì’s work, Qàsimì’s
production seems to have had a short life in the proper courtly envi-
ronment. Maybe this fact derived also from the treacherous behav-
iour and the consequent fall of Sàm Mìrzà, the former patron of
the poet and the brother of the Safavid Shah.30 Several manuscripts
of the Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl were written during the 10th/16th cen-
tury, in popular formats which, while preserving a fairly good qual-
ity, are certainly not courtly works. But it is also possible that their
reading was practised in public contexts and, as I have shown else-
where, Hàtifì’s work represented a model for a popular literary gen-
der which involved public readers: Hàtifì himself, in his Haft ManΩar,
attributed to some pardanishìns, intended as story-tellers, an impor-
tant rôle in the construction of the novel.31 This behaviour appears
to be consolidated in the social context of the author. In 949/1542
the Italian Michele Membré reported that ‘public readers explained
pictures for a little money’. The same persons were seen by Membré,
‘with books in their hands, reading the battles of Alì and the fightings
of the old kings and chiach Ismail, receiving money for their works’.32

Membré mentions also some teperrai, i.e. tabarrà"ì. These persons are
also mentioned in later sources, dealing with the future conquest of
Constantinople, and the future installation on the Ottoman throne
of ˇahmàsb’s brother, Sàm.33 These teperrai/tabarrà"ì were charged
with denigrating the three first caliphs. They were evidently engaged
also in the ‘foundation’ propaganda of the Safavid Dynasty. Moreover,
the more recent celebration of Timur in tà'ziyehs34 reveals a link

29 Sàm Mìrzà-yi Íafavì, Tu˙feh-yi Sàmì, Va˙ìd Dastgardì, ed. (Tehran: Armaghàn,
1314/1936), 94–97. See also, for Hàtifì and Ismà'ìl, Riûàqùlì khàn Hidàyat, Majma'
al-Fußa˙à, (Tehran: Amìr Kabìr, 1339/1960), 2: 116. It is important to note that
the same request was also addressed to other persons. For instance, Ibràhìm
Amìnì Haravì was the author of two more Futù˙àt-i Shàhì, one in prose and the
other in verses, both completed in 938/1531, cf. Maria Szuppe, Entre Timourides,
Uzbeks et Safavides. Questions d’Historie politique et sociale de Hérat dans la première moitié
du XVI e siècle, (Paris: Cahier de Studia Iranica [12], 1992), 54–55; Aubin, ‘Chroniques
Persanes’, 249–250.

30 The recent research of Simin Abrahams regarding the Afûàl al-tawàrìkh, offers
some new elements concerning the relations between Qàsimì and the Safavid court.

31 Hâtefi, I sette scenari, 26–26.
32 Michele Membré, Relazione di Persia (1542), Giorgio R. Cardona, Francesco

Castro and Angelo Michele Piemontese, eds. (Napoli: Istituto Universitario Orientale,
1969), 59.

33 Ibid., 227–228; cf. Jean Calmard, ‘Tabarru" ’, EI2, (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 10: 21–23.
34 S. 'Abbàs Banisadr, La Tâ’ziyé ou le Drame Persan, (Vancouver: n.p. 1994), 112–140.
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between Shì'ì martiriology and the history of such ‘founders’ as Timur
himself. This inclusion involves Safavid religiosity from previous times,
as Heribert Horst,35 Sholeh A. Quinn36 and Maria Szuppe37 have
clearly pointed out.

Appendix I

Provisional list of the Manuscripts of the Tìmùrnàmeh

1) Ms. Ancien Fonds 357, Paris Bibliothèque Nationale de France
(hereafter, Paris), 1492–96, cf. Francis Richard, Catalogue des Manuscrits
Persans, I Ancien Fonds, (Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale de France:
1989), 360; 2) Ms. from the antiquarian market, 905/1499, cf. Fine
Oriental Manuscripts and Miniatures, (London: Sotheby’s sales, 21.XI.1985–
18.XI.1985): no 408; 3) Ms. 253 (P.) Moty Mahall, Library of the
King of Oudh, Calcutta, 908/1502–03, cf. A. Sprenger, A Catalogue
of the Arabic, Persian and Hindústány Manuscripts in the Libraries of the King
of Oudh. I, Persian and Hindústány Poetry, (Calcutta: Baptist Mission
Press, 1854), 422; 4) Ms. 2568, India Office Library, London (here-
after India Office), 927/1521, cf. Hermann Ethé, Catalogue of Persian
Manuscripts in the Library of the India Office (Oxford: India Office, 1903),
1: 778–779, no. 1410; 5) Ms. Elliot 403, Bodleian Library, Oxford
(hereafter Oxford), 934/1528, cf. Sachau, Ethé, Catalogue of the Persian,
Turkish, Hindûstânî, and Pushtû Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1889), 646, no. 1006; 6) Ms. 2204, Akademja Nauk
Uzbekistan, Tashkent (hereafter Tashkent) 943/1536, cf. A.A. Semënov,
Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej Akademii Nauk Uzbekskoj SSR, (Tashkent:
Izdatelstvo Akademii Nauk USSR, 1954), 2: 235–236, no. 1324; 7)
Ms. 2838, British Museum Library, London, 945/1538, cf. Charles
Rieu, Supplement to the Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the British

35 Heribert Horst, Tîmûr and ›ôgä 'Alî. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der Safawiden,
(Wiesbaden: Akademie der Wissenschaften und literatur in Mainz 1958).

36 Sholeh Ann Quinn, ‘The Dreams of Shaykh Safi al-Din and Safavid Historical
Writing’, Iranian Studies, 29/1–2, (1996), 127–147; idem, ‘The Historiography of
Safavid Prefaces’, in Safavid Persia. The History and Politics of an Islamic Society, ed. by
Ch. Melville, (Cambridge: I.B. Tauris, 1996), 1–25.

37 Maria Szuppe, ‘L’évolution de l’image de Timour et des Timourides dans l’his-
toriographie safavide du XVIe au XVIIIe siècle’, in L’Héritage Timouride. Iran-Asie
Centrale-Inde XVe–XVIII e siècles, ed. Maria Szuppe (Tashkent – Aix-en-Provence: Cahiers
d’Asie Centrale 3–4, 1997): 313–331.
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Museum, (London: British Museum, 1895), 191, no. 297; 8) Ms. 328,
Kitàbkhàneh-yi Majlis, Tihran (hereafter Majlis), 947/ 1540–41, cf.
Storey, Persian Literature. A Bio-Bibliographical Survey (London: Royal
Asiatic Society, 1970), 289; 9) Ms. H. 1594, Topkapı Sarayı
Kütüphanesi, Istanbul (hereafter Topkapı), 947/1540, cf. Fehmi
Edhem Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi Farsça Yazmalar Katalo<u, 
(Istanbul: Kütüphane, 1961), 264–65 no. 766; 10) Ms. 418, University
Library, Princeton, 949/1542, cf. Nicholas N. Martinovitch, A Catalogue
of Turkish and Persian Manuscripts belonging to Robert Garrett and deposited
in the Princeton University, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1926),
16; 11) Ms. Add. 1109, Library of the University, Cambridge, (here-
after: Cambridge), 950/1544, cf. Edward G. Browne, A Catalogue of
the Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the University of Cambridge,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1896), 363–364, no.
CCLXXX; 12) Ms. Sa'ìd Nafìsì Private Library, 950/1543, cf.
[Saadullo Asadulloev] 'Abdallàh Hàtifì, Shìrìn va Khusraw (Moskva:
Nauka, 1977), XLIX; 13) Ms. H. 1465, Topkapı, 952/1546, cf.
Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi: 265, no. 767; 14) Ms. Or. 33, Biblioteca
Reale, Torino, fist half of XVI c., cf. Angelo Michele Piemontese,
Catalogo dei manoscritti persiani conservati nelle biblioteche d’Italia, (Roma:
Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, 1989), 301 no. 342; 15) Ms.
Or. 2867, British Museum Library, London, first half of XVI c., cf.
Rieu, Supplement: 190, no. 295; 16) Ms. Na20 [762], Asiatic Society
of Bengal, Calcutta, (hereafter Asiatic Society Bengal), 958/1551, cf.
Maulavì Mìrzà Ashraf 'Alì, Catalogue of the Persian Books and Manuscripts
in the Library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, (Calcutta: Asiatic Society
1890), 91; 17) Ms. 1410, Browne Collection, [Cambridge], 960/1553,
cf. Reynold A. Nicholson, A Descriptive Catalogue of the Oriental Mss
Belonging to the Late E.G. Browne (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1932), 264–265, no. V.79 (9); 18) Ms. Riedel 38, National
Library, Stockholm, 960/1553, cf. Storey, Persian Literature 1/1: 289;
19) Ms. CDXLIV, Public Library, St. Petersburg, (hereafter St.
Petersburg), 963/1555–56, cf. B. Dorn, Catalogue des manuscripts et xylo-
graphies orientaux de la Bibliothèque Imperiale publique de St. Petersbourg, (St.
Petersbourg: Imprimerie de l’Académie Impériale des sciences, 1852),
381–83; 20) Ms. Barberini Or. 104, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
Città del Vaticano, 967/1560, cf. Ettore Rossi, Elenco dei manoscritti
persiani della Biblioteca Vaticana, 159–60; 21) Ms. no. 353, Buhar Library,
968/1560–61, cf. M.Q. Riûavì, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in
the Bûhâr Library, (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1921): 262; 22) Ms. 43,
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Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, 969/1562, cf. Muhammed
Musharraf-ul-Hukk, Katalog der Bibliothek der Deutschen Morgenlandischen
Gesellschaft, (Leipzig: np, 1911) B: no. 43; 23) Ms. no. 354, Buhar
Library, 970/1562, cf. ibid.: 262; 24) Ms. B 143 [185a], Institut
Narodov Azii, Moskva, (hereafter Inst. Nar. Azii) 972/1564–65, cf.
N.D. Miklukho-Maklaj, Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi Instituta Narodov
Azii AN SSSR, (Moskva: Nauka, 1964), I: 135, no. 878; 25) Ms. B
145 [185c], Inst. Nar. Azii, 976/1568–69, cf. Miklukho-Maklaj,
Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi: 135, no. 880; 26) Ms. 211, Farhàd
Mu'tamid Library, 976/1568, cf. Asadullaev, Shìrìnva Khusraw:
XLIX; 27) Ms. 525, Farhàd Mu'tamid Library, 977/1569, cf. ibid.:
XLIX; 28) Ms. 3746, Nùr-i Osmaniye, Istanbul, 973/1566, cf. Felix
Tauer, ‘Les Manuscrits persans historiques des bibliothèques de
Stamboul. III’, Archiv Orientální, 3 (1931): 480, no. 421; 29) Ms. 2102,
Tashkent, 976/1568, cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej, 2: 236,
no. 1325; 30) Ms. from the antiquarian market, about 1570, cf.
Oriental Manuscripts and Miniatures, (London: Sotheby’s sale 24.IV.1996):
no. 38; 31) Ms. Persan 232, Ancien Fonds, Paris, 978/1570–71, cf.
Richard, Catalogue des manuscrits persans: 239; 32) Ms. FY 5 [2694],
Üniversite kütüphanesi, Istanbul, 979/1572, cf. Ahmed Ate{, (stan-
bul kütüphanelerinde farsça manzum eserler, (Istanbul: Milli E<itim Basimevi,
1968) 1: 470–471, 422, no. 694; 33) Ms. 303, Lala Ismail Efendi,
Istanbul, 979/1572, cf. Tauer, ‘Les manuscrits’: 480, no. 423; 34)
Ms. 1154, Kitàbkhàneh-yi Sipàhsalàr (today Mu††aharì), Tehran,
980/1572–73 c., cf. Ibn Yùsuf Shìràzì, Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh-yi Madrasa-
yi 'Alì Sipàhsalàr, (Tehran: Chàpkhàneh-yi Dànishkadeh, 1318/1939–40):
545, no. 1154; 35) Ms. 2787, Tashkent, 981/1573, cf. Semënov,
Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej, 2: 236, no. 1326; 36) Ms. Add. 205 [Lewis
23], Cambridge, 980/1573, cf. Browne, A Catalogue of the Persian
Manuscripts, 364, no. CCLXXXI; 37) Ms. 3030 (1), Aya Sofya, Istanbul,
982/1574–75, cf. Tauer, ‘Les manuscrits’: 480, no. 424; 38) Ms. 123,
Kitàbkhàneh-yi Malak, Tehran, 983/1575, cf. Àqà Buzurg Tihrànì,
al-¸arì'a ilà taßànìf al-shì'ìya, (Tihran: np, 1343/1944) 15: 62; 39) Ms.
Laud 301, Oxford, 983/1576, cf. Sachau-Ethé, Catalogue 1: 646, no.
1007; 40) Ms. Persan 234, Paris, 985/1577, cf. Richard, Catalogue
des manuscrits persans: 240; 41) Ms. Cod. 1447 Testa, University Library,
Leiden, 984/1576–1577, cf. R.P.A. Dozy, Catalogus codicum orientalium
bibliothecae Academiae Lugduno Bataviae, (Leiden: Brill, 1861), 2: 122; 42)
Ms. 4408, Tashkent, 986/1578, cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh
rukopisej, 2: 236–9, no. 1327; 43) Ms. CDXLV, St. Petersburg,
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987/1579, cf. Dorn, Catalogue: 381–83; 44) Ms. R., Topkapı, 989/1581,
cf. Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi: 265, no 768; 45) Ms. 302, Lala
Ismail Efendi, Istanbul, 990/1582, cf. Tauer, ‘Les manuscrits’: 480,
no. 426; 46) Ms. C 1687 [Nov. 1483], Inst. Nar. Azii, 991/1583–84,
cf. Miklukho-Maklaj, Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi: 135, no. 883; 47)
Ms. 23597, Majlis, 993/1585, cf. Fakhrì Rastgàr, Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh-
yi Majlis-i Shurà"ì-yi Millì, (Tehran, 1347/1968–69) 8: 5–6, no. 2320;
48) Ms. 4959, Farhàd Mu'tamid Library, 990/1587, cf. Asadullaev,
Shìrìn va Khusraw: XLIX; 49) Ms. 233, India Office, 999/1590–91,
cf. Ethé, Catalogue: 779, no. 1411; 50) Ms. 3752, Tashkent, 1000/1592,
cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej, 2: 239, no. 1328; 51) Ms.
3284, Aya Sofya, Istanbul, X/XVI c., cf. Tauer, ‘Les manuscrits’:
480, no. 427; 52) Ms. 280, Kitàbkhàneh-yi Sipàhsalàr (today Mu††aharì),
Tehran, X/XVI c., cf. Ibn Yùsuf Shìràzì, Fihrist: 545, no. 1152; 53)
Ms. H. 1593, Topkapı, X/XVI c., cf. Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi:
265, no. 769; 54) Ms. Codices Orientales fr. 757, Academy of Sciences
and Arts, Zagreb, X/XVI c., cf. microfilm 3821, Central Library of
Tehràn; 55) Ms. R. 1520, Topkapı, X/XVI, cf. Karatay, Topkapı
Sarayı Müzesi: 265–66, no. 770; 56) Ms. Add. 22,703, British Museum
Library, London, XVI c., cf. Charles Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian
Manuscripts in the British Museum, (Oxford: British Museu, 1879 [19662]),
2: 654; 57) Ms. Add. 6618, British Museum Library, London, XVI
c., Ibid.: 654; 58) Ms. Or. 340, British Museum Library, London,
XVI c., Ibid.: 654; 59) Ms. Add. 7780, British Museum Library,
London, XVI c., cf. Ibid.: 653–54; 60) Ms. 225, Oriental Public
Library, Bankipur, apparently XVI c., cf. E. Denison Ross, Catalogue
of the Arabic and Persian Manuscripts in the Oriental Public Library at
Bankipore, (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1910) 2: 116–118; 61) Ms. 4504,
Akademija Nauk Uzbekistan, Tashkent, end XVI c., cf. Semënov,
Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej, 2: 239, no. 1330; 62) Ms. 1465, Tashkent,
end XVI c. [1828?], cf. Ibid.: 239, no. 1329; 63) Ms. Or. 261, Chester
Beatty Library, Dublin, end XVI c., cf. A.J. Arberry, The Chester
Beatty Library. A Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts and Miniatures, (Dublin:
Hodges, Figgis, 1962), 35–36; 64) Ms. Supplément Persan 641, Paris,
end XVI c., cf. Edgard Blochet, Catalogue des Manuscrits Persans, (Paris:
Bibliothèque Nationale, 1928), 3: 334, no. 1803; 65) Ms. C 1848,
Inst. Nar. Azii, 1009/1600–1, cf. Miklukho-Maklaj, Persidskie i tadzhik-
skie rukopisi: 135, no. 884; 66) Ms. Supplément Persan 1268, Paris,
1012/1604, cf. Blochet, Catalogue, 3: 335; 67) Ms. Orient. 215,
Stadtbibliothek, Hamburg, 1014/1605, cf. Carl Brockelmann, Katalog
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der Orientalischen Handschriften der Stadt-bibliothek zu Hamburg, (Hamburg:
Otto Meissners Verlag, 1908), 1: 94, no. 179; 68) Ms. 2833, India
Office, 1027/1618, cf. Ethé, Catalogue 1: 779, no. 1412; 69) Ms. Or.
264, Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, 1028/1619, cf. Arberry, The
Chester Beatty Library: 36; 70) Ms. 2766, India Office, 1038/1628, cf.
Ethé: Catalogue, 1: 779, no. 1413; 71) Ms. Asiatic Society Bengal,
1041/1631–32, cf. Wladimir Ivanow, Concise descriptive Catalogue of the
Persian manuscripts in the collection of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, (Calcutta:
Asiatic Society, 1924): no. 651; 72) Ms. Persan 233, Ancien Fonds,
Paris, 1053/1643, cf. Richard, Catalogue des manuscrits persans: 239–240;
73) Ms. from antiquarian market, 1061/1650, cf. Important Oriental
Manuscripts and Miniatures, (London: Sotheby’s sale, Monday 23.IV.1979):
128, no. 173; 74) Ms. Laud 94, Oxford, before 1633, cf. Sachau-
Ethé, Catalogue: 646, no. 1008; 75) Ms. 1141 [Nov. 182], Inst. Nar.
Azii, 1043/1633–34, cf. Miklukho-Maklaj, Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi:
135, no. 882; 76) Ms. Laud 308, Oxford, before 1635, cf. Sachau-
Ethé, Catalogue: 646, no. 1009; 77) Ms. Add. 3149, Cambridge, begin.
XVII c., cf. Browne, A Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts: 361–62,
no. CCLXXVIII; 78) Ms. 4107, Halis Efendi, Istanbul, XI/XVII c.,
cf. Tauer, ‘Les manuscrits’: 480, no. 428; 79) Ms. 5217, Mahmud
Efendi, Istanbul, XI/XVII c., cf. Tauer, ‘Les manuscrits’: 480, no.
429; 80) Ms. 113, Library of the University, Bombay, 1052/1642–43
[?], cf. Shaykh 'Abdu’l-Kadir-e-Sarfaràz, A Descriptive Catalogue of the
Arabic, Persian and Urdu Manuscripts in the Library of the University of
Bombay, (Bombay: University of Bombay, 1935): 256–57, no. 176;
81) Ms. 274, Biblioteca Lindesiana, Manchester (hereafter Manchester),
about 1650, cf. J.L. Lindsay, Handlist of Oriental Manuscripts, Arabic,
Persian, Turkish, (Aberdeen: [private printing] 1898): 146; 82) Ms.
224, Manchester, about 1650, cf. Ibid.: 147; 83) Ms. FY 109, Üniver-
site kütüphanesi, Istanbul, 1070/1659, cf. Ate{, Farsça manzum eserler:
471, no. 695; 84) Ms. 18 II 8 (b), Königlichen Bibliothek, Berlin,
1077/1666, cf. Pertsch, Verzeichnisse der Persischen Handschriften: 891–893,
no. 908; 85) Ms. Add. 25,829, British Museum Library, London,
1085/1674, cf. Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts: 654; 86) Ms.
3563/III, Tashkent, 1092–3/1681, cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh
rukopisej, 2: 239, no. 1331; 87) Ms. 2442/f, Kitàbkhàneh-yi Millì-yi
Ìràn, Tehran (hereafter K. Millì), XI/XVII c., S. 'Abdallàh Anvar,
Fihrist-i nusakh-i kha††ì-yi Kitàbkhàneh-yi Millì-yi Ìràn, (Tihran: Kitàbkhàneh-
yi Millì-yi Iràn, 1365/1986), 5: 582–83; 88) Ms. Frazer 87, Oxford,
1105/1693–94, see here note 23; 89) Ms. Edwin Binney 3rd Collection,
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end XVII–beginnings XVIII c., Edwin Binney, Turkish Miniature
Paintings and Manuscripts from the Collection of Edwin Binney 3rd, (New
York-Los Angeles: The Metropolitan Museum of Art/Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, 1973): 126; 90) Ms. Rossiano 875, Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana, XI/XVII c., cf. Rossi, Elenco dei manoscritti per-
siani: 179; 91) Ms. 61974, Majlis, XI/XVII c., cf. Rastgàr, Fihrist,
8: 6–7, no. 2321; 92) Ms. Supplément Persan 1924, Paris, 2nd half
XVII c., cf. Blochet, Catalogue: 335, no. 1807; 93) Ms. 18 [Ms. Orient.
Fol. 209], Königlichen Bibliothek, Berlin, undated, cf. Wilhelm Pertsch,
Verzeichnisse der Persischen Handschriften der Königlischen Bibliothek zu Berlin,
(Berlin: A. Asher and Co., 1888), 60–66; 94) Ms. 305, Royal Asiatic
Society, London, about XVIII c., cf. here note 24; 95) Ms. II, 271,
Curzon Collection, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, end of the
XVII c., W.I. Ivanov, Concise descriptive Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts
in the Curzon Collection, (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1926): 185; 96) Ms.
Na23, Asiatic Society Bengal, 1121/1709–10, cf. Ashraf Ali, Catalogue:
91; 97) Ms. 74, Manchester, ca. 1710, cf. Handlist of Oriental Manuscripts:
147; 98) Ms. Add. 750, Cambridge, 1127/1715, cf. Browne, A
Catalogue: 364–65, no. CCLXXXII; 99) Ms. CXLV, Library of the
Calcutta Madrasa, Calcutta, apparently beginning XVIII c., E. Denison
Ross, Catalogue of the Arabic and Persian Manuscripts in the Library of the
Calcutta Madrasa, (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1905): 90–91; 100) Ms.
23197, Majlis, XII/XVIII c., cf. Rastgàr, Fihrist 8: 7, no. 2322; 101)
Ms. 190/VIII, Tashkent, 1134/1721, cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh
rukopisej, 2: 240, no. 1332; 102) Ms. Ouseley 124, Oxford, before
1140/1727–28, cf. Sachau-Ethé, Catalogue: 647, no. 1010; 103) Ms.
218, Manchester, ca. 1192/1778, cf. Handlist of Oriental Manuscripts:
147; 104) Ms. 2640/f, K. Millì, 1223/1808–9, cf. Anvar, Fihrist
(1372/1993), 6: 199; 105) Ms. 101/I, Tashkent, 1241/1825, cf.
Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej, 2: 240, no. 1333; 106) Ms. 
Nov. 430, Universitätsbibliothek, Uppsala, 1269/1852–53, cf. K.V.
Zetterstéen, Die arabischen, persischen und türkischen Handschriften der
Universitätsbibliothek zu Uppsala, (Uppsala: Almqvist and Wiksell, 1930),
291, no. 456; 107) Ms. Supplément Persan 1923, Paris, 1272/1855–56,
cf. Blochet, Catalogue: 334; 108) Ms. 812, Kitobkhona-i Doulati,
Dushanbe, 1292/1875, cf. Asadulloev, Shìrìn va Khusraw: XLIX; 109)
Ms. 792, Tashkent, 1275/1858, cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh
rukopisej, 2: 240, no. 1334; 110) Ms. 1885, Tashkent, 1295/1878, cf.
Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej, 2: 240, no. 1335; 111) Ms. R.
916, Topkapı, date uncertain, cf. Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi: 266,
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no. 771; 112) Ms. 909, Königlichen Bibliothek, Berlin, undated, cf.
Pertsch, Verzeichniss: 891–893; 113) Ms. Or. 104, Bayerische Staats-
bibliothek, München, undated, cf. J. Aumer, Die Persischen Handschriften
der K. Hof- und Staatsbibliothek in Muenchen, (München: 1866): 34; 114)
Ms. Or. 105, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, München, undated, cf.
ibid.: 34; 115) Ms. CDXLVI, Public Library, St. Petersburg, undated,
cf. Dorn, Catalogue: 381–83; 116) Ms. CDXLVII, Public Library, St.
Petersburg, undated, cf. Dorn, Catalogue: 381–83; 117) Ms. 394,
Kitàbkhàneh-yi Sipàhsalàr (today Mu†ahharì), Tehran, undated, cf.
Ibn Yùsuf Shìràzì: 545, no. 1153; 118) Ms. 2504, Mar'ashì Library,
Qum, undated, cf. A˙mad Óusainì, Fihrist-i nuskheh-hà-yi khu††ì-yi
kitàbkhàneh-yi 'umùmì Óaûrat-i Àyatullàh al-'aΩmì Ma'rashì, (Qum:
Kitàbkhàneh-yi 'umùmì Àyatullàh al-'aΩmà Ma'rashì, 1358/1979):
92; 119) Ms. King’s No. 85, King’s College University, Cambridge,
undated, cf. Edward G. Browne, A Supplementary Hand-List of the
Mu˙ammadan Manuscripts, (Cambridge: University Press, 1922): 60, no.
344; 120) Ms. Thurston 16, Oxford, undated, cf. Sachau-Ethé,
Catalogue: 647, no. 1012; 121) Ms. A 27 [185e], Inst. Nar. Azii,
undated, cf. Miklukho-Maklaj, Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi: 134, no.
877; 122) Ms. B 144 [185b], Inst. Nar. Azii, undated, cf. Ibid.: 135,
no. 879; 123) Ms. C 65 [185d], Inst. Nar. Azii, undated, cf. Ibid.:
135, no. 881; 124) Ms. C 2453, Inst. Nar. Azii, undated, cf. Ibid.:
135, no. 885; 125) Ms. 2640/f, K. Millì, undated, cf. Anvar, Fihrist,
6: 202–203; 126) Ms. 234, India Office, undated, cf. Ethé, Catalogue
1: 779, no. 1414; 127) Ms. 2140, India Office, undated, cf. ibid. 1:
779, no. 1415; 128) Ms. 2568, India Office, undated, cf. ibid. 1:
779–780, no. 1416; 129) Ms. 650, Asiatic Society Bengal, undated,
cf. Ivanow, Concise: no. 650; 130) Ms. 652, Asiatic Society Bengal,
undated, cf. ibid. no. 652; 131) Ms. 44, Deutschen Morgenlandischen
Gesellschaft, undated, cf. Musharraf-ul-Hukk, Katalog: no. 44; 132)
Ms. 48, Kitàbkhàneh-yi Àßafiyya, Haydaràbàd, (hereafter Haydaràbàd)
undated, cf. Storey, Persian Literature: 290; 133) Ms. 204, Haydaràbàd,
undated, cf. ibid.: 290; 134) Ms. 236, Haydaràbàd, undated, cf. ibid.:
290; 135) Ms. 145, Governement Oriental MSS. Library, Madras,
undated, cf. Storey, Persian Literature: 290; 136) Ms. no. 4, Mullà
Fìrùz Library, Bombay, undated, cf. Storey, Persian Literature: 290;
137) Ms. Fàti˙ 4430, Türk Islam Eserleri Müzesi, Istanbul, undated,
cf. Tauer, ‘Les manu-scripts persans’: 481, no. 431; 138) Ms. 11,
Àstàneh-yi quds-i Raûavì, Mashhad, undated, cf. Asadullaev, Shìrìn va
Khusraw: XLIX; 139) Ms. 318, unknown Library [Fakhr al-Dìn ?],
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undated, cf. Asadullaev, Shìrìn va Khusraw: XLIX; 140) Ms. 318,
Kitàbkhàneh-yi Millì, Tabrìz, wrongly dated [856/1452 sic], cf. ibid.:
XLIX; 141) Ms. 146, Kitàb-khàneh-yi Malak, Tihran, undated, cf.
Àqà Buzurg, al-Zarì 'a: 62.

Appendix II

Provisional list of the Manuscripts of the Shàhnàmeh-yi Ismà'ìl

1) Ms. 1974, Biblioteca Palatina, Parma, 940/1533, cf. Piemontese,
Catalogo dei manoscritti persiani: p. 215, nr. 242 (see note 27 here); 2)
Ms. Add. 7784, British Museum Library, London, 948/1541, cf.
Rieu, Catalogue, 2: 660; 3) Ms. Mxt. 403, Nationalbibliothek, Wien,
974/1567, cf. Gustav Flügel, Die arabischen, persischen und türkischen
Handschriften der Kaiserlich-Königlichen Hofbibliothek zu Wien, (Wien: K.-K.
Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, 1865), 1: 602–603; 4) Ms. King’s no. 238,
King’s College, Cambridge, 975/1567–68, cf. Browne, A Supplementary
Hand-List: 129 no. 790; 5) Ms. Ouseley 218, Oxford, 979/1571, cf.
Sachau-Hermann Ethé, Catalogue: 457–458, no. 513; 6) Ms. 449 [Móty
Mahall], King of Oudh Library, 982/1574–75, cf. Sprenger, A Catalogue
1: 534–535; 7) Ms. 3030/2, Aya Sofya, Istanbul, 982/1574–75,
Tauer, ‘Les Manuscrits persans’: 484, no. 438; 8) Ms. 253 (5), Curzon
Collection, Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 982/1574–75, cf.
Ivanov, Concise descriptive Catalogue: no. 253; 9) Ms. Supplément Persan
1985, Paris, 993/1584–85, cf. Blochet, Catalogue 3: 347–48, no. 1828;
10) Ms. 553, Lala Ismail Efendi, Istanbul, 1000/1592, cf. Tauer, ‘Les
Manuscrits persans’: 484, no. 440; 11) Ms. 3284/1, Aya Sofya, Istanbul,
X/XVI c., ibid.: 484, no. 439; 12) Ms. 190/VIII, Tashkent, X–XVI
c., cf. Semënov, Sobranie vostochnykh rukopisej 2: 242, no. 1341; 13) Ms.
4362, Mùzeh-yi Ìràn Bàstàn, Tehran, 1017/1608–09, cf. Micr. 3821,
Dànishgàh-i Tihran (Kitàbkhàneh-yi Markazì); 14) Ms. Frazer 87,
Oxford, 1105/1693–94, see here note 23; 15) Ms. Add. 8991, British
Museum Library, London, XI/XVII c., cf. Rieu, Catalogue, 2: 819;
16) Ms. 26595, Majlis, XI/XVII c., cf. Rastgàr, Fihrist, 8: 408–409,
no. 2661; 17) Ms. Or. 339, British Museum Library, London,
1180/1767, cf. Rieu, Catalogue, 2: 661; 18) Ms. Elliot 328, Oxford,
undated, cf. Sachau-Ethé, Catalogue: 458, no. 515; 19) Ms. Caps. Or.
C.4, Oxford, undated, cf. ibid.: 458, no. 516; 20) Ms. Caps. Or. C.4,
Oxford, undated, cf. ibid.: 458, no. 517; 21) Ms. 888, India Office,
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undated, cf. Ethé, Catalogue 1: 790–791, no. 1437; 22) Ms. 2140,
India Office, undated, cf. ibid.: 791, no. 1438; 23) Ms. MDLVII, St.
Petersburg), undated, cf. Dorn, Catalogue: 457; 24) Ms. 300, Royal
Asiatic Society, London, undated, cf. O. Codrington, ‘Catalogue of
the Arabic, Persian Hindustani, and Turkish MSS. in the Library
of the Royal Asiatic Society’, no. 300; 25) Ms. R. 1549, Topkapı,
undated, Karatay, Topkapı: 272, no. 786.
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THE TIMURID HISTORIOGRAPHICAL LEGACY: 
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PERSIANATE 

HISTORICAL WRITING

Sholeh A. Quinn

Introduction

During the period following the symbolic end of the Abbasid caliphate
in 1258, the post-Mongol Islamic world absorbed new notions of
political sovereignty brought into the Islamic heartlands as a result
of successive Turko-Mongol migratory waves. Rule based extra-Islamic
legal codes and theories such as the Mongol yasa, and nomadically-
inspired concepts of authority, including various sorts of universal
pretensions to leadership, were just some of the concepts which came
into prominence during this time. After the fall of the Mongol and
Timurid empires, the Islamic world, from Anatolia to the Indian
subcontinent, was ruled by one of four dynasties, all sharing some
sort of Turko-Mongol descent and a similar cultural legacy, yet
espousing a variety of political ideologies in order to legitimize their
rule. It has been suggested that these ideologies reflect rival dynasties’
attempts at presenting universalistic claims in order to justify con-
quering fellow Muslims.1 The way in which historians expressed these
universalistic claims and counterclaims, and their underlying notions
of political authority, deserve further study. New insights can be
gleaned from careful consideration of post-Timurid Persian chronicles. 

The purpose of this study is to examine historical writing in specific
portions of post-Timurid Persianate histories in order to discover
how historians inheriting the same historiographical tradition, and
writing in the same language—but under different dynasties—modified,
expanded, altered, and interacted with that earlier tradition. An
analysis of three specific historiographical elements in a variety of
chronicles from Mughal India, Chaghatayid Central Asia, Safavid

1 See Cornell H. Fleischer, Bureaucrat and Intellectual in the Ottoman Empire: the Historian
Mustafa Âli (1541–1600) (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 273–275.
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Iran, and Kurdistan will form the basis of this essay. These elements
include (1) lists of the benefits of history, (2) legitimizing genealogies,
and (3) dream narratives.

The Legacy of Timurid Historiography

Before analyzing the sources, a brief overview of Persian historiog-
raphy will help contextualize the relevant issues. Post-Timurid Persian
chroniclers follow the earlier established Timurid tradition of his-
torical writing.2 One important aspect of this tradition is its practice
of imitative writing. For instance, late Timurid chroniclers used early
Timurid histories and ‘updated’ them in specific ways, while retain-
ing the syntax and style of the earlier text.3 However, the post-
Timurid historians were also writing for rival dynasties. Thus, knowing
more about the interaction between the legacy and power of the
Timurid models on the one hand, and the need to modify those
models to suit various post-Timurid agendas on the other, helps us
to understand the diverse elements in these texts. 

Sharaf al-Dìn 'Alì Yazdì’s ¸afarnàmeh ranks as the Timurid source
most often cited by post-Timurid historians. In his study on the rise
of Timurid historiography, John E. Woods assesses Yazdì’s ¸afarnàmeh
as the ‘best known representative of early Timurid historiography in
Persian,’ stating that after its composition, it was ‘widely acclaimed
as a model of elegance and style for historical writing in Iran, Central
Asia, and India.’4 Yazdì primarily used an earlier Timurid history
by the same name, Mawlànà NiΩàm al-Dìn 'Alì Shàmì’s ¸afarnàmeh,
as an imitative model, which he reworked to remove Chingizid ref-

2 Nearly all post-Timurid historians of Iran, India, and Central Asia upheld Sharaf
al-Dìn 'Alì Yazdì’s ¸afarnàmeh as a model chronicle, and others considered 'Abd
al-Razzàq Samarqandì’s Ma†la'-i Sadayn, worthy of emulation. See, for example, Qàûì
A˙mad Munshì Qummì Khulàßat al-tavàrìkh, 2 vols, ed. I. Ishràqì (Tehran: Dànishgàh-i
Tehran, 1363 [1984]), 5–6 (hereafter cited as Khulàßat); and Iskandar Beg Munshì,
Tàrìkh-i 'àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, ed. Ìraj Afshàr, 2nd ed., 2 vols (Tehran: Amìr Kabìr,
1350 [1971]), 373 (hereafter cited as TAAA). For an English translation of this text,
see Iskandar Beg Munshì, History of Shah 'Abbàs the Great, trans. by Roger Savory,
2 vols., Persian Heritage Series, 28 (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1978), 544,
hereafter cited as Savory. For more information on on the Timurid legacy in
Persianate historiography, see See Stephen Frederic Dale, ‘The Legacy of the
Timurids,’ Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 8 (1998): 43–58. 

3 Woods, ‘The Rise of Timurid Historiography,’ Journal of Near Eastern Studies 46
(1987): 81–107. 

4 Woods, ‘The Rise of Timurid Historiography,’ 99.
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erences, replacing them with more ‘Islamic’ ones in order to appeal
to evolving Timurid notions of legitimacy.5 Safavid, Mughal, and
Central Asian histories are replete with references to the ¸afarnàmeh.
For instance, Iskandar Beg Munshi cites the ¸afarnàmeh as a model
chronicle, and both Mu˙ammad Qandahàrì and Mu˙ammad Óaydàr
Dughlat quote directly from the ¸afarnàmeh in their prefaces.6

Post-Timurid historians did not, however, merely inherit and repro-
duce the Timurid tradition of historical writing. They also responded
to the ideologies and legitimizing themes that they read in each
other’s chronicles. Thus, the various post-Timurid Persian historio-
graphical strands, such as the Safavid and Mughal, did not develop
independently of each other. Historians from Safavid Iran went to
Mughal India as did the poets; chroniclers writing for the Mughal
kings were well aware of Safavid histories, and vice-versa. One exam-
ple of this phenomenon occurs with Ghiyàs al-Dìn Khvàndamìr,
author of the history Óabìb al-siyar, an important source for early
Safavid history. Khvàndamìr based his work on his maternal grand-
father Mìrkhvànd’s Rawûat al-ßafà, a late Timurid history. In 935/1528,
Khvàndamìr went to India and met Bàbur, who mentions Khvàndamìr
in his memoirs, the Bàburnàmeh.7 After Bàbur died, he was succeeded
by his son Humàyùn, to whom Khvàndamìr dedicated his Humàyùn-
nàmeh (1534/940), also known as the Qànùn-i Humàyùnì.8 Khvàndamìr

5 Woods, ‘The Rise of Timurid Historiography,’ 98–99; 104–105, 102, 105.
6 See TAAA, 373, Savory, 544. Óàjjì Mu˙ammad 'Àrif Qandahàrì, Tàrìkh-i Akbarì:

ma"rùf bih tàrìkh-i Qandahàrì, ed. Óàjjì Sayyid Mu'ìn al-Dìn Nadavì, Sayyid AΩhar
'Alì Dihlavì, Imtiyàz 'Alì 'Arshì (Rampur: Hindustan Printing va Raks, 1382 (1962);
translated by Tasneem Ahmad as Tàrìkh-i Akbarì, (Delhi: Pragati Publications, 1993),
2 and 18. Henceforth, citations to the Tàrìkh-i Akbarì will be to the Persian edition,
followed by the English translation in parentheses. In the introduction to Book Two
of his history, Mu˙ammad Óaydàr Dughlat states that in other historical works
from Transoxiana, Khurasan, and Iraq, the Moghul khàqàns are only mentioned
briefly and peripherally. One of the five texts Dughlat mentions here is Yazdì’s
¸afarnàmeh. The others are Rashìd al-Dìn’s Majma' al-tavàrìkh (better known as the
Jàmi' al-tavàrìkh), Óamd Allàh Mustawfì’s Tàrìkh-i guzìdah, 'Abd al-Razzàq’s Tàrìkh-i
manΩùm (i.e. Ma†la'-i Sa'dayn) and Mìrzà Ulughbeg’s Ulus-i arba'a. Mìrzà Haydàr
Dughlat, Tarikh-i Rashidi: a History of the Khans of Moghulistan, trans. and ann. by W.M.
Thackston, Sources of Oriental Languages & Literatures 38 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations, 1996). Citations
of the text of the Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì will include the page reference to the Persian text
followed by the page number of Thackston’s English translation in parentheses. See
Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì viii–ix, 110 (89–90).

7 See Bàbur, The Bàburnama: Memoirs of Bàbur, Prince and Emperor, trans. and ed.
Wheeler M. Thackston (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 403, 442.

8 Khvàndamìr, Qànùn-i Humàyùnì, ed. M. Óidayat Óosain (Calcutta: Royal Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 1940).
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enjoyed great prestige under Humàyùn, who eventually made him
his chief chronicler.9 Khvàndamìr thus served not only as the his-
toriographical bridge between the Timurid and Safavid dynasties,
but he also linked the traditions of Safavids and Mughal historical
writing by writing for both. 

Another example of post-Timurid historians responding to earlier
traditions can be seen in Mu˙ammad Óaydàr Dughlat’s Tàrìkh-i
Rashìdì. Dughlat completed his Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì, an account of the
khans of Moghulistàn, in 1546. Moghulistàn at that time referred to
the eastern portion of the ulus Chaghatay, encompassing modern day
Kazakhstan, Kirghizistan, Chinese Sinkiang, and western Mongolia.
The history covers the years 1329–1533.10 Dughlat was obviously
quite aware of the importance of the Timurid historiographical tra-
dition, as can be seen in his preface (dìbàcheh) and elsewhere in his
history. Generally, in their dìbàchehs, writers showcase their best poetry
and language, and this ‘conventional requirement’ apparently caused
Dughlat great concern. He states that although no one had written
anything about the Moghul ‘khàqàns’ and their history had been
forgotten, and despite realizing what an important task it was for
him to write a history, he does not know how to begin: ‘. . . I find
that I do not have it within me. I am not capable even of making
an introduction and beginning to the book with a praise of God
and the Prophet.’11 Instead of continuing along to the best of his
ability, his solution was to copy portions from another preface into
his own narrative: ‘Therefore, for auspiciousness and for good luck,
I have first quoted verbatim the introduction to Mawlànà Sharaf al-
Dìn 'Alì Yazdì’s ¸afarnàmeh.’12 In another section in his history, fol-
lowing his explanation of the Chaghatayid Tuqluq Timur’s conversion
to Islam, Dughlat states that ‘as for the history of the khan [i.e.
Tuqluq Timur], nothing is known among the Moghuls. It is to be
found, however, in the ¸afarnàmeh, and it is quoted here verbatim.’13

He then proceeds to reproduce entire chapters of the ¸afarnàmeh in
the first sections of book one of his history. The portions that he
incorporates from the ¸afarnàmeh are those concerning Tuqluq Timur,

9 Qànùn-i Humàyùnì, xv.
10 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì, vii–ix.
11 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì 4 (3).
12 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì 5 (3).
13 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì 13 (11).
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Amir Qamar al-Dìn and their various dealings with Timur. By quot-
ing from such a well-known work which narrates the interactions of
a ruler of Moghulistàn with Timur, Dughlat gives his work historio-
graphical and historical legitimacy. 

The Benefits of History 

As stated above, the post-Timurid historians did not merely appro-
priate Timurid texts—they changed them to suit their own purposes.
Furthermore, not every convention of Timurid historiography con-
tinued into the later period; some strands barely survived, while oth-
ers more were fully developed and expanded. For instance, Sharaf
Khàn b. Shams al-Dìn Bidlìsì preserved a pre-Timurid convention
in his history, the Sharafnàmeh. Bidlìsì (b. 949/1543) was chief of the
Rùzagì tribe of Kurds in Bidlìs, eastern Anatolia. He grew up with
Shah ˇahmàsp’s sons after his father lost rule of Bidlìs, and held
several important government positions. He seems to have fallen out
of favor with the Safavids, however, because after Shah Ismà'ìl II
apppointed him to the position of amìr al-'umàrà" of the Persian Kurds,
he sent him to Nakhjavàn. Eventually, Bidlìsì sided with the Ottomans,
received the title of Sharaf Khan from Murad I, who returned to
him his father’s kingdom of Bidlìs.14 Sharaf Khan’s shifting alle-
giances between the Ottomans and the Safavids is significant because
it reflects the rather fluid nature of intellectual and political sympa-
thies of the Persianate elite of the period.

Bidlìsì mentions Mìrkhvànd’s Rauûàt al-ßafà in the preface to his
own history. Like the ¸afarnàmeh, Rauûàt al-ßafà was an extremely
important historiographical model to many Safavid era historians.
Bidlìsì incorporates a section of the Rauûàt al-ßafà into his narrative
that no other non-local Safavid chronicler reproduces: a discussion
of the benefits ( fàyideh) of history.

The practice of a historian listing the advantages of studying history
goes back to at least the twelfth century, when Ibn Funduq included
such a list in his Tàrìkh-i Bayhaq.15 Although we do not yet have a

14 See C.A. Storey, Persian Literature: a Bio-bibliographical Survey, 3 vols. (London:
Luzac & Co., 1927), I: 367.

15 See Ibn Funduq, Tàrìkh-i Bayhaq, A˙mad Bahmanyàr, ed. (Tehran: Mu'assas
va Mudìr-i Bungàh-i Dànish, 1317 [1938]), 7–17.
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systematic study of the evolution of ‘the benefits of history’ section
over time, a diverse group of historians, including Khunjì Ißfahànì,
author of the 15th century Àq-quyùnlù history, the Tàrìkh-i 'àlam-àrà-
yi Amìnì, and Muß†afà Naima, an early 18th century Ottoman his-
torian, included similar lists in their prefaces.16 The Safavids, however,
largely discontinued the convention, probably because Khvàndamìr
chose not to reproduce and/or modify this section from the Rauûàt
al-ßafà in his Óabìb al-siyar. The Óabìb al-siyàr, in turn, was one of
the most popular imitative models for later Safavid historians. 

Mìrkhvànd’s ten benefits ( fayideh) of history are as follows: (1) In
order to become acquainted with affairs of the world, one must read
works based on things heard, (2) history promotes cheerfulness and
exhilaration, (3) history can be easily studied and remembered, (4)
one will acquire the skill of distinguishing between truth and false-
hood, (5) one obtains experience by studying history, (6) students of
history read opinions of wise men, which are more sound that those
of one’s contemporaries, (7) the intellect is strengthened by study of
history, (8) studying history gives the hope of success at times of
calamity, (9) one gains patience and acquiescence to the divine will
by studying history and (10) kings are instructed by history; they are
warned by the past and this causes them to behave better.17

Utilizing imitative writing, Sharaf Khan reproduces an abbrevi-
ated version of Mìrkhvànd’s list in his text, thereby perpetuating late
Timurid attitudes regarding the meaning and importance of history,
albeit with one significant alteration in the sixth fayideh. In Rauûàt
al-ßafà, the sixth ‘benefit’ implies that what people had written in
the past was more ‘sound’ than what people were writing at the
time of Mìrkhvànd, because they were minding their own business.
Mìrkhvànd then explains that by studying the past, one can partake
of the experience of many individuals, thereby preventing calamities

16 See, for example, Faûl Allàh b. Rùzbihàn Khunjì-Ißfahànì, Tàrìkh-i 'àlam-àrà-
yi Amìnì, ed. J. Woods, abr. Eng. trans. V. Minorsky, rev. and aug. J. Woods
(London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1992), 80–86.

17 Mìrkhvànd, Tàrìkh-i Rawûàt al-ßafà, 7 vols, [ed.] 'Abbàs Parvìz ([Tehran]:
Khayyàm, 1338 [1959]), trans. E. Rehatsek as Rauûàt-us-ßafà or, Garden of Purity. 3
vols, ed. F.F. Arbuthnot, Oriental Translation Fund, New Series 1 (London: Royal
Asiatic Society, 1891). Hereafter citations will be for the Persian edition. In those
cases where I have used Rehatsek’s English translation, I include the page number
in parentheses following the citation for the original.
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and bringing ones own affairs ‘to a prosperous end.’18 Bidlìsì, who
imitates Mìrkhvànd by reproducing the first sentence or so of each
fayideh word-for-word, changes only this particular fayideh to state the
exact opposite, as seen in the following parallel passages: 

Rauûàt Sharaf
He who studies the science The one who is learning the science of
of history, reads what the history, has no need to consult the wise
wise ones of the world said ones about the events that take place.
about the events that have
happened, and it is clear
that this type of consultation
is superior to consulting with
ones contemporaries.

Muta"àmil-i 'ilm-i tàrìkh rà dar Ànkih mustahΩar-i 'ilm-i tàrìkh dar
vàqi'ah-"i kih sàna˙ shavad vàqi'ah"ì kih sàna˙ shavad i˙tiyàj
martabah-i mashvarat bà bi-mashvarat-i 'uqalà nadàrad.20

'uqalà-yi 'àlam dast dàdah
bàshad va uluv-i martabah-i ìn
naw mashvarat nisbat bà
mushàvirat-i abnà-i 'aßr
Ωàhir ast.19

It is unclear why Bidlìsì, who in the rest of this section very closely
imitates Mìrkhvànd, uncharacteristically changes the narrative in this
way. Aside from scribal error, one reason may be the history of his
own family’s shifting allegiances to the Ottomans (his grandfather)
and the Safavids (his father), and his own dealings with both, which
could have caused him to believe that one cannot trust what past
historians have said. It is also possible that earlier historians would
tend to minimize or ignore the history of the Kurds, which was
Bidlìsì’s main purpose in writing. At any rate, it is interesting to
note that although the official Safavid court chroniclers did not pre-
serve this significant component of the Timurid and pre-Timurid
historiographical legacy, it did survive in a local history from the
Safavid period.

18 Rawûàt al-ßafà, 11 (26).
19 Rawûàt al-ßafà, 11.
20 Sharaf Khàn b. Shams al-Dìn Bidlìsì, Sharafnàmeh, V.V. Zarnùf, ed. (Pitrùburgh:

Àkàdamiyah-"i Impiràtùrìyah, 1862), I: 6.
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Legitimizing Genealogies

In contrast to Bidlìsì, who almost single-handedly seems to have per-
petuated the ‘advantages of history’ conventional element into the
Safavid era, genealogies appear in nearly all post-Timurid Persian
histories. The practice of a historian listing a ruling dynasty’s geneal-
ogy goes back to the Ilkhanid period of Iranian history, as seen in
works such as Rashìd al-Dìn’s Jàmì' al-tavàrìkh and his Shu'àb-i panj-
gàneh, both Chingizid genealogies.21 Timurid historians, of course,
focused on Timur’s genealogy, as they initially sought to emphasize
his common ancestry with Chingiz Khan.22 Genealogy continued to
be very important in post-Timurid chronicles, as historians traced
various ruling dynasties’ family trees back to a diverse group of
significant figures such as Oghuz Khan, Chingiz Khan, Timur, the
Imam Mùsà al-KàΩim, and Adam, as part of their legitimacy claims. 

In Safavid histories, nearly all chroniclers include at least one fam-
ily tree of the Safavids in their histories. Without describing in an
indepth manner the problems associated with various versions of the
Safavid genealogy, it is nevertheless important to note that begin-
ning with the first Safavid chroniclers, Ibràhìm Amìnì and Khvàndamìr,
the Safavid genealogy tracing Shaykh Íafì’s descent back to Mùsà
al-KàΩim, the seventh Imam of the Twelver Shì'a, appears in almost
the same form in nearly every Safavid history. Since the Safavids
were unable to claim Timurid descent as the Mughals did, the
genealogical component of Safavids political legitimacy consisted of
promoting their alleged Imami Shì'ì descent. This claim was one
principal aspect of the Safavids’ overall legitimizing program.23

21 See Sholeh A. Quinn, ‘The Mu"izz al-Ansàb and Shu"àb-i Panjgàneh as Sources
for the Chaghatayid Period of History: A Comparative Analysis,’ Central Asiatic Journal
33 (1990): 229–253.

22 See Woods, ‘Timur’s Genealogy,’ in Intellectual Studies on Islam: Essays Written in
Honor of Martin B. Dickson, ed. Michel M. Mazzaoui and Vera B. Moreen, (Utah:
University of Utah Press, 1990), 85–125.

23 The Safavids were also sensitive, however, to the fact that dynasties, in par-
ticular the Mughals, were using Timurid descent as a source of legitimacy by dynas-
ties such as the Mughals, and they attempted to counter those claims by emphasizing
connections with Timur in non-genealogical ways. They accomplished this in a vari-
ety of ways, such as narrating the alleged meetings of Khvàjeh 'Alì with Timur,
using the term ßà˙ibqiràn, or linking Shah 'Abbàs’s name with Timur in other ways.
See Sholeh A. Quinn, ‘Notes on Timurid Legitimacy in Three Safavid Chronicles,’
Iranian Studies 32 (1998): 149–158.
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In contrast to the Safavids, the Mughals were able to make much
use of their Timurid genealogy, for they were actual descendants of
Timur. Mu˙ammad Qandahàrì probably completed his Tàrìkh-i Akbarì
in 988/1580. The Tàrìkh-i Akbarì is a Mughal history consisting of
a brief overview of the reign of the Mughal emperor Humàyùn (r.
937–947/1530–1540; 962–963/1555–1556) and a detailed account
of Humàyùn’s son, the emperor Akbar (r. 963–1014/1556–1605). In
his introductory section to the Tàrìkh-i Akbarì, Qandahàrì includes a
discussion of Akbar’s genealogy in terms of one major distinction:
that Akbar was a seventh generation descendant of Timur.24 However,
by this time it was not enough merely for the Mughals to claim
Timurid descent. Qandahàrì adds several legitimizing layers over the
Timurid genealogy by launching into an explanation of the significance
of the ‘mystery’ of the number seven, associating it with a variety
of natural and religious phenomena, thereby linking Akbar’s Timurid
descent to Qur’anic symbols and ancient cosmological assumptions
about the universe.25 For instance, he states that God made the sky
in seven layers, there are seven planets, seven metals obtained from
the earth, and seven days. Among the religious significances are 
the Íùrat al-Fàti˙a has seven verses (ayàt), and pilgrims run seven
times between Íafa and Marwa. Qandahàrì ends the section by stat-
ing his overall purpose for elaborating on the number seven: ‘By all
this my object is to convey that the personality of Khàqàn Akbar is
endowed with infinite superiority.’26 The number seven is very impor-
tant in the Perso-Islamicate tradition. Qandahàrì’s excursus on the
significance of this number touches on the most important of these
associations, and he obviously invokes this rich history of the num-
ber seven because it is quite useful for legitimizing purposes. 

The Mughal emperor Akbar commissioned Abu’l-Faûl to write an
official history of the Mughal dynasty from its origins, which he con-
tinued working on until his death in (1011/1602).27 Akbar made cer-
tain that Abu’l-Faûl had at his disposal a considerable amount of
chancellory information in order for him to write his celebrated
Akbarnàmeh.28 Abu’l-Faûl devotes considerable attention to Timurid

24 Qandahàrì, 8 (14).
25 Qandahàrì, 8–9 (14–15).
26 Qandahàrì, 9 (14–15). 
27 EIr, s.v., ‘Akbarnàmah.’
28 Harbans Mukhia, Historians and Historiography during the Reign of Akbar (New Delhi:

Vikas Pub. House, 1976), 66–72.
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genealogy in his history, for he not only traced Akbar’s genealogy
back to Timur, but he broadened it by extending Timur’s geneal-
ogy to back to Adam, via Alan Qoa—an ancestor of Chingiz Khan—
and a number of Biblical figures.29 There is an indirect precendent
for this: Woods has noted how Timur’s historians traced the geneal-
ogy of the ‘ray of light’ that impregnated Alan Qoa to show descent
from 'Alì and the ‘Abrahamic Holy Spirit.’ In this way, they were
able to connect two traditions after the Mongols converted to Islam:
the Mongol and the Semitic.30 Abu’l-Faûl likewise first presents the
Mughal genealogy, then provides a brief biography of each individ-
ual whom he mentions. Although Akbar was not a direct descendant
of Chingiz Khan, Abu’l-Faûl nevertheless includes his name and a
brief summary as part of another branch of the family tree. At the
same time, however, Abu’l-Faûl also invokes Jayn and Brahma notions
of cycles of time and alludes to Akbar as the fulfillment of certain
beliefs within each of these traditions, thereby broadening the Mughals’
legitimizing ideology.31

In the same way that the Mughals were invoking Timurid descent,
the khans of Moghulistan emphasized their descent from Chingiz Khan,
and the Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì also contains genealogical material. Dughlat
emphasizes Tughlugh Timur’s descent from Chaghatay, son of Chingiz
Khan.32 Tughlugh Timur, who lived in the 14th century, ruled the
eastern portion of the Chaghatayid khanate, which came to be known
as ‘Moghulistàn.’33 There are significant parallels here between Dughlat’s
history and the Indian Mughal historiographical tradition. This could
partly result from the fact that Dughlat himself was, on his mother’s
side, a first cousin of Bàbur, founder of the Mughal dynasty and
mentor of sorts to Dughlat.34 The most significant similarity between
these inter-related traditions, in terms of genealogy, has to do with

29 Abù al-Faûl Mubàrak, Akbarnàmeh, ed. Ghulàm RiΩà ˇabà†abà"ì Majd (Tehran:
Mu"assaseh-yi Mu†àla'àt va Ta˙qìqàt-i Farhangì, 1372 [1993]), 91–124, trans. 
H. Beveridge as The Akbar nama of Abu’l-Faûl, vol. 1, (Delhi: Low Price Publications,
1989), 155–203. Subsequent citations will refer to the Persian edition, with corre-
sponding pages from the English translation in parentheses.

30 Woods, ‘Timur’s Genealogy,’ 88.
31 Akbarnàmeh, 88–90 (147–152).
32 In this way, Dughlat highlights not Timurid, but Chingizid descent, although

he narrates a great deal about Timur when he reproduces several chapters of the
¸afarnàmeh, as mentioned above.

33 See Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì viii.
34 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì vii.
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Chingiz Khan’s ancestry. In addition to tracing Tughlugh Timur’s
descent from Chingiz Khan via Chaghatay, Dughlat also traces
Chinghiz Khan’s genealogy back to Alan Qoa. He then relates, on
the authority of the ¸afarnàmeh, the story of Alan Qoa’s impregnation
by the ray of light. This anecdote includes Yazdì’s comparison of
Alan Qoa’s pregancy with that of Mary, mother of Jesus. He ends the
section by noting that Alan Qoa’s genealogy is well known and ‘goes
back to Japheth, the son of Noah.’35 Thus, here we have two his-
torians writing in different places—one chronicling the reign of Akbar
and the other, Tughlugh Timur and his descendants—yet both draw
on a common historiographical tradition to serve these different ends.
That tradition, of course, is the Timurid one, and in this instance
both historians rely on and respond to information in the ¸afarnàmeh. 

The Dream Narratives

Persian chroniclers also emphasize a third common theme in their
chronicles: dreams. Dream narratives appear in Persian texts dating
as early as the Buyid period, and also can be found in many Mughal,
Central Asian, and Safavid histories. Various scholars have discussed
the significance of such texts, especially in terms of their political
import.36 In these dream accounts, the historians express contempo-
rary notions of political legitimacy by including their own elabora-
tions on the dream’s interpretation and its significance. The dreams
themselves tend similarly to emphasize how the reign of a particu-
lar ruler was pre-destined and divinely approved.

Many such narratives which appear in Persian histories of the
post-Timurid era, whether written under the Safavids, Mughals, or
Ottomans (in Ottoman Turkish in this last instance). The notion of
an individual dreaming of a world-encompassing light portending an
auspicious future event, whether that be the rule of a particular king,
conversion to Islam, or spiritual and temporal authority recurs in
many post-Timurid histories. For instance, the Akbarnàmeh includes
at least eight dream narratives, one of which builds and expands on

35 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì 8 (6).
36 See, for instance, Roy Mottahedeh, Loyalty and Leadership in an Early Islamic

Society (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), 69, 71, and Cemal Kafadar,
Between Two Worlds: the Construction of the Ottoman State (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1995), 132–33.
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an earlier account in the ¸afarnàmeh.37 In this dream, Abu’l-Faûl
emphasizes connections with both Chingiz Khan and Timur, thus
legitimizing Mughal rule. Safavid chroniclers, on their part, were
perpetuating dream narratives of Shaykh Íafì al-Dìn. A succession
of writers wrote and rewrote this dream narrative in order to make
Shaykh Íafì’s authority seem predestined, and the later rule of Safavid
kings such as Shah Ismà'ìl seem fore-ordained. 

The Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì is no different in that it contains a dream
narrative that discusses light and the future destiny of a particular
ruler. In addition to stressing Chingizid heritage, Dughlat was also
concerned with portraying the Moghulistàn rulers as Muslims, thereby
sharing some of the concerns of late Timurid chroniclers. Dughlat’s
Islamic legitimizing program is most evident in his dream narrative
describing how Tughlugh Timur converted to Islam. 

Dughlat explains how the Sufi Shaykh Jamàl al-Dìn had a dream
which he related to his son Mawlànà Arshàd al-Dìn:

‘I had a dream,’ he said, ‘in which I was holding atop a hill a lamp
by which all the lands of the east were illuminated. After that, Tughlugh-
Temur Khan came to me in Aksu and spoke (as has already been
mentioned). Since I will not have the chance during my life time, you
be ready. When that young man becomes khan, go to him. He may
keep his promise and convert to Islam, and this felicity, by which a
population will be enlightened, will be due to your endeavor.’38

Dughlat continues by stating that the Shaykh’s dream came true and
Tughlugh Timur did indeed meet the Shaykh’s son, just as he pre-
dicted, and converted to Islam. Dughlat viewed Tughlugh Timur’s
conversion as an extremely important episode for the history of
Moghulistan, and in his introduction, he states that one of the three
reasons why he begins his history with Tughlugh Timur is that ‘of
the Moghul khans it was he who converted to Islam, and after him
the Moghuls’ necks were freed of the yoke of heathenism, and by
the grace of Islam, like all other peoples, they entered among the
Muslim peoples.’39 In other words, Tughlugh Timur was the ‘found-
ing father’ of Moghulistan, not unlike his neighboring thirteenth-
fourteenth century counterparts, Osmàn Ghàzì and Shaykh Íafì

37 See Sholeh A. Quinn, Historical Writing during the Reign of Shah 'Abbàs, (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 2000).

38 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì 12 (10). 
39 Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì 5 (4).
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al-Dìn, founders of the Ottoman and Safavid dynasties, respectively.
Although Dughlat states elsewhere in his history that his only audi-
ence was the eastern Chaghatayid Moghuls of Moghulistan, and that
‘no one other than a Moghul will derive any benefit from these
words and what they convey,’ it appears that he may also have been
writing for secondary audiences, including, perhaps, historians writ-
ing for rival dynasties and perpetuating the dream narratives asso-
ciated with their dynasty’s own founders.

Conclusion

Post-Timurid Persianate historians, regardless of which dynasty they
were writing for, inherited an extremely powerful historiographical
tradition, which supplied them with imitative models containing the
general themes by which they could promote their dynasty’s ideology
and legitimate right to rule. Whether in their highly conventional
and imitative prefaces, their ruler’s genealogy, or in their dreams
narratives, the historians refashioned these texts in different ways,
adding new strands reflecting changes the Islamic world experienced
in the post-Timurid age. Although distinct political units were in
control of various portions of the Persian-speaking world, the histo-
rians writing under these dynasties spoke in a cultural language that
transcended political boundaries and was broadly understood. In this
way, the chroniclers engaged in what one might call an ‘inter-dynas-
tic dialogue.’ The best way to understand this dialogue would be to
look for all the participants, and this is best achieved by reading the
chronicles of more than one dynasty in light of their common Timurid
historiographical legacy.
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ILLUSTRATED PERSIAN 'AJÀ"IB AL-MAKHLÙQÀT
MANUSCRIPTS AND THEIR FUNCTION IN 

EARLY MODERN TIMES

Karin Rührdanz

At first glance it may appear that illustrated copies of Zakariyà b.
Mu˙ammad b. Ma˙mùd al-Qazvìnì’s 'Ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt wa gharà"ib
al-mawjùdàt, in Arabic as well as in Persian and Turkish translations,
were made everywhere from Turkey to India, and all the time since
the late 7th/13th century. A second look reveals that continuous,
trickle production was not the rule. From time to time the manu-
scripts form clusters, as the style of the illustrations in particular helps
us to recognize. Of course, the impression created by the preserved
and known manuscripts might be distorted by pure chance. However,
if the disappearance of one group of illustrated manuscripts and the
emergence of another is accompanied by changes in language, con-
tent and interpretation of the text by the cycle of illustrations, the
role of chance is minimized. Comparing groups of illustrated copies
of Qazvìnì’s 'Ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt made in Persia this paper deals with
the question what kind of his work was popular in 16th century
Safavid Iran and what functions these manuscripts fulfilled.

In early Safavid times a workshop intending to produce an illus-
trated copy of Qazvìnì’s work had, at least theoretically, the choice
between two Arabic redactions,1 two Persian versions,2 and the cre-
ation of new versions either of the Arabic text3 or the Persian trans-
lation.4 In reality, the choice may have been more limited. The fact
that only two Persian translations were available suggests a choice

1 Two of the four Arabic redactions distinguished by Ruska are preserved in—
mostly illustrated—early manuscripts up to the 9th/15th century. Ruska’s elusive
third Arabic redaction postulated as the base of an existing Persion version can be
neglected here. So far, no manuscript containing this text in Arabic has been found.
See Julius Ruska, ‘azwìnìstudien’, Der Islam 4 (1913), 14–66, 236–262.

2 Again, the availability of two Persian versions is proved by the existence of early,
mostly illustrated manuscripts since the 820s/1420s, respectively the 870s/1470s. See
Charles A. Storey, Persian Literature, II/1 (London: Luzac, 1972), 125–126, (a) and (b).

3 This was a real possibility, as Ruska’s ‘fourth redaction’, a late major reshap-
ing of the Arabic text demonstrates, see Ruska, ‘azwìnìstudien.’

4 For other Persian translations, see Storey, Persian Literature, 126.
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had to be made between them. Also, an illustrated copy would have
been preferred as model manuscript. Most probably, this would
reduce the options to three:

– Using the second redaction of the Arabic text as preserved in the
Munich Ms. C. Arab 464 and the so-called Sarre group of illus-
trated manuscripts.5 Late 16th-century manuscripts, probably from
India, show that this was not a merely theoretical option.6

– Keeping to an anonymous Persian translation appearing in illus-
trated manuscripts since the 820s/1420s. This translation was,
most probably, based upon the first Arab redaction because it
includes the chapter about jinn not found in the second one. Five
illustrated manuscripts of this early Persian rendition are known,
the first four originating from Shiraz. The Berlin fragment7 and
its twin copy in Istanbul, this dated 823/1421,8 document the
beginning. They are closely followed by two manuscripts in London,
dated 844/1441,9 and Manchester.10 These four copies form a
cluster while the fifth manuscript could be called a dislocated
offshoot. It was copied 909/1503–04 in Hirat by a calligrapher
from Shiraz and illustrated in a simplified Hirat style,11 with minia-

5 For an analysis of this group, see Julie Badiee, ‘The Sarre Qazwìnì: An Early
Aq Qoyunlu Manuscript?,’ Ars Orientalis 14 (1984), 97–113. 

6 Ibid., 102; idem, ‘Angels in an Islamic Heaven,’ Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Bulletin 24 (1978), 50–59. A completely different and, so far, singular ms. is D-370,
dated 988/1580, in the Oriental Institute in St. Petersburg. Using an Arabic text
(not mentioned which redaction), it follows a Persianized cycle of illustrations and
is attributed to ‘the region of Baghdad-Tabrìz,’ see A. Alikberov and E. Rezvan,
‘ 'Adjà"ib al-Makhlùqàt by Zakariyà al-Qazwìnì (d. 682/1283): 16th Century Illuminated
Manuscript from the St. Petersburg Academic Collection,’ Manuscripta Orientalia 1/1
(1995), 56. 

7 Museum für Islamische Kunst, I. 6943. See Ernst Kühnel, ‘Das Qazwìnì-
Fragment der Islamischen Abteilung,’ Jahrbuch der Preußischen Kunstsammlungen 64
(1943), 59–72; Karin Rührdanz, ‘Zwei illustrierte Qazwìnì-Handschriften in Samm-
lungen der DDR,’ Persica 10 (1982), 97–114.

8 Topkapi Saray Museum, R. 1660. See Fehmi E. Karatay, Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi
Kütüphanesi Farsça Yazmalar Katalo<u (Istanbul: Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi, 1961), 74,
no. 193.

9 British Library, Add. 23564. See Charles Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts
in the British Museum, 2 (London: British Museum, 1881), 464; Norah M. Titley,
Miniatures from Persian Manuscripts: A Catalogue and Subject Index of Paintings from Persia,
India and Turkey in the British Library and the British Museum (London: British Library,
1977), 87–91, no. 238.

10 John Rylands Library, Ryl Pers 37, see Basil W. Robinson, Persian Paintings in
the John Rylands Library (London: Sotheby Parke Bernet, 1980), 35–69.

11 London, British Library, Or. 12220, see Titley, Miniatures from Persian Manuscripts,
110–115, no. 246; George M. Meredith-Owens, Persian Illustrated Manuscripts (London:
British Museum, 1973), 21, and pl. 14.
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tures partially displaying a different iconography compared to the
Shiraz manuscripts. As the preserved manuscripts show, this text
was surely available to Shiraz workshops and, most likely, in north-
eastern Iran too.

– Using a second Persian translation, a newly compiled version of
particular character.12 It is less faithful to the Arabic text com-
pared to the first one.13 Moreover, it comprises two additional
chapters.14 Some copies contain the information that the book was
translated for a certain princely person, 'Izz al-Dìn Shàpùr b.
'Uthmàn, or b. Ra˙man in other mss., who remains unknown.
The authorship is also discussed.15 It may well be that this ver-
sion was composed in the later part of the 9th/15th century in
Shiraz for the immediate use of the workshops there to produce
illustrated copies of Qazvìnì’s cosmography.16 About ten illustrated
manuscripts attributable to the last quarter of the 9th/15th cen-
tury, and all with miniatures in the Shiraz Turkman style are
known (Figs. 1, 5).17 Regarding the total output of the Shiraz work-
shops during that period this is a small but noteworthy number.

12 For this paper, the edition by Naßrallàh Sabù˙ì, Tehran: Kitàbkhàneh-i Markazì,
1340/1961, has been used.

13 Rieu, Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts, 2, 464.
14 See, particularly, the second part of Ruska, ‘azwìnìstudien,’ 236–262 where

he deals with the ‘third redaction.’
15 The author may be a certain Mullà 'Abd al-Rashìd, called Bàyazìd al-Bastakì,

see Francis Richard, Splendeurs persanes: Manuscrits du XII e au XVII e siècle (Paris: Biblio-
thèque Nationale de France, 1997), 101. Another candidate is Faûl-Allàh b. Mu˙ammad
Ja'far Astaràbàdì, see Ìraj Afshàr, ‘Mutarjim-i 'ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt va gharà"ib al-
maujùdàt,’ Ràhnamà-yi kitàb, 21 (1357/1978), 107–108. Both suggestions are rejected
by Mu˙ammad T. Dànishpazhùh, ‘Dàstàn-i tarjumeh-yi dù ta"lìf-i Qazvìnì,’ Àyanda,
6 (1359/1980), 422.

16 This needs further checking. Of the two earlier ms. in Storey’s list (Storey,
Persian Literature, 125) the Princeton copy said to date from 1460 is about two hun-
dred years younger and does not concern us here. It would be interesting to know,
however, which translation is used in WMS. Pers. 479, dated 1458, of the Wellcome
Institute, see Fateme Keshavarz, A Descriptive and Analytic Catalogue of the Persian
Manuscripts in the Library of the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine (London:
Wellcome Institute, 1986), 214.

17 Among those manuscripts, four are dated: H. 410 of the TSM, copied by
Mu˙ammad Baqqàl in 1479, and R. 1659, dated 1494/95, see Karatay, Farsça
Yazmalar, 74–75, nos. 192, 194; N.F. 155 in Vienna, copied by Pir Husayn in 1492,
see Dorothea Duda, Islamische Handschriften, I: Persische Handschriften (Wien: Öster-
reichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1983), 76–82; and suppl. pers. 1781 in Paris,
dated 1488, see Richard, Splendeurs persanes, 101, no. 56. This ms. is a special case
because it was copied by Sultan Mu˙ammad Nùr and, therefore, obviously in Hirat.
The illustrations, however, follow the Turkman model in the selection of subjects
as well as in style.
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Compared to the Turkman cluster of illustrated cosmographies the
scarcity of such manuscripts from the early 10th/16th century is
striking. One ms. was copied by Na'ìm al-Dìn b. Mun'im al-Dìn
Mu˙ammad al-Aw˙adì al-Óusaynì in 920/1514–1518 and illustrated
in typical Shiraz style. A copy from about 947/1540 in New York
follows,19 and one in Dublin, dated 952/1545 and written by another
well-known Shiraz calligrapher, Murshid al-Kàtib al-Shìràzì, called
'A††àr.20 Two more manuscripts, now in the Topkapi Saray Museum
in Istanbul, are dated 968/1560 and 976/1568–69, respectively (Figs.
2, 3, 4).21 There are other copies from the later half of the 16th
century, either fragmentarily preserved or unsufficiently published.22

Those manuscripts studied all comprise the ‘second’ Persian trans-
lation and belong to different versions of the Shiraz style. For the
10th/16th century, the impression is that of a limited but continuous
production. The focal point is probably in the third quarter of that
century, but there is nothing like the late 9th/15th-century cluster.

Still, the 10th/16th-century Shiraz style production of illustrated
cosmographies was not only a perpetuation of a tradition but also
a deliberate choice, as comparison with other regions and other
groups of manuscripts show. No illustrated cosmography is known
from 10th/16th-century Central Asia, for instance. Concerning India,
we know about a new Persian translation made in 954/1547 for
Ibràhìm 'Àdil-Shàh of Bìjàpùr,23 and there is a group of illustrated
Qazvìnì manuscripts with Arabic text which may have been made

18 St. Petersburg, Russian National Library, PNS 265, see Galina I. Kostygova,
Persidskie i tadzhikskie rukopisi Gosudarstvennoi Publichnoi Biblioteki im. Saltykova-Shchedrina,
II (Leningrad: Gos. publichnaia biblioteka im. M.E. Saltykova-Shchedrina, 1988–9),
49, no. 849.

19 New York Public Library, Spencer Pers. ms. 49. See Barbara Schmitz, Islamic
Manuscripts in the New York Public Library (New York and Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1992), 79–93, no. II.5.

20 Chester Beatty Library, Pers. 212. See The Chester Beatty Library: A Catalogue of
the Persian Manuscripts and Miniatures, Arthur J. Arberry, et al., eds. (Dublin: Hidges,
Figgis, 1959–62), 2: 75–77. For reproductions see, for instance, ibid., pls. 34–40;
Laurence Binyon, John V.S. Wilkinson, and Basil Gray, Persian Miniature Painting
(London: Oxford University Press, 1933), pls. 96–97; Basil Gray, Persian Painting
(New York: Skira, 1961), 150 (in colour). 

21 H. 407, copied by Mu˙ammad al-Qivàm al-Shìràzì, and H. 403, copied by 'Alà
al-Dìn b. Hidàyatallàh al-Sharìf, see Karatay, Farsça Yazmalar, 75, nos. 196 and 197.

22 For instance, for a copy attributable to the Shiraz style about 968/1560 because
of its miniatures, see Sotheby’s Catalogue of Highly Important Oriental Manuscripts and Mini-
atures: The Property of the Kevorkian Collection, (London, 6 December 1967), 69, lot 202.

23 See Storey, Persian Literature, 126 (d).
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in India since the 978/1570’s.24 The decision of the Shiraz work-
shops for a Persian version of Qazvìnì’s text, and for the ‘second’
translation in particular, implies that this version was recognized as
best suited to certain demands.

Setting off the particularities of this text, we must first pay atten-
tion to the fact that it is a translation from Arabic into Persian.
Persian encyclopaedias, compared to Arabic ones, are called ‘ouvrages
de vulgarisation’25 and, to a certain extent, this may be true for
translations too. In 9th/15th and 10th/16th-century Iran, however,
the translation into Persian of Qazvìnì’s cosmography and ency-
clopaedia of natural sciences also restored the initial situation, as far
as the audience is concerned. In the 7th/13th century, Qazvìnì wrote
his book as a compendium for the educated public.26 During the
9th/15th or 10th/16th century, the same addressee was, most prob-
ably, better served by a Persian translation.

More important for the character of the work are the changes
introduced in the text of the ‘second’ translation. As Ruska pointed
out already, the part about embryology and anatomy of the human
body was radically reduced. At the other hand, the text incorpo-
rated a large interpolation comprising, first, an account of different
peoples and tribes and, second, a chapter about crafts, sciences and
tricks.27 There are other, smaller changes. A comparison28 of the geo-
graphical part shows that the number of entries (mountains, rivers,
springs etc.) was reduced. Their structure, however, remained largely
the same, with slightly more emphasis on the sympathetic qualities.29

The chapter on metals, stones, minerals etc. has fewer and shorter
entries. The material abridged concerns description and details of
occurrence as well as sympathetic qualities. Since the omissions reflect
a tendency to adapt the text to a more popular use one can expect
the additions serving the same purpose. However, this does not tell
us much about the character of the large interpolation that takes up

24 See note 6.
25 Ziva Vesel, Les encyclopédies persanes (Paris: Editions Recherche sur les civilisa-

tions, 1986), 6.
26 Maria Kowalska, ‘Bericht über die Funktion der arabischen kosmographischen

Literatur des Mittelalters,’ Folia Orientalia 11 (1969), 178–179.
27 Ruska, ‘azwìnìstudien,’ 66.
28 These comparisons refer to spot-checks in the Arabic manuscripts in London

(Or. 14140), Gotha (Ms. Orient. A 1506) and Munich (C. Arab. 464).
29 On these qualities, see Manfred Ullmann, ‘Khàßßa,’ in EI 2 (Leiden: Brill, 1990),

4: 1097–1098.
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between a fifth and a sixth of the whole text, including introduc-
tions, and could not fail to influence the nature of the work.

The portion interpolated has a homogeneous character only as far
as it adds another dimension to that part of Qazvìnì’s work that
deals with the human being. Originally, ‘the first kind of living beings’
was dealt with only as an element of natural history; now it was
also treated as social being, partly at the expense of information con-
cerning the human body. On the other hand, the interpolation com-
prises rather divergent tendencies.

The information about different peoples clearly concentrates on
the pre-Islamic and the non-Islamic, even if the Arabs and the
Persians are dealt with, and sounds particular anachronistic about
the ßinf al-rùm. This does not necessarily imply that an old text had
been interpolated. We meet the same stubborn adherence to tradi-
tional knowledge in European cosmographies of the later Middle
Ages and early Modern Times. The main effect of the chapter upon
the text is the addition of popular stories or just the allusion to such
stories (Fig. 5).

The second part of the interpolation on crafts and trades, their
use for mankind and their astonishing results, about arts, occult sci-
ences and strategems, has a more mixed effect upon the structure
of the text. Some subchapters consist of descriptions of items, includ-
ing marvellous objects like automata and talismans (Fig. 4). Others,
like those on agriculture and hunting, mainly list secrets of the craft
and tell the reader how to achieve a certain aim. Finally, the sub-
chapters about the ruses applied by rogues and women add amus-
ing stories. In the manuscripts checked, there are always more
subchapters announced in the table of contents than really comprised
by the text.30 There is no obvious reason for the omission of one
third of the announced subchapters since they are of different char-
acter. In case, the chapter on crafts, sciences and tricks was specially
compiled to be added to the translation these subchapters were prob-
ably planned but never written. 

Thus, the contents of the interpolation sends conflicting messages
about the interests of the consumers it aimed at. With some reser-
vation, one may say that it satisfies curiosity in areas not covered

30 In general, the picture remains the same already noticed by Ruska, ‘azwìnì-
studien,’ 244–245. 
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by the Arabic text, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, stresses
practicable knowledge.

The third indicator of changes in consumer tastes is the illustra-
tions. Compared to the first manuscripts comprising Qazvìnì’s Arabic
text, the cycle of illustrations experienced some changes. In Safavid
manuscripts until the end of the 10th/16th century they are limited,
however.

1. The encyclopaedic element loses some of its importance. This is
most obvious in the chapter about trees and plants that remains
unillustrated sometimes, but more often has a selection of trees
and plants illustrated, or only trees considered. It is also possible
that the stars were not represented or not all animals depicted.
Nevertheless, the singular figure dominates the illustrations. No
matter, how many stories are told about the sheep—it is only the
figure of the sheep that is shown against a background of land-
scape elements (Fig. 3).

2. The narrative potential of the interpolations is only partly exploited.
Concerning the selection of subjects for illustration, the first, i.e.
the Turkman manuscripts seem to explore the narrative possibil-
ities more eagerly than Safavid copies do. If we consider that a
fine copy like H. 407 of 1560 offers only four miniatures in the
subchapter about the Persians (modelled after Shàhnàmeh and Khamseh
illustrations) but no illustration in the other subchapters about the
Turks, the Indians etc. the original impetus behind the commer-
cial Turkman copies can be better recognized. In Safavid man-
uscripts of the 10th/16th century it was not developed further,
but sometimes weakened. 

3. Among the possible subjects for illustration offered by the second
part of the interpolation, it is usually not the stories that attract
the main interest but the descriptions of automata and talismans
(Fig. 4). Their depiction became a permanent feature of all man-
uscripts whatever the quality of the copy or the ability of the
artist to represent these objects.

These results must be seen against the background of Shiraz man-
uscript illustration in the second part of the 10th/16th century. When
the reconstructed cycle of illustrations for the ‘second’ transla-
tion emerged in the late 9th/15th century the extremely simplified
and laconic commercial Turkman style restricted iconographical
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development. In the 10th/16th century, particularly since the late
940s–950s/1540–1550s, Shiraz painting looked different, and it would
have been easy to enrich the iconography. Generally, this did not
happen although regarding some subjects, particularly in the Dublin
ms. Pers. 212, the iconography was elaborated. This is an indica-
tion that the popularity of the ‘second’ translation of Qazvìnì’s cos-
mography did not chiefly rest on the stories it contained. Although
they were surely liked by the readers the main interest was in infor-
mation. The work preserved its encyclopaedic character. 

Thus, the illustrated manuscripts of Qazvìnì’s ‘reworked’ Persian
version fulfilled the same function the author had intended two/three
centuries earlier. The book responded to the curiosity of the educated
public interested in knowledge of the natural world for the sake of
knowledge as well as in information of more utilitarian character. It
never tries to hide any knowledge from ‘uninitiated’ readers. Protection
of knowledge against misuse is not discussed. Qazvìnì was confident
of the usefulness of knowing about and contemplating the marvels
and miracles of nature and of the human mind and creativity. Neither
this attitude of the author nor the collection of information he had
compiled was ‘outmoded’ in the late 9th/15th and in the 10th/16th
centuries. This may sound apologetic, but the level of literature to
compare with in Europe is that of educated people not engaged in
specialized research. At the same period, the compendia popular
with the educated public in Europe looked remarkably similar.31

Whereas the large interpolation introduced into the ‘second’ Persian
version, in general, did not change the function of Qazvìnì’s book
it brought some modification. The interpolation talks about practi-
cal knowledge and crafts, in a broad sense, including marvellous con-
structions and magical means and procedures. The distribution of
illustrations accentuates automata (dealt with in the subchapter about
carpentry) and the talismans of the planets. Although this reserves
special attention for them, one should keep in mind that this is partly
the result of the object-centred character of the cycle of illustrations.
As mentioned above, the subchapters differ: some concentrate on
the description of various objects, other talk about actions, i.e. they

31 For an example, see Louis B. Wright, Middle-Class Culture in Elizabethan England
(Chapel Hill: UNC Press, 1935), particularily chapter XV ‘The Strange World of
Science.’
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tell the reader what to do in order to produce a certain effect. The
first kind is well suited to encyclopaedia-style illustration; the second
kind asks for narrative pictures—how to catch birds, for instance—
or renders depiction rather difficult, as in case of recipes. Overestimating
the importance of the illustrated subchapters would be as much a
mistake as neglecting them. They played their particular part in a
chapter displaying professional knowledge, useful household experi-
ence, parlour tricks and practical magic.

Information of this kind is a quite common element in ency-
clopaedias of natural history, usually as part of the individual entries.32

What we are told in the interpolation’s subchapter about the won-
ders of agriculture does not differ much from the marvellous expe-
rience with some species contained in the entries of Qazvìnì’s respective
chapter about trees, plants and herbs. However, the original divi-
sion of his second maqàla had no space for the secrets of the urban
crafts and trades. Thus, despite its lack of uniformity, the interpo-
lated chapter about crafts, sciences and tricks brought about a cer-
tain change in emphasis in favour of ‘the secrets of the arts.’ Also,
while the information for the sake of curiosity continued to domi-
nate the text, knowledge of immediate practical use gained weight.

This seems to parallel developments in Europe which finally resulted
in the emergence of the ‘Books of Secrets.’33 The isolation of the
‘secrets of nature’ from the description of the object, and their col-
lection in special books for practical use was the final step of a
process which had started with the concentration on the marvellous
qualities and effects of the individual object. On this way, the inter-
polated Persian version of Qazvìnì’s 'Ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt should be
located somewhere halfway, and it is quite possible that the paral-
lel ends here.34

32 Manfred Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam (Leiden, Köln:
Brill, 1972), 5–6, 393–416, 427–429.

33 On the various aspects of this complex problem, see William Eamon, Science
and the Secrets of Nature: Books of Secrets in Medieval and Early Modern Culture (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1994). 

34 This needs further investigation. Since not only the economic conditions but
also the printing press promoted the development in Europe, it is more likely that
the correspondences are restricted to the ealier stages of the process. It would be
even more premature to speculate about continued or renewed cross connections
during the 15th and 16th centuries.
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So far, one may safely say that the Persian manuscripts of Qazvìnì’s
'Ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt produced in early Safavid Iran responded to an
extensive curiosity in the secrets of nature by the educated public
as did those in Arabic made in the late 13th and 14th centuries. In
a certain way, however, they had been modernized, reflecting inter-
est in the secrets of the arts. Seen from that angle, the changed text
of Qazvìnì’s work puts another question mark behind the much
repeated statement about the stagnation and decline of cultural devel-
opment in Islamic lands during the later Middle Ages and early
Modern Times.
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1. Buffalo and giraffe, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, N. F. 155, fol. 264a.

illustrated persian {aj§}ib al-makhlåq§t manuscripts 43
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2. Traveller helping the dawrfish inhabitants of an island in the red Sea against
attacking birds, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 407, fol. 116a.

karin rührdanz44
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3. Fat-tailed sheep, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 407, fol. 396b.

illustrated persian {aj§}ib al-makhlåq§t manuscripts 45



MELV/RÜHR/BRIL/11523/2-12-200246

4. Automata, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 407, fol. 328b.

karin rührdanz46
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5. Idolatry of the Indians, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, N. F. 155, fol. 204b.

illustrated persian {aj§}ib al-makhlåq§t manuscripts 47
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PART TWO

SOURCES ON SAFAVID SOCIETY AND CULTURE
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MAKTÙB AND MAJMÙ'A:
ESSENTIAL SOURCES FOR SAFAVID RESEARCH

Iraj Afshàr

Research on the Safavids has been increasing, and several historical
and literary texts, and many collections of documentary materials of
that period have been published. However, bibliographic discussion
about the quality of the sources of that period and their different types,
and especially the availability of shorter documents, is still needed.
The brevity of such materials means that they are easily overlooked.

It may be correct to say that the main defect of studies relating
to the Safavid period is that they give too much attention to certain
types of evidence. First, it has been mainly political, military and
diplomatic events (and, naturally, relations between Iran and neigh-
bouring states) which have been the subject of discussion. By contrast,
details of urban, social and cultural affairs, and elements which throw
light on daily life, have been discussed less often. Secondly, the orig-
inal sources of this research have been based mostly on well-known
historical texts and the observations of European travellers and mer-
chants; scattered sources in local collections, which will form the
main subject of the present paper, have been given less attention. 

Inscriptions also have not been used properly as references owing
to their being located in the Iranian countryside and because of the
non-availability of their corpus. For instance, there are two inscrip-
tions of Shah 'Abbàs’ firmàn in which it is explicitly stated that if
Sunnis adopt Shì'ism, they will be exempted from paying taxes.

The details of coins and stamps of kings and ministers are not given
adequate recognition and the main general source are in still available
only in the works of Rabino. It is necessary to collect an accurate list
of all the mints working during the Safavid period. For instance Iskander
Beg, in his book 'Àlam Àra, noted the existence of a mint in Astaràbàd.
Such a list may gradually complement Zambauer’s Dàr al-Ûarbhà.
Similarly a list of the rhymed prose of the stamps should be compiled.

A few collections of poetry (dìvàns) have been published but these,
too, have been neglected in historical research. We have not taken
poetry seriously and not as an historical source, yet the only document
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concerning the decline of monetary conditions in Shah 'Abbàs II’s
period is a short masnavì in Tazkireh-i Naßràbàdì. Poetry can yield a
variety of details about the victories, ranks, buildings, deaths, births,
guilds and social classes. Risala-i Kayvànì is a good example of the
importance of poetry in that connection as the content of the poem,
published by Rasùl Ja'fariyàn, comprises another perspective on social
life during the period of Safavid weakness.

A glance at the Dìvàn of 'Alì Naqì Kamrà"ì Shifàyì, Khàdim
Ißfahànì and Zàhid Tabrìzì, who had a particular voracity in com-
posing Màdda-i Tàrìkh (chronogram), satire, panegyric and Ikhvànìyàt
(friendly letters), offers the historian the oppurtunity to pursue new
aspects of Safavid history.

This Round Table, in addition to presenting individual items of
research, ought also to highlight new ways forward for the expansion
and development of Safavid studies so that, in the words of Persian
poetry, it may not be said that, ‘Neshistand-o-guftand-o-barkhastand ’ (‘they
sat, conversed and arose’). For this reason, instead of presenting a
particular discussion, I wish to present a report on types of documents.

In addition to the documents mentioned above, an original and
relevant category which helps to advance Safavid studies is the orig-
inals of goverment documents like firmànhà (firmans), ˙ukmhà (orders
or judicial decrees), misàlhà (royal orders) and manshùrhà (royal man-
dates). The number of these is not great, and fortunately they are
given sufficient attention. Generally scholars who acquire such doc-
uments publish them and there is little need for concern that they
will be overlooked. The work of Dr Bert Fragner records the activ-
ities carried out in this field up to 1980. Of course, catalogues pre-
pared by the libraries possessing such documents are very useful. Of
these I have seen three volumes in Armenia, seven in Georgia and
two in Baku.

However, in addition to these types of research sources, an impor-
tant category of documents is copies of firmàns, judicial decrees, orders,
royal mandates, letters of princes (nishànhà), regulations (dastùr al-
'amalhà), agreements (qaràrdàdhà), registers (mahzarhà), the records of
the courts of judicature and sentences of a judge (sijillàt and sukùk),
deliberate writings (tarassulàt), official compositions (munsha'àt-i rasmì),
personal letters which have been copied and are included amidst the
pages of majmù'àt (collections), literary miscellanies ( junghà), fair copies
(bayàzhà) and books or notebooks (safìnahà). These contain a wealth
of governmental, social, cultural and urban information, but since
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detailed and annotated catalogues and indexed reports for and about
them are not available, they have attracted little attention from schol-
ars. Unfortunately, descriptions of these in catalogues are generally
brief, and lack the beginnings and ends of the text. Therefore scholars
have not had sufficient opportunity to gain adequate access to their
contents. Furthermore, since there is no cumulative catalogue of such
materials and and the bibliographies of Storey and Munzavi do not
discuss such types of manuscripts the number of copies of such doc-
uments and their availability cannot be accurately determined.

The main collections, notebooks, fair copies and literary miscella-
nies of the Safavid period which contain copies of documents can
be divided into two categories. One category is those copied in India,
the other is those copied in Iran; the latter is the more significant.
I estimate the number of important collections of both categories to
be fifty to sixty volumes.

Another noteworthy point is the location of these collections in
libraries. Whatever has been written in India is mostly in the libraries
of India and the India office, the Bodleian library, Oxford, and the
British Library. The majmù'àt (collections) copied in Iran are pre-
served mainly in Kitàbkhànah-i Markazì (Central Library) of Tehran
University, Malik National Library and Majlis Library in Tehran,
and the Mar'ashì Library in Qum. There are also some majmù'as in
the libraries of Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Italy, St. Petersburg and Turkey.
The compilation and collection of majmù'as have been carried out in
two ways. In one group, all the insertions and writings are by one
munshì (secretary), such as the majmù'as of Íàdiqì Afshàr, ˇàhir Vahìd
Qazvìnì, Naßìra of Hamadàn, Qàri ˇabasì, Khàn A˙mad Gìlanì,
Óasan Shàmlù, Futù˙ì Shìràzì and others. Another group comprises
different documents from different periods and compiled by several
different munshìs. Their compilor may be known, as in the case of
the munsha'àt (compositions or writings) of Farìdùn Beg, 'Abd al-
Óusayn Naßìrì and Óayder Ivàghlì, but most collections are by com-
pilers whose names are not known.

Owing to the fact that the originals of most of these—probably
more than ninety per cent—have been destroyed, these copies will
inevitably be used as references in research. By finding different man-
uscripts and producing critical editions, they may be substituted in
place of the originals. However, the essential condition for attaining
this goal is the preparation of a new, chronological catalogue for
such sources giving a summary of each of them, and keeping the
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codicological rules in mind. Meanwhile it is necessary we note the
following documents: farmàn (firmàn), ˙ukm (order or judicial decree),
'arìΩa (petition), nàmeh (letter), vaqf-nàmeh (endowment deed), mahzar
and qabàla (register or testimony and deed of sale or marriage con-
tract etc.), sukùk (sentences of a judge), the figures relating to titles,
manàßib (ranks), suyùrghàl (feudal tenure), àzàdnàmcheh (letters of freedom),
ba˙r-i tavìl (long metre), shahr-àshùb (poetry in praise or criticism of
the people of a city), tauba-nàmeh (a written expression of repentance),
màdda-i tàrìkh (chronogram), ta'ziyat-nàmeh (note of greeting), 'ahd-nàmeh
(letters of agreement), nikà˙nàmeh (marriage contract) and vaßìyat-nàmeh
(last will and testament).

In the hope that such a catalogue may be started I have, with the
help of some colleagues, given some consideration to its plan. It is
necessary to give some details regarding the quality of the documents.

Historical Events

Until now scholars who have quoted or considered such documents
have been mainly interested in historical-political correspondence
between kings and subjects, relating to foreign relations, wars and,
sometimes, the principles of administration and statesmanship. How-
ever, no care has been taken to edit these critically. An example is the
text of the firmàn of Shah 'Abbàs in connection with British citizens
in Iran, issued in 1026/1617, on the arrival of a trader named E.
Connock, on behalf of the East India Company. It has been copied
in the Majmù'a-i 'Abd al-Óusayn Navà"ì (Tehran,: Bunyàd-i Farhang,
1360/1981), as an agreement from the copy inserted in Majmù'a-i
Khaflì no. 5032 of Majlis (Tehran), vol. 15 of the catalogue. It has
few variations from the text existing in the fair copy (bayàz) manu-
scripts of the copies of the orders remaining from the Safavid period
(from Rauûàti’s copy in Majlis, facsmilied print in Farhang-i Iràn
Zamìn). The main variation is that one of its articles is not found in
Navà"ì’s edition. This firmàn contains eighteen articles rather than
seventeen. Furthermore, this firmàn cannot be considered as an agree-
ment, as has been mentioned in Navà"ì’s collection and Ferrier’s arti-
cle. An agreement is normally a document signed by two parties. It
is therefore essential to compare and verify the different copies of
such documents available in majmù'as.

The chronicle of conquests ( fat˙nàmas), such as the Fat˙nàma for
Qandahàr—the city which from the beginning of the Safavid period
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had been the object of both talks and sieges several times—is another
type of reliable document. Its specimen is preserved in Majmù'a no.
2464/7 (M). In the same chapter there is a document in which the
news of conquering Qandahàr has been given to Khusraw Khàn Beglar
Begì 2591/79 (M). In other words, this is the sign that the news of
victory and peace in the east of the country was announced to the
northern region so that people could learn what had happened.
Regarding the siege of Qandahàr, there are also other documents
like no. 2591/53 and the letter of Munshì al-Mamàlik no. 2591/85
(M), or nos. 2591/83, 2591/54 (M) and 8235/59–62. One of these
types of documents is the description of Safavid warriors and the bat-
tle of Sulaymàn Kurd during the time of Shàh Sultàn Óusayn, writ-
ten by Bàyandùr Khàn, the ruler of Qàja-dàgh, no. 2591/143 (M).

'Arz-i Lashkar (review of the army) of Shah Sulaymàn Íafavì 2978/7
(M) reveals something about the military position of Iran. It is per-
haps the source of information in which we read about the latter
part of the Safavid period and the earlier part of the Afshar dynasty
in the report published by Mu˙ammad Taqì Dànishpazhùh in the
Los Angeles manuscript (Farhang-i Iràn Zamìn).

The Safavids considered dynastic power important. Probably one
of the most significant documents on this subject is the description
of the glories and benefits of the dynasty, written by the famous reli-
gious leader Àqà Óusayn Khvànsàrì (see manuscript nos. 2454 (M),
4727 (M) and 8235/193 (M). Another instance of honouring this
dynasty is this title phrase in manuscript no. 5894 (M): ‘'Abbàsìya-i
Íafavìya-i Mùsavìya-i Óasanìya-i 'Alavìya-i Fàflimiya’ (Markazi catalogue
135:6). Dates concerning accession to the throne, such as in the writ-
ings of 2464/6 (M) and 2591/72 (M) or an essay on the death of
Shah 'Abbàs (vaqi'a), 6543 (M) are also useful for research on the
Safavid dynasty. 

Letters and writings showing the relation between the Safavid gov-
ernment and Indian rulers, Uzbek emirs, Ottoman sultans, European
kings and the Pope’s court form the main part of the writings in
these majmù'as. However, apart from these what has been found in
new majmù'as is still not categorised. For instance, both the announce-
ment regarding Iran’s roads being open for the passing of Uzbek
pilgrims to Mecca, and the delivery of the property of an Iranian-
trader, who died in India, to Imàm Qùlì Beg Yasaval are found in
Majmù'a no. 2591 (M). Some instances of details revealing aspects
of relations with foreigners are the sending of a wine goblet made
by Venedik on behalf of a Roman king to Iran, no. 130, called
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Majmù'a-i Hasil al-Hayàt, the sending of three horses on behalf of
Sharìf Óasan of Mecca to Ummat Khàn, the Amìr al-Umàra (prince
of princes) of Fars, no. 2042/6 (M), and the sending of a prayer
rug on behalf of Shah 'Abbàs to Amir Uzbek, no. 2465/17 (M).

Cities and Buildings

Majmù'as also contain information relating to cities and buildings.
For instance, the description praising the Tàvùshkhàna Garden, built
by Shah 'Abbàs II on the bank of the Zàyandahrùd has been men-
tioned in 'Abbàsnàmeh. There is a reference to it by Mansùr Simnànì
in Jung no. 3010 (M). This kind of note also occurs in mention of
the construction of Chihil Sutùn in 1116, in the contents of the masnavì
of Badì" Naßràbàdì, no. 2591 (M), and also in 1144 in the poetry
of Khàdim Ißfahànì, no. 3331 (M).

Any researcher of Isfahan should be aware of the introduction of
Bàzàcha-i Óasanàbàd (Isfahan), written by a person having Bayànì as
his pen-name, in Majmù'a no. 1420, in Sepahsalar Library. Also
significant for Isfahan is the introduction of Humàyùn Tappa, built
in the period of Shah 'Abbàs in Mazandaran, by Zàhìr al-Dìn 'Ulya
in Majmù'a 4727 (M), and the report on the building of Sa'àdatàbàd
Garden in 1144/1731 (i.e. the year in which Chihil Sutùn was repaired).

Dates of earthquakes may also be derived from notes written in
junghà. For instance, there is information on the Shirvàn earthquake
in Majmù'a no. 3010 (M) an on the 1139/1718 earthquake of Tabrìz
in Majmù'a no. 2591 (M).

News of the construction of Rawûa-i ù̌s (Mashhad) in the years
1084/1678 and 1089/1678, Qadamgàh of Nìshàbùr in 1091/1680,
the construction of a dam in Khurasan in 1100/1688 and a raba† in
1099/1687 is found in poetry by Mìrzà Qàsim Tabrìzì, nos. 4623 (M).

Social Topics

Presented here are some examples of details shedding light on aspects
of daily life. 

There is a mahzar (verbal process) concerning the behaviour of the
ruler of Yazd in Munsha"àt-i Viqàrì ǎbasì, no. 3402 (M).
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There is criticism of the taking of bribes, and satire on one of the
ministers, Halàkì Hamadànì, in the writing of Afshàr Íàdiqì. The poet
considers him as bad as Mahmùd Pasìkhànì Nuqflavì, no. 7395 (M).
There is an obscene satire of Mìrzà Mu"min Kirmànì, the minister
of Shah 'Abbàs, by Óakìm Shifàyì, Oct. 985, and a firmàn concerning
the style of dress of ministers, prime ministers and other classes,
addressed to Mu˙ammad Valì Mìrzà, the ruler of Khurasan, no.
4436/17 (M). In addition there is a description of Yazdì sha"r-bàfàn
(weavers) addressed to Mìrzà Ja'far, the minister, written by Viqàrì
ˇabasì, no. 3402 (M). Apparently this Mìrzà Ja'far is the same per-
son whose year in office is referred to as 1078/1667 in a chrono-
gram by the Isfahani poet Ismà'ìl Kàshif. There is also the raqam
(note or writing) sent to the people of Simnàn stating that they may
go to Damàvand to present their petition, no. 8235/22 (M).

Among the social issues sometimes given attention by the Safavid
government were a ban of shaving the beard, no. 2465/20 (M), a
ban on drinking alcohol during Shah Safi’s period, no. 3454/8 (M),
and a ban on other prohibited things, no. 5654/80 (M). Regarding
the consumption of alcohol, there are two more important writings.
One is Qadghan-i Sharàb (‘A ban on wine’) by Íà"ib, no. 2591 (M).
The other is Qurq-i Sharàb (‘A restriction on wine’) by Àqà Óusayn
Khvànsàrì, no. 2465 (M). Permission for smoking the qalyan or hub-
ble-bubble and shurb-i tanbàkù (the smoking of tobacco) are also among
the social issues of the period, and contrasting views were expressed.
Rasùl Ja'fariyàn has recently calculated the number of treatises on
this subject. Among the important writings which we find located in
collections is Íà"ib Tabrìzì’s writings including no. 2591/97 (M) and
no. 564/27 (M).

Tawba-nàmehs (letters of repentance) are another indication of the
problems relating to mu˙arramàt (prohibited things). One example is
the detail about Lùlì’s penitence in manuscript no. 2191 (M). We
see several letters of repentance by members of different classes of
society in Musha"at-i Viqàrì ˇabasì, and these reveal reasons for the
repentance.

Descriptions of awbàsh (lewd persons) and alwàt (rascals) (2911
Sipahsàlàr), and information relating to qahva-khànehs (coffee or tea
houses) form another element of description of social conditions.
Rasm-i 'Àshiqì dar qahva-Khàneh-hà (the custom of love making in tea
houses), by Kàshif Ißfahànì, no. 2934 (M) is another example, as is
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the circumstances of Shah 'Abbàs’ falling in love with the beloved
of this poet.

Other documents useful in adding to the writings of Tazkirat al-
Mulùk and Dastùr al-Mulùk include: the manner of keeping watch
over Isfahan’s trading practices, especially in the letter addressed to
Amir Rukn al-dìn, no. 8235/41 (M); an order addressed to bakers
and butchers (8B Adabìyàt), the two guilds which were needed daily
by society, and thus required careful regulation of their behaviour;
and the type of measures taken by police in relation to eye-witnesses.

We have several writings, letters and poems revealing details of
the items people needed and requested. The following list presents
some of these:

– Irrigation for the garden, nos. 2591/12 (M), 
5645/35 (M) and 8235/315 (M)

– Horse, nos. 5645/37 (M), 8235/95 (M)                 
– Astrolabe, nos. 2591/17 (M), 5645/34 (M)

and 5645/94 (M) 
– Hawk, no. 5645/36 (M)È
– Fur cloak, no. 2476/27 

– Tree grafting, no. 8235/316 (M)                     

– Opium, no. 2591/118 (M)
– Rosary, nos. 2591/17 (M), 1997/25 (M), 

8235/257, 270, 311 and 386 (M)
– Tobacco, no. 8235/277 (M)
– Arrow, no. 2465/1 (M)
– Limbs, no. 8235/312 (M)
– Walnut, no. 2591/87 (M)
– Tea, no. 2191 (M)
– Lamp-stand, no. 2191/102 (M)
– Walking stick, no. 2591/133 (M)
– Pill, no. 2591/(M), 2944 (M)
– Henna, no. 2591/201 (M)
– Tabrìz stone pool, 95-J Adabìyàt, 

no. 8235/307 (M)
– Melon, no. 2591/125 (M)
– Tambourine, 95-J Adabìyàt, no. 8235/292 (M)
– Collyrium, no. 2591/118 (M)
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– Marble, no. 3213/29 (M)

– Wine, nos. 2591/12 (M), 8235/291 (M)
– Copper bowl, no. 3213/28 (M)
– Tray, no. 3213/28 (M)
– Spectacles, nos. 1997/27 (M), 1997/30 (M), 

2591/122 (M), 3010 (M), 3098/60 (M), 
5645/32 (M) and 5645/98 (M).

Here it is interesting that someone asked for spectacles in place of
the ones brought for him by the envoy of Russia, Óajj Óusayn Àqà,
which had been broken. From this it is evident that spectacles were
brought from Russia.

– Egyptian polemoniaceae, no. 2591/115 (M) 
and Hàsil-al-Hayàt, 79    

– Pen, nos. 2191 (M), 5645/31 and 5645/33 (M)
– Paper, no. 2591 (M), 8235/284 (M)
– Partridge, no. 8235/313 (M)
– ‘Kitàb-i Irshàd’, no. 2591/116 (M)
– Bow, no. 8235/385 (M)
– Bag, Hàsil al-Hayàt
– Playing cards, no. 2934 (M)
– Sheep, no. 2464 (M)
– Lala (tulip or candle holders), no. 8235/272 (M)
– Yoghurt, no. 8235/293
– Ink, no. 2591/23 (M)
– Goblet for rosewater, no. 2191 (M)
– Nargisdàn (pot for narcissus), no. 2591/5 (M)
– Ruby, no. 8235/390 (M)

A minor element of the social situation of the time is related to the
circumstances of some Christians like 'Isà Khàn Gurjì, no. 3213/22
(M), and some other Christians, becoming Muslims in the year 1130/
1717 in majmù'a no. 2591/101 (M). Also worthy of note are: Marzbàn
Zardùshtì’s becoming Muslim, no. 4503 (M); a dialogue with European
scholars, no. 2591/24 (M); a description of the duties of Shaykh al-
Islàm mentioned in writing their orders; the case of imprecation of
opponents, no. 2042/20 (M); rejection of Sufi sects and letters to
the distinguished men of Nùrbakhshìyeh, no. 2042/10 (M).
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Information concerning Taw˙ìd Khàneh (House of Unity) apparently
occurs for the first time in 'Àlam Àrà-i 'Abbasì and also in Dastùr al-
Mulùk. I have seen two documents showing that the existence of
Taw˙ìd Khàneh was recorded in Qaracheh Dagh, one being the letters
of that city’s ruler, Bàyandùr Sul†àn. It is therefore clear that Taw˙ìd
Khàneh was not found only in Isfahan and Ardabìl. In addition, in a
government regulation, along with reference to stipulating the cor-
rect titles of Safavid kings, it is stated that Zàkirìn (praisers of God,
professional narrators of the tragedies of Karbala) in Taw˙ìd Khànas
must refer to the Safavid kings by their official titles (no. 8235 (M)).

Cultural Subjects

Our information about cultural subjects should not be confined to
the divàns of poets and the tazkiras of that period. From letters and
documents like endowment deeds, whether official or not, we learn
how metres were shown for a ghazal, their composition (tar˙-i ghazal )
in literary gatherings, and what story-tellers and praisers of the
Prophet and his companions sang in qahva-khànehs and ˙ammàms (pub-
lic baths). We also learn what people did on the occasion of the fes-
tivals of Naurùz and Àbpàshàn (a festival during which each person
sprinkles rose water on his neighbour), and how the king and his
relatives associated with the people. We also learn of entertainments
commonly performed in public squares. For instance, one day an
expert juggler in Maydàn-i Sa'àdat (Sa'adat Square) in Isfahan staged
his performance in the presence of the Shah, but it emerged that
the juggler was a secret agent of the Ottoman government (no. 2412
(M). From a letter by Ulugh Munshì, written in Hirat concerning
the year 1094/1682, we learn that there were sixty-five famous types
of grapes in the city (no. 3010 (M). Some letters contain literary
jokes and puns on the names of people like Àqà Shàhì Salkhak,
Mawlàì and Julàq Tabrìzì (no. 3213/19 (M).

Government Organization

Tazkirat al-Mulùk and Dastùr al-Mulùk are undoubtedly two impor-
tant sources of information about government ranks and officers, and
even the names of guilds and professions. However, important infor-
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mation may also be gained from letters, orders, firmàns and codes of
conduct preserved in majmù'as. For instance in junghà the following
posts, ranks and professions are mentioned: charkhchìgarì and serìshkàrì
(2591), ishràf-i tavìls (2591/10), bàghbàshìgarì and mìràbì (95C Adabìyàt),
istìfày-i munshì al-mamàlik (2042/9), tamghàchì (2042/9), kitàbdàr (1997/42),
sharbatdàr (3213/107), mi'màr (2042/11), qißßa-khvàn (3213/33 and 41),
muzàhhib (3213/36 and 38), kamàncheh-navàz (3213/42, 3213/52), sar-
taràsh (3213/49), tùshmàl-bàshì (8235/36), qùrchì bàshìgarì-i rikàb (8235/49),
shàtiran (8235/398), kalàntarì (3213/40), ßà˙ib-'ayàrì (3213/40), kalàn-
tar qapàn (2591/128). The title of some of the ranks may be seen in
Ravà yeh al-Inshà by 'Alì Naqì Turshìzì, written on the order of Fat˙
'Alì Khàn Beiglar Beigì, Mashhad (no. 3010).

Economic Affairs

There is little accurate information available about the level of earn-
ings and taxation in the Safavid period. These matters were usually
mentioned in orders, royal mandates, feudal tenure and salaries
firmans, and sometimes in copies in majmù'as. Some instances are:
the request for exemption from the onion and cereals tax (no. 2191);
cancellation of tax of Mìr Shikàrì of Astaràbàd (no. 2591); the vol-
ume of 'Ashshàr in Bandar-Hind (no. 4053); the tax rebate in Mashhad
on the occasion of Ìravàn’s conquest in 1045 (no. 2591); oil and salt
revenues in Bàdkùba (no. 5645/85); Nazar Beg’s annual balance (no.
5645/87); suyùrghal-idahnim-i a"ma"din (no. 8435); suyùrghàlhà (fiefs) (no.
2591/19 and 2591/45); suyùrghul of Qum (no. 59 Hàsil al-Hayàt); the
salary for nuqabà (leaders) of Medina in the year 1046 (no. 2591);
and the verification of estates and properties in Simnàm (no. 8235/224).

This brief report is offerred in order to demonstrate the need for
these new types of research which would enable the preparation of
catalogues of Safavid material. I am ready to co-operate with any
interested scholars, and some manuscript experts from Iran have
already expressed favourable opinion concerning such a project. There
is also a need to gather information from majmù'as from India,
Pakistan, Europe, Russia and America.
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NEW LIGHT ON THE REIGN OF SHAH 'ABBÀS: 
VOLUME III OF THE AFÛAL AL-TAVÀRÌKH

Charles Melville

In circumstances already noted briefly elsewhere,1 while routinely
checking early manuscripts of Iskandar Beg Munshì’s Tàrìkh-i 'Àlam-
àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, I came across a chronicle that had been incorrectly
catalogued as Iskandar Beg’s history in the Library of Christ’s College,
Cambridge.2 Subsequent closer inspection of the text revealed it to
be the third volume of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh of Faûlì b. Zayn al-
'Àbidìn Khùzànì, covering the reign of Shah 'Abbàs. The name of
the author appears as Faûlì b. Zaynal b. Khvàjeh Rù˙-Allàh Ißfahànì
in a deleted passage (f. 20r) at the end of the index (see Plate 1). 

It is not necessary to substantiate this identification here,3 though
I will make some observations on the author at the end. Rather,
this paper will concentrate on the issues raised by the discovery of
the manuscript and by its unfinished state, and evaluate the significance
of the work for the study of Shah 'Abbàs’s reign. In the space avail-
able, it is not possible to pursue all these questions fully, but I hope
to point to some of the directions that might prove fruitful in future.
The investigation of this large and rich text is still in progress. 

1 ‘Shah 'Abbas and the pilgrimage to Mashhad’, in C. Melville, ed., Safavid Persia
(Pembroke Papers, 3), (London: I.B Tauris, 1996), 211–12.

2 The manuscript is described briefly in E.G. Browne’s A supplementary hand-list of
the Muhammadan manuscripts . . . in . . . the University and Colleges of Cambridge. (Cambridge:
University Press, 1929), 139, 313. The two entries differ on the number of folios,
and in fact the manuscript had been inaccurately paginated every ten folios; I have
renumbered them and refer throughout to this revised pagination (which unfortu-
nately postdates the microfilm). Browne’s working handlist gives no details of the
date (cf. Storey, Persian Literature (London: Royal Asiatic Society, 1970) I/i, 311,
where the ms. is also undated).

3 See also my brief notice, ‘A lost source for the reign of Shah 'Abbas: the Afûal
al-Tawàrìkh of Fazli Khuzani Isfahani’, Iranian Studies, 31/ii (1998), 263–5. 
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Provenance and History of the Manuscript 

Ms. Dd.5.6 reached Christ’s College from the collection of John
Hutton of Marske in Yorkshire (d. 1841), who is described by Peile
as a patron of societies for agriculture, literature and science. ‘He made
a very valuable collection of books, chiefly Oriental (also 50 mss. Arabic,
Persian, Hindustani—catalogue published by F. Jenkinson, Univy.
Librarian).’ These were inherited by his brother Timothy of Clifton
Castle, who left them to the College in 1861.4 This simple statement
proves to be more mysterious than it seems. First, there is no record
of F. Jenkinson’s catalogue of Hutton’s manuscripts ( Jenkinson was
Cambridge University Librarian from 1889 to his death in 1923),
nor of any competence on his part in this field.5 Secondly, though
the catalogue mentioned is presumably a draft version of Browne’s,
this was not published until several years after Peile’s reference to it.
Thirdly, Browne identifies only twenty of the Christ’s mss. as the
gift of Hutton, not fifty, but a brief inspection of the whole collection
reveals that forty-eight of the volumes bear Hutton’s bookplate, and
two others, which lack their original covers, were certainly his too.6

The manuscript itself is of large dimensions: a text block of 9 ×
4.4 ins (23 × 11 cm) within a folio size of 13.6 × 8.2 ins (34.7 ×
20.7 cm), i.e. with spacious margins, on good quality Indian paper.7

The volume has been rebound with covers typical of Indian 18th-
century work, and has a paper label, partly effaced, stuck on the
front cover, with the words now rather faint: ‘No. 15, alemara
abbassy, histoire de chaabbas 2 eme (sic) [. . .]. . . . rse par Mirza

4 Biographical register of Christ’s College, 1505–1905, by John Peile, II (1666–1905)
(Cambridge: University Press, 1913), 332. Cf. James Raine, ‘Marske in Swaledale’,
Yorks. Archaeol. and Topogr. Jnl., 6 (1879–80 [1881]), 172–286 (esp.262–3). A copy of
the College’s letter of acceptance of the gift is preserved in its archives, and also
in the North Yorkshire County Record Office, Northallerton; there is no accom-
panying inventory of the books. I am grateful to M. Ashcroft, County Archivist,
for his help over Hutton’s papers.

5 Cf. H.F. Stewart, Francis Jenkinson: a memoire (Cambridge: University Press, 1926),
with a bibliography of his writings, 137–9. E.G. Browne, A catalogue of the Persian manu-
scripts (Cambridge: University Press, 1896), xxxiii, acknowledges Jenkinson’s help, but
makes no reference to any list of oriental works by him, published or otherwise. 

6 Including a fine illuminated ms. of ÓàfiΩ’s Dìvàn, Dd.3.11, from the royal library
of Golconda. 

7 Much of what follows is based on an appraisal of the ms. made at my request
by M. Francis Richard of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, to whose unri-
valled knowledge (and generosity with it), I happily acknowledge my debt. I would
also like to thank Mrs Courtenay in the Christ’s Library for her assistance during
M. Richard’s visit to Cambridge and on many other occasions.
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Kan[der ?] per[. . .], . . . volume. 204’.8 This characteristic label, together
with the Persian seal on f. 1r, indicates that the manuscript belonged
to Jean-Baptiste Gentil (1726–99).9 Fol. 1r also contains a pasted
strip of paper bearing (on the reverse) the notice of ownership by
J.H. Hindley in 1803.10 Hindley sold the manuscript in 1805; it was
bought by a certain Hall, whom I have still to trace.11 On the inside
cover there is the bookplate of John Hutton, Esq., Marske. As yet
I have also been unable to establish when Hutton purchased the
volume.12

8 One unexplained aspect of this is why the author of the 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì
was thought to be ‘Mirza Kan’; my reading of Kan[der] is only very tentative.
There may be some distortion of Iskandar at the root of this. The same designa-
tion is found in Hindley’s 1793 sale catalogue of what must, presumably, be a
different ms. and a genuine 'Àlam-àrà. The entry reads ‘Alemara Abassi, or History
of Chaabbas II (sic). King of Persia, by Mirzakan his Secretary, Japhan, in 1035
Hejira’. See A catalogue of the curious and very valuable library of books and classical and
oriental manuscripts of the Rev. John Haddon Hindley . . ., Leigh & Sotheby, London, 1793,
42 (no. 1238). This wording, so close to Gentil’s label of the Faûlì ms., suggests
that the latter was perhaps already in Hindley’s possession by 1793, but retained
by him till the sale of 1805 (see below, n. 11).

9 For Gentil, see F. Richard, ‘Jean-Baptiste Gentil collectionneur de manuscrits
persans’, Dix-huitième siècle, 28 (1996), 91–110. There is another example of Gentil’s
seal in the Hutton mss, no. Dd.3.1 (also part of Hindley’s collection, see note 10).
Dd.5.5, an Akbar-nàmeh, was also owned by Gentil, as is clear from his handwrit-
ing, which gives the price as 12 rupees. This later became part of Archibald Swinton’s
collection, the source of many of Hutton’s mss. Swinton died in 1804 and his library
was sold at Christie’s on 6 June 1810 (see A catalogue of a very valuable collection of
Persian, and a few Arabic, Mss . . . by Archibald Swinton, Esq. (London, 1810). I do not
yet know how Hindley acquired Gentil’s Faûlì ms.

10 The notice reads: ‘This ms. belongs to the Theol. J.H. Hindley of Brasenose
College Oxford and Christ College, Manchester, 1803’. A similar inscription is
found on the reverse of a similar strip of paper, containing an identifcation of the
work, pasted inside Christ’s ms. Dd.3.1 [the Makhzan-i Afghànì, see Storey, 394].
John Hindley was appointed librarian of Chetham’s library in Manchester in 1792.
His interest in Persian was evidently not simply that of a collector: in 1800 he pub-
lished Persian lyrics, or scattered poems, from ÓàfiΩ . . ., and in 1809, the Pendeh-i-Attar;
the counsels of Attar. He died in Surrey in 1827; see Jeremiah Finch Smith, ed., The
admission register of the Manchester School . . ., vol. 1. From A.D. 1730 to A.D. 1775.
Chetham Soc. Manchester, 1866, 205–6. Many of his own copies of Persian mss
ended up in the British Library, see the introduction to Rieu’s Catalogue, III, xxii
(sic, for xxvi).

11 Hindley put a collection of his books and mss on the market in 1793 (see
above) and again in 1805. At the sale on 6–7 June 1805, most of the oriental works
were purchased by Hall, see A catalogue of a small, elegant, and valuable collection of man-
uscripts . . ., Leigh & Sotheby, London, 1805, annotated with the prices and names
of purchaser. Our text appears as the ‘'Alem aray Abassy. The History of Persia from
the beginning of the empire of the Sefy family to Shah Abbas the cruel, by Mìrzà
Khàn: written in a good Talik hand, and in excellent condition’, sold for £5–15–6,
14 (no. 310).

12 Several of Hutton’s purchases were made on 17 February and 2 March 1819,
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Typically for Indian manuscripts, the volume is quite worm-eaten,
especially at the end, but not penetrating right into the middle.
Repairs to the paper generally affect only the margins (and are not
written on), but minor repairs to worm holes within written areas
sometimes obscure the text. Some of the marginal repairs are inked
over with blue border lines, indicating that the ruled margins were
added at a later stage (but before the new folios were added to the
beginning of the volume, for which see below).13 Several folios con-
taining substantial marginal additions also show that the original text
had no ruled borders at all, and in some cases the additions have
been cut off by subsequent trimming for rebinding (e.g. ff. 25r–26r,
33r, 56r, 109v, 182r–v, 280r–v) (see Plate 5).14 The volume has
therefore probably undergone several stages of alteration before reach-
ing its present condition and appearance.

In brief, the manuscript was certainly written in India in the first
half of the 17th century (see below for the date), where by the end
of the following century some of the preliminary matter was miss-
ing or damaged, and recopied onto new pages inserted in the front
of the book, probably at the time of rebinding and its purchase by
Gentil.

The present appearance of the manuscript raises interesting and
complicated questions not only about the history of the volume itself,
but about the composition of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh as a whole and
the status of the text that has come down to us. 

The State of the Text

The manuscript reveals a work in the process of revision. It is imme-
diately clear that the bulk of the manuscript does not simply contain
a fair copy of a ‘finished’ work. Rather, we appear to have a pro-
fessional copy of a version of the text, which has then been worked
over quite thoroughly, corrections and additions being made in a

but I have so far found no relevant sale catalogues for those dates. Hutton seems
barely to have travelled outside Yorkshire and had no obvious personal connection
with India; but see Raine, 262n, for a quick dash to London to buy a book.

13 On f. 560 there is a major repair to the paper, on which the text has been
carefully rewritten and the margins redrawn.

14 On the other hand, on f. 174r, a flap of paper has been folded in, preserv-
ing marginal text in Faûlì’s hand, and giving some idea of the size of the sheet
before trimming.
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variety of hands, including the author’s, to create a revised version.
Nevertheless, if it were not for the scruffy appearance created by the
various erasures and additions, it would have been a very handsome
copy, of far superior quality to those of the other two volumes.15

Before considering the emendations, which are largely contained
in the margins (deliberately left wide for this purpose?), I will first
describe the characteristics of the original text, lying within the inner
ruled borders.

The incorrect cataloguing of the work is explained by the fact
that the first two sheets, ff. 1v–2r, exactly follow the introduction to
volume 2 of Iskandar Beg’s 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì.16 From f. 2v onwards
the text is entirely different, though it includes on f. 4v the chrono-
gram in Iskandar Beg (p. 379); what survives of Faûlì’s introductory
material is thus considerably longer, but not totally independent of
his predecessor’s: not surprising in view of his acknowledged debt to
Iskandar Beg (see below).

The first three folios are distinct from the rest of the ms. The size
of writing and of the ruled text area is larger, 9.8 × 4.4 ins (25 × 11
cm); there are 20 lines to the page. Starting with folio 4, the dimen-
sions of the text are smaller (though slightly irregular) and the script
is smaller too, but there are still 20 lines to the page for the next three
folios (4r to 6v); thereafter (from f. 7r) there are 21.17 In other words,

15 For vol. 1 (hereafter, Faûlì, I), see next note; vol. 2 (Faûlì, II) is found in
British Library ms. Or. 4678, see Rieu, Supplement, no. 56, 37–8. 

16 See ed. I. Afshàr (Tihran: Amìr Kabìr, 1334/1956), 377–8; the exact point
of transition is 378, line 13, after the words az hadàyà-yi àsmànì. The sudden con-
trast between Iskandar Beg’s ornate prose and Faûlì’s down to earth language is
quite dramatic. The misidentification clearly originated from the time of purchase
by Gentil. 

It is a coincidence that vol. 1 of Faûlì’s work was also confused with the 'Àlam-
àrà-yi 'Abbàsì; see Cambridge University Library, Eton-Pote ms. 172. The Pote col-
lection, divided between Eton and King’s College, Cambridge, derived largely from
that of Antoine-Louis-Henri Polier (1741–95), for whom see G. Colas & F. Richard,
‘Le fonds Polier à la Bibliothèque Nationale’, Bull. de l’Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient,
73 (1984), 99–123; see now also S. Subramanyam, ‘The career of Colonel Polier
and late eighteenth-century orientalism’, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 10/i (2000),
43–60. See also D.S. Margoliouth, Catalogue of the Oriental manuscripts in Eton College
library (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1904), 4 and 22, where the work is enti-
tled Ta"rikh 'Alam-ara, though the author’s name is given as Fadli Ispahani. Cf.
Storey, I/ii, 1278 and G.M. Meredith-Owens, ‘A short account of the first volume
of the AfΩal ul-Tavàrìkh of FaΩlì Ißfahànì and its author’, British Museum Quarterly,
25 (1962), 24–6.

17 Browne, 139, says the ms. has 21 lines per page. There are 20 lines in the
ms. of vol. 2 of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh (after f. 2r, with 19). Vol. 1 generally has 21
lines, though there are frequent departures from this rule, see below.
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the change in paper and handwriting (after f. 3v) does not coincide
with either (i) the change from Iskandar Beg’s to Faûlì’s text (after
f. 2r), or (ii) the change of number of lines per page (after f. 7r). 

It would therefore seem, first, that Iskandar Beg’s introduction has
not simply been grafted onto the beginning of Faûlì’s original manu-
script: the opening passages of Faûlì’s work must have been partly
missing and partly badly damaged,18 and were freshly copied and
inserted into the beginning of the volume, with Iskandar Beg’s intro-
duction making up for the lack of the opening folio(s). The inserted
pages are clearly newer (not damaged at all by worm) and of inferior
quality, and were probably added in India when the book was re-
bound in the 18th century. These opening three folios do not have
either the inner or outer blue ruled borders that are characteristic of
the rest of the manuscript, nor the overlining of personal names in
red. Secondly, the clumsy transition in the number of lines per page,
from 20 to 21 (at f. 7r), does not coincide with a change of hand
and paper, but is due either to the recopying of the initial passages,
or to a very early alteration of the text. As we will see later (p. 72),
the passage starting on f. 7r was probably inserted into existing text. 

Thus, although Faûlì’s work starts on f. 2v, the original copy starts
on f. 4r. Browne describes the handwriting as ‘Indian ta'lìq’, which
could also be called nasta'lìq; the body of the text is in the neat hand
of a professional scribe. On f. 375r there is a change of handwrit-
ing, to a slightly coarser but still professional hand, which remains
more or less constant till the end (see Plate 2). This occurs towards
the end of the annal for Luy-il (1616–17/AH 1025–6, year 30 of
the reign), which happens also to be the place at which Iskandar
Beg finished Book I of his volume on 'Abbàs. The significance of
this is discussed below.

Similar observations lead to the conclusion that there is a further,
more distinct break later in the original text, which continues unin-
terruptedly to f. 419v. Material here, concerning Naurùz at the start
of Takhaquy-il (1621/AH 1030), is deleted, and repeated on f. 420r
(see Plate 3). The discontinuity is confirmed by the fact that the
gathering marks become highly irregular around this point, indicat-
ing that the original sequence of bound folios has been disturbed
and some sheets have been removed, or other new ones added.19

18 Cf. the opening folio(s) of vol. 2.
19 From f. 372a–b (i.e. 371v–372r), gathering marks appear regularly every 8 folios

to f. 412a–b. However, instead of f. 420a–b, the next marks appear on f. 423a–b
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From f. 420r onwards, the text continues without further interrup-
tion to the end; beyond a couple of minor insertions by the scribe,
there are almost no erasures or marginalia, in striking contrast with
the section of the manuscript before f. 375.20

The overlining of personal names in red ink continues to approx-
imately the same place, becoming almost non-existent after f. 375v.
The start of each annal and section title is also written in red, but
from f. 412r and again from f. 542r onwards, many of the head-
ings have not been written into the spaces left for them, including
the beginning of the year (ff. 413r, 420r). Furthermore, from f. 420
onwards such headings as occur are in the same hand as the text,
in contrast to the much freer shikasteh hand, sometimes resembling
Faûlì’s own (see below), that is characteristic of many headings in
the earlier part of the manuscript and which, in the discrete section
of text between ff. 375r and 420r, has left distinctive red smudges
on the facing page.

The ms. has a colophon on f. 566r, giving the date of comple-
tion as Thursday 17 Rabi' I, 1045/(Friday) 31 August 1635. No
place or scribe are mentioned.

This is followed by a fihrist of 'ulamà, fuûalà, shu'arà etc.,21 from f.
566v to 579r. The same feature occurs in volume 2 on Shah ˇahmàsp,
and follows the example set by Iskandar Beg.22 Faûlì’s annex is of
interest not only in giving a long list of the provincial viziers (unfor-
tunately excluding himself ), but also in providing a statistical break-
down of the numbers of military and bureaucratic officials at court
and in the different provinces.23

(i.e. after 11 folios), and then on f. 432a–b (9 folios) and 439a–b (7 folios), before
resuming the regular 8 folio gatherings. This disturbance of the sequence thus occurs
exactly at the point where the continuity of the text is interrupted. 

20 Possible signs of disturbance, however, are that five of the remaining eighteen
gatherings contain seven folios, not eight. There is a rare authorial annotation on
f. 410v. 

21 Faûlì, III, f. 569r refers to his own Tazkireh-yi shu'arà-yi Qizilbàsh of talented
poets he had either heard or seen for himself from the time of Ismà'ìl ‘to the pre-
sent’, arranged in three sections; first, rulers and members of the Shaykhavand fam-
ily and descendants of Imam Óusayn; second, a summary of the poets of each
Qizilbàsh oymaq; third, those ghulàms and attendants who were promoted in the
Qizilbàsh oymaqs in the time of the deceased (Shah 'Abbàs). Cf. A.H. Morton,
‘The early years of Shah Isma'il in the Afûal al-Tawàrìkh and elsewhere’, in Melville,
Safavid Persia, 27–51 (30).

22 Faûlì, II, ff. 274v–275v; cf. Rieu, 38. See also Iskandar Beg, 125–91 (for
ˇahmàsp) and 1084–93 (for 'Abbàs).

23 Faûlì, III, ff. 572r–579r. See also below.
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* * *

Turning to the alterations to this basic text, these can be classified
as editorial and authorial, by which I mean to indicate corrections
to the language or changes in contents respectively. As noted above,
the alterations are in more than one hand (including the author’s)
and suggest different layers of reworking. Some minor textual and
marginal additions are made by the original scribe to correct the
language or make good omissions from the text (e.g. ff. 96r, 178r,
206r, 212v, 221v, 292r). Other additions are documents transcribed
in the margins, often in the same neat hand.24

Among the most striking alterations to the text are the numerous
erasures. Sometimes, several words or lines of a passage are crossed
through and a preferable version continues after the erasure.25 In some
cases a longer passage or a whole folio is scored through; not infre-
quently, these passages contain personal information (as in the one
containing the author’s name, f. 20r, and see also below). One of
the most systematic modifications to the text concerns the titulature,
honorifics being very frequently deleted. The reason for this is pre-
sumably that the person in question had fallen from favour by the
time Faûlì came to revise the work;26 a more thorough investigation
of this might provide clues as to the timing of the various phases of
composition, or suggest some other reason connected to Faûlì’s gen-
eral outlook. Simin Abrahams noted similar characteristics in the ms.
of volume 2, and considers the crossings out to be the work of a
later reader correcting ‘historical inaccuracies or discrepancies’.27

Considerably more work needs to be done on these alterations,
which are far more extensive in volume 3, before reaching any such

24 E.g., ff. 34r–35v, 45r–v, 60v–62r, 64v, 76v–79r, 85v–92r, 93r–94r, 101r–107r,
169v–174v. Occasionally, as on ff. 112v, 225v, 308v, 320r, 328r, 330v, 340r, 383r,
Faûlì evidently intended to add the text of a document, but this was not done.

25 For example f. 74r, where the fate of the Nuq†avìs is first mentioned briefly
and then in more detail. The significance of this discussed below.

26 E.g. among numerous others, ff. 64v (Farhàd Khàn); 73v (Shaykh A˙mad Àqà);
74v (Allàhvardì Sultan); 95v (Dhu’l-Fiqàr Khàn); 134v ('Alì-Qulì Khàn Shàmlù;
Maqßùd Beg NàΩir); 181v (Qàûì Khàn); 207r ('Abbàs-'Alì Sultan); 221r (Allàhvardì
Khàn); 221v (Mìr 'Abd al-Mu"minì); 2254r (Àqà Khiûr-i Nihàvandì); 313v (Mu˙ibb-
'Alì Beg). Even his own superior, Paykar Khàn, once (f. 240r). 

27 S. Abrahams, A Historiographical study and annotated translation of volume 2 of the
Afûal al-Tavàrìkh by Faûlì Khùzànì al-Ißfahànì, unpub. PhD. thesis, Edinburgh, 1999,
31–2. I am grateful to Dr Abrahams for a copy of her dissertation.
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conclusion. A few comments may be the work of a later reader, but
the more substantial additions seem to have been made by Faûlì
himself though written by another scribe.28

We are on firmer ground with the numerous marginalia added in
the author’s own hand, which can be identified by comparison with
volume 2 of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh (compare Plates 4, 5). This is con-
sidered to be the author’s autograph copy, on the grounds of his
autograph colophon on f. 274r, perhaps written at Golconda in the
Deccan five years after the completion of the manuscript of volume
3;29 his hand is rather distinctive. His annotations are often fairly
brief but of intrinsic interest; they include such things as the name
of the architect of Allàhvardì Khàn’s bridge, Mìr Jamàl al-Dìn
Mu˙ammad Jàbirì;30 a cross-reference to volume 1;31 an explanation
that Qàûì 'Imàd al-Dìn ˇùsì was the ancestor ( jadd ) of Óàtim Beg
Urdùbàdì;32 an account of the appearance of an island offshore from
Baku, on which a type of sweet seedless melon grew,33 as well as
much more substantial passages.34 As noted above, they all occur in
the first part of the manuscript; naturally, as an insight into the
development of the text, they will be crucial to any detailed analy-
sis of Faûlì’s methods and intentions.

If, as thus seems certain, the Christ’s ms. represents a finely pro-
duced fair copy of volume 3, on which the author then made sub-
stantial revisions, this raises questions about the process of composition
of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh, and the order in which the different vol-
umes were written. 

28 On f. 177r, a substantial addition on events in Khurasan in 1014/early 1606
starts in one hand and is taken up seamlessly by Faûlì himself on f. 177v.

29 Cf. Morton, 29; Abrahams, 21, 31. Neither identify the castle (qal 'eh) as Golconda,
near Hyderabad: this reading is rather speculative. 

30 Faûlì, III, f. 225r. The construction of the bridge, the beauty of which is
described, is put in 1016/1607; Faûlì says it took five years to complete; cf. L.
Hunarfar, Àshnà"ì bà shahr-i tàrìkhì-yi Ißfahàn, (Isfahan: Intishàràt-i Gulhà, 1373/1994),
96, who dates it 1005/1596–7.

31 Faûlì, III, f. 221v.
32 Ibid., f. 326v.
33 Ibid., f. 220v; he came across this story in 1030/1621 when in Baku in con-

nection with collecting the chùpànbegì in some of the districts of Shirvan; cf. Morton,
‘Early years’, 29.

34 E.g. ff. 34r, 39r, 59r–60r, 75v–76r, 109v, 177v–179r, 192v, 220v, 336v–337r.
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The Composition of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh

The main outlines of the process of composition of the Afûal al-
Tavàrìkh have already been given,35 but without reference to volume
3, the discovery of which raises as many questions as it resolves. In
my earlier notice of the work, I discussed the order of its composi-
tion from rather a literal interpretation of Faûlì’s statements;36 as
noted by A.H. Morton, the chronicle contains passages written at
different periods, and it is clear from the autograph volume 2 of
1049/1639 that Faûlì was still revising the text over twenty years
after the composition was conceived. Indeed, considering the pro-
longed effort of rewriting, it is rather remarkable that he was still
so far from producing a final, polished and consistent version of his
history.

There is no reason to disbelieve Faûlì’s statement in volume 1,
the only known manuscript of which is unfortunately undated, that
he began to compose his history in the winter of 1025–6/1616–17,
while at camp in Daneqi (near Ganja), beginning with the reign of
'Abbàs. The first draft was written rather quickly, but having won
the approval of those he showed it to, he determined to write a
detailed history of the dynasty in three volumes.37

It is obvious that what he wrote then, ‘in a few days’ (dar andak
rùzì), only covered 'Abbàs’s reign to that date, which also happens
to be the point at which Iskandar Beg brought volume 1 of the
'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì to an end and, as noted above, the point at which
a change of handwriting can be discerned in the Christ’s manuscript;
this change is in fact dated AH 1026 (see Plate 2).38 It is reasonable
to assume (i) that Faûlì’s speed of composition might be attributed
partly to the fact that he had access to Iskandar Beg’s text (see also
below)39 and (ii) that the first part of the manuscript is, if not this
original composition, at least an expanded version of it. The nature
of some of the corrections to language and contents, noted above,
suggests that the copyist was working from a heavily revised draft

35 Morton, ‘Early years’, 29–30; Abrahams, 25–9.
36 See ‘A lost source’, 264–5.
37 Faûlì, I, f. 2r; cf. Morton, ‘Early years’, 29, Abrahams, 25–6.
38 The start of the animal year, Yilan-il (March 1617), has been scored through; the

conclusion must be that the work was taken up at the start of 1026/January 1617.
39 Faûlì, I, f. 2v, refers to Iskandar Beg’s Tàrìkh-i khuld-àrà as one of his sources,

being a history of 'Abbàs to AH 1026: perhaps the original title of part 1 of the
'Àlam-àrà. 
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of the original text and that some of Faûlì’s previous alterations were
careless or unclear, necessitating further editing. In the annals for
1016/1607 and 1021/1612, Shah Íafì is referred to as the reigning
monarch,40 and there are grounds for thinking the text was being
compiled as late as AH 1042, while Iskandar Beg was still alive (see
below); anyway, it was certainly written down in India, as we have
seen. Faûlì’s annotations, and the other marginalia that occur so pro-
fusely in the first part of the manuscript, reveal his continuing revi-
sion of the work. It is another assumption that this took place after
1045/1635, the date the ms. was finished, though it is possible that
this date only refers to the second part. 

The status of this second part of the text, from c. 1026/1617, is
less certain. Naturally, it cannot have been completed before the
death of 'Abbàs, in 1038/1629, but do we have a fair copy of a
work that was compiled over a number of years, or was it only
started and written after that date? Perhaps the dramatic hiatus in
the text at the start of Takhaquy-il/Spring 1621 indicates the com-
position was done in at least two separate periods, or is this just a
scribal mishap?41 Behind this lies the question, was it brought from
Iran and copied in India, or was it actually completed in India
shortly before 1045/1635? Does the lack of marginal annotation indi-
cate that Faûlì regarded it as finished, or did he never get round to
revising this part of the manuscript? Why were the headings not
inserted? The relevant wording was presumably available in the fihrist
at the beginning of the manuscript (see also below). 

Such questions arise because we know from volume 2 that Faûlì
was still working on his chronicle in 1049/1639, four years after the
completion of the copy of volume 3. As already noted, volume 2 is
the autograph and similarly a working copy, not intended for pre-
sentation.42 Faûlì’s revisions do nothing to unify the text, for at the
outset of volume 2 it is implied that the reigns of Ismà'ìl II and

40 Faûlì, III, ff. 220r, 313v. The latter passage has been scored through. It comes
in an interesting account of 'Abbàs’s foundation of the Masjid-i Shah in Isfahan
that year, which Faûlì says remained unfinished on his death. Most sources give
the year as AH 1020, cf. Stephen P. Blake, Half the world. The social architecture of
Safavid Isfahan, 1590–1722, (Costa Mesa: Mazda, 1999), 140–7.

41 Cf. above, n. 19. It is clear, from the erasures on f. 420r (omitted when the
text resumes), that the text has been rewritten.

42 Abrahams, 31. As noted above, however, the manuscript of vol. 3 is altogether
a more stylish production than that of vol. 2; perhaps by 1639 Faûlì’s affairs were
rather straightened. 
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Mu˙ammad Khudàbandeh will be written next, and he states that
all these earlier sections are merely a prelude to one on 'Abbàs,
which is still to be composed. This passage is not in Faûlì’s hand-
writing and has presumably survived from an earlier draft.43 Elsewhere
in volume 2, the year of composition is given as 1026/1617.44 This,
as we have seen above, is when work started in earnest on the full
chronicle of the Safavid dynasty. We should therefore not interpret
any such references to a future volume on Shah 'Abbàs to mean
the initial draft to the end of 1025/1616, which was the first part
of the work to be completed, but the fuller version written later.
Clearly, however, the volume on 'Abbàs had been ‘finished’ by the
time Faûlì rewrote the manuscript of volume 2, as had his account
of the events leading up to the reign of 'Abbàs.45

Data in volume 1 tell a different, but similarly inconsistent story,
the introduction indicating that the whole work to the end of 'Abbàs’s
reign was complete, the end referring to 'Abbàs as still alive and
anticipating the final volume dedicated to him.46 This formula does
not perhaps preclude the work being largely written and merely pro-
vides the reader a lead into the next volumes. Nevertheless, the intro-
ductory passage to volume 1 is the only one to specify that Íafì was
the reigning monarch, and it is clear that it was added later: the
first 10 folios of volume 1 are in an entirely different hand from
what follows and f. 10r–v has only 19 lines of spaciously written text

43 Faûlì, II, f. 2r; cf. Rieu, 37 and tr. Abrahams, 111. Faûlì’s handwriting in vol.
2 starts on f. 3r and continues to the end of the ms. 

44 Faûlì, II, f. 212v; Abrahams, 29. Her earlier suggestion that Faûlì was already
at work in 1023/1614 seems improbable, and the 80 years from AH 943 should
be taken as a rounded figure.

45 Faûlì, III, f. 2v, confusingly refers to vol. 1 ( jild-i avval ) for this. Perhaps the
history of 'Abbàs was conceived in two parts, the first covering events from his birth.

46 Faûlì, I, ff. 3v (indicating that he now hopes to give an account of the reign
of Shah Íafì), 276v. There are numerous other references in vol. 1 to 'Abbàs being
alive and to material that will follow, including e.g. a reference to the submission
of the Georgians (ba-naw'ì kih dar jild-i sivvum-i Afûal al-Tavàrìkh nivishteh khvàhad gardìd ),
f. 86r. Whether this and other such references literally mean ‘will be written’ or
merely ‘will be found’, taken at face value they suggest that after the first draft of
the reign of 'Abbàs, Faûlì composed his work more or less in chronological order.
Perversely, the section on the Georgians comes in a passage of text that has been
rewritten and inserted between ff. 85v and 88r. The implication is presently obscure
to me, but it is interesting that the previous 11 sections of ‘local rulers in Iran’ fol-
low exactly those in Khàkì Shìràzì’s Muntakhab al-Tavàrìkh, one of Faûlì’s acknowl-
edged sources (see below, n. 49), to which the section on Georgia is Faûlì’s own
original addition; cf. Rieu, Catalogue, III, 887, with ref. to BL. ms. Or. 1649, f. 302
et seqq.
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in order to join up with the beginning of f. 11r at the correct place.47

It is evident from the fact that this ms. too is of Indian origin that
what has come down to us is again at least partly a product of the
reign of Shah Íafì. It seems to represent a finished version of the
text, though it can hardly be regarded as a fair copy, so much as
a composite one.48 On this basis, and the fact that there are almost
no marginal or textual alterations, it is possible that the manuscript
postdates the other two. 

In conclusion, it is clear that the surviving text of the Afûal al-
Tavàrìkh was composed over a lengthy period and still being sub-
stantially rewritten and revised in the reign of Shah Íafì. This revision
took place in India, the manuscripts written there not simply being
copies of finished texts brought from Iran.49 In particular, Faûlì con-
tinued to work on the chronicle some time after the Christ’s man-
uscript on the reign of Shah 'Abbàs was produced in 1045/1635.
However, his history, with the possible exception of volume 1, is left
incomplete, and the dates of the mss of volume 2 and 3 do not indi-
cate the order in which they were composed. The volume on 'Abbàs
appears to fall into two parts, the first a new recension of the ear-
liest version of the text, down to the end of 1025/1616, the second
probably written after the volumes on Ismà'ìl and ˇahmàsp, which
were largely finished while 'Abbàs was still alive. Faûlì was perhaps
revising volume 3 soon after completing his copy of volume 2. In
all three volumes, the introductory pages are not an entity with rest
of the text, but are grafted into it more or less uncomfortably. 

47 Another indication of some disturbance to the original text is that there are
gathering marks at ff. 5a–b and 15a–b, instead of ff. 7a–b and 15a–b as one might
expect. 

48 At least five different hands can be identified, each occurring in more than
one section of the text. Disturbances in the regular 8-fold sheet gatherings, often
coinciding with changes in the numbers of lines per page, are ample testimony to
the patchwork nature of the final product. There is not room to substantiate this
observation here, and its value for an analysis of the composition of the text is
reduced by the fact that we have no way of knowing what was altered in the
process of revision. In several places there are indications that it is copied from an
existing text, such as the words balagha or balagha al-muqàbala in the margins (ff. 12v,
96v, 271v, etc.), or the titles to be written in red ink later (esp. ff. 83r–85v, 90r
etc.). I am grateful to Francis Richard for drawing this to my attention.

49 This is also clear, of course, from the Indian histories he cites as sources, such
as Khàkì Shìràzì’s Muntakhab al-Tavàrìkh and the work of Sul†àn Mu˙ammad Fìl-i
Mashhad, written in Golconda for the Qu†bshàh Mu˙ammad Qulì (d. 1020/1612);
Faûlì, I, ff. 2v–3r, cf. Meredith-Owens, 26; Abrahams, 35–6, 39 (the former is surely
more likely to have been encountered in India than in Iran).
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The discovery of other mss in India would ideally cast more light
on the question of what stage in the composition of the Afûal al-
Tavàrìkh is represented by the text as we currently know it.50

Unfortunately, at present no further information is available to explain
either the reason or the exact timing of Faûlì’s departure for India;
his son, Najm al-Dìn A˙mad, merely mentions briefly his own tribu-
lations that finally brought him to the Deccan, a destination that is
at least consistent with Faûlì’s presence there in 1049/1639.51 For
now, it is sufficient to note the rare opportunity provided by these
manuscripts of a chronicle frozen at a particular, late moment in its
composition, to investigate the working methods of its author. The
intrinsically interesting physical state of the ms. is matched by the
considerable importance of its contents. 

The History of Shah 'Abbàs 

Organisation and structure

After the introduction describing 'Abbàs’s accession to the throne
and execution of the rebellious amirs, the author introduces his index
( fihrist), which is found on ff. 7r–20r: this will set out the details of
the Shah’s conquests and wars, and the events of his reign, from 7
Sha'ban 995 [13 July 1587], two months (sic) from the beginning of
Tanguz-il,52 when he ascended the throne, up till his death on 24
Jumada I, 1038 [19 January 1629], two months into Luy-il (sic),53

arranged year by year. He continues:

Anyone who wishes to know about any deeds, conquests [or] wars,
[or] about those who died, changes and transfers [of officials] or other
events, having checked in the above-mentioned (?) index, can turn to

50 A copy of at least part of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh has been recorded in a private
collection near Fayzabad, see Mu˙ammad Mu˙sin, Àqà Buzurg Tihrànì, al-Dhari'a
ilà taßànìf al-shì'a, II (Najaf: Ma†ba'a al-Gharrì, 1355/1936), 259; cf. Abrahams, 25.

51 See Najm al-Dìn, ǐràz al-akhbàr, British (ex-India Office) Library ms. Ethé
122, f. 2r. The work was started in 1052/1642 according to the chronogram on f.
2v; cf. Storey, I/i, 126. I am grateful to A.H. Morton for drawing this reference
to my attention. The autograph (in Lahore) may provide interesting possibilities of
identifying the son’s hand at work on Faûlì’s mss. See also M. Haneda, ‘Le famille
›ùzànì d’Isfahan (15e–17e siècles)’, Studia Iranica, 18/i (1989), 91; Abrahams, 22–5.

52 Tanguz-il began on 20 March 1587.
53 He presumably means two months before the end of Luy-il, which ended in

March 1629.
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it immediately without the labour of looking right through the book.
If anyone has no time to read the full particulars, he may become
informed of some of the details by studying the summary in the index
and finding what he wants.

This is an innovation of considerable originality; though already com-
mon in western historiography by this time,54 I am not aware of any
earlier (or for that matter, later) Persian chronicle with such a detailed
summary of its contents. The index is, on the whole, an accurate
guide to the work, with an emphasis on administrative appointments,
military actions, building works, embassies and so on. Most of the
short headings are found in extended form, in the same order, in
the body of the annals themselves (though some are amalgamated
into one heading, and from about f. 412r onwards, as noted above,
they are often missing). The first two volumes of the Afûal al-Tavàrìkh
have the same arrangement, a summary of the events of the reign
year by year preceding the detailed narrative.55 In volume 2, the
method is taken, as it were, for granted, but Faûlì also explains its
purpose in volume 1, in very similar terms,56 and it is possible the
idea was first carried through there. 

It is worth noting that as it stands, the index in volume 3 is an
insertion into the text, as shown by the clumsy transition from f. 6v
to 7r and the crossing out on f. 20r (ll. 1–5) of text duplicated on
f. 7r (ll. 13–18).57 On f. 7r this passage introduces the index, but on
f. 20r it seems to have been followed by the first full annal for
Tanguz-il (see Plate 1). I still have to think of a satisfactory expla-
nation for this. As for the insertion of a new index, the obvious rea-
son is that the original one only reflected the contents of an earlier
draft of the chronicle and the new one took account of the com-
pleted work, though the truth is unlikely to be so simple.58

54 E.g. B. Guenée, Histoire et culture historique dans l’Occident médiévale, (Paris: Aubier-
Montaigne, 1980), 227–9.

55 Abrahams, 125–39, translates the entire index of vol. 2, see Faûlì, II, ff. 9v–14v;
cf. Faûlì, I, ff. 88v–93r.

56 Faûlì, I, f. 3v (briefly), f. 88v (at more length). See also Meredith-Owens, 25.
57 The index, with 21 lines per page, is inserted into text with 20 lines on either

side (f. 6v, 20v), see above. Furthermore, the gathering marks at the beginning of
the ms. confirm its irregularity, the first 3 (new) folios forming one section, then
two of 9 folios (to 12 a–b, 21 a–b) instead of the more usual 8. At the same time,
the misleading reference to an ‘above-mentioned’ index shows that this is not part
of the same recension as the passage that precedes it, in which no index is mentioned. 

58 A close comparison of the index with the actual headings in the text, partic-
ularly where the headings have been expanded in Faûlì’s hand or where gaps have
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Chronology

Throughout the chronicle, the material is organised in annals seem-
ingly based on the 12-year Turkish animal cycle. In volume 3, Faûlì
is clearly following Iskandar Beg, as he has the same sequence of years,
starting with regnal year 1 = Tanguz-il = AH 996 (sic, for 995/1587).59

On the other hand, the same element of inaccuracy does not arise
because Faûlì does not give hijri dates for the start of the year (or
indeed for many other things). He does occasionally indicate dates such
as two months or six months into the animal year (e.g. ff. 70v, 521r,
539v), but as we have already seen, these are invariably imprecise.
There are, however, other consequences of the false assumption of
a one-to-one correspondence between the animal and the lunar year.
Notably, events dated by the hijri calendar do not necessarily fall in
the animal year assigned to them; also, periodically an extra animal
year is introduced erroneously, since every 34 years one hijri year
is contained entirely within a solar year.60 Perhaps largely for this
reason, Faûlì often deals with events in the annal preceding or fol-
lowing the year in which it is treated by Iskandar Beg. 

In volumes 1 and 2, where Faûlì does not have Iskandar Beg to
rely on (though he is hardly reliable), his use of the animal year is
very inaccurate. It is clear that he simply calculated backwards from
Tanguz = 996 in giving animal equivalents for hijri years in the
reigns of Ismà'ìl and ˇahmàsp: he makes 984 (1576–7) equivalent
to Tanguz for the last year of ˇahmàsp and works back from there
to make Ismà'ìl’s first year, 906 (1500–1), equivalent to Yilan (which
actually began in Spring 1497): four years adrift. This is turn sug-
gests that he was not familiar with the more accurate works of pre-
vious authors such as 'Abdì Beg Shìràzì and Qàûì A˙mad Qummì.61

been left in the later sections of the ms., would probably provide some clues as to
how the work evolved. Some text headings are not, for instance, found in the index,
and the index also contains some information not found in the text. This point
cannot be elaborated here.

59 See R.D. McChesney, ‘A note on Iskandar Beg’s chronology’, Journal of Near
Eastern Studies, 39/i (1980), 53–63 (61). In vol. 2, Faûlì (f. 10r) equates the start of
year 1 of ˇahmàsp’s reign with the first Naurùz (i.e. 1525). This definition of the
accession year ( julùs) was perhaps the common practice, rather than the year in
which the reign actually began. On this model, however, year 1 of 'Abbàs should
have Sichqan-il (began March 1588).

60 E.g. for 'Abbàs’s reign, the year AH 1019, cf. McChesney, 57. The same pheno-
menon occurred twice in the course of ˇahmàsp’s long reign and once in Ismà'ìl’s, there
being no Naurùz in AH 917, 951 or 985. For the consequences of this, see below.

61 Abrahams, 29–30, merely notes that Faûlì disagrees with Qummì; see Qummì,
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Faûlì’s use of the animal calendar should thus be ignored for chrono-
logical purposes in volumes 1 and 2, which in practice are proba-
bly modelled on Óasan Rùmlù’s hijri-based annals.62

Faûlì thus follows a format of seasonal annals in volume 3 of the
Afûal al-Tavàrìkh, each year concluding with details of 'Abbàs’s win-
ter quarters. However, within each annal there is very little chrono-
logical precision and the correct sequence of events is often not clear.
On the whole, his history of 'Abbàs is moulded into a continuous
narrative rather than treated as a series of discrete events.63

The Value of Volume III for the Reign of Shah 'Abbàs

From Faûlì’s own index of contents, the main impression we receive
is that the work follows Iskandar Beg closely, as might be expected
from its similar chronological structure. Most of the headings describe
events that are also covered by Iskandar Beg. It is not until we turn
to the body of the work itself that the full extent of its value becomes
apparent. I have already presented evidence of this in my paper on
Shah 'Abbàs’s pilgrimage on foot to Mashhad, Faûlì’s version con-
taining much information not found elsewhere.64 In addition, an
important aspect of his work is the inclusion of various official doc-
uments, either transcribed or summarised.65 Among these is the far-
màn issued by Shah 'Abbàs to establish the royal monopoly of the
silk trade in 1028/1619; my provisional translation of this has been
reproduced in the recent book by Rudi Matthee.66 So far as I know,
this is not reported in any other Persian chronicle of the period.

Khulàßat al-Tavàrìkh, ed. I. Ishràqì (Tihran: Dànishgàh-i Tihràn, 1359–63/1980–4),
esp. 591, 644, 667 for the dates of Naurùz from 1576 to 1578; the correct years
are also found in 'Abdì Beg Shìràzì, Takmilat al-akhbàr, ed. 'A. Navà"ì (Tihran:
Nashr-i Nau, 1369/1990), who realises, for example, that there was no Naurùz in
917, correctly including both 917 and 918 in Pichi-il (began March 1512), 50–1.

62 Faûlì, I, f. 88r, himself says he uses hijri annals in vol. 1. He also says he used
Óasan-i Rùmlù’s chronicle, I, f. 2v; cf. Morton, ‘Early years’ and Abrahams, 76ff.

63 See the comments of R.S. Humphreys, Islamic history. A framework for inquiry (London:
I.B. Tauris, 1991), 130, on these aspects of traditional Persian historiography.

64 Melville, ‘Pilgrimage to Mashhad’, 211–14.
65 See Rieu, 38; Abrahams, 41–2, gives a list of those given in vol. 2. See also

above, n. 24.
66 Faûlì, ff. 409v–410r; cf. Rudolph P. Matthee, The politics of trade in Safavid Iran.

Silk for silver 1600–1730 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 102, cit-
ing the original pagination of the ms.
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Indeed, the work is so full of such important new material that I
can do no better, in the space of this brief review, than to touch
on a few episodes that have recently attracted scholarly interest, and
which highlight some of the characteristic strengths (and weaknesses)
of Faûlì’s history. These allow some idea of the contribution he makes
to the history of 'Abbàs’s reign. 

Shah 'Abbàs’s intervention in southern Iran. As discussed elsewhere,67

early in his reign 'Abbàs undertook a long expedition to establish
his authority in southern Iran, in the years 998–9/1589–91. Faûlì
gives no dates at all for the Shah’s itinerary, but describes the jour-
ney south with a wealth of detail about local affairs and local per-
sonalities, not mentioned elsewhere: Óusayn Beg 'Abdallù was made
governor of Qum, Ganj-'Alì Beg was given the territory (ulkà) of
Sàveh and Budàq Khàn was made governor of Hamadan. Having
transferred Kashan to the khàßßeh (royal demesnes), he made Khvàjeh
Malik Óusayn Màlmìrì vizier of Kashan and then proceeded towards
Isfahan. He bestowed the governorship of Na†anz on Ma˙mùd Beg,
son of Mìrzà Jàn Beg [son of ] Najm-i Sànì. Mìrzà Hidàyat, Ma˙mùd
Beg’s elder brother, was appointed Mìr-shikàr. Yùlì Beg, with the
agreement of the great sayyids and notables of Isfahan, entered royal
service and found favour. Mìrzà A˙mad NàΩir-i Ißfahànì was dis-
missed and fined and replaced as chief nàΩir by Maqßùd Beg Qaràcha-
Dàghì, son of Mi˙ràb Beg Ta˙vìldàr Shuturkhàn of the khàßßeh.
Thereupon, the Shah entered Isfahan and stayed in the 'imàrat-i mahdì
Naqsh-i Jahàn, ‘which was one of the innovations of Shah Ismà'ìl’,
and drew up plans for buildings and gardens.68

By comparison, Munajjim Yazdì gives none of these details of the
Shah’s activities en route, nor does Iskandar Beg, beyond the appoint-
ment of Yùlì Beg.69 Of the earlier sources, Na†anzì refers to vari-
ous appointments in Qum but quickly has the Shah in Isfahan and

67 Ch. Melville, ‘From Qars to Qandahar: the itineraries of Shah 'Abbàs I
(995–1038/1587–1629)’, in J. Calmard, ed. Études safavides (Tihran: IFRI, 1993
[1995]), 202–7; see also Sholeh A. Quinn, Historical writing during the reign of Shah
‘Abbas: ideology, imitation and legitimacy in Safavid chronicles (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 2000), ch. 5. 

68 Faûlì, III, f. 39r. It is interesting that the index (f. 8r) does not specifically refer
to the Shah’s journey, only to the appointment of some of the officials mentioned. 

69 Yazdì, Tàrìkh-i 'Abbàsì, ed. S. Va˙ìdniyà (Tihran: Intishàràt-i Va˙ìd, 1366/1987),
87; Iskandar Beg, 426/tr. R.M. Savory, History of Shah 'Abbàs the Great (Boulder,
Co.: Westview Press, 1978), 602.
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also concentrates on the story of Yùlì Beg.70 Qummì merely confirms
that when 'Abbàs reached Isfahan, he stayed in the Naqsh-i Jahàn,
which was the dawlatkhàneh and a mirror of paradise.71 This last piece
of information, combined with Faûlì’s, does not appear to assist
Stephen Blake’s recent contention that 'Abbàs’s construction works
were restricted to the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat in the old city cen-
tre, although there is still Junàbàdì’s evidence to accommodate.72

Elsewhere, Faûlì also provides important new information about
'Abbàs’s building programme in Isfahan, for example in connection
with the construction of the mosque of Shaykh Lu†f-Allàh opposite
the 'Àlì Qàpù, which he dates to AH 1002, when the Shah brought
Lu†f-Allàh with him from Qazvin. In a marginal note in his own
hand, Faûlì adds that the Shaykh was put in charge of the com-
pletion of chambers and shabistàns for ascetics and other worship-
pers and specified the allowances and stipends necessary for their
upkeep, to be drawn on the revenues of the crown estates.73 Faûlì’s
account is also unique in providing details of the appointments gained
by members of the Khùzànì family.74

Faûlì describes the return journey from Isfahan the following year
in similar detail:75 'Abbàs stayed several days in Na†anz, and gave
orders for the construction of a garden at Tàjàbàd;76 then he entered
Kashan. During the few days that the Shah stayed there, Kùr Óasan
Ustàjlù was executed at the hands of Óasan Beg Khàßßlar Ustàjlù.
The vizier, Khvàjeh Óusayn Màlmìrì did various services. It was

70 Na†anzì, Nuqàvat al-àthàr, ed. I. Ishràqì (Tihran: Bungàh-i Tarjuma va Nashr-
i Kitàb, 1350/1971), 332. 

71 Qummì, 902–3. Otherwise, he only mentions the great cold.
72 Blake, 16–20, does not discuss Qummì’s account. Na†anzì, 376, also refers to

'Abbàs’s residence in the bàgh-i Naqsh-i Jahàn, but Blake is probably right (p. 18)
to distinguish this from the building works then described by Na†anzì in the old
centre; Faûlì’s imprecision may be taken to echo this and thus does not invalidate
Blake’s argument.

73 Faûlì, III, f. 74v; on its completion, the mosque was named after the Shaykh,
who performed the Friday prayers there. He adds that 'Abbàs also laid out the
plans for the Chahàr Bàgh and Guldasta palace, and inspected the half-completed
work on the Qayßariyyeh and Chahàr Bàzàr, the plans of which had been drawn up
previously; cf. Blake, 18–19 (Qayßariyyeh and Chahàr Sùq), 20 (the events of 1002/1593),
147–9 (Shaykh Lu†f-Allàh). Unfortunately, like the other writers, Faûlì does not spec-
ify the Hàrùn Vilàyat area for some of these works, so that Blake’s thesis continues
to rely solely on Junàbàdì.

74 See also Haneda, ‘La famille ›ùzànì’, 83; Abrahams, 14–15 and below.
75 Faûlì, III, f. 48r–v; after dealing with affairs in the south. See also Quinn,

Historical Writing, 95–124. Again, there is little hint of this in the index, f. 8r.
76 Cf. Yazdì, 330.
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decided that Mìrzà Óàtim Beg Urdùbàdì the new mustawfì al-mamà-

lik would remain there with the daftarkhàneh to settle the revenue
assessment of Kashan, and then follow on. In Qum, the governor
Óusayn Khàn came out to greet 'Abbàs. The Shah brought Mìrzà
Malikì son of Khvàjeh Afûal Ißfahànì into his service as vizier of
Qum. His father had been vizier of 'Alì-Qulì Khàn in Herat and
in those days the son was a fellow student of 'Abbàs and a talented
young man.77 The Shah performed the rites of pilgrimage at the
immaculate shrine and then set off for Sàveh. Ganj-'Alì Sultan, the
governor, came and demonstrated his sincerity, while Dàdà Dhu’l-
Fiqàr Igrìmì attracted the Shah’s favour and was allocated Mihràbàd-
i Sàveh as his tuyùl.78 'Abbàs then returned to Qazvin and spent the
winter there, and drew up plans for a khiyàbàn and buildings; Farhàd
Khàn too founded buildings round the Bàgh-i Sa'àdatàbàd and for
several days they went to the site and laboured over the plans.

Again, comparison with other sources shows Faûlì’s attention to
minor details, but a complete absence of dates. Qummì merely says
that because of the great cold, the Shah hardly stopped on the jour-
ney; both he, Na†anzì and Iskandar Beg refer to the execution of
Kùr Óasan in Kashan.79 Yazdì mentions some other events in Na†anz.80

Many of the appointments mentioned by Faûlì in the different
towns are not referred to at all by the other chroniclers of the time;
he thus allows us to penetrate into another level of the local and
provincial administration. His information about the daftarkhàneh
remaining in Kashan provides useful additional evidence of the peri-
patetic nature of 'Abbàs’s administration, while the reference to
'Abbàs’s devotions in Qum contradicts assertions I have previously
made on this subject.81 Faûlì’s information about building works, at
Tàjàbàd, Isfahan and in Qazvin (as elsewhere) also supplements our
existing knowledge.82 Against this useful factual detail, however, Faûlì

77 For Khvàjeh Afûal, who died in Dhu’l-Óijja 991/December 1583, see Qummì,
755–6. For his relations with the young 'Abbàs in Herat, see Iskandar Beg, 285,
303, 305/tr. Savory, 416, 436, 438.

78 See also below.
79 Qummì, 922, 1081; Na†anzì, 377; Iskandar Beg, 438/Savory, 612, calls his

executioner Óasan Beg the qùrchì-yi chatr.
80 Yazdì, 107. 
81 Melville, ‘From Qars to Qandahar’, 222–3; ‘Pilgrimage to Mashhad’, 217.
82 For Qazvin, see M. Szuppe, ‘Palais et jardins: le complexe royal des premiers

safavides à Qazvin, milieu XVIe–début XVIIe siècles’, Res Orientales, 8 (1996), 143–77.
She does not refer to 'Abbàs’s work in the capital at the beginning of his reign,
before the decision to transfer to Isfahan. Later, Faûlì also has a great deal of infor-
mation about the development of Ashraf and Farahabad.
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offers little or no analysis of, or explanation for 'Abbàs’s actions, of
the type provided by Iskandar Beg, or even by Na†anzì.

Suppression of the Nuq†avìs

Let us turn to Faûlì’s treatment of another important episode in the
consolidation of 'Abbàs’s political authority, namely the suppression
of the Nuq†avìs in 1002/1593–4.83 On the whole, our author’s treat-
ment is not so different in its general outline from other versions,
but he again provides more detail about the people involved. In par-
ticular, a certain 'Inàyat Kal-i Ißfahànì84 is very prominent in his
account, and indeed is the chief agent of 'Abbàs’s move against the
Nuq†avìs. According to Faûlì,85 'Abbàs himself initially specified a
place for their takiyyeh in Qazvin, and gave orders for their daily
needs to be met; no heresy could be found in them. While 'Abbàs
was away in Luristan, 'Inàyat Kal heard through Yùsufì Tarkishdùz
about their boasts of eliminating ‘those of defective faith’ and replac-
ing the Shah’s attendants with their own numbers, which were alleged
to amount to 40,000 Turks and Tajiks. A list of their adherents was
eventually extracted from Yùsufì. 'Inàyat Kal only showed this piece-
meal to the Shah, to protect many great ones and sons of great ones
who featured on the list and against whom there was no particular
evidence. He recommended to 'Abbàs that, Yùsufì having been fined
by the attendants of the jàrchì-bàshì (chief herald), Malik-'Alì Beg,
orders should be given for Darvìsh Khusraw to be emprisoned by
the dàrùgheh of Qazvin, Shaykh A˙mad Àqà.86 Then, on the advice

83 See in particular, K. Babayan, ‘The Safavid synthesis: from Qizilbash Islam
to Imamite Shi'ism’, Iranian Studies, 27 (1994), esp. 147–56, and A. Amanat, ‘The
Nuq†awi movement of Ma˙mùd Pisìkhànì and his Persian cycle of mystical-mate-
rialism’, in F. Daftary, ed., Mediaeval Isma'ili history and thought (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996), esp. 290–2.

84 'Inàyat Kal is mentioned in the aftermath of the Nuq†avì crisis by Yazdì, 123,
but not in connection with the affair: the residue of the estate of Sul†àn Mu˙ammad
Khudàbandeh’s mother went to him. 'Inàyat Kal died in Mashhad, 23 Ramadan
1017/31 December 1608 N.S., Yazdì, 356. Cf. Na†anzì, 507ff.: he says Maulànà
'Inàyat was arrested but released after the ‘reign’ of Yùsufì, 523.

85 Faûlì, III, ff. 72v–74r; cf. index, f. 9r.
86 Shot by mistake on 3 Ramadan 998/6 July 1590 N.S., he went with Yazdì

the following year to bring back Khàn A˙mad’s daughter for 'Abbàs. In 1001/1593,
he was delegated by the Shah to recover some camels stolen by highwaymen, from
Ottoman territory. He was killed at the end of Rabi' I, 1014/mid-August 1605;
see Yazdì, 92, 108, 120, 284; Iskandar Beg, 686–7/tr. Savory, 876–8; Faûlì, III, ff.
184v–185r. Na†anzì, 544–5, refers to him as governor and dàrùgheh of Qazvin and
mentions his role in a revolt of the Gilanis in 1002/1594.
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of the astrologers, the Shah abdicated for three days and Yùsufì, at
the suggestion of 'Inàyat Kal, was enthroned as Shah, during which
time the NàΩir, Maqßùd Beg, furnished him with whatever he required
from the royal workshops. The Shah passed the day riding in seclu-
sion with Yàrshà†ir Óàjjì and Bàbà Ulmàs,87 and spent the night at
the house of 'Inàyat Kal rather than the dawlatkhàneh. After three
days, Shaykh A˙mad Àqà brought Darvìsh Khusraw for question-
ing. The majlis investigating his heresy consisted of Mìr Mu˙ammad
Bàqir Dàmàd, Shaykh Bahà" al-Dìn Mu˙ammad, Mawlànà Óusayn
Yazdì, Mawlànà Óàjjì Bàbà Qazvìnì, Mawlànà Muß†afà, Shaykh
Lu†f-Allàh and others. 'Inàyat Kal produced all Darvìsh Khusraw’s
books, from which his heresy and previous dissimulation became
clear, and he and his followers were condemned. 'Inàyat Kal ‘hop-
ing for a reward’ tore open their stomachs and had them butchered
in a ring of armed ghulàms. Among the casualties were Mawlànà
Sulaymàn ˇabìb Sàvajì and Mìr Sayyid A˙mad Kàshì, Turàb Ißfahànì,
NiΩàm Taghàllì and Kamàl.

Apart from the details not found elsewhere,88 Faûlì’s account is
important because it plays down the role of 'Abbàs, emphasising
instead the initiative of the 'ulamà in combating the ‘heretics’ and
their active direction of the prosecution of the ringleaders. It is too
early to say whether Faûlì’s perspective on the matter is the result
of a bias against 'Abbàs or due to the fact that by the time he came
to write this version of the text, he did not need to portray him in
the flattering light that more contemporary authors were obliged to
adopt. There is, ostensibly, a great difference from Faûlì’s attitude
towards Shah ˇahmàsp, as remarked by Simin Abrahams, which
will need to be considered in the light of his overall portrayal of
'Abbàs.89

87 According to a passage that has been discretely erased, 'Abbàs rode behind
Yàrshà†ir Óàjjì, who had a decanter of wine in his hand, and Bàbà Ulmàs who
held his reins. Iskandar Beg, 475/tr. Savory, 649, merely says the Shah spent the
time with two or three grooms.

88 Iskandar Beg, 476/tr. Savory, 649–50, mentions most of these victims, and
also a Darvìsh Biryànì. However, he gives no details of the 'ulamà who investigated
the case.

89 Abrahams, 46–9. On the other hand, she exaggerates the Shah’s lack of ‘a
central role’ and the extent to which the work is a personal memoir rather than a
court history.
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The career of Sàrù Taqì

One major figure in the Safavid hierarchy who has recently attracted
some attention is the vizier, Sàrù Taqì.90 Of the Persian sources cur-
rently known, only Faûlì gives an account of the castration of Sàrù
Taqì in its proper place, in his annal for 1025/1616.91 According
to him, the accusation against Sàrù Taqì was brought by a boy from
Ganja called Mu"min, a furrier who claimed that Sàrù Taqì and
five others had oppressed and dishonoured him in the citadel of
Tiflìs. The Shah was enraged and after the truth was confirmed,
handed Sàrù Taqì, at this time vizier of Qaràbàgh, over to Mu"min
for castration, while Óàjjì Ghiyàs Kàshì, who had apparently insti-
gated this, had his tongue cut out. Sàrù Taqì suffered the complete
removal of his manhood without flinching. Mu’min was given 20
tumàns from the jihàt of Sàrù Taqì and the rest was confiscated. Sàrù
Taqì was then handed over to a ghulàm, Dhu’l-Fiqàr Beg, for safe-
keeping. This was evidently before 'Abbàs came to Daneqi for the
winter. Once there, Sàrù Taqì was put in charge of erecting a suit-
able dawlatkhàneh for the Shah; his position seems not to have been
affected by his temporary disgrace, and when the Shah left Daneqi
the following spring, Sàrù Taqì dealt with those who had opposed
'Abbàs’s presence in the area.92 After leaving Daneqi, in 1026/1617,
Sàrù Taqì was made vazìr-i kull of Mazandaran, apparently to com-
pensate for his castration.93 Thereafter, there is abundant evidence
of his high rank and influence (e.g. f. 550v).

90 W. Floor, ‘The rise and fall of Mirza Taqi, the eunuch Grand Vizier
(1043–55/1633–45). Makhdum al-Omara va Khadem al-Foqara’, Studia Iranica, 26/ii (1997),
237–66; see also Matthee, The Politics of Trade, 129ff., 148ff. 

91 Faûlì, III, f. 359v. There are various deletions in the passage and the text is
not always clear. Iskandar Beg Munshì, Zayl-i 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, ed. S. Khvànsarì
(Tihran: Islàmiyya, 1317/1938), 263, mentions this in his short biography of the vizier
(evidently written in fact by Mu˙ammad Yùsuf Vàlih). For other accounts, see Floor,
242. The incident occurred after the Shah had visited the tomb of NiΩàmì of Ganja.

92 Faûlì, III, ff. 374r, 378v–379r. The author is also quite prominent in these
pages, referring to himself as vizier of Barda', and writing of Sàrù Taqì’s services
at Daneqi partly in the present tense.

93 Ibid., f. 380v.
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Autobiographical information

Apart from the deleted mention of his name (which also occurs at
the start of the prosopographical annex on f. 566v), Faûlì’s author-
ship is clear not only from the structural similarity of the three vol-
umes, but also from the autobiographical details that he provides,
together with abundant information about the Khùzànì family. Among
the most significant is the following passage concerning how he came
to write his chronicle:94

Sikandar Beg the Munshì of Shah 'Abbàs, who is (sic) the ghulàm of
the deceased Mìrzà 'A†à-Allàh Khùzànì, grandfather of Mìrzà Shàh-
valì the former I'timàd al-Dawla, and who after the death of Mìrzà
'A†a-Allàh joined the roster of the scribes of the daftarkhàneh of Shah
ˇahmàsp, acted for several years as an office scribe. In the time and
reign of Shah 'Abbàs, when Nàßir Khàn Beg the nephew of I'timàd
al-Dawla,95 was munshì al-mamàlik, he [Nàßir Khàn] enrolled him
[Iskandar Beg] in the list of the scribes of the dàr al-inshà of the Dìvàn-
i a'là. From that time until now, he and Mu˙ammad Íàli˙ Beg96 son
of Fara˙ Beg, the nephew of the above-mentioned [Iskandar Beg],
whose father was the davatdàr of Mìrzà 'A†a-Allàh in the days when
he was vizier of Azarbaijan, have been in service at the [dàr al-] Inshà
[. . .]. From that date [sc. the pilgrimage on foot, 1010/1601] it was
determined that the above-mentioned Sikandar Beg should assemble
[details of] the life of the Shah and the events of his conquests and
should write a history of them. The above-named, who is adorned
with a variety of talents, ability and aptitude, has perused many his-
tories of different countries, and has spent 74 years of his life (sic)97 in

94 Ibid., f. 136r–v. I am indebted to A.H. Morton for his help in translating this
passage. 

95 I.e. Óàtim Beg Urdùbàdì, for whose family see A.H. Morton, ‘An introduc-
tory note on a Íafawid munshì’s manual in the library of the School of Oriental
and African Studies’, BSOAS, 33/ii (1970), 352–8 (357–8). Nàßir Khàn is not
specifically named; his place in the family and period in office are not mentioned
in the chronicles. Elsewhere, Faûlì, III, f. 251r, mentions that he was the son of
Abù Turàb Beg (the passage is crossed through). Morton indicates that 'Abd al-
Óusayn son of Adhàm Beg was munshì al-mamàlik for many years.

96 Iskandar Beg himself refers to this nephew, quoting some of his chronograms
and there is some information about his service under Sàrù Taqì, particularly at
Najaf. Iskandar Beg, 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, 837, 968, 1013; Zayl-i 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì,
91, 92, 95; Mu˙ammad Yùsuf Vàlih, in idem, 208, 297; cf. my ‘Pilgrimage to
Mashhad’, 212, 225 n. 78. For Sàrù Taqì’s brother of the same name, see Floor,
244, 249. Faûlì also had a maternal uncle of this name who was mustawfì of Fars
in 1012/1603, see f. 162r (the reference to himself is deleted).

97 Since Iskandar Beg was born in either AH 968 or 969, this indicates that Faûlì
wrote this passage in about AH 1042, the year before Iskandar Beg died. Cf. R.M.
Savory, ‘Eskandar Beg Torkaman’, in EIr, VIII, 602–3. This in turn may suggest
he didn’t leave Iran till after that date.
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acquiring knowledge, set about writing and commemorating the cir-
cumstances of the khàqàns of Iran. 

Since the author had a sincere attachment to the above mentioned
[Iskandar Beg] because of his relationship as cousin to the sons of
Mìrzà 'A†a-Allàh, and because he would sometimes go to attend on
them, he read some of his compositions. In short, he acquired some
knowledge of what he had seen [and of] the events about which the
late Óasan Beg Rùmlù had written, concerning the Shahs Ismà'ìl and
ˇahmàsp. The deceased Íàdiqì Beg Naqqàsh Afshàr98 too had drawn
up several reports of particular episodes ( fard ); Asad Beg,99 paternal
uncle of the author, also had skill in inshà and recording events (vaqà"i'-
nivìs) and other circumstances, some of which he had heard about. For
several years [the author] also was himself in the urdù and had wit-
nessed things with his own eyes. He sought help from the souls [of
these authorities] and made a start on recording those circumstances,
which were the cause of lifting affliction and the means of mention-
ing the people enthusiastic about such events. He hopes, having found
divine assistance, to bring this to completion and succour the spirits
of the historians. 

Like others containing personal details, this passage has been almost
entirely crossed out. Assuming this is not because it is factually incor-
rect, we learn from it not only that Iskandar Beg was commissioned
to write his chronicle in 1010/1601, but that Faûlì became acquainted
with it through his relationship with Iskandar Beg’s patrons in the
Khùzànì family. Iskandar Beg was evidently still alive at the time
when Faûlì was revising his own work. We also learn of Faûlì’s other
sources, apart from his own observations and experiences in the ser-
vice of the Shah.100

There is ample evidence of this involvement in the affairs he
reports, supplementing the information provided in the first two vol-
umes of his chronicle.101 From an account of various promotions

98 See Qàûì A˙mad, tr. V. Minorsky, Calligraphers and painters, Freer Gallery of
Art Occasional Papers, 3/ii (Washington: Smithsonian, 1959), 191: ‘at present (sc.
1005/1596–7) acting as kitàbdàr (librarian) to Shah 'Abbàs’; he was a painter and
poet rather than historian. Cf. Iskandar Beg, 175/tr. Savory, 271–2. See also A.
Welch, Artists for the Shah (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1976), 41 ff.

99 Agent of the vizier of Khurasan, cf. Haneda, 85, citing Faûlì, II, f. 262v. It
was misreading Asad Beg as Sikandar Beg that led to my first, erroneous, conclu-
sion that the author of the ms. was Mìrzà Mu˙ammad Íàli˙.

100 Faûlì also mentions his sources for vol. I, ff. 2r–3r, cf. Meredith-Owens, 25–6,
and II, f. 2r, cf. Rieu, 38, and the discussion in Morton, ‘Early years’, 30–2,
Abrahams, 32–43. Faûlì, III, f. 233r, cites Iskandar Beg, 'Àlam-àrà, directly. Faûlì would
surely have known of Iskandar Beg’s death had he still been in Iran at that time. 

101 See Haneda, 83–5; Morton, ‘Early years’, 28–30; Abrahams, 11–22, and my
‘Lost source’, 264.
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made in 1017/1608, we learn first that Paykar Beg (later Khàn) was
given the governorship of Barda' that year on the death of his uncle,
Dàdà Dhu’l-Fiqàr Igrìmì Dùrt, and that Mu˙ammad Beg, elder
brother of the author, was made his vizier. Faûlì himself, at that
time aged 16, was taken into service as an accountant. Another
brother, hitherto unknown, Mìrzà Khalìl, was made clerk of the daf-
tar-i avàrajeh (office of account books) of Iraq.102 Evidently Faûlì fol-
lowed in Mìrzà Khalìl’s footsteps, for when describing a visit to the
Sham-i Ghazan near Tabriz in 1019/1610, Faûlì says he was him-
self clerk of the daftar-i avàrajeh of Iraq, while Mìrzà Khalìl was now
avàrajeh-nivìs; both were then in attendance on the Shah (see plate
5).103 The same year, Mìrzà Khalìl was appointed mustawfì of the qùrchìs,
holding the post for ten years; he was later vizier of the royal seal
(muhr-i ashraf ). His death in 1033/late 1623 is reported, together with
a chronogram, by the author.104 Faûlì’s other brother, Mu˙ammad
Beg, was appointed vizier of Nishapur in 1018/1609 and in 1026/1617
was in charge of an investigation of the accounts of the deposed
vizier of Kashan, Mu˙ammad Zamàn Beg.105

From another branch of the family, Mìrzà Hidàyat Najm-i Sànì
is frequently referred to: in 1002/1594 he was involved in the wel-
come prepared for the Chinggisid (Uzbek) prince, Nùr Mu˙ammad
Khàn; in 1016/1608, he received permission to go on pilgrimage to
Mecca and Mìr Jamàl al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Sukhteh Khùzànì was made
the financial agent for the crown lands in Isfahan. Mìrzà Hidàyat’s
son Mìrzà Riûà"ì was made lashkar-nivìs and his elder brother Mìrzà
Íàli˙ became dàrùgheh-yi kull-i qùshkhàneh (falconry) with a salary of
40 tumans. Ma˙mùd Beg, brother of Hidàyat, had his tuyùl and
salary increased, while another son, Mu˙ammad Taqì, was offered
but declined enrolment in the Shah’s entourage, preferring to devote

102 Faûlì, III, f. 240r. 
103 Ibid., f. 279v. The passage is crossed through. In the margin, he gives an

account of Ghazan’s vaqfiyya, ff. 279v–281r, citing both Rashìd al-Dìn and Vaßßàf,
but containing additional information which merits further study. Faûlì also gives
the dimensions of the Ghazaniyya, namely 140 cubits high, with a 20–cubitt cir-
cumference dome; cf. his measurements of Sultaniyya, Faûlì, I, f. 147r, Morton,
‘Early years’, 30. For the avàrajeh-nivìs, see Minorsky, Tazkirat al-mulùk (London:
Luzac, 1943), 77–8.

104 Faûlì, III, ff. 14r (Mustawfì; seemingly not, however, in the text, see f. 287r–v);
417r (deposed); 443r (vizier of the seal); 478v–479r (death in AH 1033, after 'Abbàs
left for Iraq).

105 Ibid., ff. 250v (where the word faqìr has been been replaced by ràqim), 382v.
Mu˙ammad Beg and Faûlì were still in Georgia together in AH 1034, f. 507v.
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himself to farming his estates. Thus, as Faûlì remarks, the descen-
dants of Najm-i Sànì found favour; they were clearly still part of
the upper levels of government.106

Faûlì frequently refers to himself in connection with events in
Georgia, where he was brought up, especially in the period 1025–
34/1616–25 as vizier to Paykar Khàn Igrìmì Dùrt, who for six years
was governor of Kakhetian Georgia.107

Following the débacle in Georgia and Paykar Khàn’s fall in
1034/1625, Faûlì had returned to the urdù in hope of royal favour.
In 1035/1625 he was made vizier to the new governor of Kirman,
ˇahmàsp-Qulì Khàn Turkomàn, who died not long afterwards in
Kirind, in the course of 'Abbàs’s second Baghdad campaign. Faûlì
remained in the province under the following governor, Amìr Khàn,
though he was soon replaced as vizier.108 Faûlì’s presence in Kirman
at this time is confirmed by Mashìzì.109 It is not at present clear
what became of him next. The author refers to himself shortly after
the death of 'Abbàs, when he is ready to greet the new Shah in
Isfahan and apparently in the service of Zaynal Khàn (former ambas-
sador to India and hero of the Baghdad campaigns).110 As yet there
is no certainty as to when or why Faûlì left for India, but he evi-
dently did not depart immediately, because he introduces his list of
military and civilian officials with the information that under Shah
Íafì, while the author was (still) in Isfahan, the numbers of qùrchìs
and ghulàms were increased by around 20,000.111 This must have
taken some time. 

It is possible that Faûlì’s connection with Zaynal Khàn was a crit-
ical factor in his decision to leave. In his account of Zaynal Khàn’s
return from his mission to India in 1031/1622, Faûlì records how
Zaynal Khàn brought with him a qaßìdeh written by Bàqir Khàn
Najm-i Sànì (then in the service of the Emperor Jahàngìr), seeking

106 Ibid., ff. 225v–226r; on ff. 327v–328r he mentions another member of the
family, ˇàlib Khùzànì, who was the Shah’s muezzin, and in AH 1023 was sent to
Kartil to proclaim Islam in the burial chamber of the Georgian kings. 

107 Ibid., ff. 355v–356r, 358v, 373v, 374r, 380v, 414v–416v (the latter passage
partly erased), 507v; cf. Abrahams, 16–20.

108 Faûlì, III, ff. 521r–v, 539r–540r. His chronology is rather confusing; the date
he gives on f. 521r, Mu˙arram 1034, must be 1035/October 1625. Cf. Abrahams, 21. 

109 Mu˙ammad Sa'ìd Mashìzì, Tazkireh-yi Íafaviyyeh, ed. I. Bàstànì-Parìzì (Tihran:
Chàpkhàneh-yi Óaydar, 1369/1990), 184, 187. 

110 Faûlì, III, f. 565r–v.
111 Ibid., f. 572r. I am grateful to A.H. Morton for drawing this to my attention.
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reunion with his father, Muß†afà Beg. Despite the latter’s unwilling-
ness to make the long journey, he was despatched with the Shah’s
permission to see his son.112 According to Faûlì, Zaynal Khàn received
great kindness from Bàqir Khàn and doubtless spoke of his high
rank at the Mughal court, which might have tempted the author to
seek his fortune there.113 As is already known, Faûlì’s son Najm al-
Dìn A˙mad, author of the ǐràz al-akhbàr, married a daughter of
Bàqir Khàn in India. 

Conclusions

This brief review of the manuscript of the third volume of Faûlì
Beg’s Afûal al-Tavàrìkh has I hope been sufficient to stress its inter-
est and importance. As a work in progress it lends itself to a detailed
analysis of the evolution of the text and the working methods of the
author. This kind of study is seldom undertaken for mediaeval Persian
chronicles; any such investigation will have to include the first two
volumes of the work, which are interrelated at many points. The
discovery of this missing volume allows a proper evaluation of Faûlì’s
place in Safavid historiography and provides an important and largely
independent check on the other narrative sources for the pivotal
reign of Shah 'Abbàs. 

We have seen that the author, Faûlì Khùzànì Ißfahànì, was born
in 1001/1593 and started work on his history at the age of 25, by
which time he had already been in government service for nine
years. His membership of a prominent bureaucratic family and his
position at court make him intimately acquainted with Safavid admin-
istration. Despite the wealth of valuable information he provides that
will undoubtedly serve to modify and enrich our knowledge of many
aspects of the reign of Shah 'Abbàs, notably affairs in the Caucasus,

112 Faûlì, III, f. 443v–444r. Faûlì says Bàqir Khàn left Iran in 1016/1607, rather
later than is reported elsewhere; cf. Abrahams, 23–4. A younger son was kept
behind as a hostage by the Shah. 

113 See Riazul Islam, A calendar of documents on Indo-Persian relations (1500–1750),
vol. 1 (Karachi: Institute of Central and West Asian Studies/Tihran: Iranian Cultural
Foundation, 1979), 215, for Bàqir Khàn’s continuing contacts with Iran and also
the Qu†bshàhs in Golconda, citing BL. (ex I0) ms. Ethé 1535 (see Ethé, Catalogue,
837). There are two letters to Zaynal Khàn, ff. 354r–355v and two more to a sub-
sequent Persian envoy, Mu˙ammad 'Alì Beg ìlchì, ff. 356r, 363r. See also earlier,
Faûlì, III, f. 430v.
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a preliminary acquaintance with his chronicle suggests that its most
original and unique contribution will be to our understanding of
provincial administration, the distribution of offices and networks of
patronage and influence within the Safavid government system. 
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1. Christ’s ms, Dd. 5.6, f. 20r. The page starts with a few lines duplicated from the
introduction to the index (f. 7r), but including Fa¾lº’s name, see line 5. This is
immediately followed by the annal for the first year of {Abb¸s’s reign. Reproduced

by kind permission of the Master and Fellows of Christ’s College, Cambridge.
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2. Fa¾lº, III, f. 375r, showing a change of hand, coinciding with a note of the date,
AH 1026. The heading towards the foot of the page, announcing the transcription of

a document, is in the author’s hand.
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3. Fa¾lº, III, ff. 419v-420r. The deleted passage at the bottom of f. 419v is repeated on f. 420r, but the text at the top of f. 420r
has been excised.
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4. Fa¾lº, III, f. 109v, showing a marginal addition in Fa¾lº’s distinctive handwriting. The passage comes in the annal for
AH 1006, and concerns the Shah’s development of the Naqsh-i Jah¸n district in Isfahan. Note that the trimming of the ms.

has cut through Fa¾lº’s script, and that the outer marginal lines have also been added later.
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NEWM/MELV/BRIL/11523/2-12-200296

5. Fa¾lº, III, f. 279v, showing his account of the vaqfiyya of the Sham-i Ghazan, to be
inserted just before a reference to himself and his brother, Mºrz¸ Khalºl, which has
been crossed through. Note that the ruled margin round the text box has been

clearly added after Fa¾lº’s marginal addition.
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SAFAVI IRAN SEEN THROUGH VENETIAN EYES*

Anthony Welch

Introduction

In August, 1671, Ambrosio Bembo, a nineteen-year-old Venetian
nobleman, set out on a journey from Venice to educate himself and
to keep away boredom. In his introduction to his Travels and Journal,
composed later in life, he described his intent:

The world is a great book, which, when perused attentively, proffers
teachings and delights with its variety. True, one must tolerate expense,
discomfort, and danger, but the effort, if blessed by fortune, brings its
reward. . . .

Bembo was a scion of two of Venice’s most illustrious families: the
Bembos had been prominent in Venice for generations and included
the great sixteenth century cardinal, poet, and grammarian Pietro
Bembo. His uncle Marco had been a distinguished military commander
before his appointment as consul in Aleppo, and Orazio Bembo was
consul in Cairo. Ambrosio’s mother was a Cornaro, a family of equal
renown. He was also related to the Morosini family who likewise
supplied admirals and consuls to the Venetian state. Bembos, Cornaros,
and Morosinis, like other leading families in Venice, were deeply
involved in the politics and commerce of the eastern Mediterranean
and were no strangers to the power and prestige of the Ottoman
sultanate, on whose trade much of their own prosperity depended. 

Ambrosio was born in 1652 and at the age of seventeen distinguished
himself as a commander of army troops and as steersman of a naval
galley in the unsuccessful defense of Candia (Iraklion) and the rest
of Crete against the Ottoman empire.1 In 1671 his uncle, Marco
Bembo, was appointed Venetian consul in Aleppo, and Ambrosio

* For the preparation of this essay I gratefully acknowledge assistance from the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada and the University
of Victoria. To the James Ford Bell Library of the University of Minnesota I am
in debt for drawing this manuscript to my attention.

1 The war ended in defeat for Venice which withdrew all its forces from Crete
in September, 1669.
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decided to accompany him. They left on August 8. It was his orig-
inal intent to stay in Aleppo for some months and return to Venice,
but after more than a year there, he embarked on a trip that took
him as far as western India. Following his return to Venice three
years and two months later in October, 1674, he entered political
and commercial life. He must have kept detailed notes of his great
journey, for at some later point he composed his lengthy account of
the trip.2 Though Ambrosio was proud of his distinguished family,
his Travels and Journal seldom refers to them, and he seems to have
been an open and polite young man, conscious of his social posi-
tion but not particularly given to haughtiness.

His manuscript is illustrated with forty-nine competent line draw-
ings by a French artist, G.J. Grélot. Bembo met him in Isfahan on
his return journey, and they travelled together back to Aleppo.3 These
drawings record buildings, people, ships and boats, cityscapes, and
even implements. A few of the drawings illustrate Bembo’s 1673 stay
in India, prior to his journey in Iran: thus Grélot produced these

2 His book exists in manuscript and has never been published in any language.
I am in the final stages of completing an edition with full English translation by
Dr. Clara Bargellini, an introduction, and hundreds of footnotes. A few words about
the manuscript’s provenance are appropriate. There appear to have been two man-
uscript copies of Bembo’s book. One passed into the possession of the Gradenigo
family in Venice, where it was studied by Iacopo Morelli who privately printed
some remarks about it in 1820. In his remarks Morelli noted that there were two
copies of Bembo’s manuscript, the one that he examined and a second in the pos-
session of Abbé Celotti. This latter manuscript was examined by M.A. Langlés who
praised it in a letter addressed to the Abbé that is now bound with the volume
where he regretted that he not been able to consult it when he was preparing his
own edition of Chardin’s travels. I have no knowledge of the whereabouts of the
Gradenigo volume. The Celotti manuscript left Paris in the late nineteenth or early
twentieth century, for its ornate, gold-stamped brown morocco binding is English
of that date and bears the inscription ‘Drawings by Grelot’ on the spine. The man-
uscript’s 316 pages are gilt-edged, ruled, and margined; they measure 38 × 27.5
centimeters. The text is written in thirty-two lines to the page, and the paper is
fine and heavy, lightly brown in color. Marginal notes include dates of entries and
subject indicators to aid the reader. The volume was purchased in 1964 by the
James Ford Bell Library of the University of Minnesota.

3 Guillaume Joseph Grélot was born about 1630 and lived in Constantinople,
where he met the Anglo-French jeweller and traveller Jean Chardin. They set out
together for Iran on July 17, 1671. In Isfahan in 1674 Grélot left Chardin’s ser-
vice in order to accompany Bembo back to Aleppo. After his return to Paris Grélot
published in 1680 an important illustrated study of Constantinople, Relation nouvelle
d’un voyage de Constantinople. Seven drawings that he completed while still in Chardin’s
employ were subsequently published in Chardin’s Journal du Voyage de Chardin en Perse
et aux Indes Orientales (Londres: Moses Pitt, 1686).
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drawings not from his own observations but from Bembo’s descrip-
tions. Many of them bear signature and date, such as G.I. Grelot
delineavit 1674. They are of diverse size. The majority are single
sheets, but a number are double pages and a few, notably the views
of the city of Isfahan and its great central quadrangle, are panoramas
spread over four pages. Bembo’s account is rich in detail and lively
in exposition, and in this essay I will focus on his travels through
Iran. As much as possible, I will let Bembo speak for himself.

Travels in Iran

They travelled from Venice via Crete and Cyprus to Aleppo. He
thoroughly enjoyed living the diplomatic life in Aleppo and stayed
there for sixteen months. He got to know it very well and provides
a detailed description of this great Syrian city, then under Ottoman
Turkish rule. He gives the names, titles, ranks, and responsibilities
of the city’s principal officials and is particularly concerned to explain
matters of protocol among the foreign emissaries and merchants.
Keenly interested in the city’s architecture, he notes that Aleppo has
ten gates, which he names in both Arabic and Turkish; an impres-
sive citadel; bathhouses and bazaars in great number; and 300
mosques. The history of the Great Mosque especially interested him.

Bembo remained in Aleppo until January 3, 1673, when he left
with two Franciscans who were traveling to India. After an arduous
journey across southern Turkey, they reached Diyarbakir in eastern
Anatolia. Noting that overland travel is safer, but slower, Bembo
elected to travel down the Tigris on a kalak, a river boat which he
illustrates and describes in meticulous detail, as one would expect
from a Venetian sailor:

We then began the journey in a convoy of three kaleks, barges held
afloat by air-filled goatskins, tied with the heads up out of the water
so that they could be easily inflated every evening. The sides of the
kalek are of wood as are the kaleks and as high as one’s waist. Also
of wood is a big shed in the aft part, where all the luggage is placed.
On top of it sit the crewmen who row backwards as on galliots, with
two oars, one across from the others. . . . These kaleks go as far as
Babylon and no farther. There they take them apart and sell the wood,
which is expensive there. The goatskins are deflated and taken back
to Diyarbakir to make new kaleks. They cannot take the kaleks back
up the river because the water runs too quickly.
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Baghdad was clearly one of the highpoints of his trip, and Grélot
supplied the manuscript with a panorama of the city, while Bembo
provided a detailed description:

It is surrounded by walls nine palms wide and 50 palms high. On the
land side it has a moat almost two picche wide and three picche deep.4

To go around it on the land side I took two and a half hours walk-
ing at a normal pace. It has five gates, four of which are on the land
side, one of which is closed, and one on the river side. . . . there are
many gardens with palms, lemon trees, orange trees, and rather good
pomegranates. . . . All the houses are only one story high, and mostly
they live in underground rooms because of the excessive heat. The
streets are narrow and dirty, except those of the bazaars, which are
many. Some are of wood and some of stone, vaulted and well-con-
structed. There are also well-constructed mosques with minarets that
are quite beautiful covered with mailoica tiles. The most beautiful one
is near the Capuchins’ house, and it was made by the Persians.

Wherever possible during his travels in the Middle East, Iran, and
India, Bembo stayed in Christian mission houses, which benefited
from a close communications network and which served as hostels,
post offices, and banks for travelling Europeans.

From Baghdad he proceeded to Basra and then through the Gulf
to Bandar-i Kung in southern Iran, where he boarded a ship to
India. He spent more than a year on the west coast of India in
Bombay, Daman, Surat, and Goa. In general, this is the least inter-
esting portion of his book: he traveled mostly by sea, recorded vis-
its to officials, and did not venture into the interior.

In February, 1674, he sailed from India and reached Bandar-i
Kong on May 19. After ten days there he set out with several com-
panions overland to Lar, remarkable for its many cisterns, and then,
by way of a number of small towns that he describes in some detail,
to Shiraz, a city he much admired for its cleanliness and pleasant
climate. He also praises its beautiful gardens and notes the hand-
some interiors of the houses:

The houses are low, and from the outside they seem to be poor,
because they have earthen walls and no windows along the road. But
inside they are of baked bricks and are similar in structure to those
of Turkey and Europe. In addition, they are decorated and orna-
mented with various works in low relief on plaster which are colored
and gilt. The beams too are sculptured and painted with much gold.
Some also have the walls covered with porcelains.

4 A picche is two metres.
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The city had about 40,000 Muslim households, but Bembo also noted
households of other persuasions: Jews, Armenians, Nestorians, and other
Christians. He resided in some comfort at the home of an Armenian
merchant. He praises Shirazis for their love of the arts and learning,
though he notes that their knowledge of the sciences was based on
ancient authors rather than contemporary. Bembo appreciated Shiraz’s
good food:

Among all the bazaars the best organized was the bazaar of sweets.
They make many of these, and they are of good quality, the equal of
our Italian ones. I walked through the bazaar of foods, where they
sell all sorts of cooked foods. . . . The bread is rather good and white.
They make it in large flat cakes with fennel. The wine is the best in
all of Persia. They make a lot of it. Even the present king drinks a
lot of it, although it is strictly forbidden to his subjects.5 All the coun-
tries provide themselves with wine for their armies here. They ship it
to India. Thus the French, Dutch, English, and Portuguese have a license
to buy what they need, as well as an agent who keeps it, and every
country has a house where he lives; they keep it well furnished so that
it also serves for the lodging of [members of ] their company when
they happen to be in that city. The Armenian Giovanni Belli had the
commission for the Portuguese. At the proper time he takes the wine
to [Bandar-i Kong] at his expense in cases of ten flasks, each one of
which contains a pound and a quarter of wine. The superintendent
pays him twenty-five abassi per case. He then sells it for double that
price to the fleet, and the earnings are for him. However, when the
Armenian brings him more, the superintendent is obliged to sell it at
fifty abassi to anyone, and the earnings from that go to the Armenians.

The attention to detail in this passage is typical of Bembo’s observations
through the book. He admired Shirazi arts, notably glasswork and
steel mirrors. He describes the broad avenue, a kilometre long, that
led northwest from the city centre to the Bàgh-i Shàh (King’s Garden)
its palace half in ruins and its extensive gardens rented out by the
king. Still further from the city was the Bàgh-i Firdaus, also described
by Chardin. Bembo notes that its buildings were dilapidated, but its
gardens were still productive. One of their products was a perfume
that Bembo appreciated so much that he took some back to Venice.

In the company of Dutch, French, and English merchants, he left
Shiraz on July 3 on the road to Isfahan and noted the ruined houses
and palaces in the northern part of the city until he came to the
Qu"ràn Gate:

5 Shah Sulaymàn (1666–1694).
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The road ends between two mountains that rise up there like the sides
of a gate. At the foot of the mountains there is a portal or great arch
from which the whole street can be seen. On the mountains there are
several houses with terraces toward the road. The Persians stay there
to enjoy the fresh air in the evening, drinking coffee and smoking
tobacco, and they enjoy that beautiful view of many surrounding gar-
dens and of a stream that falls down the mountain behind that gate
which always remains open. Through that gate one goes on the road
to Isfahan.

On the second day they turned off the Isfahan road and reached
Zarqàn at midnight. ‘I wanted to go there to see an ancient and
very extraordinary ruin that is commonly called the palace of Darius.’
Bembo gives a lengthy and detailed description of the great sacred
complex of Persepolis, and Grélot supplied him with a reasonably
accurate rendering of it:6

One first sees the walls of the marble foundations, three picche high. They
follow in the same way on three sides—the western that is on the
front, the southern, and the northern; the mountain is to the east. In
the facçade are two stairways to go up, one from the south and one
from the north.7 They end on a small square level area which is the
width of the same stairs. At that point both stairways continue to climb
in the opposite direction: the one that first faced south now faces north,
and the other, vice versa. I think the height of these stairways was
about fifty steps, but they are low (steps), about one-third of a palm. . . .

In the mountain face abutting the plain and in the middle of the
natural crevices there are two structures at some distance from one
another, . . . carved in low relief in the mountain itself. . . . various
tombs that are commonly called the tombs of Darius. All around those
mountains, above and below, one sees figures, niches, and tombs. He
also visited the Achaemenid and Sasanian site of Naqsh-i Rustàm:

There are some very ancient sculptures there called Naxù Rustan
by the Persians, that is, sculptures or exploits of Rustan. They say that
these sculptures represent the doings of a certain Rustan, a famous
man among the Persians in ancient times. They tell fabulous things
about him and attribute to him all sorts of deeds and ancient events

6 A much more informative rendering of the same view of Persepolis is pub-
lished in Chardin, and it was presumably based on some of Gréot’s skeches.

7 Bembo is describing the only formal entrance to Persepolis, the terrace stair-
way in the northwest. Persepolis was the religious and political centre of Iran under
the Achaemenid kings and was constructed over a period of more than two cen-
turies from about 521 B.C. to about 330 B.C., when it was burned on the orders
of Alexander of Macedon. Its several different buildings occupy a roughly rectan-
gular site measuring approximately 270 m. by 450 m. and were built for the most
part of a highly polished gray stone.
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about which the truth is not known. When we arrived there, I saw
those mountains sculptured all around with various figures. The stone
was polished from top to bottom. On the outer level of the mountain,
which is divided in large squares, one sees full relief figures of women
on horseback, of women, of kings, and others. The figures wear cloth-
ing similar to those of Chailminar. However, their movements and
gestures are different. They say that they represent the exploits and
loves of the said Rustan. Farther up above these squares, where, even
climbing with ropes, it would be difficult to get to, there are three
facçades like those described at Chailminar that cannot be considered
to be anything other than tombs.8

His journey north from Shiraz was difficult. He got separated from
his companions and struggled over poor roads. He did not meet up
with the rest of the caravan until the town of Mayin. On July 14
they stopped for the day in Yazd-i Khvàst, whose remarkable tower-
ing houses impressed him: ‘because of the narrowness of the place
[it] has houses one of top of the other.’ They must have stayed in
the Safavi carvanserai which is still well preserved there. On July
16 they entered Qumisheh, and his description of its no longer extant
ruins is particularly valuable: 

It was, in effect, a city in ancient times. There are vestiges of many tombs
in the form of towers where one sees many stone lions. There are also
remains of many bazaars and caravanserais, of which ten still stand. I
went to most of them . . . I found many kinds of fruit, particularly some
very good melons. I saw many ruins of ancient houses and buildings.

In Mahyàr on July 17 he stayed at the large Safavi caravanserai,
constructed in the reign of Shah Ismà'ìl I (1502–24) and extensively
repaired during the reign of Shah Sulaymàn (1666–1692).

But his most detailed information about Iran is centred on the
city of Isfahan which he reached on July 18, 1674. He was immensely
impressed by the approach to the city:

8 The Achaemenid necropolis of Naqsh-i Rustam is seven km from Persepolis. It
contains four tombs (Darius II, Darius I, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes I) with cruciform
façades, three facing north and one facing west. In front of the tomb of Artaxerxes
I there is a large fire-temple which Bembo oddly does not mention. Bembo has
mistakenly identified long hair and long, flowing garments with women: there are,
however, no female figures on horseback. All but one of the relief sculptures are
Sasanian (c. 224–651 A.D.), and, despite the name given to the site, the relief carv-
ings do not show Rustam but instead historical kings: Ba˙ràm IV (388–399 A.D.);
Shapur I (241–272) defeating the Roman Emperor Valerian at the Battle of Edessa
in 260 A.D.; Ba˙ràm II (276–293); and the investiture of Ardashir I (224–241).
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I entered a very great plain and saw Isfahan at a distance. It seems
rather a delightful wood because of the multitude of trees that obstruct
the view of the buildings, as can be seen in the drawing (figure 1). Before
entering the city, I passed a large and very long street, similar to that
of Shiraz. . . . Along its sides are the walls of the orchards, and along
the road itself many trees are distributed in an orderly manner. Water
flows on both sides and makes that passage delightful. At the end of
this street I crossed a bridge that the Europeans called the ‘Bridge of
Shiraz. . . .’9 It is all made of fine marble with twenty-seven small
arches. . . . above the arches there is a very beautiful cornice of porce-
lain of various design in very fine work as can all be seen from the
drawing.

Bembo went immediately to the Carmelite mission, which he describes
as ‘rather comfortable with a lower cloister with twelve rooms and
with a good dormitory above. . . . There is a room that served as a
printing shop. It was unique in those parts and had been introduced
to please the shah 'Abbàs who had wanted it.10 They gave him a
printed book of the Four Gospels and an Arabic alphabet, but at
present the press is all ruined.’

A few days later he met one of the most distinguished of 17th
century scholars, Raphaël du Mans, who on commission to the
French minister Colbert had already written a brilliant study of
Iranian society.11

The Prior of the French Capuchins was Raffaele, a religious of much
virtue, and a good mathematician for which he was greatly esteemed
and venerated by the Persians who take much delight in that science.
He discussed it with them since he had perfect knowledge of Persia.
He had been in that city for many years.

The different religious orders supplied news of international events,
and each order had its speciality:

9 Pul-i Khvàju (33–arch Bridge).
10 Shah 'Abbàs I (1588–1629) ordered the construction of the great Safavi may-

dàn (quadrangle) in Isfahan and was an impressive patron of manuscripts and the
portable luxury arts. 

11 Father Raphaël du Mans was one of the most learned Europeans to reside in
Iran, and, unknown to Bembo or to any of the other travellers of the period, he
had already composed one of the most useful studies on seventeenth century Iran.
His Estat de la Perse en 1660 [Farnborough: Gregg, 1969] was written at the request
of Louis XIV’s minister Colbert and remained a private document until 1890 when
it was first published by Charles Schefer in Paris.
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I was surprised at the differences in the news coming from Europe.
The news comes through the Capuchin fathers, the Jesuits, and oth-
ers, besides through individuals’ letters. To the Augustinians and
Carmelites comes all the news from the East Indies and from Portugal.
The Carmelites also get news from Turkey which arrives due to their
missions in those parts; they also get the reports and councils of
Venice. . . . These things got communicated from one to another, and
many of the Persians themselves, curious about happenings in Europe,
go to interrogate those fathers in their convents. The fathers explain
everything to them in Persian, and in return the Persians tell them
what is new in the country. Thus, although late and with some alter-
ations, European accounts reach Isfahan, as does news of all the world.

There were many Europeans in the city, among them merchants
and artisans. Bembo met some French goldsmiths and watchmakers
working for Shah Sulaymàn, and they obviously profited by a spe-
cial relationship:

They have their shops near the royal palace. They are much esteemed
by the king and well treated. Besides giving them houses and money,
he provides them with monthly provisions of every sort of food of the
country. The provisions are very abundant, and he also gives them
more for every new piece of work that they do. They are at liberty
to work for other individuals, whom they charge considerably, when
they are not doing work for the king.

He also met Jean Chardin who was travelling with a French mer-
chant named Racine.12 He noted that Chardin had plenty of money,
knew Persian well, and had written a book about the coronation of
Shah Sulaymàn. Bembo didn’t take to him and found him greedy and
imperious, particularly in his treatment of M. Grélot, the artist whom
Chardin had hired to illustrate his book. Taking pity on Grélot and
seeing the advantage of having his own memoir illustrated, Bembo
hired him away from Chardin. Bembo was immensely impressed by
the size of Isfahan, by its architecture, and by its diversity.

This city is large in itself and also very big due to the three citadels
or suburbs that are about a mile from the city and can really be called
contiguous and united, because they continue the gardens of the city
itself. . . . Besides the Persian natives of the city, there are many from
subject countries, and there are 12,000 Indians, partly Moslems and

12 Jean Chardin’s two books on Iran—Le Couronnement de Soleiman Troisiéme (Paris:
Claude Barbin, 1671) and Journal du Voyage de Chardin en Perse et aux Indes Orientales—
are among the most valuable sources for seventeenthth century Iranian history.
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partly Gentiles, all rich merchants . . . In addition to these [groups],
Arabs and Turks from many places are engaged in business there.
Also from Europe there are Muscovites, Poles, French, English,
Portuguese, and Dutch. . . .

The houses are high and mostly built of earth, and the walls along
the streets have no windows, except for the large palaces. Instead of
[sloping] tiled [roofs], they have terraces which are comfortable and
delightful. Much of the city can be seen from them, when the trees
don’t get in the way: there is an infinite number of very large trees.
There are many buildings of good architecture, among which are the
caravanserais, which are many, and three hundred baths and quanti-
tites of bazaars with large stone arches, arranged in good order. Some
of them are open, and all are full of shops abundant in everything.
Their main streets are long and beautiful to look at, but the other
streets are terrible, since they are not only narrow but also full of
refuse and sewage because the latrines of the houses are there . . .

Another day I went to see the maydàn of the Shah. . . . This maydàn
is the King’s Square, and it is the principal one in the whole city. For
its size and beauty it surpasses many of the most beautiful in
Europe. . . . Pietro della Valle, who measured it, says that it is 690
paces long and 230 paces wide. All around, it is surrounded by a
building of equal arches in a double order, one above the other. The
arches of the upper level have very beautiful openings with imagina-
tive ornaments of the same material. The arches serve as dwelling
places for merchants, and the lower arches as porticoes under which
are bazaars with shops on one side and the other. . . . Near these por-
ticoes runs a watercourse that surrounds the entire plaza. It always
stays within its limits which are traced out in a straight line on all
four sides of the plaza. It is crossed by many small bridges of stone
in one piece. Between this stream and the porticoes there is a con-
tinuous row of very tall plane trees, planted equidistant from each
other. About two-thirds of the way along one of the long sides there
is a facçade with a gate to the palace of the king, which is not too
big in its perimeter, being a little more than a mile, including sepa-
rate apartments and various gardens.13 It makes a majestic sight, how-
ever, and is decorated with ornaments in porcelain and gold.14 On top
of the whole construction there is a very large hall or loggia, open on
three sides, supported by diverse wooden columns, completely gilded
and painted in colors. It can be enclosed with curtains, and in it the
king gives public audiences to ambassadors and other people, and he

13 Bembo is referring to the 'Alì Qapù, an elaborate structure on the maydàn’s
west side that served as both a public palace, fronting on the maydàn, and a gate-
house to the private gardens and palace of the king that extended in a long rec-
tangle to the west. 

14 The 'Alì Qapù’s façade, like the maydàn and the other buildings around it,
was faced with polychrome ceramic tiles.
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banquets there publicly. . . . On the other side of the plaza and facing
the palace of the king there is a mosque with dome and facçade in
fine polychrome porcelain (figure 2).15

At both ends of the Square there is a beautiful fountain, and at the
side that is closest to the palace there is the royal mosque with two
minars decorated with porcelains (figure 3).16 On the other side there
is a large and majestic arch through which one passes to other bazaars
(figure 4).17 It has two loggias in which at sunset there is a concert of
Persian instruments that can be heard throughout the whole maydàn.
Underneath those loggias is the mint or house where they cast coins.
I went one morning to see the enclosure of the lions and the dogs,
which are very fierce and of extraordinary size . . . In the same place
there was a rhinoceros tied with a heavy chain on his feet. It is a very
fierce and ugly animal, as can be seen in the drawing.18 It is taller
than a buffalo and twice as broad, and it has short, thick legs with
three nails on each foot. In the head it is little different from a buffalo,
but on its nose it has a horn similar to a sugar cake, with which it
fights . . . Its skin is very thick and resists the shots from arquebusses. . . . It
was given to the king by the Great Chan of the Tartars.

On the 28th I went to see a very beautiful apartment of the king
that is called Babbulbul. It is to the left of the palace on a very beau-
tiful broad street that leads to Giulfa. It joins the big palace on the
maydàn through its interior gardens.19 This apartment or palace is square
in plan, as can be seen from the drawing. It is open on three sides
with arches and colonnades that are covered with sheets of Venetian
mirrors. The archways lead out to the [surrounding] veranda. On each
of these three sides there are two rooms; on the fourth side there are
more rooms. All the rooms have doors from one to the other. Their

15 The Shaykh Lu†fallàh mosque was begun in 1601 and completed in 1628. It
functioned as the Shah’s private mosque. 

16 The Masjid-i Imàm (the former Royal Mosque) was begun in 1612 and com-
pleted in 1638.

17 The portal led into the royal bazaar, the largest of Isfahan’s bazaars, that extended
from the Maydàn-i Shàh to the old maydàn adjacent to Isfahan’s great jàmì' mosque.

18 Grélot’s indebtedness to Albrecht Dürer’s print of a rhinoceros is almost total.
19 The Nightingale’s Gate. Bembo subsequently refers to it as the Palace of the

Mirrors (Àyineh Khàneh), the name that also appears in the illustration. According to
Bembo’s description, this palace was on the Chahàr Bàgh avenue and thus to the
west of the Chihil Sutùn palace. Since the 'Alì Qapù palace, fronting on the maydàn,
was the eastern gate to the walled, rectangular garden-palace Chihil Sutùn complex,
the Bàb-i Bulbùl was likely the western gate, providing access from Isfahan’s prin-
cipal, ceremonial thoroughfare. Thus the shah could move from this public avenue
through the Bàb-i Bulbùl into the private royal garden from there through the 'Alì
Qapù into the public royal maydàn. Somewhat further to the south of the Bàb-i Bul-
bùl on the Chahàr Bàgh is the Hasht Bihisht palace, one of the best preserved of
extant Safavi palaces. See D.N. Wilber, Persian Gardens and Garden Pavilions (Rutland
VT: C.E. Tuttle, 1962), 115, for a different analysis of the Palace’s location based
on other sources.
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walls and ceilings are covered with similar sheets [of Venetian mirrors],
some big, some small, and all of the mirrors are enclosed by gilt bor-
ders and carefully arranged. The main hall in the centre of the palace
has a gilt cupola . . . In the same central hall there are many foun-
tains, including a very noble one in the middle. All the arches of this
room can be closed from top to bottom by silk curtains. The [arch]
in the centre of the fourth side has a silk curtain with many gold
flowers. The upper story is as large as the lower and has the same
arrangement of rooms, though the rooms on the sides also provide
access to the balconies that look down into the central hall. All the
rooms are gilt and mirrored and have some European paintings . . .

On going out of the city I entered the great road called Ciahar Bagh
on which there is the Palace of the Mirrors described above. . . . In the
middle of the avenue is a similar passageway, set with some flowerbeds
that were full of dried grass then but which in springtime are full of
flowers that must make the whole avenue much more delightful. On
both sides of the street there is a little stone canal where water flows. . . .

The broad street ends in a beautiful bridge, commonly called the
Bridge of Giulfa, because it goes there. . . . In the summer when the
water is low, one can take walks there and, being protected from the
sun, keep cool.

Bembo reports at length on food, customs, and clothing, and he was
fascinated by the doctrinal differences amongst both the Muslim and
Christian populations of Isfahan, as well as by the faith of contem-
porary Zoroastrians. Always interested in history, he provides a trun-
cated history of the Safavi order and dynasty that he probably learned
from Raphaël du Mans. He also describes at length the various
Christian communities of New Julfa as well as the Zoroastrian com-
munity adjacent to it.20

Grélot was already working for him before they left Isfahan, and
Bembo gives some information about the artist and his working 
methods:

Grillot was a very discreet young man of great goodness and mod-
esty. In addition to his own French, he also understood many lan-
guages, like Latin, Spanish, literary Greek, Arabic, and Persian, if not
perfectly, then at least well enough to be able to get along. During
the trip he applied himself to everything with great amiability and
without ulterior motives. Often he would have us enjoy very good food

20 Isfahan’s Armenian community and many of the European missionaries and
merchants lived across the Zayàndeh river from Isfahan in the smaller city of New
Julfa, established by Shah 'Abbàs as part of his expansion of Isfahan in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth century.
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that he had prepared. Since he and I had still fresh in our memories
some of the things we had seen, he made various drawings before we
left Isphahan with the help of some sketches that he had, most par-
ticularly of the city and important places in it.

Nevertheless, despite months of living in Isfahan and becoming thor-
oughly acquainted with its architecture and despite having a num-
ber of preparatory sketches, Grélot produced drawings with some
notable and very puzzling inaccuracies: the arches of the maydàn are
ogive, but the artist renders them as rounded; his drawings provide
the Masjid-i Imàm (former Royal Mosque) with Ottoman-style minarets
rather than with Safavi minarets. Unlike the panoramic views of
Aleppo and Baghdad, the four-page drawing of Isfahan has no leg-
end. Apart from three bridges, none of the structures is clearly
identifiable with the possible exception of the Mosque of the Imam
across the river from the middle bridge. All of the minarets are
Ottoman in style, and the domes lack the distinctive Safavi profile
and instead resemble Ottoman domes. Neither the medieval jàmi'
mosque nor the Safavi maydàn is evident, and the overall impres-
sion is of woods and palaces.21 From his remarks it would seem that
Bembo approved these drawings, though his own powers of obser-
vation were keen and though the drawings were made when he and
Grélot had the monuments ‘still fresh’ in their memories. Had Grélot’s
long residence in Constantinople so imprinted his memory that he
could not or chose not to recognize the distinctiveness of what he
saw in Isfahan? And why was Bembo, who was attentive to stylistic
differences, not more attentive to these major errors?

The two men joined a large caravan that left Isfahan on September
22, on a route through Gulpàyagàn toward Kirmanshah. On Sep-
tember 29 they stayed in a fine caravanserai in Missian in the foothills
of the Zagros mountain range: Grélot’s drawing shows a handsome
Safavi building next to a walled garden (figure 5: here he makes the
arches ogive, so that his errors in Isfahan are even more puzzling). A
week later they were in Respe, an attractive town near Hamadan: ‘we
stopped in the town of Respe which is on a delightful hill. We rested
there very comfortably in a caravanserai of the same name, which
has very comfortable rooms for the winter. Because of its beauty, I
had it drawn, as can be seen.’ In the foreground of the drawing is

21 The illustrations to Chardin’s 1711 edition (Amsterdam: chez Jean Louis de
Lorme) are more accurate: the minars are Safavi minars, the arches are ogive.
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a person, presumably Bembo, looking out over the neatly cultivated
fields, the town and fortress, and the imposing caravanserai.

Persepolis, Naqsh-i Rustam, and Qumisheh were not the only instances
of his fascination with the physical remains of pre-Islamic Iran. Bembo
lodged in a half-destroyed caravanserai in Kangavar on October 7
and spent a day wandering around the 3rd-2nd century ruins: ‘. . . In
the plain here is a great expanse, perhaps even greater than that of
Persepolis, that is all covered with pieces of smooth columns, . . . many
capitals of various types, . . . and a temple or some rich palace, not
too different from that of [Persepolis].’

On October 10 his group stopped at Bisitun, and he admired the
rock relief of Darius’ victory over Gaumata: ‘In a cavity of the moun-
tain I observed some figures in relief not very different from those
of [Persepolis]. . . . Nine figures of men are sculpted in low relief in
a great composition. . . . Below all the figures are many letters, some
of which I had copied by looking through a telescope.’ The draw-
ings include Grélot’s rendering of the main scene as well as Bembo’s
copy of the trilingual insriptions.

A day later they were near à̌q-i Bustàn, where they stayed four
days. “I found many gardens, and at the foot of the mountain there
is a spring that makes a nice pool, bounded by stones. Over it there
is a stone bridge: it leads to the larger grotto.”

He was evidently fascinated by the rock carvings at à̌q-i Bustàn
and describes in great detail what he calls ‘the antiquities of
Kirmanshah,’ since he could find no other name for them. He won-
ders why his predecessor Pietro della Valle22 made no mention of
them. Determined to provide an accurate description of what he
obviously found to be remarkable works, he even purchased ladders
from the nearby town, so that his description, several pages in length,
as well as Grélot’s five drawings of the grottoes could be as accu-
rate as possible.

22 Although he travelled on the same road as Bembo, della Valle also did not
mention the pre-Islamic sites of Bisitun and Kangavar, which impressed Bembo so
much. One of the greatest Italian travellers to the Near East, Pietro della Valle
(1586–1652) travelled extensively in Turkey, Iran, and India from 1614–1626, when
he returned to his native Rome. His travels were published in three volumes: Turkey
(Roma: np, 1650), Persia (Roma: a spese di Biagio Diuersin, 1658), and India (Paris,
1663). Bembo had apparently read della Valle before he left Venice, for soon after
his arrival in Shiraz he paid his respects to the sister of della Valle’s Iranian wife.
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On October 15 they set out again and stopped that night twenty-
six km southwest of Kirmanshah at Màhìdasht, one of the last of
the many caravanserais he had admired so much in Iran: 

The caravanserai called 'Maidast’ was built near a stream and was
one of the most comfortable and beautiful that I saw. Over the gate
it has several beautiful rooms for the winter, and they have many
shaded windows both on the inside and outside. 

Ambrosio Bembo’s trip was hardly over. His group joined a larger
caravan from Hamadan and proceeded on steep and dangerous tracks
through the Zagros mountains. His final stop in Safavi Iran was in
the town of Sùmar, where an official checked the caravan and its
goods before giving them permission to proceed into Ottoman ter-
ritory. He was very sorry to leave Iran, ‘where I had been courte-
ously welcomed and treated with every civility, where I had found
good lodging and abundant food at very good price everywhere, and
where I had been safe from robbers and murderers, as well as exempt
from tolls and fees, except for the very reasonable ones paid for
merchandise.’ The final hundred pages of the Journal cover the
remaining journey to Baghdad and on to Aleppo, where on November
22 he met up with his uncle whose term as consul was over. On
the 15th of April, 1674, they made their happy return to Venice.
It is likely that he dictated his memoirs not long after he got back,
and the manuscript is written in a fine hand, undoubtedly that of a
professional scribe. In a legible but less ornate hand on the final two
pages Bembo appends his two-page expense account, not because
he feared being audited but because he wanted future travellers to
know how much such a journey would cost. 

Bembo’s travels as historical record

The Venice that Ambrosio Bembo knew was a major Mediterranean
power, struggling with the Ottomans for empire and control of trade.
Its history during the seventeenth century is marked by notable fail-
ures, like the war of Candia, and by equally notable successes, like
the campaigns in Dalmatia and in the Peloponnesos. If war char-
acterized one part of the relationship between Venice and the
Ottomans, peace, prosperity, and mutually beneficial commerce
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defined another. With its Mediterranean maritime presence and its
commercial links to western Europe, Venice was dependent upon
the Ottoman empire’s domination of the western terminus of over-
land trade routes from eastern and southern Asia and from eastern
Africa. Ottoman armies or their surrogates controlled Anatolia, Syria,
the Levant, Iraq, Arabia, and Egypt, while fleets of the Ottomans
or their Arab allies patrolled the Red Sea, the Persian/Arabian Gulf,
and the Arabian Sea. But the days of Ottoman and Arab supremacy
over this vital and valuable trade link were numbered. While Vasco
da Gama’s navigation around Africa in 1498 did not engender an
immediate commercial revolution, it did lead to the establishment
of a string of Portuguese forts and trading settlements on the east-
ern coast of Africa; and Portuguese colonies like Sofala, Mozambique,
Mombasa, and Malindi challenged long established Arab mercantile
communities in Lamu and Kilwa. During the second half of the sev-
enteenth century the Portuguese expansion was contested by the sul-
tans of Oman who, supported by the Ottomans, also tried to dominate
politics and commerce on the east African coast, for across the
Arabian Sea was the west coast of India and, via the Maldive Islands
and Sri Lanka, the further routes to India, Southeast Asia, and
China: the prize was the immensely lucrative control over the spice
trade and many other resources and manufactures, like ceramics,
silk, and textiles. The possible loss of Arab power over this com-
merce was a direct and potentially devastating threat to the Ottomans
who depended upon the maritime route that made their lands the
transit routes for goods. Thus Ottoman fleets operated in the
Persian/Arabian Gulf, the Arabian Sea, and even the Indian Ocean
to contest the expansion and consolidation of Portuguese power.

Bembo was well aware of this conflict and newer ones with other
European powers, anxious to take over what the Portuguese had
seized. The Dutch were among the most active, but in 1672, shortly
before Bembo’s visit, the British East India Company established a
permanent British military and commercial presence in Bombay.
Despite its Mediterranean naval power, Venice was not a player in
this wider game: it did not have the resources or the population to
support a significant role beyond the Mediterranean. The young
Venetian traveller is recording a period of great political changes
with long range implications, but it is time of transition in which
Venice did not play a significant part. Bembo was an educated and
enthusiastic observer, but he was not a profound or incisive thinker,
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and like most individuals in a time of change, he was unaware that
it was going on. He does not seem personally affected by or even
aware of the enormous long-term damage to Venice’s wealth and
its position as middleman occasioned by the western European takeover
of commerce and shipping in the Indian Ocean from Ottoman, Arab,
and Indian merchants. While he knew that the sixteenth century loss
of control in the Indian Ocean was perceived by the Ottomans as
a threat, he does not see the impact that the Ottoman loss had on
Venice, culturally tied to western Europe but closely linked with the
Ottoman economy. What he is recording is the aftermath of six-
teenth century western European victories, and the consolidation and
expansion of their power in India and further east to the detriment
not just of the Ottomans but also of Venice. In this sense he does
not recognize that an era has ended and that he is one of the last
of the great Venetian travellers, as Venice’s role in world trade
rapidly draws to a close.

As part of this era of change Christian missionaries and Christian
merchants expanded their activities in the Safavi and Mughal states.
Bembo accompanied Franciscans who were travelling to India, stayed
with Capuchins and Carmelites in Iran and India, and observed the
power of the Jesuits in Portuguese India. He also mentions Theatine
Fathers, Dominicans, and Augustinians. Shah 'Abbàs in Iran (1587–
1629) had been notably friendly toward emissaires of Christian states
whose aid he sought against the Ottomans, and he had encouraged
the indigenous Christian Armenian community of Iran to serve as
commercial intermediaries with European merchants. Prints by
European artists including Dürer were admired in Iran and India,
and illustrated Bibles were shown to both the Safavi Shah 'Abbàs
and the Mughal emperor Akbàr (1556–1605), who discussed reli-
gious issues with visiting Jesuits and accepted a copy of the illus-
trated Royal Polyglot Bible of 1568–1573 printed by Christopher Plantin
in Antwerp. These illustrations, along with others by European artists,
exerted a substantial influence on the work of Safavi and Mughal
artists. Christian missions also served other important roles. Some of
their residents, like Père Raphaël du Mans, were trusted sources of
information for governments at home, and were instrumental in the
development of European academic expertise about Islamic societies.
Mission houses served as post offices for travelling Europeans, and
it was through their good offices that Bembo was sometimes able to
use his letters of credit to get funds on his journey. They were also
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hostels where visitors could find safe and somewhat familiar accom-
modation, speak their own language, get locally useful advice, and
meet other Europeans. Without them it would not have been pos-
sible for so many adventurous Europeans to travel in Turkey, Iran,
and India. Bembo’s bitterly critical remarks about the Jesuits in Goa
indicate that he recognized they were also instruments of European
colonial expansion and exploitation, and his journal demonstrates in
very tangible ways how important they were to colonialism.

Bembo was proud to have an artist who could illustrate his trav-
els and was not shy about giving Grélot specific instructions. The
caravansarai at Màhìdasht, for instance, was to be drawn to show
the interior, while he worked with Grélot the whole day of October
13, 1674, to bring to a successful finish the drawings of à̌q-i Bustàn.
Given this close involvement, it is all the more astounding to look
at the renderings of the central quadrangle of Isfahan with their
Ottoman-style minars and rounded arches. They suggest that we
should proceed with some caution in using the drawings as histori-
cal evidence. In his introduction to his own book on Constantinople,
Grélot pointedly declares his abhorrence of plagiarism, but he was
not above artistic pilfering, as his appropriation of Dürer’s Rhinoceros
demonstrates. He even goes so far as to inscribe it as “from life’ (‘ad
vivum” ), presumably to emphasize that he was really not copying
Dürer after all. Still, there is much that is valuable and even unique.
The Safavi palace of the Àyineh Khàneh (Palace of Mirrors) was
destroyed in the nineteenth century, and Grélot presents us with the
only known view of its interior. The caravansarai at Màhìdasht
(Maidast) that impressed Bembo is now a police station, and the
drawings of Bisitun and à̌q-i Bustàn are the earliest European ren-
derings. Though Chardin only cursorily refers to Persepolis, Grélot’s
drawings of Persepolis for Bembo are detailed and informative.

The fifty-one drawings (forty-nine by Grélot and two by another
hand) are not works of great artistic finish or merit. Bembo was edu-
cated enough to know that, and Grélot was talented enough to share
that view. The French artist’s illustrations in Chardin’s Voyages and
in his own Relation nouvelle are far more distinctive and polished, pre-
sumably because they were designed for an educated book-buying
public, and they reveal an artist who was thoroughly skilled in per-
spective, was capable of excellent, detailed renderings of architec-
ture, and was accustomed to close observation of people and their
dress. One presumes that his illustrations to Bembo’s Travels and
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Journal are more in the nature of sketches that would have been
more deliberately worked had they been developed into copper plates
for publication. But he clearly responded to the interests of his 
patron, who rarely devotes any of his text to descriptions of plant
or animal life, so that Grélot’s illustrations accordingly almost entirely
focus on landscape, buildings, ships and rafts, rock reliefs, ruins, and
costume.

Since Grélot made a drawing of the Bembo villa for inclusion as
a frontispiece to the Travels and Journal, it seems reasonable to assume
that Ambrosio composed the book soon after his return to Venice in
1674, while Grélot was still in his service to supply illustrations, even
of scenes and events, such as those in western India, where the artist
had not been present. From his own remarks it seems that Ambrosio
reread the Viaggi of Pietro della Valle before he started writing his
own account, and he modestly indicated that he was writing for the
edification of those who might some day want to make a similar trip:
for that reason he appends a detailed expense account so that future
travellers will know what sorts of money and equipment they will
need. Knowing that other travel memoirs were published, he probably
had the intention of seeing his own book in print, but he evidently
did not pursue this ambition even though his family’s wealth and
status would have made a lavish publication well within his reach.

Bembo had a well-developed aesthetic sense that expressed itself
in his admiration sometimes of landscape but more often of archi-
tecture, both monumental and utilitarian. In Shiraz, for instance, he
remarked on the beauty of the principal mosque but described at
greater length the appearance of houses and of the main bazaar.
He was also aware of technical achievements, whether in the ships
that he traveled on or in buildings or in utilitarian structures, like
the great cisterns of western India. And he greatly esteemed the
many solid and secure caravansarais available for travelers along
Iran’s main trade routes and compared them favorably to their mea-
ger counterparts in Ottoman Mesopotamia. His text is not as ency-
clopedic as Chardin or Kaempfer in its observations on Iran. Nor
is it as scholarly as Père Raphaël du Mans. It lacks the intimate
views of court life that appear in Chardin, Tavernier, and Thomas
Herbert. Bembo was not a merchant, scholar, diplomat, or cleric.
He did not come to convert or to sell, but simply to see and to
learn as much as he could. He did not associate with royal courts,
since he was not representing Venice in any official capacity, so his
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book is not filled with the gossip and intrigues that enliven the writ-
ings of Chardin and Tavernier. Instead, we are shown through his
words a humbler way of travel and are presented with the sorts of
obstacles and frustrations that an unofficial traveler faced. He strug-
gled with the importunities of petty officials and complained against
their injustices, and he suffered cold and wet weather and meager
or very bad food. His detailed expense account at the end of the
volume makes abundantly clear how closely he had to watch his
costs. He spent much of his time in European circles, doubtless for
a greater sense of security so far from home and with so few resources.
He was a brave young man with a high sense of adventure and
curiosity who had set out on a long and risky journey, and he must
have known at the outset that his odds of surviving it were not over-
whelming. His book is as valuable a view of the network of Christian
mission houses in the Near East and India as it is of the countries
themselves, but most of all it is an appealing self-portrait of a bright,
decent, remarkably tolerant, and thoroughly likable traveler who was
a good observer and a lively writer. His trip was formative and
deeply affected him, and it probably filled his conversation with anec-
dotes for the rest of his life.
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1. Ms. Page 234-235: Isfahan, panoramic view (2 pages of 4)
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2. Ms. Page 240-241, #2: Shaikh Lu«fall¸h Mosque
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3. Ms. Page 240-241, #3: Masjid-i Im¸m
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4. Ms. Page 240-241, #4: Bazaar
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5. Ms. Page 258-259: Caravanserai at Missian
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PART THREE

CULTURE AND PATRONAGE IN THE SAFAVID PERIOD
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THE ARDABÌL CARPETS IN CONTEXT

Sheila S. Blair

The matched pair known as the Ardabìl carpets represents the largest
and most famous, though not the finest, work of the Safavid period.
The two comprise a well-preserved carpet (fig. 1) acquired by the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London in 1893 (inv. no. 272–1893),
and a patched one (fig. 2) presented by J. Paul Getty to the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art in 1953 (inv. no. 53.50.2).1 Neither
carpet is complete. The London carpet is bigger (it now measures
10.50 × 5.30 meters, or 34' 5" × 17' 5") than the Los Angeles car-
pet, which has been drastically shortened and lost its outer border
(it now measures 7.30 × 4.10 meters, or 23" 11" × 13" 5").

Both carpets are knotted in wool on silk warps and wefts; three
shoots of two-stranded silk follow each row of asymmetrical knots.2 Both
carpets show the same design. The field contains a central sunburst
surrounded by sixteen pendants, with two mosque lamps hanging
from the pendants on the longitudinal axis. Each corner of the field
repeats a quarter of the central composition. Worked in ten colors—
black, three blues, green, three reds, white, and yellow—these ele-
ments seem to float above a deep blue ground strewn with arabesques. 

A cartouche at the top end of each carpet contains the opening
distich of a ghazal by the fourteenth-century lyricist ÓàfiΩ: 

1 The basic publication of the Los Angeles carpet is Rexford Stead, The Ardabìl Carpets
(Malibu: J. Paul Getty Museum, 1974). The most up-to-date information about the
pair of carpets is summarized in Beattie’s 1986 article in the Encyclopaedia Iranica
(2:365–68). More recent articles include Annette Ittig, “Historian’s Choice: The
Victoria & Albert Museum’s ‘Ardabìl’ Carpet”, Hali 69 (1993), pp. 81–83; Jennifer
Wearden, “The Ardabìl Carpet: The Early Repairs”, Hali 80 (1995), pp. 102–7;
and Donald King, “The Ardabìl Puzzle Unravelled”, Hali 88 (1996), pp. 88–92. 

2 Stead (Ardabìl Carpets, 17–18) reported that the carpets differed in knot count,
texture, and pile length. The London carpet has fewer knots per square centime-
ter (46 vs. 62, or 324 vs. 400 knots per square inch) and its pile is reportedly
harsher, shorter, stronger and more densely packed than that of the Los Angeles
one, which is described as silkier, softer and longer. It is essential to have the car-
pets side by side to compare the two and see whether Stead’s observations are true.
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juz àstàn-i tu-am dar jahàn panàh-ì nìst 
sar-i marà bi-juz ìn dar ˙avàleh-gàhì nìst. 

I have no refuge in the world other than thy threshold; 
My head has no resting place other than this doorway.3

The couplet is followed by the signature 'amal bandeh-yi dargàh maqßùd-i
kàshànì sana 946, or “work of a servant of the shrine, Maqßùd of
Kàshàn, in the year 946”, which corresponds to 1539–40.4

Since they were brought to the West in the late nineteenth cen-
tury, these huge medallion carpets have been the subject of a con-
tinuing stream of publications, most of which deal with their history
and their common name, the Ardabìl carpets. Both carpets were
acquired in the late nineteenth century from the London firm of
Vincent Robinson and Co. The London firm, in turn, was said to
have acquired them from the Manchester firm of Ziegler and Co.,
which reported that the carpets had come from the shrine at Ardabìl
in northwestern Iran. This was the shrine for the Sufi Shaykh Íafì

3 ÓàfiΩ, Dìvàn, Mu˙ammad RiΩà Jalàlì Nà"inì and Nàûir A˙mad, eds (Tihran:
Amir Kabir, 2535), no. 8, 47.

4 The identity of Maqßùd of Kashan has engendered some discussion. He is
clearly not the weaver, for such large carpets were not the work of a single per-
son. Ittig (‘Historian’s Choice’) speculated that he was the one of great amirs of
court, the ishìk àqàsì-bàshì (head of the masters of the threshold), but this is also
unlikely. Such a person was usually a Qizilbàsh or Turkish amir, whereas the name
Maqßùd Kàshànì suggests an Iranian. Furthermore we know the name of ˇahmàsp’s
ishìk àqàsì-bàshì: Qarpùz Sul†àn, and we even have a portrait of him drawn by Shah
ˇahmàsp himself for Ba˙ràm Mìrzà’s album in the Topkapi Palace Library (H2154,
fol. 1b, discussed and illustrated in Chahryar Adle, ‘Autopsia, in Absentia: Sur la
date de l’introduction et de la constitution de l’Album de Bahràm Mirzà par Dust-
Mohammad en 951/1544,’ Studia Iranica 19/2 (1990), 219–56. 

Other possibilities include a vizier or head of a royal workshop (buyùtàt). Several
are discussed in the 18th-century manual of Safavid administration, Tazkiràt al-
Mulùk, ed. and trans. by V. Minorsky as Tadhkiràt al-Mulùk; A Manual of Íafavid
Administration (circa 1137/1725) (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1943). We
do not know how much of this admininstration was in place by the time of ˇahmàsp.

Maqßùd could have been a devotee of shrine who took Maqßùd (literally, ‘intended’)
as a takhalluß or pen name. Similarly, 'Alì b. 'Abd al-Mu"min b. Íadr al-Dìn
Mu˙ammad b. Naßr al-Din Mu˙ammad, the person responsible for the Íarì˙ al-
Milk, the list of properties owned by the shrine drawn up on 1 Shawwal 977/9
March 1570, belonged to the Qivamì family of Shiraz and was probably an accoun-
tant or mustawfì whose father may have been an official at the shrine (A.H. Morton,
‘The Ardabìl Shrine in the Reign of Shah ˇahmàsp’, Iran 13 (1974), 34. 

Maqßùd might also have been a scribe or artist working for the Safavid scripto-
rium. Many Kashanis were scribes or artists, and such a person would have appre-
ciated the plays on words and puns of the verses. On this subject, see Sheila S.
Blair, ‘Texts, Inscriptions and Safavid Carpets,’ Iran and Iranian studies: essays in honor
of Iraj Afshar, K. Eslami, ed. (Princeton: Zagros Press, 1998), 137–47.
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al-Dìn (d. 735/1334), the eponymous founder of the Safavid dynasty,
which ruled Iran from 907–1135/1501 to 1732. 

Despite the general acceptance of the name ‘Ardabìl carpets’, doubts
about their provenance quickly arose. It was recognized that deal-
ers often spread this kind of attribution to a famous place to enhance
the pedigree of their wares and thus increase their sale value. Scholars
added dissenting voices based on other evidence. Following a detailed
survey of the shrine in 1969 and 1970, Martin Weaver noted that
the London carpet was larger than most of the rooms at the shrine,
such as the main prayer hall known as the Dàr al-ÓuffàΩ (8.9 ×
5.8 m) the Chìnì Khàneh or Porcelain House (9.7 meters square).5

Morton pointed out that the carpets were not recognizable in an
inventory compiled by the superintendent (mutavallì ) of the Ardabìl
shrine in 1172/1759.6

These questions raised sufficent doubts that alternative provenances
for the carpets were put forward. One was the shrine of Imam Riûà
at Mashhad in eastern Iran. It too had been restored in the Safavid
period, and several rooms there were large enough to accommodate
the two carpets. Beattie ended her 1986 review of the carpets’ history
in the Encyclopaedia Iranica on an equivocal note, concluding that valu-
able historical information had been distorted and lost in the tan-
gled web of the carpet trade and that further speculation was fruitless.7

These doubts were repeated in later surveys and handbooks. I
quote from only one, the Pelican History of Art volume published
in 1994 by the prolific pair, Blair and Bloom. In describing the
Ardabìl carpets, we said: ‘Nineteenth-century carpet traders reported
that the carpets came from the shrine of Shaykh Íafì at Ardabìl,
but their reports were notoriously inaccurate and the attribution is
spurious.’8 Further work shows that we were wrong.

Analyses of the carpets by scholars at the V&A in the 1990s sug-
gested that the carpets themselves might add further information to

5 Noted in Morton, ‘The Ardabìl Shrine,’ 31–32 and summarized in Martin
Weaver, ‘The Ardabìl Puzzle,’ Textile Museum Journal 23 (1984), 43–51. Weaver did
note (45) that the one building large enough to contain the carpets was the Jannat
Saray, but this last part of his paragraph was often overlooked.

6 A.H. Morton, ‘3. Carpets at Ardabìl in the 18th Century,’ 470–71 in May
Beattie, Jenny Housego and A.H. Morton, ‘Vase-Technique Carpets and Kirman’,
Oriental Art 23 (1977), 455–71. 

7 M. Beattie, ‘Ardabìl Carpet,’ EIr, 2: 365–68.
8 Sheila S. Blair and Jonathan M. Bloom, The Art and Architecture of Islam 1250–1800

(London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), 171.
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the argument. Jennifer Wearden analyzed the design and repairs to
the London carpet.9 Donald King then matched this information
with travellers’ reports, arguing that the carpets were continuously
at the Ardabìl shrine from the 1540s to the 1880s.10 He noted that
the two carpets, when laid side by side, would have formed a square
some 10.67 meters on a side and would have fit perfectly within the
Jannat Saray at Ardabìl.11 To judge from the plan (fig. 3), this domed
hall (no. 10 on plan) measures over 16 meters in diameter and can
comfortably accommodate the two carpets side by side.12 At some
point both carpets were cut down at the bottom (the ends without
the inscription), and thus entered in the 1759 inventory (and per-
haps also in the eighteenth-century inventory cited by Morton) as
rugs which are remants of four large, tattered carpets, four pieces
( pàrcheh).13 King also collected a series of nineteenth-century trav-
ellers who recorded the presence of the carpets at the shrine, notably
two Englishman who visited the shrine in 1843 and mentioned a
carpet dated 946/1539–40 which lay on the floor of the lofty
antechamber to the principal tombs.14

King’s attribution of the Ardabìl carpets to the large hall known
as the Jannat Saray at Ardabìl is thus logical, and by using the 

9 ‘The Ardabìl Carpet.’
10 ‘The Ardabìl Puzzle Unravelled.’
11 Weaver (‘The Ardabìl Puzzle,’ 45) had reported that the Ardabìl carpets were

larger than the current dimensions of any room in the shrine, with the exception
of the Jannat Saray. 

12 King also summarized his argument in a letter to the editors of Hali (next
issue), accompanied by a new plan of the shrine in which he corrected the scale
of the carpets as shown in the Jannat Saray. 

13 On Morton’s list, section B Carpets and Rugs (qàlì va qàlìcheh), no. 8, in Beattie,
Housego and Morton, ‘Vase-Technique Carpets.’

14 William Richard Holmes, Sketches on the Shores of the Caspian (London: Richard
Bentley, 1845), 37 mentioned the remnants of a once magnificient carpet bearing
a date of manufacture of some 300 years earlier. Holmes account is cited in Weaver,
‘The Ardabìl Puzzle,’ 49 and note 17; Beattie’s article in the EIr, 2: 367; Ittig,
‘Historian’s Choice,’ 82–83 and note 18; and King, ‘The Ardabìl Puzzle Unravelled,’
91 and note 14. 

Holmes’ published account was corroborated by notes left by his travelling com-
panion, Keith Edward Abbott, the British council in Tabrìz. He specifically men-
tioned the date, writing that ‘In the apartment devoted to prayer there is a carpet
bearing the date 946 of the Hijra woven in with the patterns—as it is now the
1259th year of that era the carpet must have been manufactured 313 lunar years
ago.’ Abbott’s notes are in the Public Office in London (FO251/40), cited in Weaver,
‘The Ardabìl Puzzle,’ 49; Ittig, ‘Historian’s Choice,’ 83 and note 19; and King,
‘The Ardabìl Puzzle Unravelled,’ 91 and note 14.
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historical documentation about the shrine amassed by Morton,15

McChesney,16 Melville,17 and others, we can reconstruct the history
of the Ardabìl carpets within the evolution of the shrine specifically
and Safavid politics and society in general. 

Safavid work on the shrine had already begun during the reign
of the dynasty’s founder Ismà'ìl (r. 907–931/1501–24) who visited
the site at least three times. He went there in the spring of 905/1500
to seek the assistance of his ancestors before launching his bid to
seize power. He was also there in 921/1515 and 930/1524. Ismà'ìl’s
son and successor ˇahmàsp (r. 1524–76) visited Ardabìl twice, first
in 942/1535 and again the following summer.18 The official reason,
according to ˇahmàsp’s own memories, Tazkireh-yi Shàh ǎhmàsp, was
that he did so in response to a vision of 'Alì.19

Immediately after the second visit, land and properties were pur-
chased on the site of the future Jannat Saray and adjacent build-
ings. The Íarì˙ al-Milk (para. Y.a-e), the list of properties owned by
the shrine drawn up on 1 Shawwal 977/9 March 1570, records that
the first land was acquired in Jumàda I 943/October–November
1536. It took six years to acquire all the land, for the last deed is
dated 949/1542–43.20

Morton reported that work on the Jannat Saray was begun by
ˇahmàsp’s mother as a tomb for Ismà'ìl, but her plan was never
completed, for she fell into disfavor with her son ˇahmàsp and was
exiled to Shiraz where she died in 947/1540.21 Instead, Ismà'ìl was
buried in the tiny (2.4 × 2.65 m) building squeezed between the so-
called Haram (no. 1 on plan), the cylindrical tower built for Shaykh
Íafì al-Dìn (d. 735/1335) on the site of his khanaqah, and the square

15 A.H. Morton, ‘The Ardabìl Shrine in the Reign of Shah ˇahmàsp,’ Iran 12
(1974), 31–64 and 13 (1975), 39–58.

16 Robert D. McChesney, ‘Waqf and public policy: the waqfs of Shàh 'Abbàs
1011–23/1602–14’, Asian and African Studies 15 (1982), 165–90.

17 Charles Melville, ‘Shah 'Abbàs and the Pilgrimage to Mashhad.’ Safavid Persia:
The History and Politics of an Islamic Society, ed. Charles Melville (London & New
York: I.B. Tauris, 1996), 191–230.

18 Melville, ‘Shah 'Abbàs and the Pilgrimage to Mashhad,’ 221, note 12, citing
'Abdì Beg.

19 Ibid., note 12.
20 Morton, ‘Ardabìl Shrine,’ part 1, p. 43.
21 Personal communication to Weaver, cited in Weaver, ‘The Ardabìl Puzzle,’

43 and n. 7. Morton also reiterated the point in the discussion at the Safavid con-
ference held in London in March, 1998.
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tomb tower or Dome of the Princes adjacent to it on the east.22 The
tomb for Ismà'ìl was evidently squeezed into the narrow site because
of its proximity to those of his illustrious ancestors, and the con-
nection to his forebears is emphasized by the form and decoration
of his tomb, which echo that of Íafì.23

The huge Jannat Saray (no. 10 on plan) was obviously completed
for some other purpose, most likely as the tomb for ˇahmàsp him-
self. Morton already suggested as much on textual grounds,24 and
Robert Hillenbrand’s architectural anaylsis of the Jannat Saray under-
scored its function as a tomb.25 The single largest building on the
site, it represented an unusally munificent effort on the part of the
shah. In area, it is more than twenty times that of the tomb of
Ismà'ìl. Furthermore, it occupies a commanding position (fig. 4) at
the east end of the great inner courtyard (no. 9 on plan). 

The Jannat Saray also fits within the tradition of imperial octagonal
mausolea. The first to survive, and one that would have been known
to the Safavids who had their first capitals at Tabrìz and Qazvin, was
the monumental tomb of the Mongol sultan Uljaytù (r. 703–15/
1304–16) at Sultaniyya, 120 km. north-west of Qazvin en route to
Tabrìz.26 At Sultaniyya, the spacious two-story interior was opened
with eight niches. At Ardabìl the architect worked to open the exte-
rior as well, with deep external bays that invite entry into the build-
ing. This idea of opening up the octagon became a trend in Safavid
funerary architecture, as at the tomb of Khvàjeh Rabi' outside of
Mashhad. Whereas as the tomb built for Ismà'ìl looked back to local
prototypes, the Jannat Saray was meant to connect its occupant with
far grander royal precedents.

The medallion carpets bear the date 946/1539–40, so that by this
time three years after the initial purchase of land, enough of the
parcel was intact to commission the Jannat Saray and its furnish-

22 Built for Íafì al-Dìn’s eldest son, Mu˙ìyy al-Dìn, the square tomb tower is
actually the actually earliest building on the site since the son died a decade before
his father (in 724/1324–25). 

23 Robert Hillenbrand, ‘The Tomb of Shah Ismà'ìl,’ Proceedings of a Conference
on Safavid Art, London, 1998, to be published as part of the forthcoming volume
edited by Sheila Canby.

24 Morton, ‘The Ardabìl Shrine,’ part 2, 42–43.
25 Robert Hillenbrand, ‘Safavid Architecture,’ The Timurid and Safavid Periods, vol.

6, Peter Jackson, ed., Cambridge History of Iran (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1986), 771.

26 Blair and Bloom, The Art and Architecture of Islam 1250–1800, 7–8, with references. 
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ings. The dimensions of the monumental tomb must have already
been determined, so that it was possible to order two large medal-
lion carpets to fit its interior space. The date on the carpets pre-
sumably represents the date of commissioning, not completion, and
designing and weaving the carpets probably went on simultaneously
with construction of the tomb. We have no idea how long it took
to complete either project, but certainly a few years. The domed
Jannat Saray was definitely finished by the date that the Íarì˙ al-
Milk was drawn up (1 Shawwal 977/9 March 1570).

Whatever his intentions, ˇahmàsp was not immediately buried at
the shrine. Iskandar Beg, court chronicler of Shah 'Abbàs, gives
details about the peregrinations of ˇahmàsp’s body. In the confu-
sion and rivalry following the shah’s death in the palace at Qazvin
on 11 Safar 984/14 May 1576, he was hastily interred between the
haram garden and the palace at a site called Yurt Shìrvànì.27 Later,
during the brief reign of his son Ismà'ìl II (1576–78), ˇahmàsp’s
body was transferred to Mashhad and buried in the grounds of the
shrine of Imam Riûà.28 Then, during the year of the Monkey,
1005/1596–97, ˇahmàsp’s remains were again dug up and trans-
ferred to Isfahan, where ˇahmàsp’s grandson 'Abbàs had them
interred in the shrine of two descendants of the fourth imam 'Alì
Zayn al-'Abidìn. This move coincides with 'Abbàs’ laying out of the
maydan at Isfahan between 1590 and 1595, culminating in the trans-
fer of the capital there.29

ˇahmàsp’s bones did not remain in Isfahan for long, for Iskandar
Beg adds that they were later moved to Ardabìl and reinterred some-
where within shrine complex.30 Iskandar Beg does not give a date
when the bones were moved to Ardabìl, but he included this infor-
mation in his Book II, completed in 1025/1616, so it must have
been before that date.

'Abbàs’ transfer of his grandfather’s bones to Ardabìl was part of
his fluctuating interest in the dynastic shrine. 'Abbàs had visited the
shrine at Ardabìl three times in the opening decade of his reign.

27 Iskandar Beg, History of Shah 'Abbàs, trans. Roger Savory (Boulder: Westview Press,
1978), 205. Iskandar Beg later (286) implies that the burial was improperly hasty.

28 Ibid., 324.
29 Robert McChesney, ‘Four Sources on Shah 'Abbàs’s Building of Isfahan,’

Muqarnas 5 (1988), 103–34 and ‘Postscript to ‘Four Sources on Shah 'Abbàs’s Building
of Isfahan’’ Muqarnas 8 (1991), 137–8; Blair and Bloom, Art and Architecture of Islam
1250–1800, Chapter 13.

30 Iskandar Beg, trans. Savory, 702–705.
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These visits were made in the context of battles against the Ottomans
in Azerbayjàn, and Iskandar Beg describes two of them as pilgrim-
ages to invoke the aid of 'Abbàs’s ancestors against the enemy.31

At the turn of the seventeenth–eighteenth centuries, however,
'Abbàs’s interests turned elsewhere, and he did not visit the Ardabìl
shrine in the 9-year interval from May 1596 to May 1605 (1004–13).
Not only was he was involved with his new capital Isfahan, but his
attentions were also directed eastward. The Uzbek capture of Mashhad
in 997/1589 had struck a blow at Safavid prestige, for it seemed
that the Safavids were unable to protect the bones of their ances-
tors. Iskandar Beg cites Uzbek desecration of the shrine as a reason
for 'Abbàs’s removal of ˇahmàsp’s bones to Isfahan in 1005/1596–97.
To restablish Safavid prestige, in 1010–1/1602 'Abbàs mounted a
major campaign against the Uzbeks at Balkh. In 1010/1601 he made
an extraordinary pilgrimage on foot to Mashhad, followed the next
year by extensive endowments to the shrine there.

The Balkh campaign, however, ended as a disaster, and in the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century 'Abbàs transferred his attentions back
to the west. He spent the four years from 1013/1604 to 1017/1608
in the northwest, mounting repeated military campaigns against the
Ottoman general Jighàl-öghlù (Sinàn Pàshà). In this period, 'Abbàs
also visited the shrine at Ardabìl repeatedly: beginning in Mu˙arram
1014/May 1605, he made six visits in the following six years.

As at Mashhad, 'Abbàs’s visits to Ardabìl were combined with
major gifts and renovations to the shrine. The gifts were part of a
major vaqf endowment carried out between 1013–17/1604–8. The
sources vary in their dates and descriptions of this endowment, but
McChesney has ably sorted out the available information.32 The
bequests included the ruler’s household estates and personal property
as well as tax revenues. The shrine at Ardabìl received jewelry, weapons,
horses, sheep and goats in number beyond computation, but the
parts that are best known (at least to art historians) are the manu-
scripts and porcelains. 

The manuscripts comprised historical works, collected works of poets,
and the works of Persian authors in general. In contrast, the manu-

31 Melville, ‘Shah 'Abbàs and the Pilgrimage to Mashhad,’ p. 196, Table 1 cat-
alogues 'Abbàs’s visits to Ardabìl and the contemporary sources for them.

32 McChesney, ‘Waqf and public policy: the waqfs of Shàh 'Abbàs 1011–23/1602–
14,’ 170–78. It is not clear whether there was one or more separate transactions,
and the singular endowment has been used here for convenience.
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scripts bequeathed to the shrine of Imam Riûà at Mashhad comprised
library copies of the Qur"àn and scientific books in Arabic. The
different endowments show the different esteem that the Safavids
held for the two shrines, one dedicated to a member of the Prophet’s
line, and the other dedicated to a member of the Safavid family.

The endowment took a few years to execute. Several books given
to Ardabìl and preserved in the shrine library and elsewhere have an
handwritten note dated 1017/1608–09 as well as pages stamped with
the vaqf seal of 'Abbàs dated to the same year.33 Many other famous
manuscripts and individual pages with a vaqf seal dated 1017/1608–09
were probably endowed to the shrine at the same time. They include
the famous copy of Jàmì’s Haft Aurang in the Freer Gallery (46.13),
transcribed for ˇahmàsp’s nephew Ibrahim Mìrzà between 963 and
972 (1556–63).34 The manuscript obviously passed from the prince
to the Safavid royal library, and 54 of the 304 extant folios in the
manuscript are stamped with the royal seal saying that it was made
vaqf by 'Abbàs to the blessed and pure Safavid threshhold (vaqf àstàneh
mutabarraka ßafiyya ßafaviyya) in 1017/1608–09. 

Another manuscript that was apparently endowed to the shrine at
this time is the celebrated copy of 'A††àr’s Man†iq al-†ayr now in the
Metropolitan Museum in New York (63.210).35 Transcribed by the
master calligrapher Sul†àn 'Alì Mashhadì for the Timurid sultan
Óusayn Bayqara in 892/1487,36 the manuscript was apparently left
unfinished. It too passed to the Safavid royal library. Four paintings
were added in 'Abbàs’s time, and the manuscript was rebound. When
it was endowed to the shrine, some of the page were stamped with
the vaqf seal dated 1017/1608–9, and the word vaqf was written on
the frontispiece and each of the eight paintings. 

33 Morton, ‘The Ardabìl Shrine,’ part 1, p. 35, note 31, for example, cites a
copy of ÓàfiΩ Abrù’s Majma' al-tavàrìkh in the Iran Bastan Museum (No. 3723). The
shrine library was plundered by the Russians in 1827, and many of the volumes
were taken to the public library in St Petersburg. 

34 Marianna Shreve Simpson, Sultan Ibrahim Mirza’s Haft Awrang (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press in association with the Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian
Institution, 1997), 34–35.

35 Marie Lukens Swietockowski, ‘The Historial Background and Illustrative Character
of the Metropolitan Museum’s Man†iq al- ǎyr of 1483, Islamic Art in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Richard Ettinghausen, ed. (New York: The Metropolitan Museum
of Art. 1972), 39–72. 

36 For the date, see Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani, ‘Khwàje Mìràk Naqqàsh,’
Journal Asiatique 276 (1988), 104.
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'Abbàs’s gift to the shrine at Ardabìl also included a huge col-
lection of Chinese porcelain.37 The original donation amounted to a
staggering 1162 pieces, many of them very large. The collection
included 58 celadons, 80 white wares, other monochromes and poly-
chromes, but the most important are the 400-odd pieces of blue and
white. Most pieces are inscribed with the dedicatory inscription neatly
engraved into the glaze in a rectangular cartouche saying that 'Abbàs
endowed it to the threshold of Shah Íafì (bandeh-yi shàh-i vilàyat 'Abbàs
vaqf bar àstàneh-yi shàh ßafì namùd ). 

To house the objects endowed to the shrine, 'Abbàs also ordered
restorations to several of the buildings there. For the porcelains,
'Abbàs ordered the large octagonal building that had been con-
structed on the east side of the shrine in the fourteenth century
rebuilt (fig. 5). Befitting its new function, it became known as the
Chìnì Khàneh.38 Jalàl al-Munajjim, chief astronomer at Shah 'Abbàs’s
court, records that the porcelains were transferred to the shrine in
Jumàda II 1020/September 1611. 

'Abbàs also redid the Dàr al-ÓuffàΩ (no. 2 on plan), the large hall
where the Qur"àn was read and books were stored. It too had been
built in the fourteenth century when Íafì al-Dìn’s son and succes-
sor, Íadr al-Dìn, was chief Shaykh of the Safavi order. According
to the Tàrìkh-i 'Abbàsì, in 1021/1612 'Abbàs ordered changes to the
southern side of the hall, next to the square tomb tower of Mu˙iyy
al-Dìn.39 'Abbàs had the raised platform known as shàhnishìn enlarged
and new gold and silver fittings made for the doors and windows.
He also had the interior of the hall redecorated with new gilding,
painting and plasterwork. An inscription running around the hall
and shàhnishìn with the date 1[0]37/1627–28 suggests a terminus ad
quem for the work. 

A third part of 'Abbàs’s renovations to the shrine centered on the
Jannat Saray. These repairs are mentioned in the Silsilàt al-Nasab 
al-Íafaviyya, a genealogy of the Safavid family from the time of Íafì
onwards, written by Shaykh Óusayn Zàhidì whose father Shaykh
'Abdal Zàhidì was appointed mutavallì of the shrine in Rabi' I
1009/September–October 1600. Water had penetrated the roof and

37 John Alexander Pope, Chinese Porcelains from the Ardebil Shrine (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution, 1956); M. Medley ‘Ardabìl. IV. Ardabìl Collection of Chinese
Porcelain,’ EIr 2: 364–65.

38 Pope, Chinese Porcelains, 8–11; Morton, ‘Ardabìl Shrine,’ part 1, 56.
39 Morton. ‘Ardabìl Shrine,’ part 1, 54–55 and note 124.
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stained the walls black, and Shaykh 'Abdal Zàhidì had the dome
capped with bricks and mortar. To do so, he had a large scaffolding
erected. At the same time, he had the interior whitewashed. His son
Shaykh Óusayn adds that these were the first repairs made to the
Jannat Saray, since the large size of the building had precluded set-
ting up scaffolding before that point.40

The dome over the Jannat Saray may well have been damaged
for some time, possibly during the repeated Safavid-Ottoman strug-
gles in the area or more probably by one of the many earthquakes
that repeatedly shake the area.41 The water that had seeped through
cracks in the dome and blackened the walls probably damaged the
two carpets that ˇahmàsp had ordered for the building, and at some
point they were shortened. To judge from the area that is still intact
in the London carpet, King estimated that about a meter and a half
was cut off the bottom of the original 10.67-meter carpet, reducing
it to some 9 meters in length. Assuming that the carpets were orig-
inally laid with the inscription facing upward near the doorway in
the direction of the qibla, then the damaged end would have fallen
on the north, the side where snow clings longest to the dome. As
King noted,42 the shortened carpet would then have fit the Chìnì
Khàneh (9.7 meters square) and its shortened mate the Dàr al-ÓuffàΩ
(8.9 × 5.8 meters), the other areas that 'Abbàs had renovated.

The period of 'Abbàs’s renovations to the Ardabìl shrine in the
early seventeenth century is the most likely time when the two huge
medallion carpets ordered by his grandfather ˇahmàsp were short-
ened. This was the first time since ˇahmàsp’s work at the shrine
that substantial monies were spent there. According to Iskandar Beg,
this was also the time that 'Abbàs had his grandfather’s bones moved
back to Ardabìl, although the court chronicler coyly says that secu-
rity prevents him from noting exactly where they were interred.

'Abbàs may have had symbolic as well as practical reasons for reusing
the medallion carpets ordered by his grandfather. ˇahmàsp seems
to have become particularly important to his grandson 'Abbàs in the
early seventeenth century. According to Jalàl al-Munajjim’s account

40 Morton, ‘Ardabìl Shrine,’ part 1, 36 and part 2, 42.
41 Charles Melville, ‘Historical Monuments and Earthquakes in Tabrìz,’ Iran 19

(1981), 163–64, for example, mentions a severe earthquake in the Tabrìz region in
957/1550, so that by the early sixteenth century the city had become ruinous and
depopulated.

42 King, ‘The Ardabìl Puzzle Unravelled,’ 90.
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of the endowments made by 'Abbàs in 1013–17/1604–8, ˇahmàsp
was the recipient of the largest share of the spiritual rewards (savàb)
to the infallible Imams, the 1,549 tùmàns in revenue accruing from
real estate at Qazvin, Kashan and Isfahan endowed to the Prophet.43

ˇahmàsp is also named in the endowment inscriptions on several
buildings endowed by 'Abbàs in the early seventeenth century. They
include the now-destroyed Ribà†-i Khàrgùshì at Yazd, endowed in
1023/1612,44 and more importantly the largest building in 'Abbàs’s
new capital, the Shah Mosque at Isfahan. In the spring of 1020/1611,
'Abbàs ordered work begun on the new congregational mosque there.
The main portal facing the maydàn was decorated with carpet pan-
els of the same general design as that used for ˇahmàsp’s carpets
for Ardabìl. The foundation inscription above, written by 'Alì Riûà
al-'Abbàsì and dated 1025/1616–17, specifies that 'Abbàs built the
mosque out of his personal monies and dedicated the rewards of the
pious act to the soul of his grandfather ˇahmàsp.45

McChesney showed that the written descriptions of 'Abbàs’s endow-
ments made in 1013–17/1604–8 underscore the shah’s interest in
his descent from his grandfather.46 In different contexts, both Jalàl-i
Munajjim and Valì Qùlì Shàmlù exclude rewards going to those
members of the Safavid family who had acted treacherously toward
ˇahmàsp. Jalàl-i Munajjim simply distinguishes those who had acted
treacherously toward ˇahmàsp, but Valì Qùlì Shàmlù is more specific.
He anethamatizes Ismà'ìl II and ˇahmàsp’s son Óaydar for their
‘treachery and outrageous actions’, the former presumably for mur-
dering the other Safavid princes and the latter for his abortive attempt
to seize the throne. Valì Qùlì Shàmlù also singles out the Safavids
Íadr al-Dìn Khan and Shah Beg for ‘violating the sanctity’ (bast) of
Shaykh Íafì. By anathematizing those forebears whom history judged
as deviants from the Safavid course, 'Abbàs seems to have been pro-
moting his direct line to his grandfather. In repairing and reusing
the carpets ordered by his grandfather, 'Abbàs may well have wanted
to underscore the same connection.

43 McChesney, ‘Waqf and public policy,’ Table 1, no. 1. According to the ver-
sion by Valì Qùlì Shàmlù, the benefits went to Shah 'Abbàs’s father, Sultan
Mu˙ammad Khudàbandeh and ˇahmàsp received no specific benefits.

44 McChesney, ‘Waqf and public policy,’ 167 and note 7, citing Iraj Afshar’s
Yàdgìrhà-yi Yazd (Tihran: Anjoman-i Àsàr-i Millì, 1348–54), 1: 42–44.

45 Lu†fallah Hunarfar, Ganjìneh-yi àsàr-i tàrìkhì-yi Ißfahàn (Tihran: Zìbà, 1350), 429;
McChesney, ‘Waqf and public policy,’ 178–81.

46 McChesney, ‘Waqf and public policy,’ Table 1, nos 7–9 and 177 and 185–86.
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McChesney showed how 'Abbàs was a master of public relations,
consciously using vaqf as a political instrument to shore up his two
main claims to legitimacy. By restoring the shrine of Imam Riûà at
Mashhad, 'Abbàs championed the 'Alid cause. By restoring the shrine
at Ardabìl, 'Abbàs strengthened his family line. 'Abbàs’s gifts and
renovations to the Ardabìl shrine were equally calculated for their
value as public relations. 

Reconstructing the history of the medallion carpets shows how the
matched pair, originally ordered to fit a specific building, was adapted
to meet the changing needs of the shrine at Ardabìl. More gener-
ally, this example confirms that dated objects were usually made for
specific settings and that we are correct in seeking to explain the
commissioning of fancy dated objects in relation to specific histori-
cal events. Endowing a set of fine carpets to a shrine became a stan-
dard form of gift giving in Safavid Iran, and we can apply the
techniques and methodology used in studying the medallion carpets
to other important carpets of the period.

In addition to the Ardabìl carpets, only a handful of carpets are
known to be dated. One is a hunting carpet in the Poldi Pezzoli
Museum in Milan, signed by Ghiyàs al-Dìn Jàmì in the year 949
(1542–3).47 It too must have been made for a specific event. It too
must have been made for a specific audience, such as the one depicted
in the painting showing the celebration of 'Id. The painting has been
detached from a celebrated manuscript containing the collected poems
of ÓàfiΩ, probably made for ˇahmàsp and then given to his brother
Sàm Mìrzà.48 Signed by the master Sul†àn Mu˙ammad, the paint-
ing, like the hunting carpet, is one of the handful of signed works
in its genre from the period. 

The other dated carpets to survive from the Safavid period are
seven fragments from a set of three carpets with multiple medallions
woven in the so-called vase technique.49 The set, bought for the

47 Arts of Islam, Catalogue of an exhibition held at the Hayward Gallery 8 April–
4 July 1976 (London: Arts Council of Great Britain, 1976), no. 58. This is the year
that ˇahmàsp finished buying the land for the Jannat Saray. One possibility is that
this carpet was also commissioned for use somewhere in the shrine, but its central
design shows it was intended for audience, not for prayer. 

48 Once in the Cartier collection, this magnificent manuscript has recently been cut
up and the pages dispersed. This page in the Art and History Trust Collection is
now on loan to the Freer-Sackler Gallery. See Abolala Soudavar, Art of the Persian Courts:
Selections from the Art and History Trust Collection (New York: Rizzoli, 1992), no. 59. 

49 Housego, ‘2. Kirman and Mahan,’ in Beattie, Housego and Morton, ‘Vase-
Technique Carpets and Kirman,’ 468–70.
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imperial collections in Vienna by an Austrian diplomat who served
in Tehran from 1888 to 1892, passed to the museum at Sarajevo,
then part of the Austro-Hungarian empire. Cartouches on the frag-
ments are signed 'amal-i ustàd mu"min ibn qu†b al-dìn màhànì (‘work of
the master Mu"min b. Qu†b al-Dìn Màhànì’). The fragments bear
two dates, one in figures 1047/1637–38 and the other a chrono-
gram that has been read as 1056/1646–47 or 1066/1656–57. 

One of the carpets has been reconstructed as a rectangle 8.16 by
3.03 meters, with a slight rectangular projection in the middle of
one of the long sides. Based on the carpet’s irregular shape, Housego
was able to show that the carpet must have been woven to shape
for the tomb chamber in the shrine for the Sufi Shaykh Nùr al-Dìn
Ni'matallàh (d. 834/1431) at Mahan. The tomb chamber measures
8.33 m. square, with a corresponding rectangular projection along the
sides. Begun shortly after his death, the shrine was enlarged and
embellished by the Safavids and Qajars, particularly by Shah 'Abbàs
who had a Dàr al-ÓuffàΩ and adjoining courtyard added to the shrine
in 998/1589–90 and had the tomb chamber itself restored in
1010/1601.50 These carpets were endowed to the shrine in the next
generation, but to judge from their large size and quality, they must
have been a royal or courtly gift, and by matching the date on them
with the history of the shrine, we may be able to determine the con-
text of their bestowal. 

The Mahan carpets were woven to shape to fit around the cenotaph
within the tomb chamber, but the Ardabìl carpets show that rec-
tangular carpets, particularly those with dimensions in the ratio 1:2,
were often laid side by side. This is the case with a pair of silk ani-
mal carpets also from the shrine at Ardabìl. As King noted,51 along
with the medallion carpets, several other carpets from the shrine
passed through the hands of Vincent & Sons. They including a pair
of silk animal carpets, one in the Metropolitan Museum (no. 10.61.2)
and the other in the collection of Mrs. John D. Rockefeller. On styl-
istic grounds, the animal carpets are datable to the mid-sixteenth
century and the period of ˇahmàsp and are thus contemporary with
the medallion carpets. 

Like the medallion carpets, the animal carpets are listed in the
1759 inventory, and comparing the inventory to a modern catalogue

50 Hillenbrand, ‘Safavid Architecture,’ 792–93. The shrine deserves a full monograph.
51 King, ‘The Ardabìl Puzzle Unravelled,’ 91 and figs 3 and 4.
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shows how we can begin to interpret the terminology dealing with
carpets. The pair are described in the inventory as crimson (qirmiz)
ground, with figures (mußavvar), decorated (munaqqash) border, white
inner (andarùn) border, crimson outer (bìrùn) border, silk fringe, approx-
imately (takmìnan) length: 4 zar ' ; width 2 zar ' .52 The description is
remarkably accurate and matches that given in the catalogue of
Oriental carpets in the Metropolitan: wine red field with animals in
combat; a border with intersecting floral scrolls; white inner and
wine red outer guard band.53 The most interesting variation is the
dimensions: the 1:2 proportions are correct, but the modern mea-
surements of 1.80 × 3.54 m. (5' 11" × 11' 6") yield a measurement
for the eighteenth-century zar' (the equivalent of the gaz) of nearly
90 centimeters, considerably longer than the gaz-i mukassar calculated
by Hinz as 63.13 cm.54

These examples show how fruitful it can be to match objects, texts,
and inscriptions. Objects, like texts, are valuable historical documents
that can help us reconstruct political and social settings. And texts,
in turn, can help us explain the function and meaning of objects.

52 Morton in Beattie, Housego and Morton, ‘Vase-Technique Carpets and Kirman,’
471, no. B1.

53 M.S. Dimand and Jean Mailey, Oriental Rugs in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1973), no. 11.

54 Morton in Beattie, Housego and Morton, ‘Vase-Technique Carpets and Kirman’,
471, note 5, citing W. Hinz, Islamische Masse und Gewichte.
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1. Medallion carpet dated 946/1539-40. Vic-
toria and Albert Museum, London no. 272

1893

2. Medallion carpet dated 946/1539-40. Los An-
geles County Museum of Art no. 53.50.2
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3. Plan of the shrine at Ardabil (after Morton, “The Ardabil Shrine in the Reign of Shah Þahm¸sp”, Iran 12 (1974),
pp. 48-49)
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4. View of the courtyard in the shrine at Ardabil, looking north to the Jannat Saray.
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5. Interior of the Chºnº Kh¸neh at Ardabil (after Pope, Chinese Porcelains from the
Ardebil Shrine, pl. 4)
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SHAH 'ABBÀS AND THE TRANSFER OF THE SAFAVID
CAPITAL FROM QAZVIN TO ISFAHAN

Stephen P. Blake

While Isfahan had been the capital of Iran during the Saljuq period
of Iranian history (eleventh-thirteen centuries), it had taken a back
seat to Tabrìz and Qazvin early in the Safavid period.1 Thus Shah
'Abbàs’s transfer of the imperial seat from Qazvin (in the northwest)
to Isfahan (in the center) soon after he ascended the throne repre-
sented a significant change in the political and economic geography
of the Safavid Empire. 

There is a consensus in the scholarly literature on the date of Shah
'Abbàs’s relocation of the capital. Most scholars have followed the lead
of the famous seventeenth-century historian Iskandar Munshì, who
wrote, ‘Therefore, in this year, 1006 AH [1597–98] the world-adorning
thought [i.e., 'Abbàs] decided to make dàr al-sal†ànat-i Isfàhàn the
imperial residence [maqarr-i dawlat] and to lay the foundations for
great buildings.’2

While Iskandar Munshì devoted the remainder of this paragraph
to a description of 'Abbàs’s construction of the Chahàr Bàgh Avenue
(Map 1, no. 137), the long pleasance linking the Dawlat Gate of the
city (Map 1, no. 1) with the 'Abbàsàbàd Chahàr Bàgh (Map 1, no.
168), modern scholars have interpreted this passage as dating both
the move from Qazvin to Isfahan and the founding of the Maydàn-i
Naqsh-i Jahàn.3

1 This is a revised version of chapter two of my recent work, Half the World: The
Social Architecture of Safavid Isfahan, 1590–1722 (Costa Mesa, CA.: Mazda Publishers,
1999).

2 Iskandar Munshì, Tàrìkh-i 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, ed. Iraj Afshar, 2 vols (Tehran,
1344/1955), 1, 544; Iskandar Munshì, Tarìkh-i 'Àlam àrà-yi 'Abbàsì: History of Shah
'Abbàs the Great by Iskandar Beg Munshì, trans. Roger M. Savory, 2 vols (Boulder, CO.:
Westview Press, 1978), 2, 724.

3 See, for example: A. K. S. Lambton, EI, s.v. ‘Isfahan;’ A.D. Godard, ‘Isfahan,’
in Asàr-i Iran, vol. 2, Annales du Service Archeologique de l’Iran, (Haarlem: Service
Archeologique de l’Iran, 1937), 88; Laurence Lockhart, ‘Shah 'Abbàs’s Isfahan,’ in
Arnold Toynbee, ed., Cities of Destiny (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,
1967), 210–25; H. Roemer, ‘The Safavid Period,’ in Jackson, Peter and Laurence
Lockhart, ed., The Cambridge History of Iran, vol. 6: The Timurid and Safavid Periods
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While a consensus exists on when and where, the first two ques-
tions concerning the transfer of the Safavid capital, there is no gen-
eral agreement on the answer to the question why. Most scholars
concur with Iskandar Munshì in giving prominence to the Zàyandeh
Rùd and the fertility of the Isfahan oasis. Beyond that, however,
their explanations diverge. Some offer geopolitical reasons, others
economic, and still others the influence of the Qizilbash.4

To provide fresh answers to these questions requires a new hypoth-
esis. The existing hypothesis, based on Iskandar Munshì’s narrative,
is inadequate. It does not allow a coherent and integrated interpre-
tation of the evidence. Only a new thesis, fashioned from the twin
histories of Isfahan and 'Abbàs, can provide the context for a full
and accurate analysis of the emperor’s relocation of the capital. 

In my view, the story of 'Abbàs’s transformation of the city from
a provincial center into an imperial capital has two parts, each set
in a different place and at a different time than has previously been
posited. The first part begins in 999/1590 at the Maydàn-i Hàrùn
Vilàyat (Map 1, no. 125), the second in 1011/1602 at the Maydàn-i
Naqsh-i Jahàn (Map 1, no. 14). In this story new answers are given
to the three questions about the relocation: When? Shah 'Abbàs
transferred the Safavid capital in 999/1590, not in 1006/1597–98.
In 1011/1602, however, the emperor switched the location of his
headquarters in the city. Where? In 999/1590 those headquarters
centered on the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat. Not until 1011/1602 did he
decide to found a new urban core around the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn.
Why? This hypothesis links the two stages in Isfahan’s evolution from
a provincial center into an imperial capital with Shah 'Abbàs’s polit-
ical and economic reforms. 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 6, 270; Roger Savory, Iran under
the Safavids (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1980), Chapter Four;
Lutfallah Hunarfar, Ganjìneh-yi Àsàr-i Tàrìkh-i Ißfahàn, 2d.ed. (Tehran: Saqafì Bookshop,
1350/1971–2), 479; Masashi Haneda, ‘Maydan et Bagh: Reflexion á Propos de
l’Urbanisme du Shah 'Abbàs,’ in Akira Haneda, ed., Documents et Archives Provenant
de l’Asie Central (Kyoto: Association Franco-Japonaise de Études Orientales, 1990),
87–99; Michael Mazzaoui, ‘From Tabrìz to Qazvin to Isfahan: Three Phases of
Safavid History,’ ZDMG, Supplement 3/1 (1977): 520–22; Rosemarie Quiring-Zoche,
Isfahan im 15. Und 16. Jahrhundert (Freiburg: Klaus Schwarz Verlag: 1980), 106; 
H. Roemer, ‘Das fruhsafawidische Isfahan als historishe Forschungssufgabe,’ ZDMG 124
(1974): 320–23; and R.D. McChesney, ‘Four Sources on Shah 'Abbàs’s Building
of Isfahan,’ Muqarnas 5 (1988), 116. 

4 Mazzaoui, ‘From Tabrìz to Qazvin,’ 521–22; H.Roemer, ‘Das fruhsafawidische
Isfahan,’ 320–23. 
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Map 1. Overview of Isfahan in 1135/1722
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Isfahan before 'Abbàs

Up to the time of Shah 'Abbàs the nucleus of Isfahan was the
Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat. The Masjid-i Jàmi' (Map 1, no. 135), founded
in 156/772–73 by the early Arab conquerors and added to over the
centuries, anchored the northwest corner of the maydàn. The center
of sixteenth-century Isfahan, this piazza contained bazaars, baths,
caravanserais, palaces, coffeehouses, madrasehs, and mosques. For two
weeks during the summer of 915/1509 Shah Ismà'ìl resided in Isfahan.
He ordered the maydàn widened to better accommodate polo, horse-
racing, and qabàq.5 In 918/1512–13 Mìrzà Shah Óusayn, the sub-
ordinate of the governor Durmish Khàn Shàmlù, constructed the
Hàrùn Vilàyat (an imàmzàdeh or tomb) on the southwestern side of the
square.6 In 928/1521–22 an unknown builder erected the Masjid-i
'Alì, the other monument that arose during the reign of Ismà'ìl I.

Although the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat was the core of Isfahan under
Ismà'ìl I, the Persian chroniclers mention events occurring in the
Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn (to the south) and in the Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden
(to the southwest). In the summer of 910/1504 Shah Ismà'ìl captured
Mu˙ammad Karra, a rebel from Yazd, and sent him to Isfahan. He
was burned to death in an iron cage in the middle of the Maydàn-i
Naqsh-i Jahàn.7 Later that year the shah received the Ottoman ambas-
sador in a newly constructed palace in the Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden.8

This is the first notice in the Safavid sources of the garden and square
that were later to form the core of 'Abbàs’s new city. Although Ismà'ìl
must have returned to the city occasionally, none of the sources for
his reign refers to the palace, the garden, or the maydàn again. For
Ismà'ìl, the Naqsh-i Jahàn area was simply a suburban retreat. 

During the reign of Shah ˇahmàsp (930–84/1524–76) pious nota-
bles repaired the Masjid-i Jàmi" and built several mosques near the
Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat,9 but the emperor did not erect any build-

5 Ghulam Sarwar, History of Shah Ismail Safawi (Aligarh: Aligarh Muslim University,
1939), 50. A qabàq was a tall piece of wood that stood in the middle of the maydàn.
A golden apple or melon was set on top. Horsemen rode by and tried to hit the
apple with an arrow. Those who succeeded kept the apple. Lu†fallàh Hunarfar,
‘Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn-i Isfahan,’ Hunar va Mardum 105 (1971): 9–10. 

6 Hunarfar, Ganjìneh, 360–69.
7 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 1, 31; Savory, trans., TAAA, 1, 49. 
8 Sarwar, Ismà'ìl, 50.
9 Godard, ‘Isfahan,’ 172; Quiring-Zoche, Isfahan, 193–95. 
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ings in the city. Mu˙ammad Khudàbandeh (985–95/1578–87) like-
wise showed no interest in Isfahan. Passing through the area in
985/1578, he and his household camped outside the city walls.10

Isfahan under 'Abbàs

Shah 'Abbàs ascended the throne in Qazvin in late 995/1587 as
the nominee and pawn of his tutor, Murshid Qùlì Khàn. The new
emperor spent the first part of the following year subduing the rebel-
lious Qizilbash tribesmen and in the summer of 996/1588 ordered
his tutor assassinated.11 Soon after, he journeyed to northeastern Iran
to fight the Uzbegs and in the fall of 996/1588 suffered a disastrous
defeat, losing the cities of Mashhad and Herat. 'Abbàs spent the
winter and early spring of 998–99/1590 in Isfahan, celebrating the
New Year of 998/1590 there.12 At this time his military weakness
forced him to sign a humiliating treaty with the Ottomans, his ancient
enemy to the northeast, confirming the loss of the Azarbayjan province
and of Tabrìz, the original Safavid capital. A short while later, he
journeyed to the nearby city of Yazd. During his sojourn there 'Abbàs
learned that several great amirs had entered the Tabarak Fortress
(Map 1, no. 56) and had tried to entice his two brothers (Abù ˇalib
Mìrzà and ˇahmàsp Mìrzà), whom he had put there for safekeeping,
into spearheading a revolt. 'Abbàs returned immediately and, to
remove the threat, had his brothers blinded.13 He remained in the
Isfahan-Shiraz-Yazd area until the winter of 999/ December 1590. 

Of 'Abbàs’s last several weeks in Isfahan, Na†anzì, the author of
NA, wrote:

When . . . ['Abbàs ordered the] enriching and renovating [of ] the build-
ings [bar ma'mùrì va tajdìd-i 'imàràt] of that paradisal city . . . he ordered
the creation of a qayßarìyyeh building like the one that was in Tabrìz.
He rebuilt the old bazaars [bàzàrhà-yi qadìm] and he laid the foundations

10 Ma˙mùd b. Hadàyat Allàh Afùshta’i Na†anzì, Nuqàvat al-Àsàr, ed. I˙sàn Ishràqì
(Tehran: BTNK Press, 1350/1971), 63–64.

11 Na†anzì, NA, 331–35; Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 1, 399–401; Savory, trans.,
TAAA, 2, 576–78; Quiring-Zoche, Isfahan, 86. 

12 For a discussion of this trip, see Charles Melville, ‘From Qars to Qandahar: The
Itineraries of Shah 'Abbàs I (995–1038/1587–1629),’ in Jean Calmard, ed., Études
Safavides (Paris and Tehran: Institut Francais de Recherche en Iran, 1993), 199–207.

13 Na†anzì, NA, 374–75.
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of many shops and covered crossroads [chahàr sùqs] and in a short time
they were finished . . . Isfahan became a capital city [mißr-i jàm] so that
Tabrìz, with its great beauty and decoration and its many beautiful
people, was next to it an extremely contemptible village. For polo and
horse racing he leveled the maydàn and spread sand from the river on
it so that it became like the colored mirror of the heavens. . . . In the
middle of winter 999 [1590] they raised the banners for Qazvin.14

Na†anzì here noted 'Abbàs’s work on the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat,
not on the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn. The words ‘renovating the build-
ings’ and ‘old bazaars’ only make sense in reference to the old may-
dàn. Like Ismà'ìl I in 915/1509, 'Abbàs leveled and resanded the
Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat for polo and horse-racing.15

In RS, Junàbàdì, another Safavid historian, devoted two chapters
to 'Abbàs’s construction activities in Isfahan.16 Unlike Na†anzì, Junàbàdì
did not give a date in either the heading or the body of his first
chapter.17 A careful reading of the chapter, however, reveals that
Junàbàdì joined a description of Murshid Qùlì Khàn’s murder in
996/1588 with an account of 'Abbàs’s visit to Isfahan in 998–99/1590.
Evidence for this conclusion comes from two dates, 996 (1587–88)
and 998 (1589–90), scrawled in the margins of the British Museum’s
copy of the manuscript. These dates—written in pencil and in a
different hand—appear at the end of the six-page passage covering
these events and were probably added by the owner of the manu-
script or by his librarian. Having mentioned Far˙àd Beg (who died
in 997/1589) and Yùlì Beg, another great amir who rebelled in early
998/1590,18 Junàbàdì continued:

. . . dàr al-mulk Isfahan, because of its many canals of water, its capac-
ity for being a city [isti'dàd-i shahriyyat], and its numberless popula-
tion . . . and [because] the heaven-establishing Badshah had come [there],
he made Isfahan the capital [Ißfahàn-rà dàr al-mulk gardànìd ]. He turned
all of his high ambition to the designing [tartìb] and building [ta'mìr]

14 Na†anzì, NA, 376–77. For McChesney’s translation, see ‘Four Sources,’ 106.
15 McChesney misunderstood this passage, thinking it referred to the new Maydàn-

i Naqsh-i Jahàn. McChesney, ‘Four Sources,’ 114–15, 117. Quiring-Zoche, Isfahan,
92–93, misinterpreted the passage in the same way.

16 McChesney overlooked the first chapter in his initial article. Although he
noticed it in a severely truncated page-and-a-half postscript three years later, he
never properly evaluated its significance. McChesney, ‘Postscript to Four Sources
on Shah 'Abbàs’s Building of Isfahan,’ Muqarnas 8 (1991): 137–38.

17 Mìrzà Beg b. Óasan Óusaynì Junàbàdì, ‘Rawûàt al-Safavìyeh,’ Persian Manuscript
Collection, Or. 3388, British Library, London, 290a.

18 Ibid., 290b–91a.
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of that paradise-like city. First, . . . the enlarging of the maydàn that was
found in the front of the imàmzàdeh [tomb] . . . of Hàrùn Vilàyat . . . The
Isfahanis laid out a wide large square maydàn, of strong foundation,
approximately 300 jarìbs [on a side] . . . In the exact middle of the may-
dàn a very high pole was [raised] for a game of qabàq [but] most of
the time in that wide maydàn the Bàdshah . . . decorated that courtyard
with the game of polo . . . and at other times celebrated there by drink-
ing cups of wine.19

Although Junàbàdì does not date his passage, it is clear that he and
Na†anzì are describing the same imperial visit. The passage from
Na†anzì, dated 998–99/1590, verifies the accuracy of the dates in
the margin of the British Museum manuscript. Junàbàdì’s text, on
the other hand, demonstrates that Na†anzì was referring to the
Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat. More important, it shows that 'Abbàs had
decided at this early point in his reign, about three years after his
accession, to make Isfahan his capital, the center of the new state
he had just begun to create.20

While Jalàl al-Dìn, in his history, TA, describes the problems with
Yùlì Beg and the incarceration of the royal brothers under the year
998/1589–90, he does not refer to the shift of the capital or to the
renovation of the old maydàn.21 Yet under the year 1000 (1591–92)
he writes: ‘In the first part of Íafar of this year [mid-November
1591] he founded the maydàn and bazaar of Isfahan and the Qayßariyyeh
[Ωarh-i 'imàrat-i maydàn va bàzàr Isfàhàn va Qayßariyyeh].’22

As the passages from Na†anzì and Junàbàdì make clear, Jalàl al-
Dìn refers here to the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat.23 Since the young
astrologer did not join the imperial household until the latter part

19 Ibid., 291a.
20 I differ markedly from McChesney in my translation and interpretation of this

passage. McChesney writes that Junàbàdì, despite the clear evidence of the text,
was mistaken and that his reference to the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat must be taken
to refer to the building of the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn, an event that he describes
some forty pages later. Furthermore, McChesney does not translate fully and accu-
rately the first few sentences of the passage. He renders them: ‘. . . since the dàr
al-mulk, Isfahan, on account of its abundant supply of water and the talents and
numbers of its people, had come to bear the stamp of a paradisiacal place and [to
be] the place for a sovereign of heavenly authority.’ He leaves out one of the
phrases about Isfahan’s viability as a capital, its having all of the requirements of
a city (ista'dàd-i shahrìyat) and mistranslates the phrase about 'Abbàs deciding to
make the city his capital—(Ißfahàn-rà dàr al-mulk gardànìd ). McChesney, ‘Postscript,’ 137.

21 Jalàl al-dìn Mu˙ammad Munajjim Yazdì, Tàrìkh-i 'Abbàsì, 85–92.
22 Ibid., 113.
23 McChesney thought this sentence referred to the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn. ‘Four

Sources,’ 114, 115, 117.
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of 999/1591, he was not in Isfahan during 998–99/1590.24 This,
along with the difficulties associated with the multiple Safavid dat-
ing systems, probably explains the discrepancy between his date and
those of the other two historians.25

Although Iskandar Munshì includes the stories of Yùlì Beg and
the threat of rebellion by 'Abbàs’s brothers in his account of
998–99/1590, he says nothing about the move of the capital or the
renovation of the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat; for him, as for Jalàl al-
Dìn, these events took place before he entered the imperial house-
hold (in 1001/1592–93).26

Jean Chardin, unlike the four Safavid chroniclers, was not a contem-
porary of Shah 'Abbàs. However, the Frenchman lived in Isfahan for
about five years during the 1070s/1660s and 1080s/1670s, read and
spoke Persian, and had collected a good deal of information about
the city.27 Like Na†anzì, Junàbàdì, and Jalàl al-Dìn, Chardin dated
'Abbàs’s shift of the Safavid capital to the initial years of his reign.28

From 998–99/1590 until 1005/1596–97 (when construction began
on Chahàr Bàgh Avenue), 'Abbàs’s activities in the city centered
mostly on the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat. To commemorate his entry
into the capital in the fall of 1002/1593 the emperor ordered Alpan
Beg, a great amir, to collect 15,000 footsoldiers from the surround-
ing villages, dress them colorfully, and station them along the road
that ran from the village of Dawlatàbàd to the Tuqchì Gate (Map 1,
no. 5). Just as the shah was about to enter the gate a downpour hit,
turning the city into a wallow of mud and mire. 'Abbàs called off
the celebration and ordered the ceremony restaged. This time the
shah directed that the footsoldiers be ‘gathered again and collected
in the maydàn [i.e., the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat] and [he] . . . ordered

24 Yazdì, TA, 106.
25 For a discussion of Safavid dating systems, see G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville, The

Muslim and Christian Calendars (London: Oxford University Press, 1963), 2; Ahmad
Birashk, A Comparative Calendar of the Iranian, Muslim Lunar, and Christian Eras for Three
Thousand Years (Costa Mesa, Calif.: Bibliotheca Persica, 1993), 23–24; Riûa 'Abdallàhì,
‘Calendars II. Islamic Period,’ EIr 4, 668–74. For the difficulties involved in trans-
lating dates from one calendar to another, see Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 1, 379–80;
Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 547–48; and R.D. McChesney, ‘A Note on Iskandar Beg’s
Chronology,’ Journal of Near Eastern Studies 39 (1980), 53–63.

26 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 1, 454; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 628.
27 I thank Masashi Haneda for this estimate. 
28 Jean Chardin, Voyages du Chevalier Chardin, en Perse. . . ., ed. L. Langles, 10 vols.

(Paris: Le Normant, 1811), 2, 399–400.
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that all of them form a line in the established order up to the next
maydàn in the Bàgh-i Naqsh-i Jahàn.’29

In the fall of 1004/1595 'Abbàs returned to the capital. Now, since
he had substantially completed the renovation and reconstruction of
the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat, the emperor ordered a great celebration.
The piazza was magnificently decorated: Artists painted the sur-
rounding buildings; lamps, mounted on gigantic wheels, circled the
area at night; and skilled workers laid out gardens containing small
forts, each manned by a hundred Qizilbash dummies. In the mock
battle that was the centerpiece of the celebration, fireworks were shot
from one side of the square to the other. The show ended when
the forts and their defenders exploded in flames.30

The next winter Shah 'Abbàs was back again. While Jalàl al-Dìn
dated the inception of the Chahàr Bàgh Avenue, the first extensive
construction project undertaken near the Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden, to
this year (1005/1596–97),31 Iskandar Munshì had the event taking
place in the following year: 

Because up to this point dàr al-sal†ànat-i Qazvìn had been established
as the imperial residence [maqarr-i daulat] sometimes for pleasure the
thought [of the Shah] turned to strolling and the joy of hunting in
dàr al-sal†ànat-i Isfàhàn, which world travelers of knowledge and dis-
crimination call, because of its great beauty, ‘Half the World.’

They say Isfahan is ‘Half the World’. By saying this, they only
describe half of Isfahan. 

. . . the special qualities of that paradisal city, the aptness of its loca-
tion and the water from the Zàyandeh Rùd . . . having traveled to and
settled in that noble city, his [Shah 'Abbàs’s] mind turned to the
thought of planning and building that [city]. Therefore, in this year,
1006 [1597–98] the world-adorning thought decided to make dàr al-
sal†ànat-i Isfàhàn the imperial residence [maqarr-i daulat] and to lay the
foundation [Ωarh] for great buildings . . . In the spring having [already]
designed sublime buildings for the Naqsh-i Jahàn, architects and engi-
neers [mi'màràn va muhandisàn] strove to bring them to completion.
Among the gates of the city is a gate called the Daulat Gate [Map

29 Na†anzì, NA, 538–39.
30 Ibid., 573–80. See also Junàbàdì, RS, 294b–95a and Yazdì, TA, 147. McChesney,

‘Four Sources,’ 114–15, 117, 120 thought this referred to the new rather than the
old maydàn.

31 Yazdì, TA, 151.
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1, no. 1] which was in the garden of the imperial harem [àràm bàgh]
of Naqsh-i Jahàn. From there to the edge of the Zàyandeh Rùd he
ordered the construction of an avenue [khiyàbàn]. They laid the foun-
dations of garden retreats [chahàr bàghs] on both sides of the avenue
and [built] a high structure at the entry way to each garden. The
avenue was established from the [other or southern] bank of the river
up to the foot of the mountain at the southern edge of the city.32

This is the basis for the scholarly view that 'Abbàs moved the Safavid
capital from Qazvin to Isfahan in 1006/1597–98.33 While Iskandar
Munshì writes that 'Abbàs decided to make Isfahan ‘the eternal cap-
ital and to lay the foundations for great buildings,’ what he in fact
describes is the construction of the Chahàr Bàgh Avenue. He does not
mention either the renovation of the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat (which
began in 999/1590) or the founding of the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn
(which took place in 1011/1602). 

Chahàr Bàgh Avenue (Map 1, no. 137) was not the center of a
new city. In 1006/1597–98 it was simply an extension of the sub-
urban garden retreat begun in 910/ 1504 by Shah Ismà'ìl. Chahàr
Bàgh Avenue, the flanking mansions of the great amirs, the Allàhvardì
Khàn Bridge (Map 1, no. 11) over the Zàyandeh Rùd, and the
'Abbàsàbàd (or Hazàr Jarib) Chahàr Bàgh (Map 1, no. 168) south
of the river—these represented nothing more magnificent extensions
of the original Naqsh-i Jahàn garden retreat.

In 1007/1599, about a year after Chahàr Bàgh Avenue was begun,
the English traveler Anthony Sherley accompanied Shah 'Abbàs to
Isfahan.34 The emperor remained in the city for several months, cel-
ebrating the New Year of 1007/1599 there. The reports of the

32 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 1, 544–45. My translation differs from both Savory’s
(2, 724–25) and McChesney’s (‘Four Sources,’ 110–11). I include some material
that Savory omits, especially the poem. McChesney also leaves out the first line. 

33 Yazdì, TA, 162. Jalàl al-Dìn also reported that the emperor and the court
came to Isfahan in Rajab of 1006/February 1598 in order to defend Isfahan and
the nearby cities of Yazd and Kashan against the attacks by the Uzbegs. The rel-
evant passage, which McChesney mistranslated, was: 

. . . most of the imperial servants went to Isfahan and Isfahan became the dwelling
place of sovereignty [maqarr-i sal†ànat] because of the Uzbeg domination [or power]
and because every day they came to plunder the districts of Yazd. They came and
plundered the area around Kashàn up to Aran and Bidgul (Yazdì, TA, 161).

McChesney took these lines to be a confirmation of Iskandar Munshì’s passage
about the relocation of the capital from Qazvin to Isfahan in 1006/1597–98. He
translated maqarr-i sal†ànat as capital. (‘Four Sources,’ 109) While the phrase can have
that meaning, it is clear from the context that it refers to 'Abbàs and his court re-
siding in Isfahan to order to protect it and the two nearby cities from Uzbeg attacks.

34 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 570–71, 587; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 755, 774.
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Sherley party reveal that the emperor’s men had not made much
progress on the Chahàr Bàgh Avenue, and that they had not begun
work on either the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn or the Imperial Palace. Abel
Pincon, a member of Sherley’s group, wrote, ‘The town of Spahan
is very large, but it has no fort nor any beautiful place.’35 Sherley
himself, describing the New Year’s celebration in the Naqsh-i Jahàn
Garden, had nothing to say about an imperial palace, a new maydàn,
or the Chahàr Bàgh Avenue.36

From 1005–6/1596–97, when 'Abbàs started work on Chahàr
Bàgh Avenue, to 1011/1602, when he finally laid out the Maydàn-i
Naqsh-i Jahàn and transferred his headquarters in the city from the
old to the new maydàn, the emperor and the court shifted back and
forth between the Naqsh-i Jahàn garden retreat and the Maydàn-i
Hàrùn Vilàyat. After celebrating the New Year of 1007/1599 in the
Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden, he returned to the city to commemorate the
beginning of 1009/1601. Dividing his celebrations, the emperor orga-
nized the usual festivities in the Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden37 but later
staged a game of polo in the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat.38

Before 1011/1602–3 'Abbàs’s plans for his new capital seemed clear.
The Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat—whose renovation and reconstruction
he had begun in 999/1590 and had largely completed by 1004/1595—
was to be the imperial center. The Naqsh-i Jahàn area, which he had
begun to expand in 1005–6/1596–97, was to continue as the suburban
garden retreat it had been since the time of Ismà'ìl I. By 1011/1602,
however, all that had changed. According to Jalàl al-Dìn: 

In this year 1011 [1602–3], certain construction projects were com-
pleted . . . Among these was a maydàn at the entrance to the palace
[dar dàr-i dawlatkhàneh] and around it a great canal lined with lindens
and willows . . . on Thursday, 27th of Jumada II 1011 [December 12,
1602 ], the people of the Hàrùn Vilàyat Maydàn bazaar [ahl-i bàzàr-i
Maydàn-i Hàrùn vilàyat] moved and come to this place [ma˙all ] from
the above place [ma˙all ].39

35 E. Denison Ross, ed., Sir Anthony Sherley and His Persian Adventure (London: George
Routledge and Sons, 1933), 158.

36 Anthony Sherley, Relation of Travels into Persia (London, 1613; reprint ed. Norwood,
N.J.: Walter Johnson, 1974), 120–21. See also Don Juan’s account: G. Le Strange,
ed. and trans., Don Juan of Persia: A Shi'ah Catholic, 1560–1604 (London: George
Routledge and Sons, 1926), 39–40.

37 Iskandar, TAAA, 2, 609–10; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 799. 
38 Yazdì, TA, 203.
39 Yazdì, TA, 190a–b and TA, 236–237. McChesney (‘Four Sources,’ 114–15,

117–19) gives a muddled explanation of the relationship between these two maydàns.
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Although Jalàl al-Dìn dates the founding of the new Maydàn-i Naqsh-i
Jahàn and the relocation of the merchants and artisans from the old
to the new maydàn, he does not note why 'Abbàs so drastically
changed his plans. Why did the emperor decide to shift the nucleus
of the city from the maydàn that he had just renovated and rebuilt—
a piazza flanked by mosques (the Masjid-i Jàmi' ), madrasas, bathhouses,
caravanserais, shops, a new Qayßariyya, the Imperial Palace, the
Naqqàr Khàneh (Drum Room), and the Imàmzàdeh Hàrùn Vilàyat?
Why did he decide to move from the political, economic, and reli-
gious center of the city to an undeveloped garden retreat district in
the southwest? 

Junàbàdì provides one part of the answer. Although the structure
of his narrative makes it difficult to date specific incidents, the his-
torian is exceptionally clear on motivation and causation. He has a
knack for pushing aside the superfluous and uncovering the essence.
In the first of his two chapters on 'Abbàs’s construction activities in
Isfahan, he reports the emperor’s decision to move the Safavid capital
from Qazvin to Isfahan and to renovate and rebuild the Maydàn-i
Hàrùn Vilàyat. From the evidence in that chapter and from Na†anzì’s
passage, it appears that Junàbàdì’s description is of the period
998–99/1590. Here, in the second of his two chapters on 'Abbàs
the builder, Junàbàdì conflates the events of 998–1012/1590–1603
into one long passage, emphasizing the importance of his subject by
including a date: 

. . . when the Badshah of the world, Shah 'Abbàs Safavi, . . . returned . . . to
dàr al-sal†ànat-i Isfàhàn . . . this pleasant city became the imperial capi-
tal [dàr al-mulk shàhanshàhì] . . . it had every kind of skilled person
[ista'dàd] so that it became the place of the foundations of the heav-
enly throne of the khilàfat. Therefore, the auspicious heavenly order
was given that the suqs [covered bazaars], the old maydàn [maydàn-i
qadìm], the caravanserais, and the previous bathhouses [˙ammàm-i sàbiqeh]
of Isfahan, which had become narrow, crooked, and stuffy, should be
given wideness, strength, and light and that great effort should be
expended in making them pure, fresh, and very pleasant. When the
owners of these sùqs and properties—for example, Mìrzà Mu˙ammad
Amìn, the Naqìb of Isfahan, and Mìr Qu†b al-Dìn Mu˙ammad, nephew
of Mìr Shujà' al-Dìn Ma˙mùd, and others of the important men ['ayàn]
of dàr al-sal†ànat-i Isfàhàn—became erroneously suspicious, they feared
that the Badshah of the World wanted to take possession of their prop-
erty. When their false idea became known to the Lord of the World,
he took his hand from building and renovating the old sùqs and may-
dàns. He ordered that in the wide area that was located beyond the
Bàgh-i Naqsh-i Jahàn and the palace [dawlatkhàneh] . . . a wide maydàn
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should be laid out with a dimension of 300 jarìbs, . . . The skillful engi-
neers [mu˙andisìn] and talented masters [Ustàdàn] in the year 1012
[1603–4], at a well-chosen hour, [built] a rectangular maydàn of the
established area and . . . around that maydàn was a four-sided bazaar
[chahàr bàzàrì] containing shops, a cloth market [bazzàz khàn], a cara-
vanserai, hot baths . . . mosques and madrasas.40

This passage is a tour de force of the Safavid historian’s art. Organizing
his narrative around the shift of 'Abbàs’s headquarters from the old
to the new maydàn, Junàbàdì reported that some important property
owners had become disturbed by 'Abbàs’s activities in the Maydàn-i
Hàrùn Vilàyat.41 Since the emperor’s project had been initiated in
999/1590, worked on over the succeeding years, and largely com-
pleted by 1004/1595, the fears of these men must have increased
with time. By 1012/1602–03 (or 1011/1602, according to Jalàl al-
Dìn), 'Abbàs had decided to transfer his headquarters to the unde-
veloped square in front of the Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden.42

The archaeological evidence confirms the accounts of both Jalàl
al-Dìn and Junàbàdì. Construction on the domed mosque opposite
the Imperial Palace, now called the Shaykh Lu†fallàh Mosque, began
in 1011/1602 and was completed in 1028/1618–19. The Qayßariyyeh
Bazaar (which Junàbàdì calls the bazzàz khàn or cloth market) was
laid out in 1011/1602, although its monumental gateway was not
finished until 1026/1617–18. The preliminary stages of the five-story
audience hall and entry gateway to the Imperial Palace, the 'Alì
Qàpù, were completed between 1026–34/1617–24, and the founda-
tions for the Masjid-i Shàh were laid in 1020/1611. 

Shah 'Abbàs visited Isfahan only twice between 1011/1602 and
1020/1611. In 1016/1607, after an absence of almost four years, he
spent several days in the city.43 The following year he returned and
stayed for the winter, celebrating the New Year of 1017/1609 in
the Naqsh-i Jahàn Garden and holding a reception for the Uzbeg
Khàn in the new maydàn.44

40 Junàbàdì, RS, 314a–15b. For McChesney’s translation of this passage, see ‘Four
Sources,’ 112–14.

41 ‘Four Sources,’ 117–19, gives some useful background on these men. 
42 The French jeweler, Jean Baptista Tavernier, who visited the city several times

in the 1070s/1660s, more than sixty years after the event, reported the tradition
concerning the resistance of the local notables. Jean Baptista Tavernier, The Six
Voyages of John Baptista Tavernier, trans. J. Phillips (London: Robert Littlebury, and
Moses Pit, 1678), 151.

43 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 754–55; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 947.
44 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 776–81; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 973–77. 
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After founding the Masjid-i Shàh in 1020/1611, 'Abbàs’s architectural
interests turned to the seaside province of Mazandaran. There he con-
structed an elaborate garden retreat called Fara˙àbàd (begun in 1020/
1611–12).45 Although the shah reigned for another eighteen years, he
made only five brief visits to Isfahan before his death: in 1022/1613,46

1024/1615,47 1028/1620,48 1030/1621,49 and 1033/1624.50

Conclusion

The consensus among modern scholars is that Shah 'Abbàs trans-
ferred the Safavid capital from Qazvin to the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn
in 1006/1597–98. While a careful examination of the Persian and
European sources suggests that this consensus is faulty, a complete
understanding of 'Abbàs’s actions requires a new hypothesis. This
hypothesis posits two stages in Isfahan’s transformation from a provin-
cial center into an imperial capital and argues that 'Abbàs’s moti-
vations can only be understood in the light of the political and
economic reforms that he had just undertaken. 

The present interpretation assumes the centrality of the maydàn in
Safavid urban life. The political, economic, and religious activities
of the Safavid city revolved around this public square. Although
other large medieval Islamic cities boasted piazzas—Cairo and Damascus,
for example—51 Safavid Iran witnessed the fullest development of the
maydàn as urban core. Tabrìz, the capital under Ismà'ìl I and ˇahmàsp,
featured a large central maydàn (the Maydàn-i-Íà˙ib al-Amr) built 
by Uzun Óasan (857–83/1453–78), the Àq Quyùnlù ruler. Around
it stood a mosque, a madrasa, and the governor’s palace. Nearby
was the Qayßariyyeh market.52 Qazvin, the Safavid capital from

45 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 849–51; Savory, trans., 2, TAAA, 1059–60.
46 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 861–62; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 1073.
47 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 886–87; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 1103. 
48 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 948–50; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 1169–71.
49 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 957–58; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 1179.
50 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 1012–1013; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 1234.
51 Oleg Grabar, ‘Cities and Citizens,’ in Bernard Lewis, ed., The World of Islam

(London: Thames and Hudson, 1976), 96–97; Oleg Grabar, ‘The Architecture of
Power: Palaces, Citadels and Fortifications,’ in George Michell, ed., Architecture of The
Islamic World: Its History and Social Meaning (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), 71.

52 Chardin, Voyages, 2, 326; Tavernier, Six Voyages, 21–22; Mahvash Alemi, ‘The
Royal Gardens of the Safavid Period: Types and Models,’ in Attilio Petruccioli, ed.
Gardens in the Time of the Great Muslim Empires (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1997), 72–96;
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965/155753 until 999/1590, had as its nucleus a Maydàn-i Shàh. This
piazza held an entry gateway ('Alì Qàpù) to the Imperial Palace, a
masjid-i jàmi', shops, coffeehouses, a madrasa, and the mansions of the
great amirs.54 Maydàns were also found in Tiflìs, capital of Gurjistàn
province;55 Erivan, capital of Qarabàgh province;56 Ardabìl, home of
Shaykh Íafì, founder of the Safavid Sufi order;57 Qum;58 Kashan;59

Kirman;60 Shiraz;61 Lar, a town near Bandar 'Abbàs;62 and Mashhad.63

As the hub of the Safavid city, the maydàn held the principal reli-
gious structure: in the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat the Masjid-i Jàmi', in
the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn the Masjid-i Shàh, in Ardabìl the tomb of
Shaykh Íafì, in Qum the tomb of Fà†imeh, wife of the Eighth Imam,
in Qazvin and Shiraz the Masjid-i Shàh, and in Tabrìz a congre-
gational mosque. It was also the center of political life and held the

Masashi Haneda, ‘The Pastoral City and the Mausoleum City: Nomadic Rule and
City Construction in the Eastern Islamic World,’ in Sato Tsugitaka, ed. Islamic
Urbanism in Human History: Political Power and Social Networks (London: Keagan Paul
International, 1997), 142–70.

53 Ehsan Echraqi, ‘Le Dar al-Saltana de Qazvin, deuxième capital des Safavides,’in
Charles Melville, ed. Safavid Persia: The History and Politics of an Islamic Society (London:
I.B. Tauris, 1996), 105–15. 

54 Chardin, Voyages, 2, 388–89. Chardin was mistaken about the relationship
between the maydàns in Qazvin and Isfahan. Both of the public squares in Isfahan
were reconstructed or laid out after the one in Qazvin. See also Pietro Della Valle,
The Pilgrim: The Travels of Padre Della Vale, trans., abridged, and introduced by George
Bull (London: Hutchinson, 1989), 173; Thomas Herbert, Travels in Persia, 1627–29,
ed. William Foster (London: George Routledge and Sons, 1928), 202; Adam Olearius,
The Voyages and Travels and Travels of J. Albert Mandelslo into the East India, trans., John
Davies (London: J. Starkey and T. Basset, 1699), 189; Cornelius Le Bruyn, Travels
into Muscovy, Persia, 2 vols (London: A. Bettesworth, et al., 1737), 2, 159; P.M.
Kemp, trans. and ed., Russian Travelers to India and Persia (1624–1798): Kotov, Yetremov,
and Danibegov (Delhi: Jiwan PraKashàn, 1959), 14; Maria Szuppe, ‘Palais et jardins:
Le complexe royal des premiers safavides à Qazvin, milieu XVIe-début XVIIe siècles,’
Res Orientales 8 (1996): 143–77; Echraqi, ‘Le Dar al-Saltana de Qazvin,’ 105–15;
Mahvash Alemi, ‘The Royal Gardens of the Safavid Period,’ 72–96.

55 Chardin, Voyages, 2, 82.
56 Chardin, Voyages, 2, 165.
57 Tavernier, Six Voyages, 24; Le Bruyn, Travels, 1, 169; Olearius, Voyages and

Travels, 178.
58 Le Bruyn, Travels, 1, 177; Tavernier, Six Voyages, 28; Chardin, Voyages, 2, 416–55. 
59 Le Bruyn, 1, Travels, 178–79; Olearius, Voyages and Travels, 195; Chardin, Voyages,

2, 461; 3, 9; Alemi, “The Royal Gardens of the Safavid Period,’ 72–96. 
60 I. Bastani Parizi, ‘A group of Monuments Built in Kerman by Ganj 'Ali Khàn,’

6th International Congress of Iranian Art and Archaeology, Oxford, 1972. 
61 Chardin, Voyages, 8, 414–22; Na†anzì, NA, 364; John Fryer, A New Account of

East India and Persia, 1672–81, ed. William Crooke, 3 vols (London: Hakluyt Society,
1912), 2, 217–18; Alemi, ‘The Royal Gardens of the Safavid Period,’ 72–96. 

62 Fryer, New Account, 2, 192–93; Chardin, Voyages, 8, 479–83.
63 Iskandar Munshì, TAAA, 2, 598–99; Savory, trans., TAAA, 2, 787. 
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palace of the governor or emperor. As a cultural center, the piazza
boasted coffeehouses, wine bars, and opium houses and was the site
of polo matches, horse races, and games. An economic hub, the may-
dàn contained shops, covered markets (sùqs), and, in capital cities,
imperial markets (qayßarìyyas). The Qayßariyyeh Bazaar in Tabrìz was
the model for 'Abbàs’s new market in the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat,
and the Qayßariyyeh Bazaar off the new Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn was
entered via a monumental gateway. 

The first stage in 'Abbàs’s conversion of Isfahan from a provin-
cial center into an imperial capital took place early in the young
shah’s reign. Placed on the throne in 995/1587 and facing the after-
math of a decade of civil war among the Qizilbash tribesmen, 'Abbàs’s
initial task was to wrest control of the state from the contending
tribal amirs. In early 996/1588 the emperor executed several Qizilbash
chieftains and in the summer he ordered the killing of his tutor,
Murshid Qùlì Khàn. At this time also he embarked on an ambi-
tious program of political and economic reform. To strengthen the
imperial household 'Abbàs recruited two new groups of cavalrymen
(the qùrchìs and ghulàms) who were personally loyal to him. To pay
them he redistributed agricultural land from the domain of the tribal
amirs (mamàlik) to the domain of the imperial household (khàßßeh). 

Although the groundwork for a revitalized state had been laid,
the young emperor had to wait several years for his first success. In
the fall of 996/1588 'Abbàs traveled to the northeast, intending to
recover Mashhad and Herat from the Uzbegs. But he suffered another
defeat. This setback was particularly galling to him since Herat, one
of the premier cities of Iran, had had a special significance for the
ruling family—it had long been the administrative post assigned to
the heir-apparent.64 In early 998/February 1590 'Abbàs arrived in
Isfahan for the first time. Having strengthened the imperial house-
hold and subdued many of the refractory Qizilbash chieftains, he
brought the rebellious governor of the city, Yùlì Beg, to heel. Soon
after, however, he was forced to sign a humiliating treaty with the
Ottomans—the Uzbeg threat requiring him to accept, for the time
being, Ottoman control over Azarbayjan and Tabrìz. During this

64 Audrey Burton, ‘The Fall of Herat to the Uzbegs in 1588,’ Journal of Persian
Studies (1988): 119–23; Robert McChesney, ‘The Conquest of Herat 995–6/1587–8:
Sources for the Study of Safavid/Qizilbash Shibanid/Uzbak Relations,’ in Jean
Calmard, ed., Études Safavides (Paris and Teheran: Institut Francais de Recherche
en Iran, 1993), 69–107.
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sojourn in southern Iran he imprisoned and blinded his two broth-
ers, who had threatened to lead another Qizilbash challenge to his
authority. And in the late fall he defeated Ya'qùb Khàn, the Qizilbash
governor of Shiraz, and the last remaining threat to his rule. Ya'qùb
Khàn’s death and 'Abbàs’s conquest of his stronghold, the fortress
of Istakhr, marked the end of the Qizilbash insurrection which had
begun twelve years earlier on the death of Shah ˇahmàsp.

Ya'qùb Khàn’s defeat, ending almost three years of struggle and
failure, marked a turning point in the histories of both Shah 'Abbàs
and the Safavid state. 'Abbàs’s victory over the Qizilbash chieftain
inspired Na†anzì to write his history.65 It also inspired the emperor,
in December 999/1590, about three years after his coronation, to
move his capital to Isfahan, the center of which was the Maydàn-i
Hàrùn Vilàyat.66 'Abbàs’s transfer of the capital and his refurbishing
of the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat represented tentative gestures, embody-
ing the emperor’s resolve to reorganize his faltering state. At that
time it was unclear whether his labors would be successful. His build-
ing efforts in 999/1590, reflecting his uncertainty, were limited pri-
marily to renovation and reconstruction. He repaired the Imperial
Palace and the Naqqàr Khàneh but left the chief religious structure,
the Masjid-i Jàmi', entirely alone. The only new structure was the
Qayßariyyeh Bazaar (a comparatively insignificant building). 'Abbàs’s
decision to limit his efforts to repair and reconstruction symbolized
the precarious nature of the political reforms that he had just begun.
Reorganizing the old state was a dangerous and ambiguous enterprise,
limiting his construction efforts to renovation was only prudent.

Between 999/1590, when he first moved the center of his rule
from Qazvin to the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat, and 1011/1602, when
he laid out the new Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn, 'Abbàs made a good
deal of progress in his program of political and economic reform.
With the addition of the qùrchì and ghulàm cavalrymen to his house-
hold, he consolidated his dominance of the Qizilbash chieftains and
their followers. The home front pacified, the shah turned his attention

65 Sholeh Quinn, ‘The Historiography of Safavid Prefaces,’ in Charles Melville,
ed. Safavid Persia: The History and Politics of an Islamic Society (London: I.B. Tauris,
1996), 1–25.

66 For a discussion of the ruler’s movements see Charles Melville, ‘From Qars
to Qandahar: The Itineraries of Shah 'Abbàs I (995–1038/1587–1629),’ in Jean
Calmard, ed., Études Safavides (Paris and Teheran: Institut Francais de Recherche
en Iran, 1993), 195–224.
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to the northeast. In 999/1591 he dispatched Far˙àd Khàn against
the Uzbegs, and in 1002/1592 and 1003/1595 he took the field
himself. All three attempts failed. In 1006/1598, however, the Uzbeg
ruler 'Abdallàh II died and in the late fall 1007/1598 'Abbàs finally
recaptured Herat and Mashhad.67 This victory over one of the regime’s
two ancient enemies was the second sign (his defeat of Ya'qùb Khàn
was the first) that 'Abbàs’s reforms might succeed.

The second stage in the evolution of Isfahan as Safavid capital
began in 1011/1602. That year 'Abbàs laid out the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i
Jahàn and began work on the surrounding buildings. His construc-
tion in this piazza, unlike his efforts in the old maydàn, comprised a
virgin creation. The emperor laid out a public square in a largely
undeveloped area of the city, and he and his men built brand-new
structures on its perimeter: new bazaars, a new imperial palace, new
mosques, new madrasas, new caravanserais, and the new Qayßariyya
Bazaar with its imposing new entry gateway. 

Why did Shah 'Abbàs transfer his headquarters in Isfahan from
the old maydàn that he had just refurbished, the center of the Saljuq
city, to an undeveloped area to the southwest, in front of the Naqsh-i
Jahàn garden retreat? Part of the answer has already been suggested.
In his chronicle Junàbàdì related that 'Abbàs’s renovation of the old
maydàn had aroused the opposition of the economic and political elite
of the old city. These men feared that he would confiscate their
property and undermine their political power. In the context of his
political and economic reorganization their fears were certainly
justified. Although the principal thrust of his reforms was to strengthen
the imperial household in order to subdue the Qizilbash tribal chief-
tains and to defeat the Uzbegs and Ottomans, the urban notables
must have grown nervous at the sight of the emperor’s increasing
might. 'Abbàs’s newly strengthened forces posed a major threat to
their property and power. 

But the other and more important reason for laying out a new
maydàn and constructing the nucleus of an entirely new city was to
symbolize the success of the political and economic reforms that he
had begun fourteen years earlier. By 1011/1602 it had become clear
that 'Abbàs would survive and that his reformed state, led by a rich
and powerful imperial household, would prosper. Nevertheless, soon
after founding the maydàn and beginning construction on the Shaykh

67 Audrey Burton, ‘The Fall of Herat,’ 119–23.
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Lu†fallàh Mosque and the Qayßariyyeh Bazaar, 'Abbàs left Isfahan for
the northwest. Having reorganized the state and defeated the Uzbegs,
it was time to take the field against the Ottomans—the second of
his two ancient enemies. In a four-year campaign (1012–16/1603–07)
'Abbàs defeated the Ottomans and recaptured Tabrìz, the most
important city in northwestern Iran. The Masjid-i Shàh with its mas-
sive gateway (begun 1020/1611), the 'Alì Qàpù (1026–34/1617–24),
and the gateway to the Qayßariyyeh Bazaar (finished in 1026/1617–
18)—all built after the defeat of the Ottomans—indicate that 'Abbàs
did not want to complete the new maydàn until he was sure that he
could defeat the stronger and more important of his two long-time
enemies, recapture the last of his lost territory, and restore the Safavid
state to its former size and strength. 

Two other considerations support this interpretation of Isfahan’s
transformation. The first concerns the length of time Shah 'Abbàs
resided in the city. For 'Abbàs the work of ruling demanded con-
stant activity, and he seldom stayed anywhere for long. He moved
on horseback from city to battleground to hunting preserve and back.
Although his sojourns in Isfahan usually lasted several weeks, some
were no longer than a few days. That the emperor’s visits of
998–99/1590 and 1011–12/1603 were the longest of his reign (each
about four months each) suggests the crucial significance of these
two periods in the development of Isfahan as capital. 

The second consideration revolves around the paintings on the
Qayßariyyeh Gateway. Begun sometime after the founding of the
Masjid-i Shàh in 1020/1611 and finished in 1026/1617–18, one year
after completion of the opposite, matching gateway to the Masjid-i
Shàh, this entry gateway dominated the northern end of 'Abbàs’s
new maydàn. Of the scenes painted by Riûa 'Abbàsi and the other
court painters two predominate: a representation of Shah 'Abbàs’s
victory over the Uzbegs in 1007/1598; and a giant likeness of
Sagittarius, the Archer, one of the twelve signs of the Zodiac.68 The
choice of these two subjects for the Gateway, constructed after Shah
'Abbàs’s victorious Ottoman campaign of 1012–16/1603–07, identifies
the new maydàn as a symbol of his political and economic reforms.
The victory over the Uzbegs was his first major military success.

68 In Iran, however, the Archer was half-man, half-tiger; not half-man, half-horse
as in the West. Chardin, Voyages, 7, 356–57; 8, 141; Hunarfar, Ganjãna, 466; Le
Bruyn, Travels, 195.
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And by painting the Archer, the sign under which the new maydàn
was founded in 1011/1602, 'Abbàs asserted to the world that the
new piazza represented the hub of the new capital of the state that
he has just created.

In the light of this interpretative framework what can we say about
Iskandar Munshì and the modern scholars who followed him? Why
did the Safavid historian date the shift of the capital to 1006/1597–98?
Although we can probably never fully understand the chronicler’s
reasons, the following considerations may offer some insight. First,
Iskandar Munshì did not join the imperial household until 1001/
1592–93; he was not present in 999/1590 when 'Abbàs began his
rejuvenation of the Maydàn-i Hàrùn Vilàyat. Second, several months
after the founding of the Maydàn-i Naqsh-i Jahàn in 1011/1602, Shah
'Abbàs and the imperial court (including Iskandar Munshì) left for
the four-year campaign against the Ottomans. Thus the historian
missed the early building around the piazza—neither the Shaykh
Lu†fallàh Mosque nor the Qayßariyyeh Bazaar was finished by the
time the court departed. Third, remembering the peripatetic habits
of the early Safavid rulers, the concept of a stable, settled center of
rule presided over by a sedentary monarch was foreign to Safavid
experience. When we reconstruct the itinerary of a ruler like 'Abbàs
it is clear that the meaning of capital in the peripatetic, quasi-nomadic
world of late-sixteenth-century Iran was much different from its cur-
rent meaning. Finally, according to a recent scholar, Iskandar Munshì
appears to have been mistaken about the date of Shah ˇahmàsp’s
transfer of the Safavid capital from Tabrìz to Qazvin in the mid-
sixteenth century. If he were wrong once (probably for some of these
same reasons), why not again?69

69 Mazzaoui, ‘From Tabrìz to Isfahan,’ 517–19; Echraqi, ‘Le Dar al-Saltana de
Qazvin,’ 105–15.
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THE SARCOPHAGUS OF SHAH ISMÀ'IL I AT ARDABÌL

Robert Hillenbrand 

The focus of this paper is the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl I, which
is lodged in his extremely bijou mausoleum at the Ardabìl shrine in
north-west Iran,1 and can be dated soon after 930/1524. This splen-
did and unaccountably neglected work of art (pl. 1) is of special
interest on several counts.

First, it reflects, to a degree unusual in woodwork, the dominant
aesthetic of its time, an aesthetic which pervaded the visual backdrop
of the early Safavid court and can be traced in several media, such
as architecture, painting and perhaps especially metalwork.2 Second,
so far as the surviving evidence tells us, it incorporates major innova-
tions for this kind of object, notably in its technicolour palette. Third,
it has its own distinctive religious message proclaimed by its inscrip-
tions and referring to Shah Ismà'ìl himself. That last point is admit-
tedly no more than an educated guess, for no historical inscription,
apart from a craftsman’s signature, has been found on the sarcophagus.
But the building in which it is placed is indeed the mausoleum of
Ismà'ìl, so it seems reasonable to assume that the sarcophagus should
also be his. I hope finally to suggest why its appearance is peculiarly
appropriate to its time.

It is curious to note that early Safavid art in general, despite the
high profile allotted to court painting, such as the royal Shàhnàmeh
and Khamseh manuscripts, in modern scholarship, is not at all well
known. This alone is enough to lend this particular sarcophagus con-
siderable rarity value as a clue to the nature of the earliest Safavid
art. But it is of greater interest still because of its surroundings. The
fact that the Ardabìl shrine has preserved several silver-plated doors,
carpets, felt floor coverings, woodwork, metal screens, steel standards
and wall painting, all placed within something close to their original

1 On this mausoleum, see my article entitled ‘The tomb of Shah Ismà'il I, Ardabìl’
in S.R. Canby (ed.), Safavid Art & Architecture (London: The British Museum Press,
2002), 3–8.

2 See for example J.W. Allan, ‘Silver-faced doors of Safavid Iran’, Iran 33 (1995),
123–37. 
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setting, makes it nothing short of a time capsule by means of which
one can take the measure of Safavid art, especially early Safavid art,
and the aesthetic which it fostered. Here, and only here in all of Iran,
the arts of the early Safavid period, from architecture to tombstones,
are displayed side by side and medium by medium. As a result, the
decorative arts can be appreciated to the full, subtly enhancing each
other and almost bandying themes across the space of the shrine.
There could be no better reminder that these works of art were
deliberately complementary and are diminished if studied intensively
in isolation. 

There is a further danger here that the very uniqueness of this
survival of early Safavid works of art at Ardabìl—and what remains
there today is certainly much less than there was two centuries ago,
before the Russians removed some of its choicest items to St Petersburg,
ostensibly for safe keeping but in fact for good—leads to the dan-
ger of misinterpreting this material, and in particular concluding that
it was unique to late medieval Iran. Any such finding would be badly
mistaken. The evidence of Ilkhanid and even more of Timurid paint-
ing reveals that the ambience of courtly luxury which these images
document so precisely depended on all sorts of luxury objects which
have totally disappeared. 

So much for the general context of the sarcophagus. But a brief
digression on size is called for here. The mausoleum itself, as noted
above, is bijou. It is worth dwelling on this dimension of scale for
a moment. The total area of the tomb chamber is 6.4 square metres,
while that of the sarcophagus is 2.1 square metres, that is, about a
third of the entire space. Since it is set in the very middle of the
room, its dimensions make it impossible for a visitor to walk around
it in comfort, and at times there is barely enough room to squeeze
through.3 This adds illusionistically to its size. Indeed, it seems to fill
all the room available—an effect not confined to the horizontal plane,
for the very low vault ensures that the height of the sarcophagus
(1.44 metres) is also the dominant vertical accent of the interior
space. It is in two stages, raised plinth and superstructure, a design
that has honorific associations: the shah, even in death, is above the
level of the rest of mankind. By these various means, then, the dis-

3 This excessively cramped space greatly inhibits a close study of the entire object,
and is exacerbated by the poor light in some areas; these factors combine to make
a complete photographic survey impracticable.
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advantages attendant on a cramped space are triumphantly over-
come, and the shah receives a worthy memorial. His dead presence
literally fills the room.

These facts have further implications. They suggest, first, that the
sarcophagus was assembled within this very cramped space rather
than being transported as an entity into the mausoleum. That, inci-
dentally, turned out to be a blessing in disguise, for it ensured that
the Russians were not able to make off with it when they pillaged
the shrine so thoroughly in 1827.4 Next, it is clear that the sarcophagus
was not intended to serve any rite of circumambulation or ziyàrat.
Moreover, entrance to the chamber was barred by a gilded metal
grille, so that for most visitors to the shrine in the Safavid period,
as is the case today, the immediate impact of this sarcophagus within
its technicolour blue and gold tiled setting would have been at a
distance and as a whole. Today in fact the door is kept locked, so
visitors to the shrine have to content themselves with the view they
get through the grille. The resultant aura of inaccessibility, apartness
and mystery which the sarcophagus projects to this day would have
been all the stronger at a time when the memory of the shah’s
charisma was still fresh.

So much for the digression. It will be convenient to begin with a
detailed description of the sarcophagus and of its decoration before
moving on to its inscriptions, to the issue of its patronage, and to
the aesthetic to which it belongs. This last subject will entail some
discussion both of earlier woodwork and of related work in other
media. It should be noted that vandals have been busy all over the
sarcophagus, prising out ivory inscription panels—the most grievous
loss of all—turquoise-coloured insets, border strips and interlace work.

First, then, a description of the sarcophagus. It is in two parts: a
plinth measuring 2.03 m by 1.03 m on which is set the sarcophagus

4 C.E. Bosworth, ‘Ardabìl. I. History of Ardabìl’, Encyclopaedia Iranica II/4 (London
and New York: Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1986), 360; he notes the loss of
many manuscripts. See too R.N. Frye, ‘Ardabìl’, Encyclopaedia of Islam, EI 2, 1: 626, with
a mention of the removal of ‘art objects’. In the previous century, the city was cap-
tured by the Ottomans in the course of their campaign in Azerbayjàn (1137/1725);
see S. Shaw, ‘Iranian relations with the Ottoman Empire in the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries’, in P. Avery, G. Hambly and C. Melville (eds), The Cambridge History
of Iran. 7. From Nadir Shah to the Islamic Republic (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1991), 299. But it is not clear whether the shrine or its contents suffered as
a result. Àqà Mu˙ammad Khàn Qajar visited the shrine in 1206/1791. See G.R.G.
Hambly, ‘Agha Muhammad Khan and the establishment of the Qajar dynasty’,
ibid., 122; but again it is uncertain whether he changed its aspect in any way.
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proper, which measures 1.85 m by 0.90 m. The height of the plinth
is 0.41 m while that of the sarcophagus proper is 1.03 m, including
an overhang of 4 cm at the top. These measurements place it in
between the largest sarcophagus of the shrine, that of Shaykh Íafì,
and another sarcophagus dated 788/1386–7. The former has a plinth
measuring 3.16 m (including a cornice of 1.5 cm on each side) by
1.31 m, with a height of 0.51 m, while the sarcophagus proper mea-
sures 2.96 m by 1.15 m with a height of 1.23 m.5 The sarcophagus
of 788/1386–7, encased in glass, measures approximately 2.08 m by
0.70 m, with a height of 0.67 m and a cornice on all sides with an
overhang of 2 cm.

The design of the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl is consistent on all
four sides. It has a tripartite layout, crowned on its vertical face by
an upper inscription band carved in wood6 and set in oblong hexa-
gons formed by strips of ivory with regular turquoise-coloured studs.
Between these long hexagons are equilateral hexagons subdivided
into six triangles, each containing a sacred name. The very top of
the sarcophagus, seen from above, reveals the same design as at the
upper face of the sides, except that its centre bears a panel of
khatamkàrì design7 measuring 1.47 m by 0.41 m. Here the ivory is not
flat but rounded, which gives the whole an added three-dimensional
effect. The next layer down comprises a narrower band filled with
oblong panels containing inscriptions in ivory; these measure 20.3
by 4.4 cm and terminate at each end with a 5-pointed star. These
panels alternate with 8-pointed stars containing interlace. 

The bottom layer or plinth takes up by far the most room and
comprises a continuous network of stars, rhomboids and polygons
(of the type long familiar in minbar design), all filled with interlace.
Finally, the plinth is treated more simply than the area above it. It
has the same stellar polygonal network, but this is much shallower.
The inner strips of the hexagons are varnished and are of light-

5 Most of the sarcophagi at Ardabìl keep to the formula of plinth and sarcophagus.
6 Said to be sandalwood. See M.E. Weaver, Iran: Preliminary Study on the Conservation

Problems of Five Iranian Monuments (Paris: UNESCO, 1970) (= Weaver I), 52.
7 For a brief history of this technique, see L. Honarfar, ‘Khatam-Kar’, in J. Gluck

and S.H. Gluck (eds) and C. Penton (associate editor), A Survey of Persian Handicraft
(Tehran: Survey of Persian Art under the auspices of Bank Melli Iran, 1977), 362–8.
I am grateful to Dr Kjeld von Folsach for drawing my attention to this article.
Honarfar cites Dawlatshah to the effect that the technique is first recorded in the
late 14th century (ibid., 362). For a detailed examination of the technique see H.E.
Wulff, The Traditional Crafts of Persia (Cambridge, Mass., and London: The M.I.T.
Press, 1966), 92–7. See also n. 59 below.
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coloured wood. As for the hexagons themselves, they are smaller (18,
10 and 29 cm per side) so that there is less ivory. The colour scheme
is also more muted, for both green and crimson accents are absent,
let alone gold or silver thread. The borders of all the elements are
plainer than those in the upper parts of the sarcophagus; indeed,
the upper and lower borders are both entirely plain, with a dark
brown veneer which is severely damaged in places. Nor does the
plinth have any inscriptions. Thus the overall design establishes a
clear hierarchy of the component parts.

This basic description cannot do justice to the range of colour
effects and grace notes which all make their contribution to this spec-
tacular ensemble. The treatment of borders on all three tiers of the
sarcophagus is a case in point. Some are flat, some bevelled or
curved; some plain, some intricate, and yet others given a staccato
rhythm by insets; some monochrome, others with three colours. The
colour turquoise—as distinct from the stone itself—is frequently used.
The effect of these insets or studs (for some stand proud of the sur-
rounding surface) is cumulative, and they testify to a firm grasp of
the overall design as well as to a delight in exploiting the potential
of very small-scale ornament. The borders are not the only area
notable for the vivid interchange of colours, as is shown by the field
between the two kinds of hexagons in the upper tier. This is taken
up by two triangles whose upper and lower points respectively meet
to create a spindle shape. The field of each of these triangles has
three turquoise-coloured studs separated by six tiny ivory triangles,
each comprising three lozenges, set against a black ground. This cre-
ates a light and colourful accent against the dominant sombre tonal-
ity of the wooden panels in this tier.

The infill throughout the sarcophagus tends to be inconsequential
and dense, featuring tightly-woven arabesques with thin, spindly ten-
drils and three-leaved buds or five-leaved rosettes. With the art that
conceals art, it effortlessly accommodates itself to the required space.
In the main field of the sarcophagus, a rhomboidal hexagon with
sides of 40 cm or 26 cm is the commonest form, but this is made to
appear more varied by being placed at various angles. The wood is
painted black8 and has a bronze tone where the black has faded.

8 It is not ebony, though ebony was indeed used in Safavid woodwork. See 
K. von Folsach, Art from the World of Islam in the David Collection (Copenhagen: 
F. Hendricksens Eftf., 2001), pl. 449.
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As for the ivory plaques of the middle tier, these are sometimes of
one colour, with ivory being employed for inscription and back-
ground alike and left in its natural colour, so that such panels have
the effect of a broad bar of light, as against the standard effect of
white script emerging from a dark ground. Yet in the latter case the
ivory relief carving is given extra interest by being set against a back-
ground of crimson or green silk, to luscious chromatic effect. A third
way of variegating these inscriptions has to do with the letters them-
selves, which are enriched by a central groove.9 The script remains
the same in each of these three styles of execution.

But perhaps the most impressive work is, as one would expect in
such a hierarchical design, reserved for the topmost panel. Its inlay
of ivory alternates with flattened spindle shapes in black-painted wood
inlaid with a central turquoise roundel whose circumference is stud-
ded with twelve brass triangles whose high polish gives them a rich
golden colour. Yet so small is the scale of these triangles that from
even a foot away this feature simply looks like a green dot against
a black ground. It is a sobering thought that the detail on this sar-
cophagus can be so fine that it requires a magnifying glass to appre-
ciate its subtleties. The kinship with contemporary book painting in
this regard is unmistakable.

Close examination of the lower and main tier reveals that slivers
of black-painted wood flank strips of turquoise colour with splinters
of ivory inlaid at a deeper level. Several levels are used, so that
within a narrow compass there is a constant variation of depth. The
smallest work is sewn together with black thread, originally covered
with gold. The resultant contrast is not just one of colours but also
of media and their associated textures—ivory, gold and silver thread,
brass10 and silk all enrich the basic material, namely wood. 

Those panels where the background is unstained ivory have a dis-
tinctively different visual impact from that of the openwork panels.
The framing strips of these panels are green and are probably, in
view of their length, made of wood rather than bone stained that

9 This creates a strong sculptural effect, as seen in the doors of the Gùr-i Amìr.
See A.U. Pope and P. Ackerman, eds, A Survey of Persian Art from Prehistoric Times to
the Present (London and New York: Oxford University Press, 1939), pl. 1470, and in
Qur"ans of the 8th/14th and 9th/15th centuries whose gold script is outlined in black
or vice versa, sometimes on the same page; see D. James, Qur"ans of the Mamluks (London:
Alexandria Press in association with Thames and Hudson, 1988), 86, fig. 53.

10 This is also the material of the corner fittings.
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colour. The inner borders of these ivory panels comprise thin strips
in which turquoise-coloured studs alternate with six ivory dots. These
form spindle shapes comprising two triangles, one pointing up, the
other down, with their points touching. Outside these thin strip bor-
ders are thicker borders whose multiple elements—uneven hexagons
and pentagons, spindle shapes and even hexagons containing a six-
pointed star on a white ground with a central turquoise-coloured
stud—are all carefully dovetailed. These shapes employ both open-
work and marquetry techniques.

The central tier of the sarcophagus maintains a constant visual
interest because the shapes of the polygonal stellar network which
form its principal accent are themselves continually changing. Their
infill is also varied. Sometimes it comprises arabesques, but some-
times it creates a thicket of leaves, tendrils and buds in high-relief
ivory. Still further contrast is assured by the background, which is
sometimes the plain white of ivory and sometimes crimson or occa-
sionally green silk.

There is a tenacious oral tradition to the effect that the sarcoph-
agus was a gift to Shah ˇahmàsp from the Mughal emperor Humàyùn
at a time (c. 1545) when he was a temporary refugee from his own
country and living at the Safavid court by the grace and favour of
the shah.11 Several factors conspire to cast some doubts on this tale.
First, the issue of pietas. It is implausible that the grave of Shah
Ismà'ìl would have lacked some suitable sarcophagus, especially in
view of the veneration in which he was held. Although he died at
a spot variously recorded by the chroniclers as Mangutay12 and Sàyìn
(Gadìkì)13 near Saràb, he was not buried there. Instead, his corpse
was transported to Ardabìl so that it could be laid to rest in the
shrine of Shaykh Íafì.14 This would not have been done without
appropriate ceremony. Even though space was at a premium, room

11 F. Sarre, Denkmäler Persischer Baukunst (Berlin: Ernst Wasmuth, 1910), 41; Weaver
I, 52; see n. 17 below. A.H. Morton, ‘The Ardabìl Shrine in the Reign of Shah
Tahmàsp I’, Iran XII (1974) (= Morton I), 48, n. 67, says ‘the Indian story is to
be regarded with scepticism’.

12 For the reports of the sources on the place of Shah Ismà'ìl’s death, see 
S. Abrahams, A Historiographical Study and Annotated Translation of Volume 2 of the Afzal
al-Tavarikh by Fazli Khuzani al-Isfahani (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Edin-
burgh, 1999), 222.

13 M.K. Yusuf-Jamali, The life and personality of Shah Ismail I (907–930/1489 (sic)–
1524) (Esfahan: Amir Kabir Publication, 1998), 352.

14 Ibid., 352–3.
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was found to squeeze his mausoleum into the most favoured loca-
tion of all—right next to that of the shaykh himself. Given the tiny
size of the shah’s mausoleum, however—it has the smallest surface
area of any royal Islamic mausoleum in Iran—it was all the more
important that its interior, cramped as it was, should nevertheless
be as splendid as possible. Otherwise the gesture of giving it such a
favoured location would have fallen flat. A magnificent sarcophagus
was the obvious solution, and one can hardly doubt that it was con-
structed as soon as possible after his death. The idea that the mau-
soleum should have lacked a sarcophagus for two decades after the
shah’s death—an implicit insult by ˇahmàsp to the memory of his
father—does not recommend itself at all. If, then, there was already
a sarcophagus in place in 952/1545 it would have been a supremely
tactless move on the part of the homeless emperor to make an offer
to his royal host to replace the sarcophagus ordered by ˇahmàsp
with something better.

Secondly—and this is a related point—the presence of so many
other medieval sarcophagi at the shrine for the shaykh and his descen-
dants (at least seven sarcophagi of major art-historical interest), makes
it all the more likely that the same method of honouring the illus-
trious dead was followed in the case of Shah Ismà'ìl. Indeed, there
are significant points of contact between the sarcophagus of Shah
Ismà'ìl and some of these other sarcophagi. They include the star-
and-polygon network employed for all four sides,15 the preference
for inlay, the repeated use of a black and white colour scheme, and
the deliberate contrast between various colours of wood. All this
makes it still more probable that the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl
was constructed shortly after his death, if not before,16 in accordance
with the well-established tradition of this shrine.

Finally, Humàyùn was an exile, far from home, and in straitened
political circumstances, with the accompanying threat of future financial
hardship as an inescapable corollary. While it is known that he
brought some of his treasures with him, notably jewels and manu-
scripts, a sarcophagus would scarcely have formed part of his portable
treasury.17 Nor is it likely that Humàyùn brought Indian woodworkers

15 Weaver I, 136 and 138.
16 Though the unexpectedly early death of Ismà'ìl, when he was only 36 (Yusuf-

Jamali, Life and personality, 1 and 352), argues against this.
17 Yet this is exactly what is suggested by J. Morier, Second journey through Persia,
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in his train. To have ordered the manufacture of the sarcophagus
in Iran by Iranian artisans18 would of course have been a possibility,
but it would remove the Indian element from the traditional story
and reduce Humàyùn to the person who paid for the work rather
than the monarch who brought some of India’s fabled splendour to
Ardabìl. It would also have cost him dearly in ready cash—a com-
modity in short supply with him. This would be even more true if—
as some scholars note19—Humàyùn also presented the sarcophagus
of Shaykh Íafì. The fact that the cult of the shaykh had already
flourished for so long in Ardabìl makes that latter story even more
implausible. The most likely source of these legends is that, in the
course of his attempts to persuade20 Humàyùn to adopt Shi'ite beliefs,
Tahmàsp took him to Ardabìl and that this double royal visit entered
the folklore of the shrine, to be embroidered in later years. It may
be that Humàyùn’s gift of a Qur"an dated by colophon to 27 Jumada
II 951/15 September 1544 marks this occasion.21 That said, it is
worth reflecting that the convergence of styles in the art of the three
Muslim superpowers in the early 10th/16th century makes itself felt
in the similarities between Iranian art, whether in luxury Qur’ans
or metalwork, and the production of Lahore and the Deccan.22 Thus
there is a nugget of historical truth embedded in these legends.

I turn now to the religious inscriptions. These are of various kinds;
there is room in this paper only to indicate the broad parameters
of the detailed study that they deserve. Moreover, so many of the
inscriptions have gone—the piecemeal assembly of the sarcophagus
would have made it easier to prise out individual elements of the
design—that it is an impossible task to reconstitute the original 

Armenia and Asia Minor to Constantinople (London: Longman, 1818), 253 (which Morton
[‘Ardabìl Shrine: I’, 48, n. 67, quoting S. Ray, Humayun in Persia (Calcutta: Royal
Asiatic Society, 1948), 42] says is the earliest known reference to this tale) and by
J.B. Fraser, Travels and adventures in the Persian provinces on the southern banks of the Caspian
sea (London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, 1826), 297; the latter says
of the sarcophagus that it is ‘said to have been brought from India’.

18 Where the artists came from was perhaps not an issue.
19 Sarre, 83; Weaver I, 50.
20 Dr Sheila Canby, in a paper delivered at ‘Iran and the World in the Safavid

Age’, University of London, September 2002, used the more appropriate word
‘extort’ in this connection.

21 Canby, ibid. This manuscript, which is in the British Library, is the earliest
dated Mughal Qur"an.

22 These issues were discussed by Professor James Allan and Dr Sheila Canby
in papers delivered at the conference mentioned in n. 20 above.
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epigraphic programme. Nevertheless, enough survives to give a fair
idea of the flavour of these inscriptions. The tiny cartouche—located
at the short end of the sarcophagus which is furthest from the entrance
to the tomb chamber—with a signature identifying the artist as
Maqßùd 'Alì is the only historical material in these inscriptions. 

Physically, the largest (and the most traditional) inscription is the
riq'a text in high-relief wood carving close to the top of the sar-
cophagus (pl. 2). The Qur"anic passages are from at least two suras—
50 and 69—and are separated by hexagons that repeat holy names.23

Much of the long inscription is continuous; but it is a task for the
future to record its entire text and comment in detail on its callig-
raphy. The band includes Sura 50: 1–2 and Sura 69: 70, but the
longest consecutive text is Sura 50: 21–25—‘Now we have removed
from thee thy covering, and piercing is thy sight this day.24 And
(unto the evil-doer) his comrade saith: This is that which I have
ready (as testimony). (And it is said:) Do ye twain hurl to hell each
rebel ingrate, Hinderer of good, transgressor, doubter, Who setteth
up another god with Allàh.’ The terrifying references here to the
Last Judgment and to eternal punishment are unmistakable.

Pride of place, however, goes to the inscriptions executed in ivory
(pl. 3). A chahar 'Alì is found in one of the ivory eight-pointed stars
which frame the large ivory inscribed panels.25 Other ivory inscrip-
tions consist of holy names repeated six times clockwise forming an
interlace design in square Kufic: Allah, Mu˙ammad, 'Alì. They are
set in octagons of ivory against black wood and act as interstitial
accents for the main inscriptions in ivory, which occupy elongated
rectangular cartouches terminating at each end in the five points of
an incomplete star. These are without doubt intended to be the main
focus of interest in the sarcophagus; hence their prime setting, their
high relief, and their bright white colour set off by the dark ground
from which they emerge. 

These ivory openwork panels also bear Qur"anic inscriptions, and
here too there is a measure of continuity. Nevertheless, even in mul-
tiple quotations from the same suras (namely 73 and 76) there are
several gaps. The texts include Suras 56: 17, 73: 1–4, 6–8 and 20 and

23 These inscriptions are positively curvaceous, full of dynamism and energy.
24 This is a verse beloved of Sufis and therefore appropriate for use in a Sufi shrine.
25 In other cases these stars bear a lozenge with a superimposed saltire cross.
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76:1, 3, 12–13,26 15–17, 22, 25–6 and 28–9. One group27 refers to
all-night prayer vigils: ‘O thou wrapped up in thy raiment! Keep
vigil the night long, save a little—A half thereof, or abate a little
thereof. Or add (a little) thereto—and chant the Qur"an in mea-
sure’.28 Others focus on God’s creative power and on His showing
man the way. But the bulk of them deal with the afterlife, promis-
ing ‘a Garden and silk attire; Reclining therein upon couches, they
will find there neither (heat of ) a sun’,29 and elsewhere: ‘Lo! This is
a reward for you. Your endeavour [upon earth] hath found accep-
tance’;30 ‘There wait on them immortal youths’;31 and the promise
of ‘[Goblets] crystal clear, made of silver. They will determine the
measure thereof. And they will be given to drink there [of a cup]’.32

And later, from the same sura (v. 30), in the context of the state-
ment that whoever wishes may choose a way to Allàh: ‘Yet ye will
not, unless Allàh willeth. Lo! Allah is Knower, Wise’.33 The shadow
of the next verse lies over these words; verse 31, of which the open-
ing words are quoted, speaks of the painful doom awaiting evildo-
ers. Most of these quotations, then, allude to the blessed life after
death which awaits Shah Ismà'ìl, but, as in the main inscription
above, the threat of eternal punishment is implied. 

Thus the Qur"anic inscriptions in ivory broadcast the double mes-
sage of joy for believers and misery for unbelievers in the hereafter.
The reason for this fine balance remains an open question: were
these inscriptions aimed at the living viewer by way of warning and
encouragement, or did they refer to Shah Ismà'ìl himself, com-
mending him to the mercy of Allah? Perhaps the ambiguity was
intentional. At all events, the lengthy concentration on the joys and
terrors of the afterlife go far beyond the standard ‘Every soul shall

26 This plaque is in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore; I am grateful to Dr Barry
Wood for this information and for a photograph of it. The last word of verse 12,
hariran, is here mis-spelled harinan.

27 Qur"an 73: 1–4, 6–8 and 20.
28 Qur"an 73: 1–4. See M. Pickthall, The Meaning of The Glorious Koran. An Explanatory

Translation (London: George Allen and Unwin, repr. 1957), 616.
29 Qur"an 76: 12–13; Pickthall, 624.
30 Qur"an 76: 22; Pickthall, 624.
31 Qur"an 56: 17; Pickthall, 561.
32 Qur"an 76: 16–17. See A. Yusuf Ali, translation and commentary, The mean-

ing of the Glorious Qur "an II (Cairo: Dar al-Kitab al-Masri, n.d.), 1658.
33 Pickthall, 625.
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taste of death’34 so common in funerary contexts.35 It is a great pity
that the disappearance of so many of the cartouches means that it
is no longer possible to reconstitute the entire epigraphic programme,
though some of the missing panels can be traced to the collections
of the Iran Bastan Museum, Tehran36 and the Walters Art Gallery,
Baltimore.37 In the odd case, only a few words remain.

It is now time to discuss the contemporary aesthetic. It is plain that
in the early 10th/16th century there flourished an international Islamic
princely style whose outstanding feature was a love of strong colour
contrasts involving the use of different media and textures as well as
extremely dense and small-scale vegetal ornament. It can be seen every-
where—from clothing to carpets, from fashion accessories to footwear.
Naturally enough, there are differences between Ottoman, Safavid
and Mughal work38 in this vein, just as there are regional subsets in
the style dubbed International Gothic; but the points of resemblance
are more telling than the differences. Equally significant is the fact
that some of these objects originated in one empire but were reworked
in another, which is a further indication of how widespread the taste
for such work was.39 Unfortunately, the royal arts of the Safavid and
Mughal empires have been scattered, and much has been lost. 

Moreover, craftsmen migrated, voluntarily or otherwise,40 from one
empire to the other. Recent work by James Allan41 has revealed a
sea-change in the field of metalwork which is of direct relevance to
the study of the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl. The rich collections
of the Topkapi Saray in Istanbul house an unrivalled collection of
the finest Iranian metalwork dating from the opening years of the

34 Qur"an 21:35. 
35 Among Iranian examples one may cite tomb towers at Rasgat and Maragha.

See E.C. Dodd and S. Khairallah, The Image of the Word. A Study of Qur’anic Verses
in Islamic Architecture (Beirut: The American University of Beirut, 1981), II, 77. 

36 Accession numbers 20508–20512. For illustrations, see D. Jones and G. Michell,
eds., The Arts of Islam (London: The Arts Council of Great Britain, 1976), 156, 
fig. 156.

37 Accession number 71.580; erroneously attributed to 9th/15th-century Egypt.
It measures 20.1 by 4.1 cm. 

38 See C. Köseoglu, The Topkapi Saray Museum. The Treasury, tr., expanded and
ed. J.M. Rogers (London: Thames and Hudson, 1987), pl. 65 (covered box).

39 Ibid., pls. 65 and 77.
40 Persian painters in Hindustan are only the best-known example of this process

at the time.
41 Presented in a paper delivered at the Safavid conference held in London in

September 2002.
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16th century, and Allan argues convincingly that these objects—belts,
armbands, weapons, shields, flasks, jugs—and many of the artists
who produced them, were taken to Istanbul by Sultan Selìm as booty
after he had defeated Shah Ismà'ìl at Chaldiràn in 920/1514. Once
installed in the Ottoman capital, these Persian artists of course
influenced the course of royal Ottoman metalwork. Other examples
of their work have found their way into European collections, such
as those in Stockholm and Vienna.42 The catastrophe of Chaldiran,
Allan suggests, destroyed Tabrìz as a centre of metalworking in gen-
eral—armourers, specialists in zinc and in brass inlay, and artists in
cognate fields. A particular characteristic of these metal objects, many
of them made of zinc,43 is the delight in using colourful studs or
insets in precious stones. And it is this metalwork which, of all early
Safavid art, is—despite the difference in medium—closest in style
and aesthetic to the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl. That sarcophagus
therefore has special value as one of the few survivals in Iran itself
of an early Safavid aesthetic whose great masterpieces have in so
many cases left the country.

Thus the most representative survivals of this taste are Ottoman, since
Istanbul was never sacked and successive generations of sultans pre-
served luxury objects of all kinds in the Topkapi Saray. Daggers and
tankards, belts and book-covers, put over an unmistakable message
of extravagant wealth.44 The promiscuous mingling of textures, media,
colours and ornament (especially vegetal) in such objects creates quite
distinct visual effects and is central to this aesthetic. Familiar motifs
were transformed by variegating the colours, textures and materials
in which they were executed, and by the fashion in early Safavid
times for extremely dense and detailed ornament. The aim was to
create a busy surface. In media ranging from glazed architectural

42 For Stockholm, see the wickerwork shield painted with such carpet motifs as
a seated fox and a lion bringing down a bull, all against arabesque scrolls, and ter-
minating in a steel boss inlaid with gold. The colour scheme of the wickerwork is
indeed rich—white, yellow, grey and black against a red ground—and the contrast
in texture between it and the steel boss is very effective. A dagger in the Museum
für angewandte Kunst in Vienna (no. E 1 822) has a steel scabbard inlaid with
gold, with a multi-foil cartouche termination at the hilt. I am grateful to Professor
James Allan for sharing this material with me.

43 See Köseoglu and Rogers, 200–1 and pls. 74 (dish), 75 ( jug), 76 (flask) and
77 (covered jug).

44 Ibid., pls. 32–3 ( yataghan, scimitars and swords), 37 (parade helmet), 50 (hard-
stone pot), 59 (penbox), 62 (footed cup), 78 and 81 (book-binding), 79 (reliquary-
chest), 111 (box), 115 (belt) and 116 (armband).
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tilework to carpet design and Qur"anic illumination,45 the repetition
of identical motifs in different colours makes an essentially simple
design look far more complex than it actually is.46 The fact that so
many specialists in all sorts of media worked together in the royal
kitàbkhàna—for which ‘design studio’ might be a free but appropri-
ate translation—fostered the spread of the more popular designs
across media, on various scales and in unexpected colour combina-
tions. All this led quite naturally to an increased interdependence of
the visual arts. The Topkapi Saray Museum holds many examples
of early Safavid luxury art which permit an assessment of how this
fashion for mixing textures and colours was interpreted in Iran.47

This delight in mixed textures, and above all in colour, is equally
characteristic of the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl (pl. 4). Although
made of wood, it contrives to hide that simple fact at almost every
turn. Why? Because the craftsmen wanted to make it glisten with
many colours—and wood is not a natural medium for lasting colour
effects. The sarcophagus uses various tones of red and green silk as
a backing48 for openwork white ivory interlace. The effect is very
close to that of Safavid steel plaques, where the bold, fat riq'a inscrip-
tions stand out against spacious but thin scrolling arabesques. In such
work the background is sometimes gilded,49 which creates a luscious
contrast with the silver colour of the inscription, and even the outline
of the plaque itself can often be very close to that of the ivory plaques
on the sarcophagus.50 The colour contrast of these ivory plaques is

45 There is no space in this paper to develop the connections between the sar-
cophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl and early Safavid Qur"ans; for the latter, see Dzul Haimi
b. Muhammad Zayn, Qur’ans of the Safavid Period (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University
of Edinburgh, 1998). 

46 C.G. Ellis, ‘The system of multiple levels’, in A.U. Pope and P. Ackerman,
eds., A Survey of Persian Art from Prehistoric Times to the Present. XIV. New Studies 1938–1960.
Proceedings, the IVth International Congress of Iranian Art and Archaeology, Part A. April
24–May 3, 1960 (Tehran, London, New York and Tokyo: Asia Institute of Pahlavi
University, 1967), 3172–83.

47 Ibid., pls. 48 (gold-inlaid nephrite pot), 74 (dish), 75 ( jug), 76 (flask), 77 (cov-
ered jug).

48 This use of textiles as a foil for other materials occurs frequently in early
Safavid metalwork. See ibid., 206 and pls. 115 [belt] and 116 [armband], though
it is also known in 10th/16th-century Ottoman art, for example bookbinding. See
ibid., pl. 78.

49 Folsach, 328, pl. 526.
50 Sotheby’s. Islamic Works of Art, Carpets and Textiles, 15–16 October 1985, lot 218;

Sotheby’s. Islamic Works of Art, Carpets and Textiles, 16 April 1986, lots 181–3; Sotheby’s.
Arts of the Islamic World. 16 October 2002, 68–9, lot 62, with ample references to com-
parative material (the discussion mentions the shrine of Shah ˇahmàsp, which prob-
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constantly variegated by more ivory or bone stained black and green,
often applied in tiny triangles in the marquetry technique. Longer strips
are not glued onto the backing but sewn onto the underlying textile
with silvered metal thread. Some of the inscriptions are of wood in
high relief, but even here the letters themselves are stained black.
In terms of colour alone, then, the craftsman disposes of white, black,
yellow-brown, dark brown, silver, green, crimson and russet.51

The striking use of white against a dark ground is a basic prin-
ciple of the entire design. In particular, the interstices of the geo-
metric strapwork bring the whole composition to life, for they are
ornamented with grace notes applied almost parsimoniously at key
points in black and white marquetry work. Similar colour effects can
be found in contemporary Anatolian carpets.52 Tiny spots of green,
presumably stained bone53 rather than the turquoise mentioned in
several sources,54 add a further touch of luxury. The borders are
marked by further clusters of marquetry in a sprightly dancing rhythm.
All this means that the immediate visual impact of the sarcophagus
is not that of a large and weighty block of carved dark brown wood,
which after all is the basic impression given by most earlier sar-
cophagi, but of a light and fragile object, with a surface of shim-
mering white on which there floats a green mist. Its basic shape,
then, like its skeletal design framework, are both thoroughly traditional;
but these elements are transformed by an infusion of striking, indeed
ethereal, colour harmonies of a kind not hitherto encountered in sur-
viving Iranian woodwork.

Next, the question of innovation. This is bound up with the issue
of colour. It is too early to define the role which polychromy played

ably refers to the Ardabìl shrine, in which Shah ˇahmàsp took such an interest). See,
in general, J.W. Allan and B. Gilmour, Persian Steel. The Tanavoli Collection. Oxford
Studies in Islamic Art XV (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 264–81, 294–302.

51 The mother-of-pearl used in some earlier woodwork at Ardabìl has, however,
dropped out of fashion. It became characteristic of Ottoman woodwork. See, for
example, Sotheby’s. Islamic Works of Art, Carpets and Textiles. 16–17 April 1985, lot 137.

52 Certain types of late 9th/15th-century Ushak carpets in which lobed lozenges
of medallions in colours strikingly different from their background figure largely.
See R. Pinner, ‘Oriental Rug Design. Multiple and substrate designs in early
Anatolian and east Mediterranean carpets’, Hali 42 (1988), pls. 26–7.

53 I am indebted to Dr Kjeld von Folsach for the suggestion that the material
might well be camel-bone.

54 For example, Morier, 253 (he also mentions tortoise-shell) and Dibaj, tr. Emamy,
113. I am told by Robert Skelton that turquoise, as a hardstone, would not lend
itself to work on this tiny scale; and it is not used by workers in khatamkari, which
is the technique used here.
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in medieval Iranian woodwork. But it is likely that in Iran, as else-
where, wood was painted; portions of a probably Saljuq table recently
acquired by the David Collection displays several bright colours, among
them an intense cinnabar red.55 The sarcophagus of Mìr Qavvàm
al-Dìn al-Mar'ashì near Amul, dated 781/1379, has the letters of
its inscription gilded and set against a dark blue ground.56 A 9th/15th-
century door from Kokand in the Metropolitan Museum of Art had
a blue background while the main pattern was printed out in red, green,
brown and gold. But only traces of these colours remain.57 Denike’s
work on the late 8th/14th-century door to the mosque of the Shàh-i
Zinda indicates that its polychromy was constantly renewed.58 So it
would have been obvious enough that paint did not provide lasting
colour, and thus medieval Islamic craftsmen developed other ways
to create an enduring colour contrast. One was inlay; another was
marquetry. In Islamic times this technique, already long familiar in
the Mediterranean world and the ancient Near East, is recorded
from the 8th century in Islamic Egypt.59 It involves thin strips of
material—such as wood, ivory, or bone—being glued together in
prefabricated patterns, and sliced horizontally. This is clearly related
to millefiori technique. The resulting tesserae are then glued onto a
wooden backing. Desks and doors from Andalusia show that the
Western Islamic emphasis on inlay had shifted by the 15th century
to the use of long thin strips of white and black to create the main
design and a much greater reliance on marquetry work for the infill.60

So much for the pan-Islamic picture. It is now time to look at
earlier Iranian woodwork, first at Ardabìl itself—since this would have
been the obvious source of inspiration—and then in a more general
sense. The earlier funerary woodwork at Ardabìl proves conclusively
that the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl belongs to a well-established
tradition that flourished at Ardabìl itself, even though the name of
at least one master shows that woodworkers from other areas were

55 Folsach, pl. 427.
56 L. Bronstein, ‘Decorative woodwork of the Islamic period’, Survey, 2622. 
57 Idem, 2623; M.S. Dimand, A Handbook of Muhammadan Art (New York: Hartsdale

House, 1947), 121.
58 B. Denike, ‘Quelques monuments de bois sculpté au Turkestan occidental’, Ars

Islamica II (1935), 83 and fig. 12. 
59 For a colour illustration, see R. Hillenbrand, Islamic Art and Architecture (London:

Thames and Hudson, 1999), 57. See also n. 7 above.
60 J.D. Dodds, ed., Al-Andalus. The Art of Islamic Spain (New York: The Metropolitan

Museum of Art, 1992), 268–9, cat. 53 and 372–3, cat. 118.
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active at the shrine (e.g. a wooden headboard signed 'amal Ustàd
'Uthmàn ibn A˙mad al-Maraghì ). Another specimen, in which the plinth
dwarfs the sarcophagus proper, bears the remains of an inscription. . . .
Mu˙ammad, nawwara Allàh qabrhuma. Fì shahr Mu˙arram san'at thalatha
wa khamsìn wa sab'a mi"at (‘. . . Mu˙ammad, may God illumine the
grave of the two of them. In the month of Mu˙arram of the year
753’ [18 February–18 March, 1352] (see pl. 5). This has marquetry
work in gold and black for the centrepieces and stars of the polygonal
stellar networks which fill the panels of the plinth. Similar marquetry
forms the decoration of the small sarcophagus itself. A third sarcophagus
dated 788/1386–7, already mentioned briefly above, is somewhat
more limited in its repertoire, confining its chromatic scale to light
and dark brown and its carved ornament to dense interlace within
horizontal, stellar or polygonal panels. Since the sarcophagi at the
shrine include those of Shaykh Íadr al-Dìn Mùsà—the son of Shaykh
Íafì himself—and of Mùsà’s grandson Shaykh Ibrahìm (d. 851/1447)
and great-grandson Shaykh (or Sultan) Óaydar (d. 893/1488),61 as
well as those of Shaykh Íafì and Shah Ismà'ìl, the time-span of this
woodwork covers the full two centuries of the order’s rise to power.
It represents easily the greatest challenge for future research by spe-
cialists in this field of Iranian art.

What of the woodwork of Iran in general in the immediately pre-
Safavid period? The top-quality 9th/15th-century woodwork which
survives can be divided into three major categories. The first is con-
servative to a fault. It favours long continuous inscription bands, and
a framework of bold polygons and stellar motifs. The emphasis lies
squarely on the principal design, and infill is demoted to a minor
role.62 The second category could scarcely be more different. It is
known in both doors and boxes. Here the emphasis is on extremely
small-scale, almost filigree work. The panels, which tend to be ver-
tically oriented, are long and narrow. They feature a single contin-
uous design rather than the repetition of a single motif. The artists

61 M.E. Weaver, ‘Ardabìl iii. Monuments of Ardabìl’, Encyclopaedia Iranica II.4
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1986), 363.

62 Survey, pls. 1465C and 1472; for a colour plate of the latter sarcophagus, see
T. Lentz and G. Lowry, Timur and the Princely Vision. Timurid Art in the Fifteenth Century
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1989), 207. For colour illustrations of
such woodwork see also Sotheby’s, Islamic Works of Art, Carpets and Textiles. 16 April
1986, lot 110; Sotheby’s. Islamic and Indian Art. Oriental Manuscripts and Miniatures.
29–30 April 1992, lot 89; Sotheby’s. Islamic and Indian Art. 19 October 1995, lot 75;
Sotheby’s. Islamic and Indian Art. 25 April 1996, lot 67.
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delight in the interplay of different levels of carving, and parallels
with contemporary tilework readily suggest themselves.63 The third
type is the one most closely related to the sarcophagus of Shah
Ismà'ìl I. Its distinguishing characteristics are its strong colour sense
and its use of marquetry. Very little of it survives. The prime exam-
ple is furnished by a pair of leaves for a door at the Gùr-i Amìr.64

Another instance can be found on a sandalwood box made for Ulùgh
Beg.65 A foretaste of this technique in Iran can be recognised in the
marquetry using several kinds of wood, all of different tones of brown,
on a Qur’an stand of 761/1360, though in that object the colour
potential of the marquetry technique is exploited only timidly.66 In
the later 9th/15th century Josafa Barbaro saw in Tabrìz a sandal-
wood door with intarsia of gold wire and pearls,67 which clearly had
a richer palette than the examples cited so far.

And this is where the innovative quality of our sarcophagus may
be recognised. For it is assuredly the outstanding, and also the earliest
surviving, masterpiece of marquetry in Iranian woodwork. Admittedly,
the evidence is badly skewed because almost all surviving work was
made for a religious context—mosque or shrine doors or sarcophagi—
whereas the many different kinds of woodwork depicted in pre-
Safavid Iranian book painting tell quite another story. Unfortunately,
all this secular woodwork made for the court has vanished. But the
painted evidence suggests that the idiom employed for certain types
of wood fittings in a courtly context—screens, doors, window-grilles,
footstools, thrones—was much more daring in its use of colour than
what survives in the religious sphere; that it made lavish use of mar-
quetry; and that its overall designs favoured small-scale, rather finicky
patterns.68 The key question here is simple—can these painted images

63 Survey, pls. 1467–9. Note that the door depicted on pl. 1468 has a small amount
of ivory inlay. See Lentz and Lowry, figs. 68–9. An identical style was favoured
for late Timurid tombstones. See ibid., 209, fig. 70.

64 Survey, pl. 1470. 
65 Lentz and Lowry, 339 and cat. 49; for colour plates, see 142 and 207.
66 Ibid., 330 and cat. 9; for a colour plate, see 47.
67 Bronstein, Survey, 2620, n. 2.
68 F. Suleimanova, Miniatures Illuminations of Nisami’s ‘Hamsah’ (sic) (Tashkent: Fan

Publishers,1985), pls. 8, 11 and 82; Lentz and Lowry, 220, cat. 147; 260, 286 and
294, cat. 146; 263, fig. 93; 267, cat. 147; 279, cat. 153; 281, cat. 155; A. Soudavar,
Art of the Persian Courts. Selections from the Art and History Trust Collection (New York:
Rizzoli, 1992), 99, 104–5 and 176. These examples could easily be multiplied, and
their cumulative testimony is overwhelming: high-quality woodworking was indeed
transformed in the late Timurid period.
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be taken as a reliable index of what contemporary woodwork of lux-
ury type looked like? This is best answered by attempting to define
their aims.

The artists painted this woodwork as part of the environment for
the figural subjects which were, for them, the main focus of pictor-
ial interest. For them, therefore, it was an incidental element of the
composition, though the obsession with the accurate depiction of
detail which so characterised late Timurid painting ensured that these
painters would pay close attention to the rendering of even minor
elements of the composition. That said, a note of caution should be
sounded here. The artists who painted this woodwork were of course
not striving after naturalism in any Western sense, and their handling
of architecture shows well enough that they sometimes chose colours
which are not to be found in any surviving monuments and probably
had no basis in reality. Equally, then, the woodwork which they depict
may contain some element of fantasy. Nevertheless, the miniature
painters consistently make a distinction between the kind of woodwork
used for screens and for window grilles—which is of openwork type
using fairly simple polygonal geometric designs, exactly like the sur-
viving woodwork which served these same purposes—and the much
more technically complex kind used for doors, thrones, footstools
and panels below balconies. This suggests that the painters were
recording a distinction which applied to objects in actual use at the
time, even if the individual patterns may not have been based on
fact. Moreover, not only are the patterns shown precisely those best
known in marquetry work, but their colours—white, black, green—
are again the favoured ones in that technique. All this tends to sug-
gest that, in the case of luxury woodwork at all events, the painters
were reproducing objects before them with a high degree of accuracy.

The decision to execute a substantial amount of the sarcophagus
in the marquetry technique made little difference to the overall design,
since this followed the type of angular polygonal interlace which had
for centuries been well-nigh canonical for sarcophagi. Doors, on the
other hand, featured a much wider range of design types, notably
those of curvilinear type. None of the marquetry doors in Timurid
painting employ curvilinear motifs, which suggests that marquetry
and curved designs were mutually exclusive. Thus the sarcophagus
of Ismà'ìl combines conservative design with innovative technique.
This is in line with the general contemporary preference for exper-
iment in colour rather than in design.
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Time does not permit more than a brief allusion to the sarcoph-
agus of Shaykh Íafì, which almost certainly dates from soon after
his death on 12 Muharram 735/12 September 1334.69 Here too the
design is strongly conservative in its emphasis on polygonal networks;
here too there is innovation, as in its numerous and varied metal-
work fittings and the silver panel with cloisonné enamel decoration
which records that Shaykh Íadr al-Dìn, Íafì’s son, built the tomb;70

and here too marquetry plays a part, though the tonality is reduced
to silver and black (there is no green, though there are mother-of-
pearl effects), and the marquetry work has to compete with densely
drilled foliate carving as infill ornament.

Lastly, let me return to the use of marquetry, for it raises a wider
question, namely the source of the idea of using it, and this has a
bearing on my final point. To my knowledge, the earliest known
surviving specimen from the Iranian world is the box of Ulùgh Beg,
and this eastern connection is corroborated by a whole host of doors
and thrones depicted in late Hirati painting. Earlier Herati painting,
incidentally, suggests that the fashion for doors was plainer earlier
in the century.71 If, then, this was an eastern Iranian fashion, and an
up-to-date one at that, what was it doing at Ardabìl? This contrast
is made still more marked by the preference in the eastern Iranian
world for small-scale curvilinear techniques in woodcarving,72 whereas
the sarcophagus of Shah Ismà'ìl opts for the polygonal networks long
standard in western Iran and Anatolia. Moreover, the comparative
material in book painting suggests a Khurasani preference for all-
over marquetry; and our sarcophagus falls far short of that.

Where do these remarks leave us? The obvious parallel for this
abrupt juxtaposition of east and west is the mixture of north-western
and north-eastern strands, of Turcoman and Timurid, in early Safavid
painting. Recent research has shown that this commingling is not

69 For this date, see Morton, ‘Ardabìl Shrine’, 47. Sadr al-Din himself died, aged
nearly ninety, in 794/1391–2. See R.M. Savory, ‘Íadr al-Dìn Ardabìlì’, EI 2, VIII:
753. So, in theory the sarcophagus could date from any time between 1334 and
1392; but a date not long after Íafì’s death is the most likely one.

70 Morton, ‘Ardabìl Shrine’, 47–8 and pl. IIa.
71 A.T. Adamova, ‘The Hermitage Museum Manuscript of Nizami’s Khamseh,

dated 835/1431’, Islamic Art V (2001), figs. 17, 25 and 37 (though one should note
fig. 39, which is much more elaborate, perhaps because it represents a foreign envi-
ronment); B. Gray, Persian Painting (Geneva: Skira, 1961), 86–7.

72 This trend was already marked in the 14th century, as shown by the sar-
cophagus of Sayf al-Dìn Bakharzì; see Denike, figs 9–11. 
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quite as easily explained as Cary Welch has suggested, but the exis-
tence of those two strands in early Safavid painting,73 and what may
be termed their shotgun marriage, is indisputable. Whether the
Maqßùd 'Alì who signed74 our sarcophagus was a Hirati is not known;
but what matters is that the style of choice for a royal sarcophagus
at this time was, it seems, a combination of eastern and western Iranian
modes. And that has unmistakable political resonances. For it evokes,
with extraordinary aptness—just as both style and content of ˇahmàsp’s
Shàhnàmeh do—that decade and a half from 931/1524 when the young
Shah Tahmàsp, himself raised in the east, was valiantly trying to
maintain the territorial integrity of his eastern and western lands.

73 A theory aired at length in S.C. Welch and M.B. Dickson, The Houghton
Shjahnameh (Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., and London, 1981).

74 On the eastern face: 'amal-i Ustàd Maqßùd 'Alì (Weaver I, 113, quoting a trans-
lation made by M. Emamy of the discussion of Ardabìl in I. Dibaj, Rahnama-yi
Athar-i Tarikhi-yi Azarbaijan-i Sharqi (Tabrìz, 1334/1955).
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1. Ardabil, mausoleum of Shah Ism¸{il I, sarcophagus: general view of two-tier layout.
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2. Ardabil, mausoleum of Shah Ism¸{il I, sarcophagus: upper part of top tier with riq{a inscription in wood on a ground of the same
material.
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3. Ardabil, mausoleum of Shah Ism¸{il I, sarcophagus: top tier showing part of an inscribed panel in ivory on a ground of the same
material.
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4. Ardabil, mausoleum of Shah Ism¸{il I, sarcophagus: top tier with part of an
inscription in ivory against a dark ground.

the sarcophagus of shah ism§#il at ardabÊl 189
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5. Ardabil, sarcophagus dated 753/1352: detail of plinth.
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PART FOUR

ART AND IDENTITIES
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MUÓAMMAD QÀSIM AND THE ISFAHAN 
SCHOOL OF PAINTING

A.T. Adamova

In my article written in 1991 I suggested a theory, largely hypo-
thetical, which I hope will prove to be correct. Among the impres-
sions of the well-known seal of Shah 'Abbàs I, inscribed with formula
bandeh-yi shàh-i vilàyat 'Abbàs, met on many 16th–early 17th centuries
miniatures and drawings, three different seals are distinguishable,
which seem to have three different dates—995/1586–7, 996/1587–8,
1010/1601–2.1 The seals evidently succeeded one another and may
serve as criteria for dating: the miniatures impressed with the seal
dated 995 could not be created later than 996 (the year of the intro-
duction of a new seal), and those with date 996—later than 1010.
Among the miniatures and drawings bearing the impressions of the
seal dated 996 there were two miniatures with perfectly credible

1 For the most clear impression of the first seal see: E. Atil, The Brush of the
Masters. Drawings from Iran and India. Washington, D.C. 1978, No.15; for the second,
N.M. Titley, Miniatures from Persian Manuscripts. Catalogue and Subject Index of Paintings
from Persia, India and Turkey in the British Library and British Museum. London: British
Museum Press, 1977, il. 41; for the third: Bulletin de la Soc. Francaise de reproduction
de peintures, 18e annee (1934), 173 and pl. XXXVIII.

It is difficult to be sure of the last figure on the first two seals, which may be
five and may be six, but these are undoubtedly two different seals: one rectangu-
lar with double border line, the second—with single border line, oblique in upper
left corner. There are some grounds to suggest that these were the Shah’s personal
ring-seals (small dimensions and form) and the impressions were done by the Shah
himself: on the depictions of the handsome youths the seal is impressed under the
feet of the model (perhaps to express admiration not only of the work but of the
image as well), which a librarian (as I thought before) would not dare to do deal-
ing with a seal bearing the monarch’s name. Perhaps the reasons for introducing
new seals were political: 'Abbàs was proclaimed Shah in October 16, 1587, that is
in 995 (Dec. 1586–Nov. 1587) and he was given insignia of power in October 1,
1588, that is in 996 (Dec. 1587–Oct. 1588) [R. Savory. Iran under the Safavids,
Cambridge: Cambridged University Press, 1980, p. 75]. The third seal with date
1010/1601–2 could be introduced when Shah and Royal atelier really moved to
the new capital Isfahan.

The 1991 article has been publushed as ‘On the Attribution of Persian Paintings
and Drawings at the Time of Shah 'Abbàs I: Seals and Attributory Inscriptions’ in
Robert Hillenbrand, ed., Persian Painting from the Mongols to the Qajars (London: I.B.
Tauris, 2000), 19–38. 
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attributory inscriptions ascribing them to Mu˙ammad Qàsim ('amal-i
ustàd Mu˙ammad Qàsim).2 The date 996/1587–88 pointed to the minia-
tures as having been created not later than 1010/1601–02, which
corresponded with their style. It was the name of the artist that
raised difficulties, because as is generally accepted, the artistic activ-
ity of Mu˙ammad Qàsim (one of the most famous masters of Isfahan
school of painting) belonged to the middle and second half of the
17th century. 

The most comprehensive study on Mu˙ammad Qàsim is in I.
Stchoukine’s book Les peintures des manuscrits de Shah 'Abbàs I à la fin
des Safavis, published in 1964. We meet there with two painters with
this name, one working in the late 10th/16th century (Stchoukine
suggested calling him Mu˙ammad Qàsim l’Ancient), the other in the
second half of the 11th/17th century.3 It is clear from Stchoukine’s
description that he had not seen the actual paintings of the older
master and cites, after Martin and Sakisian, a few works with the
dates from 1000s/1590s.4 These works have never been published.

It would be natural to suggest that the two mentioned miniatures
with Shah 'Abbàs I’s seal impressions are the works of Mu˙ammad
Qàsim l’Ancient, but many features connect them with the Mu˙ammad
Qàsim whose works are well known and who is regarded as an artist
of the mid-second half of the 17th century.

Stchoukine’s list of his works contains 23 single miniatures and
drawings, of which 13 are signed, the others, together with four illus-
trated manuscripts, are attributed to this master.5 Of signed works of
Mu˙ammad Qàsim in Stchoukine’s list only one had the date and
even that is given in shortened form. It was the drawing Chastisement
of a Pupil, acquired by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1911,6

2 Lowry, Beach 1988, No. 356, 306; Canby 1990, fig. 7, 77. See also lower notes
24 and 26. 

3 Stchoukine 1964, 53.
4 Martin included Mu˙ammad Qàsim into his ‘List of Painters’ [Martin 1912,

vol. I, 126), giving the time of his activity as ‘about A.D. 1700’, mentioning how-
ever among his works ‘Lady in Red Cloak’, signed and dated 1004/1595–6. Sakisian
is responsible for introducing two artists with the same name: ‘. . . c’est a la second
moitie du XVIIe siecle qu’appartiennent egalement Mohammed Kassim, Mohammed
'Alì et Mohammed Zaman. Il exist toutfois un Mohammed Kassim el-Tabrìzì de
la fin du XVIe siecle’ [Sakisian 1929, 143–4]. According to Sakisian [p. 144 n. 1]
in Topkapi Saray Library Album 37092 there is a tinted drawing of a man in mon-
gol hat, holding a mace, signed Mu˙ammad Qàsim Tabrìzì and dated 1590. 

5 Stchoukine 1964, 53–6. 
6 New York, MMA, Frederick C. Hewitt fund, 1911, 11.84.14; 24,5 × 15,9.
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signed ‘raqam-i khuksar Mu˙ammad Qàsim’. Sana 114. The date on this
expressive drawing executed in calligraphic line, vivid, changing its
thickness, Stchoukine read as 1104/1692–93, noting his disagreement
with Schulz, who understood it as 1014/1605.7 Stchoukine’s reading
of this date was no doubt, at least partly, due to his major con-
ception on the development of drawing and gradual change of char-
acter of line from thin and calm at the end of the 10th/16th century
to vivid and dynamic from about 1019/1610. But the difference
between the lines in opaque gouache miniature paintings and those
in drawings (sometimes tinted with transparent water-colours) was
not taken into consideration and, as I’ll try to prove, led to erro-
neous understanding of the date on the drawing and of the chronol-
ogy of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s works in general, which he placed
between the fifth and the last decades of the seventeenth century.
Stchoukine agreed with B.W. Robinson that the best miniatures in
the famous 1058/1648 Shàhnàmeh from Windsor library were exe-
cuted by Mu˙ammad Qàsim.8 Thus these miniatures became the
works of the early period of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s career while the
MMA drawing became one of his last works. As to the style of
Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s works Stchoukine considered it to be an orig-
inal interpretation of the style of Riûà 'Abbàsì.9 It is worth noting
that Stchoukine calls Mu˙ammad Qàsim ‘ce grand artist’, ‘un bril-
lant dessinateur de figures humaines’, and describes his works as the
most innovatory and original creations of the second half of the
11th/17th century.10

Stchoukine’s list of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s works, when studied atten-
tively, shows that many works signed by the master or attributed to
him had been formerly ascribed to the early 11th/17th century (or
even to the late 16th) by Blochet, Schulz, Binyon, Wilkinson, Gray
and to the late 11th/17th century by Sakisian, Schroeder, Kuhnel.
But after the appearance in 1964 of Stchoukine’s book the under-
standing of Mu˙ammad Qàsim as being a painter of the later

Published: Schulz 1914, vol. II, pl. 166 and vol. I, 191–2; M.Dimand. ‘Dated
Specimens of Mu˙ammadan Art’. In: Metropolitan Museum Studies, Vol. I, part 2, 1929,
231, fig. 10; Swietochowski, Babaie 1989, No. 34, 78–9.

7 Sakisian and Dimand understood the date as 1114/1702–3 [Sakisian 1929,
144, note 2; Metropolitan Museum Studies, vol. I, part 2, 1929, 231, fig. 19].

8 Stchoukine 1964, 148 and pls LX–LXII.
9 Stchoukine 1964, 199–226.

10 Stchoukine 1964, 214–5.
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11th/17th century has been accepted by almost all the authors, who
agreed that Mu˙ammad Qàsim, as well as Mu˙ammad 'Alì and
Mu˙ammad Yùsuf, were the followers of the style of Riûà 'Abbàsì
and that Mu˙ammad Qàsim was the most talented and imaginative
of them. A. Welch writes: ‘Three of Riûà’s later seventeenth-century
followers—Mu˙ammad Qàsim, Mu˙ammad Yùsuf, and Mu˙ammad
'Alì—were celebrated drawftsmen, who developed in parallel direc-
tions, apparently during the reigns of Shah 'Abbàs II and Shah
Sulayman. All ‘students of Riûà, they cultivated a mannered style
based upon his innovations’.11

In 1975 a drawing hightened with gouache and gold showing Shah
'Abbàs I embracing his young page serving him wine was aquired
by Louvre.12 The verses inscribed along the right edge of the drawing
end with the information that the work was done on Friday 24 Jumàdì
al-Sànì 1036 (March 12, 1627)13 by Mu˙ammad Qàsim (raqam-i
kamìn-i khuksar Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir). The appearance of this
dated work by Mu˙ammad Qàsim, not known to Stchoukine, some-
how changed the scholars’ opinion on the chonology of this artist’s
works but its real importance escaped the attention of the specialists.

A˙mad Suhaylì Khvànsarì in 1975 dated Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s
activity until the end of the reign of Shah 'Abbàs II (1058–1077/
1648–1666) and suggested that the paintings in the 'Alì Qapu and
Chihil Sutun might be his works.14 He does not mention the drawing
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

11 A. Welch, Shah ‘Abbàs and the arts of Isfahan (New York: The Asia Society, 1973),
No. 60, 99–100. 

12 Louvre, MAO 494; 25,5 × 15 cm. Publications: Soustiel 1974 (2), N 24, 26–7;
La revue du Louvre et des musees de France, 1975, No. 4, 278 and 1984, No. 1, p. 61;
Suhaylì Khvànsarì 1975, il. 2 on p. 21; L’Islam dans les collections nationales,
Paris, 1977, No. 249; M. Bernus-Taylor. Les arts de l’islam, Guide, (Paris: E. Grube
and E. Sims, 1994), 133. ‘The representations of Shah 'Abbàs I’. In: Studi in onore
di Eugenio Galdieri, Lugano 1995, No. 32, ill. IXa.

The oval seal inscribed with formula Yà 'Alì Adriknì, impressed on the drawing
is met on a few Persian and Indian miniatures of the 11th–12th/17th–18th cen-
turies. See: Martin 1912, vol. II, pls. 154, 155, 166; Stchoukine 1964, pl. XXXV;
B.W. Robinson, T. Falk and Sims E. Persian and Mughal Art. London 1976, No. 115,
il. on 218; Christie’s, 12 October, 1978, lot 156.

13 A˙mad Suhaylì Khvànsarì reads the date on this drawing as 1029/1619–20
[Suhaylì Khvànsarì 1975, 25], Karìmzàdeh Tabrìzì as 1032/1622–3 [Karìmzàdeh
Tabrìzì 1991, vol. III, 1061–7, No. 1123], all the other authors [see note 12]—as
1036/1627. 24 Jumàdì al-Sànì falls on Friday only in 1036. Soustiel, Bernus-Taylor,
Grube and Sims give as A.D. equivalent February 10, though Jumàdì II in 1036
begins on February 17, thus A.D. date is Friday, March 12, 1627.

14 Suhaylì Khvànsarì 1975. 
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The drawing Chastisement of a pupil appeared on the exhibition of
Persian drawings in the MMA in 1989. M.L. Swietochowski and 
S. Babaie, the authors of the catalogue, wrote in entry for this draw-
ing about the date: ‘. . . the equivalent if another digit is added, to
1104–05/1692–93, rather late in the long span of productivity of
this artist’. They repeated the universal opinion that the style of
Mu˙ammad Qàsim and of two other mid-seventeenth century artists,
Mu˙ammad 'Alì and Mu˙ammad Yùsuf, derived from the ‘at that
time, innovative style of Riûà 'Abbàsì". In the catalogue the draw-
ing received the date ‘the second half of the seventeenth century’;15

the date 114 was thus rejected, somewhat illogically given that the
date and the name of the artist were undoubtedly written by the
same hand. 

Karìmzàdeh Tabrìzì16 gives us a biography of Mu˙ammad Qàsim
and presents list of his works. Unfortunately he does not mention
the sources of his information and does not always say where he
saw the paintings. He reads the date on the MMA drawing as
1014/1605, without mentioning other readings of the date. According
to him the dated works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim belong to the period
from 989/1581 until 1032/1622–3,17 and he was born about 965/
1557–8 and lived until about 1040/1630–1 (a miniature from the 1058/
1648 Windsor Shàhnàmeh being included into the list of the artist’s
works).

When we turn to the latest accounts of our artist we find him
described as one of the leading exponents of the middle of the seven-
teenth century. In one of the recent books on Persian painting Sheila
Canby writes: ‘Mu˙ammad Qàsim who also worked on the 1058/
1648 Shàhnàmeh may have been somewhat younger than Mu˙ammad
Yùsuf, for he developed distinctive style that derives from, but does
not slavishly imitate, the work of Riûà’.18

Literary sources on Mu˙ammad Qàsim are confined to a brief
information in Qißßàß al-Khàqànì by Valì Qùlì Shàmlù (British Museum
Library, Add. 7656, f. 175a), who describes Mu˙ammad Qàsim Tabrìzì
as a painter and a poet, and that he died and was buried in Isfahan

15 Swietochowski, Babaie 1989, 78–9, No. 34.
16 Karìmzàdeh Tabrìzì 1990, vol. III, 1061–6.
17 989/1581—date on the drawing Darwish from Kelekian collection, which Schulz

attributed to Mu˙ammad Qàsim [Schulz 1914, vol. I, 192]; 1032/1622–3—
Karìmzàdeh Tabrìzì’s reading of the date on Louvre Shah 'Abbàs embracing his page. 

18 Canby 1993, 106.
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in a year given as 107. M. Farhàd, citing this information, suggested
that it means the year 107[0]/1659.19 Taking into account the artist’s
nisba (see below), it seems to be highly probable that this is the artist
we are speaking about. Another version of the date would be
1107/1695–6, more corresponding with Stchoukine’s opinion on the
chronology of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s career.

Thus the chief documents of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s artistic life are
his works. In addition to the two already mentioned miniatures with
the impressions of Shah 'Abbàs I seal, placing them before 1601–2,
the Louvre miniature Shah 'Abbàs embracing his young page, dated
1037/1627, becomes a work of great significance, providing the foun-
dation to be built upon. Mu˙ammad Qàsim who painted this minia-
ture, representing such an intimate epizode of Shah 'Abbàs I’s life,
had to be a court painter of this monarch, especially near to him,
enjoying his favour. As to the work itself it shows that in 1037/1627
its author reached his mature style. Moreover, many features show
that the painter of this miniature is that very Mu˙ammad Qàsim
who is mentioned in our attributory inscriptions on two miniatures
with Shah 'Abbàs I’s seal impressions and who created the MMA
drawing. For example, the thick-trunked tree with flat quadrangular
stylized foliage occupying the upper part of the miniature, crossing
the composition diagonally behind the figures, looks to be a favourite
motif of this artist, present in almost all his known works. Facial
types of the represented personages are very similar.

We may also note that the MMA drawing is not characteristic of
Persian art of the late 11th/17th century, when Europeanized style
became the prevailing stylistic trend in the Isfahan court school,
which Mu˙ammad Qàsim, being a member of court atelier, could
not avoid following. All this shows that we have to accept, follow-
ing Schulz and Karìmzàdeh Tabrìzì, the date 1[0]14/1605 for the
drawing, especially because there is more room for a dot/zero between
the first and second digits than between the second and third ones.
Thus we are dealing with single artist Mu˙ammad Qàsim, who
worked in the last decade of the 10th/16th century and the first half
of the 11th/17th century. Mu˙ammad Qàsim becomes not a fol-
lower of Riûà 'Abbàsì (who died in 1045/1635), but his contempo-
rary, that is a painter who worked at the same time, in the same
style, but in an absolutely different manner. 

19 Treasures of Islam 1985, 119, note 4. 
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There are many other arguments in favour of putting back the
period of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s activity. One of them is his nisba
Tabrìzì, which is written on the drawing An old man holding a book
(unpublished) from Topkapi Saray album H. 2140, f. 33a, signed amila
Mu˙ammad Qàsim Tabrìzì. Sanat 998 (1589–90). It appears also on the
drawing Four men sitting under a tree from Krakov, signed raqam-e
Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir-i Tabrìzì, published by S. Komornicki with
the dating ‘second half of the seventeenth century’20 and on the
miniature Woman holding water-pipe, inscribed raqam-i kamìn-i khuksar
Mu˙ammad Qàsim Tabrìzì, a work of about 1640–50.21 It seems unlikely
that two Mu˙ammad Qàsims originating from Tabrìz would be
working at the same period. Another argument is clothing: the per-
sonages on the miniatures with Mu˙ammad Qàsim signatures are
never dressed according to the fashions of the second half of the
17th century. For example, we do not see in his miniatures the bul-
bous turbans of stripped material seen in miniatures from the 1660s.
He also never depicted Shah 'Abbàs II (1052–1077/1642–1666) or
Sulaymàn (1077–1106/1666–1694), during whose reigns he is con-
sidered to be working. Some other arguments for changing the
chronology of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s career will be suggested in the
course of the following discussion of his works.

The chronology of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s works is still rather difficult
to determine. His artistic manner differs too much from the style we
are accostomed to connect with the first decades of the 11th/17th
century. The contours of his figures are never defined with fluid ‘cal-
ligraphic’ lines of varying thickness typical (as we thought) of early
Isfahan school in general. His line is usually thicker and uninter-
rupted. His figures are larger in scale and more restraint. 

Now it is possible only to establish several groups basing on a few
firm dates we have at present: 999/1590 (the Topkapi Saray draw-
ing), late 10th/16th century (the miniatures with the impressions of
Shah 'Abbàs I’s seal), 1014/1605 (Metropolitan Museum of Art draw-
ing), 1037/1627 (miniature from Louvre) and 1058/1648—the Windsor
Shàhnàmeh illustrations. 

20 Krakov, Musee Czartoryski, coll. d’estampes XI.444, fol. 10. Published 
S. Komornicki. Museum Czartoryski. Krakov 1929, fig. 154.

21 Treasures of Islam, 1985, No. 89.
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The early works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim (999–1014/1590–1605)

The earliest of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s known works—An old man hold-
ing a book of 998/1589–90 (unpublished)—comes from Topkapi Saray
album H. 2140,22 which contains mainly specimens of calligraphy,
paintings and drawings of the Qazvin and early Isfahan schools. This
lightly tinted drawing showing an old man in a long-sleeved cloak
is a work typical of the Qazvin school both in subject and in style.
He is a familiar type of a literary man, leaning on his staff and hold-
ing a book in rich gilt binding as if going to present or to show it
to someone outside the picture, on whom he focuses his gaze. His
cloak is faintly tinted with greenish tone, the shawl is left uncoloured.
The background consists of flowering bushes and ‘chinese’ clouds
drawn in thin black line and faintly tinted with colours and gold.
Absent the signature inscribed in gold below the figure there is noth-
ing here by which to recognize the Mu˙ammad Qàsim we know.

The same is true for Standing youth wearing a green robe (Kuwait, al-
Sabah collection), a miniature with fully coloured figure of a youth
in voluminous turban and peculiar dress of Royal chàvush against flat
background decorated with evenly distributed flowering bushes painted
in gold.23 The miniature is inscribed amila Mu˙ammad Qàsim (an old
attribution by the same hand, as on the two above-mentioned minia-
tures, stumped with Shah 'Abbàs I’s seal) and has no date, but the
impression of Shah 'Abbàs I’s seal dated 996/1587–88 gives the date
‘not later than 1010–11/1601–2’. 

These two miniatures are evidently the works of a very young
artist who did his best to create works similar to the works of the
great masters of that time. A few miniatures which also belong to
the early period of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s activity give an idea about
the painters whose style he followed. Standing youth holding a small white
cloth in his hands (Washington D.C., Sackler Gallery), executed in a

22 H. 2140, fol. 33r; 11,5 × 7,5; mounted on an album-leaf (32 × 21) with four
bayts of poetry, the dark-brown borders decorated with drawings of flowers and
foliage executed in gold. 

23 15,2 × 7,6; published: Sotheby’s, 29 April 1998, lot 62. The attribution of this
miniature to mid 11th/17th century and erroneous identification of the seal impres-
sion as that of the seal of Shah 'Abbàs II dated 1052/1642–3 in Sotheby’s cata-
logue is due to traditional understanding of the chronology of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s
works. For the word chàvush see R.W. Robinson’s commentary in Persian and Mughal
Art. (London: Colnaghi, 1976), 251.
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manner, typical of the late 10th/16th century Qazvin style,24 reveals
a strong influence of Íadìqì Beg. One has only to compare this work
with Íadìqì’s miniature mounted on the same folio. Mu˙ammad
Qàsim clearly follows Íadìqì in the posture, s-curve silhouette and
treatment of the youth’s figure, shown against the background with
hilly landscape painted in gold. It is also close to early works of
Riûà. B.W. Robinson has suggested that Standing youth may be by
Riûà 'Abbàsì rather than Mu˙ammad Qàsim25 To the right of the
figure we notice a flowering clumb of iris, which may be called this
master’s trademark because this flower is depicted in almost all his
works.

Youth in a fur-lined coat from Victoria and Albert Museum,26 with
sword at his girdle, as well as the preceding miniature, depicts a
Royal attendant. In this miniature Mu˙ammad Qàsim clearly follows
Sìyàvush in representing nature with high horizon and a large tree as
a prominent landscape element,27 he will use in all his future works.
But the large-scale figure represented on the very foreground of the
picture against rise of rocks and leaphy tree in the background is a
new type of representation of human figure in Persian painting. This
miniature shows in greater degree the personal manner of Mu˙ammad
Qàsim: his liking for carefully rendered many-layered rich clothing
for his personages, a recognizable type of the face, which can be
traced in his works, and his favourite tree, crossing diagonally the
background. The motif of a male or female figure with rich coat
gracefully slung over the shoulder will appear in his later works.

24 Washington D.C., Sackler Galery, S. 86.0305; 16, 9 × 8,3; inscribed at lower
right: ustàd Mu˙ammad Qàsim and impressed with seal of Shah 'Abbàs I; mounted
on an album-page (39,7 × 27,6) with a painting inscribed to Íadìqì (bearing the
same seal’s impression) and calligraphy by Sultan 'Alì al-Mashhadi. Published: Lowry,
Beach 1988, No. 356, 306 with attribution ‘Qazvin (?), ca. 1590.’

25 Lowry, Beach 1988, No. 356, 306.
26 London, Victoria and Albert Museum, L. 6964–1980; 153 × 75; inscribed at

lower right (Shah 'Abbàs I librarian’s note ?) amal-i ustàd Mu˙ammad Qàsim, Shah
'Abbàs I’ seal impression; set on an album-page (40,2 × 26,7) with a drawing by
Riûà (bearing the same seal’s impression) and calligraphy of Sultan 'Alì al-Mashhadi,
surrounded by small cartouches containing Persian poetry, the margins with floral
designs in gold; publications: Christie’s, July 11, 1974, lot 18, pl. 7; Sotheby’s, July
8, 1980, p. 99, pl. 98; Canby 1990, fig. 7, 77. 

27 See for example: A. Welch, Artists for the Shah. Late Sixteenth Century Painting of the
Imperial Court of Iran. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1976), fig. 2
on 24 and fig. 7 on 34.
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Young woman smoking water-pipe from TKS album H. 2137,28 signed
raqam-e khuksar Mu˙ammad Qàsim, was painted probably at late
10th/16th–early 11th/17th century. Her head-dress, as well as that
of the young women on two following miniatures, is similar to that
worn by woman in the above mentioned Íadìqì’s miniature and
looks to be characteristic of the late 10th–11th/16th–early 17th cen-
turies. The background is painted in gold and still scarcely visible,
with only a tree trunk tinted with pink. The clouds are still ‘chi-
nese’ as if swept with wind. In Young Woman holding a tambourine
(unpublished) also from album H. 2137,29 signed with the same for-
mula as on the preceding miniature, the landscape plays a more
important role, mountains and rocks are tinted with reddish, there
is a silver stream in the foreground with coloured rocks around it—
a nesessary element in his future works. We do not notice any
attempts at modelling the faces in any of the works discussed. It is
worth noting that there exists a mirror-reversed variation of the
Woman smoking water-pipe, painted by Mu"ìn mußavvir in 1084/1673–4
(Topkapi Saray library, H. 2142, fol 12a) with face modelled accord-
ing to the tendencies of the period.30

Apparently a somewhat later work Young woman in European dress
(London, Victoria and Albert Museum),31 signed raqam-i kamtarìn
Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir, is of special interest because it shows the
early stage of European influence in Isfahan painting when the sub-
ject-matter interested Persian artists more than style. The woman’s
‘European-style’ dress, European glass goblet in her hand, little white
dog by her feet—are just ‘foreign’ oddities which were becoming
fashionable in Isfahan painting. Her eyes are turned to the specta-
tor and she is posing holding a goblet in her raised right hand and
long-necked bottle in her left—these are new stylistic features per-
haps also due to European portraits, but understood not in the same
way as in 1660–70s, in the times of Shaykh 'Abbàsì, Mu˙ammad
Zamàn and Jabbadar. 

28 Istanbul, Topkapi Saray library, H. 2137, fol. 21v; 17,3 × 11,6; set on album
page 39 × 28,5; surrounded by small cartouches of Persian poetry, blue margins
decorated with ornaments in gold. Published: Stchoukine 1971, 208, pl. VIII,3;
Topkapi 1986, No. 124.

29 Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Museum Library, H. 2137, fol. 15v; album page 39
× 28,5. References: Sakisian 1929, pp. 143–4; Stchoukine 1964, 56.

30 Stchoukine 1964, pl. LXXVI.
31 London, Victoria and Albert Museum, The Large Clive Album, I.S. 133 (50)—

1964, fol.26a; 17,8 × 8,8; album page: 47,5 × 32. Published: Stchoukine 1964, pl.
LXXVIII; reference: Robinson 1967, No. 89.
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A beautiful tinted drawing from Khàlìlì collection in London (un-
published),32 showing a young woman with a short veil (rù-bandeh)
thrown back on her shawl, a tree and clouds painted in gold, is an
interesting early (if not the earliest) specimen of bust portrait in
Persian painting. The figure and background remain flat, but the
tree gives depth to the picture and justifies the cutting of the figure.
The signature (mashaqahu Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir) on the left-hand
side fills the empty space. The human being represented so closely
makes the personality much more important and demands concen-
tration on the face itself. Mu˙ammad Qàsim, stressing girl’s child-
ish attractive image, persuades us that this is a true portrait drawn
from reality.

Between 1605–1627

All the discussed works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim, although revealing
his individual creative force in terms of their subject-matter, com-
position and the predominant means of artistic expression, are exam-
ples of a major trend in Persian painting of the late 10th–11th/
16th–early 17th century. The drawing Chastisement of a pupil is more
unusual. The subject itself is familiar: a scene of a pupil being pun-
ished with the bastinado is often represented in the manuscript illus-
trations as one of secondary epizodes in multy figured compositions.33

Represented here as an independent subject it is turned into a scene
of everyday occurence. What strikes us most of all in this drawing,
and what makes it difficult to believe that this is a work of the very
beginning of the 11th/17th century, is the energy and dynamism of
the lines. Quick powerful strokes melt into one unit the figures 
of the participants and landscape elements. Everything is some-
what enlarged, exaggerated. This feature, which we notice also in a
few other of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s drawings, where human figures
and surrounding are rendered in large proportions, calls to mind 
R. Ettinghausen’s observation of ‘particularity for big forms’ being
one of the new tendencies of 11th/17th century art in Isfahan.34 It

32 London, Khalìli collection, MSS 47; 10 × 5,5; in a late (Qajar ?) mounting 
33 One example of many is A School Scene attributable to Mìr Sayyid 'Alì, c. 1540:

Lowry, Beach 1988, No. 412.
34 R. Ettinghausen, ‘Stylistic tendencies at the time of Shah 'Abbàs’ Iranian Studies,

vol. VII, Nos 3–4, 1974, 598.
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is only natural that new stylistic features and new pictorial elements
appear in drawing earlier than in paintings. As seen in later works
of Mu˙ammad Qàsim, this change in pictorial rendition evident in
the drawing Chastisment of a pupil, executed in 1013/1605, become
characteristic of his polychrome paintings of the 1030s/1620s to be
completely applied in 1058/1648 Shàhnàmeh illustrations. 

Another tendency we notice in this work is the introduction of
rich landscape settings into individual drawings and paintings. Hilly
landscapes painted in faint line and in gold in earlier works of
Mu˙ammad Qàsim turn here into elaborately executed outdoor set-
tings, with a great tree the thick trunk of which, as well as the hills,
are rendered three-dimencionally.

Among the innovations seen in this drawing, which become stan-
dard in later works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim himself and many other
artists, is the foreground rendered with tiny strokes or points, leav-
ing ‘reserved’ flowering bushes, including irises. Chastisement of a Pupil
of Mu˙ammad Qàsim, adding its large format (24,5 × 16), contains
almost all the features of his future works. 

The drawing Standing page holding a tray with cups (Paris, Bibl.
Nationale, O.D. 41, fol. 33),35 executed in Bagdad, inscribed at lower
left raqam-i Mu˙ammad Qàsim, shabìh-i Valì Tunjì (?), fì dar al-salàm
Baghdàd, represents a youth offering one of the cups of coffee to
somebody outside the picture. The shawl around his neck resembles
a European collar. As in Young woman in European dress the style of
this drawing has nothing to do with a new European artistic vision
as in the second half of the 17th century. It is also worth noting
that the images of Europeans become common in Persian painting
after the late 1620s.36

Standing youth holding a poem from the Sadruddin Aga Khan collec-
tion,37 shows a fully coloured figure against an ornamental landscape
with ‘chinese’ clouds painted in gold, met only in the earliest works
of Mu˙ammad Qàsim. This may be explained by the fact that here
Mu˙ammad Qàsim evidently repeats an early work of Riûà—his

35 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, O.D. 41, fol. 33. Published: Martin II, pl. 165c;
references: Schulz I, 192; Sakisian 1929, 143–4; Stchoukine 1964, 53. 

36 Canby 1996, 174. See also Cat. Nos. 118 and 122 for the same motive of a
youth offering coffee, painted by Riûà-yi 'Abbàsì in 1629 and 1630. 

37 Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan collection, Ir.M. 91; 19,1 × 10,4; on an album-
leaf (33,5 × 23,5), nast'alìq calligraphy of 'Alì al-Mashhadì dated 971/1563–4 on
reverse. For publications see: Canby 1998, No. 52, 78, to which must be added:
Suhaylì Khvànsarì 1975, il. 1 on 21; Karìmzàdeh Tabrìzì 1991, il. 22 on 1508.
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tinted drawing of a youth holding a page of lyrical verse ending with
his signature mashaqahu Riûà.38 On the miniature of Mu˙ammad
Qàsim from the Aga Khan collection, exactly as on Riûà’s drawing,
two bayts of poetry, followed by painter’s signature kamtarìn bandigàn
dua-gù Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir, are beautifully written on the folio
in the hands of the youth. The verse contains a goodwish: may your
wishes fullfill from three lips (Persian lab, which means: lips, also rim
of a cup and bank of a stream), so: lips of the beloved (lab-i yàr),
bank of a stream (lab-i jùì), rim of a cup (lab-i jàm). May you remain
in this world so long that you pray on the grave of firmament (that
is eternally, always). Within the context of Shàmlù’s information
about Mu˙ammad Qàsim being an accomplished poet it is likely
that Mu˙ammad Qàsim not only painted the miniature, but also
composed and inscribed its poetic verses. The same verse is inscribed
on the right edge of Shah 'Abbàs embracing his page from Louvre, dated
1037/1627. 

The dating of the miniature from the Aga Khan collection is diffi-
cult. Binyon, Wilkinson, Gray ascribed it to early 11th/17th century,
Stchoukine—to the second half of the 11th/17th century, A. Welch
and Sh. Canby—to mid 11th/17th century.39 In this work, as in the
drawing Standing page holding a tray with cups, the lines are strong and
uninterrupted, pose of the figure is more static with stressed verti-
cality, in comparison with earlier Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s works, demon-
strating a new tendency in his manner. It is also worth noting that
Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s Standing youth holding a poem is two times bigger
(19,1 × 10,4), than its prototype—Riûà’s drawing (11,5 × 5,4).

Boys birds nesting in a large tree watched by an old man (British Museum),
an unsigned drawing hightened with colours and gold, of exellent
quality. It was B. Robinson who identified this work as ‘style of
Mu˙ammad Qàsim, mid 11th/17th century’.40 This drawing posesses
the artistic devices chatacteristic for Mu˙ammad Qàsim: rocks mod-
elled with red strokes, foreground rendered in light green stippling
technique. The blue sky is covered with clouds reserved in white
and two thirds of the composition occupies a huge towering tree

38 Canby 1996, Cat. 22, il. on 51.
39 BWG, No. 294, p. 161; Stchoukine 1964,55–6; A. Welch 1972–8, vol. III, 148;

Canby 1998, No. 52, 78.
40 London, The British Museum, 1964.6.13.02; 18,5 × 13; on late album folio

(35 × 28) dated 1302/1884–5. Published: Robinson 1967, No. 80, pl. 32.
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with twisted branches and roots as if inflamed. In my opinion, this
drawing is Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s work of the second or early third
decade of the 17th century. 

As in the case with Chastisement of a pupil, we find similar subject
among manuscript illustrations. In one of the miniatures of the famous
the 964–5/1556–65 Freer Haft Aurang of Jàmì as one little vignette
in a complex outdoor scene among diverse actions represented we
find boys stealing birds from a nest, passing them down from one
to another, a bearded man with a stuff standing nearby observing
this scene.41 Perhaps Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s drawing is a quatation
from a famous manuscript illustration, approached in a new, more
‘realistic’, way to give the impression of having been drawn from
nature. Or it could be that a scene of everyday occurence was intro-
duced into the 10th/16th century manuscript and also became a
subject for Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s drawing. As the Chastisement of a
pupil, this scene is also rendered with touch of humour and is full
of many wonderfully observed details. This is one of the most impres-
sive works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim.

Picnic at night, an unsigned line drawing enhanced with gouache
and gold, from the British Museum,42 was in 1928 ascribed by Arnold
to Riûà 'Abbàsì;43 Arnold considered the drawing to belong to the
first third of the 11th/17th century (Riûà 'Abbàsì died in 1045/1635).
Stchoukine expressed his disagreement with Arnold in respect of
authorship, noting that this work differs cardinally from the works
of Riûà 'Abbàsì and that it is very similar to Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s
paintings (especially the female figures on the foreground) that it may
be with certainty accepted as his work44 Thus the drawing moved
to the second half of the 11th/17th century. R. Hillenbrand, in the
catalogue of the Edinburgh exhibition of Persian painting in 1977,
noticing some earlier 11th/17th century features and paying atten-

41 Sultan Ibrahim Mìrzà’s Haft Awrang. M.Sh. Simpson with contributions by 
M. Farhàd. Washington D.C., 1997, 103, il. on 102.

42 London, The British Museum, 1920.9.17.0275 (album Or. 1372, f. 23); 25,2 ×
17,4; black oval seal with religious formula and date 1035/1625; mounted on album
folio (41,8 × 26,6) (in album would be verso). This drawing seems to be left unfinished:
the bottle in the niddle of the composition, covered with whites, allows to see
preparatory drawing of a female bust, left not overdrawn. Published: T.W. Arnold.
Painting in Islam (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928) pl. LXIVb; Canby 1993, No. 67,
105–6, il. on 104; references: Stchoukine 1964, 54; Hillenbrand 1977, No. 158.

43 T.W. Arnold. Painting in Islam, pl. LXIVb opp. 145. 
44 Stchoukine 1964, 54.
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tion to a seal impression with date 1035/1625–26, gave a cautious
dating ‘17th century’. He wrote: ‘The British Museum card cata-
logue entry on this painting attributes it to Mu˙ammad Qàsim and
dates it c. 1675, but the seal on the painting (between the tree and
the horizon) apparently gives the date 1035/1624. It might there-
fore be the best to leave the question of date open for the time
being . . .’.45 Sh. Canby also paid attention to the seal (she reads the
date as 1025/1616), but traditionally gives for the drawing the date
as ‘mid 17th century’46

The work has many features of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s manner. The
foreground here, as in the scene of the punishment of a pupil, is
rendered in pointilistic technique. We also notice Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s
favourite motif of a youth in a coat slung over one shoulder. Female
musicians in the foreground have typically Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s
female facial types. The blue sky is covered with reserved white strips
of European-like clouds. 

In my opinion, the drawing was created ca. 1620–25. The night
scene is still represented traditionally: only the firing torchers and can-
dles bespeak night time, the whole picture is shown as in day-time.
There are no effects of shade and light, in contrast to the pictures
of the second half of the 11th/17th century by Mu˙ammad Zamàn
or Jabbadar with source of light, with gradations in European way.

A youth feasting is evidently of royal rank. We may only suggest
(though this supposition is quite difficult to prove) that he could rep-
resent prince Sam Mìrzà, Shah 'Abbàs I’s grandson, declared by
him his heir apparent. In 1629 a new Shah Íafì I (1039–1052/1629—
1642) was 19 years old and the youth on the drawing looks to be
15–16. If so, it would give for the drawing the date about 1035/1625
(which, perhaps accidentally, coincides with the date on the seal),
showing also that Mu˙ammad Qàsim had already been at court ser-
vice, before creating Shah 'Abbàs embracing his page in 1627.

Some other works may be ascribed to the period between 1014/1605
and 1037/1627: a scene of two girls and an old woman visiting a
hermit, signed raqam-i kamìn-i Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir;47 an unsigned
tinted drawing, repeating two figures of the same scene—sitting girl

45 Hillenbrand 1977, pp. 69–70, no. 158.
46 Canby 1993, No. 67 on 105.
47 London, Victoria and Albert Museum, The Large Clive Album, fol. 43v; 16 ×

24,5; album folio: 47,5 × 32. Published: Schulz 1914, II, pl. 170; Stchoukine 1964,
pl. LXXI.
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and old woman with queer long-chinned profile;48 a drawing in black
and red ink of a man holding an album,49 all with vivid expressions
on the faces of the participants.

To sum up the discussion of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s works of the
considered period, it is worth remarking that multi-figured compo-
sitions occur seldom in single-page miniatures and drawings of the
first quarter of the 11th/17th century. Among the works of Riûà
'Abbàsì there is only one multi-figured composition—famous diptich
A Convivial Party from the Hermitage collection, dated 1021/1612
and even that could be originally a double-page frontiespiece for a
manuscript or an album.50 It is usually described as a unique work
in the Isfahan painting of early 11th/17th century, because all the
described paintings and drawings by Mu˙ammad Qàsim have been
considered to belong to mid-second half of the century.

Between 1627–1648

Shah 'Abbàs embracing his page offering him a cap of vine is still exe-
cuted in Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s favourite technique—drawing in black
ink hightened with gouache and gold. Beyond its documentary
significance as one of a few securely dated works by this artist, this
work is also one of his best creations showing him as a superb
draughtsman. This is also one of a few life-time portraits of Shah
'Abbàs I.51

Youth Holding a Letter (Muraqqa in Tehran)52 is a full coloured
miniature. The half figure of a youth in a wonderful velvet green
robe, with the head turned to the left, is shown against a quiet land-
scape. Green pointilistic earth, only irises reserved in white, and blue

48 London, Khalìli collection, MSS 940; 13,3 × 8,2: Published: Christie’s, October
20, lot 286.

49 London, The British Museum, 1920.9.17.0278 (2); 10,9 × 8. The signature
may be a later addition, but stylistically the drawing conforms the works of Mu˙ammad
Qàsim. Published: Stchoukine 1964, pl. LXXXb; Swietochowski, Babaie 1989, fig
28 on 70; Canby 1993, il. 70, 106.

50 A. Adamova, Persian Painting and Drawing from the Hermitage collection. (St. Petersburg:
AO “Slaviia”, 1996), No. 15 (208–211).

51 Ernst J. Grube and Eleanor Sims. ‘The Representations of Shah 'Abbàs I’.
In: L’arco di fango che rubò la luce alle stelle: Studi in onore Eugenio Galdieri,
(Savosa/Lugano: Edizioni Arte e moneta, 1995).

52 Badry Atabai. Fihrist-i muraqqa’at. Kitàbkhàneh-yi sal†ànatì, (Tehran: [Zìbà],
1353/1974), il. opp. 300; Suhaylì Khvànsarì 1975, il. 22.
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sky with white cumuli clouds touch each other highten the effect of
the figure. In this miniature we see the new appearance in Mu˙ammad
Qàsim’s works of fully colored lanscape behind the figure. The youth’s
face is still not modelled. 

The youth is holding a folio inscribed with a text which appears
to be a letter: Mu˙ammad Qàsim mußavvir (bandeh-yi dà"ì) addresses
somebody he calls khàn-i 'aΩìm al-sha"n, adding such titles as sharìf,
nawwàb, mustàtab, muqaddas. He writes that sending this portrait, which
contains a petition ('arìûeh), he asks to consider him among his ser-
vants (he is evidently asking for an employment). There are some
grounds to suggest that such an important person addressed with
the titles and epithets pointing to his holy sanctified status is Khàn
'Alì Shàh Qarajaghay Khàn, ruler of Mashhad and supervisor of
the Mashhad shrine. For him two manuscripts—the 1045/1635 Farhàd
and Shìrìn of Vahshì and the 1058/1648 Windsor Shàhnàmeh—were
copied by Mu˙ammad Óakìm al-Óusaynì. All the miniatures of the
first manuscript and 43 (of 148) in the second have been attributed
by B.W. Robinson to Mu˙ammad Qàsim.53 In this case Youth hold-
ing a letter clearly shows that some time after Shah 'Abbàs I’s death
in 1039/1629 Mu˙ammad Qàsim was looking for another patron.
And this very peculiar subject of a youth holding an inscribed folio,
a seria of which has already been published,54 becomes a very inter-
esting separate problem, which deserves special study and presentation.

In Standing Youth Holding Iris-flower, inscribed raqam-i kamìn-i Mu˙ammad
Qàsim,55 foreground is rendered in pointilistic technique, but the back-
ground is a novation: all the elements—sky, rocks, trees—are painted
in opaque gouache, as well as in the miniature Standing woman holding
a waterpipe, signed raqam-i kamìn-i khoksar Mu˙ammad Qàsim Tabrìzì,
undoubtedly one of the most significant works of Mu˙ammad 
Qàsim.56 The figure dominates the landscape which, in its turn, is

53 Robinson 1968, 133–140; See also: Stchoukine 1964, 148–151; Hillenbrand
1977, No. 212.

54 E. Kuhnel. Miniaturmalerei im islamischen Orient. Berlin 1922, abb. 78; Christie’s,
October 8–10, 1991, lot 128; S.C. Welch. Wonders of the Age. (Cambridge, MA,
Harvard University Press, 1979), No. 72, 188; Abdolala Soudavar, Art of the Persian
Courts, (New York: Rizzoli, 1992), 289.

55 18,9 × 12,5. Published: Sotheby’s, 11 April 1972, lot 16.
56 29 × 17. Published: Blochet. Musulman Painting, XII–XVII Century. London

1929, pl. CLXVII; Sotheby’s, December 12–13, 1929, lot 257; Suhaylì Khvànsarì
1975, il. on 6; Sotheby’s, April 16, 1984, lot 111; Treasures of Islam 1985, No.
89, 119.
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represented as large and spacious in nature, the effect of the whole
picture (now it can hardly be called miniature) hightened with its
dimensions (29 × 17).

The woman, wearing a magnificent dress of gold brocade and a
coat slung over one shoulder, is posed in a carefully studied posture
on the bank of a silver stream. Her face is slightly modelled, her
eyes are focused on the spectator (the device, already tried by
Mu˙ammad Qàsim in his early work Young woman in European dress).
Female bust on qalian is one more quatation from his early work
Young woman smoking water-pipe. Standing woman holding a water-pipe has
all the features of a parade portrait (even if it does not represent a
definite person), one step to the portraits by Shaykh 'Abbàsì and
first oil-on-canvas pictures of the later 11th/17th century. 

Speaking of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s miniatures in the Windsor
Shàhnàmeh, one of the most famous mid 11th/17th century manu-
scripts, scholars pay special attention to the dynamic, somewhat ner-
vous, landscapes with sharp rocks, inflaming trees and whirling clouds.
R. Hillenbrand writes: ‘The audacious colour harmonies of these lus-
cious lanscapes are not easy to parallel. In them a tradition of nature
painting some three centuries old hovers on the brink of dissolution’.57

Discussing the works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim we traced how all
these new features gradually appeared at first in his drawings and
then, already mastered, in the miniatures. Landscape plays much
more important role in the works of Mu˙ammad Qàsim than in the
works of Riûà 'Abbàsì. Even in the miniatures of 1030s–1040s/
1620–30s Riûà 'Abbàsì uses the background painted in gold. I do
not contest the great contribution of Riûà in Iranian painting of 
the 11th/17th century. But his unique role is evidently somewhat
exaggerated. There were other masters who enriched Isfahan painting
with new ideas, subjects, pictorial devices. If we do not agree that
Mu˙ammad Qàsim with his paintings participated in the development
of Isfahan painting in the first half of the 11th/17th century, then
the illustrations in 1058/1648 Shàhnàmeh and some other manuscripts
of 1040s–1050s/1630–40s appear as if of nothing. Not a single
element in these illustrations exists in the works of Riûà 'Abbàsì. 

Sheila Canby in her book on Riûà 'Abbàsì noted that the late
1030s/1620s was a period when Riûà demonstrated an increasing

57 Hillenbrand 1977, No. 212 (212).
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interest in sumptuous textiles and began to use fabrics ornamented
with various designes.58 I do not mean so suggest that this novelty
in Riûà’s paintings was in imitation of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s style.
But it seems that in 20–30s Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s style corresponded
to the aesthetic norms and tastes and his works represented the major
trend in Persian painting in 20–40s.

Many unsigned paintings and drawings have been attributed to
Mu˙ammad Qàsim and even more ascribed to mid-second half of
the 11th/17th century because of their similarity to Mu˙ammad
Qàsim’s work; it beyond the scope of this article to deal with all
this material. If perhaps not all but many of these go back to the
first half of the century then the picture of the development of Persian
painting in the 11th/17th century cardinally changes. It is no more
attributed to the personality of Riûà 'Abbàsì. The process becomes
more convincing and more logical. Mu˙ammad Yùsuf and Mu˙ammad
'Alì, two other famous 11th/17th century masters, evidently finished
their artistic career somewhere in 1070s/1660s. Painting in the sec-
ond half of the 11th/17th century, at least court painting, becomes
strongly affected by European art, the new stylistic mode dictated
foreshortening, pespective and chiaroscuro. There is no place there
for such a master as Mu˙ammad Qàsim.

To sum up, our Mu˙ammad Qàsim looks to be the artist men-
tioned in Qißßàß al-Khàqànì by Valì Qùlì Shàmlù, as having died in
Isfahan in 1070/1659. Then, working already at the last decade of
the 10th/16th century, he had to have been born no later than
983/1575 and he had a long life—about 85–90 years.

Focusing on the problems of chronology of Mu˙ammad Qàsim’s
works, this article almost did not address their pictorial program and
meaning, leaving this for future research. 
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ANOTHER CAREER FOR MÌRZÀ 'ALÌ?

Barbara Brend

The tenth/sixteenth century, particularly the reign of Shah ˇahmàsp,
has left a gorgeous array of pictures of a courtly level; among these
a few bear signatures or inscribed attributions which have formed a
basis for accounts of the styles of individual artists. Historical and
literary works of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries assist with
a modicum of information on the careers and qualities of artists of
this period, but their remarks may be brief and vague, or the very
identity of the artist referred to may be less than certain. Thus the
picture of an artist’s achievements must be built on structures of
visual comparisons, working from the most certain to the more spec-
ulative, and braced or limited by historical probabilities.

It is the intention of this paper to bring together works that bear
the names of two artists, Mìrzà 'Alì1 and 'Abd al-Íamad,2 and to
suggest that they are the oeuvre of one and the same individual. These
artists—since they must first be considered as two—are far from
being unknown, but a reciprocity between their careers lies in the
fact that the later days of the first are uncertain, and similarly the
earlier days of the second. Mìrzà 'Alì’s name appears in the Khamseh
of NiΩàmì, copied in Tabrìz for Shah ˇahmàsp and dated 20 dhu’l-
˙ijja 949/27 March 1543, now Or. 2265 in the British Library;3

213

1 S.C. Welch, Wonders of the Age: Masterpieces of Early Safavid Painting, 1501–1576,
(Cambridge, MA: Fogg Art Museum, 1979), Nos. 54, 59, Mìrzà 'Alì; M.B. Dickson
and S.C. Welch, The Houghton Shahnama, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1981), vol. I, 129–53.

2 R. Ettinghausen, ‘'Abdu'ß-Íamad’, Encyclopaedia of World Art, I, (1959), 16–20; 
P. Chandra, The ˇù†ì-Nàma of The Cleveland Museum of Art (. . .), (Graz: Akademische
Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1976), 22–26 and 171–73. Dickson & Welch, I, 192–200;
P.P. Soucek, ‘'Abd-al-Íamad ”ìràzì’, EIr, vol. I/2 (1985), 162–7; idem, ‘Persian Artists
in Mughal India’, Muqarnas, IV (1987), 166–81, especially 169–75; R. Skelton,
‘Iranian Artists in the Service of Humayun’, in Humayun’s Garden Party, ed. S. Canby,
(Bombay: Marg, 1994), 33–48; S.P. Verma, Mughal Painters and their Works A Biographical
Survey and Comprehensive Catalogue, (Oxford and New Delhi: Oxford University Press,
1994), 40–46; S. Canby, ‘The Horses of 'Abd us-Samad’, in Mughal Masters: Further
Studies, ed. A.K. Das, (Mumbai: Marg, 1998), 14–29.

3 Or. 2265 is widely published, especially: F.R. Martin, The Miniature Paintings and
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beyond this his activity is not positively known. 'Abd al-Íamad is
one of the Safavid painters who became the foundation of the Mughal
school in Kabul; for his Persian period, one painting seems datable
before or during 951/1544–45;4 prior to this his work is a matter
of speculation. While Mìrzà 'Alì’s career might be terminated by an
early demise, it seems curious, given the prominence of 'Abd al-
Íamad under the Mughals, that he seems to arise almost from now-
here. In considering these artists I acknowledge an immense debt to
the studies of Professor S.C. Welch, who has constructed an early
and a later career for Mìrzà 'Alì, and an early career for 'Abd al-
Íamad. Also to be acknowledged is an article by Professor P.P.
Soucek on 'Abd al-Íamad, where she remarks the striking similar-
ity of some of his work to that of Mìrzà 'Alì, though without iden-
tifying them as one.5

Welch notes mention of Mìrzà 'Alì in three historical sources only:
the treatise of Qu†b al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Yazdì contained in an album
of 1556–57; the Gulistàn-i Hunar of Qàûì A˙mad of the early sev-
enteenth century; and the Minàqib-i Hunarvaràn of 'Alì Afandì.6 The
first two taken together, inform us that Mìrzà 'Alì was the son of
Sul†àn Mu˙ammad, that he grew up in the library of Shah ˇahmàsp,
and that he was a distinguished painter. The third source, 'Alì Afandì,
claims to add the name of a pupil, Kamàl of Tabrìz.

To form a basis for comparison it will be necessary to review the
attributions Welch makes to Mìrzà 'Alì. However, the point of depar-
ture for the consideration of Mìrzà 'Alì’s style must be the Khamseh
Or. 2265. This is a crucial document for the identification of indi-
vidual styles, since it contains eleven attributions to sixteenth-century
masters, which, because of repetitions, yield the names of six artists.
With the exception of one probable signature, the attributions are
evidently not a part of the original scheme, since they may be quite

Painters of Persia, India and Turkey from the 8th to the 18th Century, (rpr. London: Holland
Press, 1968), pls. 130–40; L. Binyon, The Poems of Nizami, (London: The Studio
Limited, 1928); B.W. Robinson, Persian Miniature Painting from collections in the British
Isles, (London: Victoria and Albert Museum, 1967), No. 39; N.M. Titley, Miniatures
from Persian Manuscripts, (London: British Museum, 1977), No. 315; Welch, 1979,
Nos. 48–66.

4 Dickson & Welch, I, 193. See Canby, 1998, fig. 3; D.J. Roxburgh, ‘Disorderly
Conduct?: F.R. Martin and the Bahram Mirza Album’, Muqarnas, XV (1998), 32–57,
fig. 11.

5 Soucek, 1985, 162–63.
6 Dickson & Welch, I, 129, and 248–9, nn. 1 and 3.
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roughly written or oddly placed. However, where they can be checked
against attributions on other pictures, they appear to agree, and they
have generally been accepted.7 Among the painters named, Mìr
Mußavvir and Mìr Sayyid 'Alì, and Sul†àn Mu˙ammad and Mìrzà
'Alì, are known to be fathers and sons, the other two artists being
Àqà Mìrak and MuΩaffar 'Alì. Both fathers are known to have been
important in the workshop, and the pictures allocated to them bear
this out. Mìr Mußavvir signs the first picture, often a position of
prestige, with the date 946/from May 1539; while Sul†àn Mu˙ammad,
whose name appears on ‘Khusraw sees Shìrìn bathing’, has been cred-
ited by Welch with the celebrated ‘Mi'ràj ’.8 Mìrzà 'Alì’s pictures in
the Khamseh are two.9 An illustration standing in the place of ‘Shìrìn
shown the portrait of Khusraw’ but identified by Welch as ‘Nùshàba
shows Iskandar a portrait of himself ’ (fig. 1) is exceptional in hav-
ing its attribution incorporated in gold into the margin introduced
at a renovation. The other, ‘Bàrbad plays for Khusraw’ (fig. 2), has
the attribution in a space intended for text. Both pictures show scenes
in courtyards. Like the other illustrations to the Khamseh, they are
elegant, colourful and intricate, but their special quality is a classi-
cally controlled energy, both calm and vibrant. Particular features
are a strong sense of the architectonic—displayed especially in the
careful attention to enclosing railings—and a lively interest in the
subordinate characters. In the background, both pictures have paired
cypresses, behind which is landscape, whose lower portion is dark
green and contains a wandering stream with stones along its bank
at rather regular intervals, while its upper portion is rimmed with
undulating rock. A similar stream with similar and more extensive
rock, and a comparable sense of three-dimensional space is seen in
a drawing, ‘Ba˙ràm Gùr and the shepherd’, with half-obliterated
attribution, which has been linked to the manuscript by Robinson
and attributed to Mìrzà 'Alì by Welch.10

7 Recently A.S. Melikian-Chirvani, ‘Mir Sayyed Ali: Painter of the Past and
Pioneer of the Future’, in Mughal Masters, 30–51, especially 44–47, attributes to Mìr
Sayyid 'Alì both pictures with attributions to Mìrzà 'Alì.

8 Binyon, 1928, pl. XIV; Welch, 1979, No. 63.
9 Binyon, ibid., pls. VI, XI; Welch, 1979, Nos., 54, 59; Dickson & Welch, I,

figs. 179, 180.
10 B.W. Robinson, Persian Drawings from the 14th through the 19th century (Boston and

Toronto: Little, Brown and Company, 1965), pl. 39; Welch, 1979, No. 69.
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Seeking for the oeuvre of Mìrzà 'Alì from the period before the
Khamseh, Welch attributes to him six pictures in the great Shàhnàmeh
made for Shah ˇahmàsp in the 1520s. In order of appearance these
are: ‘The Ship of Shì'ism’, ‘Rustam recovers Rakhsh’, ‘Planning of
the Joust of twelve Rukhs’, ‘Gushtàsp slays the dragon’, ‘Nùshìrvàn
receives the ambassadors of Hind’, and ‘Bàrbad plays for Khusraw’.11

Of these the last two are the most clearly connected to the Khamseh
pictures. There is an evident relationship between the composition
of ‘Nùshìrvàn receives the ambassadors’ and that of ‘Bàrbad plays
for Khusraw’ in the NiΩàmì, both having an ayvàn on the right and
a two-storeyed building on the left, and both conveying a sense of
structure. For the other, the identity of subject in the Shàhnàmeh and
Khamseh is suggestive, and the swaying figure of the musician, in the
former ensconced in a tree, seems to confirm it. The treatment of
clouds, in twisting Chinese forms and more naturalistic trails, also
seems to indicate the hand of the son of the painter of the Khamseh’s
‘Mi'ràj ’. The ‘Bàrbad plays’ of the Shàhnàmeh contains rock some-
what similar to that in ‘Ba˙ràm Gùr and the shepherd’ but a little
more rounded and dappled in appearance. The two exploits, ‘Rustam
recovers Rakhsh’ and ‘Gushtàsp slays the dragon’, are scenes of
action whose connection to the Khamseh is less self-evident; however,
both contain a stone-bordered stream,12 and a profusion of dappled
rock, so that to an extent their attribution may rely on ‘Bàrbad plays’
of the Shàhnàmeh. These may find further confirmation later in this
argument. The remaining two pictures, ‘The Ship of Shì'ism’ and
‘Planning of the Joust of twelve Rukhs’, works of still elegance in
which flat planes are laid one on another, seem to me difficult to
relate to the style of Mìrzà 'Alì in the Khamseh.13

Welch sees as work of Mìrzà 'Alì and approximately contempo-
rary with the Khamseh of 1543 two of the pictures added to a small
fifteenth-century Khamseh, now Add. 25900 in the British Library.14

‘Iskandar and the sage’ is a well-balanced composition with the sage

11 Dickson & Welch, I, 135.
12 ‘Stone-bordered stream’ here intends a particular regularity in the distribution

of stones of moderate size on either side of a stream.
13 S.C. Welch, A King’s Book of Kings, (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, 1972), 85; A. Soudavar, Art of the Persian Courts, (New York: Rizzoli, 1992),
169. The Shàhnàmeh pictures resemble the work of Àqà Mìrak in the Khamseh Or.
2265, see Welch, 1979, Nos. 56–58.

14 Dickson & Welch, I, 140, and figs. 197, 196.
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in a cave on the right and a large chìnar on the left; in the centre
are the elegant kneeling figures of Iskandar and a companion, below
whom a stone-bordered stream runs though dark green grass, while
attendants with a dappled horse wait in the foreground. The exten-
sive rock round the sage’s cave is to an extent dappled, but a divi-
sion into separate lobes is more apparent. To judge from its balance
and scenery, this may well be the work of Mìrzà 'Alì. It is, how-
ever, difficult to believe that ‘Iskandar defeats the wild Russian’ is
by the same hand. The composition is confused, with the observers
of the action too prominent; the background is treated in stylized
hues of turquoise and lilac, with rock gently shaded as though in
eroded slabs; and the subordinate figures are mannered rather than
lively. The picture, perhaps the work of MuΩaffar 'Alì, anticipates
the style of the Haft Aurang for Ibràhìm Mìrzà.

Two sets of double pictures discussed by Welch have experienced
the same fate of being added to other manuscripts, both now in St.
Petersburg. As additions, they are not necessarily to be dated by the
manuscript in which they are lodge. The double picture of a hunt
is attached to a Silsilat al-Zahab of 956/1549.15 On the right, under
a canopy, a lithe young prince who has loosed his arrow from a
kneeling position suggests a dating in the 1540s. To the left of the
prince, deer and wild ass flee from huntsmen, mainly towards the
left, through a dark green valley with a stone-bordered stream that
is contained between rocky outcrops in the foreground and back-
ground. Among the background rocks, camels, seeming larger in
scale than the middle-ground horses, progress towards the right.
Subsidiary characters are lively. The main movement, on a rising
line from right to left and through the rocky coomb, recalls both
‘Ba˙ràm and the shepherd’ and ‘Gushtàsp kills the dragon’: in con-
sequence, the trio afford each other a degree of confirmation. The
‘Hunt’, then, might well be the work of Mìrzà 'Alì. The second dou-
ble picture is attached to a Lavà"i˙ of 978/1570–71.16 This shows

15 B. Dorn, Catalogue des manuscrits et xylographes de la Bibliothèque Impériale publique
de St. Pétersbourg (St. Petersburg: L’Acadèmie Impèriale des Sciences, 1852), No.
CDXXXIV/434; Dickson & Welch, I, 140, where a dating in the later 1540s may
be implied, and figs. 194–95; M.M. Ashrafi, XVIth-Century Miniatures illustrating
Manuscript Copies of the Works of Jami from the USSR Collections, (Moscow: Sovetskia
Khudozhnik, 1966), 6–7.

16 Dorn, No. CCLVI/256; Dickson & Welch, I, 249, n. 5; Ashrafi, 1966, 4–5.
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a prince entertained in a courtyard: on the left an assemblage of
courtiers; on the right, a version of Mìrzà 'Alì’s ‘Bàrbad plays for
Khusraw’ of the NiΩàmì. This is a simpler picture than that in the
Khamseh, some challenging elements, such as the foreground railing,
having been omitted. Though it is executed with care, various inep-
titudes are apparent: the knee of man with a flask in the lower right
has sunk too low, and the bowl with sugar-loaves before the prince
has had to be stretched. The picture thus seems to be a pastiche,
whether copied or from memory, perhaps made about the 1550s 
or 60s.

None of what seems to be Mìrzà 'Alì’s work surveyed so far
demonstrably postdates the Khamseh of 1543. However, if, as Welch
believes, he contributed to the Haft Aurang made for Ibràhìm Mìrzà
between 1556 and 1565 he must have remained in Iran, and thus
he could not be 'Abd al-Íamad. Welch attributes to him: ‘A wise
old man chides a foolish youth’, ‘A simple peasant entreats a sales-
man not to sell his donkey’, ‘A father advises his son’, ‘The Pìr
rejects the gift of a duck’, ‘Salàmàn and Absàl on the isle’, and ‘The
ugly Abyssinian’.17 In making his attributions, Welch argues that
Mìrzà 'Alì’s work changed considerably from the the time of ˇahmàsp’s
Khamseh to Ibràhìm’s Haft Aurang and, during the making of the lat-
ter, it changes reflecting the spirit of the times. The intellectual gives
way to the sensuous, a heightened sensibility supersedes a clear vision
of the world in realistic space, and forms once clearly defined become
deliquescent; in particular, progressive change is to be observed in
the portrayal of rock in which the crystalline tends to melt. While
the metamorphoses so described tellingly evoke the style of the Haft
Aurang, they pose problems in the matter of attributions to Mìrzà
'Alì, since they seem to disable the principal features on which such
attributions might be made. Welch’s judgements, therefore, are made
on the basis of the treatment of various details, particularly water
and cloud, and on the inclusion of various figure types. The man-
ner of representing water that Welch sees as significant emphasises
whorled lines, and is to be found in ‘Old man chides a youth’ and
‘Salàmàn and Absàl’; this may be referred to water in ‘The ship of
Shì'ism’ and indeed Welch makes a more general comparision of

17 Dickson & Welch, I, 141, 150, and figs. 199–204. The titles used here follow
M.S. Simpson, Sultan Ibrahim Mirza’s Haft Aurang, (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1997), 89, 98, 103, 152, 174, 188, all facing colour reproductions.
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this and ‘Salàmàn and Absàl’. But if we take leave to doubt Mìrzà
'Alì’s authorship of ‘The Ship of Shì'ism’, the argument is not
advanced. For the second feature, the twisting clouds that appear in
four of the six pictures are compared to those in ‘Bàrbad plays’ of
the Shàhnàmeh; however, these are a feature of the Haft Aurang in
general, and indeed an example more similar to the Shàhnàmeh pic-
ture appears in another illustration, ‘Yùsuf tends his flock’, which
Welch attributes to MuΩaffar 'Alì.18 Among figures, the inclusion of
a fat-faced boy or of a pot-bellied personage do not seem very telling
without further definition, since they are fairly common types. A lit-
tle more distinctive are an old woman in ‘Peasant entreats a sales-
man not to sell’ and a bearded individual in ‘Father advises his son’
who approximate to figures in ‘Nùshìrvàn receives the ambassadors’
though lacking their intensity. Similarly, the sage in his rocky cave
in ‘Pìr rejects the gift’, follows much of the iconography of ‘Iskandar
and the sage’ of the Khamseh Add. 25900, so that we may suppose
that the artist knew that picture, or a tradition from it; but the figure
lacks the intensity of that in the older picture. Not mentioned by
Welch, the octagonal platform in ‘Father advises his son’ looks like
an attempt to imitate Mìrzà 'Alì’s architectonic effects, but is bla-
tant rather than subtle. Thus it may be argued that in the Haft
Aurang, rather than seeing the continuing work of Mìrzà 'Alì, we see
the work of artists who had made a very thorough study of his pic-
tures. In a comparable way, the painter of another picture in the
Haft Aurang, seen by Welch as MuΩaffar 'Alì, shows in his ‘Depraved
man berated by Satan’ considerable familiarity with pictures attrib-
uted to Mìr Sayyid 'Alì, ‘Majnùn in Chains’ in the Khamseh of 1543,
and the ‘Encampment’.19 Borrrowings from the former include: an
internal horizon which descends to the left, use of gold ground, a
tent in which a woman holds a child on her knee, a trio of children,
a coat with vertical stripes of black and white, a cooking pot embraced
by flames, a tree much bent to the right; from the ‘Encampment’
comes a woman who squats at a basin wringing washing. Since this
tribute was paid to Mìr Sayyid 'Alì after he had left for India, the
same might be the case with Mìrzà 'Alì.

18 Dickson & Welch, I, fig. 221; Simpson, 1997, 131.
19 Dickson & Welch, I, fig. 219; Simpson, 1997, 92. Compare, Binyon, 1928, pl.

XII; Welch, 1979, Nos. 61, 67.
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More in keeping with the tone of Mìrzà 'Alì’s work in the Khamseh
of 1543 is a picture, noted by Welch, of a prince resting while out
hawking; mounted in an eighteenth-century Mughal Album, it is now
in St. Petersburg.20 On the right rises a chìnar, beneath which sits
the prince accepting a pomegranate from a kneeling attendant. Hunt
servants are disposed around, including one who holds a hawk
extended into the left margin. The scene is full without losing clarity,
and its activity is glad rather than febrile. The rock is in a rippling
mode. The dating of this picture is an interesting question. Welch
sees the prince as possibly Ibràhìm Mìrzà and the picture as approx-
imately contemporary with the Haft Aurang. The picture does indeed
begin to show features that would be prominent about the 1560s or
70s: the chìnar has twisting branches and a split in the lower trunk,
and the attendants have a suggestion of the wide feline face that
was to come. On the other hand, it falls short of the full charac-
teristics of the Haft Aurang and is free of its debilitated air, which
would scarcely have been absent under Ibràhìm. It is perhaps more
probable that, rather than for Ibràhìm, born in 1540, the picture
was made for his father, Ba˙ràm Mìrzà, born in 1517. Ba˙ràm died
on 19 Ramaûàn 956/11 October 1549, and the picture would per-
haps be painted in the last or penultimate year of his life.21 From
it a style might develop that would produce another ‘Rest while
hawking’, a double picture shared between the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, in which
the tree is yet more decayed and faces more feline, and also the
numerous feline-faced single figures that have be fathered on to
Mìrzà 'Alì.22 But if the style progresses it is not inevitable that the
artist goes with it: it is here suggested that Mìrzà 'Alì came in this
style only to the point of the St. Petersburg ‘Rest while hawking’,
and that others must have carried it on.

20 Dorn, No. CDLXXXIX/489. Dickson & Welch, I, 153, and fig. 211; O.F.
Akimushkin and A.A. Ivanov, Persian Miniatures from the XIV–XVII Centuries, (Moscow:
nauka, 1968), pl. 46.

21 Óasan Beg Rùmlù, A˙san al-Tavàrìkh, ed. 'Abd al-Óusayn Navà"ì (Tehran:
Instishàràt-i Bàbak, 1357 s/1979), 442, the prince was taken to Mashhad for burial.

22 Welch, 1979, No. 85, ‘Hawking party’; Nos. 78, 82, 83, figures, perhaps by
the same hand, who might be a follower of Mìrzà 'Alì. Similarly, in Dickson &
Welch, I, figs. 205–06; figs. 207, 208, 210, 212. There is not here space to discuss
these subjects; nor other attributions, as in Robinson, 1967, No. 41, and Soudavar,
1992, 170–75.
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'Abd al-Íamad must now be considered. The outline of Humàyùn’s
acquisition of Safavid painters is well known, though some details of
time and place remain problematic. Humàyùn entered Iran to seek
refuge with Shah ˇahmàsp in the Spring of 1544; when eventually
he approached the royal camp near Sul†àniyeh, he was greeted by
Sàm Mìrzà and Ba˙ràm Mìrzà. For some months he was able to
observe the life of Tabrìz. In the following year he regained a pre-
carious footing in Kabul. In late 1546 or early 1547 Humàyùn sent
a summons to Mìr Sayyid 'Alì and 'Abd al-Íamad to join him, but
they did not arrive at Kabul until November 1549.23 Later Mìr
Mußavvir followed them. The subsequent careers of the painters are
relatively well documented. At first, Mìr Sayyid 'Alì was held to be
senior to 'Abd al-Íamad, but the latter’s period under the Mughals
was longer and more distinguished. It is perhaps as a tribute to this
status that Abu’l-Faûl’s Akbarnàmeh pays more attention to 'Abd al-
Íamad. He asserts that 'Abd al-Íamad first entered Humàyùn’s ser-
vice while the latter was in Iran, but that he was prevented by
circumstances from joining him forthwith; these overtures appear to
have taken place in Mashhad rather than in Tabrìz.24

With regard to 'Abd al-Íamad’s career before this point, Persian
references are, as Welch shows, doubtful.25 In particular, there is a
problem of conflicting nisbas. Sàm Mìrzà, writing in 957/1550–51, has
an 'Abd al-Íamad, an artist who practised gilding and wrote verse
and who is of Kashan; and Qàûì A˙mad has an 'Abd al-Íamad
with similar talents but of Mashhad. Thus neither version quite agrees
with the testimony of Abu’l-Faûl, who records that 'Abd al-Íamad
is of Shiraz.26 The question of the Shiraz nisba will be taken up later.

23 The account of Mìr Sayyid 'Alì and 'Abd al-Íamad in Chandra, 1976, 18–26
and 171–73, is based primarily upon Abu’l-Faûl’s Akbarnàmeh (The Akbar Nama of
Abu-l-Fazl, tr. H. Beveridge, I, Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1907) and the account of
Bàyazìd Bayàt, Tazkìre-i Humàyùn, M. Hidàyat Óusayn, ed., (Calcutta: Asiatic Society,
1941), 173. See also Dickson & Welch, I, 253, n. 4.

24 Abu’l-Faûl’s account (Akbar Nama, I, 443–6) meanders at this point between
Tabrìz and Mashhad, and Dickson & Welch (I, 255, n. 8) opt for Tabrìz. However,
the Persian text (The Akbarnámah by Abul Fazl i Mubírak-i 'Allámí, I, Lucknow: 1877,
Àqà A˙mad 'Alì and Maulawì 'Abd-ur-Ra˙ìm, eds., 219–20) having twice referred
to Tabrìz as shahr, then speaks of madìna-i fàûìla. Presumably Humàyùn was leav-
ing at the time.

25 Dickson & Welch, I, 255, n. 2. The nisba ‘Mashhadì’ teasingly invites a con-
nection to the problem mentioned in the previous note.

26 Abu’l-Faûl, The À"ìn-i Akbarì, I (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1873), H. Blochmann,
tr. (rpr. Delhi: Naresh C. Jain, 1965), 114. See also note 44 below.
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Welch has attributed to 'Abd al-Íamad the penultimate illustration
in ˇahmàsp’s Shàhnàmeh, ‘Murder of Khusraw Parvìz’.27 This is an
unsatisfactory picture with features that suggest that its painter lacks
experience. Some attempt is made to create a three-dimensional
structure, but without complete success. The palace wall resembles
a flat sheet of cardboard folded to form a toy theatre; a balcony in
the upper left, whose canopy is seen to have three facets, points up
the flatness of the rest rather than redeeming it. A change has
occurred in the pigmentation of the brickwork, and, though this may
have developed over centuries, it suggests that the painter is using
a different mixture from the better painters in the manuscript who,
for the most part, have avoided this problem. Rectangles of unadorned
blue suggest that the picture was not finished and, while this in itself
is not very significant, it is noticeable that the sky on the left looks
unfortunately similar. The most fundamental flaw, however, lies in
the planning of the picture—its composition and distribution of colour
and detail—which induces the viewer’s eye to travel round the right-
hand side, while almost ignoring the main action on the left. On
the positive side, the subsidiary characters, many rendered in poses
of sleep, are managed with a degree of competence. A point that
may be related to a picture of 'Abd al-Íamad’s Mughal period is
the use of angels in the spandrels of an ayvàn, but these are not
exclusive. Another feature, found in the work of both Mìrzà 'Alì
and 'Abd al-Íamad, but rather uncommon elsewhere, is the fact that
one figure, the door-guard, has the tail of his robe looped round his
sword. These factors, coupled with the attempt to indicate a three-
dimensional structure, allow the possibility of some connection with
the Mìrzà 'Alì, perhaps that the picture is the work of a pupil of
his. However, the painter’s talent does not seem to be on a par with
that of 'Abd al-Íamad when under Mughal patronage.

Very different in character is a picture from the known canon of
'Abd al-Íamad, which Welch attributes to his Persian period about
the time of the Khamseh of 1543. Bearing text from Sa'dì’s Gulistàn,
it shows a dervish who while travelling feels impelled to rise early
and emulate nature by praising God. The leaf is included in the
Muraqqa' Gulshan, an album now in Tihran, composed for the Mughal

27 Welch, 1972, 184–5; Welch, 1979, No. 39; Dickson & Welch, I, 192–93, and
II, No. 260.
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Jahàngìr about 1612.28 The attribution, or perhaps signature, is con-
tained in an ornamental cartouche.29 Since the format of this inscrip-
tion is not within the conventions of the narrative manuscript it must
appertain to the making of an album, presumably of the Muraqqa'
Gulshan. The attribution would thus be of the early seventeenth cen-
tury, possibly postdating the death of 'Abd al-Íamad; nevertheless,
it would seem to have been well informed.

‘The dervish praising God’ offers grounds for comparision with
some of the putative works of Mìrzà 'Alì. On the right of the pic-
ture are grouped members of the caravan asleep, one sheltered by
a tent. In the upper right above them is a tall outcrop of rippling
rock. In the upper left is a chìnar with a crack in its lower trunk,
and below it at the mid-left the bearded dervish, whose elbow just
cuts the rulings. Behind him in the centre is a stream with stones
along its edge. In the foreground are horses, and behind them a
ridge of rock which partly conceals camels moving to the right. The
manner of rock painting is more striated than that in ‘Rustam recov-
ers Rakhsh’, but consonant with its dappled effect.30 The ecstatic
principal figure is closer in character to the tense and staring sage
visited by Iskandar in the Khamseh Add. 25900, than is the latter’s
limp equivalent in the Haft Aurang. The small declivity that the dervish
has passed through can be seen as a minor version of the valley in
the double-page ‘Hunt’, especially when it is recalled that the latter
has a tented structure at it extreme right, and also a contra-flow of
camels, albeit at the top of the page. In addition to recalling the
‘Hunt’ the fine rendering of the camels anticipates 'Abd al-Íamad’s
fierce version, made at the age of eighty-five, of a picture by Bihzàd
of two camels fighting.31 Perhaps this model was already in 'Abd 

28 The compilation of the Muraqqa' Gulshan must postdate 1020/1611–12, see 
A.S. Das, Mughal Painting during Jahangir’s Time (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1978), 125.
For ‘Dervish praising God’: L. Binyon, J.V.S. Wilkinson, and B. Gray, Persian
Miniature Painting (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), pl. CV-A, 231; Dickson &
Welch, I, fig. 250; Canby, 1998, fig. 2.

29 The formula bandeh-i-shikasta-raqam 'Abd al-Íamad shìrìn-qalam is discussed by
Ettinghausen, 1959, 18; Verma, 1994, 42, 44; Dickson & Welch, I, 193. It may
reflect Bihzàd’s qalam-i shikasta on a picture of fighting camels, see note 31 below.

30 Later rock is divided into small rounded segments; for example, M.C. Beach,
The Imperial Image (Washington, DC: Freer Gallery, 1981), 73; A. Okada, Imperial
Mughal Painters D. Dusinberre, tr., (Paris: Flammarion, 1992), 64. Its regular alter-
nation of light and shade maintains the rippling effect.

31 'Abd al-Íamad transforms the model, whereas Nànhà in 1017/1608–9 copies
more sedulously. BWG, LXXXVII-A, Bihzàd; LXXXVII-B, Nànhà. 'Abd al-Íamad,
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al-Íamad’s possession; however, that may be, his depictions of camels
indicate a painter with an enduring interest in the representation of
animals. Lastly, there is in ‘The dervish praising God’, as in ‘Rest
while hawking’, a detailed rocky and sylvan scene with dominant
chìnar split in the lower trunk; and in both the eye is conducted from
a static point on the right to an important transgression of the left-
hand rulings. It seems probable that the these two pictures are very
close in date, and both show a filling of the composition which must
have occurred about the mid- to late 1540s.

Welch also mentions a separate study, ‘Horse and groom’, which
bears an attribution to 'Abd al-Íamad, and which, as Roxburgh has
recently confirmed, is from the Ba˙ràm Mìrzà Album of 951/1544–5.32

The image is spare and thus not readily to be compared with nar-
rative subjects, but Welch places it in the 1530s. The attribution, is
boldly written in gold and, as with that on ‘Dervish praising God’, was
probably applied during the making of the album. The attribution
demonstrates that 'Abd al-Íamad’s name predates his Mughal period.
Central and brashly written, it carries a stronger emphasis than the
attributions to Bihzàd of pictures mounted on the same folio, so that
we may suspect some comment is intended.

The pictures discussed hitherto cover a range of possibilities for
the oeuvre of Mìrzà 'Alì and of 'Abd al-Íamad under Safavid patron-
age. It is now time to compare the most securely attributed of Mìrzà
'Alì’s works, the Khamseh Or. 2265 illustrations, with the earliest
examples of 'Abd al-Íamad’s work for Humàyùn. The two crucial
early Mughal pieces are again in the Muraqqa' Gulshan. The one,
‘Young Calligrapher and Musician’, has been mounted above and
blended with a picture of Majnùn—here omitted (fig. 3). It bears on
the upper right an inscription with the painter’s name, the date of
New Year 958/1551, and the information that it was made in nìm-
rùz, meaning in half a day, though a punning reference to Afghanistan
may be included; a further inscription, on the calligrapher’s tablet,
shows that the picture was made at the royal behest.33 The other

T. Falk, ed., Treasures of Islam (Geneva: Sotheby’s/Philip Wilson Publishers, 1985)
No. 121; Soucek, 1985, pl. VI; eadem, 1987, fig. 6.

32 Dickson & Welch, I, 193. Canby, 1998, fig. 3. Roxburgh, 1998, fig. 11; 34–8.
33 BWG, CV-B, 232; B. Gray and A. Godard, Iran: Persian Miniatures—Imperial

Library (Paris: New York Graphic Society by arrangement with UNESCO, 1956),
pl. XXIV; Dickson & Welch, I, 193; Skelton, 1994, fig. 1, and 36, including ref-
erence to B. Atabayi, Fihrist-i murraqa'àt-i kitàbkhàneh va Sul†ànatì, (Tehran: 1353 sh.),
351. See also Verma, 1994, 44.
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example, ‘Presentation of a picture to Humàyùn by the young Akbar’
(fig. 4), in which the picture presented repeats the whole scene, is
complex and, from the accompanying inscription, includes the work
of assistants.34 It might be datable between 962/1554 in Afghanistan
and 964/1556 in India.35 'Abd al-Íamad’s name, perhaps an auto-
graph, appears on a portfolio in the centre, near a kneeling figure
who is generally understood to be the painter himself. It is thus clear
that the authorship of both pictures is secure, though the individu-
ality of the style may be slightly affected by speed of execution in
the one and teamwork in the other. In both pictures, the most obvi-
ous difference from Safavid painting is the use of the turban style
invented by Humàyùn.36

The Mughal pictures are notionally representations of contempo-
rary courtly scenes, however, it seems probable that they should be
seen as epitomizing aspects of princely life rather than the record of
particular events. Did two young men really exercise their talent in
such a deserted spot? If Akbar presented a picture to Humàyùn, was
this a matter of complete indifference to other members of the court?
and did it literally coincide with the return of a group of hunters?
This type of picture then is not so very different in character from
the illustrations to a classic Persian narrative, dressed in an idealised
version of the contemporary world. This being so, it is interesting
to note the importance given in 'Abd al-Íamad’s album pictures and
Mìrzà 'Alì’s illustrations to the Khamseh Or. 2265 to the themes of
the arts of pen or brush, and to music. Regarding the former, there
is evidence of both practical and philosophical preoccupations. Mìrzà
'Alì’s Khusraw has a davàt in a niche behind him; a similar one
occurs in the ‘Presentation’, near the kneeling figure thought to be
'Abd al-Íamad, while that artist’s young calligrapher has a grander
penbox with internal ink-pot. The young calligrapher also has a small
portfolio for his work, like that bearing 'Abd al-Íamad’s name in
the ‘Presentation’. Mìrzà 'Alì in ‘Iskandar shown the portrait of him-
self ’ is also conscious of the demands of conservation, since he has

34 BWG, pl. CIV-B and 147–8, No. 230; A.U. Pope and P. Ackerman, A Survey
of Persian Art, (rpr. SOPA, Personally Oriented, Ltd. and Maxwell Aley Literary
Associates, 1981), X, 912; H. Elgood, ‘Who painted Princes of the House of Timur?’,
in Canby (ed.), 1994, 10–32, pl. 8.

35 Mr. Íâqib Bâburî suggested in an essay, January, 1998, that the presence of
cheetah and peacock indicate a dating after the return to India. The inclusion of
the artist may also be an Indian trait.

36 Beveridge, Akbar Nama, I, 648–9.
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included an attendant who holds a large portfolio which evidently
usually contains the portrait. At a more thematic level, it seems prob-
able that Iskandar-surprised-to-be-shown-the-portrait-of-himself lingers
in the artist’s mind when he creates the picture of Humàyùn, who
contemplates himself reproduced ad infinitum. Meanwhile, the inclu-
sion of the artist’s self-portrait in the Mughal picture adds a poten-
tial further layer of meaning, perhaps carrying the implication that
his fame will live on through his painting. These are dazzling new
departures in Islamic painting.

In the question of music, the presence of the Bàrbad in the Khamseh
picture of Khusraw entertained is of course given. Mìrzà 'Alì here
choses to place him centrally, swaying over his lute. It may be recalled
that it is chiefly the figure of Bàrbad and other details, rather than
the composition, that suggests that Mìrzà 'Alì painted this subject
in the Shàhnàmeh. If this is indeed the case, it supports the view of
Mìrzà 'Alì as a painter to who reflects on past work but does not
reproduce it unchanged. In the ‘Presentation’ we seem to have a
case of such reference and rearrangement. A swaying lutanist who,
like Bàrbad of the Khamseh, is accompanied by a young tambourist
has been moved to a position in the upper left; but, as though an
after-image had remained, there is still a musician at ground level
together with an older tambourine man. In addition, it may also be
suggested that the Bàrbad of the Shàhnàmeh, as a tree-dweller, prefigures
Humàyùn on his platform.

When Mìrzà 'Alì’s Khamseh pictures were considered together, and
joined by ‘Nùshìrvàn receives the ambassadors’ from the Shàhnàmeh,
their most salient characteristic appeared to be a sense of the archi-
tectonic. This is also strong in the ‘Presentation’. All these four have
areas of ground marked out as space by railings or low wall, in each
case with a rising diagonal on the left. Khusraw and Nùshìrvàn are
installed in similar ayvàns on the right, while the left of both pic-
tures is furnished with a two-storey building whose upper level is
embellished with a gallery protect by an over-hanging roof. In the
Shàhnàmeh this unit displays three facets, in the Khamseh two; between
this structure and the royal ayvàn we glimpse a chìnar. In the
‘Presentation’ similar features appear in a different arrangement. The
princely ayvàn has moved to the left and become secondary, a unit
of the two-storey building; the upper storey is now rendered as a
hexagon, with four (or five) facets visible, and the chìnar has slipped
into the vacant space on the right—developing a presence similar
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to the stately tree in ‘Rest while hawking’. The chìnar supports a
platform with surrounding parapet whose six facets are indicated. A
parapet also flanks the catwalk that intersects a facet of the gallery
of the lefthand building and connects it to the tree-house on the
right. Thus it is made clear that tree and building are linked in
space, and also that the gallery of the lefthand building surrounds
its unseen rear. A further spatial reference is made by the service
stairway below the catwalk, which evidently leads to the upper storey
of the building; and in detail, the steps of the stairway are shown
as having a credible tread, riser and side facet, though not of course
in perspective.

A particular feature that intensifies the three-dimensional effect in
the Khamseh pictures—while displaying the virtuosity of the artist—
is the open-work grille. In both a complex geometric scheme is used
for the front boundary of the courtyard: in ‘Iskandar shown the por-
trait’ it is emphasised by subsidiary conversations conducted over it;
in ‘Bàrbad plays for Khusraw’ it is shown as partly screening the
pool, a daring departure since this item is usually sacrosanct. Mìrzà
'Alì had probably acquired the technique for open-work grilles from
his father, since the two examples in ˇahmàsp’s Shàhnàmeh are in
pictures that Welch attributes to Sul†àn Mu˙ammad.37 'Abd al-Íamad’s
‘Presentation’ shows a similar vision to that in the Khamseh pictures.
He is at pains to introduce a grille which is not strictly necessary,
his tour de force being to place a door of open-work in front of his
three-dimensional stairway; for added emphasis the foot of the stair-
way is glimpsed unscreened through the open foreground doorway.

In addition to these habits of mind, spatial vision, and technique,
it may be suggested that the work of Mìrzà 'Alì and 'Abd al-Íamad
is linked by habits of composition in colour distribution. Clear in
‘Nùshìrvàn receives the ambassadors’, and ‘Bàrbad plays’ of the
Khamseh, is an isosceles triangle of patches of red with its base near
the righthand rulings and apex near the left; a similar pattern can
be made out, though less distinctly, in ‘Khusraw shown the portrait’
and the ‘Presentation’. The effect of these colour patches is to carry
the eye from the right to the left and back again—an effect like that
achieved by the interruption of the left rulings in ‘The dervish praises
God’, and ‘Rest while hawking’. Another coincidence of colour and

37 Dickson & Welch, II, Nos. 53, 61.
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position that seems significant concerns attendant figures in ‘Bàrbad
plays’ of the Khamseh and the ‘Presentation’. In the both courtyards,
near the ayvàn, stand slant-shouldered young men, in a blue gown,
frogged and patterned with gold. Both have hands extended to the
right; the one holds a yellow coat, while the other, who reaches for
a tray, stands in front of a man in yellow.

A further point of interest attaches to the blue-robed attendant of
the Mughal picture, since he has, hanging from his belt two knives.
This is also true of the attendant with the portfolio in ‘Iskandar
shown the portrait’, and—so far as I can make out—of the young
calligrapher of the 'Abd al-Íamad’s picture of 1551. In the Shàhnàmeh
this feature occurs only in ‘Nùshìrvàn receives the ambassadors’,
‘Bàrbad plays for Khusraw’, and in a picture that Welch attributes
to Sul†àn Mu˙ammad.38

There are also a number of similarities in the portrayal of figures.
As in the Khamseh pictures, so in the ‘Presentation’, subsidiary char-
acters are animated; in particular, several pairs are engaged in their
own conversations. Among the principals, Humàyùn extends his hand
to a picture much in the manner of Iskandar, but his posture, figure
and face are more like those of the distinguished bearded courtier,
presumably Buzurg Umìd, who sits on a carpet to the right in
‘Bàrbad plays’ of the Khamseh. The rather broader bearded face of
Iskandar corresponds instead to that of the door-guard in the
‘Presentation’. Another instance is the similarity between the plump
profile face of a courtier in the lower left of ‘Iskandar shown the
portrait’ and the presumed self-portrait of 'Abd al-Íamad. Further,
the courtier in the Khamseh has the end of his robe tucked into his
belt, exposing white lining and cradling his sword, as has the door-
guard in 'Abd al-Íamad’s picture. This last motif, mentioned above
in connection with ‘Murder of Khusraw Parvìz’, is not exclusive to
these pictures, but it is not very common; its use can perhaps be
seen as an example, in little scale, of Mìrzà 'Alì’s feeling for the
three-dimensional.

Some other details of decoration and paraphernalia may be men-
tioned. Two points in the ‘Presentation’ class it with the work of
Mìrzà 'Alì, but also of other of the more careful painters in the
Shàhnàmeh. These are the use in the upper portion of the back railing

38 Dickson & Welch, II, No. 37.
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of eight-point stars, rather than plain squares, and in the greenish
ground tiles of a motif, here a hexagon, rather than a plain rectangle.
Though ‘Bàrbad plays’ has the plain rectangular tile it also has a
dark grey dado to the pìshtàq with geometric pattern, while the ‘Pre-
sentation’ has a black dado in this position, and a foreground tiled
with grey in a geometric pattern. Where ‘Bàrbad plays’ has drag-
ons in the ayvàn spandrels, the ‘Presentation’ has angels—in which,
as indicated above, it resembles ‘Murder of Khusraw Parvìz’. Among
objects, the davàt has already been mentioned. Also of interest are
a golden mashraba in a niche in the upper unit of ‘Bàrbad plays’ and
in the ayvàn of the ‘Presentation’. More significant, however, is the
presence, in a niche in the ayvàn in the Khamseh and by the mashraba
in the Mughal scene, of an hourglass. The hourglass appears here,
I believe, for the first time in Persian painting, so that its immedi-
ate introduction into a Mughal picture seems highly significant.39

Fewer animals appear in Mìrzà 'Alì’s pictures in the Khamseh than
in the ‘Presentation’. Nevertheless, in ‘Iskandar shown the portrait’
a duck in the pool, portrayed with more than conventional care as
having an elegant neck and energetically paddling feet, may perhaps
be compared with the peacock in the ‘Presentation’ whose neck has
also been given an elegant undulation. In the ‘Presentation’ it is the
theme of the hunt that prevails, and here the Khamseh pictures offer
no comparison for the two dead ducks and the deer that droop real-
istically in the hands of hunt-servants, nor for the eager cheetah. How-
ever, the rounded form of a powerful dappled-grey horse that paws
the ground as it waits, compares with one in ‘Iskandar shown the
picture’, though its position in the composition of the ‘Presentation’ cor-
responds rather to that of the brown horse in ‘Rest while hawking’.40

Landscape also is limited in the Khamseh pictures but, as discussed,
the rippling rock, which is a minor feature in them, is more promi-
nent in other pictures attributable to Mìrzà 'Alì. In ‘Calligrapher

39 At the Third International Round Table on Safavid Persia Dr. Paul Losensky
mentioned reference to an hourglass in 'Abdì Beyk’s Jannat-i 'Adn. Perhaps one such
was a prized possession of Shah ˇahmàsp. In the seventeenth century Bichitr was
to paint Jahàngìr on an hourglass-throne, see Beach, 1981, 79. It seems possible
that, in addition to its significance in the symbolism of time, the hourglass was seen
as an appurtenance of princes.

40 The horses with Arab head in the ‘Presentation’ correspond to the Ba˙ràm
Mìrzà Album picture, see Canby, 1998, figs. 3 and 4; a heavier type, figs. 6–8, is
closer to those of ‘Nùshìrvàn and the ambassadors’.
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and musician’ there is a trace of this, though speed has left it sketchy;
however, it is much in evidence in later work by 'Abd al-Íamad in
India. The rock-bordered stream is also present in the 959/1551
picture. A feature shared by both Khamseh pictures and both Mughal,
however, is the paired cypresses.41 A further point may be significant,
though the state of reproductions available means that it is a little
uncertain. It appears that in the background of the ‘Presentation’
plants are chiefly rendered in yellow against a ground of dark green.
This is not a feature of the Khamseh pictures, but may perhaps be
traceable to a mode which appears to have been used on occasion
by Mìrzà 'Alì’s father Sul†àn Mu˙ammad.42

As a postscript to the evidence of the sixteenth century, mention
must be made of an intriguing picture from the first years of the
seventeenth century, when the future Jahàngìr held court as Salìm.
When the Persian painter Riûà wishes to portray his patron in princely
splendour, he does so with a rather close version of Mìrzà 'Alì’s
‘Bàrbad plays for Khusraw’ of the Khamseh.43 This evokes the ques-
tion: did Riûà bring the design with him from Iran or did he find
it already in the Mughal stock, brought in by 'Abd al-Íamad?

There is then strong visual evidence to link Mìrzà 'Alì and 'Abd
al-Íamad, both in habits of composition and details of treatment.
Are there any insuperable obstacles to seeing the pair as one? There
is, of course, the problem of the differing names. An explanation of
this might be that a new life required a new name—or a new part
of a name, since 'Abd al-Íamad, ‘Slave of the Eternal’, has rather
the character of a laqab. Perhaps having failed to detach himself from
the studio of Shah ˇahmàsp—or the tutelage of his father—when
invited by Humàyùn 962/1544, the painter made an effortful breach
shortly after, joined Ba˙ràm Mìrzà, and found a new name necessary.

What of the filial relationship and the problem of nisbas: could
'Abd al-Íamad of Shiraz be the son of Sul†àn Mu˙ammad of Iraq?
The assertion of various scholars that the father of 'Abd al-Íamad
was Khvàjeh NiΩàm al-Mulk vizier of Shah Shuja" of Shiraz rests
on a doubtful basis. The text from which this derives, appears to be

41 Paired cypresses, perhaps intended to convey the order of the royal demesne,
are favoured in ˇahmàsp’s Shàhnàmeh in pictures that Welch attributes to Sul†àn
Mu˙ammad, for example Dickson & Welch, II, No. 16.

42 Compare Welch, 1979, No. 2.
43 BWG, pl. CIV-A; a comparison with CIV-B, the ‘Presentation’, is implied.
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the eighteenth-century Ma"àsir al-Umarà of Shàh-Navàz Khàn, which
employs the word jadd, grandfather or ancestor.44 It therefore seems
probable that the author is asserting that 'Abd al-Íamad was descended
from a vizier of the MuΩaffarìd Shah Shuja', who ruled in Shiraz
from 765–785/1364–84. Though Sul†àn Mu˙ammad’s nisba is recorded
as 'Iràqì it is possible that this acknowledges his employment under
the Safavids, rather than his family origin; traits in pictures which
may be his early work show a relationship to the ‘Commercial Turk-
man style’ of Shiraz.45 Thus 'Abd al-Íamad’s nisba might have been
selected to claim the prestige of the Persian tradition, without giving
too much weight to his Safavid service.

Finally, there is the question of another member of Sul†àn Mu˙am-
mad’s family to consider: the painter Mu˙ammadì, active in the sec-
ond half of the sixteenth century.46 He is claimed by 'Alì Afandì to
be the son and pupil of Sul†àn Mu˙ammad, and said by Iskandar
Munshì to be from Hirat. However, Kühnel, asserted that Mu˙ammadì
was the son of Mìrzà 'Alì, and Bahari has recently confirmed this
by reference to a note on a painting.47 Bahari suggests that Mìrzà
'Alì spent some time in Hirat with Bihzàd, and that Mu˙ammadì
was born then.48 An alternative would be that Mu˙ammadì was born
as Mìrzà 'Alì was making his way towards India. If Mìrzà 'Alì then

44 Persian text: The Maasir ul-Umara by Nawàb Samsàmud-Daula Shah Nawàz Khan,
ed. 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm and Mìrzà 'Alì Ashraf (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1888–91), II,
625. The version ‘father’ is found in Blochmann’s translation of À"ìn-i Akbarì, I,
554–5. Ettinghausen, 1959, 17, mistakenly attributes the information to Abu’l-Faûl
himself, but Blochmann makes it clear (320–21, n. 3) that, to a list of notables, he
is adding information from other works, in particular Ma"àsir al-Umarà; cf. the
Persian text: À"ìn-i Akbarì, ed. Sayyid A˙mad Khàn, vol. I, Lucknow, 1869, 287. If
'Abd al-Íamad was indeed the source of the information he was not alone in vaunt-
ing a MuΩaffarìd connection: the Persian painter Malik Qàsim claimed descent from
Shah Shuja' himself, see M.M. Haq, ‘Persian painters, illuminators, and calligra-
phers, etc, in the 16th century A.D.’, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, NS. 28,
1932, 239–49, especially 241.

45 Welch, 1979, No. 43, notes the use of Iraqi. However, Qàûì A˙mad, Calligraphers
and Painters (. . .), tr. V. Minorsky, tr., (Washington, DC: Freer Gallery of Art
Occasional Papers, 1959) has ‘of Tabrìz’. It seems probable that Sul†àn Mu˙ammad
was trained in a Shiraz style, see B. Brend, ‘Jamàl va Jalàl: a link between two
epochs’ in the forthcoming publication of a symposium, Safavid Art and Architecture,
held at the British Museum, 1998, S. Canby, ed. (London: British Museum, 2002).

46 I. Stchoukine, Les peintures des manuscrits Safavis de 1502 à 1587 (Paris: Librarie
orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1959), 41–2. See also B.W. Robinson, ‘Mu˙ammadì and
the Khuràsàn Style’, Iran, XXX, 1992, 17–29.

47 E. Bahari, Bihzàd: Master of Persian Painting, (London: I.B. Tauris, 1996), 177.
48 Bahari, ibid., 190, and 261, n. 7.
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preferred not to take the child on with him, but had him conveyed
back to his grandfather, who then brought him up, 'Alì Afandì’s
error over Mu˙ammadì’s precise parentage would be easily explained.

From the above, two possibilities emerge. One is that 'Abd al-
Íamad, a painter with no marked personal style, is able to absorb
profound lessons in vision and technique from Mìrzà 'Alì, perhaps
also acquiring from him a stock of model drawings, that he then
moves to India and blossoms in his new environment. The other is
that Mìrzà 'Alì changes his name in the process of leaving the royal
studio, that he may perhaps find temporary patronage with Ba˙ràm
Mìrzà or in Mashhad, and that he then leaves for India in the com-
pany of his contemporary Mìr Sayyid 'Alì. The second solution seems
to me the more probable.
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1. N¢sh¸ba shows Iskandar a portrait of himself. Khamseh of Ni¬¸mº, Or. 2265, 48b,
British Library. By permission of the British Library.
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2. B¸rbad plays for Khusrau. Khamseh of Ni¬¸mº, Or. 2265, 77b, British Library. By
permission of the British Library.
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3. Young calligrapher and musician. Muraqqa{ Gulshan, Gulistan Palace
Library, Tehran.

4. Presentation of a picture to Hum¸y¢n. Muraqqa{
Gulshan, Gulistan Palace Library, Tehran.
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EPIC IMAGES REVISITED: 
AN ILKHANID LEGACY IN EARLY SAFAVID PAINTING

Jonathan M. Bloom

One of the finest works preserved in the Topkapi Palace Library in
Istanbul is a sumptuous copy of NiΩàmì’s Khamseh (H. 762) com-
missioned by the Timurid prince Abu’l-Qàsim Bàbur (r. 853–61/
1449–57) from the well-known calligrapher Azhar Tabrìzì (fl. 833–77/
1430–72). An unusual lengthy colophon records the complex and
bizarre history of this manuscript’s production: It was unfinished 
at the prince’s death, and after the Qaràquyùnlù ruler Jahànshàh 
(r. 841–72/1438–67) sacked Hirat a year later, the manuscript passed
to Jahànshàh’s rebellious son Pìr Bùdak (d. 871/1467); it then went
to the Àqquyùnlù ruler Khàlìl Sul†àn (r. 882–3/1478), who com-
missioned the calligrapher 'Abd al-Ra˙man al-Khvàrazmì, known as
Anìsì (fl. 844–99/1440–93), to finish copying the text and two artists,
Shaykhì (fl. 880–887/1475–82) and Darvìsh Mu˙ammad, to illustrate
it. Still unfinished at Khàlìl Sul†àn’s death, the manuscript passed
to his brother Sultan Ya'qùb (r. 1478–90), who died before the work
was completed. It finally passed to Shah Ismà'ìl I (r. 907–30/1501–24),
founder of the Safavid dynasty, under whose patronage more illustra-
tions were added; even so, a few of the paintings remain unfinished.1

The manuscript, measuring approximately 20 by 30 cm, now con-
tains nineteen illustrations on over 300 folios. Some sixty years ago,
an Istanbul dealer offered three of the manuscript’s illustrated pages,
representing the ‘Mi'ràj,’ ‘Shìrìn at Khusraw’s Palace,’ and the ‘Suicide
of Shìrìn,’ to the American collector Hagop Kevorkian, who declined

237

1 For the NiΩàmì manuscript, see Ivan Stchoukine, ‘Les Peintures Turcomanes
et Safavies d’une Khamseh de Nizàmì, Achevée à Tabrìz en 886/1481,’ Arts Asiatiques
44 (1966): 1–16; Ivan Stchoukine, Les Peintures des Manuscrits de la ‘Khamseh’ de NiΩàmì

au Topkapı Sarayi Müzesi d’Istanbul (Paris, 1977), 70–81; Filiz Çagman and Zeren
Tanındı, The Topkapı Saray Museum: The Albums and Illustrated Manuscripts, ed, expand
& trans J.M. Rogers (Boston: Little, Brown, 1986), 113. The amusing and detailed
colophon has been translated by Wheeler M. Thackston, A Century of Princes: Sources
on Timurid History and Art (Cambridge, MA: Aga Khan Program for Islamic Architecture,
1989), 333–34. 
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to buy them. They then passed through several hands to the Koffler-
Trüniger collection at Lucerne before Edmund de Unger bought
them for the Keir Collection, where they remain.2 The twenty-two
paintings fall into two distinct stylistic groups, which can be attrib-
uted to different periods in the manuscript’s peripatetic history: eleven
paintings were done under Àqquyùnlù patronage and eleven others,
most easily recognized by the presence of figures wearing the dis-
tinctive turban wrapped around a tall red cap, were added after
1501 under the Safavids.

All of the images are of high quality, but two of the three Keir
pictures are particularly striking. The ‘Mi'ràj’, which was the first
painting in the manuscript and illustrates NiΩàmì’s poem Makhzàn
al-Aßràr, shows the Prophet’s mystical night-journey to heaven above
the Ka'ba in Mecca. The sky is lapis-blue and filled with swirling
gold clouds among which innumerable angels frolic. One group looks
down through a hole in the clouds at Mu˙ammad, whose face has
been rubbed out, mounted on Buraq.

The ‘Suicide of Shìrìn’ [fig. 1] illustrates the denouement of one of
the most famous love stories in Persian literature. Shirùyeh, Khusraw’s
son from a previous marriage, imprisoned the ill-fated couple, Khusraw
and Shìrìn. One night when both were asleep an assassin stabbed
Khusraw in the liver. Shìrìn was awakened by the stream of blood
to find her lover dead. Joined by her servants, she lamented over
the body. She eventually consented to wed the evil Shirùyeh but
asked to bid farewell to Khusraw alone in the vault before the wed-
ding. Instead, she drew a dagger from her robes and stabbed her-
self in the liver.

The Keir Collection painting appears to be one of the paintings
added to the manuscript under Shah Ismà'ìl’s patronage, for the
courtiers in the foreground wear the distinctive Safavid turban, with
the cloth wrapped around a tall red felt cap. As the painting shares
many stylistic details with the representation of the Mi'ràj, the ‘Suicide
of Shìrìn’ has been dated to ca. 910/1505, the date inscribed on a
small building in the lower left of the ‘Mi'ràj.’ The ‘Suicide of Shìrìn’
might also be somewhat earlier, if the figures were given distinctive

2 Keir collection, nos. III.207–209. See B.W. Robinson, Islamic Painting and the
Arts of the Book, Catalogue of the Keir Collection (London: Faber & Faber, 1976),
178–79 and color pls 19–21.
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Safavid turbans to lend the painting a more ‘contemporary’ look: it
is impossible to tell from the reproduction.3

Eleven other representations of Shìrìn’s suicide are known, of
which seven are earlier.4 The related scene depicting ‘Shìrìn Mourning
over Khusraw’ is also depicted in illustrated manuscripts of the
Khamseh,5 and both scenes are depicted in a Khamseh manuscript now
in St. Petersburg which was copied at Hirat in 1481, and presum-
ably illustrated at that time.6 In the Keir picture, however, both
scenes have been conflated and elaborated in the manner of a grand
operatic pageant. At the center of the composition, the dead Shìrìn
lies prostrate over Khusraw’s corpse, which has been placed on a
catafalque surrounded by candles and furniture bearing the dead
king’s regalia. Dozens of wailing women, who cry out and pull their
hair, surround the dead couple. Other female attendants look down
from upper windows in the palace, represented by the rear and sides
of the tripartite composition, while Shirùyeh’s aborted marriage pro-
cession waits outside, represented by the foreground. The brilliant
blue sky above the domes of the palace is filled with herons and

3 Robinson, Islamic Painting and the Arts of the Book, 178, curiously reports that the
Safavid turbans on the ‘Mi'ràj’ have been partly painted out, which seems to make
no sense.

4 L.N. Dodkhudoeva, Poemi NiΩàmì v Srednevekovoi Miniatyrnoi Zhivopisi [The Poems
of NiΩàmì in Medieval Miniature Painting] (Moscow, 1985), 169, no. 114 lists seven ear-
lier representations of the scene: 1. Keir Collection, III.27, folio 147v (14th cen-
tury); 2. St. Petersburg, Saltykov-Shchedrin State Public Library, Dorn 338, folio
92 (dated 886/1481); 3. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Library, Hazine 787, folio 105
(dated 899/1494); 4. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Library, Hazine 759, folio 103 (dated
900/1495); 5. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Library, Hazine 778, folio 115 (dated
900/1495); 6. Istanbul, Topkapı Palace Library, Hazine 767, folio 114 (end of the
15th century); 7. London, British Library, Elliot 192, folio 97 (dated 907/1501). 

The scene was not illustrated in the manuscripts of NiΩàmì’s Khamseh considered
by Priscilla Parsons Soucek, ‘Illustrated Manuscripts of NiΩàmì’s Khamseh: 1386–1482,’
PhD. Diss. (New York University: Institute of Fine Arts, 1971). A related subject
which bears investigation is the theme of mourning over Iskandar’s bier, depicted
in several unpublished paintings from late 15th-century manuscripts listed by Norah
M. Titley, Miniatures from Persian Manuscripts: Catalogue and Subject Index of Paintings from
Persia, India and Turkey in the British Library and the British Museum (London: British
Library, 1977), s.v. ‘Mourning.’ 

5 Dodkhudoeva, Poemi NiΩàmì, 168, no. 112: 1) Dublin, Chester Beatty Library,
Anthology, P. 124, folio 86 (dated 838–40/1535–6); 2) St. Petersburg, Saltykov-
Shchedrin State Public Library, Dorn 338, folio 91 (dated 886/1481); 3) Istanbul,
Topkapı Palace Library, Hazine 771, folio 113 (dated 895/1489).

6 St. Petersburg, Saltykov-Schedrin State Public Library, no. 338 (dated 886/1481–2),
fols. 91 and 92; see Olympiade Galerkina, ‘On Some Miniatures Attributed to
Bihzâd from Leningrad Collections,’ Ars Orientalis 8 (1970): 122–38.
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other birds amidst cloud-bands, a feature that Robinson also found
on folio 21b, ‘Hùshang slays the Black Dìv,’ in the Shàhnàmeh made
for ˇahmàsp a generation later.7

The most striking feature of the image, however, is the dramatic
sense of clear, unobstructed and unified space, so that the viewer is
made to feel like one of the palace attendants looking down into the
vault from an upper story. This depiction of space distinguishes this
painting from other images in the manuscript, which use more tra-
ditional means of spatial representation. In the image of ‘Iskandar
Conversing with a Shepherd,’8 for example, the building occupies
the left half of the image and is enveloped by landscape on the right
and above. Depicted like a folding screen, the building pushes the
actors towards the viewer, but otherwise the sense of space is uncon-
vincing and flat. Similarly in the depictions of ‘Ba˙ràm Gùr in the
White Pavilion’9 and ‘Ba˙ràm Gùr in the Yellow Pavilion’10 architec-
tural and landscape space are distinct. While each is convincing in
itself, they have little or no relation to each other.

The unusual depiction of interior space in the ‘Suicide of Shìrìn’
is quite foreign to the mainstream tradition of Persian manuscript
painting. Indeed, the closest visual parallels are to images from the
Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh, painted some 170 years earlier, whose
unusual spatial devices were not repeated in Persian manuscript paint-
ing of the intervening years. A comparison of the ‘Suicide of Shìrìn’
with the ‘Bier of Iskandar’ (Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Insti-
tution, Washington, DC), one of the most striking images from the
Ilkhanid manuscript, shows many similarities, from the general tri-
partite composition and circular arrangement of mourners around
the bier to the specific gestures of the keening women and details
such as the hanging brass lamps. The similarities are too numerous
to be coincidental and suggest that the artist of the ‘Suicide of Shìrìn’
had seen the unusual representation of the ‘Bier of Iskandar’ in the
Mongol manuscript.

Other paintings from the Istanbul Khamseh have details that seem
to be loose interpretations of Mongol images. The architecture fram-

7 Martin B. Dickson and Stuart Cary Welch, The Houghton Shahnama (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1982).

8 Folio 283r, illustrated in Stchoukine, ‘Peintures Turcomanes,’ pl. VII.
9 Folio 196r; illustrated in Stchoukine, ‘Peintures Turcomanes,’ pl. VI.

10 Folio 177v, illustrated in Stchoukine, Khamseh, pl. XLVIb.
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ing the subsidiary vignette in the lower left of the representation of
Iskandar Conversing with the Shepherd,’ for example, resembles 
the architecture in the Mongol representation of ‘Ba˙ràm Gùr in a
Peasant’s House.’11 Both the shepherd and the peasant wear distinc-
tive striped garments, meant to suggest the wearer’s humble origins.
The unusual depiction of figures seen through balcony railings and
grilles also characterizes several images from the Great Mongol Shàh-
nàmeh.12 The shutters partially opened to reveal a landscape beyond
appear, for example, in the image of ‘Isfandiyàr Approaching Gushtàsp’
in Settignano,13 and the modeled arabesque between the shutters
recalls that in the spandrels over the throne in the representation of
‘Iskandar Enthroned’ in Paris.14 Some of these architectural features
also appear in a related fourteenth-century manuscript that is known
to have later been in the Safavid royal library, a copy of Kalìleh va
Dimneh whose illustrations were mounted in an album prepared for
Shah ˇahmàsp between 1533 and 1538, but the deep architectural
space of the Keir Collection ‘Suicide of Shìrìn’ appears unique to
the Great Mongol, or ‘Demotte,’ Shàhnàmeh.15

The nature and history of this manuscript is itself somewhat obscure.
In 1980 Oleg Grabar and Sheila Blair proposed that the 58 known
paintings originally belonged to a manuscript of some 280 unusu-
ally large (written surface 41 × 29 cm) folios with some 120 illus-
trations.16 Using ideological and historical arguments, they attributed
the manuscript to the patronage of the vizier Ghìyàs al-Dìn, the son
of Rashìd al-Dìn, in Tabrìz between November 1335, when Ghìyas
al-Dìn organized the appointment of Arpa as sultan, and the vizier’s
death on May 3, 1336. These dates hardly allow enough time for

11 Montreal, McGill University Library, on loan to the Montreal Museum of Fine
Arts; Oleg Grabar and Sheila Blair, Epic Images and Contemporary History: The Illustrations
of the Great Mongol Shah-Nama (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), no. 50.

12 Grabar and Blair, Epic Images, nos 15, 28, 54, 55, and 58.
13 I Tatti, Berenson Collection; Grabar and Blair, Epic Images, no. 17.
14 Louvre Inv. 7096; Grabar and Blair, Epic Images, no. 28.
15 Istanbul, University Library, F 1422. Jill Sanchia Cowen, Kalila Wa Dimna: An

Animal Allegory of the Mongol Court (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1989). The illustrations are undoubtedly of the fourteenth century, although the
precise date is a matter of some dispute. The manuscript shares many stylistic details
with the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh, but Cowen’s attribution of the Kalileh va Dimneh
manuscript to the same patron Ghìyàs al-Dìn is unlikely. See most recently Ernst
J. Grube, ‘Prologomena for a Corpus Publication of Illustrated Kalila wa Dimna
Manuscripts,’ Islamic Art 4 (1990–91): 301–482.

16 Grabar and Blair, Epic Images.
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the conception, preparation and execution of such a large project,
so a broader range of 1328, when Ghìyàs al-Dìn became vizier, and
1336 seems more likely. Further work by Blair allowed her to refine
her reconstruction of the original manuscript.17 She confirmed that
the manuscript had originally comprised between 280 and 300 folios
but showed that it had been bound in two volumes.18 Instead of the
120 illustrations originally proposed, she concluded that the manu-
script must have had an astounding 190 illustrations.

Antoine Sevruguin, an Armenian photographer who worked in
Tabrìz and Tihran at the turn of the twentieth century, photographed
the manuscript as a bound book open to the page showing ‘Ba˙ràm
Gùr Hunting with Azada.’19 Sevruguin’s photograph suggests that
when he photographed it, the manuscript was either in Tabrìz or,
more likely, in the Qajar imperial library in Tihran. From there it
passed to the Paris art-market, where it came to be known after the
French dealer, Georges Demotte, who doctored and sold paintings
from it to individual collectors.

The history of the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh between its creation
in the fourteenth century and its reappearance in the nineteenth is
still a matter of conjecture. Other Ilkhanid manuscripts passed to
the Timurids and Mughals. The Arabic copy of Rashìd al-Dìn’s
Compendium of Chronicles, for example, which was produced in 713–4/
1314–5 at the Rab'-ì Rashìdì at Tabrìz, passed first to the Timurid

17 Sheila S. Blair, ‘On the Track of the ‘Demotte’ Shàhnàma Manuscript,’ in Les
Manuscrits du Moyen-Orient: Essais de Codicologie et de Paléographie, edited by François
Déroche (Istantul/Paris: Institut Français d’Etudes Anatoliennes d’Istanbul/Bibliothèque
Nationale, 1989), 125–31.

18 Folio 142 of the reconstructed manuscript, now in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale,
Supp. Pers. 1946. The text corresponds to E.E. Bertels et al., eds., Shahnameh
(Moscow: Nauk, 1960–71), 6: 216.

19 The photograph, now in the archives of the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington,
DC, was discovered by Glenn Lowry, Curator of Near Eastern Art. The painting
is now in Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Art Museums, 1957.173. Sevruguin’s
career can be traced from 1878, when he translated a treatise on photography for
MuΩaffar al-Dìn Shàh in Tabrìz, until about 1920, when he ran a shop in Tihran.
For Sevruguin, in addition to Iràj Afshàr, ‘Some Remarks on the Early History of
Photography in Iran,’ in Qajar Iran: Political, Social and Cultural Change 1800–1925,
edited by Edmund Bosworth and Carole Hillenbrand (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1983), 272, see also L.A. Ferydoun Barjesteh van Waalwijk van
Doorn and Gillian M. Vogelsang-Eastwood, Sevruguin’s Iran: Late Nineteenth-Century
Photographs of Iran from the National Museum of Ethnology in Leiden, the Netherlands
(Tehran/Rotterdam: Barjesteh Zaman, 1999); Frederick N. Bohrer, Sevruguin and the
Persian Image: Photographs of Iran, 1870–1930 (Washington, D.C.: Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, 1999).
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court at Hirat and then to the Mughal court in India.20 Other
Timurid manuscripts, such as the Shàhnàmeh made for Mu˙ammad
Jùkì21 and the ¸afàrnàmeh made for Sultan Óusayn Mìrzà,22 also
passed to the Mughal court where they were used as models for
manuscript painting.

In contrast, there is no evidence that the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh
ever left Iran, either for India or for the Ottoman empire. It is pos-
sible, however, that several paintings were removed from the man-
uscript in the late fifteenth century and incorporated in the Istanbul
album, Topkapi Palace Library H. 2153, thought to have been pre-
pared for Ya'qùb Beg, the Àqquyùnlù Turkoman ruler of Tabrìz
who once owned the Khamseh and had pictures added to it. If this
hypothesis is correct, then the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh must have
been available for dismemberment—and possibly copying—as early
as Sultan Ya'qùb’s reign in Tabrìz.23 On the other hand, however

20 For the reconstruction of the manuscript, see Sheila S. Blair, A Compendium of
Chronicles: Rashìd al-Dìn’s Illustrated History of the World (London: The Nour Foundation
in association with Azimuth Editions and Oxford University Press, 1995).

21 London, Royal Asiatic Society, MS. Morley 239. Unsigned and undated, it
has been dated ca. 1444 and attributed to the patronage of Muhammad Jùkì on
the basis of a banner in one of the paintings. J.V.S. Wilkinson, The Shah-Namah of
Firdawsi: The Book of the Persian Kings. With 24 Illustrations from a Fifteenth-Century Persian
Manuscript in the Possession of the Royal Asiatic Society, with an introduction by Laurence
Binyon (London: Oxford University Press, 1931) and B.W. Robinson, ‘The Shahnama
of Mu˙ammad Jùkì,’ in The Royal Asiatic Society: Its History and Treasures, eds Stuart
Simonds and Simon Digby (Leiden: Brill, 1979). More recently see Eleanor Sims,
‘The Illustrated Manuscripts of Firdawsi’s Shahnama Commissioned by Princes of the
House of Tìmùr,’ Ars Orientalis 22 (1992): 43–68.

22 Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University, Milton S. Eisenhower Library, John Work
Garrett Collection. See Eleanor Sims, The Garrett Manuscript of the Zafar-Name: A Study
in Fifteenth-Century Timurid Patronage, Ph. D. dissertation (New York: New York
University, Institute of Fine Arts, 1973) and Eleanor Sims, ‘Sultan Husayn Bayqara’s
¸afarnàmeh and Its Miniatures,’ in Sixth International Congress of Iranian Art and Archaeology,
Oxford, September 11–16, 1972 (Tehran, 1976), 299–311. For color reproductions see
Thomas W. Lentz and Glenn D. Lowry, Tìmùr and the Princely Vision (Los Angeles:
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1989), no. 147 and Ebadollah Bahari, Bihzàd,
Master of Persian Painting, with a foreword by Annemarie Schimmel (London, New
York: I.B. Tauris, 1996), no. 11. Paintings in the ¸afarnàmeh bear attributions by
the Mughal emperor Jahangir, for which see Michael Brand and Glenn D. Lowry,
Akbar’s India: Art from the Mughal City of Victory (New York: Asia Society Galleries,
1985), 91, 150–51.

23 This was first proposed by Grabar and Blair, Epic Images, 39–40. See also
Abolala Soudavar, ‘The Saga of Abu-Sa'id Bahador Khan. The Abu-Sa'idnama,’
in The Court of the Il-Khans 1290–1340, The Barakat Trust Conference on Islamic
Art and History, St. John’s College, Oxford, Saturday 28 May 1994, Julian Raby
and Teresa Fitzherbert, eds, Oxford Studies in Islamic Art, vol. 12 (Oxford: Oxford
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the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh manuscript must not have been avail-
able to the Safavid chronicler Dùst Mu˙ammad in 951/1544 when
he prepared his album of painting and calligraphy for Ba˙ràm Mìrzà,
brother to Shah ˇahmàsp. Dùst Mu˙ammad characteristically removed
sample paintings from whatever manuscripts he had at hand to rep-
resent the artists he discussed in his album.

Therefore, in the absence of any written or visual evidence that
the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh went either to Hirat or India, one must
imagine that it remained in Tabrìz. From the later fourteenth cen-
tury until its restoration in the nineteenth, the manuscript probably
remained relatively unknown in some library, except for a brief
moment in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century when Àq-
quyùnlù and Safavid artists and patrons briefly ‘rediscoved’ it. Other
examples of visual quotation of Ilkhanid paintings in early Safavid
paintings support this hypothesis, but artists might have seen any
one of several Ilkhanid manuscripts—or even fragments of manu-
scripts, that remained in Iran. That they were familiar with the Great
Mongol Shàhnàmeh itself is reinforced by the new format, unusual
size, and magnificence of early Safavid manuscripts of the Shàhnàmeh.

In the fourteenth century the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh and the
related ‘small’ Shàhnàmehs each had some two hundred illustrations.24

In the fifteenth century, the number of illustrations in royal Shàhnàmeh
manuscripts dropped to several dozen in one volume: the copy made
for Baysungùr in 833/1430 has twenty-one; that for Ibrahìm Sul†àn
made ca. 838/1435 has forty-seven, and that made for Mu˙ammad
Jùkì has thirty-three.25 Meanwhile, provincial Shàhnàmeh manuscripts
emphasized quantity over quality: the Dunimarle Shàhnàmeh of 1446

University Press for the Board of the Faculty of Oriental Studies, University of
Oxford, 1996), figs 13, 30 and 45.

24 In contrast, the provincial Shàhnàmehs attributed to Injù patronage in south-
west Iran have fewer. That in Istanbul (Topkapı Palace Library, Hazine 1479, dated
731/1330) has 89 illustrations, while that in St. Petersburg (Saltykov-Shchedrin
Public Library, Dorn 329, dated 733/1333) has 52. The dispersed Stephens Shahnàmeh,
which has an owner’s note dated 753/1352 but may have been made earlier, had
108 illustrations and a double-page frontispiece. See Marianna Shreve Simpson, The
Illustration of an Epic: The Earliest Shahnama Manuscripts (New York and London:
Garland, 1979), 12. 

25 The first is in Tihran, Gulistan Palace Library. In the Ibrahìm Sul†àn manu-
script (Oxford: Bodleian, MS. Ouseley Add. 176), four are double-page composi-
tions and five are tinted drawings, which brings the number more in line with the
others. See also Sims, ‘Illustrated Manuscripts.’
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was planned with 153 paintings, of which only 80 were completed,
and an exceptional two-volume manuscript copied for Sultan 'Alì
Mìrzà of Gilan in 899/1493–4, known as the ‘Big Head Shàhnàmeh,’
originally had some 350 illustrations on relatively small pages.26

Under the early Safavids, however, manuscripts of the Shàhnàmeh
again become popular. Although many artists in the royal scripto-
rium had come from Sultan Óusayn’s scriptorium at Hirat, no royal
Shàhnàmeh manuscripts had been produced under his patronage there.27

In the second decade of the sixteenth century, a few years after the
images to the Istanbul Khamseh were painted, the first Safavid shah,
Ismà'ìl I (r. 907–30/1501–24), planned a grand manuscript of which
only four of its images were preserved into the twentieth century.28

The illustrations are close in style to those added by Safavid artists
to the Istanbul Khamseh and also have figures wearing the distinctive
Safavid turban, so the manuscript can be attributed to the second
decade of the sixteenth century. The one surviving page from this
manuscript is somewhat larger (32 × 21 cm) than those of the ‘Big
Head’ Shàhnàmeh, but the extraordinarily complex composition and
the vibrant color show that this manuscript was conceived with far
more sophistication than were the relatively simple ‘Big Head’ images.
The four images known from the manuscript all belong to the Rustam
cycle, and while it is impossible to reconstruct the number and rate
of illustrations from this small sample, it is tempting to imagine that
many of the stories were illustrated as heavily as that of Rustam and
that the manuscript was thus intended to have a large number of

26 The volume in the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art in Istanbul (MS 1978)
has 202 paintings, while that in the Istanbul University Library (Yildiz 7954/310)
has 109. About forty other images were removed from the first volume. The writ-
ten surface of each page is 23 × 15 cm. See Robinson, Islamic Painting and the Arts
of the Book, 160–62.

27 Robert Hillenbrand, ‘The Iconography of the Shah-Nama-yi Shahi,’ in Safavid
Persia: The History and Politics of an Islamic Society, edited by Charles Melville, Pembroke
Papers, vol. 4 (London, New York: I.B. Tauris in association with the Centre of
Middle Eastern Studies, University of Cambridge, 1996), 56.

28 Of the four images, one is known only by title, two others in Leipzig were
destroyed during World War II, and the fourth, depicting ‘The Sleeping Rustam,’
one of the most striking images in Persian manuscript painting, is preserved in
London (British Museum, 1949–12–11–023); color illustration in Sheila S. Blair and
Jonathan M. Bloom, The Art and Architecture of Islam, 1250–1800, The Pelican History
of Art (London and New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), pl. 208. See B.W.
Robinson, ‘Origin and Date of Three Famous Shàhnàmeh Illustrations,’ Ars Orientalis
1 (1954): 105–12.
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illustrations. The manuscript’s large scale may have been the reason
that it was never completed, and the intercolumnar rulings were
never added to the images.

The most splendid copy of the Shàhnàmeh ever produced in Iran
was made for Ismà'ìl’s son ˇahmàsp (r. 930–984/1524–76), perhaps
as a gift from father to son.29 The manuscript comprised 759 folios
measuring 47 × 32 cm with a ruled surface of 27 × 18 cm and con-
taining 258 illustrations, many of which spill beyond the written sur-
face into the margins. In a paper presented to the Second Roundable
on Safavid Studies, Robert Hillenbrand argued that the fifteenth-
century decline and subsequent Safavid revival of the royal Shàhnàmeh
manuscript could be explained by cost, as few patrons were able to
afford the cost of a lavishly-illustrated Shàhnàmeh manuscript.30

While the cost of a manuscript should never be ignored, cost alone
does not explain the change in taste. As Hillenbrand himself noted,
the closest parallel to the idea of the Safavid manuscript was the
Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh of two centuries earlier, but this is not just
a historical accident. Had Sul†àn Óusayn Mìrzà, for example, wanted
to commission a magnificent Shàhnàmeh manuscript in Hirat, he surely
could have afforded one. But he could not have known of the Ilkhanid
model, which remained in far-off Tabrìz, and so any copy he might
have commissioned would have been modeled on those he knew
which had fewer illustrations. Once the Safavids established their
capital at Tabrìz, however, Safavid artists and patrons were able to
see the Mongol manuscript which Àqquyùnlù artists may have already
‘rediscovered.’ The Safavids could have also been inspired by this
manuscript to revive the idea of a large-format, two-volume, lavishly-
illustrated copy of the Shàhnàmeh. Not only does the ˇahmàsp Shàhnàmeh
return to the monumental scale of the Mongol manuscript, but its
258 illustrations significantly surpass the model.

As in the Istanbul Khamseh, close scrutiny reveals possible, but minor,
quotations from fourteenth-century illustrations, such as the keening
figures in the rear windows on folio 49v depicting the ‘Lamentation
of Farìdùn.’ Otherwise, by the late 920s/1520s the artists of the
royal scriptorium had already assimilated any lessons to be learned
from Ilkhanid illustrated manuscripts and incorporated these motifs
into their standard repertory of pictorial devices.

29 Dickson and Welch, The Houghton Shahnama, and Hillenbrand, ‘Iconography.’
30 Hillenbrand, ‘Iconography,’ 57.
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The Safavid patron, however, did have a lesson to learn from the
Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh, for the royal Safavid copy of the epic may
have been designed to express dynastic aspirations and serve a pub-
lic, propagandistic, and rhetorical function much in the manner
Grabar and Blair hypothesized for the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh.
While scholars have just begun to work out the iconography of the
Safavid manuscript,31 perusal of the illustrations suggests that the
ones in the beginning of the manuscript were given more impor-
tance and attention than those at the end. It is not difficult to draw
parallels between ‘Ardashìr Receiving Gulnàr’ in his chamber or
young prince ‘Hùshang at the Court of Gayùmars’ with the young
Shah ˇahmàsp.32 Similarly, the emphasis on the cycle of the good
king Farìdùn, who defeated the evil king Zàhhak and restored the
Iranian monarchy, seems appropriate to the early years of Safavid
rule. Although the Great Mongol Shàhnàmeh had only limited visual
impact on the course of later Persian manuscript painting, its ‘redis-
covery’ at the Safavid court in Tabrìz at the beginning of the six-
teenth century seems to have reinvigorated the idea of large-format,
heavily illustrated royal copies of the Shàhnàmeh as a vehicle for the
metaphoric expression of contemporary concerns.

31 Hillenbrand, ‘Iconography.’
32 Dickson suggested that that date on the painting of Ardashìr and Gulnàr marks

the coming of age of Shah ˇahmàsp. See Stuart Cary Welch, Wonders of the Age:
Masterpieces of Early Safavid Painting, 1501–1576, with contributions by Sheila R. Canby
and Nora Titley (Cambridge, MA: Fogg Art Museum, 1979), 96.
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1. The Suicide of Shºn-n, illustration from a copy of Ni¬¸mº’s Kamseh. Richmond,
Surrey, Keir Collection, III. 209 (After Robinson, Islamic Painting, pl. 21).
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THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY SCHOOL OF BUKHARA
PAINTING AND THE ARTS OF THE BOOK

E. Bahari

The territory of Mavaraunnahr had a special place in Timur’s empire.
After conquering Iran, he made Samarqand his capital and dis-
patched many of the ablest artists, builders and scholars there who
were responsible for some of the most glorious buildings in the region.
He also established a kitàbkhàneh (Library-book production atelier)
with fine books from the conquered territories and calligraphers and
artists employed in production of books. However, Timur did not
reside in Samarqand for long and his time was taken with his numer-
ous campaigns in Iran, Ottoman territories, India, etc. After Timur’s
death in 807/1405 the dispute between his sons and nephews resulted
in eventually his son Shàhrukh establishing himself as the major heir
to Timur, ruling the territories of Iran with his capital in Hirat. He
appointed his son Ulugh Beg to rule Mavaraunnahr from its capi-
tal Samarqand. Ulugh Beg was much interested in astronomy and
established a planetarium staffed by the ablest astronomers of the
time who produced the well-known books on the subject. Bukhara
which also was an important city in Mavaraunnahr was not a major
city as regards the patronage of the art of the book. Under Shahrukh
and his sons Baysungùr, Ibràhìm Sul†àn, and Mu˙ammad Jùkì, Hirat,
Tabrìz and Shiraz became the important centres for the arts of the
book, with Hirat as the major and the most important centre, where
the arts reached its zenith in late ninth/fifteenth century under Sultan
Óusayn Bayqara. The school of Bihzàd in Hirat dominated the arts
of the book in the Timurid territory and, indeed, in almost all the
Islamic lands of the period. With the death of Sultan Óusayn Mìrzà
in 912/1506, the newly established Safavids in Iran and the Shaybànids
in Mavaraunnahr laid claim to Hirat which was first occupied by
Mu˙ammad Shaybeg Khàn (913–916/1507–10) who was defeated
by Shah Ismà'ìl and put to death in 916/1510. For many years fol-
lowing, the Shaybànids repeatedly attacked Hirat without success.

Mu˙ammad Shaybeg Khàn, who considered himself the true heir
to the Timurid territory defeated the last Timurid ruler of Hirat
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Badi"uzzamàn Mìrzà, the son of Sultan Óusayn in 913/1507 and
occupied Hirat. He boasted literary and artistic appreciation, but he
was more of a conceit than a true patron of the arts. A portrait of
him painted by the celebrated Bihzàd shows him seated with a book
and pen case set before him.1

The Shaybànids, who date to 832/1428 with their first ruler Abu’l-
Khayr b. Dawlat Shaykh, made their capital at Samarqand. After
Shaybeg Khàn several of the Shaybànid amirs aspired to rule Hirat
with 'Ubaydallàh Uzbeg laying siege to that city several times. The
latter, in one of his more successful attacks in 934/1527–28, occu-
pied Hirat for a short period and dispatched some of the ablest
artists of Hirat to Bukhara before being defeated and pushed out of
Hirat by Shah ˇahmàsp Safavid. As a result Bukhara became the
important artistic centre of the Shaybànid Uzbeg rulers replacing
Samarqand as their capital in 947/1540.

There must have been some activity in the production of books
and paintings in Samarqand while Timur was alive as some of the
able artists from the Jalà"irìd courts and other centres were sent
there by Timur. However, no definite authenticated material from
that period in Samarqand is established to date. Some have attrib-
uted the very large Qur"àn, some pages of which survive, and now
known as Baysungùr Qur"àn pages, to Umar Aqta producing it for
Timur in Samarqand,2 but there is no definite evidence for this. It
appears that the artists at Samarqand went to other centres such as
Hirat, Tabrìz and Shiraz after the death of Timur. The most notable
activity in Samarqand after Timur was the production of some excel-
lent manuscripts on astronomy and sciences, with occasional deco-
rated literary books being produced by artists temporarily living in
Samarqand. Some of these are transcribed by master calligraphers
such as 'Abdallàh Tabbakh from Hirat who is considered one of the
great masters of Naskh, Rayhani and Thulth scripts.

We have no evidence of a kitàbkhàneh activity or painting in Bukhara
before the sixteenth century. In the sixteenth century, the Shaybànid
Uzbegs encouraged book production which started initially at Samar-
qand with some material produced by second rate artists or other

1 E. Bahari, Bihzàd, Master of Persian Painting, (London: I.B. Tauris, 1996), 172,
plate 103.

2 A. Soudavar, The Art of the Persian Courts, (New York: Rizzoli, 1992), 59–60.
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visiting artists. These were active up to around 936/1529 at the
court of Kildi Mu˙ammad at Samarqand, and later went to the
court of 'Ubaydallàh Khàn in Bukhara. In fact, 'Ubaydallàh Khàn
was instrumental in establishing the Bukhara school of painting.

Let us now consider how the Bukhara school of painting came
about, the artists responsible for this, and their patrons. As mentioned
earlier, the Shaybànids considered themselves the true heirs of the
Timurids and laid claim to the territories ruled by the last of the
Timurids, Sultan Óusayn Mìrzà and Badiuzzamàn Mìrzà. Mu˙ammad
Shaybeg Khàn, who occupied Hirat during 913–16/1507–10, may
have encouraged some of the Hirat artists to go to Samarqand but,
as he was defeated and killed by Shah Ismà"ìl in 916/1510, he would
not have effected any transfer of the kitàbkhàneh from Hirat to the
Transoxus. After the ousting of the Shaybànids from Hirat, some of
the artists of Sunni faith may have emigrated willingly from Hirat
due to the Safavid strict Shì"ì doctrine being somewhat hostile to
the Sunnis, mostly because both of their rival powers, the Ottoman
and the Shaybànids were Sunnis. In fact, there were some factual
or malicious accusations against some notable Sunni residents of
Hirat during the early Safavid rule with significant bloodshed. The
Uzbegs were very sensitive to this and solicited help from the Ottomans
in overthrowing the Safavids from Khurasan.3 The Uzbegs repeatedly
attacked Hirat, mostly to no avail, but in one of their more suc-
cessful sieges under 'Ubaydallàh Khàn in 935/1528, they managed
to capture the city. The young Safavid ruling prince Sàm Mìrzà and
his laleh and governor of Hirat, Óusayn Khàn Shàmlù, had to flee
Hirat taking with them all the treasures of the kitàbkhàneh, the artists,
etc. Although the Uzbegs were driven out of Hirat shortly thereafter
and suffered a severe defeat by Shah ˇahmàsp’s army in the battle
of Jàm, 'Ubaydallàh Khàn had managed to send some able artists
of the kitàbkhàneh to Bukhara. Among these were the renowned
‘Shaykh Zàdeh’ Ma˙mùd Muzahhib, the able pupil of the master
Bihzàd, Mullà Yùsuf and the famous calligrapher Mìr 'Alì Hiràvì.
If some of the artists went to Bukhara willingly, perhaps because
they were Sunnis, we know from Mìr 'Alì’s own writing that he did
not like Bukhara. He was a Shì"ì, as can be deduced from his name.

3 G. Hazai, Einfuhrung in die Persische Palaographie, (Budapest: Akademiai Kiado,
1977).
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Telling evidence for this is four lines of poems composed and finely
written by Mìr 'Alì (now in the Album of Shah Ismà"ìl), preserved
in Topkapi Museum Library in Istanbul). This reads:

I was bent over for a life time like a harp (practicing calligraphy) until
my calligraphy reached this stage.

I am desired by all the kings of the world
But in Bukhara I suffer grievously for my livelihood.

I am burning inside from sorrow what can I do
There is no way out for me from this city.

This catastrophy is the result of my skill in calligraphy
Alas my calligraphy has become the chain around my ankles.

Signed: The poor Mìr 'Alì (cut out by Sangì 'Alì Badakhshì).

I have fully explained in my book on Bihzàd4 that contrary to pre-
vious assertions, the Hirat kitàbkhàneh and all the artists remained in
Hirat after the Safavid conquest and only were forced to move to
Tabrìz as a result of 'Ubaydallàh Khàn’s capture of the city in 935/
1528. I have also proved convincingly in that book that Shaykh
Zàdeh and Ma˙mùd Muzahhib are one and the same artist, with
Shaykh Zàdeh being an honorific title given to Ma˙mùd. This artist
never signed himself Shaykh Zàdeh, which would have been con-
ceited, but rather Ma˙mùd Muzahhib. He was one of the ablest
pupils of Bihzàd as confirmed by the Turkish art historian, Muß†afa
'Alì, in Manàqib-i-Honarvaràn written in 995/1586, who names him
as the eastern (Khurasan) pupil of Bihzàd (with Àqà Mìrak as his
western pupil).

These Hirati artists taken to Bukhara were solely responsible for
establishing the sixteenth century Bukhara school of painting. Prior
to this the material produced in the Transoxus is somewhat provin-
cial and does not compare with the polished standards of Hirat under
the Timurids and Safavids. Of these, the most important are the
Shaybànìnàmeh of Mu˙ammad Íàli˙ dated 916/1510 produced for
the ruler Mu˙ammad Shaybeg Khàn with somewhat second rate
illustrations (Now in the National Bibliothek Vienna, cod. Mixt 188—
illustrated by Ashrafì)5 and Assar’s Mihr-va-Mushtarì produced in 959/

4 Bahari, 179–88.
5 M.M. Ashrafì-Aynì, ‘The School of Bukhara to c. 1550’, in B. Gray, et al.,

The Arts of the Book in Central Asia, (Serinda: UNESCO; Boulder, Colo.: Shambhala
Publications, 1979), 249–72. 
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1523 now with the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, No. 32.5/76

which may have been painted by some Hirati artists going to Mava-
raunnahr.

However, after 937/1530 we see a sudden blossoming of the art
of the book in Bukhara with some superbly illustrated manuscripts
being produced up to around 978/1570.

There is no doubt that this transformation came about with the
arrival of the Hirati artists brought to Bukhara by 'Ubaydallàh Khàn.
Of these, the master calligrapher Mìr 'Alì and the superb painter
Ma˙mùd Muzahhib were pivotal in the establishment of the Bukhara
school; they had a hand, jointly or separately, in all the most exquis-
ite manuscripts produced in Bukhara.

Ma˙mùd, like his master Bihzàd, was a fine painter as well as a
skilled illuminator and calligrapher. It appears that before he achieved
fame as a painter, he was more known as an illuminator (Muzahhib)
and that is why he signs himself Ma˙mùd Muzahhib and only occa-
sionally as Ma˙mùd Mußavvir (painter).

Mìrzà Mu˙ammad Óaydàr Dughlat7 considered the illumination
of Shaykh Ma˙mùd superior to that of the famous late 9th/15th
century illuminator Yari Muzahhib. Bayànì8 (1967, P 894 No. 1337),
lists Ma˙mùd as a skilled calligrapher of the sixteenth century, skilled
in all the scripts specially in Jalì and Khafì nasta"lìq script, and lists
some of his signed work—which in one case is clearly signed Ma˙mùd
Muzahhib al-Hiràvì 951 (1544). A specimen of his calligraphy is
reproduced in Islamic Calligraphy (1988) signed Ma˙mùd Muzahhib
and dated 961/1554. The artist also states that it was copied from
his master Mìr 'Alì. In fact, the genuine Ma˙mùd’s signature on his
paintings are written in a fine Khafì (small) nasta"lìq script.

Ma˙mùd very much follows Bihzàd’s Timurid Hirat style with
only minor variation of costumes to accord with the taste of his
Uzbeg patrons. In fact, in some cases it is difficult to distinguish his
work from Bihzàd’s Timurid style. The other artists collaborating
with Ma˙mùd include Mullà Yùsuf Hiràvì who was working under
Bihzàd in Hirat, 'Abdallàh a pupil of Ma˙mùd, Shaykhem b. Mullà

6 Ashrafì-Aynì, 262, plates LXXI–LXXII.
7 M.M. Óaydàr Dughlat, Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì, as cited in D. Ross, ‘Hirat School of

Painters, T.W. Arnold’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, V/iv (1930), 
8 M. Bayànì, Ahvàl va Asàr-i Khùshnivìsàn, (Tehran: University of Tihran, 1967),

894.
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Yùsuf who have signed some of their work in illustrations to man-
uscripts containing Ma˙mùd’s work, which will be described later.

The Shaybànid Uzbeg rulers emulated the Timurid patronage of
the art of the book and established an important kitàbkhàneh in
Bukhara employing many calligraphers, painters and illuminators.
The noteworthy patrons of this art were: 'Ubaydallàh Khàn who
was in Bukhara as early as 918/1512 and ruled from 940–946/1534–
1539; 'Abd al-'Azìz (947–957/1540–1550); Yàr Mu˙ammad (957–
965/1550–1557) and 'Abdallàh (965/991/1557–1583), whose names
appear on some of the illustrations in the manuscripts of their time.
Óajjì Mu˙ammad and Sul†àn Mìrak Kitàbdàr were two well-known
heads of the Kitàbkhàneh with the latter being skilled in calligraphy
and painting. Dughlat says with some exageration that in the reign
of 'Ubaydallàh Khàn, Bukhara became a centre of arts and litera-
ture rivalling that of Sultan Óusayn Mìrzà’s period in Hirat.9

Apart from the famous Mìr 'Alì other noteworthy calligraphers of
the Bukhara kitàbkhàneh were Mìr Óusayn Sahvì, Mìr Óusayn Kulangì,
and 'Alì Riûà Kàtib as well as Mìrak Kitàbdàr mentioned earlier.

The books most favoured by the Uzbeg rulers were Sa"dì’s Gulistàn
and Bustàn; Jàmì’s Bahàristàn, Tu˙fat al-A˙ràr, etc.; NiΩàmì’s Makhzan
al-Asràr; Hàtifì’s Haft ManΩar; and some other Sufi writers such as
in the Anthology Rawûàt al Mu˙ibbìn in the Salar Jung Museum,
Haydarabad, India.

Before listing the Bukhara works, it will be useful to describe some
of the Hirat works of Ma˙mùd Muzahhib and Mìr 'Alì before they
were taken to Bukhara, in order to show the continuity of their style.
There are a good number of works calligraphed by Mìr. 'Alì in
Hirat prior to 936/1529 as ennumerated by Bayànì.10 I have also
argued that the first part of the famous Shah ˇahmàsp’s Shàhnàmeh
was transcribed by Mìr 'Alì in Hirat before the transfer of the artists
to Tabrìz where the second half was transcribed by a distinctly
different hand.11 Among the Hirat work of Ma˙mùd Muzahhib
(Shaykh Zàdih) produced under the supervision of Bihzàd, the fol-
lowing are representative:

9 Dughlat, ibid.
10 Bayanì, 493–516.
11 Bahari, 191–2.
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1. Ba˙ràm in the Yellow Pavilion f213r of a NiΩàmì in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, N.Y., dated 932/1525—ref. No. 1913 (13.228.7)
(Fig. 1) where the artist has incorporated his name in a line of
poetry inscribed above the Ayvàn (archway)

‘I have heard it is inscribed on this golden domed building which reads: the
outcome of all the work is praiseworthy (Ma˙mùd)’ which could be inter-
preted to mean all of this is the work of Ma˙mùd. The painting
is exquisite and finely drawn, and as will be observed very much
in the style of Ma˙mùd Muzahhib at Bukhara. Prince Sam Mìrzà
is depicted as Ba˙ràm in this illustration.

2. Khusraw and Shìrìn Wedded f104v of the same manuscript. This can
also be confidently attributed to Ma˙mùd Muzahhib (Shaykh
Zàdih) working in Hirat under the direction of Bihzàd. The design,
layout and execution of this illustration is very close to those of
Ma˙mùd produced at Bukhara, down to the oblique lines of the
text on top and the long inscription above the freize of the build-
ing which end with the date Rajab 931/April 1525.

3. The Battle of Iskandar and Dàrà (Fig. 2) f279r from the same man-
uscript. This finely illustrated battle scene attributed to Shaykh
Zàdih Ma˙mùd is modelled on the same subject painted by Bihzàd
in 896/1490; (Fig. 68, P.128, Bihzàd).12

It must be mentioned here that the inscription ‘Amal-i-Shaykh Zàdeh’
in the illustration ‘A Moving Sermon’ f177r from the ex Cartier
ÓàfiΩ manuscript now in Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Harvard
University Art Museum (718.1983) which has formed the major (if
not the only) source of the study of this artist by many previous
writers on the subject13 is not considered genuine. Although the illus-
tration is in the Hirat style of Shaykh Zàdeh, it has been fully argued
that in fact this is stuck on the ÓàfiΩ page later and there are many
reasons to consider the signature not to be genuine.14 In fact, Shaykh
Zàdih Ma˙mùd Muzahhib never signed himself Shaykh Zàdih but
only Ma˙mùd or Ma˙mùd Muzahhib and then in a fine nasta"lìq

12 Bahari, 128, fig. 68.
13 S.C. Welch, Persian Painting, (New York: Brazziller, 1976); idem, Wonders of the

Age, (Cambridge, Mass.: Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, 1979), 124–5.
14 Bahari, 246–7, 254.
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script, which will be described later. This leads us to the next illus-
tration of a Frontispiece to the Haft ManΩar of 944/1537–38 of the
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington (56.14) which carries an elaborate
inscription running along the top and bottom indicating ex libris of
Sultan 'Abd’ul-'Azìz with the last line at the bottom of the left hand
illustration stating it is painted by Shaykh Zàdih. This inscription
does not accord with the usual practice of artist signature. It is in
bold decorated script and must have been written by others, prob-
ably Mìr 'Alì who has transcribed this Haft ManΩar. In fact, below
the left hand illustration is again inscribed ‘Shaykh Zàdih Mußavvir’
in a small script. However, the illustrations are fully in Ma˙mùd’s
style who has not signed them himself. This frontispiece illustration
does not belong to the text of Haft ManΩar as it carries lines of poetry
from Hafiz. However, the manuscript has other illustrations by
Ma˙mùd such as Fig. 3 which bears a dedication to Sultan Abdul
'Azìz and is very much in the artist’s Hirati style.

As can be seen from the above and the Bukhara illustrations of
Ma˙mùd described below, his style is not only somewhat dynamic
and carefully composed, but also very decorative incorporating fine
illuminations and elegant scripts within the illustrations on the build-
ings, etc., as befits an artist skilled in all these arts. His style was
closely followed by his able pupils 'Abdallàh, Mullà Yùsuf and
Shaykhim.

A delightful result of collaboration between Mìr 'Alì and Ma˙mùd
Muzahhib is an exquisite album each page of which carries a line
of poetry written in an excellent bold nasta"lìq script flanked by two
finely painted seated princes, and set within an illuminated back-
ground. The colophon page of this is in the Fogg Art Museum
Boston dated 941/1535. R.W. Ferrier, The Arts of Persia, Yale Univ.
Press, 1989, Figs. 15 & 17 p. 35.

Another fine and interesting work is the Paris Bibliotheque National’s
Tu˙fat al A˙rar of Jàmì (Supp. Perse 1416). The text was written by
the celebrated Sul†àn 'Alì al-Mashhadi in 905/1499 in Hirat. It has
a double page frontispiece and a double page finispiece, executed in
Bukhara C.1538. Folio 81r is clearly signed by Ma˙mùd on the tam-
bourine held by a musician which reads: ‘Suvvarahu al-Abd Ma˙mùd
Muzahhib’ which exactly copies the style of signature of his Hirat
master Bihzàd. A very interesting point about this mansucript is the
inscription by the Mughal Emperor, Shah Jahàn, on the colophon
page f79v in 1037/1627–8 which reads: ‘Tu˙fat al A˙rar of Jàmì,
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written by Sultan 'Alì with illustrations by Shaykh Zàdeh. . . . . .’
which supports what was said earlier that Ma˙mùd Muzahhib was
known as Shaykh Zàdih.

The Lisbon Gulbenkian Foundation Bustàn of Sa'dì LA177 is
another masterpiece of Bukhara school transcribed by Mìr 'Alì in
949/1542 and illustrated by Ma˙mùd and his pupil 'Abdallàh.
Regrettably, this fine manuscript suffered severe damage in recent
floods. This is fully described by Gray15 and illustrated by Gray and
Ashrafì.16 The book has finely illuminated borders with library ded-
ication of Abd’l-'Azìz Bahàdur. Some of the illustrations also have
dedication to Abd’l-'Azìz dated 955/1548. Another Tu˙fat al-A˙ràr
of Jàmì in the Sackler Gallery, Washington DC. No. S86.0046 has
a fine double page frontispiece signed by Ma˙mùd Muzahhib.17

Sa'dì’s Gulistàn transcribed by Mìr 'Alì in 950/1543 now in the
Paris Bibliotheque National, Supp. Perse 1958 carries a fine illus-
tration of a wrestling contest (Fig. 4) which can be attributed to
Ma˙mùd.18 It is from the story where a pupil of the royal cham-
pion wrestler boasts that he knows all the various holds in wrestling
and can compete with anyone even his teacher. The king puts this
claim to the test and the old master who had kept just one impor-
tant hold up his sleeve for such an eventaulity floors the young pupil
to the admiration of the king. This illustration became a favourite
of the Bukhara court and was repeated for other Uzbeg rulers. Even
the Indian Emperor Akbar had one painted for him by Shaykhem,
the son of Mullà Yùsuf on f30 of a Gulistàn of Sa'dì now in the
British Library Or.5302, in 975/1568.19

The Makhzàn al-Asràr of NiΩàmì in the Bibliotheque National Supp.
Perse 985 written in 944/1538 by Mìr 'Alì under the librarian Mìrak
has some fine illustrations made for Sultan Abdul 'Azìz. The book
has been in the library of Indian Emperor Shàh Jahàn. The dou-
ble page illustration on ff 40v–41R is a fine rendering of an episode
in the book when Sultan Sanjar, on an outing with his retinue, is
petitioned by an old woman complaining about the harsh and

15 B. Gray, Oriental Islamic Art, Collection of Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, (Lisbon:
Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga, 1963), no. 123 illustrated.

16 Ashrafì, 248, 266–7, 269. 
17 G.D. Lowry and M.C. Beach, An Annotated and Illustrated Checklist of the Vever

Collection (Seattle/London: University of Washington Press, 1988), P 152.
18 F. Richard, Splendeurs Persanes, (Paris: Bibliotheque National, 1997). 
19 J.P. Losty, The Art of the Book in India, (London: British Library, 1982), Plate XIX.
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unjustifiable treatments she gets from the Sultan’s police and tax col-
lectors. This is a fine double page composition signed and dated
‘Amal-i-Ma˙mùd Muzahhib 952’ (1545). This has many of the char-
acteristics of Bihzàd school in Hirat but regrettably all the faces have
been repainted to the Mughal Indian taste, most probably by the
artist Mu˙sin as indicated on the other illustration in the book on
f34R ‘King Nushirawan at the Ruined Palace’.20

A very fine anthology titled ‘Rauûat al Mu˙ibbìn’ in the Salar
Jung Museum Library, Hayderabad, India (6A) A.Nm.1611 is tran-
scribed by Mìr 'Alì in 956/1549 for Sul†àn Abd al-'Azìz. It consists
of three mystical poems by different poets and has ten superb dou-
ble page illustrations of which three are signed by Ma˙mùd Muzahhib
(ff 71v–72R,88v), two by 'Abdallàh and two by Shaykhem who has
signed himself Shaykhem ibn Mullà Yùsuf al-Hiràvì’. We have it
from Mìrzà Mu˙ammad Óaydàr Dughlat that Mullà Yùsuf was a
pupil of Bihzàd.21 Some of the other illustrations are most probably
by same artists working under the supervision of Ma˙mùd. All are
reproduced by Mu˙ammad Ashraf ’s catalogue of the Persian man-
uscripts in the Salar Jung Museum Library.22 The double page illus-
trations on ff 1v–2R is almost the same in composition and style as
the illustration in the Freer Haft ManΩar described above. Regrettably,
the Salar Jung Museum declined to supply photographs, mention-
ing their own intention to write about this important book. However,
a somewhat inaccurate article in the Arts & The Islamic World, vol-
ume 1, No. 4, winter 1983/4 by M.S. Randhawa reproduces some
of the illustrations in colour.

Another illustrated superb manuscript is the Mìr 'Alì Shìr Navà"ì’s
Lißàn-al- ǎyìr (after the famous Sufi poet Attar’s (1145–1221) Man†iq-
al- ǎyìr) in Turkish now in the Bib. Nat. Paris, Supp. Turc. 996. It
has six illustrations, with a superb one on f20 depicting Shaykh
Sanàn’s deep emotion for the love of the Christian maiden (Fig. 5).
The Sufis assembled in this finely decorated building are astonished
at the event. The Christian maiden is depicted peering down from
an upstairs room above the fire place shooting up flames, which is
also symbolic of the fire of love. Along the top frieze there is a long

20 Ashrafì-Aynì, 255, 265.
21 Dughlat, ibid.
22 M. Ashraf, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the Salar Jang Museum Library,

(Hyderabad: Salar Jang Museum, 1975), 7–23, with illustrations.
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dedicatory inscription in white on blue ground to Sultan Yàr Mu˙am-
mad Khàn (957–964/1550–57) ending with the date 960/1553 at
Bukhara. This exquisite illustration has all the hallmark of Ma˙mùd
Muzahhib.

‘Shaykh Zàdih’ Ma˙mùd Muzahhib was an able portraitist and
many of his illustrations contain the Sultan or other notables. He
also painted individual portraits such as the one of Mìr 'Alì Shìr
Navà"ì signed by him now in the Mashhad Shrine Library.23 The
illustration of lovers in individual album leaves or within books are
good evidence of this.

After the passing away of Mìr 'Alì (the dates of which are vari-
ously given as between 951–957/1544–1550) other calligraphers such
as Mìr Óusayn al-Óusaynì (Kulangi) and 'Alì Riûà Kàtib collab-
orated with Ma˙mùd Muzahhib and other painters in producing
more fine manuscripts. A characteristic of most of these produced
in Bukhara is the illuminated borders which are decorated in gold
floral designs with separately designed cartouches, often in different
colours, on three sides of each page.

After the death of Ma˙mùd sometime after 968/1560, the Bukhara
atelier continued with the participation of his pupils 'Abdallàh and
Shaykhem, but with the decline of the Shaybànid Uzbeg rulers and
without the injection of new blood, the Bukhara school declined
sharply with only second rate material produced during the later
part of the sixteenth century.

The Bukhara school of painting had a significant influence on
Indian Mughal painting. With dynastic Timurid affinity between the
two centres the Mughals who also were sunnis, patronised Bukhara
artists as witnessed by the Gulistàn manuscript with illustration by
Shaykhem produced for emperor Akbar described above.

The Mughals had a particular liking for the calligraphy of Mìr
'Alì which adorns most of the exquisite royal albums produced for
Akbar, Jahàngìr and Shah Jahàn. There is some evidence that some
of the Bukhara artists went to India to serve the Mughals at the end
of sixteenth century and early seventeenth century.

23 Bahari, 37, fig. 12.
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1. Ba¥r¸m in the Yellow Pavilion. From a Khamseh of Ni¬¸mº C. 1525, f 213R.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 1913 (13.228.7)
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2. The Batttle of Iskandar and D¸r¸. From a Khamseh of Ni¬¸mº C. 1525, f 279R.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 1913 (13.228.7)
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3. Ba¥r¸m and a Princess. Shaykh Z¸deh
Ma¥m¢d, from a Haft Man¬ar of Hatifº.
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington DC no.

56.14, f 76R

4. Wrestling Contest. Gulist¸n of Sa}dº, Bib. Nat. Supp.
Perse 1958, f 20V, C. 1543

5. Shaykh San}an faints with love at the sight of
the Christian maiden. From a Liª¸n al-Þayºr of
Mºr {Alº Shºr Nav¸}º, Bib. Nat. Paris Supp. Turc

996 f 20, dated 960 (1553) at Bukhara.



THE SAFAVID MINT OF ÓUVAYZEH: 
THE NUMISMATIC EVIDENCE*

Rudi Matthee

Introduction

Like coinage from all lands and periods insufficiently covered by
written documentation, Safavid coinage can serve as a helpful aux-
iliary source of information on questions of politics and economics.
Insofar as everything stamped on them is designed to convey mean-
ing—from their material appearance to their inscriptions and the
language they use—coins are second to no other sources in their
ability to shed light on how power projects its legitimacy, how rulers
wish to see themselves portrayed. In almost any political system with-
out a unified currency, that is, almost anywhere before the nine-
teenth century, coins also have much to say about the relationship
between the center and the periphery, involving matters of central-
ization and local autonomy.

The relationship between central and provincial power is an acute
though understudied question for the Safavid state. It is easy to be
misled by the formidable ideological power emanating from Isfahan
(or, earlier, Tabrìz and Qazvin, respectively) and to mistake the
theory and ideal of a unified state for the reality of a fragile balance

265

* Author’s note: I gratefully acknowledge support from the American Numismatic
Society, which enabled me to attend its 1993 summer seminar. I am furthermore
indebted to Dr Michael Bates for assisting me with the preparation of this paper
during and following the seminar. The ANS photographs were done by Sharon
Suchma and were provided courtesy of the ANS. I also thank Dr Lutz Ilisch from
the Forschungsstelle für Islamische Numismatik at the Eberhard-Karls Universität
in Tübingen for making available to me photographs of coins from the Tübingen
University collection and for permitting me to publish them, as well as Dr Stan
Goron of London, for kindly providing me with information and photographs. My
special thanks go to Stephen Album, whose incisive comments on an earlier ver-
sion of this paper prevented me from making a number of mistakes. The ones that
remain are obviously mine alone.
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of power between the capital and the outlying areas. Safavid ideol-
ogy, centering on a divinely invested shah and the mobilizing capac-
ity of Shì'ì Islam, did represent a strong galvanizing force, though
more so in the sixteenth century than in the second half of the
regime’s life span. Reality, however, never conformed to the ideal,
and even a cursory reading of the Safavid chronicles with their end-
less narratives of royal campaigns organized to put down mostly
internal rebellions shows how the royal army, after a triumphant
return to the capital, often just had time to celebrate its victory in
battle before being forced to set out on yet another campaign in a
different part of the country. A centrifugal pull and its outcome, fre-
quent instability, were the combined function of the heterogeneity
of Iran’s population in terms of ethnicity, language, religion and life
style—few areas in the Middle East had such a high percentage of
tribal pastoral people—the country’s geophysical conditions, and a
primitive technology of power. All premodern states were affected
by some of these handicaps, but Iran, with its extreme linguistic and
ethnic diversity, harsh climate, extensive and fearsome deserts, and
formidable mountains, suffered disproportionally.

This study considers one aspect of the power dynamic between
Isfahan, the center in the seventeenth century, and the periphery, in
casu the town and region of Óuvayzeh in Khuzistan, the southwest-
ern part of the country. Court chronicles provide many clues to the
nature and degree of autonomy enjoyed by Iran’s Arab-speaking
population in that region, and the information they offer will not be
ignored in the discussion that follows. The drawbacks of these biased
sources written at and from the center are obvious, however, and
the coinage of the region is here marshaled as visual evidence for
the contention that the Musha'sha' rulers of Óuvayzeh retained a
measure of autonomy in their dealings with Isfahan even after their
region became incorporated into the Safavid realm. As a study of
the mint of Óuvayzeh charts unknown territory in that it cannot
build upon any previously published research, the following discus-
sion, which includes the publication of a number of Óuvayzeh coins,
will be largely numismatic in nature. It is in fact my principal aim
to chart the development of the coinage of Óuvayzeh from the period
of Shah 'Abbàs I to that of Shah Sul†àn Óusayn (995–1135/1587–
1722), and to consider its place within the overall Safavid coinage.
The coinage in question involves the two-shàhì coin, generally known
as mu˙ammadì or ma˙mùdì, the only one Óuvayzeh produced for the
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duration of the eleventh/seventeenth century.1 By integrating numis-
matic questions into the study of historical change, this study brings
underused source material to bear that can help illuminate aspects
of regional history that would otherwise remain obscure.

I. Óuvayzeh: Geography and Politics

Óuvayzeh, which is a diminutive of Óawiza, is situated in the Arabic-
speaking Iranian province of Khuzistan, the old—and modern—
name of the region the southern part of which became known as
'Arabistàn under Shah 'Abbàs.2 The town sits in the western part
of the swampy lowlands that are wedged in between the Sha†† al-
'Arab, the waterway that separates the modern countries of Iran and
Iraq and in the seventeenth century marked the border between
Safavid and Ottoman territory, and the Karùn River. The Óuvayzeh
region lies on the edge of the great marshes formed by the estuary
of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Flat, hot and unhealthy, 'Arabistàn
until the modern era had little to recommend itself. The area around
Dizfùl engaged in grain cultivation, and sugar cane had traditionally
been grown in the area as well,3 but otherwise the region’s intrinsic

1 The history of the Safavid ma˙mùdì is unclear. Common knowledge has it that
the ma˙mùdì originated with Shah Mu˙ammad Khudàbandeh, taking its name,
mu˙ammadì, from him. This belief possibly goes back to an observation of Olearius
to that effect. See Adam Olearius, Vermehrte newe Beschreibung der muscowitischen und
persischen Reyse, ed. Dieter Lohmeier (Schleswig: Johan Holwein, 1656; facsimile edn.,
Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1971), 560. In reality things are a good deal
more complicated. Two-shahi coins had predominated already under Shah ˇahmàsb
I (930–984/1524–1576), and were the normal denomination during the short reign
of Shah Ismà'ìl II (984–985/1576–1577). Mu˙ammadìs were also struck in India,
more specifically in Gujarat, where they may have been in existence from the reign
of Bahàdùr Shàh (1526–36). See Shahpurshah Hormasji Hodivala, Historical Studies
in Mughal Numismatics (Bombay: The Numismatic Society of India, 1923; repr. 1976),
115–30.

2 'Arabistàn initially only comprised the southern part of the old province of
Khuzistan and, more specifically, the region around Óuvayzeh. Under Nàdir Shàh
the area was extended to the north and came to include Shùstar and Dizfùl. Only
Riûà Shàh abolished the term in 1923 and reintroduced the name Khuzistan for
the entire province. See W. Caskel, ‘Die Wali’s van Huwezeh,’ Islamica 6 (1934):
416; and, for a general discussion of the history of Khuzistan, Svat Soucek, ‘Arabistàn
or Khuzistan,’ Iranian Studies 17 (1984): 195–214.

3 See Mir 'Abd al-La†ìf Khàn Shùshtarì, Tu˙fat al-'alam va zayl al-tu˙fah, ed. 
S. Muvahhid (Tehran: Gulshàn, 1363sh./1984), 26; and Alexander Hamilton, A
New Account of the East Indies, ed. Sir William Foster, 2 vols., new edn. (London,
The Argonaut Press, 1930), 1:58.
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economic value was limited before the discovery of oil at the turn
of the twentieth century. More important than its agricultural posi-
tion seems to have been 'Arabistàn’s commercial significance, which
the region derived from its location in the vicinity of the port town
of Basra, the Ottoman outlet to the Persian Gulf and the entrepôt
for trade between the Indian Ocean and the Fertile Crescent via
the fluvial route formed by the two waterways. What gave the region
its greatest value, however, was its geopolitical position. Ever since the
occupation of southern Iraq by the Ottomans in the mid-sixteenth
century, 'Arabistàn had always served as a buffer between the Turks
and the Iranians, contested by both even if generally (loosely) con-
trolled by the latter.

Precious little provided a natural link between 'Arabistàn and the
rest of Safavid Iran. Its geographical and linguistic position vis-à-vis
Iran gave the region a distinctly ambiguous status within the Safavid
realm. Cut off from the central regions of Iran by the formidable
Zagros mountain range, the region lay outside the central Iranian
plateau and was continually exposed to invaders coming from the
western lowlands. If its geographical isolation rendered permanent
Safavid control elusive, the tribal character of most of the local pop-
ulation further compounded the problem. Among the region’s semi-
nomadic peoples were the Banù Ka'b around Dawraq (modern
Shàdigàn) in the south, the Muntafiq in the Jazira across the Sha††
al-'Arab, and the Àl Naßar in the northern area around Shùshtar
and Dizfùl. Since the sixteenth century the region had gradually
become arabicized, the result of Arabic-speaking tribes moving in
from Mesopotamia. Indeed, the very appellation 'Arabistàn seems to
have been conferred on the region in deference to this process. The
Banu Ka'b, for instance, settled east of the Sha†† al-'Arab in great
numbers under Afràsiyàb, the autonomous ruler of Basra who thus
secured a fighting force on his eastern border.4 Inhabiting the middle,
around the town of Óuvayzeh, were the Musha'sha', a tribe that
over time transformed itself into an eponymous urban-based dynasty.
The Musha'sha' dynasty had come to power in the ninth/fifteenth
century, when the territory held by its founder, Sayyid Mu˙ammad ibn
Falà˙, included the more northerly-situated area of Luristan (Lùr-i

4 Sayyid A˙mad Kasravì, Tarìkh-i pansad sàlah-i Khùzistàn, 2nd edn. (Tehran:
Intishàràt-i khàjù, 1362sh./1983), 130.
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kuchik) as well as the mountainous territory of the Bakhtiyari tribal
confederation, and for some time extended all the way to Baghdad.
Fervently Shì'ì, the Musha'sha' claimed to be descendants of the
seventh Shì'ì Imam Mùsà al-KàΩim. Sayyid Mu˙ammad ibn Falà˙
was their Mahdì, and Óuvayzeh was their capital.

The end of full independence for the Musha'sha' came with the
rise of the Safavid dynasty in Iran at the turn of the tenth/sixteenth
century. 'Arabistàn was incorporated into the Safavid realm during
the reign of Shah Ismà'ìl I (907–30/1501–24). Having captured
Baghdad in 914/1508–09, Ismà'ìl learned that the ruler of Óuvayzeh,
Mìr Sul†àn Mu˙sin, had died and been succeeded by his son, Sul†àn
Fayyà∂. The Safavid chroniclers put the campaign that followed in
the context of the Isma'ili variant of Shì'ism that formed the basis
of the Musha'sha' belief system. Clearly viewing the Musha'sha' creed
as a challenge to the Twelver Shì'ism current in Tabrìz, the Safavid
capital, and propagated throughout the land, they emphasize its
extremism and point up the outrageousness of a new ruler adopting
a divine aura for himself and the bazaars and mosques of Óuvayzeh
being filled with chants of ‘no fasting, no prayer, no hajj, and no
zakàt,’ as the direct cause of Shah Ismà'ìl’s decision to move against
Óuvayzeh. In the battle that ensued between the army of the shah
and the Bedouin forces of al-Fayyà∂, the latter was killed. Óuvayzeh
and its environs fell to the Safavids and a Safavid amìr was appointed
as governor.5

Safavid rule remained weak, to be sure, and the Musha'sha' over
time retained control over Óuvayzeh. Loosely dependent on the
Safavids, they were very much in charge of their own affairs and
during the tumultuous reign of Shah Khudàbandeh even briefly seem
to have fallen under Ottoman control.6 This situation did not fun-
damentally change under the reign of Shah 'Abbàs I, who in his

5 See Ghìyàs al-Dìn b. Himàm al-dìn al-Óusaynì, Óabìb al-siyar, ed. Mu˙ammad
Dabìr Siyàqiì, 4 vols., 3d edn. (Tehran: Khayyàm, 1362sh./1983), 4:497–98; Anon.,
'Àlam-ara-yi Íafavì, ed. Yad Allàh Shukrì, 2nd edn. (Tehran: Ittila'àt, 1363sh./1984),
135–38; Mu˙ammad Yùsuf Valah Isfàhànì, Khuld-i Barìn (Iràn dar ruzgàr-i Íafaviyàn),
ed. Mìr Óàshim Mu˙addith (Tehran: Intishàràt-i adabì va tarìkhi-yi mauqùfàt-i
duktur Ma˙mùd Afshàr Yazdì, 1372sh./1993), 173–74; and Mìrza Bayg Junàbàdì,
RawΩat al-Íafaviyih, ed. GhulàmriΩa ˇabà†abà"ì Majd (Tehran: Intishàràt-i adabì va
tarìkhì-yi mawqùfàt-i duktur Ma˙mùd Afshàr Yazdì, 1378sh./1999), 215–18.

6 W. Caskel, ‘Ein Mahdi des 15. Jahrhunderts. Saijid Mu˙ammad Ibn Falah und
seine Nachkommen,’ Islamica 3 (1931): 80–81.
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drive to bring Iran’s outlying areas under his control made accom-
modations with the Musha'sha' rather than being able to end their
virtual autonomy. The ruler of Óuvayzeh at this time, Sayyid Mubàrak
b. Mu†àllib, commanded the Musha'sha' from 998/1589 to 1025/1616.
Between 999/1591 and 1003/1594 he took Dawraq, Dizfùl and
Shùshtar, all nominally under Safavid rule, and in 1004/1595 he
further expanded his realm by invading and occupying the Jazà"ir,
the marshes north of Basra, where, in the name of Shah 'Abbàs I,
he took control of a number of the fortresses located at a short dis-
tance from Basra itself.7 So great was his power that on old maps
the territory he ruled is given as ‘the country of Barachan [Mubàrak
Khan], an appellation that was still used in 1652, a generation after
his death.’8 Following a great deal of unrest in 'Arabistàn, culmi-
nating in a conflict between Sayyid Mubàrak and his son Amir Badr
al-Dìn, who had been appointed governor of Dizful, Shah 'Abbàs
in 1003/1594–5 sent an army headed by his grand vizier, Óàtim
Beg Urdùbàdì, and the governor of Fars, Far˙àd Khàn, to the
province. Sayyid Mubàrak was thus forced formally to submit to
Safavid authority, but the Safavids, fearing Ottoman interference if
they treated him too harshly, allowed him to hold on to his previ-
ous conquests, including the Jazìra region.9 The extent of continued
Musha'sha' autonomy was revealed two years later, when Sayyid
Mubàrak sheltered a band of rebellious Afshàr who had taken refuge
with him after being defeated by Mahdì Qùlì Khàn Shamlù, the
governor of Shùshtar. Rather than sending Mahdì Qùlì Khàn on a
punitive expedition against Óuvayzeh, the shah ordered him to make
accommodations with Sayyid Mubàrak, not wishing to ‘make a
confirmed enemy of him,’ as Iskandar Munshi puts it.10 The same

7 Mullà Jallàl al-dìn Munàjjim, Tarìkh-i 'Abbàsì ya ruznàmah-i Mullà Jalàl (Tehran:
Vahìd, 1366/1987), 286; 'Alì Shakir 'Alì, Tarìkh al-'Iraq fì 'ahd al-'Uthmànì 1638–1750
m. Diràsah fì a˙wàlihi al-siyàsiyah (Baghdad: Maktabat 30 Tamuz, 1984), 127.

8 Roberto Gulbenkian, ‘Relações político-religiosas entre os Portugueses e os
mandeus da baixa Mesopotámia e do Cuzistâo ne primeira metade do século XVII,’
in idem, Estudios Históricos, II, Relações entre Portugal, Irâo e Médio Oriente (Lisbon:
Academia portuguesa da história, 1995): 325–420 (382). 

9 Iskandar Beg Munshì, History of Shah 'Abbàs the Great (Tarikh-i 'Àlamàrà-yi 'Abbàsì),
ed. and trans. Roger M. Savory, 3 vols. paginated as one (Boulder, CO: Westview,
1978), 675–77; and Ma˙mùd b. Hidàyat Allàh Afushtà"ì Na†anzì, Naqavàt al-asàr fì
zikr al-akhyàr, 2nd edn. (Tehran: Shirkat-i intishàràt-i 'ilmì va farhangì, 1373sh./1994),
546ff.

10 Iskandar Munshì, History of Shah 'Abbàs, 700–01.
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autonomy in later years allowed Sayyid Mubàrak to conduct a rather
independent foreign policy. Between 1605 and 1611 he thus solicited
Portuguese naval support in his struggle against the Ottoman over-
lords of Basra, and in this context even sent his own ambassadors
to Goa.11

What did change is that under Shah 'Abbàs the ‘loose depen-
dence’ of the Musha'sha' on the Safavids gave way to a more for-
malized relationship. The Musha'sha' gained semi-autonomous status,
with their ruler acquiring the title of valì a governor similar to a
vassal, who recognized the overlordship of the Safavids, paid trib-
ute, and was held to supply troops on command. Unlike regular
governors, however, valìs were in charge of their own administra-
tive apparatus, managed their own vassal relations, were in control
of their own budgets, and maintained their own militias, in all of
which the shah rarely intervened.12

The death of Sayyid Mubàrak in 1025/1616–17 ushered in a
period of renewed tribal unrest in which the Musha'sha' again openly
defied Safavid rule. Shah 'Abbàs first appointed the deceased ruler’s
son, Sayyid Nàßir, who had been reared at the Safavid court and
who was related to the shah by marriage, as his successor. Sayyid
Nàßir, however, died within a year, poisoned, it seems, by his cousin
Sayyid Rashìd, who thus managed to become the new ruler of
Óuvayzeh.13 When Sayyid Rashìd was killed in a tribal battle in
1029/1619–20, it was the turn of Sayyid Manßùr, Sayyid Mubàrak’s
younger brother, to become the new valì of Óuvayzeh.14 Though
Sayyid Manßùr had long lived in Safavid territory, relations between
him and the shah became strained as soon as he was appointed as
ruler of Óuvayzeh. Wishing to enhance his autonomy, he established
close relations with the local ruler of Basra, Afràsiyàb, who acknowl-
edged Ottoman authority only in name. Relations with Isfahan fur-
ther deteriorated when Sayyid Manßùr defied a royal order to join

11 Gulbenkian, ‘Relações político-religiosas,’ 361–71. 
12 T.S. Kuteliia, Gruziia i sefevidskii Iran (po dannym numizmatiki), (Tiflis: Metsniereba,

1979), 30.
13 Iskandar Munshì, History of Shah 'Abbàs, 1130, 1146–47; and Pietro della Valle,

Viaggi di Pietro della Valle il pellegrino, ed. G. Gancia, 2 vols. (Brighton: G. Gancia,
1843), 2:339. Also see Mu˙ammad 'Alì Ranjbar, ‘Musha'sha'iyàn. Màhiyat-i fikrì,
ijtimà'ì va farayànd-i ta˙àvulàt-i tarìkhì tà payàn-i dawrah-i Íafavì’ (Ph.D. disser-
tation, Dànishgàh-i Tarbiyat-i Mudarris, 1379sh./2000), 312–13.

14 Iskandar Munshì, History of Shah 'Abbàs, 1173, 1180.
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the Safavid campaign against Baghdad. When Manßùr ignored repeated
summons to appear at court Della Valle has him state that ‘if the
sciah was king of Persia, himself was king of Hhaveiza, and that he
did not value him’—the shah sent Imàm Qùlì Khàn to Óuvayzeh
with the order either to capture or kill the rebellious valì. Imam
Qùlì Khàn, taking with him Sayyid Mubàrak’s son, Mu˙ammad, a
protégé of his who had grown up at the Safavid court, in early 1625
arrived before Óuvayzeh. Faced with the possibility that the people
of the town would side with the shah and accept Mu˙ammad as
their new ruler, Manßùr fled to Basra, where he was cordially received
and given a piece of land. The inhabitants of Óuvayzeh welcomed
Mu˙ammad but, Della Valle adds, implying a continued modicum
of bargaining power, insisted that no Qizilbash troops would enter
their town.15

From that time until the end of Safavid rule, Óuvayzeh formally
remained subordinate to the authority of Isfahan. As a symbol of
this status, the Musha'sha' ruler annually sent nine horses to Isfahan
as a pìshkish.16 Internecine strife intermittently flared up in the region,
with various members of the Musha'sha' fighting for supremacy, and
no ruler of Óuvayzeh managed to end the endemic tribal unrest
that plagued the region.17 Basic power relations remained the same,
however. While rule continued to be hereditary within the house of
Musha'sha', the shah would formally invest the valì with power and,
through a policy of divide and conquer, keep the region under a
modicum of control.18

II. Óuvayzeh and Its Coinage: Types and Styles

The vilàyat of 'Arabistàn over time knew various degrees of depen-
dence and autonomy, the nature and quality of which were largely

15 Pietro della Valle, The Travels of Sign. Pietro della Valle A Noble Roman, into East
India and Arabia Deserta (London: J. Macock, 1665), 248–49. Iskandar Munshì, who
tells the story until 1033/1624, claims that Sayyid Manßùr did join the shah on his
Baghdad campaign and only became defiant afterwards. 

16 Ranjbar, ‘Musha'sha'iyàn,’ 315. 
17 For such fighting under Shah Íafì I, see Iskandar Beg Turkaman Munshì and

Valah Isfahani, Zayl-i Tarìkh-i 'alam-ara-yi 'Abbàsi, ed. Suhaylì Khwànsarì (Tehran:
Kitàbfurùshì-yi Islàmiyah, 1317sh./1938), 152–53 and 157–58.

18 For examples, see Ranjbar, ‘Musha'sha'iyàn,’ 315 ff.; and Jasim Hasan Shubbàr,
Tarìkh al-Musha'sha'yàn wa taràjim 'alayhim (Najaf, 1385h.q./1965), 102 ff.
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predicated upon the strength or weakness of the central government
in the Safavid capital.19 The coinage of Óuvayzeh can be said to
reflect the political vicissitudes of 'Arabistàn under the Musha'sha'.
Óuvayzeh was an active mint already in the Jalà"irid period (736–835/
1335–1432), when a number of mints operated in the Persian Gulf
region.20 Even under the Timurids (771–late 9th/1370–late 15th c.),
when the number of mints in the area had dropped off, Óuvayzeh
continued to be an active mint, as is evidenced in several silver dinàrs
and tankas included in the collection of the ANS.21 The growing
influence of the Safavid state over Musha'sha' territory even before
Shah Isma'il turned his attention toward Óuvayzeh is reflected in
Musha'sha' coins from either Shùshtar or Dizfùl, two towns in the
area that featured mints, which date from the year 914/1508–09.
The so-called millsail pattern on the obverse of the shown specimen
(no. 1) shows a marked similarity with the contemporaneous shàhì
coin from the reign of Shah Ismà'ìl I. This pattern can already be
found on some late Àqquyùnlù coins, which probably were the inspi-
ration for Safavid coins of the same design.

19 See the excellent overview of Musha'sha' history by Paul Luft, in Encyclopaedia
of Islam, new edn., vol. 7 (Leiden, 1993), 672–75.

20 See Nicholas M Lowick, ‘Trade Patterns in the Persian Gulf in the Light of
Recent Coin Evidence,’ in Dickran K. Kouymjian, ed., Near Eastern Numismatics,
Iconography, Epigraphy and History: Studies in Honor of George C. Miles (Beirut: American
University in Beirut Press, 1974), 324.

21 For the Óuvayzeh mint in the Jalà"irid period, see H.L. Rabino di Borgomale,
‘Coins of the Jala"ir, Kara Koyunlu, Musha'sha', and Ak Koyunlu Dynasties,’
Numismatic Chronicle, 6th ser., 10 (1950): 94–139. For the Jala’irid period, the ANS
has one specimen, no. 1917.215.1735, 1,76 gr., reign of Shaykh A˙mad (736–757/
1335–56), while for the Timurid period the collection contains two specimens, ANS
0000.999.10009, n.d., 6,05 gr., reign of Timur (771–790/1370–1405), and ANS
0000.999.10010, n.d., 5,00 gr., reign of Shàhrukh (807–850/1405–1447).

1. ANS 1959.235.5, AR, 914, 4.61 gr.
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The above Musha'sha' coin bears Safavid influence but was still
struck under autonomous Musha'sha' patronage. A single Óuvayzeh
ma˙mùdì (two-shàhì) coin, found in the holdings of the University of
Kharkov in Ukraine, has been attributed to the reign of Shah
Khudàbandeh (r. 985–995/1578–88), or more precisely the year 991/
1582.22 If properly interpreted, this coin would be of great significance.
Pending its publication the attribution must remain unreliable, how-
ever, so that there is as yet no good reason to revise the accepted
wisdom that the emission of ma˙mùdìs from the Óuvayzeh mint struck
in the name of the Safavid shahs began during the reign of Shah
'Abbàs I. As far as confirmed extant specimens are concerned, the
coinage was first issued in 996–98/1588–90, or before the supposed
re-establishment of Safavid rule in 'Arabistàn by Shah 'Abbàs I. This
fact suggests that the political disruption which marked the first years
of Shah 'Abbàs’s rule did not prompt the region to foreswear its
acknowledgment of Safavid sovereignty.

The Óuvayzeh mint continued to strike coins on a regular basis
until the end of Shah Sulaymàn’s reign (1077–1105/1667–94). Under
his successor, Shah Sul†àn Óusayn (r. 1105–35/1694–1722), the mint
ceased operation. The Dutchman Cornelis de Bruyn, who visited
Iran in 1703–04, claimed that the Óuvayzeh coins, which at that
time were still circulating in abundance, had all been ‘stampt under
the ancient kings.’23 In reality, Óuvayzeh coins continued to be struck,
albeit in small quantities, judging by the handful of coins that are
known to exist from the early to middle reign of Shah Sul†àn Óusayn.
One is from 1108/1696–97,24 one has unconvincingly been attributed
to 1110/1698–99,25 while the last confirmed Óuvayzeh coin dates
from 1132/1719–20, very near the end of Safavid rule in Iran.26

22 See P. Scherzl, Opisanie medalei i monet . . . kharkovskogo universiteta III, Vostochniia
monet (Kharkov, 1912), no. 6966; ref. in E. von Zambaur, Die Münzprägungen des
Islams (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1968), 109.

23 Cornelis de Bruyn, Reizen over Moskovië, over Perzië en Indië, 2nd edn (Amsterdam:
Goeree, 1714), 175–76; English trans., Travels into Muscovy, Persia and Parts of the East
Indies (London: Printed for J. Warcus, 1759), 312–13.

24 Tüb. ID8B1
25 BM 1983–7–8–12.
26 This coin, published here as no. 24, is part of the collection of Dr Stan Goron.

Its inclusion here corrects and updates the information in my previously published
‘Mint Consolidation and the Worsening of the Late Safavid Coinage: The Mint of
Óuvayzeh,’ Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient (2001): 505–39, where
I followed the information given in Markov, 717, nos. 182 and 189 concerning two
Óuvayzeh ma˙mùdìs from 1116/1704–05 and 1121/1709–10, respectively. I am
indebted to Dr Goron for alerting me to the existence of this coin.
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To judge from the extant specimens, virtually all coins issuing
from the mint of Óuvayzeh were silver. A copper specimen in the
ANS collection (no. 2), and two additional ones in the Tübingen
collection, one dated 1231 (93–18–107) and one without date ( JA7
E5), prove that the mint produced copper coinage as well, but the
rarity of surviving coppers suggests that copper was not struck in
great quantities. In keeping with the practice of all of Iran’s mints
in the period from about 1015 to 1129/1606 to1718, the Óuvayzeh
mint did not strike any gold coins.27

27 See Stephen Album, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 2nd edn. (Santa Rosa: The
Author, 1998), 128–30.

28 Michael Broome, A Handbook List of Islamic Coins (London: Seaby, 1985), 172.

2. ANS 1917.215.3043. AE, n.d., 1.75 gr.

Following an examination of the relevant literature, I have estab-
lished a corpus of 281 Óuvayzeh coins, spanning the period from
991 to 1132/1583 to1719–20, that is, from the approximate begin-
ning to the presumed end of the issuance of Safavid coins from the
mint of Óuvayzeh. All of the coins involved are two-shàhì (ma˙mùdì
or Mu˙ammadì) pieces, which was the exclusive silver denomination
struck at Óuvayzeh and, indeed, the most common denomination
of the entire region of 'Arabistàn. Due perhaps to the absence of a
universally accepted copper coinage in the area, the ma˙mùdì of
Óuvayzeh in the seventeenth century became an extremely popular
coin used as low-value trading currency throughout the Persian Gulf,
replacing the làrì, which had earlier served the same purpose.28 The
shàhì represented fifty dinars, or 1/200th of one tùmàn, which was
the Iranian money of account. The ma˙mùdì was therefore valued
at 1/100th of one tùmàn. Aside from the specimens in the ANS col-
lection, this corpus includes coins from the collections in Tübingen,
Germany, the British Museum in London, the Bibliothèque Nationale
in Paris, the Hermitage collection in St. Petersburg, as well as the
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Museum of Azerbayjan in Tabrìz, in addition to a few specimens
from dealers’ catalogues and a number of coins from the private col-
lections of Steven Album and Stan Goron. The analysis and findings
in this paper derive from this corpus.

As noted in the introduction, the primary question with which I
approached the corpus was that of the degree of autonomy of the
Óuvayzeh mint from the central mint in Isfahan. 'Arabistàn was a
part of the Safavid state that enjoyed a wide degree of autonomy,
yet ultimately the area fell under the jurisdiction of Isfahan. The
local ruler, the valì, administered his own realm, collected taxes, man-
aged his own budget, and was in charge of the defense of his terri-
tory.29 It was, however, the Safavid shah who appointed him. Moreover,
he could be, and frequently was, recalled by the Safavid ruler, who
occasionally sent Musha'sha' rulers into exile in Khurasan in the
extreme northeast. As was seen earlier, and following Safavid prac-
tice, the sons of valìs were also often kept in Isfahan and grew up
at the royal court. Like most regular governors, the Musha'sha' valì
also kept a representative, nà"ib, in the Safavid capital.30

The theory and practice of minting in Óuvayzeh seems to reflect
this admixture between autonomy and subordination. Russian numis-
matists, the only ones who have examined the Safavid monetary sit-
uation in any detail—albeit not for the southern part of the country—
are divided over the nature and degree of local autonomy with
respect to minting. Focusing on the situation in the north, some have
argued that the rulers of a minting center such as Tiflis, the capi-
tal of Georgia, which was similar to 'Arabistàn in being a vilàyat,
did not have the right to mint autonomously, and that the coins
struck by the mints of Georgia only differed from the ones issued
by any other Safavid mint by the name of the mint stamped on
them. Others, by contrast, insist that the Tiflis mint was indepen-
dent and served the interests of Georgia. A useful distinction made
by one Russian or, rather, Georgian, scholar, T.S. Kuteliia, in light
of this controversy is that between jurisdiction and political legiti-
macy, on the one hand, and economic reality, on the other. Kuteliia

29 See N.V. Pigulevskaia, A.Iu. Yakubovskii, I.P. Petrushevskii, L.V. Stroeva, 
A.M. Belenitskii, Istoriia Irana s drevneishikh vremen do kontsa XVII veka (Leningrad: 
Iz. Leningradskogo Universiteta, 1958), 295.

30 Ranjbar, ‘Musha'sha'iyan,’ 311 ff.; and Shubbàr, Tarìkh al-Musha'sha'yìn, 154,
159.
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argues that from a juridical perspective the Tiflis mint was an Iranian
or a Safavid one which acted in tandem with developments elsewhere
as far as types and weight standards are concerned. Economically
speaking, however, things were different, according to Kuteliia. The
shah did send instructions regarding new images and the dies, too,
had to come from the capital, but he did not or perhaps could not
interfere directly in the actual management of the mint.31 The money
issued by the mint of Tiflis, for instance, was used for the local pop-
ulation rather than for the local Qizilbash garrison, and profits accru-
ing from the Georgian mints are said to have benefited the local
valì.32

Óuvayzeh, like Georgia a vilàyat, in all likelihood found itself in
a similar position vis-à-vis the Safavid central authority. From infor-
mation in a local chronicle it is clear that it was the shah who
granted—and who could revoke—the minting right of the valì of
Khuzistan.33 The coinage of Óuvayzeh, furthermore, falls squarely
within the overall Safavid coinage. It was struck in the name of the
shah and it follows central Safavid patterns in its royal inscriptions.
In terms of weight standards, too, a topic that I have treated in a
separate article, this appears to be the case.34 The diameter of the

31 Kuteliia, Gruziia i sefevidskii Iran, 26–27. That the dies were sent from the cap-
ital is indicated in Mu˙ammad Ibràhìm b. Zayn al-'Abidìn Naßirì, Dastùr-i shahriyàràn
(sàlhà-yi 1105 tà 1110 h.q. pàdishàhì-yi Shàh Sul†àn Óusayn Íafaviì) (Tehran: Intishàràt-
i adabì va Tarìkhi-yi mauqùfàt-i duktur Mz˙mud Afshàr Yazdì, 1373sh./1994),
118. Franz Caspar Schillinger, who visited the Caucasus at the turn of the eight-
eenth century, had this to say about the relationship between the shah and the
governor of Georgia as regards minting: ‘He [the shah] gives orders to strike a 
certain number of coins, copper, silver, or gold, of different value. He allowed 
the ruler of southern Georgia, who resides in Tiflis and who is tributary to him,
the Persian shah, to strike coins as he has done in the past, though the name of the
shah has to appear on one side of such coins.’ See Père Franz Caspar Schillinger,
Persianische und Ost-Indianische Reis, welche Frantz Caspar Schillinger mit P. Wilhelm Weber
und P. Wilhelm Mayr durch das Türckische Gebiet im Jahr 1699 angefangen, und 1702 vol-
lendet (Nuremberg: Johann Christoph Lochner, 1707), 217–18. Chardin notes how,
during his stay in Erevan, the capital of Armenia, a representative of the central
Safavid mint was visiting the local mint. This suggests that the central government
supervised regional mints, though perhaps not those of the vilàyats, quite closely.
See Jean Chardin, Voyages du chevalier Chardin en Perse, et autres lieux de l’Orient, ed. 
L. Langlès, 10 vols and atlas (Paris: Le Normant, 1810–11), 2:195

32 Kuteliia, Gruziia i sefevidskii Iran, 29–30.
33 See Kasravì, Tarìkh-i pansad sàlah-i Khùzistàn, 87, citing al-Sayyid 'Abd Allàh,

Tarìkh al-Musha'sha'yìn. 
34 See Matthee, ‘Mint Consolidation.’ 
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Óuvayzeh ma˙mùdì, finally, which is generally 17 to 20 mm, matches
that of two-shàhì pieces struck elsewhere in Safavid territory.

On the other hand, the Óuvayzeh coinage is sufficiently particular
to be classified separately and to be analyzed in its own right. This
is so not only because within the broad Safavid context its appear-
ance stands out in various respects, but also because textual infor-
mation singles it out as a regional coinage with certain peculiarities.

Throughout the period in which they were issued, Óuvayzeh coins
show what may be termed diversity within unity. The broad trends
of the overall Safavid coinage are reflected in the development of
the Óuvayzeh coinage, which, nevertheless, exhibits distinctive qual-
ities. One of these is the exclusive striking of two-shàhì coins, which
is peculiar to all of 'Arabistàn. With the exception of Dawraq, Dizfùl
and Shùshtar, from which a limited number of four-shàhì coins
('Abbàsìs), survive, all coins from the 'Arabistàn mints are two-shàhìs
or ma˙mùdìs. In terms of layout and visual form—the design and the
arrangement of the inscriptions—and calligraphy, too, the Óuvayzeh
coins betray a local Khuzistani source.

Otherwise the conformity with Safavid patterns is manifest from
the oldest published specimen, which is undated but which in its
type (A) conforms to that of Safavid coins in the years 996–98/1588–90,
in the early reign of Shah 'Abbàs I.

35 I have chosen to consider the side with royal information the obverse and the
side with the pious formula the reverse. For an explanation and justification of this
usage, see Album, A Checklist of Islamic Coins, 11.

3. Type A: Tüb IC3C4, AR, n.d., 4.63 gr.

Obverse:35 The obverse has the formula 'Abbàs bandeh-i shàh-i vilàyat, each
of the four words written below the next in a quasi-reverse order
(vilàyat, 'Abbàs, shah bandeh), with the mint name Óuvayzeh underneath.
The entire legend is framed by a vertical line on either side. The cal-
ligraphy of both sides is rather fine.
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Reverse: The reverse has the shahàda, Là ilà ila Allàh/Mu˙ammad nabì
Alaàh (rather than rasùl Allàh, not just in this specimen, but in all early
Óuvayzeh coins), followed by the Shì'ì formula 'Alì valì Allàh. The cen-
tral design is enclosed within a pointed quatrefoil. The margin con-
tains the names of the Imams (only those of Óusayn and Ja'far being
legible).

The next type (B) was struck as of 1005, when a new weight stan-
dard was introduced. The year 1005 was apparently a ‘frozen’ year,’
the only one to appear on coins from Óuvayzeh, and the most fre-
quent to be stamped on coins from 'Arabistàn in general for at least
a decade. This type introduced changes in the layout and legend as
well. On the obverse, the main difference is what would become the
principal feature of the coinage of 'Arabistàn, the central circle or,
alternatively, the central cartouche, within which the mint name,
Óuvayzeh, is set (broken into two parts written from bottom to top).
Underneath the mint name, the ba of ∂arb (Pers. zarb) or ∂uriba
appears. The dad and the ra as well as the formula 'Abbàs bandeh-i
shàh-i vilàyat appear in the margin in or around the circle. The year
typically is shown in the margin at the top of the field or within the
circle. In this the Óuvayzeh coinage strays from overall Safavid pat-
tern, which moves away from the circular legend. Óuvayzeh is not
alone in this, for all mints in the southwestern part of Iran continue
the circular type that had been common in Safavid coins until the
late sixteenth century.

The reverse changes too, though less drastically. The shahàda differs
from that of type A in the slightly bolder lettering resulting in a less
fine calligraphy. With some type B coins we observe a more ‘hori-
zontal’ layout across the field of the reverse and a more pronounced
separation of the three tiers, the first one containing là ilàh ilà Allàh,
the second Mu˙ammad nabì Allàh, and the third 'Alì valì Allàh. The
type conforms to that of the same period for other Iranian mints,
while the style is congruent with the period as well.

Good examples of type B are nos. 4, 5, and 6.

4. Type B: ANS 1922.216.758, AR, 1005, 3.819 gr.
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Obverse: The mint name is written within a central cartouche, in two
parts, from bottom to top. The ba of duriba appears within the car-
touche as well, underneath the mint name, whereas the dad and the ra
appear in the lower margin. Part of the formula 'Abbàs bandeh-i shah-i
vilàyat is visible in the margin around the cartouche. The date, 1005,
appears at the top of the field.

Reverse: The field is separated into three tiers. The first one, là ilàh ilà
allàh, is separated from nabì Allàh by Mu˙ammad, with a drawn-out
extension between the ha and the second mìm, while the part of valì
Allàh in the third tier is separated from nabì Allàh 'Alì by an extension
of the va of 'Alì. The names of Óasan and Óusayn appear in the lower
right-hand margin.

5. Tüb. IC3 C5, AR, 1005, 3.86 gr.

Obverse: As in no. 4, except that the cartouche is replaced by the out-
line of a circle.

Reverse: As in no. 4.

6. Tüb. IC3 C6, AR, n.d., 3.93 gr.

Obverse: As in no. 5, except that the circle is even more pronounced.

Reverse: As in no. 4.

The reign of Shah Íafì I (1038–52/1629–42), while witnessing a
continuation of the general style, inaugurated a new type (C). The
obverse continues the trend of the circle enclosing the mint name.
On the reverse, the layout definitively becomes circular. Whereas
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formerly the full shahàda appeared across the field in horizontal panels,
beginning with type C the 'Alì valì Allàh portion of the declaration
tends to occur in a clearly marked circle, thus highlighting the Shì'ì
doctrine so emphatically adhered to by the Musha'sha' rulers. The
‘non-Shì'ì’ là ilàh ilà Allàh portion of the shahàda, by contrast, moves
from a horizontal position across the reverse to a circular position
in the margin.

No dated specimens of this type exist. The following two may
serve as examples:

36 For the successive Safavid legends, see M.A. Dobrynin, ‘Stikotvornye legendy
na monetakh Sefevidov,’ Epigrafika Vostoka 8 (1952): 63–76; Hushang Farahbakhsh,
Ràhnamà-yi sikkahà-yi zarbì (chakishì)-yi Iràn àz sal 900 tà 1296 hijrì qamarì (1500–1879)
mìlàdì (Berlin: The Author, 1354sh./1975); and Album, A Checklist of Islamic Coins,
125–30.

37 See H.L. Rabino di Borgomale, Album of Coins, Medals, and Seals of the Shahs of
Iran (1500–1941) (Oxford: At the University Press, 1951), 31; and idem, ‘Coins of
the Jala"ir,’ 125.

7. Type C: ANS 1938.148.345, AR, n.d., 3.63 gr.

Obverse: As in type B. The main difference is in the marginal legend,
which, in keeping with the general Safavid coinage under Shah Íafì,
runs: hast az jàn ghulàm-i Shàh Íafì.36

Reverse: As in type B, the central circle contains the Shì'ì invocation
'Alì valì Allàh.

Type C also prominently displays a knotted ornament in the margin,
executed as an extension of the ya of valì, and reminiscent of the tamgha
used by Turcoman rulers from the Timurid to the Àq-quyùnlù dynas-
ties and also found on some coins of Isma'il I and ˇahmàsp I.37
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Obverse: As in no. 7.

Reverse: As in no. 7.

These two specimens also clearly show that the development toward
a bold epigraphy culminated in Shah Íafì’s coinage. Russian numis-
matists have tried to see in the bold and allegedly less refined epig-
raphy of Safavid coins beginning in the second half of Shah 'Abbàs
I’s reign an expression of the economic problems which supposedly
began to plague the Safavid state in this period.38 But, as these two
undated specimens from the reign of Shah Íafì I show, bold does
not necessarily means crude and careless.

The same specimens also represent one of the few die links so far
found in Óuvayzeh coins. Both concern obverse links. An interesting
aspect of finding die links on Óuvayzeh ma˙mùdìs from the period
of Íafì I is the relative rarity of the coins for the later reign of Shah
'Abbàs I and the entire reign of Shah Íafì I, at least compared to
the abundant production under Shah Sulaymàn. The discovery of a
die link may point to a rather limited production for this period. If
true, the reasons are not altogether clear. As all of 'Arabistàn pro-
duced few coins in the same period, there is possibly a connection
with the tribal unrest and the power struggle between the various
contenders from among the Musha'sha' following the death of Sayyid
Mubàrak in 1025/1616–17.39 The general silver scarcity that struck
Iran at this point, exemplified by the closing of numerous mints in
Safavid as well as Ottoman territory in the course of the eleventh/sev-
enteenth century, cannot be excluded either, even though its long-
term effect, a greatly diminished output of Safavid coins as of the

38 Markov, p. 712; A.M. Radzhabli, ‘Iz istorii monetnogo dela v sefevidskom
gosudarstve,’ Trudy Muzeia Istorii Azerbaidzhana 4 (1961): 54.

39 For this unrest and the struggle over control of 'Arabistàn, see Turkman Munshì
and Muvarrikh, Zayl-i Tàrìkh-i 'Àlam-àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, 152–53 and 156–57; and Luft,
‘Musha'sha'.’ 

8. ANS 1959.165.369, AR, n.d., 3.60 gr.
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1070s/1660s, runs counter to a simultaneous increase in production
in Óuvayzeh.40

The BM specimen below, finally, shows a variant in the shahàda—
Mu˙ammad rasùl Allàh as opposed to Mu˙ammad nabì Allàh—that is
not found in the period of Shah 'Abbàs I but becomes more com-
mon under his successors, when both variants appear concurrently
on the Óuvayzeh coinage.

40 For the closing of Safavid mints as of the 1640s, and in particular the role of
the Óuvayzeh coinage in this development, see Matthee, ‘Mint Consolidation.’ For
the closing of Ottoman mints during the reign of Sul†àn Murad IV (1623–40), see
}evket Pamuk, A Monetary History of the Ottoman Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2000), 145. 

41 Sayyid 'Abdallàh bin Nùr ad-Dìn bin Ni'matullàh al-Óusaynì al-Shùshtarì,
Tazkireh-i Shùshtar, ed. Khan Bahadur Maula Bakhsh (Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1924),
47–48.

9. BM 89.11.3.30, AR, n.d., 3.58 gr.

Obverse: As in nos. 7 and 8.

Reverse: The ‘Shì'ì’ shahàda in the central circle. The second part of
the marginal shahàda has Mu˙ammad rasùl Allàh instead of Mu˙ammad
nabì Allàh. The knotted ornament figures prominently in the margin.

Shah Íafì I in 1052/1642 was succeeded by his son Shah 'Abbàs
II. During the reign of the latter ruler (1052–77/1642–66) Óuvayzeh
coins become abundant compared to the previous period. The
Óuvayzeh ma˙mùdì in fact would become the most widely circulating
commercial coin in the entire Persian Gulf basin beginning in this
period. This is possibly related to an upsurge in prosperity in Khuzistan,
a development mentioned in the Tazkireh-i Shùstar as being related
to the peace accord that the Ottomans and the Safavids signed in
1049/1639 and that included a proviso guaranteeing unimpeded
trade between the two territories.41 Two types were successively issued.
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These correspond to two different weight standards. From 1052 to
1054 the weight standard for the silver coinage was 2,000 nukhùd
(seeds) or 384 grams, for the tùmàn, which represented 10,000 dinàrs,
whereas in the period from 1054 to the end of 'Abbàs II’s rule a
standard of 1,925 nukhùd (369.6 grams) was applied.42 The following
specimens illustrate the first type, D:

42 See Album, Checklist. This new weight standard was also observed by the English
and Dutch Company agents. See William Foster, ed., The English Factories in India,
1646–1650 (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1914), 123; and Algemeen Rijks Archief
(Dutch National Archives, The Hague), VOC 1170, Verburgh, Gamron to Batavia,
15 May 1648, fol. 738. 

10. Type D: Tüb. 91–1–110, AR, 1054, 3.62 gr.

Obverse: The central circle with the mint name and the ba of ∂uriba
continues. The date appears inside the circle. The marginal legend,
'Abbàs [bandeh-i] shàh-i [vilàyat], is only legible in part. The date is
located in the margin as well. No fixed place can be observed for the
date in the coins from the period of Shah 'Abbàs II, some appearing
in the margin, as here, or in various locations within the circle.

Reverse: The circular shahàda continues, with the marginal Mu˙ammad
rasùl Allàh that had made its appearance under Shah Íafì I.

The legend for the period 1052–54 is legible almost in its entirety
on an undated specimen:

11. Tüb. 92–17–28, AR, n.d., 3.65 gr.
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Obverse: Central circle with Óuvayzeh and the ba, but without a date.
Marginal legend: 'Abbàs bandeh-i shàh-i vilàyat. The calligraphy of Óuvayzeh
coins struck under Shah 'Abbàs II recaptures in part that of the early
reign of his great-grandfather, 'Abbàs I, in that it is finer than what
had become customary under Shah Íafì I.

Reverse: The full ‘Shì'ì’ shahàda, Là ilàh ilà Allàh/Mu˙ammad rasùl Allàh/'Alì
valì [Allàh], occurs around the central 'Alì valì Allàh. The knotted orna-
ment is visible in the margin, but its location is no longer an exten-
sion of the ya of 'Alì.

During the reign of Shah 'Abbàs II a change in the calligraphy
becomes visible in the Óuvayzeh coinage as well. Whereas under his
predecessors the naskhì (upright) script had been customary, the cal-
ligraphy in Shah 'Abbàs II’s early reign tends toward the nasta'lìq
(flowing or cursive) variant. In this the Óuvayzeh ma˙mùdì conforms
to the general Safavid coinage. An example of this is the following
undated coin from the 1052–54 period:

12. Tüb. ID1B3, AR, n.d., 3.81 gr.

Obverse: As in no. 11.

Reverse: As in no. 11.

The type that was launched in 1054 (E) distinguishes itself from its
predecessor, the ‘vilàyat’ type, mainly in a modified legend on the
reverse. Examples of this development are two specimens from
1066/1656 and 1064/1654, respectively:

13. Type E: Tüb. ID1A5, AR, 1066, 3.45 gr.
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Obverse: The obverse bears the (partially visible) couplet [Bih gayti sikkah]
sà˙ibqirànì/zad az tawfìq-i [haqq 'Abbàs-i sanì]. The remainder is as in
no. 10, except that the date appears within the circle inside the cur-
vature of the ba, as will be common for coins struck under the next
ruler, Shah Sulaymàn.

Reverse: As in nos. 11 and 12.

14. ANS 1922.216.876, AR, 1064, 3.42gr. (holed)

Obverse: As in no. 13.

Reverse: As in no. 13.

The few extant Óuvayzeh coins struck in the short period in which
Shah Sulaymàn reigned as Shah Íafì II (1077–79/1666–67) under-
score the validity of the ‘diversity within unity’ model in that they
continue to reflect the specificity of the Óuvayzeh coinage while con-
forming to the general Iranian type for this period. Type F is illus-
trated by no. 15, which is the only extant specimen known to me,
aside from the one published in Tab., p. 191, and one, bearing the
date 1078, in the private collection of Dr Stan Goron.

15. Type F Tüb. ID4E3, AR, (10)77, 3.53 gr.

Obverse: The central circle with the mint name, and the ba, which
embraces the date. The marginal legend Bih-gayti ba'd Shàh 'Abbàs-i
sànì/Íafì zad sikkah-i sà˙ibqirànì, which was the standard couplet for the
brief reign of Íafì II, is only legible in fragmentary form.

Reverse: The central circle with the ‘Shì'ì’ shahàda, surrounded by the
regular shahàda.
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In 1079/1667 Íafì II was recrowned as Shah Sulaymàn. With this
recoronation a new type in the Safavid coinage, G, appeared. The
Óuvayzeh coins reflect this new type, with the caveat that little of
the marginal legend that indicates the ruler is legible on most of the
coins from this period. Most characteristic in Óuvayzeh coins from
the period of Shah Sulaymàn is the change in style. The bold epig-
raphy of the Íafì I period reappears, albeit in a less ‘finished’ and
refined form. With the passage of time, the boldness becomes more
pronounced. The general appearance of the coins tends to be irreg-
ular and the execution is often crude. Many are off-center. This
apparent shoddiness is exacerbated by the fact that many Óuvayzeh
coins from the Sulaymàn period are extremely worn, to the point
where their legend is often barely legible—a sign that they passed
through many hands and were in use for long periods of time. Also
characteristic of the ma˙mùdì in this period is that the date, when-
ever it is given, invariably appears in the curvature of the ba, which
is set inside the central circle. The shahàda comes in both the nabì
Allàh and the rasùl Allàh variant. The knotted ornament also appears
on the obverse in many cases, with a seemingly random location in
the margin. Examples are:

16. Type G: ANS 1938.148.344, AR, 1085, 3.37 gr.

Obverse: A central circle containing the mint name, with the ba enclos-
ing the date underneath. The marginal legend runs Bandeh-i shàh-i
vilàyat [Sulaymàn].

Reverse: A central circle containing the ‘Shì'ì’ portion of the shahàda,
with nabì Allàh in the marginal shahàda.

17. Tüb. ID5A5, AR, 1084, 3.61 gr.
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Obverse: Circular legend with the mint name, the ba, and the date.
Marginal legend: Bandeh-i shah-i vilàyat Sulay[man].

Reverse: The ‘Shì'ì’ portion of the shahàda in a central circle, sur-
rounded by the marginal legend, which is composed of the ‘non-Shì'ì’
part of the shahàda. The knotted ornament is pronounced.

Another obverse die link concerns nos. 18 and 19, struck during the
reign of Shah Sulaymàn.

18. ANS 1938.148.341, AR, n.d., 3.63gr.

Obverse: As in no. 16.

Reverse: As in no. 16.

Obverse: As in no. 16.

Reverse: As in no. 16.

Both are undated, yet, given their style, they are clearly from the
Sulaymàn period. It is tempting to see in the decorative inverted V’s
two eights, suggesting the year 1088, under which year they have
indeed been catalogued. The year 1088 is doubtful, however. A com-
parison with specimens that are incontrovertibly from 1088, such as
nos. 20 and 21, creates the impression that decorations rather than
dates are involved here.

19. ANS 1938.148.276, AR, n.d., 3.57 gr. (holed)
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Obverse: As in no. 16.

Reverse: As in no. 16.

20. ANS 1938.148.336, AR, 1088, 3.40 gr.

21. Tüb. ID5B4, AR, 1088, 3.32 gr.

Obverse: As in no. 16.

Reverse: As in no. 16.

A late example of the Óuvayzeh ma˙mùdì is no. 23.

22. BM1983–7–8–12, AR, 1110?, 3.02 gr.

Obverse: A counterstamp with the word ra"ij, ‘current’; otherwise effaced
and illegible. The year 1110 in retrograde.

Reverse: The central circle with the ‘Shì'ì’ portion of the shahàda. The
same ra"ij counterstamp occurs.

The same type continued until the end of the Óuvayzeh coinage, as
is clear from the last specimen whose dating is beyond dispute, no. 24.
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Obverse: As in no. 16.

Reverse: As in no. 16.

Conclusion

Throughout the Islamic world, the minting of coins has tradition-
ally been considered a symbol of sovereignty, so much so in fact
that the first thing a regional ruler keen on proclaiming his inde-
pendence from the capital would do was to strike his own currency.
The rulers of Óuvayzeh in the Safavid period never went so far as
to declare full autonomy from the central state by minting their own
currency. They did not have to, for as valìs they had considerable
autonomy within the system. They were tributary to the Safavid
state, and each year they were made to send gifts to Isfahan as a
token of their fealty. Valìs were also expected to supply troops for
Safavid campaigns. But otherwise they enjoyed considerable auton-
omy. This included a large measure of jurisdiction over the mint
they supervised and whose income they enjoyed.

The coinage issued in Óuvayzeh in the eleventh/seventeenth cen-
tury reflects the position of the region’s valìs in representing diver-
sity within unity. It conforms to Safavid patterns in terms of legends,
but unmistakably appears as a regional coinage in terms of layout,
style, and calligraphy. W. Caskel’s statement that, from the time of
Shah Isma'il’s 914/1508–09 campaign against it, Khuzistan adhered
to ‘orthodox Twelver Shì'ism,’ needs to be qualified.43 If their coinage
is any guidance, the Musha'sha' continued to exhibit distinct char-
acteristics, which included a more emphatic celebration of their belief
in the centrality of 'Alì in the Shì'ì pantheon.

43 Caskel, ‘Ein Mahdi des 15. Jahrhunderts,’ 76.

23. Goron coll., AR, 1132, 3.3 gr.
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AFTER THE MESSIAH: THE NÙRBAKHSHIYYEH 
IN LATE TIMURID AND EARLY SAFAVID TIMES

Shahzad Bashir

The rise of the Safavid ruling house in the beginning of the tenth/six-
teenth century was the culmination of a process in which an influential
Sufi order transformed itself into a political movement. The order’s
increasing militarization during the latter half of the ninth/fifteenth
century correlates with its leaders’ tendency towards an exaggerated
cult of personality, and the order’s rapid popularization among
Turkoman tribespeople active as ghàzìs in the Caucasus and Asia
Minor. From a broader vantage point, the order’s eminently suc-
cessful mixing of religion and politics was part of a larger vogue in
messianic and millenarian ideas in the Islamic East during the fifteenth
century.1 While a number of recent studies have greatly advanced
our understanding of the Safavid order’s mutation,2 the general char-
acter of the fifteenth century as a messianic age has received rela-
tively less attention. Studies on the origins of the Safavids contain
brief mentions of the other orders and movements that were a part
of the tumultuous religious scene in the fifteenth century. However,
they do not dwell on such movements’ particular historical circum-
stances and characteristics.

In this paper, I wish to focus on the Nùrbakhshiyyeh, a Mahdist
movement which arose and matured slightly ahead of the Safavids
in the fifteenth century. Mu˙ammad Nùrbakhsh (d. 869/1464), the
movement’s eponymous founder, put forth a claim of being the

295

1 For an overall review of such activity see B.S. Amoretti, ‘Religion under the
Timurids and the Íafavids,’ in Cambridge History of Iran, ed. P. Jackson (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1986), 6:610–23, and Shahzad Bashir, Messianic Hopes
and Mystical Visions: The Nùrbakhshiya Between Medieval and Modern Islam (Columbia,
SC: University of South Carolina Press, forthcoming 2003).

2 See particularly: Jean Aubin, ‘L’avènement des Safavides reconsidéré,’ Moyen
Orient & Océan Indien 5 (1988), 1–130; A.H. Morton, ‘The Early Years of Shah
Isma'il in the Af∂al al-tavàrìkh and Elsewhere,’ in Safavid Persia, ed. Charles Melville
(London: I.B. Tauris, 1996), 27–51; Said Amir Arjomand, The Shadow of God and
the Hidden Imam (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984); Michel Mazzaoui, The
Origins of the Íafawids: ”ì'ism, Íùfism and the ˝ulàt (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1972).
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Mahdi in 826/1423 and was able to attract an appreciable follow-
ing in various parts of Iran and Central Asia. Unlike the Safavids,
however, Nùrbakhsh held a fatalistic vision of the Mahdi’s inevitable
worldly triumph and did not advocate a resort to arms for the vin-
dication of his claim.3 My specific aim in the present paper is to
trace the trajectory of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh approximately between
1450–1550, the period during which the Safavids also rose to power
and consolidated their empire. Nùrbakhshì and Safavid histories over-
lap most consequentially in the form of a conflict at the end of this
period, but the development of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh is itself a signi-
ficant part of Iranian religious history in late Timurid and early
Safavid times.

In thematic terms, the discussion in this paper has to do with an
Islamic messianic movement’s attempt to deal with both the death
of the messiah and a radical change in the religious landscape of its
context. The Nùrbakhshiyyeh naturally underwent a crisis at the
moment of the Mahdi’s death and was forced to evolve new under-
standings of his designation and their impending mission. The change
of political and religious circumstances following the success of Ismà'ìl
I further impacted the activity of the movement’s adherents, lead-
ing eventually to its complete demise as a distinctive religious view-
point in Iran. The mechanics of both these processes are visible in
this review of Nùrbakhshì history over the century-long period
1450–1550.

The Mahdi and His Death

Mu˙ammad Nùrbakhsh was born in Qà"ìn, Quhistàn, in 1392 and
went to Hirat as a young man to fulfill an aptitude for learning and

3 Nùrbakhsh’s vision of his personal claim is articulated in his work Risàlat al-
hudà which I have edited in my dissertation based upon two manuscripts in Istanbul
(Esad Efendi 3702, fols. 85b–108a, and Fatih 5367, fols. 101a–139a, Süleymaniye
Kütüphanesi). His fatalism is evident in the belief that he would automatically
acquire worldly dominion at the age of 80 since his horoscope indicates that his
total lifespan is to be 88 years and, according to prophetic tradition, the Mahdi
will die after ruling for about 7, 8 or 9 years (Risàlat al-hudà, part 1, section 32, in
Bashir, ‘Between Mysticism and Messianism: The Life and Thought of Mu˙ammad
Nùrbakhsh (d. 1464)’, Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1997, 290–1).
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scholarship.4 Here he was inducted into the circle of Khvàjeh Is˙àq
Khuttalànì (d. 826/1423), the leading master in the Kubravì Sufi
order at the time. The Nùrbakhshiyyeh began as a movement in
Khuttalàn when Nùrbakhsh proclaimed himself Mahdi in 826/1423
with at least passive support from Khvàja Is˙àq. Nùrbakhsh’s asser-
tions divided the local Kubravì community into his followers and
detractors, resulting eventually in the division of Kubravì legacy into
the Nùrbakhshiyyeh and Zahabiyya sub-orders.5 The governor of
Khuttalàn construed the messianic claim as a local revolt against
Timurid hegemony and captured the principals in the affair after a
brief skirmish. Subsequently, the elderly Khvàjeh Is˙àq was adjudged
to be the main culprit and was put to death, while Nùrbakhsh him-
self was freed after a six-month imprisonment. The authorities had
resolved that he was a mere pawn whose vanity Khvàjeh Is˙àq had
manipulated for the sake of furthering his own political interests.
After his release, Nùrbakhsh spent the next twenty three years in
Luristàn, Kurdistàn and Gìlàn, moving frequently in order to both
spread his message and avoid Timurid persecution. The death of
Nùrbakhsh’s arch-foe Mìrzà Shàhrukh in 850/1447 allowed Nùrbakhsh
to settle in Sulighàn, a village near Ray, where he managed a khàn-
qàh for approximately the last seventeen (850–868/1447–64) years
of his life.

The Nùrbakhshiyyeh stabilized as a movement under Nùrbakhsh
himself after the establishment of a permanent Sufi community around
853/1450. Nùrbakhsh’s own works as well as later sources report-
ing on his successors make it clear that he persisted in his Mahdist
claim until his death. However, during the stay in Sulighàn, he con-
cerned himself mainly with the instruction of disciples in the Kubravì-
Nùrbakhshì †arìqa, leaving the messianic expectation to be fulfilled
at its due time.6 At his death, his following consisted of people from

4 For a detailed biography of Nùrbakhsh see Bashir, Messianic Hopes and Mystical
Visions (forthcoming). 

5 For a review of the division of the Kubraviyya see also Devin DeWeese, ‘The
Eclipse of the Kubraviyah in Central Asia,’ Iranian Studies, 21, no. 1–2 (1988): 59–83. 

6 An indication of this to be found in his correspondence with two Timurid
rulers, 'Alà al-Dawleh and Abù’l-Qàsim Bàbur, where he provides spiritual advice
without reference to his personal claims. His letter to 'Alà al-Dauleh is extant ( Ja'far
Íadaqiyànlù, A˙vàl va àsàr-i Sayyid Mu˙ammad Nùrbakhsh Uvaysì Quhistànì [Tehran,
n.p., 1972], 78–82), while the correspondence with Bàbur can be inferred from the
ruler’s reply which bears royal seals ('Abd al-Óusayn Navà"ì, ed., Asnàd va makàtibàt-i
tàrìkhì-yi Ìràn [Tehran: Bungàh-i Tarjumeh va Nashr-i Kitàb, 1962], 297–8). In
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all the different regions he had inhabited for extended periods (i.e.
Luristan, Kurdistan, Gilan, Ray). Elegies written at this time extol
him as both the great teacher of the community and the Mahdi,7

and his grave has remained a place of pilgrimage for Nùrbakhshìs
from the fifteenth century to the present. Nùrbakhsh’s prominent
students had started to disperse to other localities within his lifetime
so that, close to the time of his death, Nùrbakhshì Shaykhs presided
over khànqàhs in Cairo and Baghdad,8 as well as at least Hamadan,
Shiraz, Tabrìz, ˇàliqàn and Sulighàn in Iran.9 Besides these places,
indirect evidence suggests that Nùrbakhshìs were present in other
parts of Iran, in the area around the western shores of the Caspian
Sea, and in Central Asia and the Ottoman empire.

Nùrbakhshìs’ response to the founder’s death reflected his status
in between the Mahdi and a particularly important Sufi Shaykh in
a long line of distinguished Kubravì masters. Those who empha-
sized the Sufi side of his accomplishments included Shams al-Dìn
Mu˙ammad b. Ya˙yà Làhìjì (d. 912/1506–7), author of the cele-
brated Mafàtì˙ al-i'jàz fì shar˙-i Gulshan-i ràz. Làhìjì’s work Asràr al-
shuhùd, which includes a moving account of his first meeting with
Nùrbakhsh and was written within the master’s lifetime,10 addresses
Nùrbakhsh as the Mahdi on two occasions, although the usage is
qualified in both instances (mahdì-yi dawràn and mahdì va hàdì ).11 In

contrast, Nùrbakhsh’s earlier letter to Shàhrukh (written around 845/1442–3) is hos-
tile towards the ruler and explicitly proclaims himself the Mahdi (cf. Íadaqiyànlù,
A˙vàl va àsàr, 73–7).

7 Mu˙ammad 'Alì Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, MS. 'Awn 'Alì Shàh, Baltistàn
(Pakistan), 72–77. This very rare work on Nùrbakhshì history survives only in man-
uscripts in Baltistàn and Kashmir. My references here are to pages in the photo-
copy of a complete manuscript (copied 1052/1642) belonging to the late pìr of
Nùrbakhshìs in Khaplù, Baltistàn. I am grateful to Ghulàm Óasan Suhravardì
Nùrbakhshì of Khaplù for very graciously providing me with a copy of his own
photocopy of this manuscript. A summary Urdu translation of this work has now
been published in Baltistàn (Tu˙fa-yi Kashmìr, tr. Mu˙ammad Ri∂à Akhùndzàda
[Khaplù: Baràt Library, 1997]).

8 Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 15–16, 30–2; Nùrbakhsh, Risàlat al-hudà, part 2, sec-
tion 131. 

9 ÓàfiΩ Óusayn Ibn al-Karbalà"ì, Raw∂àt al-jinàn va jannàt al-janàn, ed. Ja'far
Sul†àn al-Qurrà"ì, 2 vols. (Tehran: Bungàh-i Tarjumeh va Nashr-i Kitàb, 1970),
1:110, 396–7; 'Alì (Mu˙ibbì?), Silsila-nàmeh, MS. Persian 39, fols. 44a–47a, Bibliothèque
Nationale, Paris; Nàdir Mìrzà, Tàrìkh va jughràfiyà-yi dàr al-sal†ana Tabrìz, ed. Ghulàm
Ri∂à ˇabà†abà"ì Majd (Tabrìz: Intishàràt-i Sutùdeh, 1994), 281–2.

10 Shams al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Làhìjì, Asràr al-shuhùd, ed. 'Alì Àl-i Dàwùd (Tehran:
Mù"assaseh-yi Mu†àli'àt va Ta˙qìqàt-i Farhangì, 1989), 84–8.

11 Ibid., 8, 13.
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contrast, Làhìjì’s works completed after Nùrbakhsh’s death praise
him in both prose and verse without ever employing the term Mahdi,12

and a lengthy discussion on the promised savior in the Mafàtì˙ al-
i'jàz contains no mention of Nùrbakhsh.13

Pursuing a line of thought originating in Nùrbakhsh’s own works,
Làhìjì explains in the Mafàtì˙ that the Mu˙ammadan Reality (˙aqìqa
mu˙ammadiyya) manifests itself in the bodies of living human beings
through a process called projection (burùz).14 This occurs at varying
levels, so that the perfect humans in a given historical period are
receptacles of the projection of the Mu˙ammadan Reality accord-
ing to the level of spiritual perfection available in that age. Làhìjì
most likely regarded Nùrbakhsh as the physical manifestation of
Mu˙ammadan Reality in his lifetime in this sense (thus the term
mahdì-yi dawràn), but not as the eschatological savior who is to be
the only other complete manifestation of ˙aqìqa mu˙ammadiyya besides
Mu˙ammad the prophet.15 This view was further concretized after
Nùrbakhsh’s death when Làhìjì retained his fondness and respect for
the teacher despite the fact that he had failed to fulfill traditional
expectations regarding the Mahdi.16

12 Shams al-Dìn Làhìjì, Mafàtì˙ al-i'jàz fì shar˙ Gulshan-i ràz, eds. Mu˙ammad 
Ri∂à Bàrzgar Khalìqì and 'Iffat Karbàsì (Tehran: Zavvar, 1992), 67, 293, 353–4,
585–7.

13 Ibid., 265–87. Làhìjì’s theoretical discussion about the Mahdi is strikingly sim-
ilar to Nùrbakhsh’s personalized description of the savior’s identity and function.
This suggests that Làhìjì was familiar with Nùrbakhsh’s claim but chose not to rat-
ify it at least after the teacher’s death. 

14 For Nùrbakhsh’s usage of this term see Bashir, ‘Between Mysticism and Messian-
ism,’ 187–92.

15 Ibid.
16 There is some evidence that other followers of Nùrbakhsh also saw him in a

similar light. For example, the Silsila-nàma of 'Alì Mu˙ibbì mentions Nùrbakhsh as
the master of his own Shaykh Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì ˇàliqànì but does not distin-
guish him from any of the others in his list of the Kubravì silsila (fols. 44a–47a).
Làhìjì died in 912/1506–7 and was buried in his khànqàh in Shìràz. His was suc-
ceeded by his son A˙mad Shaykhzàda Làhìjì who composed verse under the name
Fidà"ì. He was among the companions of Shaykh Najm Zargar and Ismà'ìl I sent
him as an ambassador to the court of Mu˙ammad Khàn Shaybànì in Transoxiana
where he had numerous discussions with local scholars. He died after returning to
Shiraz from this mission and was buried in his ancestral khànqàh in 927/1520–21.
Nùr Allàh Shùshtarì mentions A˙mad’s son Abù’l-Qàsim Baßìr as a teacher of his
own grandfather Nùr Allàh in Shiraz, and Sàm Mìrzà gives some verses by his
son-in-law Qàûì 'Abd Allàh Yaqìnì. Shùshtarì’s personal affiliation with the
Nùrbakhshiyyeh was through his familial connection to the hospice established by
Làhìjì in Shiraz. For details see: Qàûì Nùr Allàh Shùshtarì, Majàlis al-mu"minìn, ed.
Óàjj Sayyid A˙mad, 2 vols (Tehran: Kitàbfurùshì-yi Islàmiyya, 1975), 2:153; 'Alìshìr
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Làhìjì’s works and some other evidence suggest that a whole branch
of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh essentially disassociated itself from the mes-
sianic aspects of Nùrbakhsh’s legacy soon after his death. For these
adherents, the designation ‘Nùrbakhshì’ conferred upon them the
prestige of a chain of initiation (silsila) going back to Najm al-Dìn
Kubrà (d. 617/1221).17 They regarded Nùrbakhsh as the Mahdì in
only the literal sense (i.e. one who has received divine guidance),
without implying a messianic function.18

In contrast with the purely Sufi Nùrbakhshiyyeh, Qàsim Fayûbakhsh
(d. 919/1513–14), Nùrbakhsh’s eldest son, became the head of a
Nùrbakhshiyyeh in Sulighàn that retained the more radical vision of
Nùrbakhsh’s identity after his death.19 Qàsim had been groomed by
Nùrbakhsh to be his successor in spiritual matters, a position that
was augmented in later years through the expansion of the family’s
landholdings in the area around Sulighàn. Qàsim (sometimes referred
to as Qàsim Nùrbakhsh in the sources) spent the first few years of
his spiritual reign in Sulighàn but was eventually drawn to the court
of the Àq-quyùnlù ruler Sultan Ya'qùb (r. 883–896/1478–90) in
Tabrìz some time around the early 1480s.20 The exact nature of his
liaison with the Àq-quyùnlù court remains obscure, which, in any
event, must have been quite short since he was soon lured to Hirat

Navà"ì, Majàlis al-nafà"is, ed. 'Alì Aßghar Óikmat (Tehran: Chàpkhàna-yi Bànk-i
Millì-yi Ìràn, 1944), 383; Sàm Mìrzà Íafavì, Tazkireh-yi tu˙fa-yi Sàmì, ed. Rukn al-
Dìn Humàyùnfarrukh (Tehran: 'Ilmì, n.d.), 109–10; Amìn A˙mad Ràzì, Haft iqlìm,
ed. Javvàd Fà∂il, 3 vols (Tehran: Kitàbfurùshì-yi 'Alì Akbar, 1950), 3:141–2; Lu†f
'Alì Bìg Àzar, Atashkadeh-yi Àzar, ed. Sayyid Ja'far Shahìdì (Tehran: Mù"assaseh-yi
Nashr-i Kitàb, 1958), 167.

17 The Kubraviyya had been split into two major factions following Nùrbakhsh’s
proclamation of Mahdihood. The Nùrbakhsiyya’s rival for Kubravì legitimacy was
the Zahabiyya, stemming from 'Abd Allàh Barzishàbàdì (d. 873/1468), a student
of Khuttalànì who refused to accept Nùrbakhsh as the Mahdi. For the history of
the Zahabiyya see: DeWeese, ‘The Eclipse of the Kubraviyah,’ and Richard Gramlich,
Die schiitischen Derwischorden Persiens, 3 vols (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1965–81),
1:4–18.

18 For example, Shùshtarì states that Is˙àq Khuttalànì had proclaimed Nùrbakhsh
the Mahdi in order only to raise a rebellion against the tyrannical Timurids (Shùshtarì,
Majàlis, 2:143).

19 For the most extensive account of Qàsim’s accession to the order’s leadership
see Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 77, 93–4.

20 The year can be adduced only based upon the biography of Shams al-Dìn
'Iràqì given in Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb. 'Iràqì is said to have spent nineteen years in the
company of other Nùrbakhshì Shaykhs following Nùrbakhsh’s death before becom-
ing attached to Qàsim while he was still in Sulighàn. He then accompanied Qàsim
on his travels to the two courts (Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 95).
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following an invitation by the Timurid Óusayn Bàyqarà (r. 875–912/
1470–1506).21 The same two courts were also hosts to Nùrbakhsh’s
younger son Ja'far (d. after 909/1503–4), whom 'Alìshìr Navà"ì
praises for his poetic talent in the Majàlis al-nafà"is.22

Some detailed reports of incidents from Qàsim and Ja'far’s stay
in Hirat enable us to reconstruct the beliefs of the family branch 
of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh at this stage. Navà"ì mockingly remarks that
even forty years after Nùrbakhsh’s death, Ja'far still believed that his
father had been the Mahdi. He also states, without further elabo-
ration, that Nùrbakhshìs in general were divided into two groups:
those who believed that he had been the Mahdi, and those who
thought that one of his descendants would some day rise as the
expected figure.23 This tantalizing possibility cannot be confirmed
from any other source, though it is a view likely to have been pop-
ular in a community attempting to rationalize the death of a messiah.

More details are available for Qàsim’s position at the Timurid
court since he was Nùrbakhsh’s principal successor and, in the eyes
of local scholars, the inheritor of his father’s indiscretions. Sources
on the period generally portray the Nùrbakhshiyyeh as an order
rivaling the Naqshbandiyya for royal attention. The competition is
exemplified by showdowns between Qàsim on the one hand and
'Abd al-Ra˙màn Jàmì (d. 1492) on the other, with the victor chang-
ing according to the biases of each individual author.

Qàûì Nùr Allàh Shùshtarì (d. 1019/1610), who was himself affiliated
with the Nùrbakhshiyyeh through the aforementioned Làhìjì, provides
an account favorable to Qàsim. In his version of events, Óusayn
Bàyqarà had invited Qàsim to Hirat in his search for a cure from
a persistent illness. He became very grateful to Qàsim upon his
recovery after the Shaykh’s arrival and put aside some areas as fiefs
(suyùrghàl ) for Qàsim and his wife.24 This greatly displeased scholars
such as Jàmì and Shaykh al-Islàm (Sayf al-Dìn A˙mad) Taftàzànì

21 The letter of invitation is preserved in Navà"ì, Asnàd va makàtibàt, 403–5. Navà"ì
takes the reference to another ruler (vàlì-yi àn ˙avàlì) to mean the Àqquyùnlù ruler
Ùzun Óasan, but it is more likely to be to Sultan Ya'qùb on chronological grounds.

22 Navà"ì, Majàlis al-nafà"is, 96, 272.
23 Ghiyàs al-Dìn Khvàndamìr, Habìb al-siyar, ed. Jalàl al-Dìn Humà"ì, 4 vols.

(Tehran: Kitàbkhàneh-yi Khayyàm, 1954), 4:116. The author here wrongly states
that Ja'far was Nùrbakhsh’s oldest son, and this mistake is followed by all later
sources.

24 Shùshtarì, Majàlis, 2:148–9.
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(d. 916/1510–11)25 who thought Qàsim incompetent in the exoteric
religious sciences. To vindicate their suspicions, they suggested to
Bàyqarà that Qàsim should give the sermon on Friday in the main
mosque so that the general public could benefit from his erudition.
Unaware of the scholars’ malicious intentions, the Sultan liked the
idea and agreed to the event. Next Friday, Qàsim began a sermon
on the benefits of reciting ‘là ilàha illà llàh’ after the customary invo-
cations. Jàmì decided that this was the opportunity he had been
waiting for and interrupted the sermon to say that he wanted to dis-
cuss this phrase. Qàsim replied, ‘I heard that when you were in Iraq
you wanted to analyze and dispute the phrase ‘'Alì walì allàh’, and
now (even) the phrase ‘there is no god but God’ is to be investi-
gated!’ The great audience gathered to hear the sermon began to
laugh at this retort, and Qàsim ended his sermon with the Fàti˙a.26

Contrary to Shùshtarì, 'Abd al-Vàsi' NiΩàmì Bàkharzì (d. 904/
1497–8) portrays Qàsim as the defeated party in his account of the
incident in his hagiography Maqàmàt-i Jàmì. He states that Qàsim
had arrived in Hirat from Ray and had become quite popular among
the city’s nobles. This popularity did not sit well with Jàmì, who
devised a scheme to expose Qàsim’s incompetence in religious mat-
ters. Consequently, an open debate attended by thousands was held
between Qàsim and the 'ulamà" which unmasked Qàsim as a pre-
tender. The Sultan then allowed him to leave Hirat only when he
begged for mercy and publicly disavowed all his false teachings.27

The most pro-Nùrbakhshì account of Qàsim’s interaction with the
scholars is presented in Mu˙ammad 'Alì Kashmìrì’s Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb,
a biography of Qàsim’s disciple Shams al-Dìn 'Iràqì (d. 933/1526)
who was a witness to the events as his teacher’s companion in Hirat.
Kashmìrì relates a number of stories illustrating the competition
between Qàsim and the Sunnì 'ulamà" of Hirat with the former pre-
dictably vanquishing his enemies in each instance. In the event most
closely resembling the accounts of Shùshtarì and Bàkharzì, Kashmìrì

25 For Taftàzànì see Khvàndamìr, Óabìb, 4:349.
26 In another version of the event, Mìrzà 'Alà al-Dawleh states in his dictionary

of poets entitled Nafà"is al-ma"àsir that Qàsim received great respect in Hirat, and
one day close to ten thousand people pledged to become his students at the main
mosque (cited, based upon a manuscript in Lahore, in Mu˙ammad Shafì', ‘Firqa-
yi Nùrbakhshiyyeh,’ Oriental College Magazine, 5, no. 4 [August 1929], 8).

27 'Abd al-Vàsi' NiΩàmì Bàkharzì, Maqàmàt-i Jàmì, ed. Najìb Mà"il-i Hiravì
(Tehran: Nashr-i Nay, 1992), 188–9.
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states that the scholars once challenged Qàsim to teach something
from the Fußùß al-˙ikam of Ibn al-'Arabì. They were then astounded
to see that Qàsim could do so without even looking at the book and
were later told that the Fußùß was deemed an easy book by the
Nùrbakhshiyyeh since Nùrbakhsh himself used to instruct students
from it at the very beginning of their Sufi education. Qàsim then
challenged the scholars with a much more difficult text, namely the
Tajaljal al-dhàt of Najm al-Dìn Kubrà, which they were unable to
comprehend after many days of constant study.28

Qàsim’s chief patron at the court was Bàyqarà’s nephew Sultan
Mu˙ammad Kìchìk Mìrzà, whose death in 889/1484–5 persuaded
him to leave Hirat for good in fear of his life.29 Kashmìrì states that
one of the scholars’ chief complaints against Qàsim was that he bus-
ied himself too much with medicine and, by this token, was not wor-
thy of being called a Sufi shaykh. In response, Qàsim told his
confidants that the criticism was a sign of spiritual ignorance on the
part of people like Jàmì since they did not know that sainthood or
spiritual authority (valàyat) underwent manifest and hidden cycles last-
ing about a century each.30 The last manifest cycle had begun with
the death of the Kubravì master 'Alì Hamadànì in 786/1385 so
that now (presumably after the year 890/1485) was a period in which
the true saints (awliyà") were concealed. Those cognizant of this his-
torical watershed such as Qàsim did not make an open show of their
knowledge, while ignoramuses like Jàmì went about aggrandizing
themselves.

Stories about Qàsim’s stay in Hirat give us a blueprint for the
status and beliefs of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh just before the rise of the
Safavids. The order had clearly gained a secure footing among Sufi
organizations of the day since Qàsim, its head, could hold a position
at the courts of Bàyqarà and Ya'qùb Àq-quyùnlù. His standing was
strengthened by the fiefs granted to him by rulers, enhancing the
family’s economic status. Nùrbakhshì sources themselves portray the

28 Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 66–7.
29 Ibid., 284–7.
30 This idea had been around in the Kubraviyya before Nùrbakhsh’s time since

Kashmìrì (correctly) cites Ja'far Badakhshì as its origin (Khulàßat al-manàqib, ed.
Sayyida Ashraf ¸afar [Islamabad: Markaz-i Ta˙qìqàt-i Fàrsì-yi Ìràn va Pàkistàn,
1995], 81–2). However, Badakhshì did not connect the general principle to specific
moments in historic time.
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order as a rival to the influence of the Naqshbandiyya represented
by Jàmì (and through him 'Alìshìr Navà"ì ) at Bàyqarà’s court. The
fact that this was true at least for the brief period of Qàsim’s stay
in Hirat during the mid-880–90s/1480s is borne out by Bàkharzì’s
polemic against him in his hagiography of Jàmì. It is also notewor-
thy that nowhere in the Maqàmàt-i Jàmì are Nùrbakhsh himself or
Qàsim castigated for being Shì'ìs despite Bàkharzì’s antipathy towards
Shì'ì activists in other parts of his narrative.31 The Nùrbakhshiyyeh
was thus seen as a category apart from standardized sectarian group-
ings by its enemies.

On the ideological front, Qàsim’s branch of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh
attempted to rationalize the Mahdi’s death differently than Làhìjì
and others who emphasized Nùrbakhsh’s Sufi accomplishments alone.
Some members of this group ostensibly awaited a Mahdi from among
Nùrbakhsh’s descendants while others evolved a more subtle under-
standing of his function. His life (794–869/1392–1464) fell within a
rare period of manifest valàyat which began with the death of 'Alì
Hamadànì.32 The Mahdi was thus essentially the preeminent Sufi of
an age in which the esoteric secrets of Sufism (˙aqà"iq-i bà†in) were
to be proclaimed openly in public. The person charged with this
function was an elect among the elect since his job most closely
approximated the mission of Mu˙ammad, the prophet. He was,
therefore, like none other among Muslims living in post-prophetic
times, and the age of disclosure had ended soon after his death. His
special message was, however, to be preserved and propagated as
the true Islam identical with the pure version instituted by Mu˙ammad
in the seventh century.33 The Nùrbakhshiyyeh, therefore, was a kind
of Islamic reformation whose mission was to shed the accretions of
eight centuries of Islamic history and to transcend the sectarian and
ideological divisions permeating the Islamic social milieu of the times.34

31 Bàkharzì, Maqàmàt-i Jàmì, 148–51.
32 Nùrbakhsh himself also refers to his time period as the age of the manifesta-

tion of sainthood (Ωuhùr-i valàyat) in his works (cf. Maktùb bih 'Alà" al-Daula, in
Íadaqiyànlù, A˙vàl va àsàr, 81).

33 A juridical compendium ascribed to Nùrbakhsh states that the author has been
called upon by god to eliminate disagreements among Muslims in both legal prin-
ciples (ußùl ) and practical law ( furù' ), by explaining Mu˙ammad’s sharì'a exactly as
it was instituted in the prophet’s own day (al-Fiqh al-a˙wa†, third printing [Original
text in Arabic with Urdu translation by Abu’l-'Irfàn Mu˙ammad Bashìr; Skardu:
Idàra-yi Madrasa-yi Shàh-i Hamadàn Íùfiyya Nùrbakhshiyyeh, 1997], 1).

34 For an elaboration of this theme in Nùrbakhsh’s own works see Bashir, Messianic
Hopes and Mystical Visions (forthcoming). 
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Though different in its understanding of Nùrbakhsh’s mission, the
Sufi Nùrbakhshiyyeh probably also shared this reformist vision of the
movement. Làhìjì’s Mafàtì˙ al-i'jàz contains a general exaltation of
Sufi esotericism over the exoteric knowledge (particularly jurispru-
dence) of people such as Shàfi'ì and Ibn Óanbal.35 Consequently,
he explicitly states that one should follow a Sufi master irrespective
of whether he espouses the cause of 'Umar or 'Alì.36 Contrary to
descriptions in both late Safavid sources and secondary discussions,
neither one of the two Nùrbakhshì groups can be called Shì'ì in the
Twelver, Ismà'ìlì, Zaydì or the ghulàt senses.37 In this period, Nùr-
bakhshìs saw themselves as a distinct grouping that stemmed from
Sufism and attempted to transcend traditional sectarian divides.38

The Nùrbakhshiyyeh and the Safavids

Interaction between the Nùrbakhshìs and the Safavids began as the
latter assumed a greater political role in the beginning of the six-
teenth century. Upon his exit from Hirat, Qàsim made a brief pil-
grimage to Mashhad and then returned to the area near Ray.39 His

35 Làhìjì, Mafàtì˙ al-i'jàz, 311.
36 Ibid., 231. On this score, S.H. Nasr’s claim that Làhìjì ‘was thoroughly Shì'ì

while being an outstanding ßùfì’ cannot be reconciled with the explicitly contra-
dictory evidence of Làhìjì’s own works (Cambridge History of Iran, 6:657).

37 The point here is not to deny any connections between the Nùrbakhshiyyeh
and Shì'ism or 'Alid loyalism in its broadest sense. My evaluation of Nùrbakhshì
history suggests, however, that the movement’s members did not identify with any one
of the major Shì'ì traditions already in existence. Furthermore, the Nùrbakhshiyyeh’s
ideological outlook cannot be assigned to any one of the established Shì'ì categories
in the same way as Qizilbàsh religion can be called a form of ghuluww.

38 The most prominent example for a deliberate ‘Shì'itization’ of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh
in later literature is Shùshtarì’s account in the Majàlis al-mu"minìn. Among secondary
sources, Marijan Molé’s extended hypothesis about the gradual unfolding of Shì'ì
tendencies in the Kubravì order between Najm al-Dìn Kubrà (d. 617/1221) him-
self and Nùrbakhsh needs revision under the light of more recent studies. The attri-
bution of such tendencies to 'Alà al-Dawla Simnànì (d. 736/1336) and 'Alì Hamadànì
(d. 786/1385) now seem unlikely, and even in Nùrbakhsh’s case, the Shì'ì aspect
of his thought derived from his family background and not the training he received
from Kubravì Shaykhs (cf. Jamal Elias, The Throne Carrier of God: The Life and Thought
of 'Alà" ad-dawla as-Simnànì [Albany: SUNY Press, 1995]; Devin DeWeese, ‘Sayyid
'Alì Hamadànì and Kubravì Hagiographical Traditions,’ in The Legacy of Medieval
Persian Sufism, ed. Leonard Lewisohn [London: Khanqahi Nimatullahi Publications,
1992]; Bashir, ‘Between Mysticism and Messianism,’ 137–9).

39 A solitary source, Nafà"is al-ma"àsir, states that he went back to Tabrìz to join
the court of Sultan Ya'qùb instead (Shafì', ‘Firqa,’ 8).
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residence from this point forward is named ˇurusht, a locality close
to Sulighàn, another indication that the family had acquired more
land in the area.40 We hear of him next in the context of the strug-
gles of the Safavids against the Àqquyùnlù. His name appears in 
the Tàrìkh-i ìlchì-yi NiΩàm Shàh as the spiritual preceptor of Óusayn
Kiyà Chulàvì (d. 912/1506), the overlord of Khàr-u-Simnàn and
Fìrùzkùh.41 Chulàvì was a partisan of Mu˙ammadì Mìrzà Àqquyùnlù
(d. 906/1500) against his brother Alvand Beg and had aided the for-
mer in gaining Tabrìz in 905–6/1499. Ibràhìm and Ismà'ìl, young
sons of Óaydar the Safavid, were in residence in Làhìjàn under the
protection of Mìrzà 'Alì Kàr Kiyà at this time and were helped by
the momentary success of Mu˙ammadì Mìrzà. The Nùrbakhshìs had
thus somewhat inadvertently become allies of the Safavids during
this period, and it is in part through this connection that Qàsim was
treated favorably by Ismà'ìl after his defeat of the Àq-quyùnlù.42

Óusayn Kiyà Chulàvì himself died of self-inflicted wounds after a
failed rebellion against the Safavids in 912/1506,43 though the
Nùrbakhshiyyeh did not pass into the ranks of Ismà'ìl’s enemies at
this time.

Nùrbakhshì-Safavid relations after this alliance went through pos-
itive as well as negative phases. Qàsim was awarded more land by
Ismà'ìl and the Nùrbakhshìs were seen as well-respected Sayyids
from the district of Ray at the royal court. Qàsim’s son Bahà" al-
Daula (or Bahà" al-Dìn) Óasan had followed in his father’s footsteps
to Hirat, arriving at Bàyqarà’s court toward the end of the ruler’s
life. He was later employed also in the court of Ismà'ìl for two or
three years and was put to death for unknown reasons within his
father’s lifetime (ca. 915/1509–10).44

40 Kashmìrì gives the name as Durusht (Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 127). The prosperity of
Nùrbakhshì agricultural lands is remarked upon by Khvàndamìr (Óabìb, 4:611–2)
and later historians who repeat his reports (e.g. Iskandar Beg Munshì, Tàrìkh-i 'àlam-
àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, 2 vols [Tehran: Amìr Kabìr, 1955], 1:145). 

41 Aubin, ‘L’avènement des Safavides,’ 6.
42 Khvàndamìr, Óabìb, 4:115.
43 Óasan Rùmlù, A˙san al-tavàrìkh, ed. C.N. Seddon, 2 vols. (Baroda: Oriental

Institute, 1931), 1:77–80.
44 Mu˙ammad Mufìd, Jami'-i mufìdì, ed. Ìraj Afshàr, 3 vols. (Tehran: Intishàràt-i

Kitàbfurùshì-yi Asadì, 1961), 3:105; Khvàndamìr, Óabìb al-siyar, 4:612. Ismà'ìl’s
decree for Bahà" al-Dawla’s execution is mentioned also in Nafà"is al-ma"àsir (Shafì',
‘Firqa,’ 9). His death date can be approximated to 915/1509–10 since he left Hirat
upon Bàyqarà’s death in 912/1506 and spent 2–3 years with Ismà'ìl. A small trea-
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Qàsim Fayûbakhsh’s year of death is given variously, with 919/
1513–4 being the most likely based upon internal Nùrbakhshì tradi-
tion.45 The leadership of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh now passed from Qàsim
to his grandson Shàh Qavàm al-Dìn Óusayn.46 The new successor
was the son of Qàsim’s older son Shah Shams al-Dìn who also prob-
ably died while Qàsim was still alive. Qavàm al-Dìn began to wield
his power in the area more assertively, which led to the charge that
he was taking on royal pretensions in lieu of his position as the head
of a Sufi order.47 His personal ambitions and his associations with
members of the Àq-quyùnlù and Timurid ruling houses eventually
led to the demise of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh in Iran.

Qavàm al-Dìn first acquired serious notice by Shah ˇahmàsp’s 
(r. 931–984/1524–76) court by becoming implicated in the murder
of a famous poet Mawlànà Umìdì in 930/1523. Reports on the inci-
dent vary between an explicit accusation of murder in collaboration
with an Àqquyùnlù faction,48 suspicion without proof,49 and no indi-
cation of any involvement.50 He was spared any serious repercus-
sions at the time but the charge was brought up once again during
ˇahmàsp’s visit to Tihran in 944/1537. Rùmlù (who was copied by
most later sources) states that, at this time, Qavàm al-Dìn came to
attend the court and assumed the highest place among all courtiers.
Other nobles from Ray found this objectionable, particularly since

tise on Sufi themes ascribed to Bahà" al-Dawla was published by Íadaqiyànlù with
his editions of Nùrbakhsh’s works (Íadaqiyànlù, A˙vàl va àsàr, 21–6), but his greater
competence was in medicine as evident from his work entitled Khulàßat al-tajàrib (cf.
MS. Ba[datlı Vehbi Efendi 1447, MS. }ehid Ali Pa{a 2026/1, Süleymaniye Kütü-
phanesi, Istanbul).

45 Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 439; Nafà"is al-ma"àsir in Shafì', ‘Firqa,’ 9. The year
is given as 927/1520–1 by Khvàndamìr (Óabìb, 4:115), and 981/1573–4 by Shùshtarì
(Majàlis, 2:149), which is chronologically impossible.

46 Kashmìrì, Tu˙fat al-a˙bàb, 477–9. Kashmìrì reports from his father that Qavàm
al-Dìn had sent a messenger to Shams al-Dìn 'Iràqì in Kashmir to apprise him of
Qàsim’s death and his own accession to the mantle of Nùrbakhsh. Qavàm al-Dìn’s
proper name ‘Óusayn’ is identified only in Faûlì Ißfahànì, Afûal al-tavàrìkh (MS Or.
4678, British Library, fol. 11a, 97a). Aside from this detail, the remainder of the
report in Afûal al-tavàrìkh is virtually the same as the earlier A˙san al-tavàrìkh of
Rùmlù.

47 Rùmlù, A˙san al-tavàrìkh, 1:279–80.
48 Ibid., 1:177; Ràzì, Haft iqlìm, 3:43; Àzar, Àtashkadeh, 216.
49 Sàm Mìrzà, Tu˙fa-yi Sàmì, 173. Sàm Mìrzà repeats the same rumor also about

the death of a poet named Afûal-i Nàmì who lived around Tehran and had com-
posed a chronogram on Umìdì’s death (226).

50 Khvàndamìr, Óabìb, 4:115–6.
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they had already been suffering under his tyrannical overlordship of
the area for some time.51 He was then questioned by Qàûì Mu˙ammad,
son of Qàûì Shukr Allàh, about his having adopted royal hobbies
and mannerisms, but he stated that he was a Sufi and did not intend
to be a king. He was then asked why he had built a fortress on his
property and had collected armor ( juba va jùshan), to which he
remained silent. The court then presented him a list of names of
people whom he had executed and whose property he had confiscated.
He denied the latter charges but both his defense and his honor as
a Sayyid were declared false, and he was put to death in 944/1537–38
after brief imprisonments first at the house of Qàûì Jahàn and later
in the fort of Alanjaq.52

The deeper underlying causes for Qavàm al-Dìn’s fall from favor
are evident in a slightly more extended report on this incident given
in an anonymous (and highly partisan) history of Shah ˇahmàsp.53

While it is clear that this author was familiar with Rùmlù’s account
of the matter (or vice versa), he adds that Qavàm al-Dìn lorded over
the area together with Óusayn Bàyqarà’s grandson Mu˙ammad
Zamàn Mìrzà b. Badì' al-Zamàn Mìrzà. The renegade Timurid
prince was seeking to establish himself with the intention of regain-
ing Hirat and may have sought aid from the Nùrbakhshìs based
upon the family’s earlier close ties with the Timurid court. He advised
Qavàm al-Dìn to seek a confrontation with ˇahmàsp during his stay
in Tihran but the latter thought it better to placate the ruler with
words rather than warfare. Qavàm al-Dìn proceeded to the court
counting on his status as a Sayyid to save him from death while
Mìrzà Mu˙ammad escaped first to Kàshàn and eventually India to
seek his fortune.54

Qavàm al-Dìn was accused of wrongdoing as in Rùmlù’s report
and an investigation of his property revealed a document according
to which a group of people had declared him to be their king. It

51 Rùmlù, A˙san al-tavàrìkh, 1:279–80.
52 Aubin suggests that Qavàm al-Dìn was aligned with remnants of Àq-quyùnlù

sympathizers in the Ray region and that he was investigated by the court due to
the influence of Qàûì Jahàn who had been imprisoned by the ruler of Gìlàn at an
earlier date upon Qavàm al-Dìn’s suggestion (‘L’avènement des Safavides,’ 93–4).

53 Anonymous, 'Àlam-àrà-yi Shàh ǎhmàsp, ed. Iraj Afshàr (Tehran: Dunyà-yi Kitàb,
1992), 82–4.

54 Ibid., 169–71, 235–42. He was eventually killed by Bayràm Khàn in a battle
against the Mughals.
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appeared that Mu˙ammad Zamàn Mìrzà, whose name appeared
foremost as an endorser on this document, had continued to corre-
spond with Qavàm al-Dìn after his departure from Ray, and the
pair were still planning to aid each other in rebellious behavior.
Shah ˇahmàsp then ordered the same punishment for Qavàm al-
Dìn as had once been given to Óusayn Kiyà Chulàvì (a follower of
Fay∂bakhsh) by his father Ismà'ìl. He was put in chains and even-
tually burned alive as a deterring lesson for all rebels.

Although tendentious due to its extreme glorification of the Safavid
Shahs, this account of Qavàm al-Dìn’s demise is plausible in light
of the Nùrbakhshìs’ connections with the Timurids of Hirat and
Chulàvì. As the Safavid empire consolidated itself under ˇahmàsp’s
reign, elements lingering from pre-Safavid ruling houses gradually
dissipated through elimination or migration. Qavàm al-Dìn chose to
align himself with the Timurids (and the Àq-quyùnlù in the case of
Umìdì’s murder) and was purged in the process.

Qavàm al-Dìn’s death marked the end of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh as
an Iranian Sufi order with a corporate presence in political matters.
Furthermore, his death was accompanied by a gradual shift away
from the order’s intellectual stance as a movement transcending the
Sunnì-Shì'ì sectarian divide. The reformist version of Nùrbakhshiyyeh
espoused by both Làhìjì and Qàsim had by this time gained a solid
foothold in Kashmir and its neighboring Baltistàn (Little Tibet).55

However, in Iran, the order was gradually taking on the color of
Twelver Shì'ism imposed upon the population. Indications of this
change include the behavior of Qavàm al-Dìn’s older brother Íafì
al-Dìn Mu˙ammad who performed the ˙ajj and also undertook a
pilgrimage to Mashhad on foot at an advanced age. His poetry extols
the virtues of mystical life and poverty along with exhibiting partic-
ular devotion to 'Alì not characteristic of earlier Nùrbakhshì works.56

The Nùrbakhshì family succession was passed from Qavàm al-Dìn
to his son Shàh Qàsim (who abdicated his father’s pretensions),57 and

55 Nùrbakhshiyyeh survives as a distinct religious community in Baltistàn to the
present (cf. Andreas Rieck, ‘The Nurbachshis of Baltistan – Crisis and Revival of
a Five Centuries old Community,’ Die Welt des Islams, 35 [1995], no. 2: 159–88).

56 Ràzì, Haft iqlìm, 3:44–6; Àzar, Àtashkada, 219. Àzar wrongly states that Qavàm
al-Dìn was Íafì al-Dìn’s father.

57 Ràzì, Haft iqlìm, 3:46. The notice for Shah Qàsim in Mufìdì’s Jami'-i mufìdì
(3:106), claiming that he was treated with respect at ˇahmàsp’s court, is histori-
cally confused. He mistakenly transplants Tàrìkh-i 'àlam-arà-yi 'Abbàsì ’s notice on
Qàsim Fayûbakhsh (1:145) onto Shah Qàsim and adds a few embellishments.
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from him to Amìr Sayyid Mu˙ammad.58 Besides these two, some
other members and followers of the Nùrbakhshì family are also men-
tioned in various sources, though we do not have enough historical
information to judge their activities.59 It is, therefore, difficult to
reconstruct the history of the Iranian Nùrbakhshiyyeh after Qavàm
al-Dìn with any degree of certainty. Both membership in the fam-
ily and the order seem to have been honorable affiliations, though
the Nùrbakhshiyyeh after about 1550 did not stand out as a politi-
cal power or a significant independent intellectual movement.

The Nùrbakhshiyyeh’s demise so soon after the rise of the Safavids
was connected also to the complicated meanings the term ‘Sufi’
acquired beginning in Shah ˇahmàsp’s reign. As Kathryn Babayan
has argued, the early Safavid empire witnessed an intense competi-
tion for power and ideology between the Safavids’ Qizilbàsh fol-
lowers and the Imàmì 'ulamà" brought into Iran to promote the
empire’s official religion.60 The Qizilbashs’ sufiesque ghulàt religion
was seen by the 'ulamà" to be Sufism in its truest form and they con-
demned it as religious innovation (bid'a), the quintessential form of
heresy for those aiming for a sharì'a-bound society. In this context,
Nùrbakhsh’s Mahdist claim was a natural target for scholars such as

58 Ràzì, Haft iqlìm 3:46–7; Ghulàm Óasan Suhravardì Nùrbakhshì, Tàrìkh-i Baltistàn
(Mìrpùr, Azad Kashmir: Vìrìnàg Publishers, 1992), 183. A later source mentions a
certain ‘Sayyid Mu˙ammad La˙ßavì Nùrbakhshì’ whose grave in Nà"ìn has his date
of death as 7 Dhù l-Óijja, 903 ( July 27, 1498) (Ma'ßùm 'Alì Shàh Shìràzì, ǎrà"iq
al-˙aqà"iq, ed. Mu˙ammad Ja'far Ma˙jùb, 3 vols. [Tehran: Kitàbkhàneh-yi Sanà"ì,
n.d.], 3:159). Either this person is different than Qavàm al-Dìn’s grandson, or the
date of death is incorrectly stated by the source.

59 These include: Amìr Sa'd al-Óaqq ‘Naßìbì’ who resided in Yazd (Sàm Mìrzà,
Tu˙fa-yi Sàmì, 70; Àzar, Àtashkada, 221); Fikrì Nùrbakhshì ‘Sayrì’, who traveled to
the Deccan to study with Shàh ˇàhir (d. 952 or 3 or 6/1545–9) ('Alà" al-Daula,
Nafà"is al-ma"àsir in Shafì', ‘Firqa,’ 11; Ràzì, Haft iqlìm, 3:48); Shàh Óusàm al-Dìn
Nùrbakhshì and his son Mìrzà Mu˙ammad Taqì, the latter of whom was awarded
a fief (tiyùl ) near Yazd in 1065/1654–5; he later moved to Isfahan and had two
sons named Mìrzà Shàh Óusàm al-Dìn and Mìrzà Shàh Nàßir (Mufìd, Jàmi'-i Mufìdì,
3:106–7). Other members of the order not belonging to the family are mentioned
by Sàm Mìrzà (Tu˙fa-yi Sàmì, 61, 126, 127, 295, 332, 371) and 'Alà al-Daula (Nafà"is
al-ma"àsir in Shafì', ‘Firqa,’ 10–11). A Fàlnàma ascribed to 'Alì Ri∂à ‘Mìrzà Bàbà
Nùrbakhshì Shìràzì’ (MS. Add. 23,582, British Library, London) is also extant. The
manuscript was copied in Isfahan in Rajab 1224 (August 1809), and the text has
no obvious connection to Nùrbakhsh’s ideas.

60 Kathryn Babayan, ‘Sufis, Dervishes and Mullas: The Controversy over Spiritual
and Temporal Dominion in Seventeenth-Century Iran,’ in Safavid Studies, C. Melville,
ed., (London: I.B. Tauris, 1996), 117–38.
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Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì (d. 1111/1699) who castigated him severely
for his exaggerations.61 Moreover, the fiercely anti-Sufi Mullà Mu˙am-
mad ˇàhir Qummì (d. 1098/1686) declared both that Nùrbakhsh
was one of the great luminaries in the history of Sufism and that
his personal claim was the natural outcome of a Sufi worldview.62

Although Qummì states that Nùrbakhsh’s Kubravì silsila enjoyed the
greatest popularity in Iran, he does not cite the name of any Shaykh
who comes after Nùrbakhsh in the spiritual chain.63 The complete
lack of any concrete references to Nùrbakhshì authors or works by
Qummì and other polemicists indicates that their critique was a
rhetorical exercise which was not directed towards an actual Nùrbakhshì
presence. It is noteworthy (and surprising) that certain Safavid lumi-
naries such as Bahà" al-Dìn 'Àmilì (d. 1030/1621) and Mullà Mu˙sin
Fay∂ Kàshànì (d. 1091/1680) are reported as members of the order.64

Their connection is likely to be cursory at best and is possible only
through their common teacher, Mu˙ammad Mu"min Sadìrì, whose
name occurs in a line of Qàsim Fay∂bakhsh’s spiritual descendants
recorded in a very late (nineteenth-century) source.65 The lack of
specificity regarding Nùrbakhshì affiliations after 957/1550 and the
absence of extant literary evidence indicates that the order now sur-
vived more in name than in content.

Conclusion

The institutional development of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh in late Timurid
and early Safavid times is apparent from the historical role played

61 Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì, 'Ayn al-˙ayàt, Asad Allàh Suhaylì Ißfahànì, ed.
(Tihran: Shirkat-i Sahàmì-yi ˇab'a-yi Kitàb, 1963), 238.

62 Mullà Mu˙ammad ˇàhir Qummì, Tu˙fat al-akhyàr (Tehran: Chàp-i Mußavvar,
1957), 25, 202. This view is repeated also in Qummì’s Hidàyat al-'awàmm wa-fa∂ì˙at
al-li"àm, MS. 1775, Kitàbkhàna-yi Àyat Allàh Mar'ashì, Qum, section nine (cf.
Hamid Algar, ‘Nùrbakhshiyyeh,’ Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 8:136).

63 The only other Nùrbakhshì to be mentioned by Qummì is Làhìjì though he
is not identified as Nùrbakhsh’s student. Qummì’s work is generally a critique of
the works of famous Sufi authors such as Rùmì, 'A††àr, Ibn al-'Arabì, Shabistarì,
etc. The inclusion of Làhìjì in this group was probably precipitated by the great
popularity of his work Mafàtì˙ al-i'jàz among Persian Sufis.

64 E. Kohlberg, ‘Bahà" al-Dìn 'Àmelì,’ Encyclopaedia Iranica, 1:429–30; W. Chittick,
‘Mu˙sin-i Fay∂-i Kàshànì,’ Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd ed., 7:475–6. 

65 Shìràzì, ǎrà"iq al-˙aqà"iq, 2:322, 3:215–6; Íadaqiyànlù, A˙vàl va àsàr, 62. 
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by its three leaders, Nùrbakhsh himself, Qàsim Fayûbakhsh and
Qavàm al-Dìn. The movement stemmed from Nùrbakhsh’s messianic
claim announced in 826/1423, but it acquired a stable social pres-
ence only once Nùrbakhsh settled down in Sulighàn after Shàhrukh’s
death in 850/1447. The order continued to gain socio-political
significance after Nùrbakhsh’s death with the expansion of the fam-
ily’s economic power and Qàsim’s involvement in the courts of Sultan
Ya'qùb, Óusayn Bàyqarà, Óusayn Kiyà Chulàvì and eventually
Ismà'ìl. Although not at the very forefront of political life, the
Nùrbakhshiyyeh was a noticeable presence in Safavid circles at the
time of Qàsim’s death in 919/1513–4. Ismà'ìl’s patronage of the
Nùrbakhshì family indicates that his personal messianic pretensions
were not so exclusivist to preclude association with anyone else claim-
ing to be the Mahdi. The Nùrbakhshiyyeh was, in effect, a locally
powerful order which sought and gained the overlordship of the new
rulers of Iran.

The Nùrbakhshìs’ connections with previous ruling houses resur-
faced in the time of Qàsim’s successor and soured the family’s rela-
tionship with the Safavids. Qavàm al-Dìn attempted to assert the
order’s power in the Ray region in collaboration with surviving Àq-
quyùnlù and Timurid factions but was dealt with severely by Shah
ˇahmàsp. Alongside the fear of seditious behavior, the suppression
of the Nùrbakhshiyyeh occurred also at a time when the Shah was
attempting to strengthen his Imàmì Shì'ì connections.66 The Nùr-
bakhshìs’ messianic background may now have become more prob-
lematic, giving ˇahmàsp even more reason to quash their influence.

In ideological terms, Nùrbakhsh’s messianic claim had evolved into
a unique sectarian stance rooted in Sufism by the time of his death.
Although divided between two groups over Nùrbakhsh’s messianic
claim, Nùrbakhshìs continued to consider themselves the bearers of
a special religious mission which did not conform to standardized
Sunnì or Shì'ì positions. However, political suppression and the
absence of charismatic or intellectually capable leaders combined to
make the movement lose its uniqueness in Iran within the first cen-
tury of Safavid rule.

The formal sectarian rigidity (and consequent ideological stability)
brought to Iran by the Safavids made it difficult for movements such

66 Babayan, ‘Sufis, Dervishes and Mullas,’ 123–4.
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as the Nùrbakhshiyya to survive as separate sects. Like the early
Safavids themselves, the Nùrbakhshiyyeh was a product of the polit-
ically, socially and religiously turbulent fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies. The movement’s primary messianic imperative was lost upon
Nùrbakhsh’s death, after which his memory became the source of
charisma for his successors in the manner of other Sufi orders. At
the same time, the external socio-political arena in Iran underwent
a substantial transformation after the Safavids’ success, leading to
the eventual assimilation of the Nùrbakhshìs into the Twelver Shì'ì
mainstream.
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POPULAR LITERATURE UNDER THE SAFAVIDS

Jean Calmard

In previous studies on the Safavids, I endeavoured to show the
motives, circumstances and results of the imposition of Twelver Imami
Shì'ism on a Persian population then widely of Sunni obedience.1

Shì'ì leanings that increasingly had permeated beliefs and practices
throughout the Turko-Persian area from the time of the Mongol rule
were canalised, reinforced or reelaborated. This was done under the
strong pressure of religious authorities, and particularly the influence
of Twelver Imami mujtahids. In the present paper, their rulings against
popular literature and rituals will be briefly recalled within their
broader socio-religious context. Particular attention will be paid to
the concept of popular literature, its distinction from courtly or
learned poetry and prose being in many instances difficult to delin-
eate. The status of storytelling and storytellers will also be addressed.

In the socio-religious context of Safavid Persia a certain number
of texts comprising Shì'ì themes underwent various fates and changes.
This was notably the case with those which included devotional
aspects to the Imams and the Ahl-i bayt, sometimes confined to idol-
atrous adoration, deploration of their death, incitation for revenge
of the unjustly shed blood of Imam Óusayn and other martyrs of
the Drama of Karbala. More than learned treaties of Shì'ì jurispru-
dence, these popular religious texts (initially elaborated in Shì'ì, Sunni
or heterodox environments) which may inform us about the true
nature of Shì'ism practised under the Safavids.

As is well known, royal patronage for these devotional composi-
tions was detrimental to classical Persian literature and mainly court
poetry, which knew its widest extension in a vast Turko-Persian area,
with an outstanding production, at least in quantity, in Mughal India.2

315

Abbreviations used are given at the end of the article.
1 See J. Calmard, ‘Rituals, I’ and ‘Rituals, II’.
2 On increased immigration to India of Persian literary elites under the Safavids,

see: J. Calmard, ‘Safavid Persia in Indo-Persian Sources and in Timurid-Mughal
Perception’, in M. Alam, et al., eds., The Making of Indo-Persian Culture: Indian and
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Another factor of literary defection to India was the politico-religious
persecution of such oppositional movements as the Nuq†aviyya.3 But
feelings or necessity for emigration did not spare those who com-
posed or diffused popular literature. Basing themselves on a long tra-
dition of storytellers, they had been widely known in the Turko-Persian
area under such various names as maddà˙,4 qißßeh-khvàn, etc. Before
the Safavids, professional Persian storytellers were already at work
in India. They had been particularly active in Khurasan. Many immi-
grants from that province continued to settle in India where Persian
immigrants, from whatever place they came, were often styled as
Khurasanì. To please contemporary audiences, old stories were rewrit-
ten, new ones were composed and Indian stories translated into
Persian.5 Safavid storytellers were known under the names of (sing.)
qißßeh-khvàn, daftar-khvàn, naqqàl, ma'rakagìr, Shàhnàmeh-khvàn. Some of
them, in Iran as well as in India, were learned men and poets. The
art of storytelling required prerequisite qualities, notably a good mem-
ory, a good voice, and special training preferably from youth. As in
the case of artists and artisans, there were families or ‘dynasties’ of
storytellers.6 The fate of all storytellers, great and small, depended
on the favour they enjoyed with their patrons or popular audiences.
But in the Safavid realm, they also had to suffer the prohibition of
Imami clerics, whose attacks were primarily aimed at the texts and,
secondarily, to their narrators and propagators. Due to the scarcity
of reliable sources and research on this subject, I will limit myself
to present an overview of the problems raised by the most relevant
texts, bearing in mind that each one of them should deserve a sep-
arate study.

French Studies, (New Delhi, 2000), 351–91; M. Haneda, ‘Emigration of Iranian Elites
to India during the 16th–18th Centuries’, in M. Szuppe, ed., L’Héritage timouride,
Cahiers d’Asie centrale, 3–4, 1997, 129–143.

3 The Nuq†awiyya, also called Ma˙mudiyya, had connections with Hurufism and
Nizàrì Ismailism and played a part in the creation of Akbar’s dìn-i ilàhì. Their par-
tisans were mostly intellectuals and artisans. See: H. Algar, ‘Nu˚†awiyya’, in EI/2;
A. Amanat, ‘The Nuq†awì movement of Ma˙mùd Pìsìkhànì and his Persian cycle
of mystical materialism’, in F. Daftary, ed., Mediaeval Isma'ili History and Thought
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1996) 281–297.

4 See Calmard, Rituals I: 131 ff. (based on Kashifì, Futuvvat-nàmeh-yi Sul†ànì, M.J.
Ma˙jùb, ed. (Tehran: Bunyàd-i Farhang, 1350s/1971), 275 ff.).

5 Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/3, 1502 f.
6 Ibid., 1503 f., about the family of Asad Qißßa-khvàn, who served Ghàzì Khàn

in Sind, and then Jahàngìr, was renowned as ‘ÓàfiΩ-Khvàn’ (for his memory), and
composed poetry.
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The Dìvàn of Kha†à'ì

In the first place, we find Shah Ismà'ìl’s Dìvàn, composed under the
takhallus of Kha†à'ì (i.e. ‘the sinner’), in Azari or ‘Qizilbash’ Turkish.7

Written in a style of mystical exaltation proper to certain Sufis, Shah
Ismà'ìl’s mystical poetry was strongly influenced by the Óurùfì poet
Nasìmì (d. 820/1417–18). The themes of his Dìvàn may be classified
in three levels corresponding to the degrees of the mystical states of
the young master Sufi poet. At the upper level, Ismà'ìl proclaims
his divine nature; this pretension reflects the surrounding adoration
of his disciples who considered him as a reincarnation of 'Alì, the
latter being the maΩhar (i.e. the place of manifestation) of God under
a humane shape. At the intermediate level, Ismà'ìl is a body whose
soul is 'Alì, but he is ‘a water drop compared to him’. At the lower
level, Kha†à'ì is the slave sinner of the Shah (i.e. 'Alì). The Dìvàn
also contains many allusions to the ‘Drama of Karbala’ expressed
in various contexts corresponding to the aforesaid mystical states or
levels of perception. We constantly find the theme of revenge of
Óusayn’s or 'Alì’s blood, 'Alì-Óaydàr being also Shah Ismà'ìl’s father.
The revenge on the reviled caliph Yazìd or the Marvanids is effected
by Kha†à'ì who descends from Óusayn of Karbala.8 Kha†à'ì’s Dìvàn,
together with its ‘adaptations’ or ‘imitations’,9 became a sort of litur-
gical text-book among the various trends of extremist philo-alidism
(i.e. the Qizilbash, Baktàshì, 'Alavì, Ahl-i Óaqq, Shabak etc.). It con-
tains utterly heterodox positions, such as tajalli/teçelli, i.e. theophania
or divine manifestation under a human shape; tanàsukh, sometimes
compared to metempsychosis (or ‘metasomatosis’, ‘metaphotosis’), i.e.
various degrees of reincarnation. Divinisation of the spiritual master
is also a constant feature of this Dìvàn. Similar stories on Turkmen
heroes, Kha†à'ì’s Dìvàn, or compositions made under Kha†à'ì’s name,
were sung by itinerant Sufi-minstrels (sing. 'àshiq).10 According to

7 On Kha†à'i’s Dìvàn see: V. Minorsky, ‘The Poetry of Shàh Ismà'ìl I’, BSOS,
X (1938–42), 1006a-1053a; T. Gandjei, ed., Il Canzoniere di ”àh Ismà'ìl ›a†à'ì, (Naples:
Istituto Universitari Orientale, 1959); idem, ‘Ismà'ìl I’, in EI/2.

8 Calmard, Culte, 478 ff.
9 See T. Gandjei, ‘Pseudo Kha†à'ì’, in C.E. Bosworth ed. Iran and Islam, Edinburgh,

1971, 263–266.
10 On the 'àshiq, see references in L.F. Albright, ‘'À“eq’, in EIr.
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Membrè, songs named Kha†à'ì, composed by Shah Ismà'ìl and Shah
ˇahmàsp, were sung at the weddings.11

Probably because Shì'ì clerics owed the decisive reassertion of their
influence and authority to Shah Ismà'ìl’s charisma, they apparently
never attacked this literary monument of heterodoxy on theological
grounds. It was neither translated into Persian, being untranslatable
in any language without losing its peculiar Turkish poetical flavor.

The Abù Muslim-nàmeh

Among many epico-religious texts dedicated, at least partly, to the
Drama of Karbala and the cycle of revenge, some of them have
been the target of the new religious Imami establishment. A partic-
ularly interesting text, which reveals the socio-religious mood of the
Turco-Persian world from Seljuk times, is the Abù Muslim romance.
Generally known under the name of Abù Muslim-nàmeh, its Persian
composition is attributed to Abù ˇàhir ˇarsùsì (or ˇar†ùsì, or ˇùsì),
said to have lived among the retinue of Ma˙mùd the Ghaznavid.12

By overthrowing the Umayyads and the Marvanids, Abù Muslim is
presented as the perfect avenger of Imam Óusayn’s blood. The
romance asserts that he did better than the 17 or 72 insurgents (with
Turkish men and women among them) who, despite the means they
had at their disposal, ‘came to no result’. For good measure, the
legend adds that Abù Muslim killed the son of the accursed Shebr
(i.e. Shamìr or Shimr), Óusayn’s murderer.13

11 Michele Membré [= Membrè], Relazione di Persia (1542), ed. G.R. Cardona 
et al., 48; tr. A.H. Morton, Mission to the Lord Sophy of Persia (London: School of
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 1993) 42 (see also remarks of
A. Piemontese, in the ed. of Membré, 200 f., under ‘catai’).

12 On legendary accounts about Abù Muslim, see: Mélikoff, Abu Muslim; G.H.
Yusofi, Abu Muslim Sardar-i Khuràsàn, Tehran, 1345/1966; idem, ‘Abù Moslem Koràsànì’,
in EIr; M.J. Ma˙jub, ‘Abu Muslim Nàma’, Sokhan, 10, 380–386; idem, ‘Abu Muslim-
nàmeh. Sargozasht-i ˙amàsi Abu Muslim Khuràsàni’, Iran Shenàsiì: I=1/4 (1368/1990),
691–704; II=2/3 (1369/1991), 480–495; Safa, Majara; Calmard, Culte, 230–240;
K. Babayan, ‘Sufis, Dervishes and Mullas: the Controversy over Spiritual and
Temporal Dominion in Seventeenth-Century Iran’, in Melville, Safavid Persia, [117–
138], 119 ff.; Hossein Ismaïli is preparing the edition of the Persian Abù Muslim
nàmehs kept at the BNF, Blochet cat.

13 Mélikoff, Abu Muslim, 112; Calmard, Culte, 237 ff. [see Persian ms., Blochet
cat., Sup. persan 843, fol. 10b].
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What remains striking in that epico-religious literature, both in its
Persian and Turkish versions, is the permanent confusion between
Shì'ì and 'Abbàsid elements. Imami 'ulamas then considered Abù
Muslim Marvàzì as a fervent Shì'ì.14 However, the compilators of
the Abù Muslim-nàmehs curiously utilise the term ‘Sunni’ to designate
the partisans of the Ahl-i bayt and the 'Abbàsid faction, by opposi-
tion to the followers of the Umayyads which they styled as ‘Kharijites’.
The faithful partisans of the Ahl-i bayt and Abù Muslim continued
to be called ‘Sunnis’, even in the versions of the Abù Muslim-nàmeh
revised to foster Safavid propaganda.15 These later compilations may
be easily identified, notably by the presence, among Imam Óusayn’s
avengers, of a certain Junayd, related to Óamza and 'Alì, said to
be Abù Muslim’s grandfather.16 A Junayd-nàmeh figures among sep-
arate stories on some allegedly avengers of Óusayn’s blood. Such
tales were probably used to spread Safavid propaganda, in the ghul-
làt phase of the movement, by followers of Junayd, Óaydàr and his
sons, down to Shah Ismà'ìl.17 This fact is however not confirmed by
historical sources. This merging between Abù Muslim’s and Shah
Ismà'ìl’s genealogy has its counterpart among the Kurds. Amid other
assertions, Abù Muslim would be of Kurdish origin, alike, at least
partly, Shah Ismà'ìl’s ancestors. For some Kurdish Ahl-i Óaqq, Abù
Muslim is the manifestation of Kaw-Suar, ‘Knight of the wind’.18

As they apparently could not openly condemn Kha†à'ì-Shah Ismà'ìl’s
Dìvàn, the liturgical book proper to the Qizilbash and the Safavid
†arìqa, the Imami clerics, anxious to purify Shì'ism from its extrav-
agant beliefs and practices, naturally attacked the Abù Muslim-nàmeh.
This was made from the outset of their rising influence. The first
mujtahid who pronounced the banning of the book was, of course,
'Alì al-Karakì (d. 940/1534), later given the title al-Mu˙aqqiq al-thànì
and who was bestowed by Shah ˇahmàsp such prestigious title as
Khàtim al-mujtahidìn or Mujtahid al-zamànì, whereas his detractors called

14 See for instance 'Abd al-Jalìl Ràûì (Naqû, 215 f.; Calmard, Culte, 231). See also,
Safa, Majara, 238.

15 See Mélikoff, Abu Muslim, 61, 73, 79, 93. There is an epic cycle on Junayd/
Cuneyd (see: ibid., 93, n. 4; Babayan, l.c., 121, n. 19).

16 Besides the widespread popularity of Óamza, the Prophet’s uncle, in Safavid
genealogical ‘traditions’, Óamza b. Mùsà al-KàΩim is claimed among their ances-
tors (see Iskandar Beg, I: 7; tr. Savory, I: 13).

17 Babayan, l.c., 121 ff.
18 See: M. Mokri, Journal Asiatique, 1974, 82; Calmard, Culte, 237, n. 617.
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him Mukhtari"-i mazhab-i shì'ì ‘the Inventor of Shì'ism’.19 Basing him-
self on a ˙adìth of the sixth Imam, Ja'far al-Íàdiq, which condemned
the story-tellers (qußßàß), al-Karakì violently attacked Abù Muslim.
For him, his demonstrations of friendship towards the 'Alids was
only a device to bring the 'Abbàsids to power.20 He added Abù
Muslim’s name to the list of the ritually accursed ennemies of the
Imams and the Ahl-i bayt. Al-Karakì’s pupil, Mu˙ammad b. Is˙àq
Óamàvì Abharì, also known as Fàûil Abharì, clarified the purpose
of his master in his Anìs al-mu"minìn. For him, Abù Muslim is merely
a Kaysanite, in reference to the partisans of Mu˙ammad b. al-Óana-
fiyya’s imamate. Abù Muslim is also accursed, diabolic and deserves
to be burnt in the Hell. Anyone who loves him to excess is a mul˙id
(i.e. a deviationist, a name formerly applied in Shì'ì polemics to
Ismà'ìlis or Bà†inìs) or a Nasìbì (i.e. a fanatic Sunni). Anyone who
listens to the stories invented on Óamza (see below) adores both the
storyteller and the devil. It is the same for those who listen to the
fables composed on 'Abù Muslim the Kharijite full of hate’ and to
the eulogies pronounced on this ‘accursed Nàßìbì’. According to the
fatvà decreed by al-Karakì, it is incumbent on every good believer
to curse this chief of the enemies of the sinless Imams.21

From Mu˙ammad b. Is˙àq Óamàvì’s sayings we may infer that
in pre-Safavid Iran, and probably in the 16th century, the telling of
Abù Muslim-nàmehs was still in fashion, particularly in Khurasan. The
affirmation, according to which Shah Ismà'ìl himself had formulated
the ban on the recitation of this ‘false story’ and ordered the mau-
soleum dedicated to Abù Muslim near Nishàpùr to be destroyed, is
rather curious.22 The condemnation, and even the excommunication
(takfìr) of Abù Muslim as well as the banning on the Abù Muslim-
nàmehs and storytellers, threatening to have their tongues cut off, was
resumed under Shah ˇahmàsp in 932/1525. Abù Muslim’s mau-
soleum, which had been reconstructed, was again destroyed.23

The condemnation of the Abù Muslim cult and romance by both
the political and religious authorities could not, however, destroy the
flame of enthusiasm inspired by this Khurasanian hero highly ven-

19 Safa, Majara, 237; Calmard, Rituals I: 144; Newman, 78 ff.
20 Safa, ibid.
21 See ref. to the Anìs al-mu"minìn, ibid., 239 ff.; al-Karakì’s original book, Ma†à'in

al-murjimiyya (‘Invectives against the evil-doers’) is cited from the Anìs al-mu"minìn.
22 Ibid., 241.
23 Ibid., 241 f. [The contents of Safa, Majara, have been summarized in Adabiyàt,

5/3, 1507–1510].
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erated as a popular figure, including by prominent 'ulamà, till the
end of the Safavid period. These feelings are particularly revealed
by persistent polemics about Abù Muslim. A theologian, originally
from Sabzavàr, known under the name of Mìr Law˙ì,24 wrote, towards
1043/1633, a book very strongly condemning Abù Muslim’s attitude
and political action.25 In polemical tracts, he also attacked the Sufis
who, being supported by Mu˙ammad ˇaqì Majlisì (the first Majlisì,
d. 1070/1659), constantly praised Abù Muslim and the great Sufi
al-Óallàj (d. 309/922). This condemnation provoked the hostility of
Sufis and other people styled as ‘ignorants’ who even planned to kill
him. But Imami 'ulama produced books and treaties in his defence.26

This polemic around Abù Muslim continued to irritate the Persians,
and resulted in a decrease of the ritual celebration of his memory.27

The Mukhtàr-nàmeh and the ‘seventy two uprisings’

Another epic took shape around the personage of Mukhtàr b. Abì
'Ubayd al-Thaqàfì (d. ca 67/687) who played an essential part in
the elaboration of early extremist Shì'ism, notably in the movements
of the Kaysàniyya and Khashabiyya.28 Although he had been an
authentic avenger of Óusayn’s blood, his attitude during the rising
of the latter is unclear. Obscure points remain about his sincerity
and motivations. However, he was claimed as being a true lover of
the Ahl-i bayt by some Imami 'ulama,29 whereas others were more
reserved about his fidelity to the 'Alid cause. In the Safavid period
he seems to have been considered by some as a good Shì'ì.30

24 Also known under the name of Mu†ahhar or Fàûil Sabzavàrì, he was a pupil
of Shaykh Bahà"ì and Mìr Dàmàd and spent most of his life at Isfahan. See: A.H.
Hairi, ‘Mìr Law˙ì’, in EI/2; Safa, Majara, 243.

25 On his Tarjama-yi Abù Muslim, see: Hairi, ibid.; Safa, ibid.
26 Hairi, ibid.; Safa, ibid. On a list of 17 books written in his defence, see Àqà

Buzurg Ti˙rànì, al-Dhari"a, IV, (Tehran: Dànishgàh-i Ti˙ràn, 1941), 150 f.
27 Safa (ibid., 244), sees in Abù Muslim’s condemnation, springing essentially from

'ulama of Arab origin, the expression of an anti-nationalist feeling (andìsheh-yi ûidd-i
shuhùbì).

28 On Mukhtàr as a controversial historical figure, see G.R. Hawting, ‘al-Mukhtàr
b. Abi 'Ubayd al-Thakafì’, in EI/2.

29 'Abd al-Jalìl Ràûì says that ‘Mukhtàr is the greatest of the Shi'ites in the eyes
of the rafizites’ (Naqû, 354; cf. Calmard, Culte, 215).

30 For the poet and historian 'Abdì Beg (Navìdì) Shìràzì (d. 988/1580), he died
as a martyr, see Calmard, Rituals I: 116.
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His saga, mostly known under the title Mukhtàr-nàmeh, seems to
have developed along with the epic on the seventy two uprisings
(Haftàd va seh khurùj ) extolling the deeds of seventy two avengers of
Óusayn’s blood, among whom there are Turks as well as many
women, the main figure being Mukhtàr’s general, Ibràhìm b. Màlik
al-Ashtar. The deeds of these heroes (including prestigious historical
avengers) are meant to valorise Abù Muslim’s action.31 Probably for
that reason, and because the Mukhtàr-nàmeh and related Haftàd va seh
khurùj contain as many fancies as the Abù Muslim-nàmeh, these texts
and their narrators (qißßeh-kvànàn-i farìbandeh) were also condemned
by Fàûil Abharì.32 It is noteworthy that in his attack against the sto-
rytellers, Fàûil Abharì is in no way critical of Mukhtàr’s action.

Such a negative attitude towards epico-religious literature seems
to have been restricted to a limited number of Imami clerics. Unlike
the Abù Muslim romance, Mukhtàr and his saga had a continuous
success. Although we may suppose that earlier versions of the Mukhtàr-
nàmeh (and related texts) were contemporary to the Abù Muslim-nàmeh,
an increasing number of these compositions do exist—or subsist—
only from the 10th/16th century, as well as non critical editions lith-
ographed or printed from the 19th century.33 Mukhtàr’s omnipresence
in romanced biographies, religious dramas (ta'zìyeh), in miniatures or
other popular paintings, testifies to the persisting attachment to this
emblematic figure.34 It is mostly the morbid iconography of the tor-
tures which he inflicted on Imam Óusayn’s murderers which con-
tributes to his fame. Despite his ambiguities, he continued to be
celebrated. In later compilations, Mukhtàr and his companions are
presented as being devoid of any personal political aims, their only
ambition being to Óusayn’s blood revenge. Whereas one may find
traces of what had been the Mukhtàr-nàmeh in its original version,
crude artificial devices have been used to present him as a pure
Imami Shì'ì. In these texts, even Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya, in
whose name he pretended to act, insists on the fact that the Imam

31 In a Persian Abù Muslim-nàmeh (see above, n. 13) it is said that, although he
was deprived of their considerable means, Abù Muslim could do better that these
72 insurgents (see Calmard, Culte, 237 ff.).

32 Anìs al-mu"minìn, cited by Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/3, 1510.
33 Calmard, Culte, 240 ff. See Storey/Bregel: two ms. for the 16th century [no

596 (61); 492]; four ms. for the 17th century [no 596 (60), (63), (66); 690] etc.
34 Calmard, Culte, 257 ff.
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of the Age is Óusayn’s son, 'Alì Zayn al-'Abidìn.35 The spread and
composition of the Mukhtàr-nàmeh was also perpetuated in India.

The epic of Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya

In complete contradiction with any historical reality, Mu˙ammad b.
al-Óanafiyya is also the hero of his own saga in which he is pre-
sented as an avenger of his half-brother Óusayn.36 We remain poorly
informed about the circumstances of the composition, apparently
late, of the epico-legendary texts concerning him. This hero is par-
ticularly revered in futuwwa /fotovvàt circles and in certain Sufi Persian
†àrìqàt, particularly the Yasawiyya and the Baktàshiyya.37 Traces of
his cult may also be found in legends and folklore, mostly in Persia
(Island of Kharg), Afghanistan, India, and Central Asia, where he
is celebrated under both his messianic and warlike aspects.38 The
nucleus of legendary accounts depicting him, allegedly, as an avenger
of Óusayn’s blood found their way into epico-religious maqtal nàmehs
utilised by preachers or storytellers along with Kàshifì’s Rawûàt al-
shuhadà. Although there may have been different starting points for
the legend, the latter evolved considerably, apparently in a Central
Asian or Indian context. The cult and legendary accounts of Mu˙am-
mad b. al-Óanafiyya seem to have penetrated in India following the
Ghaznavid expedition in the Panjab. A legend centered on Ghàzì
Miyàn (identified as a certain Sàlàr Mas'ùd, a nephew of Ma˙mùd
of Ghazna) became very popular in Northern India. Ghàzì Miyàn
becomes a sort of avatar of the ‘twin’ brothers Óasan and Óusayn.
Mu˙ammad Óanafiyya (or rather Óanìfa or Óanìf or Óambiya
Mu˙ammad) appears as avenging his brothers killed by a Hindu
raja. This story exists only in Indian vernacular languages (hindi,
nepali).39

35 Ibid., 245 ff., 250 ff.
36 On Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya and the early extremist shiite movements, see:

H. Banning, Mu˙ammad ibn al-Óanafìya, thesis, Erlangen, 1909; F. Buhl, ‘Mu˙ammad
ibn al-Óanafiyya’ in EI/2; C. Van Arendonck, ‘Khashabiyya’, ibid.; W. Madelung,
‘Kaysàniyya’, ibid.

37 See Calmard, Culte, 261 ff.
38 On the cult, folklore and legends related to Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya, see:

Calmard, Culte, 261 ff.; idem, Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya.
39 See Calmard, Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya, 208 ff.
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The original version of the epic centered on Mu˙ammad b. al-
Óanafiyya is difficult to retrace. A historical romance in verse, enti-
tled Qißßeh-yi Mu˙ammad Óanìf, composed by the poet 'Àshiq (11th/17th
century), probably constitutes the ‘prototype’ of further stories, such
as the ¸afarnàmeh or Jang-nàmeh-yi Mu˙ammad Óanìf, composed in
Dakhni verses in 1095/1684 by the poet Latif, protected by the Shì'ì
Qutb-Shahs of Hayderabad.40 However, the original compositions of
the available texts remain unclear. Stories concerning him developed
along two lines. As a powerful apocalyptic hero, he appears together
with other historical or fanciful figures as an avenger of Óusayn’s
blood. His accursed enemies (Yazìd’s army) have tremendous means
at their disposal (thousands and even millions of men, horses, ele-
phants). This version of his saga was widely spread in India, Malaysia,
Indonesia. It was translated into Malay and various vernacular lan-
guages.41 In another set of stories, the appears as the hero of a kind
of fairy tale in which he has to fight a warrior princess, ‘Zì-funùn
Pàkdàman’ before marrying her.42

In popular epico-religious literature further elaborated under the
Safavids, the warlike aspect of the hero is retained only when he
fights at the side of his father 'Alì. As mentioned before, only the
fourth Imam, 'Alì Zayn al-'Abidìn, then appears as the Imam of
the Age and Mu˙ammad-i Óanafiyya’s eschatological role is limited.
At the Parousia of the (Óusaynid) Mahdi, he appears at the rear-
guard of the Sacred Family.43 In later ta'zìyeh dramas, he is mostly
utilised to valorise the action of his half-brother Óusayn. When he
valiantly proposes to fight Óusayn’s enemies, the latter advises him
to be patient, like him.44

40 See Ethé’s Catalogue, India office/British Library, vol. I: no 1592. Óanìf should
also be read Óanfiyya, for Óanafiyya (cf. Calmard, Culte, 262, n. 668, 669).

41 See L.F. Brakel, The Hikàyat Mu˙ammad Óanafiyyah (ed. of the Malay text) (The
Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1975); Idem, The story of Mu˙ammad Óanafiyyah (The Hague:
Martinus Nijhoff, 1977). The basis for this Hikàyat seems to be a 18th century Indo-
Persian manuscript. See Rieu’s Catalogue, British Library, Add. 8149, story enti-
tled Hikàyat Mu˙ammad-i Óanafiyya, fols. 29a–82a.

42 See ref. in Storey/Bregel, no 596 (22). See also Calmard, Mu˙ammad b. al-
Óanafiyya, 214 ff. I am preparing editions and translations of the most represen-
tative Persian versions of the saga of Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya.

43 Mukhtàr-nama, apud Calmard, Culte, 263 f.
44 See ref. to ta'ziya literature, ibid., 275 ff.
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The epic of 'Alì b. Abì à̌lib

The saga of Mu˙ammad-i Óanafiyya may, in a way, be attached to
the Khurasani Timurid epico-religious tradition as it appears, for
instance in the Khàvaràn-nàmeh of Ibn-i Óusàm (terminated in 830/1426)
dedicated to 'Alì b. Abì ˇàlib.45 Totally legendary, the exploits of
'Alì in the Orient unfold within the general mould of the Iranian
national epic, mostly in its secondary versions. This epic had a con-
siderable success in the Turko-Persian world, and particularly in
India where was produced one of the most important epico-religious
text in Persian, the Óamleh-yi Óaydarì, begun by Rafì' Khàn Bàzil
and terminated by Abù ˇàlib Ißfahànì.46 On the other hand, Safavid
religious authorities may have been less cautious with epics related
to 'Alì, who held the most prominent position, both in Twelver doc-
trine and Safavid-Qizilbash rituals. Legendary accounts about his
military exploits or miracles continued to be apparently openly com-
posed although they sometimes contained heterodox assessments. In
this respect, we may mention a poem composed under the form of
a masnavì by Fàriq Gìlànì in 1000/1591–2, when Shah 'Abbàs was
conquering Gìlàn. Besides the usual fabulous or phantasmagoric
themes, this text presents 'Alì as a sort of half-god and contains in its
Introduction Óurùfì elements alongside with a praise of Shah 'Abbàs,
on whose reign a further consolidation of Imamism was operated.47

The epic of Amìr Óamza

The romance of Amìr Óamza, definitely Persian from its earliest
compositions, developed from epic accounts concerning at least two
different historical figures: 1) Óamza b. 'Abd al-Mu††àlib, the Prophet’s
uncle, an early champion and martyr of Islam, the first Sayyid al-
Shuhàda; 2) Óamza b. 'Abd Allàh, the Kharijite (d. 213/828–9), a
Sìstànì insurgent who is also said to have waged battles in Sind and
Hind. Known under different titles (Dàstàn/Qißßeh/Asmàr-i Amìr Óamza;
Óamza-nàmeh; Rumùz-i Óamza), the story was translated into Arabic.

45 See Safa, Óamàseh, 377 f.
46 Ibid., 379 ff. On other epics related to 'Alì, see Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/3, 1512 f.
47 On this popular epic about 'Alì, see A. Bausani, Persia religiosa (Milano: Il

Saggiatore, 1959), 365 ff.
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But in the Arabic Sìrat Óamza, the hero is one of the Prophet’s par-
ents different from his uncle. The Óamza cycle was translated, adapted
or rewritten in many languages, in vast cultural areas: Turkish, Indian,
Malay-Indonesian, Georgian etc.48

Despite their condemnation by al-Karakì and his pupil Fàûil Abharì,
storytelling and compositions on Amìr Óamza seem to have been
continuing in Safavid Persia. The most important versified epico-
religious saga remnant from that period, is the Íà˙ib-Qiràn-nàmeh: its
action takes place essentially in Iranian lands and the stories depict
pre-islamic Iranian heroes and their deeds. Probably because of the
attacks launched by some Imami clerics against the epic of Óamza
and its exponents, the author of this text, composed in 1073/1662–3,
remained anonymous.49

The greatest impulse for the writing, illustrating and reciting of
stories on Amìr Óamza was given by the Emperor Akbar.50 His ini-
tiative was followed under Jahàngìr, notably through the action of
some courtiers and of the poet 'Abd al-Nabì. Author of the Tazkireh-
yi Maykhàneh, 'Abd al-Nabì, originally from Qazvin, spent most of
his life in India. Being reputed as a storyteller, particularly gifted in
reciting stories on Óamza, he was protected by his compatriot Mìrzà
NiΩàm Qazvìnì (vàqi'a-nigàr at Jahàngìr’s court at Agra) who was also
fond of that saga. He then passed to the service of Amàn Allàh, son
of Ma˙àbat Khàn, who appointed him to the direction of Qißßeh-
khvànì and kitàb-dàrì. Among the books which he wrote then, he com-
posed a treaty entitled Dastùr al-fußa˙à in which he gave guidance
to Qißßeh- khvànàn on the correct recitation of Qißßeh-yi Amìr Óamza.51

It is obvious that no comparable sponsoring was ever bestowed on
epico-religious literature in Safavid Iran, despite the persisting pop-
ularity of the epic of Amìr Óamza.52

48 On the romance of Amìr Óamza, see G.M. Meredith-Owens, ‘Óamza b. 'Abd
al-Muttalib’, in EI/2.

49 On the Íà˙ib-Qiran-nàmeh and further texts on Óamza, see Safa, Óamàsa, 379;
Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/1, 584–585, 5/3, 1512. See also J. Shi'àr, Qißßeh-i Óamza: Óamza-
nàmeh, (Tehran: Dànishgàh-i Ti˙ràn, 1347s/1968), 2d ed. 1362s/1983. As mentioned
by the editor in his Introduction of the second edition (12), this Óamza cycle con-
tains essentially stories about Óamza and his companions before their conversion
to islam.

50 See Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/3, 1505–1506 (citing Mu˙ammad Shafi' Làhorì).
51 Ibid. On 'Abd al-Nabì Fakhr al-Zamànì, see ibid., 1735–1739 and Index.
52 In their large majority, the extant manuscripts were written in India.
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The maqtal nàmehs and related religious elegiac literature

Many other panegyric or epico-religious texts about the Prophet, the
Imams and other holy persons were written in the Turko-Persian
and Indo-Persian areas during the Safavid period. A large priority
was given in Safavid controlled territories to literary compositions
related to the cult of Imam Óusayn and other Shì'ì martyrs which
constituted the most efficient device to propagate Shì'ì popular piety.
Widely composed and diffused in the Turko-Persian world prior to
the Safavids, historico-legendary texts, deriving from or largely inspired
by maqàtil works in Arabic, are generally known under the name of
maqtal-nàmeh. But probably because of their popular features, the
Persian elite dismissed them as being devoid of literary value. The
oldest extant versions of these maqtal nàmehs are therefore in Turkish,
whereas the original Persian texts disappeared. We have to wait till
the end of the 9th/15th century to dispose of what remains to my
knowledge the only early maqtal-nàmeh in Persian with an integral
text.53 Often referring to the famous Arab transmitter of traditions
Abù Mikhnaf, these texts constitute a real basis from which the
liturgy of deploration of the drama of Karbala unfolded itself. But
like the Abù Muslim-nàmehs, Mukhtàr-nàmehs or epics related to other
avengers, rather than on grief and lamentation for Óusayn and other
martyrs, these compositions are essentially focused on the theme of
revenge, almost ritual, with its set of atrocities or tortures inflicted
on those responsible for the Karbala massacre.

The Persian text derived from the maqtal-nàmeh genre which attained
the highest notoriety is the Rawûàt al-shuhàda, composed by Óusayn
Và'iz Kàshifì (d. 910/1504–05). Despite his devotion for the Ahl-i
bayt and his adoption of Shì'ì themes, then largely popular among
Sunni Sufi circles, this Naqshbandì Sufi remained probably faithful
to his Sunni obedience.54 His son Fakhr al-Dìn 'Alì Íafì (d. 931/1522–
23) mentions in his hagiobiographical work on the Naqshbandiyya
(Rashahàt 'ayn al-˙ayàt) that upon the recommendation of the Sufi-poet

53 On earlier Turko-Persian maqtal-nàmehs and this particular Persian text, illu-
minated with miniatures, see Calmard, Rituals I: 132 f.

54 On his biography, see: Gh. H. Yousofi, ‘Kashifi’, in EI/2; Calmard, Culte, 
286 ff.; G. Herrmann, ‘Biographisches zu Óusayn Wà'iΩ Kasifi’, in R.E. Emmerick
and D. Weber, Corolla iranica . . . (Frankfurt am Main-Bern-New York-Paris: P. Lang,
1991) 90–100.
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Jàmì (898/1492) he adhered to that Sufi order.55 Kàshifì was alto-
gether a literary man (adìb, fàûil ) who also composed treaties on inshà'
(official correspondence), a Mirror for Princes, anthologies of Rumi’s
poetry etc., a theologian who wrote commentaries on the Kuran,
and a gifted preacher (và'iΩ). Composed in 908/1502–03, at the dawn
of Shah Ismà'ìl’s reign, the Rawûàt al-shuhadà ranks much above prior
popular epico-religious works. It was written upon the demand of
the Timurid prince Murshàd al-Dawleh wa"l-Dìn 'Abdallàh (Sayyid
Mìrzà) and should be therefore considered as a courtly literary pro-
duction. It constitutes a large and skilful synthesis of historical, hagio-
graphic and legendary accounts related to the Drama of Karbala
(with specific mentions of some maqtal nàmehs) and of the relevant
lyrico-elegiac literature (mostly manàqib), with additional poems by
the author.56 The Rawûàt al-shuhadà was early translated, or rather
adapted with additions, into Turkish by the trilingual Sufi poet Fuûùlì
(d. 963/1556).57 It was paraphrased or abridged in Persian and by
various Indian authors, in Dakhni and Hindustani.58 Either in its
original version or its adaptations and translations, this book was
very popular among the Ottomans and the Mughals. A copy of the
Persian text, illuminated with miniatures, was produced under Ottoman
patronage.59 On the other hand, as a kind of paradox, the fate of
this work is not so well documented under Safavid rule, although it
was to be used, often in abridged or adapted versions, by the rawûeh-

55 Calmard, Culte, 288 f.; Yousofi, l.c.; on Kàshifì’s ‘Shiism’, see also Calmard,
Rituals I: 131.

56 For a thorough analysis and translations of its contents, see Calmard, Culte,
294–418; further translations, 519–570.

57 Ibid., 302. A. Karahan (‘Fu∂ulì’, in EI/2) considers Fuûùlì’s Óadìqat al-su'adà
rather as a maqtal taken from the Rawûàt al-shuhadà. He also considers Fuûùlì as a
moderate Twelver shiite (he was born and educated at the 'atabàt), his language
having characteristics of literary Àzarì Turkish. Fuûùlì composed panegyrics for Shah
Ismà'ìl, the Safavid valì of Baghdad, as well as for Sulaymàn the Magnificent and
the Ottoman pàshà of Baghdad. On Fuûùlì and the Óadìqàt al-su'adà, written in
Baghdad, see Milstein, 2 ff., 100 and Index [According to Milstein, Fuûùlì was never
identified as a Shi'ite].

58 Calmard, Culte, 302 f., with ref. to a French tranlation from Urdu by Garcin
de Tassy, Les séances de Haïdari (1845). See also Yousofi, l.c.

59 Rawûàt al-shuhadà, cat. Pertsch, I: no 572. See I. Stchoukine, B. Flemming,
P. Luft, H. Sohrweide, Illuminierte islamische Handschriften (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1971)
(Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, Band XVI), Wiesbaden,
1971, no 84, 225–229. On this manuscript and other Kàshifì’s writings in Ottoman
Baghdad, see Milstein, 106 and Index.
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khvàns in Shì'ì mourning.60 This book was then to constitute, together
with Mu˙tasham’s elegiac poems (see below), a sort of breviary for
preachers. There was a continuing tradition of ‘maqtal ’ writing in
Ottoman Bagdad.61

From ˇahmàsp’s reign, along with the policy of elaboration and
propagation of Shì'ì doctrine, there was a reinforcement of the Safa-
vids’ charisma through the official assessment of their alleged 'Alid
ancestry.62 This association of the Safavids’ lineage with the Imams
and the Ahl-i bayt was further stressed, at the popular level, by a
strong encouragement to compose elegiac poetry dedicated to the
Imams and Shì'ì martyrs. Although that preference, together with
other factors, entailed further waves of emigration of Persian court
poets to India, this gave a decisive impulse to Shì'ì commemorations.

A fanatical Shì'ì poet, Mullà Óayratì Tùnì (d. 961/1554), who
composed notably a Shàhnàmeh dedicated to the deeds of the Prophet
and prestigious Shì'ì figures, was at times among ˇahmàsp’s retinue.
He was known for his insolence in his youth. Although ˇahmàsp
was, at least, annoyed by the persisting influence of Sunnis in his
realm, he was irritated by Óayratì’s extremely violent attack against
the Sunnis of Qazvin. The poet had to flee to Gìlàn. Thanks to a
qaßìdeh, which he wrote in praise of 'Alì, he obtained forgiveness and
reverted into ˇahmàsp’s good graces. Probably from that time, he
composed elegiac praises (manàqib of the Ahl-i bayt and the Imams)
for which he remained famous.63 However, if we are to believe
Iskandar Beg, this was only after having patronised court poets that,
in his later years, ˇahmàsp forbade them to recite their panegyrics
before him and enjoined them to write verses in praise of the Imams
instead. The recipient of ˇahmàsp’s disapprobation for these pane-
gyrics was the Safavid court poet Mawlànà Mu˙tasham Kàshànì

60 See Calmard, Rituals II: 155 f.
61 Milstein, 107 f.
62 As is well known, this was done through a falsification of Shaykh Íafì al-Dìn’s

bio-hagiography, the Íafvat al-ßafà, entrusted by ˇahmàsp to Sayyid Abu’l-Fat˙ al-
Óusaynì (probably identical with Shaykh Óusaynì Kàtib-i Ardabili): see H. Zirke,
Ein hagiographischen Zeugnis zur persischen Geschichte aus der Mitte des 14. Jahrhunderts. Das
achte Kapitel des Safwat as-Íafà in kritischen Bearbeitung (Berlin: 1987), 5, 44.

63 On Hayrati, see: Browne, IV, 170 f.; Rypka, 298; Safa, Óamàseh, 383 f.; Safa,
Adabiyàt, 5/1, 586–588, 606 ff., 623 ff. According to Sàm Mìrzà, Tu˙fa-yi Sami,
quoted by Safa (ibid., 587), although he pretended to be from Tùn, he was from
Marv. He died in 961/1554, or 970/1562–3, according to H. Nakhjavànì cited by
Rypka.
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(d. 996/1587–8, or 1000/1591–2). When he received the Shah’s
reply, without any reward for his panegyrics, getting inspiration from
the Haft band on Imam 'Alì of the late Mu˙ammad Óasan Kàshì,
Mu˙tasham composed his famous twelve strophe elegy on Imam
Óusayn and the martyrs of Karbala. He was duly rewarded and, at
once, court poets in the capital composed fifty or sixty such elegies
and all were rewarded.64 Mu˙tasham’s Davàzdeh band on the Tragedy
of Karbala was regarded as a model for further elegies, homilies or
dirges (marthiyya, pl. maràthì) on Shì'ì Imams and other martyrs.65 It
was frequently imitated but remained unmatched. Verses from it,
reproduced or painted on canvas, on qalamkàrs or other material,
frequently adorn Mu˙arram gatherings. They are sung by predicants
or young men with harmonious voices called Mu˙tasham khvànàn.66

When considering Mu˙tasham’s biography, we are tempted to say
that his feelings of sympathy towards the holy Shì'ì figures was rather
of the kind widely prevailing in the Turko-Persian area before the
Safavids, among Sunnis as well as Shì'a. His native town Kashan,
although it had sheltered a Shì'ì community from Seljuq times, was
not properly speaking a Shì'ì town when Shah Ismà'ìl established
his power.67 Before becoming a professional poet, Mu˙tasham was,
like his father, a cloth-merchant (bazzàz). Although his poems were
appreciated at Qazvin, he apparently continued to live in Kashàn.
Far from being a fanatical Shì'ì, he was very pragmatic in manag-
ing his career. Besides his protection at the Safavid court, through
his brother 'Abd al-Ghanì he had contacts in India with the Mughal
and Deccan courts. He notably enjoyed the patronage of the emperor
Akbar and of his powerful notable 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm Khàn-i khànàn.68

64 Iskandar Beg, I: 178; tr. Savory, I: 274–275. MuΩtasham’s predecessor, Mawlànà
Óasan Kàshì, was particularly dear to Shah ˇahmàsp. While he was in a state of
depression, he says that he wept while reciting his Haft band which he quotes (Tazkireh,
61 f.). On Mu˙ammad Óasan Kàshì, a poet of 7th/13th century, born in Àmol,
see Safa, Adabiyàt, 3/2, 745–751. The date of his death remains unknown. He was
buried near the mausoleum of Sul†àniya and, on Shah Ismà'ìl’s order, a tomb and
a garden were laid out there (ibid., 748, quoting Shushtari, Majàlis al-mu’minìn).
According to Kàshìfì, Óasan Kàshì was a ‘genuine’ maddà˙ (see Calmard, Rituals
I: 134, n. 145).

65 See Browne, IV, 172 ff. (with a translation of three strophes); Calmard, Culte,
571–581 (French translation of the twelve strophes); Safa, in CHI: IV, 954; Rypka,
298.

66 Calmard, Culte, 572.
67 See J. Calmard, ‘Kàshàn’, in EI/2.
68 See J.T.P. de Bruijn, ‘Mu˙tasham-i Kàshànì’, in EI/2; Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/2, 792 f.
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His production of non-religious poetry remains important. He ded-
icated his Jalàliyya, a cycle of 64 ghazals, to the itinerant dancer of
Isfahan, Shà†ir Jalàl. He became an expert in versed enigmas and
chronograms and celebrated the accession of Shah Ismà'ìl II, in
984/1576, by squeezing 1128 possible datings of the event into six
rubà'ìs.69 This confirms that, at least from that date, the poet had
resumed writing court poetry and seeking royal patronage, even when
the patron was willing to abandon the intolerant religious policy of
his father and to reintroduce the Sunna.70

Towards the end of the Safavid period, the self-styled 'Alid ori-
gin of the Safavids was reasserted under Shah Sulaymàn (1666–94).71

The textual elaboration of Shì'ì commemorations was achieved by
Mullà Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì ('Allàma Majlisì or Majlisì-yi sànì,
d. 1110/1698). He enriched it with a sum of traditions and devo-
tional writings dedicated to the Ahl-i bayt and the Imams which had
already been collected by akhbàrì Imamis and by various authors
with Sufi leanings whose ideas, on the other hand, he reproved as
a staunch exponent of rational Imami doctrine (ußùlìsm). His ascen-
dancy was at its peak under Shah Sul†àn Óusayn (1694–1722) when
he initiated an intolerant and repressive policy against the Sunnis
and religious minorities which largely contributed to the Safavids
decline and fall.72 Despite his vast contribution to Shì'ì culture, both
learned and popular, and his lasting influence on the Imami com-
munity, Majlisì was criticized even in his life time for his interpre-
tation of traditions, or his political attitude during the occultation of
the twelfth Imam. His repressive policy and those who further applied
it were disapproved by Shì'ì clerics and laymen.73

Mu˙tasham’s dirges are sung in Mu˙arram ceremonies in India. See M. Tipoo,
‘Observations on the origin and ceremonies of the Mohurrum’, Madras Journal of
Literature and Science, October 1835, [315–335], 332.

69 Rypka, 298; de Bruijn, l.c.; Safa, ibid., 794–796.
70 See B. Scarcia-Amoretti, in CHI, VI: 643. Shah Ismà'ìl II was a patron of

arts (B. Gray, in CHI, VI: 891 f.).
71 By the composition of an official hagio-biography, the Silsilat al-nasab-i ßafaviyya,

by Shaykh Óusayn Pìrzàdeh Zàhidì, ed. KàΩim-zàdeh, Berlin, 1343/1945.
72 See Abdul-Hadi Hairi, ‘Madjlisì’, in EI/2. Majlisi never occupied the function

of mullà-bàshì (see J. Calmard, ‘Mollì’, in EI/2). The most detailed biographical
information on Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì, his family, his disciples and his works is
given by Àqà A˙mad b. Mu˙ammad 'Alì Bihbahànì, Mir'at al-a˙vàl-i jahàn-nàmeh,
2 vols., (Qum, 1373/1994), vol. I: 77 ff. and Index.

73 Abdul-Hadi Hairi, l.c.
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Non-Islamic popular literature

Like their Sunni colleagues, Imami 'ulamà, basing themselves on tra-
ditions going up to the Imams, were opposed to the composition
and propagation of stories, fables, sagas of non-Muslim heroes. This
was particularly the case in late Seljuq times, when the ußùlì Imami
'Abd al-Jalìl Ràûì condemned story-telling of Shàhnàmeh’s mythical
figures.74 But in the absence of any means of coercion, this clerical
attitude could not prevent the everlasting success of epic literature.
From the Ilkhanid period (1256–1335), there was a remarkable revival
of royal ideology linked with the Iranian national epos.75 This was
to be accompanied through various dynasties, notably the Timurid,
by a continuous sponsoring of calligraphies and paintings of Shàhnàmeh
manuscripts. This epic was then rightly acknowledged as the most
outstanding monument of Persian literature. At a popular level, there
was apparently also a continued activity of storytellers (Shàhnàmeh
khvànàn) in the Turko-Persian world. From the outset of the Safavid
period, versified eulogies were produced, under the title Shàhnàmeh,
in praise of Shah Ismà'ìl’s deeds. The latter gave names of Shàhnàmeh’s
heroes to his sons ˇahmàsp, Sàm, Bahràm. He also encouraged the
calligraphy and illustration of Firdawsì’s Shàhnàmeh.76 This was to
reach its peak with the extraordinary ‘Houghton Shàhnàmeh’, finished
under ˇahmàsp’s reign.77 Famous former Timurid painters and cal-
ligraphers, and other artists from various origins, continued to pro-
duce Shàhnàmeh manuscripts throughout the period.78 Royal Shàhnàmehs
were also produced in the Ottoman realm, notably at Baghdad,79

and many ‘Shàhnàmehs’ praising Safavid or Indian monarchs were

74 According to 'Abd al-Jalìl Ràûì (Naqû, 64 ff.) in public places there were Shi'ite
storytellers (manàqib-khvànàn) extolling the virtues of Shi'ite holy figures and Sunni
storytellers ( faûà'il-khvànàn) who, in ill-famed quarters, exalted the heroes of the
Shàhnàmeh. He condemns the latters activities as being a dangerous innovation and
deviation (bid 'at va zilàlat): see Calmard, Culte, 434 ff.; Calmard, Rituals I: 132. It is
difficult to know whether this religious attitude entailed a clear division between story-
tellers from that time. See Safa, Adabiyàt, 2, 192–194; Safa, ed., Dàràb-nàmeh-yi
ˇarsùsì, 2 vols., Tehran, 2nd ed. 2537/1977, I: Muqaddima, 21.

75 This is amply demonstrated by M. Melikian’s contributions, notably in Studia
Iranica, 17/1 (1988); 20/1 (1991).

76 See B. Gray, in CHI, VI: 877 ff.
77 On that manuscript, see ibid., 889 ff. (B. Gray proposes dates from about 1520

to about 1530 for its completion).
78 Ibid., 891 f., 903 f., 906, 908.
79 Milstein, 89, 100 and Index.
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copied or written in Mughal India.80 Shah 'Abbàs’s preferred Persian
poets seem to have been Firdawsì and HàfiΩ. Shàhnàmeh writing and
painting were revived in the royal workshop under his patronage.
He enjoyed epic storytelling which he attended in coffee houses
(qahveh-khàneh) where he sometimes invited foreign visitors. In his
assembly, he entertained Shàhnàmeh khvànàn who were themselves
poets and had a good voice.81

Since it is obvious that Safavid kings encouraged the production
and spread of the Iranian national epos, one may wonder why Imami
'ulamà reacted apparently very little against this royal patronage.
Contrarily to what happened with epics on Abù Muslim or on Amìr
Óamza, there was no anathema against this non Islamic literature
which evidently strongly influenced the composition of such epico-
religious sagas. Moreover, the Shàhnàmeh khvànàn (also known as naqqàl
or professional storytellers, who, besides the Shàhnàmeh or its vari-
ants also recited epics deriving from the national legend) and their
colleagues extolling the deeds and virtues of Shì'ì holy figures (the
maddà˙s or the rawzeh-khvàns) operated in the same places: the may-
dàn (large public square used for various festivities as well as horse
races, polo ground etc.); qahveh-khànehs and other various places of
socio-religious gatherings. The antagonism between these categories
of storytellers had no longer the same reason to exist as before
Safavid times. It is worth noting that, probably from the Safavid
period, the naqqàls began their performance by the bismillàh and poet-
ical eulogies on the Imams.82

Although it is difficult to know to which extent the 'ulama appre-
ciated Persian epic poetry, many of them, through personal interest
or as a diversion from their stern theological studies, composed non
religious prose or poetry. This was particularly the case with Safavid
ßadrs who, at least in the 10th/16th century, were probably more

80 See D.N. Marshall, Mughals in India. A bibliographical survey of manuscripts (London
and New York: Asia Publishing House, 1967), Index, s.v. ‘Shah-namah’. On Shàhnàmeh
writing and painting under Ismà'ìl I, ˇahmàsp I and 'Abbàs I, see relevant bibli-
ography in A. Welch, ‘Safawids, Art and Architecture’, in EI/2.

81 See N. Falsafi, Zindàgàni-yi Shàh 'Abbàs-i avval, II, (Tehran: np, 1334 sh/1955),
27, 37.

82 M.E. Page, ‘Professional storytelling in Iran’, in Iranian Studies, 12/3–4 (1979),
[195–215], 197 (from M.E. Page, Naqqàlì and Ferdowsì: Creativity in the Iranian National
Tradition, PhD Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1977 (not seen). See also M.J.
Ma˙jùb, ‘Sokhanvarì’, Sokhan, 9 (1337/1958), 780–786.
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renowned as men of letters than as theologians.83 But even a qualified
Imami theologian such as the Arab Shaykh Bahà"ì (d. 1030/1621–22),
who spent most of his career at the service of the Safavids, while
promoting the influence of Imami 'ulama, also wrote anecdotes in
Arabic and a Persian masnavì.84 Al-Karakì’s son-in-law, Mìr Mu˙ammad
Bàqir, known as Mìr Dàmàd (d. 10411630), a famous theologian and
philosopher, was also a poet who wrote under the takhalluß of Ishràq.85

Another renown theologian-philosopher, Mìrzà Abu’l-Qàsim Findiriskì
(d. 1050/1640–1) also composed valuable mystic Persian poetry.86

Besides numerous works on theology, philosophy, ethics, Mullà
Mu˙sin-i Fayû-i Kàshànì (d. 1090/1679) also composed Persian
poetry.87 The keen interest in Persian prose and poetry manifested
by these and other Safavid Imami 'ulamà found its latest expression
in the works and life of the poet-mujtahid Shaykh 'Alì Óazìn 
(d. 1180/1766) who spent the second half of his life in India.88

Together with the heroes popularized in the Shàhnàmeh, there was
in Iranian royal ideology a strong influence of the themes contained
in the Alexander the Great romance (Iskandar-nàmeh). From the Mongol
times, Iranian rulers bore Alexander’s honorific title of Íà˙ib-qiràn.
As a kind of heritage, this was used from Timur, down to the Safavids
and the Qajars, in royal titles and coinage. The idealized and islam-
icized Iskandar had been integrated from a long time into Persian
literature and further into Turkish and other literatures throughout

83 See J. Calmard, ‘Íadr’, in EI/2. Among the ßadrs appointed under Shah Ismà'ìl,
‘none was a professing Twelver scholar or lay believer’ (Newman, 75 f.; see also
Calmard, l.c.).

84 Browne, IV, 407. Scholars such as Browne, Minorsky, Lockhart, Savory, Corbin,
Arjomand etc. tended to present Shaykh Bahà'ì and other Imami 'ulamas of the
early 17th century as apolitical philosophers or mystics. This vision was strongly
criticized by A. Newman, ‘Toward a reconsideration of the 'Ispahan School of phi-
losophy’: Shaykh Baha'i and the role of the Safavid 'Ulama’, Studia Iranica, 15/2
(1988), 65–199. He probably introduced the camel sacrifice in Persia (see Calmard,
Rituals II: 151, n. 50).

85 See A.S. Bazmee Ansari, ‘al-Dàmàdì’, in EI/2; Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/1, 306–309.
86 See S.H. Nasr, ‘Findiriskì’, in EI/2; Safa, ibid., 310–314.
87 On him, see W.C. Chittick, ‘Mu˙sin-i Fayû-i Kàshànì’ in EI/2; Safa, ibid.,

328–336.
88 On his origins, his tormented fate, his works (notably his memoirs and four

Divans) see: Browne, 277–283; Sarfaraz Khan Khatak, Shaykh Mu˙ammad 'Alì Óazìn:
His life, Times and Works (Lahore: M. Ashraf, 1944). On his influence as the great-
est Shi'ite scholar in Northern India in his period and his protection, at Banaras,
by the Hindu raja, see J. Cole, Roots of North Indian Shi’ism in Iraq and Iran (Berkeley-
Los Angeles-London: University of California Press, 1988), 51 f.
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the Turko-Persian area, including India. Along with the Shàhnàmeh,
storytellers would extoll the deeds of Iskandar and rulers of their
time in public places as well as in front of royal audiences.89 NiΩàmì’s
inimitable Iskandar-nàmeh (Sharaf-nàmeh, Iqbàl-nàmeh) served as a model
for further compositions. Shah 'Abbàs I seems to have been fond of
the Iskandar-nàmeh.90 This was also the case in these days with the
Mughal and Ottoman rulers. Royal ideology attached to Iskandar
was paramount in Turkey, notably under Sulayman the Magnificent
(1520–1566) glorified in his lifetime as a new Alexander the Great.

The popularization of tales and stories (sing. qißßeh, dàstàn) by story-
tellers increased considerably in Persia throughout the Safavid period.
Old stories were adapted or rewritten, sometimes in the ba˙r-i ta˙vìl
meter adopted by both poets and storytellers (naqqàlàn, ma'rakagìràn).
The simple and direct diction used in the ba˙r-i ta˙vìl made it a pop-
ular medium for professional storytellers to stir and retain their audi-
ences’ emotion.91 New themes appeared, sometimes connecting historical
writing and storytelling, such as poems about the repelling of the
Portuguese from the Persian Gulf.92 There was also a great amount
of Indian stories, either translated or directly composed in Persian
by Persian migrants. Along with epico-religious themes merging in
the maqtal nàmehs, there was a development of what may be called
guild literature. Influenced by popular sufism, it found its best expres-
sion in the shahràshùb (literally city-disturbing) poems and prose.93

Besides shahràshùb poets, there were also artisans and tradesmen who
wrote poetry on their trade, sometimes using the special language
or jargon which each guild had created for itself to preserve its iden-
tity and secrecy.94

Among the popular romances composed in the Turko-Persian area
during the Safavid period, a complete epic cycle was dedicated to
the semi-legendary figure of Köroghlù/Kurughlù. The theme of ‘the
son of the blind one’ is widely spread in Indo-European and Caucasian

89 See I. Afshàr, Iskandar-nàmeh, Tehran, 1343/1964, 12.
90 He asked the minor poet Hidàyatullah Ràzì (one of his courtiers) to write, as

a challenge, a meaningless poem in NiΩamì’s Iskandar-nàmeh’s meter (Falsafi, [op. cit.
n. 81], 40 f.)

91 See M. Dabirsiyaqi, ‘Ba˙r-e †awìl ’, in EIr.
92 On Jang-nàmeh-i Kishm and Jàrùn-nàmeh, see Storey, II/2, 309.
93 See A. Gulchin Ma'ànì, Shahràshùb dar shi'r-i Farsi, Tehran, 1346/1967.
94 Some samples of these shahràshùbs are given in translation by M. Keyvani,

Artisans and Guild Life in the later Safavid period (Berlin: Klaus Schwarz, 1982), 263 ff.
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folklores.95 Tales on Köroghlù have been written, from the 16th cen-
tury, in various Turkish and non Turkish languages.96 Alike those
on the saga of Dede Qorqut, they are typically tribal Turkmen in
their themes and ideology. The legend crystallised on a Jalàlì insur-
gent, a sort of Anatolian ‘Robin Hood’ outlaw, whose deeds were
celebrated in dàstàns by poet-minstrels (sing. 'àshiq) in Ottoman-Safavid
bordering areas, from the early 11th/17th century.97 Although they
no longer had precise connection with the eponym of the move-
ment, Shaykh Jalàl (d. 925/1519), ‘Jalàlì’ insurrections against estab-
lished powers, Ottomans and Safavids, constitute the socio-historical
basis of the Köroghlù epic cycle. In its Western variants, Köroghlù
belongs to a particularly turbulent Qizilbash tribe, the Takkalù.
Although the Takkalù first enjoyed Shah Ismà'ìl favour, their influence
was reduced by the rising power of the Ustàjalù. Further to the
Mahdist revolt of Bàbà Shàhqùlì, in the Teke-ili (917/1511), Takkalù
tribal elements entered Safavid territories by thousands. On their
way to Azerbayjàn, they massacred and plundered an important mer-
chant caravan. This gave Shah Ismà'ìl the pretext to have these
refugees eliminated. Their leaders were executed; genuine soldiers
were distributed among other Qizilbash amirs; women and children
were chased and left wandering on the roads.98 Other Takkalù chiefs
were ousted from their dominant position in favour of the Shàmlù
in 937/1531.99 Some elements among the Takkalù may have been
particularly heterodox in their beliefs and ritual practices. Their con-
duct was severely condemned by Shah ˇahmàsp himself in his Tazkireh,
when he mentions the defection to the Ottomans, in 938/1531–2,
of the Qizilbash amir Ùlàmà/Ulmà Takkalù and a group of Sàrlù/

95 See R. Mollov, ‘Contribution à l’étude du fond socio-historique du Destan
'Köroglu"’, Etudes balkaniques, Sofia, 7 (1967), [107–128], 107 ff.

96 On variant of this tale in Persian, Armenian, Kurdish, Tadjik, etc. see R. Ra'is
Niya, Kuroghlu dar afsàneh va tàrìkh, Tabrìz 1366/1987. In the 1830s, A. Chodzko
collected Köroghlu’s texts and published them in English and French translations.
See J. Calmard, ‘Chodzko’, in EIr.

97 This Jalàlì identification was first made by P.N. Boratav in 1931 (see ref. in
his article ‘Köroghlu’, in EI/2; Mollov, l.c., 109 ff.). Jalàlì rebels were incorporated
in the Ottoman army (see W.J. Griswold, ‘Djalàlì’, in EI/2, Supplement). According
to Boratav (l.c.), this hero has been identified as the Jalàlì Köroghlu Rüshen of
Bolu.

98 See J. Aubin, ‘L’avènement des Safavides reconsidéré’, Moyen Orient et Océan
Indien, V, 1988, 86 ff.

99 See H.R. Roemer, in CHI VI: 234.
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Sàrilù who had joined him.100 Despite the influence later enjoined
by some Takkalù, such as members of the Sharaf al-Dìn Oghli fam-
ily, allied by marriage with the Safavids, the tribe was submitted to
a major purge by Shah 'Abbàs in 1004–5/1596–7.101 Among the
Takkalù, we also find poets. Vajìh al-dìn Shànì Takkalù was among
the poets at the court of Shah 'Abbàs when he composed notably
eulogies in praise of the Imams.102

In their revolts against the political establishment, Jalàlì leaders
had sometimes ambivalent attitudes. After they had been utterly
defeated by the Ottomans, surviving Jalàlìs were granted asylum by
Shah 'Abbàs in 1016/1607.103 But these unruly elements were often
trouble makers in the Safavid capital, as it is shown by their atti-
tude at a festival of chiràghàn.104 After a further rebellion under Shah
'Abbàs II (1642–1666), the tribe was eliminated on the Shah’s order.105

It therefore remains obvious that Köroghlù epic romance reflects the
disillusion of the Qizilbash progressively evinced from power by the
Safavids. Köroghlù is presented as a Shì'ì rebel who has to compro-
mise permanently with the Ottoman Sultan and the Safavid Shah.106

Messianic themes, a rather common feature in pre-Safavid popular
Shì'ism, are also present in Western variants of the romance. Köroghlù
is not dead and will reappear when his time has come.107 In Eastern
versions of the epic, anti-Shah tendencies are linked with the strug-
gle of Central Asian peoples against Qizilbash invasions.108

100 According to ˇahmàsp, these were known for their heresy and atheism (il˙àd
va zandaqa), their shamelessness and licentiousness (Tazkireh, 16–17). In another pas-
sage (33), ˇahmàsp explicitly calls them ‘Sàrilù Tekelù’. But there remain doubts
about their identification and their connection with the Qizilbàsh system. In any
case, they appear to have been particularly disloyal to the Safavid cause (see A.M.
Morton, ‘The chub-i †arìq and qizilbash ritual in Safavid Persia’, in Calmard, Etudes
safavides, [225–245], 239).

101 See M. Szuppe, ‘Kinship ties between the Safavids and the Qizilbash Amirs . . .’,
in Melville, Safavid Persia, [79–104], 94.

102 See Safa, Adabiyàt, 5/1, 623; 5/2, 943–949.
103 See Iskandar Beg: II: 772 ff.; tr. Savory, II: 967 ff.
104 At Isfahan, in 1018/1609 (see Calmard, Rituals II: 148).
105 Mollov, l.c., 116 (citing Petrushevsky).
106 Ibid., 112 f. In a variant, the Shah is named ‘Shaykh-oghlù Shaykh 'Abbàs’.
107 Ibid., 121 f.
108 Ibid., 125 f. I wonder why Jiri Cejpek (in Rypka, 634–641) considers Guroghlù/

Köroghlù’s romance as ‘definitely East-Turkish, or to be more precise, Turkmenian’.
He denies possible Western Turkish influences ‘after the severing of connections
with Western Iran’.
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Many features of this Körughlù romance further demonstrate the
uneasiness of Safavid Shahs at imposing a strict Imami obedience
on their Qizilbash disciples. The persistence of their specific beliefs
and rituals shows the limits of their religious policy in this respect.109

As in the case of Shah Ismà'ìl’s Dìvàn, it seems that Imami 'ulama
abstained from any judgement on this popular literature extolling
the deeds of Turkmen heroes whose moral values they probably
lumped together with other heterodox beliefs and practices.

To conclude, I would like to formulate some remarks showing our
limited knowledge about Safavid popular literature and the story-
tellers. These were greatly impressed and influenced by such promi-
nent authors as Firdawsì and NiΩàmì. But even those who attained
some fame or a status as writers remain rarely identifiable. Whenever
we know them by their name or takhalluß, information on their lifes
and works remained scanty. They seldom appear in tazkireh litera-
ture, with the exception of some shahràshùb poets. We remain poorly
informed about their techniques, their ways to attract their audiences,
the real contents of their speeches, rarely noted by contemporary
observers. European eyewitness accounts about popular culture are
always useful, mainly when they come from authors like Olearius,
Chardin, Du Mans, or others. However, their testimonies remain
sketchy or incomplete. Observations on life, manners and customs
retained more their attention from the end of the 18th century.
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NUQˇAVIYYEH À L’ÉPOQUE SAFAVIDES

I˙sàn Ishràqì

Au IXe siècle de l’hegire/XVIe siècle lors des conflits à la suite de
l’éclatement de l’Etat Ilkhanid et les attaques de Timour, un courant
de pensée d’origine soufie (mystique) suivant la vision du monde des
Ismà'ìliyya,1 est apparu sous le nom de Óurùfiyyeh. Le créateur de
la secte Óurùfì était un homme originaire d’Astaràbàd,2 surnommé
Faûlallàh, connu également sous le nom de Na'imì.

Il exercait le métier de chapelier et soubvenait à ses besoins par
cette profession. Pour cette raison on l’avait aussi surnommé ‘Óalàl-
Khùr’ (qui vit de ce qui’il gagne légitivement).3

Selon les sources authentique qui ont mentionné les Óurùfiyyeh,
Faûlallàh est né en 740/1339.4 Mìrànshàh, fils de Timour, sur l’ordre
de son père, tua Faûlallàh et ordonna de traîner son corps dans le
bazar de Alanjaq (à Nakhjavàn).5

Faûlallàh était un érudit, un homme de savoir et de connaissance.
En attribuant des significations étonnantes et des interprétations
bizarrese aux versets du Qur"àn et en basant ses interprétations et
ses commentaires sur l’authenticité des lettres et leur secrets, il a pré-
tendu que celui qui veut comprendre le sens réel des livres sacrés
et des propos des prophètes anciens, doit prendre connaissance des
particularités, des significations et des secrets des lettres.6 Bien entendu,
la croyance en interprétation et en herméneutique des chiffres et des
lettres en Perse et dans d’autre territoires anciens, n’était pas une
chose nouvelle et avait des origines historiques: Les Pytagoriciens
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1 K.M. Al-Shaybì, Tashayyu' va Tasavvuf, A. Zakàvati, tr. (Tehran: Amir Kabir,
1374/1993), 29.

2 S. Kiyà, Vàzhnàmeh-yi Gurgànì (Tehran: Dànishgàh-i Tihràn, 1330/1951), 29.
3 Ibid., 13.
4 A. Gulpinarli, Fihrist-i mutùn-i Óurùfiyyeh, T. Subhànì, tr. (Tehran: Vizàrat-i

Farhang va Irshàd-i Islàmì, 1374/1993), 3.
5 Ibid., 9; M.A. Khàn Tarbiyat, Dànishmandàn-i Azarbayjàn (Tehran: n.p., 1314/1935),

387.
6 Cf. Gulpinarli, 25–28, Kià, 14.
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reconnaissaient certaines divisions pour les chiffres et faisaient cor-
respondre à ceux ci, toute sorte d’essence et de sens.7 Pour Ikhvàn
al-Íafà, les chiffres ont non seulement une relation interne avec la
nature, mais aussi avec la révélation.8

Avant l’apparition de la secte Óurùfiyyeh en Perse, il existait un
autre secte actif, sous le nom de Baktàshiyyeh, adepte de Óàjjì
Baktàsh-i Valì (mort en 738/1737). Les adoptes de Baktàshiyyeh de
disaient épris d’Imam 'Alì et s’attachaient à célébrer les cérémonies
d’'Àshùrà (deuil de l’Imam Óusein 3e Imam des Shì'ìtes).9 Mais en
raison des conditions non favorables en Perse, ils ont immigré en
l’Anatolie. En s’infiltrant dans l’appareil des Sultans Ottomans, et
avec leur appuie, ils ont établi leurs propres institutions et khànqàh
(monastères). Ils ont joué aussi un rôle déterminant dans la forma-
tion de l’armee Yeni-Tchéri. Les adeptes de Óurùfiyyeh de la Perse
qui se sont enfuis plus tard, se sont dirigés vers l’Anatolie et ont
rejoint le secte Baktàshiyyeh.10

En ce qui concerne l’idéologie des adeptes de Óurùfiyyeh, de vastes
rechèrches ont été entreprises par des orientalistes tels que Edward
Browne, Clement Howard, Helmut Ritter et Gulpinarly. Quelques
œuvres appartenant aux didées d’Óurùfiyyeh comme Jàvìdàn-nàmeh,
Ustuvàr-nàmeh, Mo˙abbat-nàmeh, Nawm-nàmeh et certains livres et essais
se trouvent actuellement dans des bibliothèques nationales de Paris,
de Cambridge, d’Iran et de la Turquie. Parmi les livres qui traitent
du probleme de l’apparition et du développment de Óurùfiyyeh, on
peut citer Mujmal al Tavàrìkh de Faßì˙ì-yi Khàfì, Óabìb al-Siyar de
Khvàndamìr, Rawûàt-al-Íafà de Mirkhvànd, L’Histoire d’Ibn Khaldùn,
Tazkireh-yi de Daulatshàh-i-Samarqandì, Arafàt-i 'Àshiqìn de Tàqì-al-
dìn Uhàdì, Tàrìkh-i Alfì de Qàûì-Zàdeh Tatàvì et Ma†la' al-Sa'dayn
d’'Abd al-Razzàq Samarqandì.

Faûlallàh, à vingt-trois ans, a commencé à propager ses idéologies
à Isfahan. Il a également séjourné quelque temps au Gilan et au
Dàmqàn. Il a passé les derniers années de sa vie à Bàkùiyya, ou
Bàkù. On peut remarquer dans ses œuvres ainsi que dans celles du
ses adeptes ou encore dans les divers livres ou essais, son attache-

7 'A.A. Dehkhudà, Lughatnàmeh (Tihran: Dànishgàh-i Tihràn, 1325/1946–), 15213.
8 Ibid., 1300–02; E.G. Browne, Tàrìkh-i adabì-yi Iran, A. Íàli˙, tr. (Tehran,

1358/1979), 2: 551–58.
9 Z. Íafà, Tàrìkh-i Adabiyyàt-i Iran (Tehran: Firdawsì, 1356/1977), 4: 52.

10 Browne, A. Hekmat, tr. (Tehran, 1357/1978), 3: 516–7.
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ment à la science, son don pour écrire en vers et en prose, sa con-
naissance en théologie des livres sacrés et des langues Turque et
Arabe et sa fidélité au soufisme.11

Les commentaires et les hérmeneutiques que Faûlallàh a fait du
Qur"àn et des propos du Prophète, l’on approché d’une part aux
idées Ismà'ìliyya et d’autre part a celles de Baktàshiyyeh.12

De telles hérésies provoquaient naturellement la colère et la haine
des gouverneurs de la Perse et de l’Asie mineure, suivis de sévères
sanctions.

Faûlallàh Na'imì a tenté d’attirer l’amir Timour vers sa voie mys-
tique.13 Or l’amir ayant découvert son intention, a donné l’ordre de
son assassinat. Puis en 804/1410 Mìrànshàh, fils de Timour, le tua
de ses propres mains et ordonna de trainer son corps en public et
de le jeter au feu.14

Apres la mort de Faûlallàh, ses califes (ses élèves fidèles), qui étaient
apparement au nombre de cinq, ont commencé à propager secrète-
ment ses idées et se sont refugiés en Anatolie pour être a l’abri des
poursuites et de la torture. Là sous l’habit de la secte Baktàshiyyeh
et en le joignant, ils ont promu leur idéologie. Mais avec tous ces
efforts, leur secret n’est pas resté caché.15

Alors les sultans Ottoman ont a maintes reprises procédé à leur
assassinat et leur massacre. Parmi ces victimes ont peut citer Nasìmì,
poete célèbre, qui a été tué par la fatvà (décret religieux).16 Les acti-
vités des adeptes de Óurùfiyyeh n’ont pas pour autant cessé, mème
en Perse, et ont continué tout au long de la vie de Timour et de
ses successeurs.

En 829/1425 A˙mad-i Lùr, un des adeptes de Faûlallàh Astaràbàdì,
a agressé a coup de couteau Shàhrukh-mìrzà, fils de Timour, à la
grande mosquée d’Heràt.17 Mìrkhvànd a detaillé cet incident dans
Óabìb al-Siyar. Il écrit:

Après l’attentat contre Shàhrukh, on a trouvé une clé dans les habits
d’A˙mad-i Lur et cette clé ouvrait la porte de la cours couverte du

11 Kiyà, 24.
12 Al-Shibi, 382.
13 Browne, 3: 511.
14 Tarbyat, 387.
15 Kiyà, 22.
16 Gulpinarli, 16.
17 Ghiyàs al-Dìn Khvàndamìr, Óabìb al-Siyar, M. Dabìrsiyàqì, ed. (Tehran: Khay-

yàm, 1353/1974), 3: 615.
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bazar dans lequel travaillait A˙mad. Les commercant du bazar ont
indiqué que celui-ci y était chapelier et fréquentait des personnes
célèbres telles que Mawlànà Ma"rùf le calligraphe et Chah Qàsim-i
Anvàr.18

Sous l’ordre de l’Etat, Mawlànà Ma"rùf a été écroué et Chah Qàsim-i
Anvàr expulsé de Khoràsàn. Il a été contraint de s’installer à Samar-
qand, mais Uluq Beg l’a tenu en honneur.19

A partir de cette époque et jusqu’à l’accession des safavides au
pouvoir, les adeptes de Hurufiyya ne se sont pas montrés actifs. Or
pendant le règne du Chah ˇahmàsp I, en raison de l’apparition de
la secte Nuq†avìeh, l’idéologie des lettres a survécu sous une nouvelle
couverture.20

Ma˙mùd Pasikhànì-i Gìlànì et le fondateur de la secte Nuq†aviyyeh.
Il paraît qu’il a fondé sa religion en 800/1397 pendant du regne
d’amir Timour. Ma˙mùd a été d’abord un des disciples de Faûlallàh
Astaràbàdì, mais Faûlallàh l’a banni en raison de son égoîsme et son
désobéisement, et c’est ainsi qu’il a été connu sous le nom de ‘Ma˙mùd
le banni’ (ma†rùd ).21 Les autres disent de lui qu’il était un savant
intellligent et orateur et par sa conviction il ne s’est jamais marié.
Ma˙mùd est mort en 831/1427, et d’après certains historiens qu’il
s’est donné la mort en se jetant dans de l’acide fort.22

La religion de Ma˙mùd Pasikhànì a trouvé de nombreux disci-
ples au IXe et Xe/XV et XVI siècle en Perse, en Anatoli et Inde.
Les Nuq†aviyyeh sont ainsi nommés parce que Ma˙mùd attribuait
l’apparition et la création de chaque chose à la terre qu’il l’appelait
Nuq†a.23

Parmi eux, celui qui ne s’était pas marié était appelé Và˙id (le
singulier) et celui qui était marié était Amin (le confident). Le fait
de ne pas se marier était concidéré comme vinéré dans leur religion
et Ma˙mùd mettait en garde ses disciples contre le mariage.24

Les adeptes de Ma˙mùd, sont également appelés les Passikhanians
mais les musulmans les traitaient d’impie (mul˙id ). Ils ont également

18 Ibid., 616.
19 N.A. Falsafì, Tàrìkh-i Zindigànì-yi Shàh 'Abbàs (Tihran: Dànishgàh-i Tihràn,

1342/1963), 3: 906–7.
20 S. Kiyà, Nuq†aviyyàn va pasikhàniyàn (Tehran: Anjuman-i Iran, 1320/1941), 9.
21 Ibid., 10.
22 Ibid., 10.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.; Azarkeyvan, Dabistàn-i mazàhib, vol. 1 (Tihran, 1362/1981), 247.
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nommés métempsycosistes parce qu’ils pensaient que l’entité de tout
ce qui a une forme et une apparence, demeurera toujours dans le
monde et se séincarnera continuellement sous forme de pierre, de
végétal, d’animal ou d’homme.25

Comme Ma˙mùd Pasikhànì faisait des commentaires étranges sur
des versets du Qur"àn, il a également été surnommé le mécréant
(l’impie ou zandìq) et ses adeptes, les Mécréants (zanàdaqa).26

Bien que l’apparition des sectes Óurùfiyyeh et Nuq†avì comme
celle des autres branches de soufisme aient été accompagnées par
un mélange des pensées mystiques et des croyances religieuses, mais—
comme ils avaient placé le combat contre la religion officielle—c’est
pourquoi les pouvoirs de cette époque, ceux des Timourides ou les
Safavides, ne supportaient pas l’éxistence de tels sectes et essayaient
de les anéantir.

L’une des caractéristiques du régime des Safavides, était d’appuyer,
dès le début, ses fondements sur la vision du monde mystique puis
sur le chiisme. Chah Ismà'ìl, le fondateur de la dynastie Safavide,
en imitant ses ancetres, s’est fait appelé (Murshid-i-Kàmil ) le guide
spirituel des soufis. Ce titre a continué d’exister chez ses successeur
en tant qu’un signe d’héritage et de la continuité de la direction du
Khànqàh-i Ardabìl.

Or peu après la formation de la dynastie Safavides, l’aspect mys-
tique du Khànqàh-i Ardabìl subit influance chiisme et les souverains
safavides n’espéraient d’autre choses que l’obéissement total et la
servitude absolue de la part des soufis; mais peu après que les Safavides
étaient confrontés aux problèmes externes, les adeptes de la secte
Nuq†aviyyeh, profitant de cette occasion, ont commencé leur activité
dans les différentes régions de la Perse. Ils ont fait de la propagande
dans les régions telles que Kashan, Na†anz ou Qazvin.27 De nom-
breux artistes (hommes de goùt) et poètes ainsi que les adeptes des
idéologies hérétiques se sont convertis à cette secte. Des cadeaux leur
parvenaient ainsi a partir de Sind, Kitch ou de Mukràn.28 Le roi
ˇahmàsp après avoir le transfert de la capitale de Tabrìz à Qazvin

25 Ibid.; Kiyà, 1.
26 Ma˙mùd Afùshtaì-i Na†anzì Nuqàvat al-Àsàr, I. Ishraqi, ed. (Tihran: Irshàd,

1373/1992), 515; Kiyà, 6.
27 Kiyà, 32.
28 Qàûì A˙mad-i Qumì, Khulàßàt al-Tavàrìkh, I. Ishràqì, ed. (Tihran: Dànishgàh-i

Tihràn, 1359/1981), I: 462–65.
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en 965/1557, a eu l’occasion de renforcer le organisations Shì'ìtes
et de combattre les adeptes de différentes croyance surtout les sun-
nites et les adeptes de Zaydì et de Nuq†avì. Qàûì Mu˙ammad
Varàmìnì, le poète de la cour de Chah ˇahmàsp en 975/1567, en
envoyant une lettre composée en vers de la part du souverain au
Khàn A˙mad-i-Gìlànì, lui a suggeré de se lever contre les sunnites
et les adeptes de Zaydiyya.29

Le souverain, a entreprise l’oppression des sunnites de Qazvin et
à arrêter et emprisonner les adeptes des Nuq†aviyyeh tel que Óayàtì
le poète qui est resté emprisonné pendant deux ans et été libéré
seulement après la mort de Chah ˇahmàsp. Il est alors parti en
Inde et s’est mis au service de Nùr al-dìn Mu˙ammad Jahàngìr le
souverain de ce pays.30

En 972/1564 Chah ˇahmàsp a aveuglé Abu’l-Qàsim 'Amrì, un
des poètes et savants les plus appréciés et les plus renommés dans
sa cour en l’accusant d’appartenir à la secte Nuq†aviyyeh.31

Comme les successeurs de Chah ˇahmàsp, étaient après sa mort
confrontés d’une part aux conflits internes et affrontaient d’autre part
l’empire Ottomàn, les adeptes de Nuq†avì ont trouvé une plus grande
liberté dans la propagation de leur croyance. Il en était ainsi jusqu’à
l’arriveé au trone de Chah 'Abbàs I.

En 994/1564, deux ans avant l’accession au pouvoir de Chah
'Abbàs I, dans un combat entre les partisans de Chah Mu˙ammad,
le Pere de Chah 'Abbàs, et Valìjàn Khàn le Turkoman, le gouver-
neur de Kashan, certains membres de la secte Nuq†aviyyeh, ont
soutenu Valìjàn et se sont faits tuer au cours de la guerre. Afûal
Dutàrì, le musicien, et Mìr Biqàmì, deux leaders de Nuq†avì, ont
été ainsi tués.32

En 996/1587 Chah 'Abbàs, après avoir accédé au pouvoir, a per-
sécuté les chefs Qizilbàshs (membres des tribus dévoués aux Safa-
vides) qui avaient troublé le royaume, en l’entrainant dans les guerres
civiles au moment du règne de son père,33 puis il a pensé a extirper
les missionnaires et les disciples de Nuq†avì.

29 Kiyà, 51; Falsafì, 907.
30 Kiyà, 6; Falsafì, 908.
31 Kiyà, 54–5.
32 Na†anzì, 251–2; Iskandar Munshì, 'Àlam àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, I. Afshàr, ed. (Tihran: Amìr

Kabìr, 1350/1971), 381–5.
33 Kiyà, 6.
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En 999/1590 Abu’l-Qàsim 'Amrì, déjà cité, s’est révolté à Shiraz
en compagnie de ses condisciples. Mais il a été assassiné par le décret
religieux (Fatvà) des 'ulamà" de Shiràz. Cet incident a résolu Chah
'Abbàs de faire cesser tout activité de Nuq†aviyyeh.34

En 1001/1592 les adeptes de Nuq†aviyyeh de Qazvin sous la direc-
tion de Darvìsh Khusraw, ont préparé le terrain pour un soulève-
ment général. Les principales sources de cette époque témoignent de
l’ampleur de ce complot. La cour (Takiyya) vaste de Darvìsh Khusraw,
pour célebrer des cérémonies des mois de deuil, se remplissait chaque
jour par des fidèles qui venaient des pays proches ou lointains a
Qazvin. Le souverin constatant le grand nombre des disciples de
Darvìsh Khusraw, ne jugeait pas bon de la combattre publiquement
et faisait semblant de s’interresser à cette secte et disait qu’il aimerait
connaitre les secrets de celle-ci.35

Darvìsh, était persuadé que Chah 'Abbàs est devenu l’un de ses
disciples, lui a enseigné les pionts essentiels de la croyance Nuq†aviyyeh.
Il avait aussi prévu qu’avant 1002/1593 un de ses disciples arrivera
au trône et comme le souverain est la personne la plus compétente
pour ce rang, il est préférable qu’il reste lui-mème au pouvoir.36

Chah 'Abbàs, constatant le nombre élevé des partisans de Darvìsh
Khusraw et craignant sa révolte contre la monarchie, s’est décidé à
l’éliminer. Il a réalisé son intention en 1001/1592 lorsqu’il était en
route vers Luristàn pour refouler la rébellion de Shahvardì-i-Lor.37

Sur l’ordre du roi, l’un des chefs, nommé Malik 'Alì Sultan, le
chef des Hérauts en compagnie de Darvìsh Khusraw et ses com-
pagnions ainsi que Yùsufì Tarkishdùz et Darvìsh Kùchak Qalandar,
ont été arrêté. C’est alors qu’une étoile filante est apparue dans le
ciel, ce qui est un signe considéré généralement comme de mauvaise
augure pour la monarchie. Mullà Jalàl-i Munajjim Bàshì (le chef des
astrologues) avait prédit que si le monarque veut échapper du pos-
sible danger de cette catastrophe céléste, doit abdiquer en apparence
pour trois jours et se faire remplacer par un condamné à mort, qui
sera tué à la fin du troisieme jour; tuer faire disparaitre les effets
nefastes de l’étoile. Ainsi on a remplacé le roi par Yùsufì Tarkishdùz
qui a été tué apres trois jours.38

34 Na†anzì, 515.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid.
38 Munshì, 476.
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Aprés quelque temps, Darvìsh Khusraw fut aussi tué et par la suite
le roi s’est mis a massacrer les fidèles de la secte Nuq†aviyyeh comme
Mìr Sayyid A˙mad-i Kàshì connu sous le nom de Pìr A˙mad (A˙mad
le sage), un des grands maîtres de Nuq†aviyyeh Mawlànà Sulaymàn-i
Sàvajì, et Bùdaq-i Beg-i Dìn Uqlì, l’un des chefs de Nuq†avì.39

Lorsque Chah 'Abbàs en 1010/1601 parcourait la distance entre
Mashhad et Isfahan à pied, a tué de sa propre main deux maîtres
penseurs de Nuq†aviyyeh aux nom de Darvìsh Kamàl-i-Aqlìdì et
Darvìsh Turàb et quelques disciples de ceux-ci. On a découvert dans
les papiers de Mìr Sayyid A˙mad Kàshì quelques lettres appartenant
à ses disciples. Ainsi un certain nombre d’adeptes de ce secte ont
été identifiés et arrêtés. L’un d’eux était Mulla Mu˙ammad Bàqir
Khurda, un des plus renommés calligraphes et poetes de Kashàn.
Mais Chah 'Abbàs l’a amnistié en raison de son talent et de sa
finesse du goût et l’a placé au rang des calligraphes (de la cour).40

En raison de la sévérité de Chah 'Abbàs, un bon nombre de
fidèles a la croyance Nuq†aviyyeh se sont échappés de la Perse pour
d’installer en Inde; car le roi Gourkàni d’Inde, Jalàl al-Dìn Mu˙ammad
Akbar agissait avec modération envers les fidèles des différentes
religions et sectes et il traitait les musulmans et les hindous sans
discrimination.41

C’est ainsi que les adeptes des différentes religions et de nombreux
poètes, écrivains, peintres et calligraphes persans, qui s’étaient éxilés
en Inde, ont réussi a avoir des postes et des rangs élevés dans l’ap-
pareil gouvernemental de Akbar. Ce facteur perturbait de temps en
temps l’atmosphère amicale des relations entre la Perse et l’Inde.42

En 1040/1630 Darvìsh Riûà, l’un des adeptes de Nuq†aviyyeh a
prétendu être Mahdi à Qazvin. Il a attiré de nombreuses personnes
autour de lui ont quelques chefs des tribus Shahsavàn et Zanganah.
Darvìsh Rezà a choisi le 16eme jour du mois de Dhihajja pour sa
sortie. Il est parti en compagnie de ses disciples envahir le siège du
roi a Qazvin en prononcant la formule Allahu-Akbar (Dieu est le
plus grand).43 Lorsqu’il a pénétré dans la ville, une bataille s’est

39 Natanzì, 526–7.
40 Kiyà, 7; Munshì, 476.
41 Ibid.
42 Falsafì, 212–15.
43 Mu˙ammad Ma'ßùm-i Isfahànì, Khulàßat al-Siyar, I. Afshar, ed. (Tihran: Intishàràt-i

'Ilmì, 1368/1989), 119; Iskandar Beg, Mu˙ammad Yùsuf-i Muvarrikh Zayl-i 'Àlam
àrà, Suhayli-i Khvànsàrì, ed. (Tihran: Islàmiyyeh, 1317/1938), 83.
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éclatée entre lui et ses compagnons et les forces le l’Etat. Mais en
dépit de la grande sacrifice de ses disciples, il fut vaincu et tué.44

Conclusion

Le mouvement des derviches de Nuq†aviyyeh est le prolongement
du mouvement de Óurùfiyyeh, et historiquement en continuation
avec la vision du monde des sectes tels que Bà†aniyya Ismà'ìliyya,
Sarbidàràn, Ahl-i Óaq et Baktàshiyyeh s’inspirant des pensées mys-
tiques des écoles post islamiques en Perse.

Leur objectif était l’affaiblissement des gouvernements turcs et mon-
gols par la publicité, la propagation de leur idéologie et parfois la
lutte armées (Les Qalandars).

Le mouvement de Nuq†aviyyeh tout comme celui de Óurùfiyyeh
avait plus de sympatisan parmi les citadins surtout les corporations
et les artisants et ce fait est un signe de l’opposition de ces classes
au régime opresseur et tyrannique de l’époque.

Le principe de la croyance de Nuq†aviyyeh se reposait sur les rota-
tions, transmigration des âmes dans le monde, la foi en Mahdi (12e
Imam) et les commentaires mystérieux des apparences de l’éxistence
et le secret des comportements pout attirer des adeptes et leur don-
ner l’espoir de parvenir a leur souhaits.

Bienque les Safavides aient été eux-mêmes des disciples des écoles
mystiques de Shaykh Íafì al-Dìn et fiers d’appartenir à cette école,
après leur arrivée au pouvoir, le soufisme subit influance chiism les
rois ont combattu toute autre vision mystique du monde, autre que
les voies contraire ou différentes de celle de leur lignée. Cette lutte
était dirigée contre les adeptes des religions et sectes qui n’étaient
pas en concordance avec la religion officielle de l’Etat.

44 Isfahàni, Khulàßat al-Sayyàr, 119; Muvarrikh, 83–4.
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THE IMMIGRANT MANUSCRIPTS: A STUDY OF THE
MIGRATION OF SHÌ'Ì WORKS FROM ARAB REGIONS

TO IRAN IN THE EARLY SAFAVID ERA

Rasùl Ja'fariyàn

In the Name of Allah, the All-beneficent, the All-merciful

During the very first days of the establishment of Safavid rule, the
Shì'ì Imamì creed was declared as the state religion. However, the
Shì'ism of the family of Shaykh Íafì—irrespective of the time from
which it dates—was not a Shì'ism characterized by scholarship and
legal learning. Apart from the absence of Shì'ì scholars and jurists,
Shì'ì works on fiqh were also not accessible to them. However, imme-
diately following the establishment of Safavid power the migration
of scholars began and they were invited to Iran. This issue has been
examined in various studies. What has received less attention is that
in addition to the immigration of scholars, Shì'ì works and writings
were also brought to Iran from Arabic-speaking lands, and played
an important role in the religious development of Iran.

The Migration of Shì ' ì Manuscripts from Arab Regions to Iran

Shì'ism was brought to Iran from Arab regions in four stages. It
came, first, through the Ash'arìs at the end of the 1st/7th and dur-
ing the 2nd/8th century; secondly through the pupils of Shaykh ˇùsì,
and especially those of Shaykh Mufìd, who were from Ray and
Sabzawar and resided in those cities; thirdly through the school of
Óillah under the leadership of 'Allàmeh Óillì (d. 726/1225) and his
son Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn; and fourthly through the scholars of Jabal
Àmil residing in that region, or in Iraq, during the 10th/16th and
11th/17th centuries who later migrated to Iran.

During the third stage, and to a greater extent during the fourth,
the works of Arab Shì'ì authors found their way into Iran and
resulted in consolidating the foundations of juristic Shì'ism in this
land. The movement of books accompanied scholars who brought

351
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their personal libraries to Iran. Also, on many occasions, pilgrims to
the holy shrines would buy manuscripts in Iraq and bring them to
Iran, as is evident from marks and inscriptions indicating ownership
on the back of the manuscripts.1

The absence of Shì'ì works in the early days of Safavid rule is
generally accepted by historians. An important remark in this regard
is that of Rùmlù in his A˙san al-Tavàrikh. He writes that:

During those days the people did not have any knowledge of the issues
of the Ja'farì mazhab and the principles and laws of the mazhab of the
Twelve Imams, because there did not exist any works on Imamì fiqh.
The first volume of the book Qavà'id-i Islàm (i.e. Qavà'id al-A˙kàm fì
Ma'rifat al-Óalàl wa al-Óaràm), one of the works of the prince of eru-
dite scholars, Shaykh Jamàl al-Dìn Mu†ahhar al-Óillì, which was in
the possession of Qàûì Naßr Allàh Zaytùnì, served as the main text-
book for the teaching and learning of religious issues until the time
when the sun of the true Twelver mazhab rose and illuminated the
horizons of research.2

It appears that this remark is correct only in a limited sense in the
year 907/1501 and that too only of Azerbayjàn, because we know
that there existed many manuscripts of the works of 'Allameh Óillì,
as well as other Shì'ì sources, before the Safavid period. We should
therefore have some reservations in accepting Rùmlù’s remark in its
blanket form.

Most important from the viewpoint of discussing the issue of the
extant of Shì'ism in Iran prior to the appearance of the Safavids 
is, in the first place, the valuable work Riyàû al-'Ulamà va Óiyà∂ al-
Fuûalà" of Mìrzà 'Abd Allàh Afandì (d. ca. 1130/1717), a pupil of
'Allàmeh Majlisì (d. 1111/1699), who, with a great effort lasting sev-
eral decades, undertook a search to identify Shì'ì works and collect
biographical details of Shì'ì scholars. The second source consists of
the old manuscripts kept in Iranian libraries and, of course, a more
complete account of the immigrant manuscripts could be obtained
by more thorough research than has been carried out here.

Upon detailed examination of such sources, the extant of Iran’s
familiarity with the faith prior to its establishment by the Safavids

1 See the first folio of the manuscript of Óàshiyya Óàshiyyat al-Sharìf 'alà Shar˙ al-
Ma†àlì ' (ms. 8046 at AML).

2 Óasan Beg Rùmlù, A˙san al-Tavàrìkh, 'Abd al-Óusayn Navà"ì, ed. (Tihran:
Intishàràt-i Bàbak, 1357 H. Sh/1979), 86.
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becomes clear. In fact, several cities of Iran served as seats of Shì'ism,
such as Kashan, Sabzavar,3 Astaràbàd,4 and, at times, Ray and ˇùs,5

and were places where manuscripts of Shì'ì works on fiqh in partic-
ular were copied. Evidence of this is provided by the works of
'Allàmeh Óillì, to which we have referred elsewhere,6 including
Allàmah Qavà'id, a copy of which was made by Óasan b. Óusayn
b. Óasan Saràbeshnawì, a resident of Kashan, in the year 763/1361
and which Afandì saw at Tabrìz.7 Another example is the manu-
script of Shaykh ˇùsì’s Mabsù† which was in Afandì’s possession and
bore an ijàza, dated 584/1188, in the hand of Óasan b. Óusayn b.
'Alì Duriyastì, a resident of Kashan.8 Another ijàza by the same
scholar existed on a manuscript of Shaykh Mufìd’s Irshàd, which was
also seen by Afandì. Another manuscript of the Irshàd, made by
Óasan b. Mu˙ammad b. Óusayn Jàsbì Haràzkànì, completed in
565/1170 and compared with a manuscript of Fa∂l Allàh Ràwandì
in 566/1170 exists in the Ayatullàh Mar'ashì Public Library (AML,
ms. 1144). A manuscript of Sayyid Murtaûà’s al-Intißàr, dated 25 Dhù
al-Qa'dah 591/1195 was written by Abu’l-Óasan 'Alì b. Ìbràhìm b.
Óasan b. Mùsà Faràhànì in a locality of Kashàn called Bàb Walàn
(?) and is kept at the AML (ms. 3598). Another manuscript con-
taining several Shì'ì books and treatises, such as Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn’s
Irshàd al-Mustarshidìn va Hidàyat al- ǎlibìn, one Rißàleh fì 'Ilm al-Kalàm
by an unknown author, and 'Alì b. Yùsuf Nìlì’s (6th/12th century)

3 A manuscript of Fahkr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn’s Ìûà˙ al-Favà'id was written by Mu˙ammad
b. 'Alì Juvaiyì in the years 793–4/1389–91 at Sabzawar. See Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh
Majlis, 'Alì Íadrà"ì, ed., (Qum: Markaz-i Intishàràt-i Daftar-i Tablìqàt-i Islàmì, 
H. Sh/1979), 25: 249.

4 Concerning Astaràbàd, see Mìrzà 'Abd Allàh Afandì Riyàû al-'Ulamà" (Qum:
Kitàbkhàneh Àyatullàh Mar'ashi, 1401 H. Sh/1980–1), 2: 413. A copy of Shahìd-
i Avval’s Kitàb al-Bayàn was completed by a scholar named 'Imàd b. 'Alì Astaràbàdì
on Tuesday 5 Sha'bàn 861. This might have been in Iran, for we know that
Astarabad was an important Shì'ì centre during the 9th/15th century.

5 One of the Shì'ì scholars of the 6th/12th century is Naßìr al-Dìn Abù ˇàlib
'Abd Allàh b. Óamzah Mashhadì, known as Naßir al-Dìn ˇùsì. Qu†b al-Dìn Kaydarì
was among his pupils, as he himself narrates ˙adìth from Abù al-Futù˙ Ràzì. Afandì
had seen his book Kitàb al-Vàfi fì Kalàm al-Muthbat wal Nàfi, whose manuscript had
been written in 679/1280. He also saw a manuscript, dated 578/1182, of Ía˙ìfat
al-Riûà in his possession. See Afandì, 3: 216.

6 For a list of the 'Allàmeh’s works whose manuscripts were made in Iran or by
Iranian scholars before the Safavid era, see Rasùl Ja'fariyàn Ta"rìkh-i Tashayyu' dar
Ìràn (Qum: Anßàriyàn, 1376 H. Sh/1996), 2: 669–76.

7 Afandì, 3: 397–98.
8 Ibid., 1: 179; 3: 418.
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Muntaha al-Su"ùl fì Shar˙ al-Fußùl, as well as other works, was writ-
ten in 845/1441 in the village of Làmbalangì.9

Afandì also saw an old manuscript of Qu†b al-Dìn Ràwandì’s
Minhàj al-Barà'ah fì Shar˙ Nahj al-Balàgha at Astaràbàd which, accord-
ing to him, had probably been written during the lifetime of its
author (6th/12th century).10

Another example relates to the story of the discovery of the book
Fiqh al-Riûà as narrated by Majlisì from Qàûì Amìr Óusayn. The
story states that a group of persons from Qum residing in Mecca
had brought its manuscript, dating from the era of Imam Riûà ('a).11

This book is an epistle (risàleh) of Ibn Bàbawayh to his son, Íadùq
(d. 380/991–2), although its text consists of the traditions of the
Imams and has no particular relation to Imam Riûà ('a). All these
books must have been written in Iran and, naturally, they negate
the view that no manuscripts of old Shì'ì works existed at the begin-
ning of the Safavid era.

Afandì also noted a manuscript copy of the exegesis of Abù al-
Futù˙ Ràzì which had been written during the lifetime of the author
(6th/12th century).12 Perhaps that manuscript, dated Sunday 12 Íafar
595/1198, is the same as the one which was written by Abù Sa'ìd
b. Óusayn Kàtib Bayhaqqì in the AML (ms. 368). This work, which
is in Persian, must have remained in Iran. There are several man-
uscripts of the Nahj al-Balàgha which are related to Iran. One dates
to the 7th/13th century and was copied by Óasan b. Mahdì 'Alavì
Óasanì Àmulì Bahlawì in Rabì' al-Awwal 677/1278 and is preserved
at AML (ms. 3994). Afandì noted a risàla entitled Risàla fì Óall al-
Shukùk fì ǎßavvur va Taßdìq by Shaykh Shams al-Dìn Mu˙ammad b.
Sharaf Shàh Naishàpùrì which was copied by Najàtì Naishàpùrì and
was dated 693/1293.13

It is worthy of note that some works of Iranian Shì'ì authors 
were extant in Arab lands in the pre-Safavid period and Afandì had
seen an old manuscript of Qu†b al-Dìn Ràvandì’s Àyàt al-A˙kàm in
Ba˙rayn.14

9 Fihrist-i Nusakh-i Kha††ì-yi Kitàbkhàneh Millì, 14: 160–63.
10 Afandì, 2: 42.
11 Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì, Bi˙àr al-Anvàr (Tihran: Islàmiyyeh, 1376/1957), 1:

11; Afandì, 2: 30.
12 Afandì, 2: 157.
13 Ibid., 5: 109.
14 Ibid., 2: 424.
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From what can be found in the Riyàû it may be said that most
of the old manuscripts that were brought by immigrant scholars dur-
ing the early years of Safavid rule were kept at Ardabìl, most likely
at the library attached to the shrine of Shaykh Íafì. In this regard
Afandì mentions many such manuscripts which he had seen at
Ardabìl.15 Tabrìz should also be mentioned in this regard. Afandì
writes that he had seen many books copied by Shaykh 'Alì b. Manßur
b. Óusayn Mazìdì. For instance he says:

I have seen Shaykh ˇùsì’s Istibßàr in his handwriting in the village of
Khusrowshah in the vicinity of Tabrìz which was written in the year
877/1472. I have seen 'Uyùn Akhbàr al-Riûà in the village of Dehkhàriqan
near Tabrìz. I have also seen the fifth volume of Tazkirat al-Fuqahà"
at Tabrìz.16

At Ardabìl, Afandì saw a manuscript of a work of Ibn Khàlvayh,
the author of the Kitàb al-Àl, with the title al- à̌riqiyyeh, which had
been written in 561/1165.17 We know that this city had been the
spiritual capital of the Safavids and was held in much regard right
until the end of the Safavid era. Shàh 'Abbàs I donated many man-
uscripts to the shrine of Shaykh Íafì. This collection was subse-
quently stolen by the Russians and transferred to the library at the
Academy of Sciences at Leningrad.18 However, it may be said that,
after Ardabìl, most of these manuscripts went to Isfahan, which is
quite natural as it became the Safavid capital after 1000/1591. Besides
Ardabìl and Isfahan, these works were also to be found in many
other Iranian cities, including Astaràbàd, Ray, Bàrfurùsh (present
day Bàbul) and Tihran.19

A further point is that during that era there existed three Arab
Shì'ì centres in the Islamic world from which Shì'ì works came to
Iran. The first was Iraq ('Iràq-i 'Arab), a region nearest to Iran and
an important base for Shì'ì scholars. The second was Ba˙rayn, whose
Shì'ism was very ancient. The third region was Jabal 'Àmil, in the

15 See, for instance, Riyàû al-'Ulamà", 1: 186; 2: 64: 101, 103, 109, 122; and 4:
18, 319. It should be noted that Afandì had seen manuscripts of several books dur-
ing the Safavid period at Ardabìl, and this shows that books were provided on a
regular basis for the library at Shaykh Íafì’s shrine. See ibid., 4: 332.

16 Ibid., 4: 269.
17 Ibid., 2: 24.
18 In this regard see the journal Nashr-i Dànish, year 16 (1372 H. Sh/1993.), no.

6, 24–28.
19 Afandì, 4: 262: as well as other instances, for example, ibid., 2: 157, 196.
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Lebanon, whose Shì'ism dated from centuries before the establish-
ment of Safavid rule. Shì'ì works were scattered in these regions and
were mainly brought to Iran by migrating scholars.

Many of the Shì'ì works brought to Iran later returned to Iraq,
especially when Najaf recovered its position as the scholarly centre
of the Shì'ì world after the rule of Nàdir Shàh.20 It must also be
mentioned that the discussion concerning immigrant manuscripts
should not be limited to foreign manuscripts; many of the old sources
which existed in Iraq were copied during the early days of the Safavid
rule and the manuscripts made were brought to Iran. For instance,
a manuscript of Irbilì’s Kashf al-Ghumma was copied by ˇaifùr b.
Sul†an Mu˙ammad Bis†àmì in 1047/1637 from a manuscript belong-
ing to 'Alì Karakì (d. 940/1534). Karakì had made his own copy
in the year 908/1502 from the author’s original autograph.21 Thus
a book belonging to scholar of Jabal 'Àmil residing in Iraq—who
himself came to Iran—was brought to Iran in the shape of a sec-
ond-generation copy.

Manuscripts from Jabal 'Àmil

Jabal 'Àmil was by tradition a Shì'ì region, its Shì'ism probably dat-
ing from the time of the migration of some tribes of the Anßàr to
that area. This centre has produced many Shì'ì scholars whose bio-
graphical accounts have been given by Shaykh Óurr 'Àmilì in the
first part of Amal al-Àmil. He mentions that one funeral ceremony
during the lifetime of Shahìd-i Sànì (d. 965/1557) was attended by
seventy mujtahids.22 During the 10th/16th century many scholars of
this region, like other Arab regions, would have studied in Iraq, espe-
cially at Najaf and Óillah, and many of them would have returned
to Jabal 'Àmil after their studies. In the course of three centuries
after the establishment of the Safavid regime, from 10th/16th to
12th/18th centuries, many of them came to Iran and some went to

20 We know that some decades ago some people tried hard to collect manuscripts
from Iranian cities to have them transferred to the library at Imam 'Alì’s shrine.

21 Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh-yi Millì, Óabìb Allàh 'AΩimì, ed. (Tihran, 1372/1993), 13:
230–31.

22 Shaykh Óurr 'Àmilì, Amal al-Àmil (Baghdad: Maktabat al-Andalùs, 1385/1965),
1: 15.
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India.23 Most of them, on coming to Iran, were appointed to official
positions such as that of ra"ìs al-'ulamà or Shaykh al-Islàm.24

Some of these scholars came to Iran for the purpose of pilgrim-
age to Mashhad, not to assume official positions in the Safavid
regime,25 and brought with them manuscripts of some works exist-
ing in Jabal 'Àmil or Iraq, or works written in India.26 For instance,
one scholar from Jabal 'Àmil, named Mu˙ì al-Dìn b. A˙mad b. Tàj
al-Dìn 'Àmilì, completed many copies of a number of treatises of
the Shahìd-i Sànì during the years 953–54/1546–47.27 This was dur-
ing the lifetime of Shahìd-i Sànì and probably Mu˙ì al-Dìn came
for the purpose of pilgrimage to Mashhad and settled in Iran. He
must have made his copies from a manuscript which had been
brought to Iran from abroad. Shaykh 'Alì Minshàr 'Àmilì was one
who had migrated to India and on coming to Iran brought with
him about four thousand books, of which at least some must have
been taken to India from Jabal 'Àmil before they were brought to
Iran. This library came into the possession of Shaykh Bahà"ì, the
husband of Shaykh 'Alì’s only daughter, but it later perished.28

Many of the immigrant scholars possessed personal libraries. Many
of them were descendants of outstanding scholars and possessed man-
uscripts of the writings, ijàzas and notebooks of important scholars
of Jabal 'Àmil and brought these on on their migration to Iran. For
instance, Shaykh 'Àlì, a descendant of Shahìd-i Sànì, possessed among
his books the works of Shaykh Óasan, Shahìd’s son, which were
seen by Afandì.29 As mentioned, this situation continued from the
10th/16th to the 12/18th century. In the second half of the 12th/18th
century, Sharaf al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Makkì Jizìnì 'Àmilì, a descen-
dant of Shahìd-i Avval (d. 785/1384), lived at Najaf. He possessed
an important library which, among other books, contained a manu-
script of Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn’s Ìûà˙ al-Favà"id completed by Shahìd-i

23 Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh Majlis-i Shùrà-yi Islàmì, Ìraj Afshàr, Dànish Pazhùh et al.,
eds. (Tihran: Majlis, 1347/1969), 15: 126.

24 Shàh ˇahmàsp had said that he would make use solely of scholars from Jabal
'Àmil for administration of these kinds of affairs. See Afandì, 3: 90.

25 Some of them, like the family of Shaykh Bahà"ì’s brother, settled down at
Mashhad and joined the servants of the shrine. See Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh Àyatullah
Mar'ashì, 21: 354: no. 8385.

26 Afandì, 5: 136.
27 Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh Millì, 13: 31.
28 Afandì, 4: 266.
29 Ibid., 1: 233.
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Avval. His books, with marks of ownership in his handwriting, are
found in several Iranian libraries, for his sons migrated to Iran.30

A precious collection of treatises dating from 902/1496, most prob-
ably written at Jabal 'Àmil, contains several risàlas such as Shaykh
Mufìd’s al-Nukàt al I 'tiqàdiyya, 'Abd al-Và˙id b. Íafì Nu'mànì’s Nahj
al-Sidàd ilà Shar˙ Vàjib al-I 'tiqàd, Shahìd-i Avval’s al-Nafliyya, Karjàkì’s
Ma'dan al-Javàhir, Abù Mu˙ammad Qàsim Óarìrì’s Mul˙at al-I 'ràb,
along with a note in Shahìd-i Sànì’s hand dated 19 Rabì' al-Sànì
950/1543, and is kept at AML (ms. 1126). The scribe is 'Alì b.
Óusayn Óusaynì 'Anqànì, who had written it on the order of Zayn
al-Dìn Mufli˙ b. A˙mad Màrùnì.

Afandì had seen a manuscript of Ibn Idrìs’ al-Sarà"ir bearing a
note by Sharaf al-Dìn Óusayn b. Naßìr al-Dìn Mùsà b. 'Awd, dated
16 Rajab, 761/1360. It is most likely that this scholar came from
Jabal 'Àmil.31 Afandì had seen a collection in the hand of a certain
scholar of Jabal 'Àmil bearing the date 752/1351 which had been
completed at Óillah.32 A manuscript of Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn’s Ta˙ßìl
al-Najàt existed at Shahìd-i Sànì’s library and Afandì had seen on
it an ijàza, dated 736/1335, by Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn written for
Sayyid Nàßir al-Dìn Óamzah b. Óamzah b. Mu˙ammad 'Alavì
Óusaynì. This work must have been in Óillah from where it was
taken to Jabal 'Àmil before it was brought to Iran.33 Afandì’s remark
that this book was among the books of Shahìd-i Sànì probably ini-
cates that the works of the Shahìd were kept at the house of his
son and descendants at Isfahan.

There exists a manuscript of Shaykh Íadùq’s Thawàb al-A'màl at
'Allàmeh ˇabà†abà"ì Library (AˇL) at Shiraz which had been copied
by 'Alì b. Fàris b. Mu˙ammad b. Yùsuf b. A˙mad b. Ibràhim b.
Abì al-Fawàris 'Àmilì and is dated 12 Sha'bàn 763/1362.34

Afandì reports having seen a collection at Ardabìl in the posses-
sion of a scholar of Jabal 'Àmil which bore the signature of Shaykh

30 Shaykh Àqà Buzurg ˇihrànì and 'Alì Naqì Munzavì, Al-Kavàkib al-Muntashira
(Tihran: Tihran University, 1372 H.Sh/1993), 739, 740.

31 Afandì, 2: 182.
32 Ibid., 5: 79.
33 Ibid., 2: 200.
34 Sayyid 'Abd al-'Azìz ˇabà†abà"ì, ‘Min Turàthunà al-Khàlid fì Shiraz’ in Mìràth-i

Islàmì-yi Ìràn, Rasùl Ja'fariyàn, ed. (Qum: Kitàbkhàneh Àyatullah Mar'ashì, 1373
H. Sh./1996), 1: 300.
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'Alì b. Mu˙ammad b. Makkì 'Àmilì, son of Shahìd-i Avval. Under
his handwriting Shaykh Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì Jubà'ì had written that
its writer died in 865/1460.35

In Isfahan Afandì also saw a collection in the hand of its author,
Shaykh Zayn al-Dìn 'Alì Mu˙ammad b. Yùnus Bayà∂i, the author
of Íirà† al-Mustaqìm, in the library of A˙mad Ba˙rànì. Afandì gives
a list of the author’s treatises contained in this old collection.36

Manuscripts from Iraq

The city of Óillah in Iraq was the most important Shì'ì centre dur-
ing 7th/13th–9th/15th centuries. It has been said that during the
lifetime of 'Allàmeh Óillì four hundred and forty mujtahids lived in
this city.37 Iraq was the place to which Shì'a migrated from all
regions. In fact, since the time of the leadership of Shaykh Mufìd
and Shaykh ˇùsì, Iraq had held a central academic position for
Shì'ism. This central position was transferred to Iran during the
Safavid era for two and a half centuries, after which it partly returned
to Najaf. In the period before the Safavid era Shì'ì manuscripts were
mainly written in Iraq, and with the establishment of Safavid rule
these manuscripts were transferred to Iran.38 For instance, a manu-
script that had been written in Najaf in 947/1540 and which at the
end bears a note in the hand of 'Alì Karakì dated 952/1545 is
presently preserved at the Majlis Library (see catalogue of the man-
uscripts at the Majlis Library, vol. 25, p. 59, no. 7050). Later on a
part of them returned to Iraq but the to and fro movement of these
works was continuous.

A manuscript of Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn’s Ìûà˙ al-Favà"id with a
mark indicating its ownership by Mu˙ammad b. Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì
Óillì Juhaymì, which has been recognized as an old and precious
manuscript, is preserved at AML (ms. 1162).

A manuscript of Ibn Shahr Àshùb’s Manàqib, whose first part was
completed by Ja'far b. A˙mad b. Óusayn Qamarwayh Óà"irì on 16

35 Afandì, 4: 251.
36 Ibid., 4: 256–58.
37 Ibid., 1: 361.
38 Some of these works were copied at Najaf during the Safavid period itself and

then sent from there to Isfahan. See Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh Majlis-i Shùrà-yi Millì, 12: 315. 
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Rajab 587/1191 and a portion of the second part completed by Abù
al-Qàsim b. Ismà'ìl Varràq Óillì at the end of Rajab 658/1259, is
preserved at the Isfahan Public Library.39

A manuscript of Shahìd-i Avval’s Durùs (d. 786/1384), completed
on Monday 12 Rama∂àn 846/1442 is preserved at Àyatullàh
Gulpaygànì Library (AGL) (ms. 125). It is likely that this manuscript
was written in Iran at Astaràbàd. It bears an ijàza dated 836/1432—
that is, before the completion of the writing of the manuscript—
given by 'Alì b. Óusayn b. Mu˙ammad Astaràbàdì to Shihàb al-Dìn
A˙mad 'Imàdì Nìlì.

A manuscript of the Kitàb al-Lum'a written by Óusayn b. Mu˙ammad
b. Óasan Khùyùnì Muisì dated 808/1405 and completed at Najaf
is presently kept at AˇL at Shiraz.40 Taqì al-Dìn Ibràhim Kaf 'amì
(d. 905/1499) is an outstanding Shì'ì figure. He was originally from
Jabal 'Àmil but came to Najaf and drew much benefit from the
library of Imam 'Alì’s Shrine in compiling his books.41 Living some
years before the emergence of the Safavids, he compiled many works.
After the establishment of the Safavid regime his works, most of
them in the form of original autographs, were transferred to vari-
ous Iranian cities, especially those of Azerbayjàn, the centre of the
Safavid regime. Afandì saw some of these manuscripts.

Afandì also saw at Irawan a large collection consisting of several
treatises, all of which were in the hand of Kaf 'amì, with such dates
of compilation as 848/1444, 849/1445 and 852/1448.42 He had seen
another risàla in Kaf 'amì’s own hand at Màzandaràn entitled Ghurrat
al-Man†iq and yet another entitled Durrat al-Man†iq. He appears to
have seen a book on the exegesis of the Sùrat al-Fàti˙a in Kaf 'amì’s
hand at Tabrìz.

Afandì noted a manuscript copy of al-Malà˙im wa al-Fitan in the
hand of its author Ibn ˇàvùs (d. 664/1265), bearing the handwrit-
ing of 'Abd al-Karìm b. Jamàl al-Dìn, dated 670/1271.43 He also
saw a manuscript of Kitàb al-Majdì by al-'Umarì, the famous geneal-
ogist (nassàba), bearing a note dated 682/1283 by the same 'Abd al-

39 Fihrist-i Nuskheh-hà-yi Kha††ì-yi Kitàbkhàneh-yi 'Umùmì-yi Isfahàn, 311–12. Another
part of the same Manàqib pertaining to the same period is kept at Tabrìz.

40 ˇabà†abà"ì, ‘Min Turàthunà’, 440.
41 Afandì, 1: 21.
42 Ibid., 1: 22–23: 257.
43 Ibid., 3: p. 164.
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Karìm b. A˙mad b. ˇàvùs.44 Afandì cited a manuscript of Ibn Abì
al-Óadìd’s versification of Tha'lab’s al-Faßì˙ (al-Faßì˙ al-ManΩùm) which
bore a noted dated 701/1301.45 He had also seen a collection of the
verses of Sayyid 'Abd Allàh b. Mu˙ammad Óusaynì Óà"irì at Ardabìl
written by one of his pupils in the year 750/1349 during the poet’s
lifetime.46 He also noted a collection at Ardabìl in the hand of
Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì Jubà'ì 'Àmilì, the grandfather of Shaykh Bahà"ì
and pupil of Ibn Fahd Óillì, containing elegies written by Shaykh
'Alì b. Shahìfìnì Óillì on Imam Óusayn ('a).47 He had also seen a
manuscript of Fàûil Miqdàd’s Arba' ìn in the hand of Shaykh Zayn
al-Dìn 'Alì b. Óasan b. Ghalàleh (or 'Alàlah?) bearing an ijàza by
Shaykh Miqdàd, dated 822/1419.48 Again at Ardabìl Afandì noted
a manuscript of Risàlat al-Muqna'ah fì Àdàb al-Óajj by Mu˙ammad b.
Shujà' Anßàrì, a contemporary of Fàûil Miqdàd, in the hand of the
same scribe, Shaykh Zayn al-Dìn 'Alì, and dated 822/1419.49 Also
at Ardabìl he cited a manuscript of Sayyid Murtaûà’s Fußùl which
he compared with the original.50

Afandì saw a manuscript of Sayyid Murtaûà’s Tanzìh al-Anbiyà"
which bore an ijàza by Sayyid 'Abd al-Mu††alib b. Murtaûà, writ-
ten at Musul and dated 723/1331.51 He noted a manuscript of Sayyid
Murtaûà’s Dìvàn which had been read to him and which also bore
his handwriting. Afandì made a copy of it for himself over the course
of ten days.52 He also saw a manuscript of Majmà' al-Bayàn in the
hand of Qu†b al-Dìn Kaydarì which had been read for Khvàjeh
Naßìr al-Dìn ˇùsì.53 Afandì had seen a manuscript of Sayyid Murtaûà’s
al-Ghurar va al-Durar at Ardabìl which had been written in the year
545/1150.54

At Isfahan Afandì cited a manuscript of the Nahj al-Balàgha dated
677/1278 which written by Sayyid Najm al-Dìn Abù 'Abd Allàh

44 Ibid., 3: 167.
45 Ibid., 3: 183; 4: 123.
46 Ibid., 3: 235.
47 Ibid., 3: 403; 4: 107.
48 Ibid., 3: 408.
49 Ibid., 3: 409.
50 Ibid., 4: 183.
51 Ibid., 3: 267, 291.
52 Ibid., 4: 48.
53 Ibid., 3: 297.
54 Ibid., 4: 30.
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Óusayn b. Ardashìr ˇabarì, apparently at Óillah.55 This manuscript
bore marks which showed that it had been in Óillah for centuries
before being brought to Iran. Another manuscript of the Nahj al-
Balàgha was in the possession of Afandì. Dated 499/1105 (469/1076
according to another manuscript), it had been copied by Óusayn b.
Óasan b. Óusayn Mu"addab.56 Afandì had seen a manuscript of Ibn
'Atà"iqì’s Shar˙ Nahj al-Balàgha written in 786/1384 at Isfahan, which
also bore his handwriting.57

Some works dating from 5th/11th–8th/14th centuries whose man-
uscripts are kept at AML include the following:

Rijàl al-Kashshì, dated 14 Rabì' al-Awwal 577/1181 (ms. 2636).
This manuscript bears marks of ownership of some Shì'ì scholars
including several members of a Faràhànì family residing in Iraq
(Iraq-i Arab) with dates extending from 6th/12th–7th/13th century
(see the catalogue of AML manuscripts, vol. 7, p. 209).

Bàsà"ir al-Darajàt by Mu˙ammad b. Óasan Íaffàr Qummì, dated
1 Íafar 591/1195 (ms. 1574).

Al-Tibyàn by Shaykh ˇùsì, bearing the Shaykh’s handwriting with
the date Rabì al-Awwal 455/1063, as well as that of Shaykh Abù
al-Wafà", dated Jamàdì al-Awwal 494/1100 (ms. 83).58 Other vol-
umes of the work kept at AML bear ms. nos. 3670, 3665, and 8419,
and pertain mainly to 5th/11th and 6th/12th centuries.

Al-Mabsù† by Shaykh ˇùsì, copied by Shams al-Ma'àlì b. 'Alì b.
Mu˙ammad Mu˙ammadì, one of the pupils of the Shaykh, and
dated 507/1113 (ms. 276). Other manuscripts of this work, dating
from 6th/12th century, are kept at this library and bear ms. nos.
2562 and 2613.

Man là Ya˙duruhu al-Faqìh by Shaykh Íadùq. Two volumes of this
book copied in 6th/12th century are kept at AML with ms. nos.
235 and 2151. Al-Nihàya by Shaykh ˇùsì, copied by Óamzah b.
Naßr Allàh b. A˙mad Mùßalì is dated 14 Shawwàl 507/1113 and
bears the signature of Óasan b. Sidàd Óillì dated 727/1326 and an
ijàza by Shaykh 'Abd Allàh b. 'Alì Varàmìnì for Zayn al-Dìn b. 'Alì
b. Óasan 'Imàdì, dated 691/1291 (ms. 241). Other manuscripts of
the Nihàya, one dated middle of Íafar 535/1140 and another dated

55 Ibid., 2: 37.
56 Ibid., 2: 43.
57 Ibid., 3: 106.
58 Afandì had seen this manuscript; Ibid., 4: 85.
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599/1202 are kept at this library with ms. nos. 1840 and 3126. The
second manuscript bears ijàzas by Mu˙aqqiq Óillì dated Shawwàl
645/1248 and 654/1256.

A collection of Shaykh Mufìd’s risàlehs. This collection dates from
the 6th/12th century and contains 16 treatises (ms. 243). Al-Irshàd
by Shaykh Mufìd, copied by Sulaymàn b. Mu˙ammad b. Sulaymàn
Óà"irì at Najaf during 7th/13th century (ms. 7220).

Al-Sarà"ir by Ibn Idrìs dating from 7th/13th century (AML, ms.
2603). It should be mentioned that at the library of Shaykh Íafì’s
shrine Afandì had seen a manuscript of the Sarà"ir that had been
read to Shams al-Dìn Abù 'Alì Fakhkhàr b. Ma'd, one of his pupils.59

He had seen another manuscript of the Sarà"ir at the library of
Àmirzà Fakhr al-Mashhadì which was copied during its author’s life-
time.60

Majmà' al-Bayàn by ˇabrisì, dating from 7th/13th century (ms.
2273).

Mißbà˙ al-Mutahajjid by Shaykh ˇùsì, dating from 7th/13th cen-
tury (ms. nos. 253 and 4867).

Perhaps the most important works on fiqh which were brought to
Iran from Iraq before the establishment of Safavid rule are those of
'Allàmeh Óillì. Many of the works of both 'Allàmeh and his pupils
were handed down to the Safavid era almost intact. The late Sayyid
'Abd al-'Azìz ˇabà†abà"ì, in his work Maktabat al-'Allàmeh al-Óillì,
gave a relatively complete list of the works of the 'Allàmeh in Iranian
libraries and other locations. That list need not be repeated here
but is long enough to convince us that most of the 'Allàmeh’s works
came down in the form of 8th/14th and 9th/15th century manu-
scripts to the Safavid period and later eras.

Afandì saw a manuscript of the 'Allàmeh’s Khulàßat al-Rijàl, writ-
ten by one of his pupils, which differed in many places from its
more recent versions.61 The copyist was Óasan b. Óusayn b. Óasan
b. Mu'àniq and it was dated 707/1307.62 A manuscript of the
'Allàmeh’s Khulàßah written by 'Alì b. Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì ˇabarì,
written at Najaf Ashraf and dated Dhù al-Qa'dah 747/1346, exists

59 Ibid., 4: 319; 5: 33.
60 Ibid., 5: 33.
61 Ibid., 1: 258.
62 Ibid., 1: 175.
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at Shiraz.63 Afandì stated that a manuscript of the 'Allàmeh’s trea-
tise on the subject of vàjibàt al-zakàt and its principles (arkàn) was in
his possession. He refers to it as an old manuscript (nuskheh-yi 'atiqeh)
written close to the time of the author.64 Afandì also possessed man-
uscripts of two of the 'Allàmeh’s treatises, one of which was on the
topic of the rationale behind the abrogation of the laws (˙ikmat-i
naskh-i a˙kàm) written in answer to a question of Sul†àn Mu˙ammad
Khudàbandeh, and another was entitled Vàjib al-Vu∂ù" wa al-Íalàt,
and was written for his minister Taramtàsh. He refers to them as
‘two old manuscripts’ with the remark that they were written at a
time close to the era of the author.65 Afandì had received a manu-
script of Rijàl al-Kashshì bearing 'Allàmeh Óillì’s handwriting.66 A
manuscript of the 'Allàmeh’s Ì∂à˙ Mukhàlafah Ahl al-Sunnah dated
723/1323 is kept at the Majlis Library (catalogue of the Majlis Library
manuscripts, 15: 30).

Afandì noted a copy of 'Allàmeh’s Ta˙hìr which bore an ijàza by
Óasan b. Óamzah Najafì dated 862/1457, and 836/1432 on some
pages.67 A manuscript of the Ta˙rìr written by Washshà˙ b. Mu˙ammad
b. 'Asah (?) dated 2 Jamadì al-Avval 719/1319 is kept at AML (ms.
7815). Another manuscript of the Ta˙rìr in this library was written
by Mu˙ammad b. Óasan b. Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì b. Nàßir al-Mujaljal.
The manuscript was completed on Tuesday 6 Sha'bàn 747/1346
and it is preserved at AGL (ms. 261). This manuscript was com-
pared in 775/1373 with the author’s original and bears a note dated
Rajab 783/1381 and a mark of ownerhip dated 30 Rabì' al-Sànì
941/1534 by Ibràhim b. 'Alì Sayyarì Ba˙rànì. A manuscript of
'Allàmeh Óillì’s Irshàd al-Adhhàn written by Óusayn b. Mu˙ammad
b. 'Alì 'Alavì ˇùsì in 28 Rama∂àn 704/1304 at Óillah was in the
library of Farhàd Mirza in 1297/1879 and is presently kept at the
Majlis Library (vol. 14, p. 171). This manuscript bears an ijàza in
'Allàmeh’s hand dated end of Dhù al-Óijjah 704/1304. A valuable
collection pertaining to the 8th/14th century and containing several
treatises and ijàzas of the 'Allàmeh and his son, Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn,
as well as others, is kept at the Majlis Library (catalogue of manu-

63 ˇabà†abà"ì ‘Min Turàthunà’, 442.
64 Afandì, 1: 378.
65 Ibid., 1: 378–79.
66 Ibid., 2: 296.
67 Ibid., 1: 182; 3: 154–55.
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scripts, vol. 14, pp. 226–27, no. 4953). Another manuscript of Shar˙
Irshàd al-Adhhàn by Kamàl al-Dìn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn 'Atà"iqì written
close to the era of the author (8th/14th century) is preserved at
AML (ms. 8609).

A manuscript of the 'Allàmeh’s Kashf al-Favà"id fì Shar˙ Qavà"id 
al-'Aqà"id, written in 902/1496 at the Madrasa Zainabiyya at Óillah,
is preserved at AML (ms. 8047).

A manuscript of the 'Allàmeh’s Qavà"id al-A˙kàm, written by Sul†àn
b. Óasan b. Sul†àn b. Óusayn Óusaynì Shajarì and dated end of
Rabì' al-Awwal 823/1420, is preserved at AML (ms. 8673). This
manuscript had been in the possession of the family of Fayû-i Kàshànì.
Afandì saw a copy of the Qavà"id, dated 761/1359, in the hand of
Shaykh NiΩàm al-Dìn Abù al-Qàsim 'Alì b. 'Abd al-Óamìd Nìlì.68

He had also seen a manuscript of Khvàjeh Naßìr al-Dìn ˇùsì’s Kitàb
al-Óisàb bearing an ijàza in the hand of the 'Allàmeh for Khvàjeh
Rashìd al-Dìn Àwì.69

A collection containing the 'Allàmeh’s Nahj al-Mustarshidìn fì Ußùl
al-Dìn and Ibn Maytham Ba˙rànì’s Qavà"id al-Maràm fì 'Ilm al-Kalàm,
along with several treatises by Bai∂àwì, was written at Najaf by 'Abd
al-Mu††àlib b. Mu˙ammad 'Ubaydalì and is dated 798/1395 and
kept at AML (ms. 8751). Afandì saw a copy of Risàla Mukhtaßara fì
Munàsakhàt al-Mìràth by Sayyid 'Amìd al-Dìn 'Abd al-Mu††alib (d. 754/
1353), a nephew of 'Allàmeh Óillì, which bore a note in the 'Allàmeh’s
hand and was copied by A˙mad b. Óaddàd Óillì in the year
721/1321.70

A manuscript of a work of Sayyid 'Imìd al-Dìn ('Abd al-Mu††alib
b. Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì b. Mu˙ammad) entitled Kanz al-Fawà"id fì
Óall al-Mushkilàt al-Qavà"id and compiled in the interval between mid-
dle of Rajab and 20 Sha'bàn 737/1336, whose copy was made on
19 Íafar 782/1380, existed at the personal library of Shaykh Fa∂l
Allàh Nùrì and is presently kept at the Majlis Library (catalogue;
vol. 12, p. 94; no. 4387). Another manuscript of the same book
copied by a scholar of Jabal 'Àmil named 'Alì b. Óusayn Maysì on
Monday 9 Íafar 790/1388 is preserved at AML (ms. 8426). The
same author had written a shar˙ on the 'Allàmeh’s Shar˙ al-Yàqùt,

68 Ibid., 4: 92.
69 Ibid., 4: 205.
70 Ibid., 3: 260.
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and an old manuscript of it written during the author’s lifetime was
in Afandì’s possession.71

Some other very old Iraqi manuscripts that were transferred to
Iran include a manuscript of the Qurb al-Asnàd in the hand of Ibn
al-Mahjanàr Bazzàz, a jurist who was Shaykh Mufìd’s contempo-
rary, which was used by Afandì.72 'Allàmeh Majlisì also wrote that
he had used an old manuscript bearing the handwriting of Ibn Idrìs
which seems to be the same manuscript as referred to by Afandì.73

He also possessed a manuscript of the Kitàb al-Anvàr by A˙mad b.
'Abd Allàh Bakrì copied in 696/1296.74

At Tabrìz Afandì saw a copy of the Ía˙ìfeh Sajjàdiyyeh which had
been compiled by Ibn Ashnàs, and he mentions it as a manuscript
that was probably written during the lifetime of the compiler.75 He
says that the original manuscript of the author existed during his
time in the possession of one of the major scholars.76 He had also
seen another manuscript of the Ía˙ìfa bearing the date 603/1206
and the handwriting of Shahìd-i Avval.77 Another manuscript that
he had seen was that of the book Nuzhàt al-Nà˙ir fì al-Jam' bayn al-
Ashbà va al-Na˙à"ir by Muhazzab al-Dìn Óusayn b. Mu˙ammad b.
'Abd Allàh b. Riûûàt al-Nìlì, dated 674/1275.78 Afandì saw at
Astaràbàd a copy of the book Mißbà˙ al-Muhtadìn fì Ußùl al-Dìn by
Shaykh Óasan b. Mu˙ammad b. Ràshid Óillì, dated 883/1478. He
also saw a manuscript of Shaykh ˇùsì’s Mißà al-Mutahajjid bearing a
note in the hand of Shaykh Óasan b. Ràshid which was dated
830/1426.79 Also, he saw a copy of 'Allàmeh’s Qavà"id bearing the
handwriting of Shaykh Óasan b. Ràshid at the library of Fàûil Hindì.80
At Isfahan he saw a manuscript of the Óashiya Yamanì on the Kashshàf
in the hand of Shaykh Óasan b. Ràshid Óillì and copied in 824/1421.81

Afandì mentions having seen at Isfahan an old manuscript of the
book al-Masà"il al-Yaqìn li Dhavì al-Fi†na wa al-Tamkìn dated 824/1421

71 Ibid., 3: 261.
72 Ibid., 2: 418.
73 Majlisì, Bi˙àr al-Anwàr, 1: 26.
74 Afandì, 1: 43.
75 Ibid., 1: 312.
76 Idem.
77 Ibid., 4: 397–98.
78 Ibid., 2: 84.
79 Ibid., 1: 186; 3: 343.
80 Ibid., 1: 187.
81 Ibid., 1: 342.
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in the hand of A˙mad b. Óusayn b. Óamza Íarì˙ànì, which he
identifies as being the same as the Masà"il of Ibn Abì ˇayy.82 He
saw also a copy of Shaykh ˇùsì’s al-Tibyàn bearing an ijàza in the
Shaykh’s hand.83 He had also seen a manuscript of the book al-
Maràsim al-'Alaviyya by Abù Ya'là Sallàr b. 'Abd al-'Azìz Daylamì,
one of the pupils of Shaykh Mufìd and Shaykh ˇùsì, which had
been written close to the time of the author.84 A manuscript of
Shaykh Mufìd’s Irshàd from the 7th/13th century is kept at AML
(ms. 318).

Afandì saw a manuscript of Shahìd-i Avval’s al-Durùs copied by
Óasan b. Óusayn b. Ma†r Asadì at Kubenàn, which was dated
802/1399 and mentioned Óillah. This manuscript had been written
for A˙mad b. Ja'far Shàmì Óillì.85 At Qazvin Afandì had seen a
manuscript of the book Ta˙fat al- à̌libìn fì Ma'rifat Ußùl al-Dìn by
'Abd al-Samì' b. Fayyà∂ Asadì Óillì, to which he refers as a really
old manuscript (kànat 'atìqah jiddan).86

Afandì saw several old manuscripts of the book 'Uyùn al-Mu'jazàt
by Óusayn b. 'Abd al-Vahhàb, one of the contemporaries of Shaykh
ˇùsì. He had seen these at Kazerun, Ba˙rayn and La˙sà and he
remarks that the manuscript he saw at Kazerun was dated 566/1170.
From his further remarks it appears that the manuscript at Kazirun
had long since been among the endowments of the shrine of one of
the sayyids.87

Afandì noted copies of the book Kitàb al-Ta˙qìq al-Mubìn fì Shar˙
Nahj al-Mustarshidìn by Mawlà Najm al-Dìn Khi∂r b. Shams al-Dìn
Mu˙ammad Óablrùdì, a resident of Najaf, bearing the date 828/1424,
close to the time its compilation. One of these manuscripts was at
Tabrìz and the other at Ardabìl. Afandì had also seen manuscripts
of his other books at Ardabìl, Astarabad and Sàrì (in Kaf 'amì’s
hand). At Isfahan he had seen a manuscript of a refutation written
by Óablrùdì against Yùsuf b. Makhzùm A'var, who had written
against the Shì'a. Its date of compilation was 839/1435.88

82 Ibid., 1: 163.
83 Ibid., 1: 174.
84 Ibid., 2: 441.
85 Ibid., 1: 180.
86 Ibid., 3: 121.
87 Ibid., 2: 124: 126, 128; cf. Fihrist-i Kitàbkhàneh Àyatullah Mar'ashì, 21, 241, no.

8281.
88 Ibid., 2: 237–38.
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Some Manuscripts from Bahrayn

Frequent visits of scholars from Bahrayn to Iran were a common
feature of the Safavid period. At times Iranians also travelled to
Bahrayn. For instance, Shaykh Óusayn, Shaykh Bahà"ì’s father, who
had resided in Iran for years, went to Bahrayn, where he died.89

Some Bahraynis were engaged in studies in Iraq. For example, Shaykh
Óusayn b. 'Alì Hajrì was a pupil of 'Alì Karakì. Afandì saw his
books at Mashhad and an ijàza by him at the shrine of 'Abd al-
'AΩìm at Ray.90 Afandì mentions a book Shar˙ Shar˙ al-Yàqùt, whose
author was 'Amìd al-Dìn, son of the 'Allàmeh’s daughter. The Shar˙
al-Yàqùt is by the 'Allàmeh himself. Afandì remarked that 'Amìd al-
Dìn’s Shar˙ was popular in Ba˙rayn and he had seen a very old
manuscript of it at Isfahan.91 Afandì saw in Yazd a manuscript in
the author’s hand of the book Javàmi' al-Sa'àdat fì Funùn al-Da'wàt
by Shaykh 'Abd al-Ra˙ìm b. Ya˙yà b. Óusayn Ba˙rànì, a scholar
of the era succeeding Ibn Fahd Óillì.92 A manuscript of Ibn Fahd
Óillì’s book (d. 841/1437) Kitàb al-Masà"il al-Shàmiyya fì Fiqh al-
Imàmiyya, written close to the author’s era, is kept at AML (ms. 8484).

'Allàmeh Majlisì and Old Shì ' ì Manuscripts

'Allàmeh Majlisì was very keen to use old and reliable manuscripts
of various sources in his compilation of the Bi˙àr al-Anvàr. In the
Bi˙àr, after mentioning his sources, he presented a section entitled
‘Fì bayàn al-wuthùq 'alà al-kutub al-mazkùra va ikhtilàfuhà fì zàlik’.93 In
this section he examined the reliability of his sources and defended
their credibility on the grounds that the manuscripts he had used
were old and bore ijàzas of eminent scholars and traditionists. First
he mentions the works of Íadùq and remarks that a corrected man-
uscript of the Amàlì was in his possession which was written at a
time close to the author’s era and bore ijàzas of many teachers
(mashàyikh). He also possessed a manuscript of Íadùq’s Khißàl bear-

89 Ibid., 2: 121.
90 Ibid., 2: 142.
91 Ibid., 1: 378.
92 Ibid., 3: 114.
93 Majlisì, Bi˙àr al-Anwàr, 1: 26–7.
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ing an ijàza of Shaykh Miqdàd. The first volume of 'Uyùn Akhbàr al-
Riûà was in the form of an old manuscript which was considered
by some to be in Íadùq’s own hand. Majlisì does not accept this,
but writes that it bore Íadùq’s signature. He mentions a book enti-
tled Kitàb al-Imàma, whose author was unknown to him, but from
the ijàzas appearing on an old manuscript of it he infers that the
author must have been an outstanding Shì'ì author and jurist.

He also possessed an old manuscript of Óimyarì’s Qurb al-Asnàd
bearing Ibn Idrìs’ handwriting. He possessed an old manuscript of
Shaykh ˇùsì’s Amàlì bearing ijàzas of scholars. In addition he had
an old manuscript of the Kitàb al-Ikhtißàß, ascribed to Shaykh Mufìd,
to which he refers as an old manuscript.94 He also had two old man-
uscripts of 'Ayyàshì’s Tafsìr but does not mention their dates. Majlisì
possessed a manuscript in the author’s hand of Shaykh ˇabrisì’s
A'làm al-Varà as well as a manuscript of the Tu˙af al-'Uqùl, which
he terms an old manuscript (nuskha 'atìqa).95 He also possessed the
manuscript of a certain Kitàb al-Du'à by an unknown author to which
he refers as an old manuscript.96 Majlisì also possessed another col-
lection of supplications whose manuscript was written in 576/1180
and which Ibn ˇàvùs had also cited repeatedly in his books.97 The
'Allàmeh possessed a manuscript of Al-Ghàràt which had been made
by one of the scholars from a manuscript written close to the author’s
era and which had been placed at his disposal.98 He mentioned a
copy manuscript of Dalà"il al-Imàma, to which he refers as an old
corrected manuscript (nuskha qadìma mußà˙˙a˙a), which existed at the
shrine of Imam 'Alì ('a) and had been used by him.99

94 Idem.
95 Ibid., 1: 28–9.
96 Ibid., 1: 31.
97 Ibid., 1: 33.
98 Ibid., 1: 37.
99 Ibid., 1: 40.
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BÀQIR AL-MAJLISÌ AND ISLAMICATE MEDICINE:
SAFAVID MEDICAL THEORY AND PRACTICE 

RE-EXAMINED

Andrew J. Newman

To date the conventional wisdoms surrounding the career and con-
tributions of the late-Safavid period Twelver Shì'ì theologian and
faqìh Mu˙ammad Bàqir al-Majlisì (d. 1110/1698 or 1111/1699–1700)
and the nature of prophetic medicine, and Shì'ì prophetic medicine
in particular, suggest that to the extent that both are conventionally
portrayed as ferociously anti-rationalist both al-Majlisì and Shì'ì
prophetic medicine would appear to have been exceptionally well-
suited to each other.

Re-consideration of this apparent suitability involves, first, survey-
ing conventional portrayals of al-Majlisì’s contribution to late-Safavid
religious discourse, of Shì'ì prophetic medicine and of Safavid-period
medical theory and practice in general. Inasmuch as Cyril Elgood
is the foremost Western scholar identified with the history of Safavid-
period medical theory and practice, the present discussion also briefly
addresses Elgood’s legacy. The paper then moves to examine relevant
sections of al-Majlisì’s magnum opus Bi˙àr al-Anvàr, an early verison of
which was completed in 1070/1659 and several volumes of which
were completed by 1081/1670,1 to suggest that, indeed, al-Majlisì
and Shì'ì prophetic medicine were well-suited to each other but for
reasons quite contrary to those based on conventional understand-
ings of both.

‘One of the greatest, most powerful and most fanatical mujtahids’

Aside, perhaps, from certain, more recent, figures in the history of
Iranian Shì'ism, no figure in Twelver Shì'ì history has been the

371

1 E. Kohlberg, ‘Be˙àr al-Anwàr’, EIr, IV: 90–93. See also S. 'Abd al-Óusayn
Khàtùnàbàdì, Vaqà'i al-Sinìn (Tehran: Islàmiyya, 1352/1973), 535–6, which gives
the date of 1091/1680–1 as the date of completion of a portion of the work. 
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object of such continued vilification in the Western sources as al-
Majlisì.

In our own century the origin of many conventional wisdoms
about various aspects of Safavid society can be traced to the work
of Edward Browne. In 1924 Browne declared al-Majlisì ‘one of the
greatest, most powerful and most fanatical mujtahids of the Safawi
period’, and suggested that what ‘left Persia exposed to perils’—a
reference to ‘the troubles which culminated in the supreme disaster
of 1722’, the Afghan invasion—was ‘the narrow intolerance so largely
fostered by him and his congeners’. Browne cited as examples of
that intolerance al-Majlisì’s ‘ruthless persecution’ of ‘Sufis and heretics’.2

Laurence Lockhart’s 1958 characterisation of al-Majlisì’s legacy
both echoed and elaborated upon the contributions of Browne. As
had Browne Lockhart described al-Majlisì as ‘an extremely bigoted
mujtahid ’ and ‘a rigid and fanatical formalist’. According to Lockhart,
al-Majlisì was ‘violently opposed to the Sunnis’. He also disliked the
Sufis, owing to ‘their pantheism but also because so many eminent
Sufis had been Sunnis’. Like Browne also, Lockhart condemned al-
Majlisì for weakening the resolve and fibre of Safavid society. Thus,
according to Lockhart al-Majlisì initiated a ‘religious campaign’ which
‘took the form of denunciation, and often persecution, of all who
did not follow the strait and narrow path of his own choosing’.
Because the Sunni Ottomans and Shì'ì Safavids were at peace at
the time, this campaign was waged inside Safavid territory and thus
both aroused the ire of Iranian Sunnis and yet failed to inspire
Iranian Shì'a ‘with any real martial spirit’ a—the latter a point val-
idated solely by reference to, and citation of, Browne’s earlier descrip-
tion of the profoundly negative impact of al-Majlisì and his ‘congeners’
on Iranian society at ‘the moment of supreme national crisis . . . in
1722’.3

Lockhart was not, however, content merely to reproduce Browne’s
‘analysis’. Indeed, Lockhart added three features to Browne’s critique
of al-Majlisì. First, having noted his antipathy for the Sufis, Lockhart—
citing only a single essay of al-Majlisì’s in the Browne Collection at

2 E.G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, 4 (Cambridge: The University Press,
1953, reprint of the 1924 edition), 403, 120. See also 404, 194–5, 366. 

3 Laurence Lockhart, The Fall of the Safavi dynasty and the Afghan occupation of Persia
(Cambridge: University Press, 1958), 32–33, 70, 71 n. 1. The latter referred to
Browne, 4: 120, cited above. 
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Cambridge—stated al-Majlisì also fiercely denounced Aristotelian and
Platonist philosophers as being ‘followers of the infidel Greek’, an
addition to Browne’s polemic which will be of special interest to the
present discussion. Lockhart also stated that al-Majlisì’s influence over
Shah Sul†àn Óusayn was substantial and was demonstrated by latter’s
appointment of himself as mullà-bàshì ‘or head of the Mullas’.4 Finally,
although Lockhart acknowledged ‘we have no definite proof ’, he
concluded ‘it is highly probable that it was this fanatical leader who
was responsible for this increase in persecution’ of Jews and Armenians
that marked the latter half of the second Safavid century. Elsewhere
Lockhart also associated al-Majlisì with the persecution of Zoroastrians
in this period.5

More recent scholars have not been much kinder to al-Majlisì.
Thus, in 1966, offering no supporting evidence, Nasr referred to al-
Majlisì’s persecution of ‘the intellectual methods of the hakims and
philosophers’ and, echoing both Browne and Lockhart, implied such
persecution contributed to the fall of the dynasty to the Afghans.6

4 Lockhart, ibid. For his statement that al-Majlisì had been appointed mullà bàshì
Lockhart relied on V. Minorsky’s work with the late-Safavid period administrative
manual Tazkirat al-Mulùk, where Minorsky identified as al-Majlisì a partial reference
to the first individual to hold this post. See Lockhart, 72, 72 n. 3, citing Tazkirat
al-Mulùk, A Manual of Safavid Administration (circa 1137/1725), V. Minorsky, ed. and
transl., (London: Luzac, 1943), 41. See also 110. S.A. Arjomand subsequently
identified Tazkirat al-Mulùk’s ‘Mìr Mu˙ammad Bàqir’ as, in fact, a reference to Mìr
Mu˙ammad Bàqir Khàtunàbàdì (d. 1715). See his The Shadow of God and the Hidden
Imam (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1984), 154–5.

5 Lockhart, 32–3, 72 f., 73 n. 2. Curiuosly, Lockhart did not to avail himself of
Dwight M. Donaldson’s The Shi’ite Religion, A History of Islam in Persia and Irak (London:
Luzac, 1933), written by a medical missionary with a Ph.D. who resided some six-
teen years in Mashhad. The book was critiqued by Nicholson at Cambridge—
Lockhart’s book was published by Cambridge—and included numerous translated
citations from al-Majlisì’s works, none of which displays the ‘fanaticism’ which
Lockhart attributed to al-Majlisì. On the broader socio-economic roots of the per-
secution of Jewish, Armenian and Banyan merchants, see R. Mathhee, ‘The Career
of Muhammad Beg, Grand Vizier of Shah 'Abbàs II (r. 1642–1666)’, Iranian Studies,
XXIV/i–iv (1991), esp. 23–8.

6 S.H. Nasr, ‘The School of Ispahan’, in, M.M. Sharif, ed., A History of Muslim
Philosophy, 2 (Wiesbaden: Harrasowitz, 1966), 931. In a later essay, still absent any
specific supporting references, Nasr described al-Majlisì as ‘the most formidable
spokesman for the reaction which set in within Shì'ì religious circles during the
later Safavid period’ and noted his condemnation of the ˙ukamà (philosophers). See
his ‘Spiritual Movements, Philosophy and Theology in the Safavid Period’, in
Cambridge History of Iran, 6, The Timurid and Safavid Periods, P. Jackson, ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1986), 694.

Although Nasr’s characterisations of al-Majlisì’s legacy echoed those of both Browne
and Lockhart, unlike Lockhart Nasr was aware of Donaldson’s 1933 contribution,
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In his 1980 volume on the Safavids Savory identified al-Majlisì as
mullà-bàshì, noted his hostility toward the Sufis and added that al-
Majlisì had persuaded Shah Sul†àn Óusayn (reg. 1694–1722) to issue
‘unjust and intolerant decrees’ against the religious minorities. In a
volume published the next year Lambton called al-Majlisì ‘a force-
ful character, violently opposed to both Sunnis and Sufis. He also
denounced the philosophers as being followers of the infidel Greek’.7

Also in 1981 the political scientist Homa Katouzian, without citing
a single source, characterised al-Majlisì as one of the ‘worldly religious
leaders’—in fact, the only one named by Katouzian—who gained a
‘great deal of political power . . . their influence was the cause of a
lot of political mistakes which weakened the state, and helped the
Afghan invasion.’ To this conventional accusation, Katouzian added
a charge that will also be of interest in the discussion below, that
‘apart from his disruptive political influence, . . . [al-Majlisì] had great-
est share in proliferating unreliable akhbàr . . . and promoting super-
stitious beliefs, through his writings’.8 In 1984 S.A. Arjomand put
al-Majlisì at the head of a ‘triumphant hierocracy’ which assumed
control of the society and the state in the late-seventeenth century
and sought to suppress all intellectual inquiry and minority religious
tendencies; the activities of al-Majlisì and like-minded co-religionists
were ‘an important cause’ of the Afghan invasion and the overthrow
of the Safavid dynasty.9 In his 1985 introductory work on Shì'ism,
citing only to Browne and Lockhart, Momen called al-Majlisì ‘one
of the most powerful and influential Shì'ì 'ulamà" of all time’ and
noted his ‘suppression of Sufism and philosophy, the propagation of
dogmatic legalistic form of Twelver Shì'ism and the suppression of
Sunnism and other religious groups.’10

cited above. See S.H. Nasr, Hamid Dabbashi, Seyyed Vali Reza Nasr, et al., eds.,
Shi'ism, Doctrines, Thought, and Spirituality (Albany: State University Press of New York,
1988), where Nasr (5) called Donaldson ‘one of the well-known American students
of Iran of the early part of this century.’ 

7 Roger Savory, Iran Under the Safavids (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1980), 234, 237–8, 251, citing no sources; Ann K.S. Lambton, State and Government
in Medieval Islam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), 268 n. 17, citing only to
Lockhart, 70, as cited above. 

8 Homa Katouzian, The Political Economy of Modern Iran (New York and London:
New York University Press, 1981), 70 n.

9 Arjomand, The Shadow, 190 f.
10 Moojan Momen, An Introduction to Shii Islam (New Haven and London: Yale

University Press, 1985), 115–6, 115 n. 7, referring only to Browne, 4: 404, and Lockhart,
70, both cited above.
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The Legacy of Prophetic Medicine

Conventional portrayals of the prophetic medical tradition in Islam,
particularly Shì'ì prophetic medicine, suggest that this tradition ought
to have provided a perfect vehicle for al-Majlisì’s supposed fanatic
obscurantism, the chief point of intersection between the prophetic
medical tradition and al-Majlisì’s own discourse being hostility to the
Hellenic legacy.

Islamic medicine is conventionally described as composed of two
distinct, dichotomous traditions: the pre-Islamic Galenic and the
prophetic. The former is generally said to have made its way into
Arabic during the period of the great translations, beginning espe-
cially in Baghdad in the early 3rd/9th century. Broadly speaking,
Galenic medicine asserted that equilibrium in the four humours (al-
akhlà†)—blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile—produced well-
being. This presupposed a system of therapy aimed at maintaining
or restoring this equilibrium by changes in diet, environment, activity,
and use of external medications. Such well-known Islamic medical
writers as the Iranian philosopher, medical writer and practitioner
Abù Bakr Mu˙ammed al-Ràzì (Rhazes) (d. 310/923) and Ibn Sìnà
(Avicenna) (d. 428/1037) are usually judged adherents of this tradition.

According to the conventional wisdom the translation movement,
a key feature of the ‘golden age of Islam’, betokened the inherent
lack of originality and creativity at the basis of Islamic civilisation.
The latter finally revealed itself in the ‘decline’ which commenced
in the twelfth century, with the Abbasid caliphate finally meeting its
political, not to say socio-economic, end with the Mongol conquest
of Baghdad in 655/1258. The decline of the Galenic tradition is
portrayed as following, and following on from, the fall of Baghdad.
Thereafter the second, dichotomous, tradition—that of prophetic
medicine—is said to have asserted itself. Ostensibly, prophetic med-
icine represented an effort to see medical theory and practice as
capable of analysis strictly based on divine revelation. Sunni Muslims
focused on the Qur’an and the statements and practices of the
Prophet and his immediate associates—texts collectively referred to as
the ˙adìth literature. These were the very sources which also provided
the bases for the development of Sunni theology and jurisprudence.

Most Western writers have accepted E.G. Browne’s analysis of the
prophetic tradition which itself utilised the criticism of that tradition
by Ibn Khaldùn (d. 808/1406). The latter had characterised the tra-
dition as
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definitely no part of divine revelation but
. . . something customarily practised among the
Arabs [before the rise of Islam].

More recently Bürgel and Ullmann characterised the [Sunni] prophetic
tradition as ‘quackery piously disguised’.11 As such, Bürgel—who
based his work with prophetic medicine on Sa˙ì˙ al-Bukhàrì, a col-
lection of prophetic a˙àdìth collated by Mu˙ammad b. Ismà'ìl al-
Bukhàrì (d. 256/870)—in a tone implicitly accepted by many scholars,
grouped together prophetic medicine, astrology, alchemy and magic
and stated all these had been

looked upon as sciences by the great
majority, and even by most of the scholars.
Nevertheless, they were hothouses of irrationalism,
the rational disguise making them even
more harmful.

11 See the Fitzpatrick Lectures delivered by Browne at the College of Physicians
in November 1919 and November 1920, published as Arabian Medicine (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1921 and 1962), especially 7, 13–14. The first edition
of this work appeared only three years before the fourth volume of his A Literary
History of Persia, cited above. The Ibn Khaldun quote itself is from C. Bürgel’s
‘Secular and Religious Features of Medieval Arabic Medicine’, in Asian Medical
Systems: A Comparative Study (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972), 50, 60,
citing Browne, ibid. The same ‘analysis’ is on on offer in Manfred Ullmann, Islamic
Medicine, Islamic Surveys, No. 11 (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1978),
e.g. 5, 22, 55–106.

The inherent lack of creativity at the basis of Islamic civilisation prior to the fall
of Baghdad is also said to be reflected in the limited achievement of Islamic med-
icine prior to 1258: ultimately, ‘Islamic medicine’ is judged to have involved less
an interest in and efforts at supplementing Galenic medicine than the better arrange-
ment and organisation of the Greek materia medica which was being made available
in translation. According to Ullmann (22), for example, 

the Arabs had received Greek medicine 
at the last stage of its development and 
could do no other than assume that this 
system was perfect and final. 

In this Ullmann was only echoing Browne (2, 5–6) and Bürgel (53–54). For a length-
ier description, and critique, of this dichotomous understanding of the relationship
between the Galenic and prophetic medical traditions, see our preface to Islamic
Medical Wisdom: the ǐbb al-A"imma, Batool Ispahany, transl. (London: Muhammadi
Trust, 1991), and our ‘“Tashrì˙-i Manßùrì”: Human Anatomy Between the Galenic
and Prophetic Medical Traditions’, in La Science dans le Monde Iranien, ed. Z. Vesel,
et. al. (Tihran: Institut Francais de Recherche en Iran, 1998), 253–71. 
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As such, these were ‘enemies’ of ‘rational thought’, harmful to the
‘essentials of science’, and were the ‘spiritual forces . . . most potent
in paralysing the scientific impetus of the golden age’.12

The Twelver Shì'a included among their ‘revealed texts’ the Qur"àn,
the traditions of both the Prophet and his companions and, most
importantly also, the statements of and narratives about the twelve
Imams, the last of whom disappeared in 259–60/873–874. The latter
texts are referred to as ˙adìth or akhbàr. If Sunni prophetic medicine
was not sufficiently problematic, no less a figure than Fazlur Rahman
characterised Twelver prophetic medicine in particular as promot-
ing the ‘pain and discomfort of disease’ and seeking the assistance
of a doctor ‘only if disease threatens to become incurable and [the]
pain unbearable’. The Shì'a, according to Rahman, ‘underplay the
natural cures and . . . emphasize the value of suffering’, a tendency,
he argued, ‘undoubtedly connected with the passion motif and the
stress on martyrdom, of which Sunni Islam has little trace’.13

The Legacy of Cyril Elgood

With regard to Safavid-period medical theory and practice in par-
ticular, the contributions of Cyril Elgood merit special attention.
Elgood was born in 1893 and, having attended Oxford, volunteered
for service and was posted to India in 1914. Transferring to the
Indian Army in 1918 he was invalided out in 1919. In 1925 he
received his medical qualification at Barts hospital in London and
served as physician to the British legation in Tihran from 1925 to
1931. He returned to England where he remained until 1948, except
for a three-year stint in Florence. From 1948 to 1953 he worked in
Sudan, Saudia Arabia and Qatar and from 1953 to his death in
1970 he served as part-time director of medical services in the
Seychelles.14

12 Bürgel, 54.
13 See his Health and Medicine in the Islamic Tradition (New York: Crossroad, 1989),

37–8. 
14 See F.R.C. Bagley, ‘Elgood’ EIr, 8: 362–63. 
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Most of Elgood’s writings addressed ‘Persian’ medicine.15 But if
Elgood lacked formal, advanced credentials as a historian, let alone
a historian of medicine and Islamic medicine in particular, he was
well-acquainted with the extant literature on Islamic medicine, and
the prophetic tradition especially:16 indeed, his attitude toward prophetic
medicine was a mirror image of that on offer in the earlier literature
as discussed above. Thus, for example, in 1962, in an article well-
known among historians of Islamic medicine, Elgood depicted the

story of Arabian medicine [sic] . . . as one of
continual rebellion by the doctors against the
system of thought imposed on them by the
theologians

and defined the basis of prophetic medicine as pre-Islamic practices.
The text considered in the article, he stated, ‘shows how far ortho-
dox Arab physicians were restrained in the development of scientific
ideas by religion’.17

15 These include his ‘Translation of a Persian Monograph on Syphilis, entitled
“Risala-yi Itishak” by Imad al-Din Mahmud Bin Mas'ud Bin Mahmud-ul-Tabib’,
Annals of Medical History, n.s., Vol. 3 (1931), 465–486; ‘A Treatise on the Bezoar
Stone by the late Mahmud ebn Mas'ud the Imad ul-Din, the physician of Ispahan;
translated from the original Persian’, Annals of Medical History, n.s., Vol. 7 (1935),
73–80; Medicine in Persia (New York: Hoeber, 1934), as part of the Clio Medica series
(republished in 1978); his major work A Medical History of Persia and the Eastern Caliphate
from the Earliest Times until the Year A.D. 1932, (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1951) and the 83-page Safavid Surgery (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1966). In
1968 he published the four-page ‘Persian Gynaecology’ in Medical History (12/4
(1968), 408–12). Elgood’s last and most relevant work was Safavid Medical Practice
(London: Luzac and Co., Ltd., 1970). Part one of this work was, as Elgood him-
self noted, an expansion of the two Safavid-period chapters of the 1951 A Medical
History of Persia, drawing, in the main, on four Persian-language medical treatises—
of which two actually predate the Safavid period—and on works of European trav-
elers; part two of Safavid Medical Practice was, simply, his 1966 Safavid Surgery. 

16 Between his 1951 A Medical History of Persia and his 1970 Safavid Medical Practice,
Elgood published two works which contributed to the discussion of the interaction
between the Galenic and prophetic traditions. These were: ‘The Medicine of the
Prophet’, Medical History, 6 (1962), 146–53, and the better-known ‘Tibb-ul-Nabbi or
Medicine of the Prophet, being a translation of Two Works of the same name, 1.
The Tibb-ul-Nabbi of al-Suyuti, 2. The Tibb-ul-Nabbi of Mahmud bin Mohamed
al-Chaghhayni, together with introduction, notes and glossary’, Osiris, 14 (1962),
33–192. 

17 See C. Elgood, ‘Tibb-ul-Nabbi or the Medicine of the Prophet’, 37, 38. On
the latter page, Elgood explained that the dominance of religion explains why ‘the
greatest names of early Islamic physicians were Persians who were Shi'ites and were
not bound by the Sunna or were Christians or Jews who were not bound by Islam
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, therefore, when Elgood considered the
Safavid period he focused mainly on the Galenic medical tradition
and its practitioners; the prophetic medical tradition receives no atten-
tion at all in Safavid Medical Practice. Even defined as such, however,
Safavid-period medical theory and practice had its faults and fail-
ings. In that volume’s second chapter, entitled ‘The Clinicians’, Elgood
identifies one of these:

No large text-books of Medicine (sic)
were written in Safavid times. The period
is characterised by monographs and pamphlets
on some specific point or by commentaries
on the large books of times passed. There
is no greater proof of the stagnation of
Safavid Medicine than this fact. It shows
that no fresh ideas had arisen, no ancient theory
was contested. All that the best medical brains of
the country could do now was to scratch at what
they had inherited from their forefathers and
produce variety by adding personal anecdotes.

Elsewhere in the same chapter he identified another ‘disappoint-
ment’: ‘of hospitals in Safavid times there is scarcely a mention in
literature’, in contrast with ‘the days of the Caliphs of Baghdad . . . the
most glorious time of hospital construction’.18

at all’, making clear the extent of his knowledge of the backgrounds of some of the
Persian medical writers and practitioners. Elgood wrongly attributed the essay in
question to Jalàl al-Dìn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn Abù Bakr al-Suyùtì (d. 910/1505).
See C. Elgood, ‘Tibb-ul-Nabbi’, 165–175, esp. 170, 167. On the authorship of this
treatise, see Hakim Altaf Ahmad Azmi, ‘A New Manuscript on Prophet’s Medicine
by Jalal al-Din al-Soyuti’, Studies in History of Medicine and Science, 9/iii–iv (1985),
95–112; Emilie Savage-Smith, ‘Attitudes towards Dissection in Medieval Islam’,
Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 50/i (1994), 73 and 73 n. 14.

18 Elgood, Safavid Medical Practice, 19, 27. Historians of Islamic medicine are now
vigorously contesting the notion of the great Baghdad hospital supposedly built by
Hàrùn al-Rashìd (d. 169/786) and, more importantly, the ‘inspiration’ for the caliph’s
building programme, the hospital and medical school alledgedly founded by East
Syrian Christians in Jundi Shapur in the Sassanian period. The earliest salvo in
the debate was perhaps fired by Michael Dols in his ‘The Origins of the Islamic
Hospital: Myth and Reality’, Bulletin of the History of Medicine 61 (1987), 367–390. 

Elgood usually failed to supply evidence for those statements not based on a
specific text, manuscript or otherwise, a fact noted in the one-paragraph review of
the book by a historian of medicine in the BHM 47/iv (1973), 422.

Our own ‘Medicine in the Safawid Period’ (EI 2, 8: 783–85) contains references
to what was, in fact, a very eclectic amalgam of court and ‘popular’ medical theory,
practice and care over the period.
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Al-Majlisì Between Galenic and Prophetic Medical Theory and Practice

If Elgood’s ‘analyses’ of medical theory and practice in the Safavid
period, despite their focus on the Galenic tradition, seem problem-
atic, Rahman’s generalisations as to the fatalistic nature of Shì'ì
prophetic medical tradition stand as all the more so.

Rahman based his evaluation of this tradition on ǐbb al-A"imma,
a ninth century compilation of statements of the Shì'ì Imams. More
careful examination of ǐbb al-A"imma, in fact, reveals substantial evi-
dence of the Imams’ knowledge of, and recourse to, natural cures
and encouragement to consult medical experts. There is no trace
whatsoever of any doctrinal stress on personal suffering and mar-
tyrdom and, where the Western-scholars named above have stressed
the dichotomous nature of the Galenic and prophetic traditions, in
this collection the Imams are portrayed as aware of and incorpo-
rating aspects of the Galenic humoural tradition of medicine into
their own analyses of illness and wellness. Moreover, work with a
later Persian-language essay on human anatomy, ‘Tashrì˙-Manßùrì’,
completed in Shiraz in 1396 by Manßùr ibn Mu˙ammad, aka Ibn
Ilyàs, suggests that for Sunni Islam also such an eclecticism was in
evidence during the Muzaffarid and early Timurid periods.19 Indeed,
in one of his last works Dols suggested a certain affinity between
the Galenic and the [Sunni] prophetic traditions generally.20 Thus,
rather than inherently antagonistic, there would appear to be fewer
incompatibilities between the prophetic medical tradition—Sunni or
Shì'ì—and the Galenic than has been suggested to date.

Such a suggestion is only further substantiated by examination of
those sections of al-Majlisì’s Arabic-language Bi˙àr al-Anvàr which
contain material on medical theory and practice and which reveal

19 On ǐbb al-A"imma, see our introduction to the translation of this collection, and
the collection itself, cited above. On Ibn Ilyàs, see our ‘Tashrì˙-i Manßùrì’, n. 11.

20 Thus, Dols depicted Islamic medicine not as composed of opposing traditions
but as existing along a continuum between the Galenic and the prophetic medical
theories and bodies of practice and, indeed, defined prophetic medicine as a 

blend of three distinct traditions . . .: the folk 
medicine of the Arabian bedouin, the borrowing of
Galenic concepts . . ., and the over-arching principle
of divine or supernatural causation.

See Michael W. Dols, Islam and Medicine, a review of Fazlur Rahman’s Health and
Medicine in History of Science, xxvi (1988), 421. 
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al-Majlisì to have been much less the intolerant, bigoted and, espe-
cially, anti-Hellenic religious fanatic that one would expect based on
the secondary accounts of his discourse cited above. In its original
version Bi˙àr ran to 25 volumes. Those completed between 1081/1670
and 1105/1693, that is by al-Majlisì himself, included 1–5, 9–13,
and 22 by 1670, volumes 6–8 by 1092/1681, the two parts of volume
18 by 1098/1686 and volume 14 in 1105/1693. The remaining vol-
umes were completed after al-Majlisì’s death in 1110/1698 or
1111/1699–1700, but were based on his drafts.

Bi˙àr’s materia medica is found in some fifty chapters in volume 14,
Kitàb al-Sam wa’l-'àlam, on cosmology and natural history, and thus
is among that material collected and collated by al-Majlisì himself.21

Portions of this material—especially those chapters on anatomy and
medicaments—repay especial attention for what they reveal of al-
Majlisì’s disposition to the Galenic and prophetic medical traditions.

Bi˙àr’s material on anatomy ranges over three chapters. Chapter
46, covering some forty pages in the 1983 edition, discusses the
body’s faculties and senses. Al-Majlisì opens the chapter with references
to several verses from the Qur"àn and the comments of the Shì'ì
mufassir al-Óasan b. Mu˙ammad al-Qummì al-Nìshàpùrì (d. 1327–8)
on these.22 Al-Majlisì then cites eight traditions of the Imams all
traced, by either al-Majlisì himself or the editor, to recognised ear-
lier compilations of the Imams’ traditions.23

The last twenty-six pages of this chapter comprise two sets of al-
Majlisì’s own comments on the faculties and senses. Al-Majlisì identifies
the five external senses as those of hearing, seeing, smelling, taste
(zà"iqa), and touch and the five internal senses as common feeling,
imagination (khayàl ), supposition (vahm), memory (˙àfiΩa) and fancy
(mutakhayyala). Herein, he both offers his own comments and cites

21 These include chapters 42 to 89 in volume 14, corresponding to volumes 58–59
of 1403/1983 Beirut edition. The latter were kindly made available to me by the
late John Cooper. On the dates of these volumes, see Kohlberg, 91, 92.

22 On al-Nishàpùrì, and al-Majlisì’s certification of his Shì'ism, see Mu˙sin al-
Amìn, A'yàn al-Shì'a 5 (Beirut: Dàr al-Ta'àruf, 1983/1403), 248–9. I am grateful to
Professor Wilferd Madelung for directing me to this reference. 

23 The Qur"anic verses are 2: 7, 16: 78, 23: 78 and 30: 22. 23: 78 states, for
example, ‘It is He who has created for you hearing, eyes, and hearts. Little thanks
you give.’ See chapter 46, entitled ‘The faculties (quva) of the soul (nafs) and their
senses (mashà'ir) of the external (˙àhira) and internal (bà†ina) senses and the rest of
the physical senses (˙awàss)’, found in volume 58 of the present edition, 245–86.
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those of such earlier ‘Galenic’ writers as al-Ràzì, but without rancor
or invective. Where al-Majlisì offers, and argues for, his own view-
points, he does so in a detached, ‘philosophical’ manner.

Al-Majlisì’s second set of comments form the conclusion of this
chapter. Herein he refers to earlier discussions on the different por-
tions of the brain cavity, in the main referring to al-˙ukamà; he does
also, however, cite comments on human anatomy offered by the
prominent Shì'ì rationalist scholar Mu˙ammad b. Mu˙ammad b. al-
Nu'màn, al-Shaykh al-Mufìd (d. 412/1022), in his al-Masà"il, in reply
to questions about various of these faculties and other abilities. Al-
Majlisì also identifies other faculties which are shared by animal and
vegetative bodies. These include those of nourishment, growth (nàmiyya)
and procreation, and their various subdivisions. Associated with the
faculty of nourishment, for example, are the faculties of attraction
( jàziba), retention (màsika), digestion (hà∂ima) and expulsion (dàfi'a).
He suggests that al-˙ukamà, whom he does not identify, count the
imaginative faculty as part of the procreative faculty, but that such
scholars as Naßìr al-Dìn al-ˇùsì (d. 672/1274), Fahkr al-Dìn al-Ràzì
(d. ca. 543/1149)—a staunch defender of both Sunnism and anti-
rationalist theology—and al-Ghazàlì (d. 504/1111) disagreed. He cites
the comments of these three as well as those of the very Sunni math-
ematician, astronomer and theologian 'Alì b. Mu˙ammad al-Qùshjì
(d. 878/1474) who, in fact, criticised al-ˇùsì’s Shì'ism.24 Al-Majlisì
ends the chapter with the comment that, in fact, insofar as these
precise details are dependent on ‘a visible order of strange forms,
odd shapes, arranged drawings and differing colours . . . beliefs in
these become confused (ta˙ayyarat al-awhàm)’ and they cannot be
understood: ‘the writings on these, as is known in the case of anatomy
(tashrì˙) and the advantages of the creation of mankind, exceed 5000
although what is not known of it is greater than what is known’.
He added that ‘it can be conceded that this has issued forth from
that faculty known as the imaginative’. Having thus cast some doubt
on the usefulness, let alone the veracity of anatomical musings to
date, al-Majlisì makes clear his preference for recourse to the reve-
lation in the explication of these issues: ‘indeed such could not issue

24 On al-Qùshjì, see A. Adnan Adivar, ‘'Alì al-Qùshjì’, EI 2, 1: 393; Rahman
notes al-Qùshjì’s anti-Shì'ì tendencies in his ‘'Alì Qùshjì’, EIr, 1: 876–7. I am grate-
ful to Professor Wilferd Madelung for directing me to these references. 
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forth but from [one] wise, knowledgeable, knowing (khabìr) and
omnipotent (qadìr).’25

Chapter 47 addresses the anatomy of the parts of the body. Where
the previous chapter contained no traditions al-Majlisì, his preferences
for the revelation now clear, assembled thirty-two traditions in this
chapter. Of these he took eighteen from three collections collated
by al-Shaykh al-Íàdùq, Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì (d. 380/991–2); these
were 'Ilal al-Sharà'i (13), al-Khißàl (3) and 'Uyùn Akhbàr al-Riûà (2), and
six from the earlier al-Kàfì, the collection of the Imams’ statements
compiled by Mu˙ammad b. Ya'qùb al-Kulaynì (d. 329/941). The
latter was the first of ‘the four books’, the great early collections of
traditions compiled in the two hundred years following the disap-
pearance of the twelfth Imam in 259–60/873–4.26 Despite his pref-
erence for the revealed sources, several of these texts and al-Majlisì’s
comments thereon, demonstrate an interest in, and the possibility of,
effecting a reconciliation between the Imams’ traditions and aspects
of the Galenic anatomical tradition, as, indeed, had the traditions
in the ninth century ǐbb al-A"imma.

Thus, for example, the long first tradition this chapter, cited from
al-Íàdùq’s 'Ilal, addresses the creation of Adam as depicted in the
Torah. In the tradition, there are references to the body as having
been formed of moisture (ru†b), dryness ( yàbis), heat (sukhn) and cold
(bàrd )—identified as ‘the four elements’ by medical writers in the
Galenic tradition. Then Allàh created the black bile, the yellow bile,
blood and phlegm—‘the four humours’ of Galenic medicine. Moisture
is associated with the yellow bile, dryness with the black bile, heat
with the blood and cold with the phlegm, the narrator explains, and
the doctor knows that illness (suqm) results from surpluses or deficiencies
in these and knows the medicaments which will restore balance.

Al-Majlisì’s comments following this tradition only build on these
points of reconciliation and intersection between the two medical
traditions. Thus, for example, al-Majlisì comments that a reference

25 Al-Majlisì, Mu˙ammad Bàqir, Bi˙àr al-Anwàr, 58 (Beirut, 1403/1983): 280,
282, 284, 285–86. On al-Ràzì, see G.C. Anawati, ‘Fakhr al-Dìn al-Ràzì’, EI 2, 2:
751–55. On the term tashrì˙, see Savage-Smith, ‘Attitudes towards Dissection’.

26 This represents 56% of the traditions in the chapter. Only five of the thirty-
two traditions in this chapter are not easily traceable to earlier collections. The
remaining nine traditions are drawn from eight other earlier collections. On ‘the
four books’, see the prefatory remarks in our The Formative Period of Twelver Shi'ism:
Hadith as Discourse Between Qum and Baghdad (Richmond: Curzon, 2000). 
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to al-nafs in the tradition is to be understood as referring to al-rù˙
al-˙ayavànì (‘the animal pneuma’ in the Muslim Galenic tradition)
and a reference to al-rù˙ alone to al-nà†iqa (talking). Ultimately, how-
ever, al-Majlisì is not completely satisfied with this text in particu-
lar, as is it attributed to the Sunnis.27

Al-Majlisì then cites two traditions from al-Íàdùq’s al-Khißàl. In
the first of the two the sixth Imam, Ja'far al-Íàdiq (d. 147/765),
refers to the body as composed of al-rù˙ (the pneuma), al-'aql (the
intellect), al-dam (blood) and al-nafs. Al-Majlisì, again, explains that
al-nafs refers to al-rù˙ al-˙ayawànì and al-rù˙ refers to al-nafs al-nà†iqa.
In the second tradition Imam Ja'far is quoted as describing the body
as composed of al-nàr (fire), al-nùr (light), al-rì˙—often synonymous
with al-rù˙—and al-mà" (water). The first, says the Imam, allows man
to eat and drink, with the second he sees and thinks, with the third
he hears and smells and the last allows him to taste what he eats
and drinks. Al-Majlisì comments that the fire refers to al-˙aràra al-
gharìzìyya, the Arabic anatomical term for ‘the innate heat’, which
he says is born of the fire. The water, he says, refers to the saliva.

In the following tradition, the fourth in this section, cited from
al-Íàdùq’s 'Uyùn al-Akhbàr, the seventh Imam, Mùsà b. Ja'far (d.
182/799), answering a question from the caliph Hàrùn al-Rashìd
about al-†abà'i al-arba'a (the four natures), replies that these are al-rì˙
(the pneuma), al-dam (blood), al-balgam (phlegm) and al-mirra (bile).
Al-Majlisì then comments on the meaning of these terms suggest-
ing, for example, that al-rì˙ probably refers to the yellow bile or the
animal pneuma, and that al-mirra referred to both the yellow and
black bile together. He closes his comments on this text saying:

I have seen discussions such as this in the works of
the ancient a†ibba (doctors) and ˙ukamà

(philosophers).28

After the long seventh text, also from al-Íàdùq’s 'Ilal, in which Imam
'Alì addressed Allah and the creation, al-Majlisì explains certain
terms in the text as references to the Galenic medical/anatomical
terminology in effect, and again, intimating a compatability between

27 Bi˙àr 58: 286–92. The text of the tradition can be found in Bi˙àr on 286–90.
For an introduction to the elements, humours, faculties, pneumata, etc., see Ullmann,
55–64.

28 Bi˙àr 58: 294. 
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the prophetic and Galenic medical traditions. Thus, for example, al-
Majlisì suggests that al-rì˙ in the text might refer to the yellow bile
while al-mirra might refer to the black bile, as he had suggested
before, or vice versa, or that al-rì˙ refers to the animal pneuma and
al-mirra is meant to refer to both the yellow and the black. He then
quotes the tafsìr of 'Alì b. Ibràhìm al-Qummì (d. after 306/919), one
of the earliest Twelver Shì'ì Qur"àn commentaries, that there are
four †abà'i: the two biles, the blood and the phlegm, with the blood
being located in the East, the phlegm in the North, the yellow bile
in the South and the black in the West. The eighth text, also from
'Ilal, cites Imam Ja'far as referring to the four †abà'i as the blood,
bile, pneuma and phlegm, the four da'à"im (supports) as al-'aql (ratio-
nal wisdom), understanding, memory and al-'ilm (knowledge), and the
four arkàn (pillars) as light, fire, al-rù˙ and water.29

The eighteenth text, also from 'Ilal, cites Imam Ja'far as referring
to the Prophet’s discussion of, and his explanation of the logic behind,
the manner in which Allah created man. The teleological explana-
tion of this process—i.e. that various specific anatomical structures
are identified as having been created to perform specific functions—
given in this tradition is familiar in anatomical discussions found in
the writings of authors usually identified as within the Galenic tra-
dition of Islamic medicine. Thus, the Prophet is cited as saying that
Allah

created man’s eyes from two pieces of fat and he placed
saltiness (al-malù˙a) in them, otherwise they would
dwindle away, for the salinity ejects any dirt
that falls into the eye. And He placed bitterness
(al-maràrah) in the ears as a veil (˙ijàb) for the brain,
so that any creature (dàbbah) that falls in seeks
the way out, otherwise it would pass through to the
brain. And sweetness (al-'udhùba)
was placed upon the lips as a blessing from God
Almighty upon mankind that he might thereby discover
the sweetness of saliva (al-rìq) and the taste of food and
drink. And he placed coldness (al-burùda) inside the
nostrils so that if you lodge anything in the head you
expel it.

29 Bi˙àr 58: 298–303. 
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In his own comments following the text, al-Majlisì notes that he has
cited similar texts elsewhere in Bi˙àr.30

Several traditions cited by al-Majlisì in this chapter refer to al-
'urùq al-muta˙arrika (the moving vessels) and al-'urùq al-sàkina (the silent
vessels), terms used by medical writers in the Galenic tradition as
referring to the arteries and the veins respectively. In the twenty-
fifth tradition both the terminology and the teleogical dimension of
Islamic anatomy are in evidence. In this text, cited from al-Kàfì,
Imam Ja'far quotes the Prophet as saying that man has 360 vessels,
of which 180 are ‘moving’ and 180 are ‘silent’, and that if the ‘mov-
ing’ vessels were silent one could not sleep and that if the ‘silent’
vessels moved also one could not sleep and that the Prophet praised
Allah 360 times when he awoke each day.31

In the twenty-sixth tradition, from al-Manàqib of Mu˙ammad b.
'Alì, Ibn Shahr Ashùb (d. 587/1192), a Christian asked Imam Ja'far
about isràr al-†ibb (the secrets of medicine) and then about the body
itself. Then Imam replied that Allah had created the body with 248
bones—the same number as that given by both al-Ràzì in his anatom-
ical work Kitàb al-Manßùrì and Ibn Ilyàs in his anatomy—and 360
‘vessels’. The Imam then listed the number of bones in the various
parts of the body. Al-Majlisì noted that other versions of this text
gave the figure as 246 bones. This, said al-Majlisì, was the more
accurate figure, since the teeth ought not to be counted as bones.
He added that al-a†ibba (the doctors) had disagreed as to whether
the teeth were, or were not, bones. Some had said they were bones,
others called them 'aßab (nerves) and still others maintained they were
'u∂v murakkab, (‘compound organ’ in the anatomies of the Galenic
Muslim medical writers). Al-Majlisì states that the traditions demon-
strated that the teeth were not bones or nerves because the Imams
counted them as not having feeling or life. This, he says, does not

30 Bi˙àr 58: 312–14, ad 313. See also, for example, number 20, on 314–15. For
references to the teleological style of Islamic anatomies, see our ‘Tashrì˙-i Manßùrì’,
257, 260–61, 263. My thanks to Mr. Colin Wakefield and Dr. Emilie Savage-Smith
for their great assistance with the translation of this text and for drawing attention
to both the unique vocabulary employed in this text—al-maràra, for example, usu-
ally refers to the gall bladder in Galenic Arabic anatomies—and the details of the
explanations for the functions assigned the anatomical structures described herein.
The anatomical terminology and specific functions on offer in this text will be the
subject of further comparative examination. 

31 Bi˙àr 58: 316–17. See also numbers 22, 24 and 26, on 316–17. 
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greatly contradict the previous understanding, as some doctors main-
tain that the teeth have no feeling nor do they have life. Some doc-
tors say they do have feeling, al-Majlisì writes, citing Ibn Sìnà in
al-Qànùn and Galen. Galen is cited as stating that of the bones only
the teeth have feeling because the faculty of sense at the teeth con-
tain soft nerves. This, comments al-Majlisì, is strange. How can the
latter contain anything soft when they are mixed in with the bones?
Those who maintain the teeth are not bones, he writes, describe the
teeth instead as mu"allafa (compound [organ]) not mufrada (simple
[organ]). They deduce this, he says, by the shaΩàyà (splinters, frag-
ments) visible in the teeth which are ribà†iyya and 'aßabiyya—refer-
ences to the stuff of ligaments and nerves, respectively—and, they
say, this is found in the teeth of larger animals.

Al-Majlisì then addresses the number of the teeth, noting that in
the twenty-sixth tradition the Imam intimated the total to be 28 or
32. The latter figure is reached, al-Majlisì explains, if one adds an
additional four teeth known as isnàn al-˙ilm (the term Galenic anatomists
used to refer to the wisdom teeth) which appear at maturity. Therefore,
al-Majlisì explains, the two different totals in the text may be under-
stood as referring to different individuals. Al-Majlisì then quotes Ibn
Sìnà in al-Qànùn as stating that there are 32 teeth but that the navàjid
(molars) may be missing in some people, in which case there are 28
teeth. Ibn Sìnà had then listed the different teeth, and reiterated the
total as either 32 or 28, depending on the molars. These, Ibn Sìnà
had explained, appear at maturity, about thirty years of age.32

Al-Majlisì and the Galenic Anatomical Tradition

Taken together, consideration of the texts and, especially, the com-
ments assembled in chapters 46 and 47 reveal al-Majlisì’s efforts to
achieve a reconciliation between Qur"anic citations and, especially,
the Imams’ traditions, and the Galenic anatomical tradition in Islam.

Chapter 48 is entitled ‘On what the al-˙ukamà and al-a†ibba say
on the anatomy of the body and its parts’. The chapter is arranged
in seven fußùl (sections). The first deals with the primary (aßliyya)

32 Bi˙àr 58: 316–19. On the number of bones in the body, see also our ‘Tashrì˙-
i Manßùrì’, 260, 262–63. 
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organs of the body. Of these the simple organs include the bones,
nerves, muscles, tendons, ligaments, the (blood) vessals, membranes,
the flesh, the humours, and cartilege, and the murakabba (compound)
organs include the skull, the brain, the jaws, the eyes, the ears, the
nose, the teeth, the throat, as well as the lungs, heart, stomach, the
bladder, the sexual organs and the varous combinations of bones
which make up the arms and the hand, and legs, etc. The second
section addresses the anatomy of al-rà’s (the head) and its organs.
Section three deals with al-˙alq (the throat), al-˙anjara (the larynx)
and the instruments of sound’. The fourth section covers al-'unq
(the neck), the spinal cord and the ribs, while the fifth addresses 
the anatomy of al-ßadr (the chest), al-ba†n (the abdomen), al-a˙shà" (the
intestines) and the hands. Section six discusses ‘the anatomy of the
instruments of procreation’, while the seventh covers the remaining
organs of the lower body. A subsection of section seven deals with
the number of bones in the body, and a final, unnumbered section
addresses the forms of Allah’s creations.

In this chapter al-Majlisì relates in detail, without comment or
criticism and absent reference to or citation of any Qur’anic text or
any of the Imams’ traditions, every major anatomical organisational
principle and, indeed, the entire corpus of anatomical terminolgy
developed in the writings of such scholars in the Galenic medical
tradition as al-Ràzì, author of Kitàb al-Manßùrì, Ibn Sìnà and Sayyid
Ismà'ìl b. Óasan al-Jurjànì, the student of Ibn Sìnà once-removed
who completed his Persian-language general medical compendium
Zàkhara-yi Khwaràzmshàhì in 1112. Comparison with the first two
works in particular is made all the easier in that both Bi˙àr and the
earlier major Islamic medical writings are in Arabic.33

In most instances, al-Majlisì simply lists information on the struc-
ture in question. At one point, for example, addressing the structure
of al-dimàq (the brain), he quotes, at some length, the Sunni Ibn
Sìnà’s discussion of the organ’s three cavities from al-Qanùn. He refers
also to entries in the dictionaries of Ismà'ìl b. Óammàd al-Jawharì
(d. 1002–1010) and Mu˙ammad b. Ya'qùb al-Fìrùzàbàdì (d. 1415),

33 Bi˙àr 59: 1–61. On the various Persian-language anatomies, see our ‘Tashrì˙-
i Manßùrì’, 259 f. It is noteworthy that, although these medical writers are usually
identified as of the Galenic tradition, they did not unformly agree with other on
all points of anatomy. For examples of such disagreements, see our ‘Tashrì˙-i
Manßùrì’, 260–62, 263–66. 
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neither known for his Shì'ì affiliations.34 In section seven’s short sub-
section al-Majlisì gives the total as 248, not counting al-simsimàniyya
(the sesamoid bones) which, if added, would make the total 264. He
cites the number of muscles as, according to Galen, 529, or 518,
according to Ibn Abì Íàdiq al-Nìshàpùrì (d. after 460/1068), a stu-
dent of Ibn Sìnà and a medical practitioner in Nishapur.35

Detailed comparative analysis of all aspects of Bi˙àr’s anatomy
with the anatomies of all of his forbearers is beyond the scope of
the present paper. On three points in particular, however, al-Majlisì
accepted key aspects, if not all, of the Hellenic medical corpus, thus
belying his reputation in the secondary-sources as an indefatigable
opponent of all things Greek and, especially, anything remotely asso-
ciated with ‘philosophy’ and ‘the philosophers’.

First, al-Majlisì accepts the Aristotlean notion that the heart is the
first organ to come into existence in the foetus. Opening chapter
forty-eight al-Majlisì, using the anatomical terminology on offer in
the major Arabic-language anatomies written to date, states that the
most important organs of the body are the brain, the heart, the liver
and al-unthayàn (the reproductive organs). The first contains the fac-
ulty of sense and movement, the second the life force, and the third
contains the faculty of nourishment; with these three, the individual
may sustain life. The fourth, and last, contain the faculty of pro-
creation, to sustain al-naw' (the species). All of these organs, al-Majlisì
states, depend upon, and function in harmony with, each other. The
heart contains al-˙aràra al-gharìzìyya (the innate heat) and is al-ra"ìs
al-mu†laq (the absolute master)

and it is the first [organ] which appears
in al-˙ayàvan (the animal). From it flows al-rù˙
(the pnuema) which bears sense and movement to
the brain, and thence to the rest of the members.
From it also flows the rù˙ which is the origin
of nourishment and growth to the liver, and thence
to the rest of the members.

34 Bi˙àr 59: 54–9. The section quoted from Ibn Sìnà can be found in the Beirut
edition (1970?) of al-Qànùn, 2: 4–5. See also Bi˙àr 59: 50 for a further citation from
al-Qànùn. See also L. Kopf, ‘al-⁄awharì’, EI 2, 2: 495–97; H. Fleisch, ‘al-Fìrùzàbàdì’,
EI 2, 2: 926–27.

35 Although in his different works Galen had in fact given different totals, al-
Jurjànì cited the critique of his teacher, Ibn Abì Íàdiq, of Galen’s count, and agreed
with his teacher’s citation of the total as 518, not 529. Al-Ràzì accepted the total
as 529. For further details, see our ‘Tashrì˙-i Manßùrì’, 261–2.
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The notion that the heart was the first of the organs to appear has
something of a history in Islamic, and Galenic, anatomy. Of the ear-
lier ‘philosohical’ medical writers, Ibn Sìnà, al-Jurjànì and Ibn Ilyàs
argued the heart was the most important of the body’s organs and,
as such and therefore, was the first to develop after conception. Ibn
Ilyàs, for example, had noted that Hippocrates argued the brain was
first to be formed, that al-Ràzì had argued for the liver, that Ibn
Sìnà had argued for the umbilical cord and that unnamed others
had argued for the vertebral column. Ibn Ilyàs pronounced himself
in agreement with Aristotle, who had held for the heart, and argued
that the heart must precede the liver since the organ which is the
source of the natural heat—i.e. the heart—needed for the formation
of the faculty of nourishment—which Ibn Ilyàs also held was located
in the liver—must be formed first. The heart also must precede the
brain because as long as the body is devoid of the life-force—the
source of which was believed to be the heart—, it will be without
the senses which are located in the brain. Thus, in arguing for the
heart as both ‘the absolute master’ and, more importantly, as the
first organ to appear, al-Majlisì was not only agreeing with such ear-
lier Sunnis as Ibn Ilyàs and Ibn Sìnà but also with such Greeks as
Aristotle.36

Al-Majlisì’s sixth section deals with the anatomy of the reproduc-
tive organs. In the process, again like Ibn Ilyàs, al-Majlisì discrimi-
nated within the Hellenic legacy. In this chapter al-Majlisì affirms
the existence of the female semen, in this case opposing Aristotle
and agreeing both with earlier treatises in the Sunni prophetic tra-
dition, such prominent Sunni writers in the Galenic tradition as al-
Ràzì and Ibn Sìnà and Hippocrates and Galen. More interesting is
the evidence al-Majlisì cites in support of his position. Ibn Ilyàs could
have cited supportive statements on this issue by Hippocrates and
Galen and Islamic medical writers but, instead, cited only a ˙adìth
of the Prophet. Al-Majlisì, by contrast, quoted only several para-

36 Bi˙àr 59: 1–2. For further detail on the importance of the heart, see our
‘Tashrì˙-i Manßùrì’, 263, 265. Recent secondary source authors have suggested that
Muslim writers rejected Aristotle in toto. See, for example, B. Musallam, Sex and
Society in Islam, Birth Control Before the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983), 40; P. Sanders, ‘Hermaphrodites in Medieval Islamic Law’,
in N. Keddie and B. Baron, eds., Women in Middle Eastern History (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1991), 76. 
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graphs from Ibn Sìnà’s discussion of this point in al-Qànùn; he cited
nothing from the Qur"an or the Imams’ traditions.37

Thirdly, and finally, just as such other Muslim anatomical writ-
ers in the Galenic tradition as Ibn Sìnà and al-Jurjànì, al-Majlisì
viewed the female reproductive anatomy as more similar to that of
the male than not, but somehow inverted or turned upside down.
Indeed, from ancient times until only very recently, the male and
female forms were assumed to be more alike than not.38

Al-Majlisì, Doctors and ‘the Natural Cures’

Rahman claimed that the Shì'a promoted the ‘pain and discomfort
of disease’ and the seeking the assistance of a doctor ‘only if disease
threatens to become incurable and [the] pain unbearable’. The Shì'a,
he continued, ‘underplay the natural cures and . . . emphasize the
value of suffering’. Rahman based his evaluation of this tradition on
a reading of ǐbb al-A"imma, a 3rd/9th century compilation of state-
ments of the Shì'ì Imams which, when systematically examined, in
fact contains little evidence to support Rahman’s charaterisations.

Thirty nine chapters in this section of Bi˙àr al-Anwàr contain some
498 traditions of the Imams on illnesses and their cures. Of these
39 chapters, chapters 50 through 76 contain 359 texts on specific
afflictions and pains and their cures. Of the 359, 326, 91% of the
total, are easily traceable to earlier sources. Of these 113, nearly a
third, are cited from the same ǐbb al-A"imma; 50, 14%, are cited

37 Newman, ibid.; Bi˙àr 59: 47–50. See also Musallam, 43 f. Al-Majlisì, however,
had also cited a long tradition from Mufa∂∂al b. 'Umar at the end of chapter 47
which contained a passing reference to the ‘two semens’ (Bi˙àr 58: 320–30, esp.
320), a text which had also appeared in an earlier part of Bi˙àr. Mufa∂∂al b. 'Umar
al-Ju'fì, a companion of the sixth Imam Ja'far al-Íàdiq, was discounted by many
twelver Shì'ì scholars as unreliable; see our The Formative Period of Twelver Shì'ism,
s.v.; Wilferd Madelung, ‘Kha††àbiyya’, EI 2, 4: 1132–3.

38 Bi˙àr 59: 47–50; Musallam, 40 f. The first female skeleton formally presented
only in the last half of the 18th c and it was only European writers of this period
who supported ideas of the inferior status of women based on references to their
supposedly inferior reproductive anatomy. See Thomas Laquer, ‘Orgasm, Generation,
and the Politics of Reproductive Biology’, in The Making of the Modern Body, Sexuality
and Society in the Nineteenth Century, C. Gallagher and T. Laquer, eds. (Berkeley;
University of California Press, 1987), 1–41. On Ibn Sìnà and al-Jurjànì, see our
‘Tashrì˙-i Manßùrì’, 261. 
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from al-Kulayni’s al-Kàfì, a slightly earlier compilation; 44, 12%, are
cited from Makàrim al-Akhlàq of al-Óasan b. al-Faûl al-ˇabrìsì (fl.
6th/12th c); 41, 11%, are cited from al-Ma˙àsin of A˙mad b.
Mu˙ammad b. Khàlid al-Barqì (d. 273–80/887–94), perhaps the first
of the great compilations of Twelver hadith; and 20, 5%, are cited
from al-Íadùq’s al-Khißàl. Thus 268 of the 359 texts, 75%, are trace-
able to five sources.39

In light of Rahman’s comments, chapter 50—containing thirty five
texts—repays especial attention. In the tenth tradition, cited from

ǐbb, Imam Ja'far, was asked:

about a man taking medications which sometimes kills
and sometimes cure, those who are cured being more
numerous. He replied, ‘Allah has sent down the illness
and the cure. He has not created an illness without making a cure for
it. So take it [i.e. the cure], and take
[i.e. invoke] the name of Allah.40

As for seeking out a doctor, of whatever faith, in the immediately
previous text, the fifth Imam Abù Ja'far al-Bàqir (d. 735), was asked

about a man being treated by Christians and Jews
and taking medications from them. He [al-Bàqir]
replied: ‘There is no objection to that. Healing is
only in the hand of Allah, the Exalted.’

Al-Majlisì himself then cites Mu˙ammad b. Manßùr, Ibn Idrìs, (d.
598/1202), Mu˙ammad b. Makkì, al-Shahìd al-Avval (d. 785/1384),
as well as the comments of al-Óasan b. Yùsuf, al-'Allàma al-Óillì
(d. 725/1325), that the believer might seek out a Jewish or Christian
doctor if the need arose.41

With no apparent hesitation in these chapters al-Majlisì cites the
works of Sunni authors, including some of the ‘Galenic persuasion’.
Thus, for example, in a chapter on urinary afflictions al-Majlisì cites
without comment both the Spanish-born botanist and pharmacolo-
gist Mu˙ammad b. A˙mad, Ibn al-Bay†àr (d. 645/1248), himself cit-
ing Galen, and Mu˙ammad b. Ya'qùb al-Fìrùzàbàdì on related
matters. In a chapter on stomach and back pain, al-Majlisì refers to

39 Al-Majlisì, 59: 62–214. There is no chapter 51. On al-Barqì, see our The
Formative Period of Twelver Shì'ism, s.v.

40 Al-Majlisì, 59: 66/10; ǐbb (Newman, ed.), 75. 
41 Al-Majlisì, 59: 65/9; ǐbb, 75/1.
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comments of Galen and in a chapter on cures for bawàsìr (piles) he
refers to comments by Ibn Sìnà and Ibn al-Bay†àr.42

Where Rahman claimed the Shì'a ‘underplay the natural cures’
chapters 77 through 88 of volume 14 contain 139 texts on various
simple and compound medicaments to be taken for specific afflictions.
These include texts in which the Imams discussed endives, frankin-
cense, fleawort, black cumin, wild rue, and jasmine, and the ailments
for which the Imams deemed these efficacious; all of these had also
been discussed in ǐbb.43 Of these 139 traditions, 86, 62%, are easily
traceable to earlier sources: 32, 23% are cited from ǐbb, the source
consulted by Rahman; 19, 14%, are cited from the earlier al-Kàfì;
and 10, 7%, are cited from Makàrim. Thus, 61 texts, 44%, are cited
from three sources which were already well-used by al-Majlisì.44

Of these texts one in particular, cited from ǐbb, repays attention.

[On the authority of the Imam] . . . [These medications]will be beneficial,
if Allah, the Exalted, wills, for black and for yellow bile, for phlegm,
pain in the belly, vomiting, fever, pleurisy, chapping of hands and feet,
suppression of urine, looseness of the bowels, pain in the belly and
the liver, and heat in the head. It is necessary to abstain from dried
dates, fish, vinegar, and legumes, and the person who drinks it should
eat [a dish of sugar, almonds, and vinegar] with sesame oil. He should
drink it for three days, two mithqàl a day. I would give him one mithqàl
to drink but the Imam, peace be upon him, said, ‘two mithqàl’, and
said that the Prophets had apportioned it for our Prophet, blessings
be on him and his family.

Take one ra†l of cleansed Cassia fistula and steep it in a ra†l of water
for a day and a night. Then strain it, taking the clear liquid and
throwing away the residue. Add to the clear liquid one ra†l of honey,
one ra†l of juice of quince, and forty mithqàl of the oil of roses. Cook
it on a low fire until it thickens. Then remove it from the fire and
leave it to cool. When cooled, add three mithqàl each of pepper, long
pepper, cinnamon, clove, cardamom, ginger, Chinese cinnamon, and
nutmeg, all ground and sieved. Mix it well and put in a green earth-
enware jar or a bottle. Drink two mithqàl of it on an empty stomach

42 Al-Majlisì, 59: 189, 195, 198. It is also clear that al-Majlisì himself undertook
some independent research on some of the questions, and terminology, found in
these texts. See, for example, 59: 201. On Ibn al-Bay†àr, see J. Vernet, ‘Ibn al-
Bai†àr’, EI 2, 3: 737.

43 See ǐbb, s.v.
44 Al-Majlisì, 59: 215–304. The bulk of the 53 untraceable texts in chapters 77

through 88 are found in chapter 88, a chapter of nawàdir (miscellaneous) texts on
the subject. 
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and it will be beneficial, Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, willing. It is
beneficial for what has been mentioned, and for jaundice and severe,
continuous fever from which there is a fear of the person getting
pleurisy, and for high temperature.45

This text, especially, demonstrates both an awareness of and adher-
ence to certain elements of Galenic humoural theory—to wit, the
references to black and yellow bile and phlegm, and the notion that
external medications can restore internal equilibrium—, but also
belief in the efficacy of seeking out treatment generally, and the
efficacy of compound medicaments in particular.

In these chapters also, there are references to Galenic practition-
ers. A chapter of two texts on halìlaj (yellow [?] myrobalan), amlaj
(emblic myrobalan) and balìlaj (beleric myorbalan) contains three cita-
tions from Ibn Sìnà. A chapter of 14 texts on compound medica-
ments described as being efficacious for a variety of afflictions and
illnesses also contains a citation, without comment, from al-Qànùn.
A long chapter of 72 miscellaneous texts cites comments by Galen
and Ibn al-Bay†àr.46

Summary and Conclusions

Although these texts and Bi˙àr’s discussion are, of course, in Arabic
al-Majlisì made a number of the essential points of these of Bi˙àr’s
chapters available in Persian, in the ninth bàb of his Persian-lan-
guage Kitàb-i Óilyat al-muttaqìn, completed in 1079/1668–69.47 Based
on careful consideration of the texts and personal comments on offer
in the various ‘medical’ chapters in volume 14 of his Bi˙àr, and
Óilyat al-muttaqìn, al-Majlisì emerges as less a fanatic fabricator of
religious texts, and certainly no fierce critic of all things Greek, than
is usually suggested in the Western-language sources. Indeed, his per-
spective on things medical appears in line with that of his clerical
predecessors in the faith’s formative period, as represented by those
of the Imams’ statements assembled in the ninth century ǐbb al-
A"imma.This re-evaluation of al-Majlisì’s legacy with regard to his

45 Al-Majlisì, 59: 240–45; ǐbb, 92/2. 
46 Al-Majlisì, 59: 237–9, 249, 278. On the various forms of myrobalan, see ǐbb,

88, 108. 
47 Mu˙ammad Bàqir ibn Mu˙ammad Taqì Majlisì, Kitàb-i ˙ilyat al-muttaqìn, 4th

edition (Tehran: Intishàràt-i Bàqir al-'Ulùm, 1378/2000), 233 f.
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supposed fanatical persecution of various groups and ideas in this
period confirms the work of Vera Moreen who, in a 1992 article,
translated and then examined a treatise by al-Majlisì on ahl al-zimma
and concluded that al-Majlisì’s fiercesome reputation as a persecu-
tor of the Jews was in distinct need of re-evaluation.48

At the same time, examination of the Imams’ traditions on med-
ical theory and practice as found in Bi˙àr further confirms our ear-
lier conclusions, based on ǐbb al-A"imma, that the Shì'ì variant of
the prophetic medical tradition did not promote the ‘pain and dis-
comfort of disease’ and seeking the assistance of a doctor ‘only if
disease threatens to become incurable and [the] pain unbearable’,
let alone ‘underplay the natural cures and . . . emphasize the value
of suffering’, as Rahman suggested in 1989.

On balance, then, both al-Majlisì’s materia medica and the Shì'ì
prophetic medical tradition were, in fact, well suited to each other,
if not for the reasons too often suggested in the literature on each
to date.

A larger question still remains as to the underlying purpose served
by al-Majlisì’s eclectic approach toward medical theory and prac-
trice. Given the diversity and, especially with the recourse to magic
and astrology, potentially unorthodox nature of Safavid-period medical
theory and practice and given al-Majlisì’s role as an associate of the
Safavid court and an Ußùlì faqìh of the first order, his work generally,
and Bi˙àr al-Anwàr and Óilyat al-muttaqìn in particular, were written
in the context of an intersection between clerical and court interests
in the promulgation of Shì'ì orthodoxy, i.e. the Ußùlì variant, through-
out Safavid territory. The inclusion of medical materials in both
these works both suggests an effort to challenge any unorthodox
medical theories—perhaps especially, for example, Sunni-based, or
‘radical’ Akhbàrì, material—let alone such unorthodox practices as
represented by astrology and magic. The latter two, in particular,
often found favour at the Safavid court, perhaps especially in times
of socio-economic and political stress and were, doubtless, also wide-
spread among the ‘popular classes’.49 Pace Dols, the very eclectic

48 V.B. Moreen, ‘Risàla-yi Íawà'iq al-Yahùd [The Treatise Lightning Bolts Against
the Jews] by Mu˙ammad Bàqir b. Mu˙ammad Taqì al-Majlisì (d. 1699)’, Die Welts
des Islams 32 (1992), 177–195. 

49 On Akhbàrism see our ‘The Nature of the Akhbàrì/Ußùlì Dispute in Late-
Safawid Iran. Part One: 'Abdallàh al-Samàhijì’s “Munyat al-Mumàrisìn” ’, Bulletin
of the School of Oriental and African Studies, Vol. 55, i (1992), 22–51; ‘Part Two: The
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nature of the prophetic medical tradition, Sunni or Shì'ì, could lend
itself to identification with such unorthodox discourse. Al-Majlisì’s
efforts, visible in Bi˙àr especially, to highlight points of compatibil-
ity between the Imams’ traditions and the Galenic tradition bespeak
an effort to provide the bases for an anti-radical discourse. Thus,
the very eclectic nature of the prophetic tradition permitted it to be
identified just as well with the Galenic tradition of medical theory
and practice.

Conflict Reassessed’, BSOAS, Vol. 55, ii (1992), 250–261. On alternative medical
theories and practices in the Safavid period, see our ‘Medicine in the Safawid
Period’ (EI 2, 8: 783–85).
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SAFAVID ADMINISTRATION OF AVQÀF: 
STRUCTURE, CHANGES AND FUNCTIONS, 

1077–1135/1666–1722

Manßùr Íifatgol

I

Safavid rule (907–1148/1501–1736) caused fundamental changes in
the social, economic, political and religious structure of Iranian soci-
ety. These changes were very significant in the religious sphere, both
courtly and public. One of the most important results of Safavid
religious policy, from the point of view of this study, was the emer-
gence, development and expansion of the avqàf institution as a vital
part of the Safavid administration.

Despite the importance of the role of the Safavid avqàf institution
for the understanding of the religious, economic, social and political
history of Iran during this period, there has been no comprehensive
scholarly research on the subject. This is perhaps owing to the lack of
avqàf sources and their scattered distribution, especially the ‘vaqfnàmeh-
hà’, as well as the political and social upheavals of the time. Additional
factors are the forcible detainer of avqàf, the confusion in the admin-
istration of the avqàf, and the difficulties for scholars in using the
vaqfnàmehs, especially the problem of siyàq numbers, for calculating
the real income and expenditure of the mawqùfàt. In fact, we have
no comprehensive study of the avqàf institution and its evolution and
growth in the Safavid period.

I offer the following classification of periods to assist in the study
of the Safavid avqàf institution:

1) From the establishment of the Safavid state to the reign of Shah
'Abbàs I (907–996/1501–1588).

2) The reign of Shah 'Abbàs I (996–1038/1588–1629).
3) The period between the death of Shah 'Abbàs I and the coro-

nation of Shah Sulaymàn (1038–1077/1629–1666).
4) From the reign of Shah Sulaymàn to the collapse of Isfahan

(1077–1135/1666–1722).

397
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The main task of this study is to clarify the structure and functions
of avqàf in the latter part of Safavid rule. I have chosen this period
because it seems that avqàf at this time had some particularities that
set them apart from earlier periods. We can consider this period as
the zenith of Safavid rule in all aspects of the life of Iranian soci-
ety. The period was especially significant from the religious point of
view, as well as in relation to avqàf. However, as this period follows
on from previous periods, a brief discussion of these earlier periods
is necessary.

Safavid rulers were familiar with avqàf income. Their ancestors
had been mutavallìs of some mawqùfeh and the khànqàh of Ardabìl had
many properties, some endowed by the Mongol Ilkhans and their
courtiers, including Rashìd al-Dìn Faûl Allàh al-Hamàdànì.1 The
income from these avqàf was the main financial instrument used by
the early Safavids for their political goals.2

When the Safavids became the rulers of Iran their limited role as
leaders of small groups of murìds (followers) changed to that of sov-
ereigns of a large number of people from a variety of backgrounds
and cultures. As a result the Safavids, as Shahs of Iran, became the
creators of religious endowments (mawqufàt).

Concomittant with the emergence and development of the Safavid
state, the main structure of the religious institutions of Iran and the
avqàf administration developed and expanded. Therefore, although
the Safavid institution of avqàf was based on the system of previous

1 Before Safavid rule, especially during the reign of the Mongol Ilkhans Qazankhàn
and Uljaytùkhàn, Rashìd al-Dìn Faûl Allàh had close relations with the Khànqah
of Ardabìl. In one of his letters to Shaykh Íafì al-Dìn he says that he made some
endowments to the Khanghah; see Rashìd al-Dìn Faûl Allàh Hamadànì, Savàni˙ al-
Afkàr-i Rashìdì, Mu˙ammad Tàqì Dànishpazhùh, ed. (Tihran: Kitàbkhàneh-yi Markazì-
yi Dànishgàh-i Tihràn, 1358/1980), 245–46; Ibn-i Bazzàz Ardabìlì, Íafvat al-Íafà,
Ghulàm Riûà ˇabà†abà"ì Majd, ed. (Tabrìz: Mußßa˙i˙, 1373/1994), 740–42. For
a review of this book, see Manßùr Íifatgol ‘Mulàhi˙àti Intiqàdì darbàrà-yi chàp-i
Íafvat al-Íafà’, À'ini-yi Pazhùsh 6 (1375/1996), 14–29.

2 The best source of details concerning the endowments of the khànqah of Ardabìl
is Sarì˙ al-Milk. This contains details about endowments between the years 613–995/
1216–1587. See Zayn al-'Abidìn 'Abdì Beg Shìràzì (Navìdì), Sarì˙ al-Milk, ms. no.
2734/F, National Library of Iran; Microfilms no. 1655–1658, Central Library of
Tihran University. Part of this source has been edited as an M.A. dissertation with
an incorrect title; see Zayn al-'Abidìn 'Abdì Beg Shìràzì (Navìdì), Sarì˙ al-Milk:
Tas˙ì˙-i Savàd-i Vaqfnàmeh-yi Shaykh Íafì al-Dìn Is˙àq-i Ardabìlì (Dar al-Irshad; Dar
al-Sal†àneh-yi Tabrìz, Tumanì Mishkin, Khalkhal, Mughanat, Sarab, Hashtrud,
Chukhursa'd), Ghulàm Riûà Àghàkhànì, ed., Department of History, Faculty of
Letters and Humanities, University of Tihran (1374/1995).
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periods, during Safavid rule it became a part of ‘Safavism’, a pol-
icy which functioned as a religious and political instrument both in
internal and external affairs. On the other hand the structure of the
Safavid religious system gradually became the most important struc-
ture benefitting from avqàf income. Indeed, study of the avqàf insti-
tution during Safavid rule, especially during the time of the later
Safavids, tells us that the religious institution flourished both in the
capital and in the provinces.

During the first period of Safavid rule, the avqàf insitution took
its structure from the pre-Safavid period. Later it continued to grow
and evolve, the Safavid rulers endowing many properties to religious
buildings and holy shrines in particular.

The first Safavid ruler, Shah Ismà'ìl I, spent most of his time in
civil war and wars with the Uzbeks and Ottomans. He therefore
lacked time to establish great buildings or make huge endowments.
However, he paid attention to the avqàf institution, and some evi-
dence shows that during his rule the repair and erection of religious
buildings were undertaken.3 During his lengthy rule, Shah ˇahmàsp
I created many muqaffa" to the holy shrines of Óaûaràt-i 'Abdulazim
in Ray4 and the holy shrine of Astàneh-yi Shàhzàdeh Óusayn in
Qazvìn. In 938/1532 Shah ˇahmàsp I endowed some properties,
including the Royal Bath (Óammàm-i Shàhì) to the Astàneh.5 The cus-
todians of this Astàneh were the Mar'ashì Sayyids.6 One of the mem-
bers of the royal family, Shàh Baygì Begum, the wife of Shah Ismà'ìl
I, endowed some properties to Àstàneh-yi Shàhzàdeh Óusayn in
938/1532 and 943/1537.7 She also endowed a village near Varàmìn,
Óasan Àbàd, to those sayyids who were resident in Madìna, in the
Hijaz.8

3 See, for instance, Lu†fallàh-i Hunarfar, Ganjìneh-yi Àsàr-i Tàrìkhì-yi Isfàhàn (Isfahan:
Saqafì, 1344/1965), 360–61, for a report on the repair of the Harune Velayat in
918/1512. Also Mìrzà Shàh Óusayn-i Ißfahànì, the minister of Shah Ismà'ìl, cre-
ated the Masjid-i 'Alì in Isfahan in 929/1523 (ibid., 374).

4 For a list of his avqàf to this holy shrine, see Mu˙ammad 'Alì Hidayatì, Astàneh-
yi Ray (Tihran: np, 1344/1965), 77–93. Zaynab Begum, his daughter, endowed
some properties to this shrine (ibid., 93–97).

5 H. Mudaressi Tabà†àbàì, Bargì az Tàrìkh-i Qazvìn (Qum: Kitàbkhàne-yi 'Umùmì-
yi Óaûrat-i Àyàtullàh al-'UΩmà Najafì Mar'ashì, 1361/1982), document no. 8,
134–42.

6 Ibid., 141.
7 Ibid., document no. 7, 131–34.
8 Qàûì A˙mad Qumì, Khulaßàt al-Tavàrìkh, I˙sàn-i Ishràqì, ed. (Tihran: Dànishgàh-

i Tihràn, 1357/1979), I: 289–90.
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Shah ˇahmàsp I was also interested in the city of Qum and its
affairs. During the year 949/1542 he spent a few months in the city
and tried to improve it, especially the holy shrine of Óaûrat-i Ma'ßùmeh
Fà†imeh.9 The contemporary historian Óasan Beg Rùmlù states that
the Shah usually punished those who encroached on the avqàf.10

Perhaps as part of the foreign or religious policy of the Safavid state,
Shah ˇahmàsp I endowed many properties to the holy shrine of
Imam Óusayn11 and to one of the most important religious leaders
in the early years of his rule, Shaykh 'Alì 'Abdul 'Alì, known as
Shaykh Karàkì, in the Iraqi shrine cities, the 'Atabàt.12 Apparently
during this period, when the Safavid avqàf had been expanded, the
need developed to distinguish between pre-Safavid and Safavid avqàf.
The sources use the two terms ‘avqàf-i qadìmì’ and ‘avqàf-i jadìdì’
respectively.13

The reign of Shah 'Abbàs I was the outstanding period for inti-
tutionalising and centralising the avqàf administration. After the stabil-
isation of the Safavid state, in the year 1015/1606 the shah endowed
all of his properties which were worth over a thousand tumans, and
their revenues, approximately seven or eight hundred tumans, to the
fourteen Shì'ì saints (Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùm). These included all buildings,
even the royal palaces which belonged to him personally. These large
mawqùfàt, named avqàf-i Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùm, contained many proper-
ties, especially in Isfahan, Khurasan and other provinces.14 No doubt
foreign policy considerations, portions of the income of these endow-

9 Ibid., I: 299.
10 Óasan Beg Rùmlù, A˙san al-Tavàrìkh, 'Abdul Óusayn Navà"ì, ed. (Tihran:

Bàbak, 1357/1979), I: 482–83.
11 See, for instance, Iraj Afshàr, ‘Vaqfnàmeh-yi Ab-i Furàt’ (Az Shah ˇahmàsp-

i Íafavì)’ Farhang-i Iràn Zamìn, XIV, no. 6 (1345), 313–18.
12 'Abdallàh Afandì Ißfahànì, Riyàû al-'Ulàma, Óusayn-i Sa'ìdì Khuràsànì, tr.

(Mashhad: Àstàneh Quds-i Raûavì, 1374/1995), III: *.
13 Qazanì or Rashìdì endowments were part of the avqàf from the pre-Safavid

period which remained during Safavid rule: Klaus-Michael Rohrborn, Provinzen und
Zentralgewalt Persiens im 16. un 17. Jahrhundert, tr. K. Djahandari (Tihran: B.T.N.K.,
1979/1994), 189–90; Mu˙ammad 'Alì Golriz, Minudar ya Bab al Janat Qazvìn, II
(Tihràn: Dànishgàh-i Tihràn, 1337/1957), 903–04; Barg Az Tàrìkh-i Qazvìn, docu-
ment no. 14, 152–53.

14 Iskandar Beg Turkaman (Munshì), Tàrìkh-i 'Àlam àrà-yi'Abbàsì, Iraj Afshar, ed.
(Tihran: Amìr Kabìr, 1350/1971), II: 760–61. For the text of the deed of bequest,
see Vali Quli Shàmlù, Qißaß al-Khàgàni, ed. Sayyid Óasan Sa'dat-i Nàßir, (Tihran:
Vizàràt-i Farhang va Irshàd-i Islàmì, 1371/1993), I: 186–97. This text has been
published; see Abdul Óusayn-i Sipantà, Tàrìkhcheh-yi Avqàf-i Isfahan (Isfahan: Anjuman-
i Àsàr-i Millì, 1346/1967), 65–72.
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ments was endowed for the Shì'ì religious centres outside Iran, espe-
cially the holy shrines in 'Atabàt in Iraq, Mecca and Madìna.15

The Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùm endowments were very important, and Shah
'Abbàs I appointed an administrator, with the title Vazìr Mauqùfàt-i
Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùm, to oversee them.16 This person was amongst the
most important administrators of the Safavid state,17 and apparently
some holy shrines such as Àstaneh-yi Shàhzàdeh Óusayn in Qazvin
used the income of these endowments.18

II

From the death of Shah 'Abbàs I (1038/1629) to the beginning of
the reign of Shah Sulaymàn (1077/1666) all kinds of avqàf increased
in number and the avqàf institution underwent changes in it structure
and functions. Meanwhile the endowment of properties (raqàbat) and
other kinds of avqàf, such as books and carpets, was continued by
rulers, courtiers, notables and the middle classes. Apparently, during
his reign Shah Íafì (1038–1052/1629–1642) was not overly inter-
ested in creating large avqàf. He was more concerned to settle the
affairs of the avqàf of his ancestors, such as that of Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùm19

and the Shàhzàdeh Óusayn in Qazvìn.20

Khalìfeh Sul†àn, prime minister (I'timàd al-dawla) of the Safavid
state and a leading 'àlim, also created a large number of avqàf, appar-
ently entitled Avqàf-i Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùm.21 Most of the vaqfnàmeh which

15 Qißßaß al-Khàgànì, I: 189; Tàrìkhcheh-yi Avqàf-i Isfahan, 66–67.
16 Anon., Alqà-i va Mavàjib-i Dawreh-yi Salà†in-i Íafàviyyeh, ed. Yùsuf Ra˙ìmlù

(Mashhad: Dànishgàh-i Firdawsì Mashhad, 1371/1993), 48–49.
17 Ibid., 48. For details on the Muqàfat-i Chahàrdeh Ma'sùm and its income, see

also microfilm nos. 6767 and 7058, Central Library of Tihran University; also ms.
no. 2459, fols. 55a, 55b, 56a–57b, 64a–66a in the same library.

18 Bargì Az Tàrìkh-i Qazvìn, 166–67. Apparently the situation of the Avqàf of the
holy shrine had been problematic during the years 1028–1029/1619–1620; see ibid.,
167, document no. 20.

19 Mu˙ammad Ma'ßùm Beg Khàjigì-yi Ißfahànì, Khulaßàt al-Siyar, Iraj Afshar, ed.
(Tihran: 'Ilmì, 1367/1988), 63–4.

20 Bargì Az Tàrìkh-i Qazvìn, 276.
21 On Khalìfeh Sul†àn and his family, see Tàrìkh-i 'Alam Araye 'Abbàsì, I: 149, and

II: 1091. Regarding his endowments see Mu˙ammad Tàqì Dànishpizhùh, ‘Asnàd-i
vaqf-i khvandan-i Khalìfe-yi Sul†àn’, Nàmeh-yi Àstàn-i Quds 9, nos. 1–2, 107–110; Mu˙ammad
Bàqir-i Khvànsàrì, Rawûàt al-Jannàt fì A˙vàl al-'Ulàma wa Sàdàt, Mu˙ammad Bàqir
Sa'ìdì, ed. (Tihran: Maktabàt al-Islàmiyyeh, 1357/1979), III: 156.
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remain from this period and belong to the holy shrine of Qum are
about endowments, such as the bequests of the Qur"àn and other
religious books to the shrine. Mudarrisì-yi ˇabà†abàì says that this
is perhaps due to the usurpation of the properties of the shrine,
including lands and other kinds of endowments, by the mutavallìs and
others.22

During the latter years of Safavid rule, the avqàf institution wit-
nessed some important changes. It seems that some changes occurred
during the reign of Shah 'Abbàs II (1052–1077/1642–1666). Up to
this time, the avqàf institution had become vast, and the income from
it had consequently increased. This led to disputes amongst those
who intended to control that income, but Shah 'Abbàs II decided
to settle the affairs of the avqàf institution and dismissed some of the
custodians, such as the mutavallì of the Ardabìl shrine.23 The chron-
icler Va˙ìd-i Qazvìnì states that during this period the affairs of the
avqàf of Chahàrdeh Ma'ßùmeh became confused, so Shah 'Abbàs II
decided to exercise direct control over it.24 Despite these events, the
avqàf institution continued to exist and some new kinds of avqàf were
created during this period.25

I classify the three kinds of avqàf during this period as follows:

1) Royal avqàf, containing the Shah’s avqàf and those of the princes
or prince.

2) Avqàf by courtiers, including properties of statesmen and others
related to the Safavid court.

3) Avqàf by others, including merchants and landowners.

Shah Sulaymàn did not create a large number of avqàf. In fact, it
seems that he did not have any motivation to endow large proper-
ties. During his reign the large number of avqàf that his ancestors

22 H. Mudarissì Tabàtabàì, Turbat-i Pakàn, I (Tihran: Anjùman-i Àsàr-i Millì,
1355/1975), I: 126–27.

23 Mu˙ammad ˇàhir-i Qazvìnì (Va˙ìd), 'Abbàsnàmeh, ed. Ibràhìm Dehgàn (Arak:
Davùdì, 1329/1951), 216.

24 Ibid., 223–24.
25 For example, the Avqàf of the Shafiiyeh school in Isfahan; see Ganjìneh-yi Àsàr-

i Tàrìkhì-yi Isfàhàn, 591–92. On the Madrasah-yi Àqà Kàfùr, see 606–08, and also 
J. Chardin, Safarnàmeh-yi Shardan, Iqbal Yaghmà"ì, tr. (Tihran: ˇùs, 1374/1996), IV:
147–374. For other examples, see Nuzhat Ahmadi, ‘Chahàr Vaqfnàmeh Az Chahàr
Madrasah-yi Isfàhàn Dar Daurah-yi Íafavì’ Mìrath-i Islàmì-yi Iran, Rasul Jafariyan,
ed. (Qum: Kitàbkhàneh-yi Haûrat-i Àyàtullàh Ma'ràshì Najafì, 1375/1996), III:
103–113.
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had created continued to exist and, although the policy of increas-
ing the khàßßeh and khàlißeh continued in this period, there is no infor-
mation about the creation of large endowments by the shah.26 It
seems that during the Safavid period the creation of royal endow-
ments was connected with other religious policies such as the cre-
ation and establishment of large religious buildings, including mosques
and schools. During the reign of Shah Sulaymàn, there was little
activity in this field by the shah, so no considerable endowment was
made. Some members of the royal family did create religious endow-
ments, however. Shah Sulaymàn’s mother, for example, endowed
some properties to the Iraqi shrines. Zubaydeh Begum, the shah’s
daughter, also endowed properties there, and later added further
properties (raqàbat) to this endowment.

In the reign of Shah Sulaymàn courtiers too created some avqàf.
One of the most important of this kind was the properties endowed
by Shaykh 'Alì Khan-i Zangàneh, the first 'I'timàd al-dawleh of the
shah, in 1100/1689 to a school which he built in Hamadan.27 In
1083/1672 a woman member of the royal harem named Dadakhàtùn
also created avqàf. It is noteworthy that this was for her daughter.
Another woman, Murvàrìd Khànum, endowed some properties to
the holy shrines in the 'Atabàt in 1090/1679, and Zaynab Bayum
created an endowment for general benefit in 1103/1692. Imàmverdì
Beg, governor (valì) of Fars in 1094/1683, made an endowment in
Shiraz,28 and in 1089/1678 Óusayn 'Alì Khàn-i Zangàneh endowed
some properties to the schools which he built in Bihbahàn.29

Concerning the third kind of avqàf, namely the ‘popular’ Mawqùfàt,
we have no detailed information. We know that Amir 'Alì al-Khàdim
al-Óusayni al-Astaràbàdì, apparently a local landowner, endowed
some properties for his children in 1090/1679. Interestingly, the cus-
todian of this endowment, after his death, was his daughter, Fà†imeh
Khànum.30 We also know that Mìrzà Beg, perhaps the father of the

26 Some manuscripts, especially Qur"àns, were endowed by Shah Sulaymàn to
Qum’s holy shrine, see Turbat-i Pakàn, I: 161, 164.

27 For the text see ms. no. 5114, and microfilm no. 7060, Central Library of
Tihran. This has been published by Manuchihr-i Sutudeh, ‘Savàd-i Tumàr-i
Vaqfnàmeh-yi Madrasah-yi Buzurg-i Hamadàn Az Mauqùfàt-i Shaykh 'Alì Khàn-
i Zangàneh’, Ta"rìkh no. 1, I: 170.

28 He funded the Imàmiyyeh school in Ma˙alliyyeh Darb-i Kàzirùn; see Óasan-
i Fassàì, Farsnàmeh-yi Nàßìr (Tihran: Sanà"ì, n.d.), 154.

29 Ibid., 153.
30 Manùchihr-i Sutùdeh, Az Astàreh tà Astaràbàd (Tihran: Anjuman-i Àsàr-i Millì),

III: 354–61.
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Mìr Abù ˇàlib Findiriskì who wrote Tu˙fàt al-'Àlam in the early years
of Shah Sul†àn Óusayn’s reign, created an endowment for his chil-
dren in 1092/1681 in Astaràbàd.31 Another interesting endowment
was that of Khvàjeh Karìm al-Dìn Barakùhì in Kirman province.32

As noted, royal endowments in this period were not considerable,
perhaps owing to the Safavid rulers’ interest in creating mosques
and other important buildings. Contrary to the situation of royal
avqàf during Shah Sulaymàn’s reign, the three kinds of avqàf, espe-
cially the royal endowments, reached their zenith in the reign of his
son and successor. One reason for this may have been that the estab-
lishment of large buildings, such as mosques and schools, increased
in this period. During Shah Sul†àn Óusayn’s reign religious endow-
ments in Iran increased considerably, as did the financial and bureau-
cratic influence of members of the religious institution who managed
them. During the thirty years of his reign Shah Sul†àn Óusayn gave
many endowments to Iraqi 'Atabàt and other religious centres, to
the holy shrines in Iran, and to his children.

The shah paid special attention to the Sul†àni religious school,33

a royal school in Isfahan which derived its revenue from avqàf.34 The
establishment of this school shows that, in this era, religious teach-
ing was institutionalised in Iran, and the number of its endowments
clearly shows the extent of the financial power of religious teachers,
students and custodians.

In the deed bequest to the school, issued in 1118/1706, many
endowments were given to this school.35 The number of its endowments
increased, according to the vaqfnàmeh, until 1128/1716. Regulations
regarding its endowments, their income and expenditure, were enu-
merated in detail. According to these vaqfnàmeh, the income of 11

31 Ibid., 162.
32 Mu˙ammad Ibràhìm Bàstànì Parìzì, Sang-i Haft Qalàm Bar Mazar-i Khàjigàneh

Haft Chàh (Tihran: Bihnashr, 1362/1983), 338–62; Mu˙ammad Mufìd Mustaufì
Bafqì, Jamì'i Mufìdì, Iraj Afshar, ed. (Tihran: Asadì, 1340/1961), III: 498.

33 Sayyid 'Abd al-Óusayn Khàtùnàbàdì, Vaqà-yi al-Sinìn, M. Bihbùdì, ed. (Tihran:
Islàmiyyeh, 1352/1973), 556–57, 559–61; Mu˙ammad Ibn Kalb'alì Tabrìzì, Farà"id
al-Favà"id Dar A˙vàl-i Madàrris wa Masàjid, Rasul Jafariyan, ed. (Tihran: Daftar-i
Nashr-i Mìràth-i Maktùbah, 1373/1994), 291.

34 On the text of the deed of the land for the school and mosque, see Mu˙ammad
Nàdir Naßìrì Muqaddam.

35 The original text is preserved in the Iran National Museum, ms. 8550. See
also microfilm no. 1735 in the Central Library of the University of Tihran and
Sipantà, ibid., 120–298.
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villages, 33 gardens, 48 farms, 35 qanàts, 2 baths, 1 caravanserai, 1
market, 11 tracts of land, 1 qahveh khàneh (coffee shop), 3 mills, 8
walnut trees, 862 other kinds of trees and 1 castle were given to the
custodian, teachers, students and other members of the school. An
examination of the endowments of the school shows that its total
revenue was considerable.36 It is noteworthy that students and teach-
ers of the school were enjoined to rely on books of ˙adìth and avoid
discussing or using philosophical books or mystical ideas.37

In addition to creating endowments for his school in Isfahan, Shah
Sul†àn Óusayn also established religious endowments in other parts
of Iran. Two examples are the endowments for the holy shrine of
Shàhzàdeh Óusayn in Qazvin,38 and in Fars for his children in 1124/
1712 (vaqf bar awlàd ). The income of this mawqùfeh belonged to the
shah’s children.39 According the vaqfnàmeh he endowed to his sons
properties in Riûvàn, Fasà, Khafrak and Marvdasht and the village
of Óusaynàbàd in Fars.40 He also created an endowment in Bihbahàn
and endowed the village of 'Alì-Àbàd to his children.41

We do not know why the shah created this endowment, since
people usually created endowments for their children if they feared
confiscation of their properties or other problems. Until their cre-
ation, no Safavid king had created endowments for his children.
Shah Sul†àn Óusayn also created some avqàf in Tihran,42 Dastgird
and Linjàn.43 Perhaps some of these endowments were confiscated

36 For a recent analysis of the Sul†àni School and its avqàf, see Manßùr Íifatgol,
Religious Structure and Thought Under the Last Safavids (1052–1148/1642–1735) (unpub-
lished Ph.D. thesis: University of Tihran, 1999).

37 Sipantà, ibid., 169.
38 Bargì Az Tàrìkh-i Qazvìn, document no. 47, 240–41. On the two other holy

shrines mentioned in this document, see Mu˙ammad 'Alì Gulrìz, Mìnùdar ya Bàb
al-Janna, (Tihran: Dànishgàh-i Tihràn, 1337/1957), 629–30, 634–49.

39 Sipantà has published the text; see Tàrìkhcheh-yi Avqàf-i Isfahan, 258–59.
40 Ibid., 259.
41 Ibràhìm Dibàjì, ‘Vaqfnàmeh-yi Shah Sul†àn Óusayn’, Ma’rif-i Islàmì 5 (1347/1947),

80–83. For another example, see Óusayn Umìdyànì, ‘Nigàrishì bar Yik Vaqfnàmeh-
yi Tàrìkhì Az Dawreh-yi Íafaviyyeh’, Ganjìneh-yi Asnàd 9/1–2, nos. 21–22 (1375/1995),
20–27. Umìdyànì published a deed of bequest from the year 1118/1706. The
original text is preserved in Sàzmàn Asnàd Millì Iran, Tihran. Some other endow-
ments created by the shah comprised books; see Iraj Afshàr, ‘Vaqf va Amànat
Dàdan-i Kitàb (Shah Sul†àn Óusayn)’, Rahnamà-yi Kitàb, 15 (1351), 859–62. See
also ms. no. 4594, Central Library of the University of Tihran and Vaqà-yi al-Sinìn,
563; Turbat-i Pakàn, I: 170–71.

42 Sipantà, ibid., 275–76.
43 Ibid., 277–84.
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after the collapse of Isfahan and during the period of confiscation
of the avqàf under Nàdir Shah.44

An important example of the avqàf of the royal family in this
period was the bequest of Mariam Begum, the aunt of the shah.
She endowed many properties in 1115/1703 for the school which
she had built in Isfahan, and continued to add to the avqàf of this
school till 1131/1718.45 As in the case of the Sul†àni School, the
deed of the endowment of this school stipulated that the teachers
and students had to read books of ˙adìth and avoid such items as
philosophical works like Al-Shifa and Al-Ishàràt by Ibn Sìnà.46

In following the custom of the royal family, different statesmen
and courtiers created many endowments for special religious pur-
poses. Some examples are as follows: Mawqufàt-i Àqàkamàl, from the
court minister Àqà Kamàl47 who built a school in Isfahan named
Sul†àn Óusayniyyeh, built in 1107/1695;48 the endowments of Amìr
Mahdiya, known as Óàkim al-Mulk-i Ardistànì,49 for the school of
Kàseh-garàn in Isfahan in 1104/1693;50 and also the endowments
of his wife, Zaynab Begum, to the school of Nìmàvard in 1113/1707.51

The custodian of this school was her son, Àqà Mu˙ammad,52 and
one of his main tasks was the designation of the head of the school.53

There were also other non-royal endowments. Mu˙ammad Riûà
Beg Zangàneh endowed some properties in Isfahan, Hamàdan and
Kermànshàh for his children.54 Another example of endowments for

44 See my ‘The question of avqàf under the Afsharids (1735–1803/1148–1218):
Safavid heritage and Nàdir Shah’s measures’, in Materiaux pour l’histoire economique du
monde iranien, Rika Gyselen and Maria Szuppe, eds. (Paris: Association pour l’Avance-
ment des Etudes Iraniennes, 1999), 209–232 (Cahiers de Studia Iranica, 21).

45 Sipantà, ibid., 302–16. On the school of Maryàm Begum, see Honarfar, Ganjineh-
yi Àsàr-i Tàrìkhì-yi Isfahan, 662–67.

46 Ibid., 299.
47 On Àqà Kamàl, see Vaqà-yi al-Sinìn, 557.
48 On the endowment, see Rasul Jafariyan (ed.), ‘Vaqfnàmeh Madrasah-yi Sul†àn

Óusayniyyeh Ma"rùf bih Madrasah-yi Àqà Kamàl’ Mìrath-i Islami Iran, (Qum:
1373/1994), I: 259–90.

49 Nuzhat A˙madì, ‘Chahàr Vaqfnàmeh az chahàr madraseh-yi Isfahan dar
dawreh-yi Safavi’, Mìràth-i Islàmiyyeh Iràn, III: 114–24.

50 On this school, see Ganjìneh-yi Àsàr-i Tàrìkhì-yi Isfahan, 652–56.
51 Ahmadi, ibid., 124–29.
52 Ibid., 128.
53 Ibid., 129.
54 Tàrìkhcheh-yi Avqàf-i Isfahan, 139. Mu˙ammad Riûà was the nephew of Shaykh

'Alì Khàn Zangàneh.
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the children of the endower was that of Óajj Qàsim 'Alì Astaràbàdì
in 1119/1707.55 Also in Astaràbàd, Óajj Isfandiyàr Katùlì endowed
some properties for his children and for the ceremony of Chahàrdah
Ma'ßùm in 1132/1719–20.56

During this period both royal and other avqàf were controlled by
a highly organized bureaucratic network. The whole system was con-
trolled by a structure led by a sayyid whose title was ßadr. The ßadr
had his own administration for jadìdì (i.e. Safavid -period) endow-
ments, separate from qadìmì or pre-Safavid endowments.

It has been suggested that Shah Sulaymàn in fact divided the
duties of the ßadr and created two ßadrs, one ßadr for royal avqàf and
another for non-royal avqàf. Such a view is held by Savory57 and
Minorsky,58 probably relying on Chardin and Kaempfer. Kaempfer
reports that Shah Sulaymàn divided the duties of the ßadr and
appointed two ßadrs in 1081/1670.59 Chardin states that at the begin-
ning of his rule the shah divided the position and appointed two
ßadrs who were his relatives.60

Although, according to the Tazkirat al-Mulùk61 and Dastùr al-Mulùk,62

at one time only one ßadr controlled the avqàf, there is evidence that
the division of the post was operative earlier than the reign of Shah
Sulaymàn, in the reign of Shah 'Abbàs I. Mullà Jalàl Munajjim, in
his Rùznàmeh, writes that in 1015/1606 Mìr Mu'izz al-Dìn Mu˙ammad,
known as Qaûìkhàn, became the ßadr for the non-royal avqàf,63 Mìr
Jalal al-Dìn Óasan holding the post for royal avqàf.64 These reports

55 Manùchihr-i Sutùdeh, Az Astàrah tà Astaràbàd, III: 381–86.
56 Ibid., 387–88.
57 R.M. Savory, Iran Under the Safavids, tr. into Persian as Iràn-i 'Asr-i Íafavì by

A˙mad Íabà (Tihran: Kitàb-i Tihràn, 1363/1985), 210; cf. Colin Turner, ‘ßadr’,
EI 2, 751.

58 V. Minorsky, Ta’lìqat-i Minorsky bar Tazkirat al-Mulùk, tr. into Persian by Mas'ùd
Rajabniyà, with the Tazkiràt al-Mulùk, Mo˙ammad Dabìr Siyàqì, ed. (Tihran: Amìr
Kabìr, 1368/1990), 74.

59 Engelbert Kaempfer, Safarnàmeh-yi Kimpfir. Tarjumih-yi Kaykàvùsi Jahàndàrì (Tihran:
Khvàrazmì, 1378/2000) (Persian translation), 122.

60 J. Chardin, Voyages, tr. into Persian as Safarnàmeh-yi Shardan by Iqbal Yaqmà"ì
(Tihran, ˇùs, 1372/1994), V, 1695–96.

61 Tazkirat al-Mulùk, 2.
62 Mìrzà Raf "a, Dastùr al-Mulùk, ed. Mu˙ammad Tàqì Dànishpazhùh, Majalleh-

yi- Danishkàdeh-yi Adabìyàt va Ulùm-i Insànì, University of Tihran, no. 1, 66.
63 Mullà Jalàl Munajjim, Tàrìkh-i 'Abbàsì (Rùznàmeh-yi Mullà Jalàl ), S. Va˙ìdniyya

ed., (Tihran: Va˙ìd, 1366/1988), 208.
64 Ibid.
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are confirmed by Iskandar Beg Munshì.65 The reports show that two
ßadrs ('àmmeh and khàßßah) existed during the reign of Shah 'Abbàs I.

Conclusion

At a time when no governmental budget existed for the maintenance
of schools, mosques and other popular insitutions, the huge income
from endowments was very important. In fact, the income from avqàf
was fundamental to the cultural, economic and social life of Iran.
At the same time, the income from avqàf helped the social, political
and religious goals of the Safavid state.

The situation of avqàf under the later Safavids shows that the num-
ber of royal avqàf, those of the courtiers and non-royal avqàf increased
during the reign of Shah Sul†àn Óusayn, in comparison with that
of Shah Sulaymàn. The basic characteristic of these avqàf, except
those of some magnificent buildings such as Madrasa-yi Sul†àni, was
that many of them were endowed for the benefit of the endowers’
children. Even Shah Sul†àn Óusayn endowed many properties for
this purpose.

One of the most important aspects of the avqàf of this period was
the conditional situation of the teaching. Some endowers emphasised
that students had to avoid the study and discussion of books on phi-
losophy and mysticism in the school. This requirement shows the
domination of Akhbàrì ideas in this period.

65 Iskandar Beg Munshì, Tàrìkh-i 'Àlam àrà-yi 'Abbàsì, II: 719.
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'Abbàs I, 54, 56–58, 63, 104, 113,
131, 136, 145–46, 154, 160–64,
193, 198–200, 266, 269–70, 274,
282–83, 346, 347, 355, 400, 401

'Abbàs II, 52, 196, 199, 200n, 205,
207–09, 283–85, 402

'Abbàs-'Alì Sultan, 70n
'Abbàsì (coin), 278
'Abdallàh (Shaybànid), 256
'Abd Allàh Afandì, 352–69
'Abd Allàh b. Mu˙ammad Óusaynì

Óà"irì, 361
'Abdallàh Tabbakh, 252
'Abd al-'Azìz (Shaybànid), 256, 260
'Abd al-Óusayn Naßìrì, 53
'Abd al-Óusayn, son of Adhàm Beg,

86n
'Abd al-Mu††alib b. Mu˙ammad b.

'Alì b. Mu˙ammad, 365
'Abd al-Ra˙ìm b. Ya˙yà b. Óusayn

Ba˙rànì, 368
'Abd al-Ra˙man al-Khvàrazmì, Anìsì

(calligrapher), 237
'Abd al-Íamad (artist), 213, 221
'Abd al-Và˙id b. Íafì Nu'mànì, 358
Abù 'Alì Fakhkhàr b. Ma'd, 363
Abù Bakr Mu˙ammed al-Ràzì

(Rhazes), 375, 382, 386, 388, 
389n, 390

Abu’l-Faûl, 27, 28, 30, 221
Abù al-Futù˙ Ràzì, 354
Abu’l Khayr b. Dawlat Shaykh, 252
Abù Mu˙ammad Qàsim Óarìrì, 358
Abù Muslim (and Abù Muslim-nàmehs)

318–22, 327, 333
Abu’l-Qàsim 'Amrì, 346, 347
Abu’l-Qàsim Bàbur (Timurid ruler),

237
Abù Turàb Beg, 86n
Adam, 26, 28
Afràsiyàb, 268
Afshàr Íàdiqì (poet), 57
Afûal Dutàrì, 346
Afûal al-Tavàrìkh, 63–91
Ahl-i bayt, 315, 329
Ahl-i Óaqq, 317, 319, 349
A˙mad-i-Gìlànì, 346
A˙mad-i Kàshì, 348, 349

409

A˙mad-i Lùr, 343
A˙mad b. Mu˙ammad b. Khàlid 

al-Barqì, 392
'Ajà"ib al-makhlùqàt wa gharà"ib 

al-maujùdà, 33–47
Akbar, 27, 28, 29, 113, 225, 259, 348
Akbarnàmeh, 27, 29
Akhbàrì school, 331, 395, 408
Akbarnàmeh, 221
Àl Naßar, 268
'Alà al-Dawleh (Timurid ruler), 297n
'Alà al-Dìn b. Hidàyatallàh al-Sharìf

(copyist), 36n
Alanjaq, 308, 341
Alan Qoa, 28, 29
alcohol (see also wine), 57
Allàhvardì Khàn, 70n

bridge, 71
Allàhvardì Sultan, 70n
Allan, James, 176–77
Aleppo, 97, 98, 99; great mosque, 99
Alexander the Great (see Iskandar)
'Alì Afandì, 214
'Alì b. Abì ˇàlib (Imam), 5, 129, 290,

319, 324–5
'Alì b. Óusayn Maysì, 365
'Alì b. Ibràhìm al-Qummì, 385
'Alì Karakì, 319–20, 326, 356, 359,

368, 400
'Alì Khan-i Zangàneh, 403
'Alì Minshàr 'Àmilì, 357
'Alì b. Mu˙ammad b. Makkì 'Àmilì,

359
'Alì b. Mu˙ammad al-Qùshjì, 382
'Alì Naqì Kamrà"ì, 52
'Alì Naqì Turshìzì, 61
'Alì Qapù, 81, 106–07, 163, 196
'Alì-Qùlì Khàn, 82
'Alì Riûa Kà†ib (artist), 256, 261
'Alì b. Yùsuf Nìlì, 353
Alvand Beg, 306
Amir 'Alì al-Khàdim al-Óusayni 

al-Astaràbàdì (land owner), 403
Amir Badr al-Dìn, 270
Amìr Khàn (governor of Kirman), 89
Amìr Khusraw, 4
Amir Rukn al-Dìn, 58
Àmirzà Fakhr al-Mashhadì, 363
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Amul, 180
Anatolia, 184
Anatolian carpets, 179
Andalusia, 180,
Àqà Óusayn Khvànsàrì, 55, 57,
Àqà Kamàl (court minister), 406,
Àqà Khiûr-i Nihàvandì, 70n,
Àqà Mìrak, 254,
Àqà Mu˙ammad (son of Zaynab

Begum Ardistànì), 406
Àqà Mu˙ammad Khàn Qajar, 167n
Àqà Shàhì Salkhak, 60
Àq quyùnlù, 237–38, 244, 246, 273
Arab fleets in Arabian Sea, 112–113
'Arabistàn, 267–68, 274, 276, 278–79,

282
Ardabìl, 8, 60, 125–43, 165–89, 355,

358, 361, 367, 398, 402,
Ardashìr, 247
Aristotle, Aristotelians, 373, 390,
Arjomand, S.A., 374
Armenians, 101, 108n, 373
Arshàd al-Dìn, 30
Arthur M. Sackler Museum, 257
Asad Beg, 87
Ashraf, 82n
'Àshùrà, 342
Astaràbàd, 51, 61, 353, 354, 355, 366,

407
astrolabe, 58
'Atabàt (shrine cities in Iraq), 400,

401, 403, 404
'A††àr (Farìd al-Dìn), 133
Aubin, J., 7
Augustinians, 105, 113
automata, 39–40
avqàf, 397–408
Azirbayjàn, 352, 360
Azhar Tabrizì (calligrapher), 237

Bàb-i Bulbùl palace (A"yineh Khàneh),
107, 114

Bàbà Ulmàs, 84
Bàbur, Abù al-Qàsim, 21, 28, 297n
Bàburnàmeh, 21
Badi" Naßràbàdì (poet), 56
Badi"uzzamàn Mìrzà, 252
Bàdkùba, 61
bàghbàshìgarì, 61
Bàgh-i Sa'àdatàbàd, 56, 82
Baghdad, 100, 269, 272
Bahà" al-Daula Óasan (son of Qàsim

Fay∂bakhsh), 306
Ba˙ràm, 240–42

Ba˙ràm in the Yellow Pavilion, 240, 257
Ba˙ràm Mìrzà, 220–1, 224, 244
Ba˙rayn, 354, 355, 367, 368
bakers, 58
Bàkharzì, 'Abd al-Vàsi', 302
Baktàshiyyeh, 317, 323, 342, 343, 349
Baku, 71
Balk, 132
Balkhì, Abù Shakùr, 5
Baltistàn, 309
Bandar Hind, 61
Bandar-i Kong, 100
Banù Ka'b, 268
Bàqir Khàn (Najm-i Sànì), 89, 90
Barbaro, Josafa, 182
Barda', 85n, 88
Bàrfurùsh, 355
Barzishàbàdì, 'Abd Allàh, 300n
Basra, 100, 268, 270–72
baths, 60
Bàyandùr Khàn, 55
Bàyandùr Sul†àn, 60
Bayànì, 56
Bàyazìd I (Ottoman ruler), 8
Baysungùr, 244, 251
Bàyqarà, Óusayn, 301–303, 312
beard, shaving of, 57
Bembo, Ambrosio, 97–121
Bembo, Marco, 97
Bembo, Orazio, 97
‘Benefits ( fàyideh) of history’, 23, 24
Bichitr, 229n
Bidlìsì, Sharaf Khàn b. Shams al-Dìn,

23, 24, 25
Bi˙àr al-Anvàr, 371–96
Bihbahàn, 403, 405
Bihzàd, 223, 223n, 231, 251, 254–55,

257
Blair, Sheila, 241–42, 247
Bombay (Mumbai), 100, 112
book painting, 170, 182
bone, 179–80
brass, 170
British Library, 259
Browne, Edward, 63n, 64, 372, 375
Bùdaq-i Beg-i Dìn Uqlì, 348,
Budàq Khàn, 80
Bukhara, 251–63
Bürgel, C., 376
Bustàn, 256, 259
butchers, 58

camel bone, 179n
Candia, war of, 97, 111
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Capuchins, 105, 113
Carmelites, 104, 105, 113
carpet, 178
Chaghatay, 28
chahar 'Alì, 174
Chahàr Bàgh, 81n, 107, 145, 153–54
Chahàr Bazàr, 81n
Chaldiràn, 177
Chardin, Jean, 98, 105, 115
charkhchìgarì, 61,
Chihil Sutùn, 56, 196
Chingiz Khan, 26, 28, 29, 30
Christ’s College, Cambridge, 63
Christian(s), 59, 378n, 386, 392
Chulàvì, Óusayn Kiyà, 306, 309, 312
chùpànbegì, 71n
cloisonné enamel, 184
coffee, coffee-houses, 57, 60, 333
coins, 51
Compendium of Chronicles (Rashìd al-Dìn),

242
Cornaro family, 97

Dàdà Dhu’l-Fiqàr Igrìmì, 82, 88
Dadakhàtùn (woman of harem), 403
Daman, 100
Damàvand, 57
Danegi, 72, 85
David Collection, 180
Dàrà, 257
Darvìsh Biryànì, 84
Darvìsh Kamàl-i-Aqlìdì, 348,
Darvìsh Khusraw, 83, 84, 347, 348
Darvìsh Kùchak Qalandar, 347
Darvìsh Mu˙ammad (artist), 237
Darvìsh Riûà, 348
Darvìsh Turàb, 348
Dastgird, 405
Dawraq (modern Shàdigàn), 268, 270,

278
de Bruyn, Cornelius, 274
de Unger, Edmund, 238
Deccan, 173
della Valle, Pietro, 106, 109, 115, 272
Demotte, Georges, 242
Denike, 180
Dhu’l-Fiqàr Beg, 85
Dhu’l-Fiqàr Khàn, 70n
dinàr, 284
Diyarbakir, 99
Dizfùl, 267–68, 270, 273, 278
Dols, Michael, 379n, 380, 395
Dominicans, 113
Donaldson, Dwight M., 373n

Dream narratives, 29, 30, 31
Dughlat, Mu˙ammad Óaydàr 

(historian), 21–23, 28, 30, 31
du Mans, Raphaël, 104, 113, 115
Dürer, Albrecht, 107, 113, 114
Dùst Mu˙ammad, 244

East India Company (English), 54, 112
ebony, 169n
Egypt, 180
Elgood, Cyril, 371, 377–80
European cultural influences, 202

Fahkr al-Dìn al-Ràzì, 382
Fakhr al-Mu˙aqqiqìn, son of Allàmah

Óillì, 351, 353, 357, 358, 359, 364
Farahabad, 82nn
Faràhànì, 362,
Farhàd Khàn, 70n, 82, 270
Farìdùn, 246–47
Farìdùn Beg, 53
Fars, 405
Fat˙ 'Alì Khàn Beyglar Beygì, 61
Fà†imeh Khànum, 403
Fayûbakhsh, Qàsim, 300, 307, 309,

312
Fàûil Abharì, 320, 322
Fàûil Hindì, 366
Fàûil Miqdàd, 361
Faûlallàh Astaràbàdì, 341, 343
Faûlì b. Zayn al-'Abidìn Khùzànì,

63–91
Firdawsì, 4
Franciscans, 99, 113
Freer Gallery, 255

Galen, Galenic medicine, 375, 379,
383, 385, 387, 389, 393, 394

Ganj-'Alì Beg, 80
Ganj-'Alì Sultan, 82
Ganja, 72, 85
Gayùmars, 247
Genealogy, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31
al-Ghazàlì, 382
Gentil, Jean-Baptiste, 65, 66
Georgian(s), 74, 88, 276–77
Ghìyàs al-Dìn, vazier (son of Rashìd

al-Dìn), 241–42
Ghiyàs al-Dìn Jàmì, 137
Gilan, 325, 329
Goa, 100, 271
Golcanda, 71, 75n
gold (thread), 169–70
goldsmiths in Isfahan, 105
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Grélot, G.J., 98, 99, 108–110, 
114–115

guilds, 58
Gulbenkian Foundation (Lisbon), 259
Guldasta (palace), 81n
Gulistàn of Sa'dì, 222, 256, 259
Gulistàn-i Hunar, 214
Gulnàr, 247
Gulpàyagàn, 109
Gunàbàd, 3
Gùr-i Amìr, 170n, 182
Gushtàsp, 241
Grabar, Oleg, 241, 247
grapes, 60

Óabìb al-siyar, 21, 24
ÓàfiΩ, 125, 137, 257
Haft Aurang (of Jàmì), 133, 206,

217–20, 223
Haft ManΩar, 258
Óajj Óusayn Àqà, envoy of Russia, 

59
Óajj Isfandiyàr Katùlì, 407
Óajj Qàsim 'Alì Astaràbàdì, 407
Óàjjì Bàbà Qazvìnì, 84
Óàjjì Baktàsh, 342
Óàjjì Ghiyàs Kàshì, 85
Óajjì Mu˙ammad (artist), 256
Hakim al-Mulk-i Ardistànì, 406
Óàkim Shifàyì (poet), 57
Halàkì Hamadànì (minister), 57
Óàllaj, 321
Hamadan, 80, 109, 403, 406
Hamadànì, 'Alì, 303, 304
Óamleh-yi Óaydarì, 325
Óamza, 319, 325–6, 333
Hàrùn al-Rashìd, 384
Harvard University Art Museum, 257
Óasan Beg Khasslar Ustàjlù, 81
Óasan Beg Rùmlù, 87
al-Óasan b. al-Faûl al-ˇabrìsì, 392
al-Óasan b. Mu˙ammad al-Qummì

al-Nìshàpùrì, 381
al-Óasan b. Yùsuf, al-'Allàma al-Óillì,

392
Hàtifì, 3–17, 256
Óàtim Beg Urdùbàdì, 71, 82, 270
Óayàtì, 346
Óaydar (father of Ismà'ìl), 181
Óaydar (son of ˇahmàsp), 136
Óaydar Ivàghlì, 53
Óayratì Tùnì, 329
Herbert, Thomas, 115
Óillah, 356, 358, 359, 362

Hillenbrand, Robert, 246
Óillì, 'Allàmeh, 351–2, 359, 363, 364,

365
Óillì, Mu˙aqqiq, 363
Hindley, J.H., 65
Hippocrates, 390
Hirat, 4, 34, 60, 184–85, 231, 237,

239, 244, 251–63, 296, 301–303
horses, 223, 229, 229n
Horst, H., 10
hourglass, 229
Humàyùn (Mughal ruler), 21, 22, 27,

171–73, 221, 223–4, 226
Humayùnnàmeh (Qànùn-i Humayùnì ), 21
Óurr 'Àmilì, 356
Óurùfiyyeh, 317, 325, 341, 342, 345,

349
Óusayn (father of Shaykh Bahà"ì), 368
Óusayn b. 'Abd al-Vahhàb, 367
Óusayn b. 'Alì Hajrì , 368
Óusayn 'Alì Khàn-i Zangàneh, 403
Óusayn Bayqara (Timurid ruler in

Hirat), 133, 245–46, 251
Óusayn Beg 'Abdallù, 80
Óusayn Khàn, 82
Óusayn Khàn Shàmlù, 253
Óusayn Yazdì, 84
Óusayn Zàhidì, 134
Hùshang, 240, 247
Hutton, John of Marske, 64, 65
Óuvayza, 265–91

Ibn Abì al-Óadìd, 361
Ibn Abì Íàdiq al-Nishàpùrì, 388
Ibn Abì ˇayy, 367
Ibn al-'Arabì, 303
Ibn 'Atà"iqì, 362
Ibn Bàbawayh, 354
Ibn Fahd Óillì, 361, 368
Ibn Funduq, 23
Ibn-i Óusàm, 5
Ibn Idrìs, 358, 363, 366, 369
Ibn Khaldùn, 375
Ibn Khàlvayh, 355
Ibn al-Mahjanàr Bazzàz, 366
Ibn Maytham Ba˙rànì, 365
Ibn Shahr Àshùb, 359
Ibn Sina, 375, 387–8, 390–91, 393,

394, 406
Ibn ˇàvùs, 'Abd al-Karìm b. A˙mad,

360–1, 369
Ibràhìm 'Àdil-Shàh, of Bìjàpùr, 36
Ibràhìm Amìnì, 26
Ibràhìm Íafavì, 181
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Ibràhim Kaf 'amì, 360, 367
Ibràhìm b. Màlik al-Ashtar, 322
Ibràhìm Mìrzà, 133, 217
Ibràhìm Sul†àn, 243, 251
Ikhvàn al-Íafà, 342
Ilkhanids, 237–47
Imam Abù Ja'far al-Bàqir, 392
Imam 'Alì Zayn al-'Àbidìn, 323–4
Imam Óasan, 323
Imam Óusayn, 315, 317–9, 321–3
Imam Ja'far al-Íàdiq, 320, 384, 385,

386, 391n, 392
Imam Mùsà b. Ja'far, 384
Imam Mùsà al-KàΩim, 26, 269
Imàm Qulì Beg Yasaval, 55
Imàm Qulì Khàn, 272
Imam Riûà (eighth Imam), 127;

(shrine), 354
Imàmverdì Beg, 403
'Inàyat Kàl-i Ißfahànì, 83, 84
India, 99, 251, 268, 315–6, 323–6,

328, 330, 333, 335
Indians in Isfahan, 105–106
Indian woodworkers, 172
Indonesia, 324
Iran Bastan Museum, 176
'Iràq-i 'Arab, 355
'Iràqì, Shams al-Dìn, 302
Irawan, 360
Irbilì, 356
'Isà Khàn Gurjì, 59
Isfahan, 60, 80, 98, 101, 102, 103–09,

131, 136, 165–89, 265, 272, 276,
355, 361, 366, 367, 368, 400, 405,
406

Isfahan school of painting, 200
Isfandiyàr, 241
ishràf-i tavìl, 61
Iskander, 240, 257
Iskandar (and Iskandar-nàmeh), 4, 334–5
Iskandar Beg Munshì, 21, 63, 67,

72–3, 86, 87, 131
Ismà'ìl I (and pen name Kha†à"ì), 3–8,

30, 103, 129, 165–89, 237–38,
245–46, 251, 269, 273, 290, 296,
306, 312, 317–20, 330, 332, 338,
345, 399

Ismà'ìl II, 23, 131, 136
Ismà'ìl b. Óammàd al-Jawharì, 388
Ismà'ìl b. Óasan al-Jurjànì, 388, 389n,

390–91
Ismà'ìl Kàshif (poet), 57
Ismà'ìliyya, 305, 320, 341, 349
istìfày-i munshì al-mamàlik, 61

Istanbul, 6, 176–77
ivory, 167–71, 174, 178–80, 182n

Jabal 'Àmil, 351, 355–60, 365
Jabbadar (artist), 202, 207
Jàbirì, Mìr Jamàl al-Dìn Mu˙ammad,

71
Ja'far (son of Mu˙ammad Nùrbakhsh),

301
Jahàngìr, 89, 223, 229n, 230, 261, 346
Jahànshàh (Qaràquyùnlù ruler), 237
Jalàl-i Munajjim Bàshì, 80, 134–35,

136, 347, 407
Jalàl al-Dìn 'Abd al-Ra˙màn ibn Abù

Bakr al-Suyùtì, 379n
Jalà"irìds, 252, 273
Jalàli rebellion, 336–37
Jàm, 253
Jamàl al-Dìn (Sufi shaykh), 30
Jamàl al-Dìn Mu†ahhar al-Óillì, 352
Jàmì, 'Abd al-Ra˙màn? 4–5, 133, 256,

258, 301–303
Jàmi' al-tavàrìkh, 26
Jannat Saray (Ardabil), 125–43
Japheth, 29
Jenkinson, F., 64
Jesuits, 105, 113
Jew(s), 101, 373, 378n, 392, 395
Julàq Tabrìzì, 60
Junàbàd, see Gunàbàd
Junayd, 319
Jundi Shapur, 379n

Kabul, 221
Kaempfer, Engelbert, 113
kamàncha-navàz, 61
kalak, 99
kalàntar qapàn, 61
kalàntarì, 61
Kalìleh va Dimneh, 241
Kangavar, 110
Karbala, 60, 315, 328
Karjàkì, 358
Kàr Kiyà, Mìrzà 'Alì, 306
Karùn River, 267
Kashan, 80, 136, 345, 346, 353,
Kàshànì, Mu˙sin Fayû, 311, 334, 365
Khàn 'Alì Shàh Qarajaghay (ruler of

Mashhad), 209
Khargird-i Jàm, 3, 5
Khashabiyya, 321
Kàshif Ißfahànì (poet), 57
Kàshifì, 323, 327–8
Kashmir, 309
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Kashmìrì, Mu˙ammad 'Alì, 302
Katouzian, Homa, 374
Kaysanites, 320–1
Kazerun, 367
Keir Collection, 238
Kevorkian, Hagop, 237
Khàdim Ißfahànì (poet), 52, 56
Khalìfeh Sul†àn, 401
Khàlìl Sul†àn (Àqquyùnlù), 237
khàlißeh (land), 403
Khamseh of NiΩàmì, 165, 237, 239–40,

243, 245–46; (Or. 2265), 213; 
(Add. 25900), 216, 219, 223

Kharijites, 320, 325
khàßßeh (land), 403
Kha†à"ì (see Ismà'ìl I)
khatamkàrì, 168, 179n
Khàvaràn-nàmeh, 325
Khunjì Ißfahànì, Faûl Allàh b.

Rùzbihàn, 24
Khurasan, 3, 56–57, 184, 253, 276,

316, 320, 400
Khusraw, 238–39, 257
Khusraw Khàn Beglar Begì, 55
Khuttalànì, Khvàja Is˙àq, 297
Khùzànì family, 81–2, 86–8
Khuzistan, 267, 277, 283, 290
Khvàjeh Rabi' (tomb), 130
Khvàndamìr, Ghiyàs al-Dìn, 21, 22,

23, 26
Kìchìk Mìrzà, Sultan Mu˙ammad, 303
Kildi Mu˙ammad, 253
Kirman, 88, 404
Kirmanshah, 109, 111
kitàbdàr, 61
kitàbkhàneh, 178, 251
Kubrà, Najm al-Dìn, 300, 303, 305n
Kubraviyya, 297, 305n
Kufic, 174
al-Kulaynì, Mu˙ammad b. Ya'qùb,

383, 392
Kùr Óasan Ustàjlù, 81, 82
Kurds, 319
Kurughlù, 335–8
Khvàjeh Karìm al-Dìn Barakùhì, 404
Khvàjeh Malik Óusayn Màlmirì, 80,

81
Kokand, 180

Làhìjì, Shams al-Dìn Mu˙ammad,
298–300, 309, 311n

Lahore, 173
La˙sà, 367
Lambton, A.K.S., 374

Langar, see Khargird-i Jàm
Langlés, M.A., 98, ft. 2
Lar, 100
làrì (coin), 275
Lockhart, Laurence, 372–74
Luristan, 268–69

Ma"àsir al-Umarà, 231
Madìna, 399, 401
magic, 40–1, 376
Mahan, 138
Mahdì Qùlì Khàn Shamlù, 270
Màhìdasht, serai at, 111, 114
Ma˙jùb, Mu˙ammad Ja'far, 4
Ma˙mùd Beg (son of Mìrzà Jàn Beg

[son of ] Najm-i Sànì), 80, 88
Ma˙mùd Mußavvir, 255
Ma˙mùd Muzahhib, ‘Shaykh Zàdih’,

253–55
Ma˙mùd Pasikhànì-i Gìlànì, 57, 344,

345
ma˙mùdì (coin) (mu˙ammadì ), 266–91
Maydàn-i Harùn Vilàyat, 81, 146, 148,

150–53, 156–57, 164
Malaysia, 324
Malik 'Alì Sultan, 83
Malik 'Alì Sultan, 347
Manàqib-i-Honarvaràn, 254
Mangutay, 171
Manßùr (Musha'sha'), 271–72
Manßùr ibn Mu˙ammad, Ibn Ilyàs,

380, 386, 390
Man†iq al-†ayr (of 'A††àr), 133
Maqßùd 'Alì (artist), 174, 185
Maqßùd Beg NàΩir, 70n
Maqßùd Beg Qaràcha-Dàghì, 80
Maqtal-nàmehs 327–8
Mar'ashì Sayyids, 399
Mariam Begum (aunt of Shah Sul†àn

Óusayn), 406
Mary (mother of Jesus), 29
Marzbàn Zardùshtì, 59
Mashhad, 55, 61, 127, 137, 209, 221,

357
Masjid-i Jàmi' (Isfahan), 148
Masjid-i Shàh, 73n, 107, 158, 163
Maulàì, 60
Mawlànà Óàjjì Bàbà Qazvìnì, 84
Mawlànà Óusayn Yazdì, 84
Mawlànà Ma"rùf, 344
Mawlànà Muß†afa, 84
Mawlànà Sulaymàn ˇabìb Sàvajì, 84
Mawlànà Umìdì, 307
mausoleum (of Ismà'ìl I), 165–89
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Mavaraunnahr, 251–63
Maydàn-i Sa'àdat, 60
Maydan-i shàh, 107
Mayìn, 103
Mecca, 55–56, 354, 401
Membré, Michele, 9
metal thread, 179
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 180
Mihr-va-Mushtarì, 254
Mi˙ràb Beg Ta˙vìldàr Shuturkhàn, 80
Mi˙ràbàd-i Sàveh, 82
millefiori, 180
miniatures, 193–211
mint, 51, 265–91
Minàqib-i Hunarvarà, 214
mìràbì, 61
Mi'ràj, 238
Mìrànshàh, 341, 343
Mìr 'Abd al-Mu"minì, 70n
Mìr Abù ˇàlib Findiriskì (author of

Tu˙fàt al-'Àlam), 404
Mìr 'Alì Hiràvì (artist), 253
Mìr Biqàmì, 346
Mìr Dàmàd, Mìr Mu˙ammad Bàqir,

84, 334
Mìr Óusayn Kulangì al-Óusaynì

(artist), 256, 261
Mìr Óusayn Sahvì (artist), 256
Mìr Jalal al-Dìn Óasan (ßadr), 407
Mìr Jamàl al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Sukhta

Khùzànì, 88
Mìrkhvànd, 21, 23, 24, 25
Mìr Law˙ì, 321
Mìr Mu'izz al-Dìn Mu˙ammad (ßadr),

407
Mìr Mußavvir, 215, 221
Mìr Qavvàm al-Dìn al-Mar'ashì, 180
Mìr Sayyid A˙mad Kàshì, 84
Mìr Sayyid 'Alì, 203, 215, 221
Mìr Sul†àn Mu˙sin (ruler of Óuvayza),

269
Mìrzà A˙mad NàΩir-i Ißfahànì, 80
Mìrzà 'Alì (artist), 213, 215
Mìrzà 'A†à'a Allàh Khùzànì, 86
Mìrzà Beg (father of the Mìr Abù

ˇàlib Findiriskì?), 403
Mìrzà Hidàyat, 80, 88
Mìrzà Ja'far (minister), 57
Mìrzà Khalìl (brother of Faûlì

Khùzànì), 88
Mìrzà Malikì (son of Khvàjeh Afûal

Ißfahànì), 82
Mìrzà Mu˙ammad Óaydàr Dughlat,

255

Mìrzà Mu"min Kirmànì (minister), 57
Mìrzà Qàsim Tabrìzì (poet), 56
Mìrzà Riûà"ì (son of Mìrzà Hidàyat),

88
Mìrzà Íàlih, 88
Mìrzà Shàh Óusayn-i Ißfahànì, minister

of Ismà'ìl I, 399n
Mìrzà Shàh-valì (Khùzànì), 86
Missian, serai at, 109
Momen, Moojan, 374
Mongol(s), 240
Moreen, Vera, 395
Morelli, Jacopo, 98, ft. 2
Morosini family, 97
mother-of-pearl, 179n, 184
Mubàrak b. Mu†àllib (ruler of

Óuvayza), 270–71, 282,
Mufa∂∂al b. 'Umar al-Ju'fì, 391n
Mufìd, Shaykh, 351, 353, 358, 366,

367, 369, 382
Mughal Album (in St. Petersburg), 220
Mughal school, 214
Mughals, 176, 242
Mu˙ammad (Musha'sha'), 272
Mu˙ammad b. Abù Bakr b. 'Izz 

al-Dìn Ma˙mùd b. Mu˙ammad, 6–7
Mu˙ammad b. A˙mad, Ibn al-Bay†àr,

392, 393, 394
Mu˙ammad 'Alì (painter), 196–7, 211
Mu˙ammad b. 'Alì, Ibn Shahr Ashùb,

386
Mu˙ammad Bàqir Khurda, 348
Mu˙ammad Bàqir Majlisì, 310, 331,

352, 354, 366, 368, 369, 371–96
Mu˙ammad Beg (brother of Faûlì

Khùzànì), 88
Mu˙ammad ibn Falà˙ (Musha'sha'

ruler), 268–69
Mu˙ammad Óàkim al-Óusaynì

(copyist), 209
Mu˙ammad b. al-Óanafiyya, 322–5
Mu˙ammad b. Óasan Íaffàr Qummì,

362
Mu˙ammad Jùkì, 243–44, 251
Mu˙ammad Khudàbandeh, 74, 83n,

267n, 269, 274, 364
Mu˙ammad b. Makkì, Shahìd-i Avval,

358, 359, 360, 366, 367, 392
Mu˙ammad b. Manßùr, Ibn Idrìs, 392
Mu˙ammad Qàsim (painter), 193–211
Mu˙ammad al-Qiwàm al-Shiràzì

(copyist), 36n
Mu˙ammad Qulì (Qu†bshàh), 75n
Mu˙ammad Riûà Beg Zangàneh, 406
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Mu˙ammad Íàli˙, 254
Mu˙ammad Shaybànì, see Shaybànì

Khàn
Mu˙ammad Shaybeg Khàn, 251
Mu˙ammad b. Shujà' Anßàrì, 361
Mu˙ammad Taqì, 88
Mu˙ammad Taqì Majlisì, 321
Mu˙ammad Valì Mìrzà, 57
Mu˙ammad Varàmìnì, 346
Mu˙ammad b. Ya'qùb al-Fìrùzàbàdì,

388, 392
Mu˙ammad Yùsuf (painter), 196–7, 211
Mu˙ammad Zamàn (artist), 202, 207
Mu˙ammad Zamàn Beg (vazier of

Kàshàn), 88
Mu˙ammad Zamàn Mìrzà, 308–309
Mu˙ammadan Reality (˙aqìqa

mu˙ammadiya), 299
mu˙ammadì (coin, see ma˙mùdì)
Mu˙ammadì (artist), 231
Mu˙ammadì Mìrzà Àq-quyùnlù, 306
Mu˙ì al-Dìn b. A˙mad b. Tàj al-Dìn

'Àmilì, 357
Mu˙ibb-'Alì Beg, 70n
Mu˙tasham Kàshànì (poet), 329–31
Mu"ìn (artist), 202
Mu"min b. Qutb al-Dìn Màhànì, 138
Mujtahids, 315, 334
Mukhtàr (and Mukhtàr-nàmehs), 321–3,

327
mullà-bàshì, 373
Mullà Yùsuf (artist), 253, 255, 258
Mu"min, 85
Mu"min b. Qutb al-Dìn Màhànì

(artist), 138
Muntafiq, 268
Muràd I (Ottoman ruler), 23
Muraqqa' Gulshan, 222–4
Murshid al-Kàtib al-Shìràzì ('A††àr)

(calligrapher), 36
Murtaûà", Sayyid, 353, 361
Murtaûavì, M., 7–8
Musha'sha', 266, 269
Muß†afa 'Alì (artist), 254
Muß†afa Beg, 90
MuΩaffar 'Alì, 215, 217, 219
muzàhhib, 61

Naima, Muß†afà (Ottoman historian),
24

Nàdir Shàh, 355, 406
Na'ìm al-Dìn b. Mun'im al-Dìn

Mu˙ammad al-Au˙adi al-Óusaynì
(copyist), 36

Najaf, 386, 56, 359, 360, 363, 367
Najm al-Dìn A˙mad (son of Faûlì

Khùzànì), 76, 90
Najm-i Sànì, 80
Nakhjavàn, 341
Naqsh-i Jahàn, 80–1, 145–46, 148,

155–56, 162, 164
Naqsh-i Rustam, 103
Naqshbandiyya, 301–304
Naßìbìs, 320
Nàßir Khàn Beg, 86
Naßr Allàh Zaytùnì, 352
Nasr, Sayyid Husayn, 373
Nàßir (Musha'sha'), 271
Na†anz, 80, 345
Navà"ì, Mìr 'Alì Shìr, 4, 260, 301,

304
Nazar Beg, 61
Nestorians, 101
New Julfa, 107
Ni'matallàhìyyeh, 138
Nìmàvard, 406
Nishapur, 56, 88, 320
NiΩàm Taghàllì, 84
NiΩàmì, 4, 237–38, 256–59
Nuq†aviyyeh, 70n, 83, 316, 341–9
Nùr al-Dìn Ni'matallàh, 138
Nùr Mu˙ammad Khàn (Uzbeg prince),

88
Nùrbakhsh, Mu˙ammad, 295–298, 312
Nùrbakhshiyyeh, 59, 295–313
Nyitrai, I., 7

Oghuz Khan, 26
opium, 58
Osmàn Ghàzì (founder of Ottoman

dynasty), 30
Ottomans, 30, 55, 60, 112–13, 132,

135, 176–77, 178n, 179n, 251,
270–71, 298, 328, 332, 335, 372,
399

Oxford, 7

Paris, 7
Parma, 7
Pàyizi, Mu˙ammad, 7
Paykar Khàn, 70n, 88, 89
Persepolis, 102–103
Persian Gulf, 267–68, 273, 275, 283
philosophers, 373, 389
Pìr Bùdak (Qaràquyùnlù), 237
Platonists, 373
poetry, 51–52
Polier, Antoine-Louis-Henri, 67n
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popes, 55
porcelain, 134
Portuguese, 112, 271
prefaces (dìbàcheh), 22
prophetic medicine, 375, 379, 385
Pul-i Khwàju, 104

Qajars, 138, 242
Qalandars, 349
Qamar al-Dìn, 23
Qandahàr, 54–55
Qandahàrì, Mu˙ammad, 21, 27
Qaracheh Dagh, 60
Qarachar Barlas, 8
Qaràquyùnlù, 237
Qàsim-i Anvàr, 5, 344
Qàsimì Gunàbàdì, 3–18
Qavàm al-Dìn Óusayn, 307–309, 312
Qayßariyyeh (royal bazar), 81n, 157,

163–64
Qazankhàn, 398n
Qàûì A˙mad, 214
Qàûì Amìr Óusayn, 354
Qàûì 'Imàd al-Dìn ˇùsì, 71
Qàûì Khàn, 70n
Qàûì Nùr Allàh Shushtarì, 301
Qazvin, 82, 130, 136, 265, 345, 348,

367, 399, 401, 405
Qazvini school (painting), 200–201
qißßeh-khvàn, 61, 315–39
Qizilbàsh, 310, 317, 325, 334, 337–8
Quinn, S., 10
Qum, 61, 80, 82, 354, 400, 402
Qumisheh, 103
Qummì, Mulla Mu˙ammad ˇàhir,

311
Qu"ran, 178
Qu"ran stand, 182
qùrchì bàshìgarì-i rikàb, 61
Qu†b al-Dìn Kaydarì, 353n
Qu†buddìn Mu˙ammad Khvàrizmshàh,

7
Qu†b al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Yazdì, 214
Qu†b al-Dìn Ràwandì, 354

Rab'-ì Rashìdì (Tabriz), 242
Rahman, Fazlur, 377, 380, 391, 392,

393, 395
Rashìd (Musha'sha'), 271
Rashìd al-Dìn Faûl Allàh, 26, 241–43
Rawûat al-ßafà, 21, 23, 24
Rawûat al-shuhadà, 327–8
Ray, 353, 368, 399
Respe, serai at, 109

riq'a, 174, 178
Riûà 'Abbàsì, (painter), 195–6, 198,

201, 204–06, 208, 210–11, 230
roads, 55
rock, 215–18, 223–4, 229–30
Russians, 59, 166–67
Rustam, 5, 245

Sabzavar, 321, 353
Sabzavàrì, Mu˙sin b. Lu†fullah Ma'àd

Óusaynì, 6
Sackler Gallery, 259
Sa'dì, 256, 259
Íàdìqì Beg Afshàr (artist), 87, 201–02
Sadìrì, Mu˙ammad Mu"min, 311
ßadr, 406–7
Íadr al-Dìn Mùsà (son of Shaykh Íafì

al-Dìn), 134, 181, 184
Íadùq, Shaykh, 354, 358, 362, 368,

369, 383, 384, 392
Íafà, Z., 7
Íafì I, 57, 73, 75, 89, 207, 280,

282–83, 401
Íafì II (see also Sulaymàn), 286–87
Íafì al-Dìn, Shaykh, 26, 30, 31,

126–27, 129, 168, 173, 184, 349,
351, 355, 398

ßà˙ib-'ayàrì, 61
Íà"ib Tabrìzì (poet), 57
St. Petersburg, 166
Salar Jung Museum, 256
Sàlàr Mas'ùd (Ghàzì Miyàn), 323
Salìm I, 8
Saljuk, 180
Sàm Mìrzà (brother of ˇahmàsp), 9,

137, 221, 253
Samarqand, 251
sandalwood, 168n, 182
Saràb, 171
Sarajevo (museum), 138
Sarbidàràn, 349
sarcophagus (of Ismà'ìl I), 165–89,
Sàrlù, 336
sar-taràsh, 61
Sàrù Taqì, 85, 86n
Sàveh, 80, 82
Savage-Smith, Emilie, 379n
Savory, Roger, 374
Sayf al-Dìn Bakharzì, 1184n
Sàyìn (Gadìkì), 171
seals, 193, 198–201
secrets, 41–2
serìshkàrì, 61
Sevruguin, Antoine, 242
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Shàh Baygì Begum, wife of Ismà'ìl I,
399

Shah Shuja' (MuΩaffarìd ruler), 231
Shàh-i Zinda, 180
shàhì (coin), 266–91
Shahìd-i Avval, see Mu˙ammad b

Makkì
Shahìd-i Sànì, see Zayn al-Dìn
Shàhnàmeh (and Shàhnàmeh-khvàns), 165,

185, 197, 199, 204, 209, 222,
240–43, 245–47, 256, 316, 329,
332–5

shahrashùb, 335, 338
Shàhrukh, 251, 343
Shàhrukh, Mìrzà, 297
Shahsavàn, 348
Sham-i Ghazan, 88,
Shamlù, 'Alì-Qulì Khàn, 70n
Sharaf al-Dìn 'Alì Yazdì (historian),

20, 22, 29
Sharaf al-Dìn Mu˙ammad Makkì

Jizìnì 'Àmilì, 357
Sharafnàmeh, 23
sharbatdàr, 61
Sharìf Óasan of Mecca, 56
shàtiran, 61
Sha†† al-Arab, 268
Shaybànì Khàn, 8
Shaybànids, 251, 255–56
Shaybànìnàmeh, 254
Shaykh 'Abbàsì (artist), 202, 210
Shaykh A˙mad Àqà, 70n, 83, 84
Shaykh Bahà"ì, Bahà" al-Dìn

Mu˙ammad, 84, 311, 334, 357, 361
Shaykh al-Islàm, 59
Shaykh Lu†f-Allàh mosque, 81
Shaykhavand, 69n
Shaykhem b. Mullà Yùsuf, 255–56,

258–59
Shaykhì (artist), 237
Shiraz, 34–7, 39, 100–02, 230, 347
Shìràzì, Mu˙ammad Qàsim, 5
Shìrìn, 238–40, 257
Shirùyeh, 238–39
Shirvan, 56, 71
Shu'àb-i panjgàneh, 26
Shùshtar, 268, 270, 273, 278
silk, 79
Silsilat al-Zahab, 217
silver (thread), 169–70
Simnàn, 57, 61
Sìyàvush (artist), 201
stamps, 51
steel, 165, 178

Stockholm, 177
Storytellers, see also qißßeh khvàn, 315–7,

320, 322, 333, 335
Sufis, 59, 174n
Sulaymàn Kurd, 55
Sulaymàn, Shah, 55, 103, 105, 196,

199, 274, 282, 286–88, 401, 402,
403, 404, 407, 408

Sulaymàn-i Sàvajì, 84, 348
Sul†àniyeh, 221
Sulighàn, 297, 306
Sultan-'Alì Mashhadi (calligrapher),

133, 201n
Sultan 'Alì Mìrzà, 245
Sul†àn 'Alì Qà"inì, 6
Sul†àn Fayyà∂ (ruler of Óuvayza), 269
Sul†àn Óusayn, 55, 266, 274, 373–4,

404, 405, 408
Sultan Óusayn Mìrzà, 243
Sul†àn Óusayniyyeh (school), 406
Sultan Mìrak Kitàbdàr, 256
Sul†àn Mu˙ammad (artist), 137,

214–15, 227, 230–1
Sul†àni School, 404, 406, 408
Sultaniyya, 130
Surat, 100
suyùrghàl, 61
Swinton, Archibald, 65n
Szuppe, M., 10

ˇabrisì, Shaykh, 363, 369
Tabrìz, 56, 177, 182, 221, 241–43,

246, 265, 269, 345, 353, 355, 360,
366, 367

Taftàzànì, A˙mad, 301
ˇahmàsp I, 8–9, 23, 84, 129, 171–73,

178n, 185, 213, 221–2, 240–41,
244, 246–47, 252, 256, 307–309,
310, 312, 318, 320, 329, 332, 344,
345, 357n, 399, 400

ˇahmàsp-Qulì Khàn Turkomàn, 89
Tàjàbàd, 81
Tajlù Khànum (mother of ˇahmàsp I),

129
Takkalù, 336
Talismans, 39–40
tamghàchì, 61
à̌q-i Bustàn, 110, 114

Taramtàsh, 364
Tàrìkh-i Akbarì, 27
Tàrìkh-i 'àlam-àrà-yi Amìnì, 24
Tàrìkh-i Bayhaq, 23
Tàrìkh-i Rashìdì, 22, 28, 30
Tauer, F., 6
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Taw˙ìd Khàna, 60
Tavernier, Jean-Baptiste, 115
taxation, 61
Ta'ziyeh, 322, 324
Tazkireh-yi Shàh ǎhmàsp, 129
Tazkireh-i Shùstar, 283
Theatine fathers, 113
ǐbb al-A"imma, 380, 391

Tiflìs, 85, 276–77
Tigris, 99
tilework, 178
Timur, 3–10, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 341
Timurids, 183, 242, 273
tobacco, 57–58
Topkapi Palace Library, 173
Topkapi Saray, 176–78
Toqtamïsh Khàn, 8
tortoise-shell, 179n
Tughlugh Timur, 22, 28, 29, 30
tùmàn, 275
Turkish animal cycle, 78
turquoise, 179n
Turàb Ißfahànì, 84
ˇurusht, 306
ˇùs, 353
tùshmàl-bàshì, 61
ˇùsì, Naßir al-Dìn, 353n, 361, 365,

382
ˇùsì, Shaykh, 351, 353, 355, 359, 

362, 366, 367, 369

'Ubaydallàh Uzbeg, 252–53, 256
'Ulamà, 319, 321, 332–4, 338
Uljaytùkhàn, 130, 398n
Ullmann, M., 376
Ulugh Munshì, 60
Uluq Beg, 182, 184, 251, 344
Umar Aqta, 252
Ummat Khàn of Fars, 56
Ushak carpets, 179n
Ustàd 'Uthmàn ibn A˙mad 

al-Maraghì, 181
Ußùlìs, 331–2, 395
Uzbegs, 55, 132, 253, 399

Vahshì (artist), 209
Valì Qùlì Shàmlù, 136, 197, 211
Valìjàn Khàn Turkoman, 346
Varàmìn, 399
Venice, 97, 99, 111–116
Vienna, 177
Vincent Robinson and Co., 126
Viqàrì ˇabasì (poet), 57

Walters Art Gallery, 176
watchmakers in Isfahan, 105
weavers of Yazd, 57
wine (see also alcohol), 55, 59
Woodhead, C., 7
woodwork, 165–89

Yàr Mu˙ammad (Shaybànid), 256
Yari Muzahhib, 255
Yàrshà†ir Óàjjì, 84
Yasawiyya, 323
Yazd, 57, 136, 368
Yazd-i Khvàst, 103
Yazìd, 324
Yulì Beg, 80, 81
Yurt Shìrvànì, 131
Yùsuf b. Makhzùm A'war, 367
Yùsufì Tarkishdùz, 83, 84, 347

¸afarnàmeh (of Nizàm al-Dìn 'Alì
Shàmì), 20

¸afarnàmeh (of Sharaf al-Dìn 'Alì
Yazdì), 20, 21, 22, 29

¸afàrnàmeh, 243
Zagros mountains, 268
Zahabiyya, 297, 300n
Zàhhak, 247
Zàhid Tabrìzì (poet), 52
Zakàriyà b. Mu˙ammad b. Ma˙mud

al-Qazvìnì, 33–47
Zanganah (tribe), 348
zar', 139
Zarqàn, 102
Zaydis, 305, 346
Zayn al-Dìn, Shahìd-i Sànì, 356, 357,

358
Zayn al-Dìn 'Alì Mu˙ammad b. Yùnus

Bayà∂i, 359
Zaynal Khàn (ambassador to India),

89, 90
Zaynab Begum, daughter of ˇahmasp

I, 399n
Zaynab Begum, 403
Zaynab Begum (wife of Hakim 

al-Mulk-i Ardistànì), 406
Ziegler and Co., 126
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